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NOTICE.

The Secretaries wish to add that they cannot hold themselves re-

sponsible for any misprints in the earlier part of these Vocabularies,

especially those in No. V. The MSS. which Mr. Hodgson left with

them, when he quitted India, were in such a confused state from ink

and pencil interlineations that it was hopeless to avoid errors. This

was pointed out to Mr. H. who replied that the Secretaries must do

the best they could with them. This they have tried to do, but the

task of correcting the proofs has been very laborious.
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An Account of the Ancient Buddhist Remains at Pagdn on the Ira-

wadi.—-By Captain Henry Yul e, Bengal Engineers.

The Burmese monarchs derive their stem from the S'akya kings

of Kapilavastu, the sacred race from which Gautama sprang. One

of them, Abhi-Baja by name, is said to have migrated with his

troops and followers into the valley of the Irawadi, and there to

have established his sovereignty at the city of Tagoung : a legend

manifestly of equal value and like invention to that which deduced

the Romans from the migration of the pious JEneas, the ancient

Britons from Brut the Trojan, and the Gael from Scota daughter of

Pharaoh.*

But that Tagoung was the early capital of the Burmans, appears

to be admitted, and is probable, supposing the valley of the Irawadi

to have been settled from the north. There, they relate, (as is

told also of Anuradhapura in Ceylon), a city or a succession of

cities had existed even during the times of each of the three Bud-

dhas who preceded Gautama. The last foundation of Tagoung

took place, according to story, in the days of Gautama himself, and

this city was the seat of seventeen successive kings.f

From Tagoung a wild legend carries the dynasty to Prome, where

an empire under the Pali name of Sare Khettara (Sri Kshetra) was

* I see, however, since the text was written, that Lassen accepts the traditions

of the Indian origin of the Burmese Kings as genuine. (Indische AltertJiwm-

sJcunde, II. 1034.)

t Col. Burney in J. A. S. B. vol. V. p. 157.

No. LXXXV.—New Series. Vol. XXVI. b



2 The Remains at Pagan. [No. 1

.

established about 484 B. C. It does not appear from the authori-

ties whether the kingdom of Tagoung is believed to have continued

contemporaneously with that of Prome.

There is no doubt that the frequent shiftings of their capitals is

characteristic of the Indo-Chinese nations, and is connected with

the facilities for migration presented by their great navigable rivers,

and by the unsubstantial nature of their dwellings. Still, one can-

not but have some suspicion that the desire to carry back to a re-

moter epoch the existence of the empire as a great monarchy, has

led to the representation of what was really the history of various pet-

ty principalities, attaining probably an alternate preponderance of

dominion, as the history of one dynasty of monarchs in various suc-

cessive seats.

Pegu, it need not be said, was an independent kingdom, though

several times subjected for a longer or shorter period by the Bur-

mans previous to the last conquest by Alompra, and twice at least

in its turn subjecting Ava.* Toungu also appears undoubtedly to

have been a separate kingdom for a considerable period, two of its

kings or princes in succession having conquered Pegu during the

sixteenth century ; and Martaban was the seat of an independent

prince for at least 140 years. Tavoy was occasionally independent,

though at other times alternately subject to Pegu or Siam. Aracan,

bearing much the same relation to Burma that Norway did to

(Sweden, preserved its independence till the end of the last century.

But besides these, there are perhaps indications of other principali-

ties within the boundaries of Burma proper. Kings of Prome are

mentioned in the histories of the Portuguese adventurers. Eerdi-

* In the thirteenth century three generations of Burman kings reigned over

Pegu. In 1554 or thereabouts, the king of Pegu, who was a Burmese prince of

Toungu, conquered Ava and its empire as far as Mogoung and the Shan state of

Thein-ni. This was the acme of Peguan prosperity, but even that was under a

Burmese sovereign. About 1613 the king of Ava became master of Pegu and all

the lower provinces. So matters continued till the Peguan revolt of 1740 and the

following years, which not only succeeded in the expulsion of the Burmans, but

in 1752 in the conquest of Ava. This brief ascendancy was upset in the same

year by the Hunter-Captain Alompi-a, whose dynasty still sits on the throne of

Ara, though Pegu has past into the hands of the Kalds.
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nand Mendez Pinto speaks of several other kingdoms on the

Irawadi ; but he is to be sure a very bad authority. Father

Sangermano also, in his abstract of the Burmese chronicles, appears

to speak of contemporary kings of Myen-zain or Panya, Ta-goung

and Tsa-gaing.*

These instances may, however, originate only in the ambiguity of

the Burmese title Men, which is applied equally to Uie King of

England and to the Governor General of India, to the kini* of

Burma and to all the high dignitaries and princes of his provinces.

The Empire of Prome came to an end, it is said, through civil

strife,f and one of the princes, in A. D. 107, flying to the north,

established himself at Pagan. According to the view taken by Craw-

furd and Burney, as well as Sangermano, the Burmese monarchy

continued under a succession of fifty-two or fifty-five princes, to the

end of the thirteenth century.

But the authority quoted by Mr. Mason J (apparently an edition

of the royal chronicle) implies that the city founded, or re-founded,

in 107 was that of Upper Pagan on the Upper Irawadi closely

adjoining Tagoung, and that the Pagan of which we now speak was

not founded till 847 or 849.

The site of upper Pagan has been visited by Captain Hannay in

1835, and by the Eev. Mr. Kincaird in 1837.

Capt. Hannay says,§ " About a mile to the south of this

(Tagoung) is a place called Pagarn-myo, which is now a complete

* Description of the Burmese Empire, pp. 42, 43.

t The following quaint legend is related by Sangermano, On the day of the last

king's death it happened that a countryman's cornsieve, or winnowing fan, was

carried away by an impetuous wind. The countryman gave chase, crying out

:

" Oh my cornsieve ! oh my cornsieve !" The citizens, disturbed by the clamour,

and not knowing what had happened, began likewise to cry, " Army of the Corn-

sieve! Soldiers of the Cornsieve!" A great confusion consequently arose and the

citizens divided themselves into three factions, who took up arms against one

another, and were afterwards formed into three nations, the Pyu, the Karan, and

the Burmese. (The Pyu were probably the people in the neighbourhood of

Prome ; Karan or Kanran the Aracanese. See Phayre in J. A. S. B. XIII. 29.)

% Natural Productions of Burma, II. 450.

§ M. S. Narrative of a journey from Ava to the Auiber-miues near the Assam
frontier. (In Foreign Office, Calcutta.)

B 2
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jungle, but covered with the remains of brick buildings as far as

the eye can reach. There are also the ruins of several large tem-

ples which have now more the appearance of earthen mounds than

the remains of the brick buildings, and they are covered with jungle

to the top." The people on the spot told Capt. Hannay that the

city was much more ancient than the other Pagan. And indeed we

heard this upper city spoken of as " old Pagan," when we were at

the capital.

Some interesting discoveries in Burmese history and antiquities

may yet be made among the ruins of which Capt. Hannay speaks.

Nine of the oldest temples at Pagan are ascribed, according to

Crawfurd, to king Pyan-bya, circa 850. This coincides with the

reign and date to which Mr. Mason's account assigns the foundation

of the city.

Here then twenty-one kings reigned in regular succession from

the middle of the 9th to the end of the 13th century, and here in

the year 997, under the apostleship of A-rahan and the reign of

Anau-ra-men-zan, Buddhism was established in its present shape as

the religion of the country.*

The history of the destruction of Pagan has been related by Col.

Burney from the Burmese chronicles.t Indignant at the murder

of an ambassador by the Burmese king, the Emperor of China sent

a vast army to invade Burma. The king, Narathee-ha-pade, in his

anxiety to strengthen the defences of his capital, pulled down, for

the sake of the materials, (so the chronicle relates), one thousand

large arched temples, one thousand smaller ones, and four thousand

square temples. But under one of these temples a prophetic

inscription of ominous import was found : the king lost heart, left

his new walls defenceless and fled to Bassein. The Chinese

advanced, occupied the city, and continued to pursue the Burman

army as far as Taroup-mau, or Chinese point, a considerable distance

below Prome. This was in 1284.

Colonel Burney has indicated that this is the same Chinese

invasion which is spoken of by Marco Polo. Turning to that

traveller (in Purchas, vol. III. 93,) we find that when the Great

* Judson's Life, I. 199, and Crawfurd, p. 491,

t J. A. S. B. Vol. IV. p. 402.
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Khan minded to subdue the city of Mien, [the Chinese name for

Burma] he sent a valiant Captain, and an army chiefly composed of

jesters with whom his court was always furnished.

It is curious enough to contrast the contemptuous view of the

Burmese enterprise here indicated, with the history of the same

event as given by the Burmans in their chronicle. Instead of an

army of jesters they represent the emperor to have sent a host of

at least six millions of horse, and twenty millions of foot, to attack

Pagan, and to have been obliged to reinforce these repeatedly before

they could overcome the resolute resistance of the Burmese, who

encountered the enemy near the mouth of the Bamo river.

From the mention of this locality it would appear that the

Chinese invasion took place by the route still followed by the main

body of the Chinese trade with Burma.

Pagan surprised us all. None of the preceding travellers to Ava

had prepared us for remains of such importance and interest. I do

not find any mention of Pagan and its temples before the middle of

the last century, when Capt. George Baker and Lieutenant North

were sent on a joint embassy to Alompra from the British settlement

at Negrais. Lieut. North died at Pagan, or rather at Nyoung-u,

a considerable trading town at the northern extremity of the ruins.

On his way down, Capt. Baker seems to have staid a week at

" Pagang Youugoe." He mentions the great number of pagodas in

the neighbourhood, and one in particular, ** the biggest of any

between Dagon (Rangoon) and Momchabue (Moutshobo the resi-

dence of Alompra,) kept in good repair, and celebrated by the

people for having one of their god's teeth and a collar bone buried

under it."*

Colonel Symes visited some of the temples on his way both up

and down the river, and gives a somewhat vague account of the

Anauda, which was then undergoing repair at the expense of the

Prince Boyal. He was told that the prince had collected gold for

the purpose of gilding it, an intention which the size of the building

renders improbable, and which certainly was not fulfilled.

Cox also describes the Ananda, and took some measurements with

the intention of making a plan of the building.

* Dalrymple's Oriental Repertory, I. 171.
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Among the ruins of the ancient city on the 8th February, 1826,

the Burmese under the hapless Naweng-bhuyen, or " King of

Sunset,"* made their last stand against Sir Archibald Campbell's

army, which remained encamped there for some days afterwards.

Havelock, in his history of the Campaign, notices the numerous

monuments, but says ;
" the sensation of barren wonderment is the

only one which Pagahm excites. There is little to admire, nothing

to venerate, nothing to exalt the notion of the taste and invention

of the people which the traveller might already have formed in

Rangoon or Prome." It will be seen presently that we differ widely

in opinion from Colonel Havelock.

The account that conveys the most truthful impression of Pagan

is probably that contained in the travels of Mr. Howard Malcom,

an American missionary traveller.

Mr. Crawfurd indeed devotes several pages of his admirable book

to the detailed description of some of these buildings, and gives an

engraving of that which he considered the finest architectural work

among them. Prom his selection in this instance I utterly dissent.

The temple which he has engraved is, as compared with the

greater works at Pagan, paltry and debased. It is altogether

uncharacteristic of the peculiar Pagan architecture ; nor is it indeed

well or accurately represented in the print. Mr. Crawfurd's

descriptions too, an accurate observer as he is, fail somehow to leave

with his readers any just impression of these great and singular

relics. Prom that preference of his which has been referred to,

it strikes me that he did not himself do justice to the grandeur or

interest of these buildings, and therefore could not enable his readers

to do so. With the assistance in illustration that we enjoy, we

ought to be able to do better.

In Pegu and lower Burma, the Buddhist pagoda is seldom found

in any other form than that of the solid bell-shaped structure,

representing (though with a difference) the topes of ancient India

and the Chaityas of Tibet, and always supposed to cover a sacred

* Otherwise Laya-thooa. Ho fled to Ava, and appeared before the king de-

manding new troops. The king in a rage ordered him to be put to death. The

poor fellow was tortured out of life before he reached the plaee of execution.

—

Judson's Life, I. 2U5.
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relic. Images of Gautama are often attached to these, but do not

seem to be essential to them. The great Pagodas of Rangoon,

Prome, and Pegu are celebrated examples of this kind of edifice.

The type of the principal temples at Pagan is very different, and

they suit better our idea of what the word temple implies. Remains

of this description but on a small scale, first attracted our attention

at Tantabeng, a place on the east bank of the Irawadi some miles

above Yenangyoung.*

The buildings at Tantabengt were numerous, had an air of great

antiquity, and were, as far as we examined them, on one general

plan. The body of the buildings was cubical in form, inclosiuo- a

Gothic-vaulted Chamber. The entrance was by a projecting porcli

to the east, and this porch had also a subsidiary door on its

north and south sides. There were also slightly projecting door-

places on the three other sides of the main building, sometimes

blank and sometimes real entrances. The plan of the building

was cruciform. Several terraces rose successively above the body

of the temple, and from the highest terrace rose a spire bearing a

strong general resemblance to that of the common temples of

Eastern India, being like the latter a tall pyramid with bulging

sides. The angles of this spire were marked as quoins, with deep

joints, and a little apex at the projecting angle of each, which gave

a peculiar serrated appearance to the outline when seen against the

sky. These buildings were entirely of brick ; the ornamental

mouldings still partially remained in plaster. The interior of each

temple contained an image of Gautama, or its remains. The walls

and vaults were plastered and had been highly decorated with

minute fresco painting.

Such is the substantial type of all the most important temples at

Pagan, though when the area of the ground-plan expands from 30
or 40 feet square to 200 or 300 feet square, the proportions and
details of the parts necessarily vary considerably.

* Mr. Oldham says that he saw a chambered pagoda as low down as Akouk-

toung (below Prome.) There is a conspicuous one also at Thayet Myo. But they

are comparatively rare anywhere below the point named, and never, I think of

the antique type here described.

t These have been photographed by Captain Tripe.
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The Pagan ruins extend over a space about eight miles in length

along the river, and probably averaging two miles in breadth. The

present town of Pagjin stands on the river side within the decayed

ramparts of the ancient city, near the middle length of this

space.

This brick rampart and fragments of an ancient gateway shewing

almost obliterated traces of a highly architectural character, are the

only remains at Pagan which are not of a religious description. If

any tradition lingers round the site of the ancient palaces of the

kings, who reigned here for so many centuries, our party missed it.

Of the number of the temples at Pagan, I feel scarcely able to

form any estimate, the few days which we spent there having been

chiefly devoted to a detailed examination of some of the most

important. But of all sizes I should not guess them at less than

eight hundred, or perhaps a thousand.

All kinds and forms are to be found among them ; the bell-shaped

pyramid of dead brick-work in all its varieties ; the same, raised

over a square or octagonal cell containing an image of the Buddha
5

the bluff knoblike dome of the Ceylon Dagobas, with the square

cap which seems to have characterized the most ancient Buddhist

Chaityas as represented in the sculptures at Sanchi, and in the

ancient model pagodas in the Asiatic Society's Museum ; the

fantastic Bo-phya or Pumpkin Pagoda, which seemed rather like

a fragment of what we might conceive the architecture of the moon,

than anything terrestrial ; and many variations on these types.

But the predominant and characteristic form is that of the cruciform

vaulted temple, which we have described above.

Three at least of the great temples, and a few of the smaller ones

of this kind, have been from time to time repaired, and are still

more or less frequented by worshippers. But by far the greater

number have been abandoned to the owls and bats, and some have

been desecrated into cow-houses by the villagers.

In some respects the most remarkable of the great temples, and

that which is still the most frequented as a place of worship, is the

Anand a.

11 This temple is said to have been built in the reign of Kyan-yeet-

tha, about the time of the Norman conquest of England. Tradition
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has it, that five Rahandahs, or Saints of an order second only to a

Buddha, arrived at Pagan from the Hema-wunda or Himalayan

region. They stated that they lived in caves on the Nanda-mula

hill (probably the Nunda Devi Peak), and the king requested them

to give him a model of their abode, from which he might construct

a temple. The Eahandahs did as they were requested, and the temple

being built was called Nanda-tsi gun or " Caves of Nanda." (PL I.)

The term Ananda, by which the temple is now known, is a corrup-

tion, arising from the name of Ananda, the cousin and favourite

disciple of Gaudama, being so well known to the people. The

representation of a cave is a favourite style of building among the

Burmese for depositing images.* This is not wonderful among the

votaries of a religion which regards an ascetic life in the wilderness

as the highest state for mortals in this world."f

Major Phayre mentioned another probable origin of the name of

this temple, viz. from the Palee Atlanta " the endless ;" which

seems to be supported by the fact that another great temple close

at hand is called Thapinyu, "The omniscient."

To reach the Ananda we passed out through the principal eastern

gate of the ancient city. The remains of the defences form a

distinct mound and ditch, traceable in their entire circuit, and large

masses of the brick work still stand at intervals, but I saw none in

which any feature of the architecture, or portion of the battlements,

was distinguishable. The gate has some remains of architectural

design, and ornament of a rich character in plaster, with foliated

pilaster capitals and festoons ; but these remnants have been

disfigured and obscured by the erection of two coarse modern

niches with figures of Warders. A few yards beyond the gate are

the square sandstone inscribed pillars mentioned by Mr. Crawfurd.

Their appearance is suggestive of great antiquity and interest.

But the expectation of the latter would probably be disappointed

by an interpretation. The character appeared to be square^ Bur-

* Several of the temples at Pagan are named in this way ; e. g. Shwe-ku,

" The golden cave ;" Sembyo-M
t
" The white elephant cave," &c.—H. Y.

t Note by Major Phayre.

X I do not know whether it has been noticed that the circular form of the

ordinary Burmese character, as of the Ooria, the Tamul and several other South

C
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inese of a very neat and uniform type, as indeed most of the

Burmese inscriptions are, and very much superior in execution to

what our lapidary inscriptions were a century ago.

In the precincts of the Ananda we entered a large group of

monastic buildings, forming a street of some length. These in

beauty of detail and combination, were admirable. The wood

carving was rich and effective beyond description
;
photography

only could do it justice.

Great fancy was displayed in the fantastic figures of warriors,

dancers, Nats (spirits) and Bilus (ogres,) in high relief, that filled

the angles and nuclei of the sculptured surfaces. The fretted

pinnacles of the ridge ornaments were topped with birds cut in

profile, in every attitude of sleeping, pecking, stalking, or taking

wing. With the permission of a venerable and toothless poongyee we

looked into a chamber which was a perfect museum of quaint and

rich gilt carving, in small shrines, book chests, &c, not unlike the

omnium gatherum of a Chinese Josshouse. One chamber contain-

ed, among other things, a neat model of a wooden monastery with

its appropriate carving.

The most elaborate of these religious buildings is stated to have

been built only a few years ago by a man of Te-nan-gyoung

;

probably some millionnaire of the oil trade.*

In the same monastic street a brick building, in the external

form of a Kyoung, contains a corridor entirely covered with rude

paintings on the plaster. These are all, Major Phayre informs me,

representations of Jats or passages in the life of Gautama in various

periods of pre-existence. The greater part of the scenes appeared

to depict the amusements and employments of ordinary life, such

as feasting, hunting, weaving, looking at plays, being shampooed,

and the like. The persons represented, like the marionnettes in

the puppet plays, wTere all exhibited with pure white complexions.

By a curious self-delusion, the Burmans would seem to claim that

Indian alphabets, is a necessary result of the practice of writing on palm leaves

with a style. Certain of the sacred books which, are written in the square cha-

racter are inscribed with a black gum (the thit-see) used as ink,

* Photographed by Capt. Tripe.
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in theory at least they are white people.* And what is still more

curious, the Bengalees appear indirectly to admit the claim ; for our

servants in speaking of themselves and their countrymen, as dis-

tinguished from the Burmans, constantly made use of the term

' Kala admi'—black man, as the representative of the Burmese

Kdld, a foreigner.

In one part of the series were some representations of punishment

in the Buddhist Hells. Demons were pictured beating out the

brains of the unhappy with clubs, or elephants trampling on them,

and in one place was a perfect picture of Prometheus ; the victim

lying on the ground, whilst a monstrous unclean bird pecked at his

side.

From this monastic colony a wooden colonnade, covered with the

usual carved gables and tapering slender spires, led to the northern

doorway of the Ananda.

This remarkable building, with a general resemblance in charac-

ter to the other great temples, has some marked peculiarities and

felicities of its own. They all suggest, but this perhaps above them

all suggests, strange memories of the temples of Southern Catholic

Europe. The Ananda is in plan a square of nearly 200 feet to the

side, and broken on each side by the projection of large gabled vesti-

bules which convert the plan into a perfect Greek cross.f (Plate II.)

These vestibules are somewhat lower than the square mass of the

building, which elevates itself to a height of 35 feet in two tiers of

windows. Above this rise six successively diminishing terraces

connected by curved converging roofs, the last terrace just affording

breadth for the spire which crowns and completes the edifice. The

lower half of this spire is the bulging mitre-like pyramid adapted

from the temples of India, such as I have described at Tantabeng

:

the upper half is the same moulded taper pinnacle that terminates

the common bell-shaped pagodas of Pegu. The gilded tree caps the

* But so also thought some of the old travellers. Thus Vincent Lcblanc says
;

" The people (of Pegu) are rather whites than blacks, and well shap'cl." I think

I have seen some brahmins fairer than any Burmans. But the average tint in

Burma is much lighter than in India. One never, I believe, sees a Burman to

whom the word black coidd be applied fairly.

t See also Capt. Tripe's photograph, No. .

c 2
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whole at a height of one hundred and sixty-eight feet above the

ground.

The building internally consists of two concentric and lofty cor-

ridors, communicating by passages for light opposite the windows,

and by larger openings to the four porches. Opposite each of these

latter, and receding from the inner corridor towards the centre of

the building, is a cell or chamber for an idol. In each this idol is a

colossal standing figure upwards of 30 feet in height. They vary

slightly in size and gesture ; but all are in attitudes of prayer,

preaching, or benediction. Each stands, facing the porch and

entrance, on a great carved lotus-like pedestal, within rails like the

chancel-rails of an English church. There are gates to each of these

chambers, noble frames of timber rising to a height of four and

twent}'- feet. The frame bars are nearly a foot in thickness, and

richly carved on the surface in undercut foliage ; the pannels are

of lattice work, each intersection of the lattice marked with a gilt

rosette.

The lighting of these image chambers is perhaps the most singu-

lar feature of the whole. TJie lofty vault, nearly 50 feet high, in

which stands the idol, canopied by a valance of gilt metal curiously

wrought, reaches up into the second terrace of the upper structure,

and a window pierced in this sends a light from far above the

spectator's head, and from an unseen source, upon the head and

shoulders of the great gilded image. This unexpected and partial

illumination in the dim recesses of these vaulted corridors, produces

a very powerful and strange effect, especially on the north side,

where the front light through the great doorway is entirely

subdued by the roofs of the covered approach from the monastic

establishments.*

These four great statues represent the four Buddhas who have

appeared in the present "World Period.

f

* "A similar artistic introduction of the light is mentioned by Mr. Fergusson

as characterising ' the great rock-cut Basilicas of India.' " (HandbooJc ofArch. 1.

313.) May this not have been imitated in the Ananda, and may the fact not be

in some degree a confirmation of the legend, that caves were intended to be repre^-

Rented by these vaults ?

t " They are said to be composed of different materials as follows :
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The temple, like the other great temples here, is surrounded by

a square enclosure wall with a gate in each face. " That to the

north is the only one in repair. This was no doubt intended as

the principal entrance, and has the image of Gautama placed

there, but it is difficult to say why the western entrance was not

chosen for this distinction,* as it is directly in sight of the Tan-

Kyee hill and Pagoda, on the opposite site of the Irawadee, where

Gautama himself stood with his favourite disciple, Ananda, and

predicted the future building and greatness of the city of Pagan.

Perhaps the north was chosen as being the direction in which Gau-

tama walked after the moment of his birth."f

In the centre of the vestibule on the western side stands cut

in stone on an elevated and railed platform, a representation of

the impression of Gautama's feet. In the galleries or corridors

running round the building, disposed in niches along the massive

walls, at regular distances apart, are numerous images of Gau-

tama, and sculptured groups of figures illustrating particular events

of his life. These have been covered over with a substance resem-

bling tliitsee (black gum resin) and vermilion.J

" Tlie image to the east is the Buddha KanJcathan made of a sweet-scented

wood called Dan-tsa-goo. To the west is Ka-thaba, made of brass. To the north

Gautama, of Fir ; to the south Ganno-goon of Jasmine-wood. Whatever the

original material of these images may have been, it appears now that the outer

coating of each is of plaster richly gilt over."

—

Major Phayre.

* Compare Cunningham's Topes of Bhilsa, p. 191. It there appears that at

No. 1 Tope at Sanchi, within the enclosure and immediately facing each entrance,

there is a large figure, once under a canopy. That to the east Major Cunningham

considers to be ." KKAKITCHANDA, first mortal Buddha ; that to the south

KANAKA; to the west KASYAPA ; and to the north SAKYA SINHA"
(Gautama). Hence it would appear that the figures in the Ananda were not

placed arbitrarily, but according to orthodox Buddhistic tradition.—H. Y.

f Major Phayre.

X I extract the following detailed account of some of these curious groups

from Major Phayre's notes. Lt. Heathcote, I. N. informs me that the number of

these sculptures is upwards of fifteen hundred.

" Several, indeed, most, of the images of Gautama in this temple have a different

physiognomy to those made by Burmese artists, and the Woondouk who accom-

panied me, asked if I did not notice a strong resemblance in the features to those

Buddhist images in the compound of the Asiatic Society at Calcutta, which have
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The outer corridor is roofed with a continuous flying buttress,

or half pointed arch, abutting on the massive outer walls. The

inner corridor and cells are pointed vaults.

been brought from central India. There is undoubtedly a great similarity, so

that it is impossible not to conclude that these have been carved by Indian artists.

The following are the principal figures and groups illustrating events of Gautama's

life. A recumbent female figure richly clad with large earrings, and pendent ears,

decked with numerous armlets from the wrist to the elbow ; the figure and dress

are entirely in the Indian fashion. The hair of all the female figures in these

groups is bound up sideways in the form of a cornucopia, and in a fashion, cer-

tainly not Burmese. This is said to be the Princess Ya-thau-da-ya,* the wife of

Prince- Theiddat,t i. e. Gautama, before he left his father's kingdom and became

a hermit. The four predictive signs displayed to the Prince, and which, convinc-

ing him of the vanity of all earthly things, determined him to leave his father's

palace and go forth to the wilderness, are here displayed in separate groups. The

Prince, from Ins chariot, sees the decrepid man, the diseased, the dead and de-

cayed, and finally the Priest ordained. He chooses the latter state as the only

refuge from the ills of mortality. In another sculpture is represented a stately

female with her left arm round the neck of another, and both standing beneath a

tree. This is the figure of Gautama's mother called Amay-dau-ma-ya,J beneath

the Engyeen tree (Shorea robusta), when giving birth to her son while on a jour-

ney. She leans on the neck of her younger sister Gau-da-mee. A female atten-

dant is near at hand. On the right of the mother is seen the infant, as if just

born, but displaying his inherent glory, while three other minute figures of him

denote his being received by the three higher orders of beings, Byahmas, Nats and

men, the latter being lowest and receiving him on earth. This scene is repeated

four times in the temple with some small variations.

It would be tedious to recount in detail the whole of these interesting sculp-

tures ; but I will mention that they include Prince Theiddatf in his palace sur-

rounded by musicians and attendants, but dissatisfied with worldly splendour
;

then they show him taking a last look at his sleeping wife and child, before going

forth to the wilderness ; mounting his horse, and leaving, despite of all opposi-

tion ; stringing a famous bow before the Court of his maternal uncle Thoopa-

bood-da,§ the King of De-wa-da-ha, who then bestowed on him in marriage his

daughter Ya-thau-daya.

All these and many others, the subjects of winch, I did not recognize, but which

evidently relate to events in the life of Gautama, have no doubt been chiseled by

Indian artists at an early period.

* Yasodhara. f Siddhartha.

% Maha Maya. § Supra-Budha.
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One of the peculiar features of the Ananda is the curved slope

given to the roofs both of the porches and of the main building,

as if preserving the extrados of the arch which lies beneath. In

all the other temples the roofs are flat. This, with the massive

gables which are thus formed at the ends of the porches, and the

great scrolls, if we may call them so, at the wings of these gables,

probably go far in producing that association with the churches

of southern Europe to which I have alluded.* Still these scrolls

are perfectly Burman, and seem identical with the horn-like orna-

ments which are so characteristic of the Burman timber buildings.

Here they are backed (another unique circumstance) by lions

rising gradatim along each limb of the gable or pediment. The

windows also of the main building, standing out from the wall

surface with their effective mouldings, pilasters, and canopies, recall

the views of some of the great Peninsular monasteries.

But not the exterior only was redolent of kindred suggestions.

The impression on us, (I speak of Major Allan, Mr. Oldham, and

myself,) as we again and again paced the dim and lofty corridors

of the Ananda, was that of traversing some sombre and gigantic

pile appropriated to the cabals and tortures of the Inquisition.

No architecture could better suit such uses. And in the evening,

as I sat in the western vestibule sketching the colossal idol before

me, the chaunted prayers of the worshippers before the northern

cell boomed along the aisles in strange resemblance to the chaunt

of the priests in a Roman Catholic cathedral.

Of the details of architecture I shall speak below, but before

proceeding to describe any of the other temples, it may be well

to notice the material of which they are built. This, I believe to

I should have mentioned that on the outside of the building, and about three

feet above the ground, glazed tiles are set closely all round it, having rude figures

of monsters on them, some riding camels and other animals unknown in Burmah.

These have Pali inscriptions on them, intimating that the figures represent the sol-

diers of the evil spirit, who sought to alarm Grautama from his resolution of be-

coming an ascetic and attaining Buddhahood.

* Compare the elevation of the entrance to one of the vestibules of the Ananda
with that very common facade of Italian churches. The analogy in the com-

position is, I think, very striking. The R. C. Church at Agra has a facade of this

type.
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be in every case the same, viz. what we call in India kucha pukka

work, that is to say, brick cemented with mud only. Mr. Crawfurd

supposed the temples to be of brick and lime mortar. But I

satisfied myself that this is not the case, and that the penetration

of the plaster, which had been applied to the walls and corridors,

into some of the joints had misled him.* We are not indeed ac-

customed in India to conceive of kucha pukka edifices two hundred

feet in height. Of these it is to be said that they are so massive

as to be practically almost solid ; so that the vaults and corridors

rather resemble excavations in the mass than structural interiors.

It is also to be said, however, that they are built with a care and

elaboration which I never saw bestowed on a kucha pukka structure

in India, and which the Burmans of the present day seem remotely

incapable of in brickwork of any kind. On the outside at least,

in the better buildings, every brick has been cut and rubbed to

fit with such nicety that it is difficult, and sometimes not possible,

to insert the blade of a knife between the joints. The arches

and semi-arches are carefully formed of bricks moulded in the

radiating form of voussoirs. The peculiarity of these arches is

that in general the bricks are laid edge to edge in the curve of the

arch, instead of being laid parallel with its axis as among other

nations. The exterior archfaces of the smaller doors and windows

are, however, laid in the European way, with the bricks cheek to

cheek.

The bricks are usually about 14 inches by 7, (I here speak

from memory,) and well moulded, but they are not very well burnt.

Such being the substance of the structure, all the ornamental

finish is consequently executed in the plaster, which, even without

view to ornament, would have been essential to the preservation

of the buildings.

Where the plaster has been kept in repair, the buildings remain

apparently perfect. Where the original plaster has decayed, and

has not been renewed, the temples are in ruins. But it is in the

latter only that we can learn to do justice to the spirit of art that

mortar.

Mr. Oldham notes his impression that the Bauddhi temple is built with lime
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adorned these monuments. The renewals and repairs have been

executed by barbarous and tasteless hands. Of this I shall speak

more fully by and bye.

The second great temple of Pagan is the Thapinyu—" the Omnis-

cient."

It is stated to have been built in the reign of A-loung-tsee-chyoo

Men, grandson of the king who erected the Ananda, about the year

of our era 1100.*

It stands within the ancient walls, some five hundred yards to the

south-west of the Ananda, and its taper spire, rising to a height of

two hundred and one feet from the ground, overtops all the other

monuments.

Its general plan is not unlike that of the Ananda, but it does

not, like the latter, form a symmetrical cross. The eastern porch

alone projects considerably from the wall. The body of the building

forms a massive square of more than one hundred and eighty feet

to the side.

The characteristic of the Thapinyu is the great elevation of the

mass before considerable diminution of spread takes place, and the

position of the principal shrine high above the ground.

We have first a spacious two-storied basement like that of the

Ananda, then two receding terraces. But here the usual gradation

is interrupted. The third terrace, instead of rising a few feet only

like the others, starts at one leap aloft to a height of some fifty feet

in a truly massive and stupendous cubical donjon, crowned again

at top by a renewal of the pyramidal gradation of terraces, and by

the inevitable culminating spire.

Within this donjon, in a lofty vaulted hall opening by pointed

gateways to the east, north and south, and directly under the apex

of the spire, sits the great image of the shrine. This is, with one

exception, the only instance I have seen in these temples, in which

* The dates given are those traditionally ascribed to the temples, and are the

same with those already given by Crawfurd. Major Phayre considers the inscrip-

tions at Pagan, so far as he had time to examine them, to confirm these dates,

very remarkable as they are under the circumstances.

B
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the core of the building beneath the central spire had been hollowed

into a chamber.

The principal shrine of the temple being thus in the lofty upper

tower, the basement contains little of interest in the interior

arrangements. There is on the ground level but one corridor, with

images in the halls opposite the north, south, and west doorways.

The main, or eastern, doorway is faced by a staircase leading to the

upper terraces, but first to a curious mezzanine or entresol, forming

a double corridor, running round the basement story at the level

of the second tier of windows. This also is a peculiarity of the

Thapinyu.

The Gauda-palen is the third and last of the greater temples

which have been kept in repair. (PI. III.) It dates from the reign

of Na-ra-pa-ti-tsi-thu, about A. D. 1160.

Crawfurd explains the name as signifying, "the throne of Gauda"

—a Nat or spirit. Major Phayre, though unable to obtain a

satisfactory solution of the name, expresses strong disbelief that a

Buddhist temple could be named after a Nat.

Though of great size, and rising to a height of 180 feet, this

temple covers a considerably less area than the two already describ-

ed. It is within the city walls, and stands on lower ground than

they do ; but being nearer the river it is very conspicuous in

approaching Pagan from the southward. Gleaming in its white

plaster with numerous pinnacles and tall central spire, we had seen

it from far down the Irawadi, rising like a dim vision of Milan

cathedral. This enchantment it lost of course on nearer approach,

though still strongly suggestive of south-European church architec-

ture, more so perhaps than any other of these buildings except the

Ananda. It is cruciform in plan, and stands on a low parapetted

terrace irregularly following the outline.

It is more compact and elevated in proportion to its bulk than

the two former buildings, but resembles them in general character,

exhibiting a massive basement with porches, and rising above in a

pyramidal gradation of terraces, crowned by a spire and Ittee. The

latter has broken from its stays at one side, and now leans over

almost horizontally, having torn with it the acorn of brick-work

which caps the spire, and threatening speedy downfall.
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Erom the last terrace, below the spire, we had a noble prospect of

the vast field of ruined temples stretching north, east, and south,

and Mr. Grant devoted many laborious hours to sketching this

panorama.

All these three buildings have been kept in repair, and " beauti-

fied" in some churchwarden spirit, more to their loss than gain.

One other important temple within the city walls has also been

kept in repair. Its date is given by Mr. Crawfurd as about the

year 1200. This is the Bauddhi* described and delineated by him.

It is different in style from the other temples and very inferior in

size, majesty, and art. The basement is a quadrangular block of

no great height, supporting a tall spire strongly resembling that

of the ordinary Hindu shiwala, and still more strongly the sihra

of the Jain temples near the river Barakar, and of some of the

ancient Hindu temples delineated by Mr. Fergusson, such aa

those at Blmbaneswar in Orissa and that at Barolli in Rajputana.

The latter, in general effect, has a considerable resemblance to the

Bauddhi as seen from a distance.f Both base and spire are covered

with niches, bearing seated Gautamas, and interspersed with orna-

mental pannels and mouldings. This gives the building a very

rich appearance at a little distance, but, closely viewed, the exe-

cution is execrably rough and inaccurate, and there is an absence

of the whole spirit of art visible in . what I must call the greater

and purer works.

In these there is an actual sublimity of architectural effect, which

excites wonder, almost awe, and takes hold of the imagination in a

manner that renders apology for them as " Burmese," absurdly

out of place.J There is no such spell in Bauddhi, which only re-

calls the Hindu temple, of which a thousand specimens infinitely-

superior in material and workmanship are to be seen at Benares

* Bauddhi signifies the Banian tree.

t See Fergusson s Ancient Architecture of Hindustan, PI. VII., and Capt.

Tripe's Photograph, No. —
X "We were all struck with awe" says Mr. Oldham, in his Journal "at the

littleness of our individual might in the presence of such evidence of combined

power and exertion."

D 2
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and Mirzapur, to say nothing of the older and finer works in other

parts of Iudia, of which I have scarcely any personal knowlgdge.

Omitting further consideration of the last named building, the

architectural elements of which the great temples are composed,

and hundreds of smaller ones in the same style, are nearly the

same in all, though combined in considerable variety.

The pointed arch is found in all, and is almost universally the

form of the doorways. It is, universally, enclosed in a framework,

or facade, exhibiting an arch dressing of a triangular or almost

parabolic shape, drooping in cusps of a characteristic form, and sur-

mounted by a sort of pediment of graduated flame-like spires and

horns of a very peculiar character. This cusped arch and these

flamboyant spires and horns are, in a modified form, part of the

style of ornament universal in the elaborate timber monasteries

of Burma. The style seemed to me more natural in the latter

material, and I felt more inclined to believe that the masonry or-

namentation had been, (as in so many other climates,) adapted

from that of timber, than the architecture of the temples modified

to suit the timber structures. This opinion has changed since my
return to Calcutta, and access to drawings has enabled me to trace

the prototype of this flamboyant ornament in the temples of Southern

India. Whether again this pattern did not originate in a preceding

timber model is too remote a question. Even in the cave temples

of Western India, Mr. Fergusson traces distinctly the limitation of.

timber construction.

In the greater doorways, this cusped arch face and pediment is

generally supported at each side by a semi-arch and semi-pediment

of like charcter, at a lower level.

All these arches and semi-arches rest on regular pilasters with base,

capital, and cornice, the singular resemblance of which, both in

general character and in many of the details of mouldings, to the

pilasters of lioinan architecture is startling, perplexing, and unac-

countable to me by any theory I have yet heard propounded, if

anything like the true date has been assigned to these buildings.

The following extracts from Mr. Oldham's journal well express

the feeling with which several members of the mission involuntarily

viewed these structures with reference to their origin.
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" So strongly unlike all other Burman buildings, can these have

owed their origin to the skill of a western Christian or Missionary,

who may have adopted largely the ornamentation of the Burmese,

and ingrafted much of their detail and their arrangements on his

own idea of a temple ? May not the true cross-like plan of the

Ananda be thus symbolical, and may he not, in the long-trusting

hope of a zealous worshipper of Christ, have looked forward to the

time when this noble pile might be turned from the worship of an

unknown God to the service of the Most High." " I can't think

any Burman ever designed or planned such buildings. They are

opposed to the general plan of their construction. The Shwe Koo

[one of the minor temples] might possibly be the work of Burman

mind, but I fancy not the others ; or, if they did design them, the

Burmans of those days were very different from the Burmans of

the present day."

Such an impression, I know, was almost irresistible at times when

on the spot. But, without going much into argument on the sub-

ject, I cannot think it probably founded in truth. There is not,

I believe, reason to believe that any missionaries, or Europeans

of any kind, found their way to these trans-gangetic regions in

the days when these temples were founded/" If there had been

* At the suggestion of a friend I annex an abstract of the chronology of

Burmese intercourse with the west. However imperfect, this abstract, which has

been compiled with considerable labour, will be, I trust, interesting, indepen-

dently of the question of the origin of these temples.

Ptolemy is, I believe, the only ancient geographer who gives any particulars of

these countries. He quotes his predecessor Marinus of Tyre (who lived about

A. D. 100) as referring to the log of one Alexander, who had voyaged along

these shores as far as Thinae and Cattigara. Great difference of opinion has ex-

isted as to the identification of these and the hitherward localities which he names

.

Some, considering that the Aurea Chersonesus, which was passed in reaching the two

places above mentioned, can only answer to the Peninsula of M alacca, have carried

their locality as far eastward as the southern extremity of Camboja. But Gos-

selin* has shewn a strong reason to believe that the Aurea Chersonesus really

^presents the protuberant Delta of the Irawadee, and that Thinae is rather to be

* Recherches sur la Geographie des anciens, Par P. F. J, Gosselin, Paris,
1813. Vol. in.
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communication we must go further back for it. And the points

of resemblance are rather to Roman architecture, properly so called,

identified with Tenasserim. There are abundant difficulties in the way of either

interpretation.

It is an interesting subject, but a great deal more learning and leisure than I

possess would be required to discuss it properly. Two arguments, however, may

be mentioned which appear strongly to favour Gosselin's theory. Ptolemy de-

scribes the various rivers of the Chersonesus as mutually communicating, a cir-

cumstance which could not apply to the Malay Peninsula, but which applies

excellently to the waters of the Delta. These rivers, whose embouchures he names

Chrysoana, Palanda and Attabas, would therefore be three of the principal outlets

of the Irawadee. Again, immediately westward of the Chersonesus he places the

Sinus Sabaricus, and in this gulph the mouths of the river Besynga. Now, a

little below, in his sketch of the hydrography of India beyond the Ganges, the

Geographer says distinctly ;
" From the range of Mseandrus flow down all the

rivers beyond Ganges, until you come to the river Besynga." This remark seems

infallibly to identify Mons Mseandrus with the Aracan Yomadoung and the river

Besynga with the Bassein branch of the Irawadee.

The Kev. Mr. Mason in his valuable book, " The Natural Productions of Bur-

ma"* following the more common arrangement of maps of ancient geography,

which makes the Sinus Sabaricus represent the Gulph of Martaban, traces Be-

synga in the Solwen, called by the Talaings Be-lchung. But it may be suggested

that Bathein-khyoung (river of Bassein, in Burmese) affords at least as strong a

resemblance. And it is curious that this very gulph of Negrais, which we take

to be the Sinus Sabaricus, is called by several of the old travellers " the Sea

of Bara."f

Where the data are so vague, attempts at the identification of names are rather

amusing than profitable. But a few may be mentioned. Sada suits in locality

as well as name with Sandoway, which is mentioned at a very early period of

Burmese history.^ Zabai has been identified by Gosselin with Tavoy. In

Ptolemy's hst of inland cities to the north of the Chersonesus occurs the name

of Mareura metropolis. The identity of this has been suggested§ with the ancient

city of Mauroya
i
which, as Col. Burney tells us from the Burman histories, pre-

* Published at Mauhnain 1856. See under the head of Ethnology, p. 427.

f Vide Caesar Frederick in Purchas, II. 1717 and Gasparo Balbi, id. p. 1724.

At the same time, be it said, I feel some misgiving that this Bara may be only

the Bar of Negrais. In Wood's map, at the beginning of Syme's Narrative, one of

the mouths of the Irawadee is called Barago, and I believe Barago Point is still the

name given by mariners to the extreme point of the delta.

X See Col. Burney in J. A. S. B. V. 163.

§ By Col. Hannay in his Sketch of the Singphos, 1847, p. 32, and by Mr.
Mason, I. p. 445.
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than to anything of later date, so far as I know, before the fif-

teenth century. And even this Roman character is so mixed up

ceded Tagoung as the seat of the Sakya kings. Mauroya is now known m
Mueyen, a town not far south from Bamd.

In Tugma metropolis, an inland city of the Aurea Eegio, we have perhaps the

venerable city of Tagoung ; in Tharra, an inland city of the Chersonesus, Thara-

wadee, or perhaps Thare-khettara, the ancient name of Prome ; Satyrorwm Pro-

montoriwm we might be tempted to find in the point of Bihi-gyoon or Ogre's

Island, off Maulmain. At the northern confines of Mons Mseandrus, Ptolemy,

true to this day, places the Nanga logce or Naga Log, which he defines as truly to

mean ' the Naked Folk.' Eastward towards the Sinse are the Kakobse, whom

Col. Hannay* finds in the Ka-khyens called by themselves Kakoos ; and near the

shores of the Magnus Sinus we find the Kadopse or Kadota? who may be the

Karens, called in the Taking language, according to F. Buchanan, Kadoon. Be-

yond them we get among tribes of Pirates, who are said to have skin like that of

a hippopotamus, not penetrable by arrows ; so we may decline to follow Ptolemy

any further. It may be noted that though the geographer characterises several

tribes in these parts as Anthropophagi, he affixes " Emporium" to the names of

various places on the coast, which seems to indicate civilization and foreign trade.

Why these lands should have been termed the lands of silver and gold (Argen-

tea Begio, Aurea Begio, Chersonesus Aurea) may appear obscure, as they are not

now remarkably productive of those metals. There are, however, gold-washings

on a small scale in many of the rivulets both of Pegu and of the valley of the

upper Irawadee and of the Kyendwen, which may have been more productive in

ancient times. And the Argentea Begio may probably (as suggested by CoL

Hannayf) have been the territory including the JBau-Dtven, or great silver mine

on the Chinese frontier, which is believed to supply a large part of the currency

of Burma. Indeed Aurea Begio may be only a translation of the name Sona-

paranta, winch is the classic or sacred appellation of the central region of Burma

between the Irawadee and the Kyendwen, always used to this day in the enu-

meration of the king's titles. These regions may moreover have been the channels

by which the precious metals were brought from China, and the mountains near

the sources of the Irawadee which are said to be very productive of gold, and

possibly even at that remote period the profuse use of gilding in edifices may have

characterised the people, as it does now.

It seems, however, most probable that this practice was introduced with Bud-

dhism. X Yet even at the period of the first Buddhistic mission to this region,

* As above p. 2. f Ditto.

X The elaborate gilding of chapels and monastic cells in India and central
Asia is mentioned by Fahian, the Chinese pilgrim in the fifth century. (See
Laid/ay's translation, p. 18, &c.)
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and blended with other touches and details so utterly un-Roraau

and original, that one cannot conceive so spirited and effective a

fusion to have been produced by any chance European aid.

at the conclusion of the third great synod, B. C. 241, it was known in India aa

" Sucarna Bhum'C the Golden Land.*

According to Mr. Mason, the ancient capital of the Takings (of the Toungthoos

according to the tradition of the latter) was Thadung, or Satung, a city whose

traces still exist between the mouths of the Salwen and the Sitang. Suvanna-

bumme, he adds, but unfortunately stating no authority, is still the classic Pali

name of Satung.f

In the beginning of the fifth century, Budclhaghosa, a Bramin of Magadha, visit-

ed Ceylon and there revised the Buddhist scriptures and re-translated them into

Pali. He carried Ins version with him to Pegu, and there made it known. In

A. D. 1171, a mission was sent from Burma to Ceylon, and ten years subse-

quently five men deeply versed in the Burmese scriptures came from Ceylon to

Pagan. One of the number is said to have been a Cambojan, and another a

Cingalese.%

The intercourse with Ceylon appears to have continued more or less till a late

period. It was not always an intercourse of merely a religious character. In one

instance, more particularly referred to at page 55 of the text, we find a king of

Ceylon carrying a hostile armament against the Burman countries (A. D. 1153) ;§

and in another we find ' Brama, king of Pegu,' as he was called by the Portuguese,

sending to solicit the daughter of a king of Ceylon in marriage (about 1566.)
[|

It is scarcely possible that any intercourse should go on at the present day, if

we may judge by the surprise and incredulity of the Burmese courtiers when told

by Major Phayre that the sacred island of Laukadwipa also belonged to the

English. THe last remarkable instance of intercommunication between Ceylon

and Burma, of which, I am aware, occurred towards the end of the last century,

* " Sono and Uttaro were deputed to Suvarna Bhumi or Gfolden Land. As
this country was on the sea-coast, it may be identified either with Ava, the Aurea
Regio, or with Siam the Aurea Chersonesus, 6,000,000 of people are said to have
been converted, of whom 25,000 men became monks, and 1500 women became
nuns." Quoted from the Mahawanso by Major Cunningham in his Bhilsa Topes,

p. 118.

t Mason, as above p. 427. He also says that Maubee in the delta of the Ira-

wadee was called Savanna nadee, River of gold. Sobana emporium and Sobauas
occur as the names of a town and river in Ptolemy's list. And Chrysoanas, his name
for one of the rivers of the delta, looks like a translation of the same.

X Mason—p. 453.

§ It is curious that in the reign of the preceding monarch of Burma, Alountsee-
thoo, it is said in the chronicles that " the governors of Bassein, of other districts

in the Talaing country, the Kala governor of the island of Ceylon, and he of
Tena8serim, having rebelled, were put down, and their countries taken possession

ofy (Mason, as above.)

jj
Hut. of the discovery and conquest of India hy the Portuguese, London, 1695.
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To return to details. The angles of all the chief buildings are

when the maintenance of caste-distinctions among the priesthood by the kings of

Candy, provoked the low-caste monks to organize an expedition to the orthodox

Buddhists of Burma, with a view to the restoration of equal rights.

That religious visits were made during the middle ages of the Burmese coun-

tries to the sacred spots of Buddhism in India, is proved by an inscription in

Burmese at Buddha- Graya, discovered by the Burmese envoys who were sent to

Lord W. Bentinck in 1831-33. Some doubt attaches to the reading of the date

and the determination of the king whose repair of the temple it commemorates.

Burney ascribed it to the reign of Aloungtsee-thoo, A. D. 1105.

There is no mention of Pegu, by the Mahomedans of the 9th century, whose

travels were published by the Abbe Eenaudot and are given in Pinkerton's and

various other collections, nor so far as I can learn by any Western traveller till

the time of Marco Polo.

Indeed, the first opening for Christian travellers into Asia was in quite another

direction, and much further to the North. Monks of Italy, France and Flanders

jostled each other at the court of Kara Korum ; and Mongol ambassadors found

their way to Paris and Northampton,* when as yet all that Europe knew of India

was derived from Strabo and Arrian.

It is probably Pagan which Marco Polo speaks of under the name of Mien, " a

great and noble city, the head of the kingdom." Mien is said by Col. Burney to

be the Chinese name of Burma,f But Marco does not speak as if he had himself

been in the country, and there is only one unmistakeably Burmese feature in his

story. This is in the description of two towers in pyramid fashion which a cer-

tain king caused to be built near his sepulchre ;
" upon the top, round about the

balls" he says, " many little gold and silver bells were hanged, which at the blow-

ing of the wind give a certain sound." The date of the expedition which Marco

Polo relates is between A. D. 1272 and 1290.

In 1444, Nicolo di Conti,J a Venetian, returned from five and twenty years' tra-

velling in the East. He visited Racha (Aracan) on a river of the same name, and

thence " after seventeen days passing desert hills, came into a champaign coun-

try." He must therefore have gone over the Aeng pass, or some other pass of the

Aracan Yoma. He speaks of the river of Ava, as greater than the Granges ; the

city of Ava, as fifteen miles in circuit, &c, the kingdom itself he calls Macin

* Remusat, Memoire sur les Relations Politiques des Trinces Chretiens, Sfc.

avec les JZm'perewrs Mongols, 1824, p. 154.

t J. A. S. B. IV. 400. Dr. Buchanan says that the Chinese of Yunan call
the Burmese Lau meen

y
As. Res. V. 223. In Dullalde's Maps, a distinction is made

between the kingdoms of* Yaoua and Mien.

% Ramusio, I. 340. The narrative is very imperfect, which is to be regretted,
as it bears the stamp of honesty. A few additional particulars are given in Fur-
chas, II. 159, from another version of di Conti's travels.
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formed into pilasters such as we have spoken of supportiug a regu-

(Maha-chhi doubtless, a name often applied in India to the little known Eastern

kingdoms indiscriminately). He is the first traveller, I believe, who mentions the

while elephant, and the name of Ava, which has not existed a century.* He
speaks also of the Burmese fashion of tattooing the body, as common both with

men and women. The latter do not now practise it, though among their Khyen

neighbours it is almost confined to the women.

Di Conti makes the singular statement that the people in their daily prayer said,

" God in Trinity keep us in his Law." This, which at first sight looks like fic-

tion, is really an evidence of his veracity. He had doubtless heard of " the three

precious ones," the triad of Buddha, Dharma, and Sanga, the Buddha, the Law,

and the Clergy
;

(see note by Eemusat in Pilgrimage of Ea-hian, Cal. 1848,

p. 42).f

In 1496, Pegu was visited by Hieronymo da Santo Stephano, a Genoese, who

is, I believe, the first European by whom Pegu is distinctly mentioned. He speaks

of it as a great city ruled by a " Gran Signore" who possessed 10,000 elephants.

He was prevented from visiting Ava by war between the two nations.^

About the same time or a little later, we find at Pegu another traveller, Lo-

dovico Barthema of Bologna. He gives few interesting particulars, but mentions

" great canes" (bamboos) "as large as a barrel," and like all the travellers to these

parts, speaks much of the rubies, the original locality of which they all assign to

a city, or mountainous region called Capelan, beyond Ava. He also speaks of

Pegu and Ava as at war.§

With the extension of European discovery in the beginning of the 16th century,

European traders and Portuguese adventurers began to haunt the coasts of Pegu.

The first Portuguese traveller known to us is Ruy Nunez d'Acunha, who was sent

thither by Alphonso d'Albuquerque in 1511.
||

* He is also the first traveller who mentions a strange, obscene, and barbarous

custom, which is spoken of so repeatedly by all travellers during the next 200
years, that it seems impossible to doubt its having existed, though I believe there

is not now the slightest trace of it ; unless the practice be so, which some of the

Burmese warriors are said to retain, of inserting a piece of metal under the flesh

to make themselves invulnerable. Some old travellers ascribe to the Siamese

and Shans as well as the Burmese, the custom alluded to. The prevalence of

such a custom seems a strong corroboration of the idea expressed by Ritter (JErd-

Jcunde V. 171,) that the Burmans have not long emerged from barbarism. There
is a deep element of barbarism in the Burman character, but looking to Pagan
and other evidences, it may be doubted whether their civilization, such as it is,

was not fully greater eight centuries ago, than one century ago. The modified

practice referred to above is witnessed to by Mr. Howard Malcom, who was al-

lowed by one of the Christian converts at Ava to take several amulets of gold

from under the skin of his arm. (I. 307.)

t In the letter which the king of Ava wrote to the Governor General in 1830,
His Majesty speaks of his " observing the three objects of worship, namely, God,
his precepts, and his attendant or priests," (Buddha, Dharma and Sanga.)

X Ramusio Navigationi et Viaggi, Yenetia MDLXIII. I. p. 345.

§ Ditto Ditto, p. 165.
|| Purchas, II. 1681.
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lar and bold cornice, and resting on a regular and varied series of

The travels of Odoardo Barbosa to this coast about 1520 are given in Ramu-

sio's collection. He speaks of " Verna" as a distinct kingdom from Ava, as many

later travellers do. Apparently Toungoo is meant.*

About the same time Antony Correa was sent by the Portuguese to negotiate

a treaty with the King of Pegu.f

The celebrated Ferdinand Mendez Pinto was in these countries as a military

adventurer in 1545, and professes to have been present at the sieges of Martaban

and Prome. His relations are full of extravagant statements, and a great deal

of his geography is probably absolute invention. Still it is evident that he was

in the country. Among names still easily recognizable which he mentions, are

Dalaa (Dalla near the coast of the Delta), Digon (Dagon, i. e. Rangoon), the

Province of Danaplu (Danobyu), Anseda (Henzada), and Meletay (Meaday).

The last he correctly describes as a fortress twelve leagues up the river from

Prome.J

Many of the old maps depict a certain " Lake of Chimay" somewhere in the far

interior of the Indo-Chinese countries, whence issue all the great rivers of Eastern

India. § But Ferdinand Mendez is probably the only traveller who declares he

had seen it. He gives it, however, a different name.

During the constant wars that went on between Siam, Pegu, Toungoo, Ava,

and Arracan, during this century, some Portuguese partisans appear generally to

have been found on either side. Thus in 1544, when Martaban was besieged by

" Para Mandara (as he is called by the Portuguese writers)
||
king of the Burmas"

(i. e. of Toungoo),^" we find among his force some galleys manned by Portuguese

under John Cayero, and five years later when the same prince invaded Siam and

attacked the capital, he had with him 180 Portuguese under James Surez de Melo,

whilst the king of Siam in his besieged city of Odio* had 50 Portuguese under

James Pereyra.f

Some years later when this conquering king of the Burmas had been murdered

* Ramusio, p 316. t Modern, Universal History, VI. 162.
+ Elsewhere he speaks of the kingdom of Meletay, which other travellers have

reproduced as a kingdom of Melintay. It is curious that Malanda is one of

Ptolemy's names for an inland city in this region.

§ Such a notion seems to have been generally diffused, probably from India

with the Buddhist legends. Doubtless it originated in the fact of the rise of the

Indus, the Sutlej, the Granges, and the Tsanpoo within a space of little more than
two square degrees from that great world-water-shed on which lake Mansarowar
lies. v

||
Probably Men-tara-gyee Phra, a common appellation of Burmese monarchs.

T[ According to the history consulted by Sangermano, the kingdom of Toungoo
was founded by a Prince of Pagan in 1252. The conqueror, Para Mandara,
whom Sangermano calls Mentrasvedi, was the thirtieth prince of the line.

* Odia or Yuthia, the former capital of Siam, above Bankok.

t History of the Discovery and Conquest of India by the Portuguese. London,
1695. II. 134-8.

E 2
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basement mouldings which run all round the building.

by the " Shemin of Satan," (Sitang or perhaps Thadung), and the latter contested

the throne with a member of the old royal house of Pegu, whom the Portuguese

call Shemindoo, he was killed before Pegu by the fortunate shot from the musket

of Gronzalo ISTeto. But in 1552 a second prince of Toungoo again got possession

of Pegu. This is the king called by the old writers Aleagar, or " Brama king of

Pegu,"* who extended his conquests over Ava, Mogoung, Jangomai (Zimme), the

west of Yunan, and other adjoining states, and the wealth and splendour of whose

court made Pegu so famous in Europe as an empire of fabulous magnificence.

Casper de Cruz, a Dominican, appears to have been to the East between 1550

and 1560. He speaks of the " Brames" as " a great people, very rich of gold and

precious stones ; chiefly of rubies ; a proud and valiant nation. The country

very scarce of victuals. They wear their clothes painted or wrought. They are

somewhat like the Chinas in their faces ; they have very rich gallant shippings

garnished with gold, in which they sail in the rivers ; they use vessels of gold

and of silver ; their houses are of timber very well wrought. The kingdom is

very great. They have not commonly war with the Chinas, because of the great

mountains that are between the one and the other, and because the Chinas are

well fortified on that side,"f &c. All which is very accurate.

In 1557, Bomferrus a Dominican missionary returned from Pegu. He had

spent three years in learning their language and mysteries, that he might preach

among them, " but was soon forced to give over and return into India ; for they

could not endure to hear any better knowledge than they had."J This mission-

ary appears to have given a tolerable account of Buddhism as it exists in these

countries.

In 1569, Csesar Frederick, a Venetian merchant, was in Pegu, and gave a very

interesting account of that country. That same " Brama of Toungoo" was on the

throne, who was said to have twenty and six crowned heads at his command, and

to be able to bring into the field a million and a half of men of war ! § "For
people, dominions, gold and silver" Mr. Frederick hesitates not to say, "he far

excels the power of the Great Turk, in treasure and strength."

These expressions seem utterly preposterous, when we see what Pegu and Bur-

ma are in our day. All the old travellers use similar superlative terms in speak-

* His name in Burmese history is Tshen-byu-mya-yen " Lord of many white
elephants." He is the personage called by Pinto, " The Chaumigrem." " He
was born on a Wednesday" says the chronicle, '' and on the day of his death the
great Pagoda fell into ruins, an inundation covered the whole city, and a shower
of rubies fell from heaven." (Sangermano, p. 45.)

f In Turchas, III. p. 169.

X Purchas,Y. p. 507. This Friar according to Sir Thomas Herbert, " came
home professing that he had rather with St., Anthony preach among pigs than
among such a swinish generation." Herbert's Travels, p. 359.

§ That is, more than twice the whole population of the British province of
Pegu in 1856.
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These cornices and basements are, in almost all the bnildings,

ing of the Peguan monarchy at this time. Yet Frederick, and Fitch who fol-

lowed him a few years later, are men who give a sober and true account of other

matters, in which we still may compare their descriptions with facts as they are.*

It may perhaps be remarked that only at the end of the last century the

spectacles of Col. Symes appear to have shewn him in Burma a magnificent and

civilised empire, including a population which he estimated at seventeen millions.

Later experience has proved that the Colonel's view of the magnificence and

civilisation was as exaggerated as his estimate of the population.

But making allowance for a similar tendency to the over-estimation of so dis-

tant a region by the older travellers, in reading their narratives it is impossible

to resist the conviction that the lower provinces at least of the Irawadee exhibited

in the 16th century a much more flourishing and wealthy community than now

exists in the delta, and we have, in the subsequent history of the country, the

causes of a great deterioration. The splendour of the Peguan monarchy was

very short-lived. In the time of the son of the conquering prince came a suc-

cession of internal and external wars, during which the country was harassed

and devastated, both by the cruelties of the savage king, and by invasions from

Arracan, Siam, Toungoo and Ava, by all which Pegu was reduced to the depths

of desolation and misery ; insomuch that Purchas, in a curious chapter " on the

destruction and desolation of Pegu,"f collected from the writings of numerous

eye-witnesses his contemporaries, thinks it appropriate to observe, that "the

natives of Pegu are not quite extinct, but many of them are fled into other king-

doms." Notices of the history of Pegu are defective during the greater part of

the 17th century, and I do not know what further wars took place during that

period. But towards the middle of the century following came its temporary

re-assertion of independence and even of supremacy, and its rapidly succeeding

subjection to the vengeance of Alompra. It is not surprising that Pegu should

never have recovered from calamities so repeated and disastrous. History

scarcely justifies the expectation that countries should recover, even in long

periods of comparative repose, from such universal and thorough devastation.

And the habits of the Burman races are not favourable to increase of population.

A singularly small portion of their children live to maturity.J

* See for instance Frederick's vivid and accurate account of the bore in the
Bitang, {Purchas, II. 1716,) which I have lately had the opportunity of com-
paring with that of a good observer, Mr. T. Login.

t V. p. 500.

% I have just read in the course of my ordinary duties a report by Mr. T.
Login on a projected canal to the Sitang, from the Pegu river at a point below
the ancient capital. He speaks incidentally of traces of extensive cultivation in
tracts which now scarcely shew two souls to the square mile. The vast ruined
pagoda of Mahkau, of which Mr. Login speaks in the same report, doubtless
represents the site of the castle of Maccao, mentioned by the old travellers as
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formed of the same succession of members, but it is only from tbe

Returning from this digression, we find in 1583 Gasparo Balbi, a jeweller of

Venice, visiting Pegu with a stock of emeralds. As with all the travellers about

this period, his ship made a port in the river of Bassein or one of its channels,

called by them Cosmi or Cosmin,* winch seems at that time, distant as it was

from the capital, to have been the principal port of Pegu.

In entering the Bassein river his description of the gilded beacon temple of

Modaen on Pagoda point, and of the swarms of flies attracted by the ngapee

manufacture at Negrais, are pleasant to read in their graphic truth, after three

centuries nearly have past.

From. Cosmin the travellers appear to have taken a route through the rami-

fied channels of the lower Delta, and Balbi mentions several great and fair cities

by the way.f In seven days they reached Dalla (near the mouth of the Rangoon

river,) and next day the " citie of Dogon" (Rangoon,) where he describes the

great Pagoda, &c, in a manner still very recognizable.

Mr. Ralph Fitch, merchant of London, is the first Englishman who has given

an account of a visit to Pegu. He follows the same route as the last traveller,

by Cosmin to Dalla, Sirian and Pegu.

Pitch's account of the capital appears to be borrowed to some extent from

that of his predecessor Frederick, which I have partly extracted in illustration

of my description of Amarapoora.J From Pegu he extended his travels to

" Iamahey which is in the country of the Langeiannes whom we call Iangomes
;

it is five and twenty days' journey north-east from Pegu." This Iamahey or

Jamahey is undoubtedly the Shan town of Zimme, which has been very rarely

reached by any European traveller in modern times. Fitch describes it as " a

the place where goods for the royal city were discharged ; and where the king had
his gardens and his boat-races.

During the three years that have elapsed since the war that terminated in the

annexation of Pegu, in some of the districts which, directly or indirectly suffered

most, such as Padaung and Mendoon (West and North-west of Prome) scarcely

any favourable reaction has taken place.

The writer had an opportunity of seeing the state of the former small district

between the Arracan hills and the Irawadee, once covered with beautiful and
thriving towns and villages, in travelling from the Arracan coast to Prome in

March 1853, just as the war was closing. And one may conceive how deadly

and enduring would be the results of war, repeated year after year in such a

country, by various hosts of barbarians. Such, all these race3 eminently are in

war, whatever they may be in peace.
* I had always supposed from the narratives that Cosmin must have been

Bassein itself. But in Wood's map (1795), the last which gives the name,
Cosmin is placed on another channel, to the eastward of the main Bassein river.

t Frederick states that at all the villages on this route " hennes, pigeons,

eggs, milke, rice, and other things be very good and cheape ;" a very different

state of things from the present, when our hungry surveyors complain that they
can get neither " Hennes" nor eggs, let alone " other things" for love or money.

X See Major Phayrc's Mission to Ava page 160, (unpublished.)
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study and comparison of the remains of the unrepaired and unbar-

very faire and great Towne with faire houses of stone" which is remarkable, if

true.

From the accounts of all the travellers of this period we derive the impression

of a thriving trade in the ports of Pegu. Martaban, we are told by Frederick

and Fitch, was frequented by many ships from Malacca, Sirian by ships from

Mecca (Mocha probably) and Achen, Cosmin by ships from Bengal, St. Thome

(Madras) and Masulipatam.

Fitch was at Pegu in the end of 1586, and the kingdom seems still to have

stood in its glory.*

But only eleven years later, in 1598, Nicholas Pimenta, Visitor of the Jesuits

in India, relates the destruction of the Peguan monarchy, and the miserable

state of the country, as reported to him by ships which arrived at St. Thome

when he was organizing a Mission for Pegu.

In March 1600, Boves, another Jesuit, writes that he was in the country

when the king besieged by the kings of Arracan and Toungoo surrendered, and

was put to death. " It is a lamentable spectacle," says the Padre, " to see the

banks of the rivers, set with infinite fruit-bearing trees, now overwhelmed with

ruins of gilded temples and noble edifices ; the ways and fields full of sculls and

bones of wretched Peguans, killed or famished, and cast into the river in such

numbers that the multitude of carcases prohibiteth the way and passage of any

ships ; to omit the burnings and massacres committed by this, the cruellest tyrant

that ever breathed."f

After his victory, the king of Arracan made over the port of Syrian to Philip de

Brito, a Portuguese partisan leader.J De Brito, however, quarrelled with the

king of Arracan, and went to Groa to obtain the support of the Viceroy. During

his absence his followers proclaimed him king of Pegu. He continued to carry

things with a high hand for some years, capturing the son of his former patron

the king of Arracan, for whom he demanded a ransom of 50,000 crowns ;§ and

sometime afterwards he treacherously seized the person find treasure of the king

of Toungoo, || with whom he had made alliance. In 1610 a traveller says of de

Brito ;
" He yet also domineereth and careth for nobodie."lf He had married his

son Simon to a daughter of the king of Martaban,* which province had appa-

* Purchas, Vol. II.

t Boves in Purchas, II. 1748.

X Do. Do.

§ Hist, of Disc, and Conq. of India by the Portuguese, III. 138 etc. and Pur-
chas, V. p. 514.

||
Hence called by the Burmese Kala-ya-men, "The king whom the Kalas

seized." Col. Burney in J. A. S. B. IV. 404.

% Relations of strange occurrents by Peter Williamson Floris : in Purchas, I.

322.
# Mist. ofDiscov. and Conq. as above.
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barized temples tliafc their full intention and true character can be

rently risen again to brief independence during the anarchy which succeeded the

fall of the Peguan monarchy.

In 1613, however, the king of Ava appeared on the field, and with a large army

besieged de Brito in Sirian, where the Portuguese leader made a desperate defence.

The king of Arracan, whom he had so grievously offended, sent 50 vessels to his

assistance, but they were captured by the Burmans. At last de Brito was betrayed

and carried to the king, who caused him to be " spitted," or impaled, and set up on

an eminence overlooking the Fort. In such misery he continued to live for two days.

His wife Donna Luisa de Saldanha was sent to Ava with the other captives.*

The dominance of Ava over the lower provinces dates from this time.

The king after having been crowned at Pegu, sent his brother to master the

southern states. He soon conquered Tavoy, and proceeded to besiege Tennas-

serim. Here Christopher Rebello, an outlaw from Cochin, with 40 Portuguese

and 70 slaves, in four galliots, attacked and routed the Burmese flotilla of 500

vessels.f

A short time afterwards the king of Ava, fearing the vengeance of the Portu-

guese, should they unite with his rivals of Arracan and Siam, sent ambassadors

(to Goa apparently) to the Portuguese Viceroy, to apologise for the killing of de

Brito, and offering to join in an attack on Arracan. The Viceroy agreed, and sent

an envoy in turn, but he was treated with true Burman nonchalance, and nothing

resulted.^

Though Mr. Pitch, and possibly other wandering English merchants, had visited

Pegu in the preceding century, no English convoy had at that time come to the

Indian seas for trade. The East India Company was first established in 1599, when

Pegu was in the depths of its desolation. Hence, though our trade had spread far

to the eastward, no attempt at intercourse with the Irawadee delta had taken place

up to 1618. Curiously enough, the first intercourse originated from the east-

ward. A year or two before the period named, the English factor at Siam, Lucas

Anthonison by name, sent one Thomas Samuel to Zengomay (Zimme),§ to inquire

into the prospects of trade there. Zimme had been subject to the great king of

Pegu, but during the misfortunes of that monarchy in his son's time, had been

taken by the Siamese. The king of Ava, whose power had risen, as we have seen,

on the fall of Pegu, and who was extending his conquests over most of the pro-

vinces that had been subject to the latter, obtained possession of Zimme whilst

Samuel was there, and carried him, with other foreigners, to Pegu. There he

died, and his property was seized by the king.

* Hist, of Disc, as above, III. 191. See also Modern Universal Histy. (1781,)
vol. VI. p. 202 ; and Purchas, V. 502 and 514.

t Hist, of Disc, as above, III. p. 197.

% Hist, of Disc. &c. p. 255.

§ Called by the Siamese Chang-mai.
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made out.*

Every main cornice, for instance, is crowned with a sort of battle-

The relator, William Methold, in the supplement to Purchas's Pilgrims, calls

the monarch king of Pegu, and at Pegu he appears to have held his court. But

he was in fact properly the king of Ava.

News was brought of Samuel's death to Masulipatam where Lucas Anthonison

happened now to be factor for the Company. He took the opportunity of send-

ing two agents carrying a letter and present for the king, professedly to apply for

the restoration of Samuel's effects, but also with a small adventure to make trial of

the trade.

The agents were unfaithful. They misappropriated the proceeds of the trade,

and wrote most discouraging accounts of their treatment. But they were sent

back in April 1619, with most of Samuel's property, as well as a present from the

king and a letter inviting trade.*

The history at this period is very obscure, but it would appear that soon after

the time mentioned, British intercourse with the Burman countries became more

free than it ever was again up to the annexation of Pegu. Dalrymple ascertained

from old documents at Port St. George, that the English had settlementsf at Prome

and Ava, as well as at Sirian, and even at a place on the borders of China, which

he conjectures to have been Bamo. The Dutch, who had a considerable trade

with Burma, likewise possessed factories in the Upper Provinces, and are said

to have been at this time in occupation of Negrais.

On some dispute with the Burmese Government, the Dutch threatened, or

attempted, to invite the interference of the Chinese. On this, both Dutch and

English were ejected.^

In 1658 or 1659, when a Chinese force invaded Burma, and attacked the

capital, the guns on the ramparts of Ava are said to have been served by a party

of native Christians under a foreigner named Methari Kdtan, a name which Col.

Burney happily suggests to be intended for "Mr. Cotton."

§

* A small but beautiful example of the Pagan architecture in its typical form

is the Sembyo-Ku or " Cave of the white Elephant."

* Methold in Purchas, V. 1006.

t He says at the beginning of the 17th century. But it could not have been
earlier than the circumstances mentioned by Methold.

X This is Dalrymple's account. I find, however, in Valentyn's great " Beschry-
ving van Oost Indien," or Description of the Dutch East Indies, (Dordrecht and
Amsterdam 1726) vol. V. pt. II. p. 126, that the Dutch had a factory at Sirian
from about 1631 till 1677, with subordinate factories at Ava and other places.
The Dutch Government of Coromandel sent several embassies to Ava also.

\ a lent yn ascribes the breaking up of the trade to the constant wars that were
going on in those regions.

§ J. A. S. B. VI. 126.
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mented parapet assuming in the repaired buildings a coarse incon-

gruous appearance in rude plaster-work. In the temples which

The trade seems to have revived towards the end of the century. In 1680

and 1684, the Company's agents had made unsuccessful attempts to re-establish

factories in Burma or Pegu. In 1686-7 their attention was turned to Negrais
;

a survey was made of the island, and it was taken nominal possession of.

In 1695, Nathaniel Higginson, governor of Fort St. George, sent Mr. Edward

Fleetwood and Captain James Lesly as envoys to the court of Ava. Their

objects were to obtain the settlement of a factory at Sirian, the release of English

captives, and of a sloop belonging to one Bartholomew Rodriguez, which had

been confiscated, and the restoration of the effects of one Adrian Tilbury, a

merchant of Fort St. George, who had died at Martaban.

They carried presents to the amount of about 1000 pagodas, and a letter from

Governor Higginson, written in a very humble style. The presents were a

regular mercantile speculation. The envoys were to try to get as much as

possible in return, " asking for more" if they found it feasible, and were them-

selves to get ten per cent, on the proceeds as an incitement to do their best.*

Mr. Fleetwood does not appear to have been a gentleman likely either to

impress the Burmese court with an exalted impression of his country, or to bring

back with him any interesting particulars of theirs. He seemed to think he had

made a great coup in providing himself with a letter of introduction to the king's

mistress. The mission had as little success as it deserved under such auspices,

but the re-establishment of the factory at Sirian was conceded. Two years later

(1697) Mr. Bowyear was sent as chief of the factory at Sirian, and with a mission

to the court similar in its objects to Fleetwood's. It appears from the instruc-

tions that the return-presents made to Fleetwood's mission had been profitable

to Mr. Higginson, and he was not indisposed to repeat the speculation. But

he honourably adds ;
" If the returns of the present shall stand in competition

with, or hinder, the restoring of Bartholomew Rodriguez his cargo, I had rather

forego the receiving of any returns for the present, than hinder the restoration

of the cargo." No record of Bowyear's mission has been found, and it is pro-

bable that he did not proceed to Ava, as the king died just after his arrival in

the country.f

In 1709, a Mr. Richard Alison or Allanson was sent as envoy to Ava. No
account of his mission has ever been printed. It appears from Hamilton's ' New
account of the East Indies'^ that this gentleman was twice deputed to the court

of Ava. But the date of his other mission is unknown. From this point I shall

* Higginson's Instructions to Fleetwood. In Dalrymple's Oriental Repertory,
II. p. 337 et seq.

t Bayfield ; see below.

X Edinburgh, 1727, Vol. II.
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remain in their original state, such as Sudha Muni (of which I

have unfortunately no drawings,) and Sembyo-hu we find these

content myself mainly with a brief note of events, as the remaining history of

British intercourse with Burma has been fully related in a very able and inter-

esting paper by Dr. Bayfield, which is printed in the appendix to Pemberton's

Eeport on the Eastern Frontier.*

The agent of the Company at Sirian, Mr. Smart, appears to have acted with

duplicity during the contests of the Burmese and Peguans for the possession of

Pegu, which ended in the temporary supremacy of the latter. In 1743, the

factory was burnt by them, and the establishment was withdrawn.

In 1752, the king of Tavoy, then for a short time independent, invited an

establishment. But his terms were unreasonable, and no movement was made

to act on his offer.

In 1753, a factory was established on Negrais, which was in fact taken pos-

session of in the Company's name.

In 1755, we find a factory under Captain Baker existing at Negrais, during

the continued contests between Peguans and Burmese, the latter being again

in the ascendant. The chief at Negrais urged on his Government that we should

take a decided part with the Burmans. But, about the same time, some English

ships at Dagon (Rangoon) took part with the Peguans.

In July of this year, Captain Baker and Lieut. North (who died at Pagan on

the way up) were sent by the resident at Negrais on an embassy to Alompra at

Mout-sho-bo. The usurper laughed at the idea of assistance from the English,

and the mission had no result. Captain Baker took observations on his way,

and made a map of the river, which is given by Dalrymple.

In 1751, Dupleix the Governor General of Erench India had sent an ambas-

sador to the king of Pegu, and obtained the concession of a factory at Sirian.

But in 1756, the Government at Pondicherry, contrary to an engagement of neu-

trality into which the factory had entered with Alompra, having sent succours

to the Peguans, and these having fallen into the hands of the conqueror, he mas-

sacred the officers, and carried the rest of the French as prisoners to Ava.f From
these prisoners some of the Burman Christians of the Dibayen district are said to

be descended.

" Historical Review of the Political relations between the British Govern-
ment in India and the Empire of Ava, from the earliest date on record to the
present year ; compiled by G. T. Bayfield, acting assistant to the Resident in
Ava, and revised by Lt.-Col. Burney. Ava, 15th December, 1834."

For the facts of the remaining history, I have made free use of this Review.
The original authorities are, for the times of Alompra, Dalrymple's Oriental
Repertory

; for Symes's first Mission and Crawfurd's, their published narratives
;

for the other Missions, the original papers in the records of the Indian Govern-
ment. Where I have used other authorities they are referred to.

t Sonnerat, Voyaye aux Indes Orientates. Paris 1800, III. 5.

E 2
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battlements to be but the settings of embossed and glazed, and

sometimes also richly coloured, tiles, which in fact must have

In 1757, Alompra addressed a letter to the king of England, written on gold

adorned with rubies, which he delivered to a Mr. Dyer and others who visited

him at Rangoon.

In June of the same year Lieut. Newton, who was in charge of Negrais, deputed

Ensign Lister to go to the king with the pompous title of ambassador extraordi-

nary. He overtook Alompra on the river going up from Rangoon, and by dint

of some considerable bribery obtained the king's signature to a treaty conceding

in perpetuity Negrais, and ground for a factory at Bassein, with freedom of trade,

in return for a pledge of military assistance fom the Company against the king's

enemies. This treaty had never any practical effect.

1759. The greater part of the establishment at Negrais was withdrawn. And
on the 6th October in that year the whole of the remaining Europeans, with many

natives, were treacherously massacred by the Burmese. The king was said to

have suspected that the factory had been in communication with his enemies the

Peguans.*

In 1760, Captain Alves was sentf with letters and presents from Holwell,

Governor of Fort William, and Pigot, Governor of Madras, to demand satisfac-

tion for the massacre, and liberty for the prisoners. Alompra had died on his

Siamese expedition a few months before Captain Alves' s arrival at Ava. He found

the city in rebellion, and the new king besieging it. He was plundered and other-

wise shamelessly treated. The prisoners were released, but the idea of satisfaction

was scouted, and Ensign Lister's treaty was ignored.

The factory at Bassein was never re-established, but one appears to have been

kept up at Rangoon at least till 1782.

In 1769, the French East India Company sent an envoy to the court of Alom-

pra's son Senphyoo-yen,f with the view of re-establishing their trade. They

obtained from the king the grant of a factory and other privileges, but these con-

cessions were never acted on.X

1794. The Burmese, who had conquered Aracan in 1783 began to make inso-

* On the shore of the mainland, close to the north of Negrais is now being

laid out the new Port of Dalhousie. " The whirligig of Time has brought about

its revenges. The kingdom of Pegu, which the rough hunter conquered, has

past from his house to the hands of that power whose servants he treacherously

slew ; and the city that will rise on the site of his crime will borrow a name
from the woody dells of Esk." Blackwood's Magazine, May 1856.

f Called by Sonnerat " Zekm-medou," the Shembuan of Symes.

X Sonnerat, as above, p. 8. This author, whose voyages took place between

1774 and 1781, has a dissertation on the advantages of taking possession of Pegu,

for which he calculates that 1000 or 1200 Europeans would suffice, as the

Peguans would join them. He commences, prophetically ;
" II est certain que

les Anglais chercheront un jour a s'emparer du Pegu." 111. p. 60.
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formed a briliant " polychromatic" (to use the slang of the day)

coronet to each successive terrace of the temple.

lent and threatening demonstrations on the Chittagong frontier ; and it was

known that the French were directing their attention to Burma as a good fulcrum

for attack or intrigue against British India. For these and other reasons, the

Governor General (Sir J. Shore) deputed an embassy to Ava under Captain

Michael Symes of His Majesty's 74th Regiment.

It cannot be said that this mission was treated with much respect, or advanced

the estimation of the British power among the Burmans. Captain Symes was

treated as the envoy of an inferior power, and was undoubtedly himself imposed

on by Burmese pretensions. The whole colouring of his narrative tends to leave

a very exaggerated impression of the civilisation and magnificence of the Burmese

empire.

In 1796, in accordance with the permission conceded in the document given to

Captain Symes, Captain Hiram Cox was sent to act as resident at Rangoon on the

part of the Government of India. He had charge of some articles which the king

had commissioned through Symes. But he was not to proceed to court, unless

summoned.

He was summoned, and reached Amarapoora in January 1797. There, or in

its neighbourhood, he remained during nine weary months, bearing with singular

patience every kind of slight, indignity, and imposition, the history of winch it is

quite painful to read. In October he returned to Rangoon, and in February he

was recalled by the Grovernment, who (misled perhaps by the impression that

Symes had given) intimated their opinion that the conduct of the court must have

indicated personal dissatisfaction with Captain Cox. And the king and his min-

isters were addressed, notifying Cox's recall and offering to appoint another gentle-

man in whom the Vice-president had the greatest confidence, should His Majesty

desire it.

Captain Cox's private journal was published in 1821, some years after his death.

Several insolent communications were in the following years received from the

Viceroy of Rangoon, and the Governor of Aracan, and in

1802, Captain, now Colonel, Symes was sent again by Lord Wellesley. His

mission was attended by an escort of 100 sepoys, and equipped in a style charac-

teristic of the Governor General. He was to seek a treaty of alliance, the cessation

of extortionate exactions on trade, the establishment of a resident at court and of

a consul at Rangoon, and to claim Negrais or compensating commercial advan-

tages.

The mission was a total failure. The envoy was treated for three months with

the most mortifying neglect and deliberate insult, and at last quitted without

an audience of leave. It is not to be wondered at, that the Colonel published no

narrative of his second mission.
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In the basement mouldings, as truly seen in the older buildings,

the upper limb is an ogee carved in bold foliation of truly classical

character (see PL IV. Tig. 17.)

This, in the restorations and beautifications, even of such build-

ings as the Ananda, has been, by the coarse and tasteless percep-

tions of the modern architects, degraded into an idiotic and mis-

placed repetition of the battlemented crown of the cornice.

The basement again always centres in a sort of entablature or

In May 1803, the apprehension of French intrigue in Burma again induced the

Government to send Lieut. Canning as agent to Rangoon. But in consequence

of the insolent violence of the Ye-woon, who was in charge of the government

there, and insisted on opening all letters, Lieut. Canning judged it best to return

in November.

In 1804, an outrage was perpetrated on a British ship from Penang, which put

into Bassein for wood and water. No notice was taken of this.

1809. Capt. Canning was despatched as agent to Rangoon, with a special view

of explaining to the Burmese the nature of our blockade-system, which was then

enforced on the French isles, to protect British interests, and to watch the pro-

gress of the French in Burma.

He proceeded to Amarapoora at the king's desire. He met with much better

treatment than either of the two last missions to the court, and the explanation,

which was the main object of his mission, was effected. But he did not leave

without receiving from the Woongyees two most impertinent letters to the Gover-

nor General.

1811. This year commenced those disturbed relations on the Aracan frontier,

which eventually led to the war of 1824. A native of Aracan called King Ber-

ring, or Khyen-bran, embodied a number of followers within our territory, and

invaded Aracan. In September Capt. Canning was sent to give explanations on

this matter, and to complain of the conduct of the Governor of Rangoon towards

British trade. Whilst he was still at Rangoon a gross violation of our territory

was committed by the Governor of Aracan. Additional instructions were sent to

Canning to complain of this and to demand the withdrawal of the Burmese troops

from the frontier. In consequence of a repetition of the offence he was recalled

whilst repeated orders came from Amarapoora to send him to court, by force if

necessary. He despatched the presents, but returned to Bengal in August.

This was the last Mission up to the breaking out of war in 1824. It is not neces-

sary to follow here the repeated and complicated encroachments and provocations

which led to that event. War was declared on the 5th March, 1824, and the

peace of Yandabo was signed on the 24th February, 1826.
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dado set with alternate recessed panuels and projecting blocks

(PL IV. Figs. 11, 13.)

The true meaning of these has fortunately been preserved in

Ananda as well as in some of the more shattered buildings. In

these the panuels are occupied by tiles moulded in relief. In the

Ananda the tiles represent a variety of somewhat rude groups of

figures and animals with alphabetic characters over them.

In other smaller buildings we have seen them glazed and artis-

tically embossed, representing a variety of ornamental figures, some-

times the Greek honeysuckle (Fig. 6), prancing horses, pelicans,

&c. In the Sudha Muni these impannelled tiles were, like those

of the battlements, coloured in enamel.

Most of the shafts as well as bases and capitals of pilasters,

the cusped arches, flamboyant spires of the door and window cano-

pies, &c, and often too the cornice and basement mouldings, appear

to have been originally sculptured (in the stucco) with great

richness of effect.* And often this effect, in foliage and other

ornamentation, is produced by very slight indications and incisions

in the plastered surface. These incisions have been made with

such instinctive art, and suggestive skill, that, viewed at a little

distance, the most elaborate modelling could scarcely have produced

the desired effect more completely.

All this disappears before the ruthless hand of the restorer,

and is replaced by a rude plastered surface scratched without

taste, art or result. The old work, rough as it is sometimes, is

the bold rough sketch of an accomplished artist. The work of

the repairer, compared with it, is like a school-boy's chalkings on

the wall.

I may now venture to point out a few analogies bearing on the

origin of this remarkable architecture.

'

My attention has not previously been turned to ancient Hindu

architecture, and over a great part of this Presidency there are

scarcely any remains affording opportunity to become acquainted

* See examples of this stucco-work in PI. IV. Figs. 14, 15 and 16, for winch

I am indebted to the kind help of Mr. Oldham. Capt. Tripe's illness on our

second short visit to Pagan unfortunately prevented the photographic illustration

of these and other details.
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with it. But the result of the search that I have been able to

make in the Library of the Asiatic Society, since my return from

Burma, will perhaps establish the fact that nearly the whole of the

details are of Indian origin.

I have noticed the resemblance of the spire of these Pagan

temples to the common Hindu shiwala. But its absolute idenity

with a more ancient form of Hindu temple will be seen by a

comparison of the spire of the Ananda (PL I.) with the ancient

Indian " Yimana" as given by Mr. Eergusson.

The most universal and characteristic feature in the Pagan

architecture is perhaps the pediment, or canopy, of flamboyant

spire*s over the doors and windows. Compare Pigs. 8 and 10 of

PI. Y. copied from Earn Baz's Essay on the Architecture of

southern India, with the window of Dhamayangyi at Pagan as

shewn in PI. IY. Eig. 4, and it will be impossible, I think, to

doubt that this feature was derived from India.

The resemblance is still closer in the doorway of the great

temple of Dambul in Ceylon, as given in Sir J. E. Tennent's

book on Christianity in that island. I have not been able to find

any good views of the Ceylonese remains, otherwise I doubt not

that the closest type of the Burmese architecture would be traced

in these.

Compare again the horned and grinning heads which occur so con-

stantly at Pagan in the ornamentation of pilasters, as in Eigs. 8, 9

and 14, of PL IV. with heads of a similar character over the doorways

in Earn Baz's examples just referred to. If there is any doubt as to

the identical origin of these it must disappear when we find at

Pagan such a head (PL IY. Eig. 7.) occupying exactly the same

position as in the Indian doorway, and surrounded by the same

flame-like spires in both cases. This Gorgon-head, as Baffles calls

it, in nearly all the ancient Javanese temples, occupies the same

position over the doorways. It is there usually on an exaggerated

scale ; but it assumes its most monstrous form in the " Tiger-cave"

of Cuttack, where a colossal tusked and grinning head envelopes

the whole entrance. (See Journ. As. Soc. of Bengal, 1847.) This

Gorgon-head, as well as the cusped arch and indications of the

flamboyant points, are seen in a plate, by the late Major Kittoe,
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of a niche at Bade3wur containing an image of Parbati. (J. A. S. B.

vol. VIII. p. 384.)

Take again the monstrous trnnked and toothed creatures,

disgorging scroll-work, over the pilasters of the Dhamayangyi

window just referred to, and set them by the Indian monsters in

almost similar position, as shewn in Figs. 1, 3 and 8, in the

Plate of Analogies. "Who can doubt that the one is derived directly

from the other ?

Look at the festoon ornament of beads and tassels pendant

from the mouths of monstrous grinning heads, as seen in the

Gaudapalen (PL IV. Pig. 9,) and in the Sembyo-ku. It is one

of those details which at first sight were strongly suggestive of

European origin. But it is absolutely identical with the adorn-

ments of a pillar in a temple on the Madras coast given by Col.

Mackenzie in his collections. Similar ornameut is seen in the

Assam remains described in a late number of the Asiatic Society's

Journal, on a pillar at Barolli in Rajpootana given by Pergusson

from Todd's Bajasthan; and on a pillar at Jajeepoor in Cuttack,

figured by Major Kittoe in the Journ. As. Soc. Ben. Vol. VII.

p. 54 ; as well as in two sculptured pillars found in the sands of

the Ganges near Pnbna, which now stand at the door of the

Asiatic Society's Museum in Calcutta. A modified rendering

of the same, Mr. Oldham tells me, he found on some of the

fragments at Benares College which are said to have been

brought from the ancient Buddhist Pagoda of Sarnath near that

city, and very lately on a sculptured stone which he lighted

on among the forests of the Nurbudda valley. Remark those

curious little peaks or acroteria which terminate so many of the

flat projecting mouldings in all the Pagan temples : (e. g. see

PI. IV. Pigs. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 17.) It is a feature found

all over India. It is given by Mr. Fergusson as one of the

characteristics in his generalized drawing of a Mantdpa, or vesti-

bule of an ancient Hindu temple; it appears in Lieut. Maisey's

drawings of Kalinjar ; it is seen in pillars represented by Col.

Mackenzie ; and the closest resemblance, not only in this feature

but in the manner of its application, will be seen at a glance

on comparing the gate of Bhubaneswar in Orissa as given by
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Mr. Eergusson, with that very common form of doorway at

Pagan, of which an elevation is shewn in Pi. IV. Pig. 10. The

same feature is seen in the Assam column figured by Capt.

Dalton, and is found on a large scale in the temples of Java (see

Baffles, vol. II.)

The remaining figures in the plate of analogies have been brought

together for the sake of less defined resemblances of character.

Enough, however, has been made out, I think, to shew that all, or

nearly all the details of work at Pagan must have had an Indian

origin. But this is far from removing the perplexity connected with

the origin of these buildings. Grant that all details were borrowed

from India. But where shall we find in India any model of the

composition ? where anything approaching the classical beauty of

the Sem-byo-ku, or the stupendous architectural majesty of the

Thapinyu and the Ananda ?#

The Burman, rejecting indeed, in the pride of his philosophy,

the idea of an Eternal Divinity, but recognizing the eternal sanc-

tities of nature and conscience, has reared nobler fanes and far

more worthy to become the temples of the true God than the

Hindu with his deities so numerous and impure.

I have said above, that nearly all the details at Pagan must have

had an Indian origin. But this does not apply to construction.

The arches and vaults, which are such marked features in the Pagan

temples, are quite unknown to ancient Hindu architecture. " As

far as my own knowledge and researches go ," says Mr. Eergusson,

"I am certain that I have never been able to detect any trace of

an arch in any ancient (Indian) building." {Ancient Archit. of

Hindoostan, p. 12.)

Having no more to say on the general subject of this architecture,

I have still to offer a few notices of remarkable temples not yet

described in this Eeport.

* Perhaps the nearest analogy in general form is to be founded in the rock-cut

Baths (as they are called) of Mahabalipurain near Sadras.

There is also something, suggestive of the Pagan style in the general arrange-

ment of the great Javanese temples described by Raffles, (including the pecu-

liarity of the cruciform plan,) as well as in some of the details which I have

already noticed.
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About three quarters of a mile south-east of the ancient city is

the great temple of Dhamayaugyi.

This temple which dates from the reign of Kala-Kya Men (" The

king dethroned by foreigners")* about A. D. 1152, in its general

arrangement resembles the Ananda more closely than any other,

and covers about the same area, though the greater bulk of the

vestibules, and greater height of the main walls of the building,

must have rendered it, when perfect, even more imposing. Views

of some of the architectural details of Dhamayangyf are given

in PL IV. Pigs. 7 and 8. The upper part of the temple is all in

sad decay, and the six terraces and crowning spire have well

nigh become a shapeless pyramid of brick rubbish. The lower story,

however, is in good general preservation ; and, as it is nearly stript of

its plaster, it affords a good opportunity of examining the admirable

workmanship of these buildings, of which I have already spoken.

"Where the plaster-work remains, it shews a boldness and richness

superior to anything in the more perfect temples. Por the usunl

horn-like wing of the door pediments is here generally substituted

a monstrous animal disgorging upcurving scrolls from his gaping

jaws (see PI. IV. Pig. 6.) Here too are seen in perfection those

perplexing pilasters with their quasi-Eoman mouldings (Pigs. 6

and 7) ; and here, to my delight, I discovered a perfect flat brick-

arch over a window.f There were two of these in each wing of

the temple, and one of them in particular was as perfect in con-

struction, in joints and radiation, as any London builder could turn

* Col. Forbes ("Eleven years in Ceylon) quotes the allusion in Crawfurd's

Narrative to this dethroned founder of the temple, as remarkably confirmatory

of a passage in Tumour's Epitome of the Singhalese chronology.

This passage states that " the king of Cambodia and Arramana" having inflict-

ed many outrages and insults on Singhalese subjects and ambassadors, the king

Praa-krama-bahoo, who came to the throne A. D. 1153, sailed with a great ar-

mament, landed in Arramana, vanquished the enemy, and obtained full satis-

faction.

Tumour says that Arramana " comprises probably the provinces between

Arracan and Siam." It may perhaps be referred to Mramma, the true form I

believe of Burma.

f See this arch in PI. IY. Fig. 3.

G 2
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out. No suggestion of European or Indian aid would help here.

At least I doubt if in the 12th century the flat brick-arch was

known in Europe,* .and I know that in the 19th it is one of the

most difficult things to get done decently in India. In one of the

other buildings, Mr. Oldham told me that he saw not only a flat

arcji, (not, however, correctly radiated,) but also a segmental dis-

charging arch over it.

The interior of Dhamayangyi contains but one accessible corri-

dor. All the openings leading further inward have been built up,

for some unknown reason. I did not succeed in finding the stairs

leading to the roof. Major Phayre was more fortunate : his opi-

nion is that this temple never was finished or plastered in the

upper part. I think there are good reasons on the other side, but

the question is perhaps not worth arguing.

The arch of the western main entrance, and probably the others,

have the edges of the intrados entirely composed of roughly dressed

stone voussoirs, regularly arranged as headers and stretchers.

f

In the corner of the building and in the minor arches, stones are

introduced occasionally as binders.£ This has been noticed by

Mr. Crawfurd, as well as the inscribed stones which are found in

the northern and western vestibules. In the latter, opposite the

entrance, is a remarkable group of sitting figures. §

The Dhamayangyi is encompassed by a high brick-wall of some

250 yards square. This wall is built with as much care and skill,

and with almost as elaborate mouldings, as the edifice which it

encloses, and consequently it remains very perfect. More beautiful

brick-work could scarcely be seen anywhere. The gates in the

centre of each side are, however, dilapidated.

Half a mile or more eastward of the Dhamayangyi is another

remarkable temple called the Sudah Muni. In construction it

* The only flat s£cme-archcs that I recollect to have seen in mediEeval buildings

are in the side-aisles of Roslin Chapel, in the chimney-piece of the great hall

in Grlammis castle, and in the magnificent Saracen gateway of Cairo called Bab-

el-Fitoor.

t See PL IV. Fig. 1.

J Do. Fig. 2.

§ Given well in Capt. Tripe's Photograph (No. )
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resembles the Thapinyu, but is smaller, and has never been repaired

in later times. The brick-work of the upper part is much dilapi-

dated, as much so nearly as that of Dhamayangyi. But that this

temple was finished there can be no doubt. The plaster on the

walls of a staircase leading to the upper-terraces, at the height of

a man's shoulder, was rubbed and polished, as if by the passage* of

multitudes during ages of occupancy.

Major Phayre did not visit this temple, and I have not learned

to what date it is attributed. No one of the remaining structures

£ives so vivid an idea of what these buildings must have been in

the brilliancy of their original condition. The plaster-work of the

pilasters aud mouldings which remains is of a highly florid and

artistic character ; the battlemented crown of the parapet is set

with large tiles embossed and enamelled in colours; the dado of

the basement with smaller tiles in the form of diamonds, ro-

settes, and other ornamental patterns ; and in the flamboyant rays

and spires of the pediments even up to the highest remaining ter-

races the tips were composed of pointed glazed white tiles, which

must once have given an extraordinary lustre and sparkling effect

to the elevation, a good deal of which is perceptible even in the

present decay.

The ground-plan is a single corridor, the vaults and walls of

which have been originally covered with tasteful diaper painting

in bright colours. This remains visible on the soffit of the arching,

but the walls have been white-washed over, and repainted in an

inferior style with life-size saints and Buddhas, and with a smaller

series of the Jats or pre-existences of Grautama.

The plan of the upper story is rather more complicated than

usual. There is a principal image chamber, with a well-lighted

corridor running all round it, but this inner chamber has not been

placed, as in the Thapinyu, centrically under the spire.

An enclosure wall surrounds the temple, equally remarkable with

that of Dhamayangyi for the beautiful finish of the brickwork.

To the north of this there is a second court, surrounded on three

sides by a curious range of vaulted and now dilapidated cells. We
could not ascertain the object of these, whether for the residence

of the religious order, or for the accommodation of worshippers
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from a distance, or merely for tiie deposit of images of Gautama.

No traces at least of the latter remained. At one side there was

a small house-like building, apparently once two-storied, which may

have been the residence of the Poongyee, or Prior, if this was in-

deed a conventual establishment, as it most probably was. There

was also a small tank surrounded by brick steps. The whole of

this court appeared to be of later date than the temple enclosure,

and of inferior workmanship.

The Skive Ku or ' Golden Cave,' which an inscription, of which

Mr. Crawfurd has given a translation by Dr. Judson, assigns to

about the year 1552, is a very elegant and elaborately white build-

ing of no great size, and stands on an elevated terrace, within the

city walls and near the Thapinyu. It is of the same general plan

and church-like appearance as the G-audapalen, but with much

concentrated ornament. The projecting vestibule faces the north,

which is unusual. In nearly all the other temples, which are not

absolutely symmetrical on the four sides, the principal entrance

is to the east. The interior is unusually light and spacious in

proportion to the area of the building. It is a square vaulted cham-

ber, in the centre of which rises a square mass of masonry support-

ing the spire, and on the four sides of which are so many

Gautamas. It contains several inscriptions ; two of them, in very

clear and elegant square Burmese characters, being built into the

wall, and, as noticed by Crawfurd, covered with a very hard black

varnish so as pefectly to resemble black marble, though a knife

forcibly applied to the edge will shew the sandstone beneath.

There are several other minor temples of interest near Thapinyu.

A little to the south, and outside the ramparts, stands a group of

temples called Sem-byo-ku, to the beautiful details of which I

have several times referred. The most conspicuous of the ruins

to the westward of Thapinyu is marked by a very curious dome

and spire of the Ceylon Dagoba form, but both dome and spire

being polygons of twelve sides. This building, from several

peculiarities of aspect, is suggestive of great antiquity. The inter-

nal vault, which is of considerable height, springs from the ground

on every side. In one part of the entrance which, in its length

the thick mass of brickwork, exhibits various heights and construe-
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tions, a painted timber lintel has been used, now in utter decay.

Another part of the entrance vault is a triangular arch (see PI.

V. Pig. 5,) about 9 or 10 feet in span, the outer arch which

defines the doorway being of the usual pointed form. This temple

is called Putlio-Budoh-nya.

Between this and Thapinyu, an almost shapeless ruin, instead

of an arched doorway, has a massive stone lintel, now broken.

This is noticed by Crawfurd as containing Hindu sculptures. The

sculptures remain ; two inside and several framed in pannels on

the exterior. The figures have nearly all four arms, and have a

very Hindu character; one of them also in its action strongly

resembles the usual Hindu images of the Monkey-god Hanuman,

but the head is defaced. Major Phayre visited this temple in

company with the Woondouk, and has furnished a very interest-

ing note on the subject, which is given below.*

* Considering the very proximate derivation of the Buddhism of Burma

from the Buddhism of Ceylon, may not the following passage throw some

light on the subject. " The Malabar kings who at an early period had acquired

the sovereignty of Ceylon, on the failure of the native dynasty introduced the

worship of Vishnu and Shiva into the same temples with that of Buddha. The

innovation has been perpetuated, and to the present day the statues of these

conflicting divinities are to be found within the same buildings ; the Diwalas

of Hindooism are erected within the same enclosures as the Wihares of the Bud-

dhists ; and the Kappoorales of the one religion officiate at the altars almost

beneath the same roof with the priests and neophytes of the other." (Sir J.

Emerson Tennenfs Christianity in Ceylon, p. 222.) The same singular fact is

mentioned by Mr. Hardy. (Eastern Monachism, p. 201.)

This is a small ruined pagoda, standing close to the Thap-pyi-nyo temple,

of the usual form of Buddhist hollow Pagodas. It has a stone-frame to the

doorway, which is unusual. This has been broken, from the imperfect con-

struction of the arched brickwork above. On either side of the doorway are

four niches in the outer wall of the building. These are all vacant but one,

in which is an erect stone-figure about eighteen inches high. It holds a lotus

bud in each hand and has a pointed crown or cap on its head. There are other

niches, on the side and back walls of the building, containing similar stone

figures. These appear to be Indian in character, and one with a monkey-face

no doubt represents Hanuman.

Entering the temple, the throne, on which an image had evidently once been

placed, occupies as usual the centre of the building. It is now vacant. There
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Some distance south of Sembyo-Ku is Thein-ma-tiet, of a size

considerably larger thaii the common run of the Pagan temples,

arc also two empty places for upright images right and left of the throne ; and

above these are deep niches for smaller images, one of which is still occupied.

An image of either kind, standing and sitting, has been displaced from the

original position, and these now lie on the ground in the temple. They are of

stone. One of the standing figures has disappeared altogether.

That which has come from the smaller niche above is a seated figure with the

legs crossed, somewhat in the Buddha attitude. The figure has four arms, long

pendent ears, and a high cap or crown upon the head. The two left arms hold

a conch shell, and a mallet (?) ; the upper right hand has a tseJc* or discus
;

the other hand is broken. The figure is supported by a,ga-loon* or bird with

a man's head. This is evidently an image of Vishnu.

The standing figure is about four feet high, and was pronounced by the

Woondouk who accompanied me, to represent the same person as the sitting

figure. Tins, however, is an error. It also has four arms ; in the two right

hands are placed a sword and a trident, (supposed by the Burmese to be a

lotus bud.) In the left hands are a club and a mallet. The image is much dis-

figured, but its Indian anklets are visible, and beneath the feet is an animal

half broken away, but which probably represents a bull. The image no doubt

is that of Siva.

The figure up in the niche was too much concealed by the gloom to be minute-

ly observed. It was apparently riding on a bird.

The Woondouk considered the standing and the seated figures above de-

scribed as being images of Pa-ra-mee-thwa,t a Nat worshipped by Brahmans, and

that they, as well as some standing figures of plaster around the central throne,

had been introduced as subordinate guardian Nats, in honour of Buddha's

image, which once occupied the central place. This image was no doubt of

plaster and has decayed by time.

This view of the fact of Hindu deities being introduced into a Buddhist

temple is quite consistent with the practice of the present day in Burma. At

the Shwe tsee-goon Pagoda in Pagan, which attracts more worshippers than any

other, there are in the enclosure figures of Nats to which the people make

offerings, in the very presence of Buddha's images, though such is contrary to

the tenets of strict Buddhism.^

That these stone figures were, as supposed by Crawfurd, the principal objects

of worship in the small temple where they are found, I see no reason for con-

* The chakr and Garur (Sansc.) are both appendages of Vishnu. (Y).

t This term seems a corruption of Purmeshwar, applied I believe, to Siva.

X Sec page 226. (Y),
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though still to be classed as small among giants such as Thapinyu

and Gaudapalen. It is very much on the model of the latter, and

is surrounded by a brick enclosure-wall containing remains of other

buildings. It is full of paintings of large figures. On the wall,

against which the Gautama was placed, were some sixteen per-

sonages depicted, which looked excessively like stiff old figures of

the apostles on painted glass. In this, or another temple near it,

the whole corridor was diapered with minute paintings of Gautama

about an inch and a half square.

Not far from this, the outside brickwork having partly fallen

from a small solid conical pagoda, it became manifest that it was

a real brick-and-mortar palimpsest. It had been actually built

over another, and that other of highly finished construction, adorn-

ed with beautiful moulded tiles, &c* This building formed a

sidering probable. I rather think with the Woondouk they were simply guar-

dian Nats around the Buddha, to whose memory the temple has been erected.

The Woondouk added, however, that these images may have been put into the

temple to attract Brahminical worshippers, which, as from indications elsewhere,

Indian workmen have apparently been employed on the Pagan temples and

sculptures, is not improbable.

* Tins incrustation of a sacred building appears to be a common Buddhist

practice. The great Shwe Madau at Pegu is thus said to have been originally

built by two merchants, shortly after the age of Buddha, and to have been only

one cubit high, raised by the same individuals to 12. (Symes's Embassy, p. 192.)

Speaking of a great Pagoda at Bintenne near Kandy, Mr. Fergusson writes :

" The Mahawanso or great Buddhist history of Ceylon, describes the mode by

which this building was raised by successive additions, in a manner so illustrative

of the principle on which these relic shrines arrived at completion, that it is well

worth quoting.

" The Thero Sarabhu, at the demise of the supreme Buddha receiving at his

funeral pile the thorax bone relic, brought and deposited it in that identical

dagoba [in which a lock of Buddha's hair had been previously placed.] This

inspired personage causing a dagoba to be erected twelve cubits high, and en-

shrining it, thereon departed. The younger brother of King Devenampiatisso

(B. C. 250,) discovering this marvellous dagoba constructed another encasing it,

thirty cubits in height. King Duttagamini (B. C. 161) while residing there,

during his subjugation of the Malabars, constructed a dagoba encasing that one

eighty cubits in height. Thus> was the Mohayangana dagoba completed. It is

possible that at each successive addition some new deposit was made : at least

E
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sort of pair with another pagoda of similar appearance, in front

of a small temple of the church character, and the possible object

of the incrustation was to make it symmetrize in size with its

neighbour.

In passing eastward from the pagoda just mentioned we arrived

at the Skive San-daw, a large and lofty pagoda of the Rangoon and

Prome type, on a high pyramidal base, and apparently once gilt.

Near it, our attention was attracted by a long gabled house, lighted

by a few small windows with flat arches in brick of a peculiar con-

struction. Looking in, at a small arched doorway, we found the

house to contain a Brobdignagian figure of Gautama recumbent

on his side. It was built apparently of brick plastered. But a

finger of the hand from which the plaster had been knocked off,

was seen to be of sandstone gilt, as if some part at least of the

colossus had belonged to a former image of more splendid material.*

The eyes were open, and the face, which was the best part of

the figure, wore the usual placid smile. The vault of the long

chamber in which it lay was painted, rudely enough, with over-

shadowing palm-trees. The dimensions of the recumbent giant

were as follows :

Top of head to fork, 35 feet 5 inches.

Forktofeet, 33 „ 6 „

Nose, 3 „ 3 „

Width of chin, 2 „ 2 „

Length of ear, 6 „ 10 „

most of the Topes examined in Afghanistan and the Punjab show signs of these

successive increments, and successive deposits, one above the other." (Sand-booh

of Architecture , 1. 9.)

The same peculiarity is found in some of the Nubian pyramids, and in the

Etrurian tombs. (Id. p. 291.)

* These gigantic figures are probably direct imitations of what ancient Bur-

man pilgrims had seen in Ceylon. At Dambool in that island, says Forbes

(I. 370,) a " chamber contains a gigantic and well executed figure of Buddha

recumbent, and the statue, as well as the couch and pillow on which he reclines,

is cut from the solid rock. This figure is 47 feet in length. The chamber is

long, narrow and dark; Gautama Buddha's position and placid aspect, the

stillness of the place, all tend to impress the visitor with the feeling that he is

in the chamber of death."
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Breadth of shoulders, 14 „ 3

Length of arm, 32 „ 6

Feet (Length,) 10 „

Toes (ditto,) 2 „ 2

Hand, 7 „ 4

Face, 9 „

On our mentioning this huge image after our return to the

steamers, a party started to visit it. They missed their way but

lighted on another, of similar character but much greater size

!

This last, I think, was stated 90 feet long.

On the east side of the Shwe San-dau was a small cromlech, of

unmistakable character used as a depository table of offerings.

It is the only thing of the kind I have heard of in the Burmese

countries, and is perhaps an accidental construction, and no relic of

primeval customs. The whole of the ground about the base of

Shwe San-dau on that side was paved with large masses of sandstone

about six feet long and ten inches thick, and this may both have

afforded the material and suggested the erection.

So much of Pagan and its remains we saw, but a vast area of

ruins remained unvisited by any of the party, and doubtless much

of interest has still to be examined. The time which we spent at

Pagan altogether was three days and a half in going up, and nearly

two days in coming down, but as nearly one whole day was

necessarily devoted to public and private letter-writing, and an-

other whole day was abstracted by an attack of fever, I should have

come away with much less material for the illustration of these

deeply interesting remains, had it not been for the kind assistance

of Mr. Oldham, and Lieut. Heathcote.

I may conclude by introducing, not inappropriately, a note with

which Major Phayre has favoured me on the Burmese habit of scrib-

bling on the walls of temples, instances of which abound at Pagan.*

* Had I thought of it sooner I might have written an amusing page or two

on the Burmese habit of scribbling upon walls. Brick walls white-washed are so

uncommon that when one is met with, the people appear to cover every corner

of it with figures drawn with charcoal, and written sentences. Their habit in

this respect is as inveterate as that of the English. Some of these writings are the

mere names of visitors to the temples, others are facetious, a few of the grave

H 2
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Notes on the Indian species of Lycium.—By T. Andebson, Esq.

31. D. Oude Contingent.

In October, 1855, when passing through the Doab between the

Kavee and Beas, I gathered a specimen of Lycium Edgeworthii of

Dunal, a species founded on a plant sent to Dunal by Mr. Edge-

worth, from near Sirhind. The plant in my Herbarium is evi-

dently the same as that which Dunal has described, but after

most careful and repeated examination of a considerable number of

specimens in my possession, I am convinced that Dunal's L.

Edgeworthii is only a variety of his L. Mediterraueum, the L.

Europaeum of Linnaeus. In order that his species L. Mediterra-

neum and L. Edgeworthii may be distinguished, he has refined their

specific characters so much, that they appear to be the descriptions

rather of trivial varieties than of permanent and well-marked species.

The differences between the specific characters of the species con-

sist of a line or two in the length of the calyx, a mark of no import-

ance, of minute differences in the length of the pedicels and pedun-

cles and of inconstant characters taken from the existence of minute

hairs at the insertion of the filaments in Lycium Edgeworthii. In

my specimens I found several flowers entirely glabrous. In Lycium

Europaeum the character is "filamentis basi puberulis." Characters

are also taken from the branches and spines, but the latter, in both

species, are of all shapes and sizes from a simple thorn J of an inch-

long to a spine 3 inches long, bearing leaves and flowers. Dunal

order. The following are specimens copied from the Eaudhi Pagoda at Pagan.

"On the 1st day of the waning moon Dengyot 1216, A. D. 1854 Nga Phyoo,

Naga Kyen, and Ko Byeen, three persons, who live beneath the golden feet, wor-

shipped the images and Pagodas at Pagan."

Here is another

;

" Palm juice and spirits do not drink ; fowls and pigs do not kill ; avoid these

(sins) that you may hereafter meet the Lord A-ri-ma-tee-ya,"# And again

;

"Moung Kha and his wife have worshipped and presented offerings at all the

Pagodas—applaud! applaud!"

* Arimateeya, or Maitri, is the coming Buddha, who will be the fifth and last

of the present world-system. " No oath is considered by a Burmese with more
awe and solemnity, than to make him declare that in the event of his failing in

truth, may he never see the Boodh Ariinadeya." As. Res. XX. 178. (Y).
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supposes the colour of the corolla of L. Edgeworthii to be yellow

:

in my specimens it is pale rose-coloured as in L. Europaeum.

Dunal has purposed to change the name of the Linnsean L.

Europaeum to L. Mediterranean, a change by no means applicable

to a plant widely diifused in India. I therefore retain the Linnsean

name and propose the following specific character, which seems

applicable to both the Indian and Western plants.

L. Europaeum, fruticosum, cortice albido, ramis spinescentibus,

spinis teretibus, foliis 2—5 ad basin spinarura fasciculatis, obovato-

oblongis vel oblongo-cuneatis, pedicellis calyce longioribus, interdum

geminis, plerumque unifloris, calyce breviter 5—dentato glabro vel

puberulo, corolla calyce duplo longiore anguste infundibuliformi,

staminibus inclusis. L. Europaeum, Linn, et auct. ; Royle ill.

L. Mediterraneum Dun. in DC. Prod. xiii. 523 (cum omnibus vari-

et.) L. Edgeworthii Dun. in DC. Prod. xiii. 525. L. indicum Wight

Icones t. 1403.

Hab. in India prope Delhi Royle, Guzerat Wight, Sirhind Edge-

worthy Panjab ad Umritsir, T. Anderson.

Folia glabra vel punctulata |—1 unciam longa. Spinae axillares

nudae vel foliosae \—1 unciam longae. Elores gemini vel saepius

solitarii e fasciculis foliorum. Calyx 5—dentatus cyathiformis 1—

2

lineas longus, glaber. Corolla calyce longior infundibulifbrmis 4—

6

lineas longa, roseo-alba. Eilamenta filiformia inclusa insequalia,

uno cseteris breviore. Antherae parvae ovatae, basi bifidae. Stylus

cylindricus, staminibus longior. Stigma orbiculare, capitatum.

Pollen in aqua globosum. Ovarium ovatum. Bacca globosa parva.

In India, special care is required to guard against the undue

increase of species, since in this country, besides difficulties arising

from want of books of reference, natural causes make the determi-

nation of species more difficult than in Europe. One of the most

powerful of these is the sudden and complete change of climate

in many parts of the Peninsula of India, arising from the periodi-

cal recurrence of the rainy season, which often alters the Flora

lrom that of an arid plain to one consisting entirely of a large

number of tropical annuals. This climatic change also temporarily

affects the appearance or " habit" of the perennial plants, causing

a wonderful luxuriauce of growth and alteration of the foliage.
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To these changes Lycium Europaeum is fully exposed. It is a native

of dry sandy plains, where before the rains it is stunted in all its

parts, but when the air and soil become charged with moisture an

expansion of all its parts takes place, fully accounting for the

multiform characters of its leaves and the diversity in the length

of the spines, etc.

Report on the Progress of the Magnetic Survey and of the Re-

searches connected with it, from November, 1855, to April, 1856.

By EOBEKT SCHLAGINTWEIT, Esq.

General Outline of the Eoute.

My brother Adolphe and I left Agra on the 29th of November,

1855, and went through Dholpore and Chanda to Gwalior. "We pro-

ceeded thence through a part of Bundelkund, by Dutteeah, Jhansi,

Tehri, and Dhainoonee to Saugor, which we reached on the 4th of

December.

Prom Saugor we took different routes. Adolphe proceeded by

Dhumow to Nagpore and Madras. I left Saugor on the 19th of

December, and proceeded by Maharajpore and Bermhan to Nur-

singpore, on the left side of the Nerbudda valley ; from thence I

proceeded by Jhansi Ghaut and Meergunge to Jubbulpore, where

I arrived on the 30th December.

The route which I followed from Saugor to Jubbulpore afforded

me the gratifying opportunity of examining the large deposits of

fossil remains of elephants, rhinoceros, hippopotami, &c, which are

exposed on the sides of the Nerbudda valley, and I have been able

to obtain a tolerably good collection of specimens.

During a stay of six days at Jubbulpore, I was engaged with a

series of barometrical and meteorological observations, and with

some experiments on the composition of the atmosphere, which were

afterwards repeated on the Umerkuntuk Hills.
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I started from Jubbulpore on the 6th of January, and went by

Mundlah, Eamgurh, Goruckpore and Karenehia up to Umerkuntuk

which forms a very important part of the water-shed of Central

India. Near it are the sources of the Soane and Tohilla, of the

Nerbudda, and of the Yrap, an affluent of the Mahanuddy.

I arrived at Umerkuntuk on the 20th of January, 1856, and

having set up my meteorological instruments, which were regularly

registered during my stay, I made excursions to the sources of the

Tohila and Soane, and up to the summit of Rajmeergurh Hill, which

is one of the highest points of the Mekul range, East of Umerkun-

tuk.

The plateau of Umerkuntuk afforded me a favourable opportunity

of making physical and meteorological experiments, and though the

absolute elevation is not very considerable (3,290 to 3,330 English

feet,) the data obtained for the decrease of the temperature of the air,

and of the ground, &c, may not prove without some interest for the

physical geography of Central India, when compared with similar data

obtained in the Himalayas, the Neilgherries, and Khasia Hills, &c.

I left Umerkuntuk on the 26th January, and proceeded via Pain-

dra, Moonda, and Amukpore to Sohagpore ; thence in a Northerly

direction, through Kanrodi and Ramnuggur, crossing the Soane

River twice, to Rewah, where I arrived on the 11th of February.

By Mungown and Sohagi, I went to Allahabad, and thence along

the Grand Trunk Road to Agra, where I arrived on the 21st of

February.

At Agra the whole of the collections sent down last year from

the Himalayas, and those made during this cold season, were care-

fully re-packed for the purpose of being sent to England.

I left Agra on the 8th of March, and travelled via Delhi to Saha-

runpore, and thence to Nahun, where I' was engaged, for several

days, examining the geological structure of the Sewalik range. I

obtained many interesting tertiary fossils from various localities in

the Sewaliks.

I marched through Dugshaie to Simla, where I arrived on the

25th of March.

The observations made in the outer ranges of the Himalayas, and

in various localities in the environs of Simla, will be reserved for

the next Report, treating of the Himalayas.
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Meteorology.

Besides the daily registry of dry and wet bulb thermometers and

barometers, whilst on the march, a longer series of observations was

made at Saugor, Bermhan, Jubbulpore and Umerkuntuk ; at Sohag-

pore, Allahabad, Agra and Simla. These observations seem to lead

to the following conclusions.

The minimum temperature of the air was very regularly observed

to set in just before sun-rise, but there was never to be observed a

second depression of temperature immediately after sun-rise, as we

had observed in the Indian Seas in October, 1854.

The increase of temperature from sun-rise up to 11 o'clock a. m.

is specially rapid between the hours of 8 and 9 a. i. I often no-

ticed an increase of temperature of 4 to 5 degrees centigrade

between these two hours.

The total increase from sun-rise to 11 o'clock was, at Saugor,

(15th to 19fch December,) as much as 28 degrees centigrade ; at

Jubbulpore it was from 12 to 15 degrees ; but at Umerkuntuk (20th

to 26th January) the difference between sun-rise and 11 o'clock

A. M. was only 8| to 9 degrees centigrade. Between 11 a. m. and

4 P. M., the variation of temperature was generally not very great

—

not more than 3 or 4 degrees centigrade ; but the decrease of tem-

perature between 4 p. m. and 7 p. m. was very rapid.

East of Jubbulpore, at Eamgurh, and as far as Umerkuntuk, the

minimum temperature of the day was very near the freezing point

;

but I never observed a temperature lower than 32 degrees Fahren-

heit, or degrees centigrade.

There was quite regularly a hoar-frost setting in, even if the mi-

nimum temperature of the air was 2 or 3 degrees above the freezing

point. The hoar-frost was produced by the great radiation of the

leaves and grass during the serene nights.

At Umerkuntuk itself I observed some remarkable irregularities of

temperature. Considering the cold temperatures experienced in the

stations of the Nerbudda valley, Westward of Umerkuntuk, it might

be expected to find the minimum temperature of the night at Umer-

kuntuk below zero ;
but on the contrary the minimum temperature

of the air on the plateau, at the end of January, was constantly 9

degrees and even 12 degrees centigrade above the freezing point.
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It was therefore considerably warmer than the minimum of the val-

leys at the foot of the plateau. Besides the minimum does not

take place just before sun-rise, but one or one-and-a-half hour

earlier. The reason of this phenomenon is that during the night,

the coljL air, which is heavier, flows down along the sides of the hills,

and accumulates at the bottom of the valleys, whilst at the top of

the small plateau itself, the cold air, which is locally formed by the

radiation of leaves and grass, is immediately carried away by the

winds into the surrounding atmosphere and re-placed by somewhat

warmer air.

During the day-time the temperature at the top of Umerkuntuk

is of course much lower than in the valleys below. During my

stay there the highest observed temperature was 75 degrees Fahren-

heit, exceeding by 5 degrees Fahrenheit the maximum temperature

of all the other days.

There was only one day quite free of clouds during my stay at

Umerkuntuk. Generally, soon after 8 o'clock a. m. quantities of

cirri dispersed all over the sky, and mitigated the full power of the

sun's rays : they only dissolved themselves partially in the evening

before sun-set, some portions remaining even during the night.

Some rain fell on the 29th and 30th of January. It appeared to

have extended over a large area, and greatly affected the temper-

ature of the air, cooling it down so that the maximum temperature

was lowered more than 5 degrees.

From Jubbulpore up to Umerkuntuk, a strong South-"West or

South wind set in very regularly between 9 and 10 a. m., and con-

tinued till 5 or 5-30 p. m. The nights were constantly calm. At

Umerkuntuk the wind blew from the same direction, but it was

quite calm during the rain falls. There was not the least wind on

the journey from Paindra to Eewah, where again a South-West wind

began.

Comparing my meteorological observations with those made during

the cold season of 1854-55 by my brothers and myself, in the

Southern parts of India, the Deccan, Mysore, &c, I find that in

Southern India there is, at equal elevations, never so cold a temper-

ature as I observed this season in Central India, in the valley of

the Nerbudda, &c.

I
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In connexion with this fact it deserves mention, that in summer

the reverse takes place, and that the maximum heat of Central India,

at equal elevations, generally exceeds somewhat that of Southern

India.

Together with the observations of the dry and wet bulb thermo-

meters, the readings of the barometer were registered, and I have

been able to determine the heights of all important places on the

route followed. Some stations were determined both by the baro-

meter and the boiling point thermometer, which from its minute

and accurate divisions (each degree of Celsius is divided into 100

parts) and having been carefully compared at different heights with

barometers, may be considered as giving equally accurate results with

the barometer itself. On the journey from Sohagpore to Rewah,

I used only this instrument, as the barometer was leaking very much,

and some air had introduced itself into it.

The minimum of barometric pressure at about 4 p. m. occurred

on the small plateau of Umerkuntuk, very nearly at the same time

as in the lower valleys and plains of Hindustan, and the daily vari-

ation of the barometer seems to be very nearly the same at Umer-

kuntuk as it is in the plains.

The temperature of the earth at different depths was determined

by the long thermometer (one metre in length.) For greater depths

I used a thermometer, the bulb of which was made extremely in-

sensible. The observations of the temperature of the ground at

Umerkuntuk, compared with similar data around the base of the

hill, afford some curious examples of the cooling influences which

extensive jungles have, upon the temperature of the ground. . At

Umerkuntuk the temperature was, 22nd to 25th January

—

At one metre below the surface, 21° 2' Centigrade.

„ two metres, „ 21° 5'
„

At Paindra, more than 1,000 feet lower than Umerkuntuk, the

temperature was, 27th to 29th of January

—

At one metre below the surface, 20° 0' Centigrade.

„ two metres, „ 21° 0'
„

I observed similar differences at Ramgurh, and at some other

stations West and Nortli of Umerkuntuk, which are all 1,000 to

1,300 feet lower than the plateau.
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This anomalous phenomenon seems to be due to the following

causes.

The plateau of Umerkuntuk itself has comparatively little jun-

gle, and the ground is exposed freely to the action of the sun.

Bound the base of Umerkuntuk, and especially on the slopes of the

hills, very thick and extensive jungles prevail, which keep the

ground moist and cool, as they prevent the heating of the surface

by the powerful tropical sun.

The meteorological observations which I had occasion to make

in many parts of the jungles of Central India, as well as those of

my brother Hermann in Assam, and of my brother Adolphe in the

Godavery jungles, offer many striking examples of the cooling

influence which extensive jungles exercise in India on the temper-

ature of the ground, as well as on the atmosphere.

The anomalous cooling of the ground by jungles is still more

apparent than the difference of temperature in the air of jungles

when compared with open districts, since the differences in the

temperature of the air are much more equalized by winds and atmo-

spheric currents.

At Agra I was enabled, through the kind assistance of Colonel J. T.

Boileau, the Chief Engineer, to ascertain the temperature of the earth

nearly 50 feet below the surface. The insensible thermometer was

sunk in a small shaft dug for the purpose, and remained buried there

for a fortnight before it was taken up. Th9 temperature was, from

the 22nd of February to the 4th of March, 28° 3' centigrade, equal

to 82° 9' Fahrenheit. The temperature thus observed accords,

within one degree, with the temperature of the earth at about 60

feet below the surface, ascertained at Benares in April 1855. The

temperature at one metre below the surface at Agra was only 25

degrees centigrade, as the upper strata had been cooled by the

influence of the past cold season.

The temperature of the wells at Agra was always a little lower

than that of the ground, thus directly ascertained. As an average

of several wells from which a large quantity of water was constantly

drawn for domestic purposes and irrigation, I obtained 27° 6' to

27° 8' centigrade.

i 2
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The temperature of water in wells, which are but little used, is

considerably cooler than that of wells from which water is con-

stantly drawn, as the cold air which sinks down during the night

into the wells cools stagnant water much more than it can do the

water of wells which is constantly removed.

As a curious phenomenon connected with Physical Geography,

I finally beg to mention the way in which the jungles are distributed

in Central India.

The base and slope of the hills, and the valleys between them,

are generally covered with very dense and extensive jungles, but

the summit of the flat hills and small plateaux which occur in many

localities, are nearly always quite bare and destitute of trees and

jungly vegetation. I had been informed by my brothers, that this

very curious phenomenon occurs all along the Southern parts of the

Khasia and Jynteah Hills, and on the plateau of the Neilgher-

ries.

This phenomenon seems to be due, in part, to the very strong

winds which sweep over those isolated plateaux and which evident-

ly must be very injurious to jungle vegetation. Another impor-

tant cause is, the want of moisture in these isolated plateaux.

The geological results obtained in the journey from Agra to

Saugor will be contained in the Report which my brother Adolphe

will have the honour to submit to Government ; I shall therefore

content myself by mentioning some geological results to which the

investigation of the country visited by me alone seems to lead.

In the valley of the Nerbudda some interesting deposits of fossil

remains occur. The larger deposits are found from Bermhan up

to Mundlah, the bones are found in a brown alluvial clay, and

belong to species of elephants, rhinoceros, hippopotami, buffaloes,

&c. I also found with the bones well preserved fossil shells of

Unio, Melania, and other fresh-water species. A comparison of

these fossil shells with those now living in the Nerbudda, and in

various tanks of Central India, of which I collected a large number,

will assist in determining the geological age of the fossiliferous

deposits of the Nerbudda valley.

From Jubbulpore to Umerkuntuk the prevailing rock is black

trap, identical with the trap of the Deccan.
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I found in several localities the thin lacustrine deposit, which

reposes on trap, and is again overlaied by other layers of trap.

In some places it was full of fossil fresh-water shells of Physa,

Unio, Melania, &c.

The principal fossiliferous localities which I visited were Phool

Saugor, about 9 miles west of Mundlah, Bellasur, and Bonder.

The plateau of Umerkuntuk is one of the culminating points

of Central India and this place, and the hills in its neighbourhood,

form the important water-shed of Central India, between the

Rivers Nerbudda, Soane, Tohilla, and Mahanuddy. The plateau of

Umerkuntuk is not very large—it is nearly circular, and surround-

ed by hills, which are only 50 to 60 English feet higher. The

slopes are very steep to the East and South, whilst they are much

more gentle to the West and North. The hills run from Umer-

kuntuk first in a Northerly direction, and then turn to the North-

West. They are generally known by the inhabitants under the

name of Mokul. The highest point of this range is probably

Rajmeergurh, near Umerkuntuk, which it exceeds by about 500

English feet—the latter place itself is about 3,290 to 3,330 English

feet.

The Nerbudda alone rises on the plateau of Umerkuntuk. It

has its origin in a tank or pool, surrounded in the most irregular

way, with solid masonry and fine temples :—one of the oldest of

them seems to me to be a Jain (Buddhist) temple. The tank is fed

by subterranean springs, and the origin of the Nerbudda is thus

precisely similar to that of the Kistna, on the plateau of Maha-

baleshwur in the Deccan.

I determined the quantity of water at the spot where the Ner-

budda flows out of the tank, and found it to be, on the 23rd of

January, only two French litres per second. But very soon this

little rivulet is met by the waters of two other springs, and only

a few miles from its source it is joined by the waters of two more

springs, and forms a beautiful cataract of about 70 English feet.

The Soane has not its rise at Umerkuntuk, but to the East of

the hill, and about 1,200 feet lower than the Nerbudda in an open

partially cultivated spot, from a tank called Sone Budder, 8 miles
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East of Paindra, and forms a swampy marshy place over a consider-

able extent.

The Tohilla rises about 5 miles North of the Nerbudda, at a

place called Tohaletsur, nearly on a level with the Nerbudda.

The Trap, a small river, which flows to the South, and joins the

Mahanuddy, has its origin near Paindra, from several large tanks,

forming at first a swampy ground. Its source is situated about

5 or 6 miles from that of the Soane, and its water-shed is not

formed by a distinct ridge, but only by a slight rising of the ground.

On the journey from Sohagpore through Eewah to Allahabad,

I took the opportunity of carrying a barometric and geological

section over the plateau of Bundelkund.

The plateau, or rather the succession of plateaux, consists of

a reddish and white sandstone, in large banks, which are generally

horizontal—it reposes upon limestone and shales of blue and grey

colours, which very often are a little more inclined than the sand-

stone, and the shales are quite identical with similar rocks which

I observed in the Gwalior Territory. The plateau of Bundelkund

terminates abruptly about 40 miles South of Allahabad, where the

sandy deposits of the plain of Hindustan begin.

Simlah, 27th Mag, 1856.
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Mean temperature andfall of rain in Darjiling, Sihliim Himalayah,

1848 to 1855.

—

By J. E. Withecombe, M. D. Civil Surgeon.

Months.

Julia Pahar
7500 feet above

the sea.

Civil Station Hospital

6902 feet above the sea.

Observatory

7168 feet

above the

Mean Temperature.

May,

June,

July,

August, ..

September,

October, ..

November,

December,

January, ..

February,

March,

April,

Average.

58.53

61.42

63.23

63.28

60.13

55.81

48.49

43.08

40.04

40.77

50.13

59.53

53.79

60.49

62.12

62.87

61.81

62.78

55.93

48.38

41.96

42.24

41.93

48.38

56.77

53.80

59.51

61.77

63.05

62.54

61.45

55.87

48.43

42.52

41.14

41.33

49.26

58.65

53.79

59.14

63.59

63.69

63.26

62.32

61.85

54.48

55.89

40.96

41.79

51.91

55.71

55.38

61.60

62.57

63.80

64.41

63.23

58.89

50.41

44.86

42.25

47.17

47.23

54.43

55.57

59.40

62.15

63.07

63.80

62.09

56.40

48.05

42.75

36.79

47.23

52.83

57.74

54,36

61.35

64.34

65.26

64.13

62.02

56.71

49.28

45.29

45.85

42.01

51.47

53.83

55.13

60.37

63.16

63.96

63.90

62.42

58.46

50.56

44.70

41.46

45.55

50.86

55.43

54.99

59.90

61.66

62.70

62.59

60.89

57.86

51.09

47.30

39.42

41.93

49.36

52.58

53.94
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Bain in Inches.

1850-51. 1851-52. 1852-53. 1853-54. 1854-55.
Average

for 5 years.

May, 2.74 6.75 9.15 2.07 5.68 5.28

June, 30.55 31.00 17.30 26.90 40.57 29.26

July, 32.02 27.15 35.40 29.49 18.55 28.52

August, 40.02 16.70 15.35 31.26 40.91 28.85

September, ... 20.00 19.60 15.15 20.15 28.10 20.60

October, .00 9.35 .45 4.34 4.15 3.64

November, .00 1.50 .05 .37 2.10 .80

December, .00 .05 .80 .00 .20 .21

January, ... 2.05 3.45 .00 1.85 .10 1.49

February, 2.75 2.40 .75 .75 1.57 1.64

March, 4.40 4.00 17.40 .00 .40 5.24

April, .55 4.55 2.70 1.00 5.10 2.78

Total fall of rain,... 135.08 126.50 114.50 118.18 147.43



PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,

Eoe January, 1857.

At the annual general meeting of the Society, held on the 7th

January, 1857,

Hon'ble Sir James Colvile, Kt. President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following

Report.

The Council of the Asiatic Society have the satisfaction of sub-

mitting their annual report exhibiting the Society's transactions,

and the state of its affairs during the past year.

The number of ordinary members resident in India at the close

Ordinary. Paying. Absent, of every year since 1851 has re-

mained nearly stationary, rang-

ing between 122 in 1852, and

131 in the present year. During

the last twelve months there has

members. The loss has been alto-

gether 14, of which 7 have been removed by death, 6 by retirement,

and one (Dwarika Nath Basu) under bye law 13 of the Society's

rules.

It will thus be seen that during the past year, there has been an

addition of only 5 to the number of members. The entire list con-

tains 167 names, inclusive of those absentJn Europe.

K

1851.. 130 124 6
1852.. 139 122 17
1853 . 146 123 23
1854 . 155 129 26
1855 . 162 128 34
1856.. 167 131 36

?en an accession of 19 new
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The obituary includes the names of Major General Sir "W. H.

Sleeman, K.C.B., Dr. Montgomerie, Lieut. Chancey, Eaja Sattya-

charan Ghosal, Eaja Sriesh Chandra Eaya, and Messrs. Houstoun

and E. "W. G. Frith.

Dr. Montgomerie was a zealous and disinterested promoter of

the objects of the Society, and as the discoverer of Gutta Percha

had received the gold medal of the Society of Arts of London.

Mr. Frith was distinguished for his devotion to the science of

Entomology.

By the death of the Eev. Dr. Buckland, the Society has lost one

of its most distinguished honorary members.

The names of Professor Langlois and Mons. Marcel have also

to be removed from the list, and the Society has to deplore the loss

which the cause of Oriental literature must suffer from the demise

of these two distinguished savans, the intelligence of whose death

only reached India a few months ago.

Seven corresponding members have been elected during the last

twelve months, some of whom are Oriental scholars, or are other-

Wise distinguished for their literary or scientific attainments.

Finance.—The abstract statement No. 1 annexed to the report

shews the receipts of 1856 to have been Es. 18,204-7-1, which add-

ed to the balance of the preceding year (Es. 6,251-13-8) make the

total of Es. 24,456-4-9.

The disbursements amount to Es. 17,321-6-5, inclusive of the

sum of Es. 2,500 advanced to the Oriental Publication Fund as a

temporary loan, and which must be considered a part of the balance.

The total liabilities amount to Es. 3,605-9-4, while the cash ba-

lance in hand is Es. 6,664-14-1, to which is to be added the sum of

Bs. 2,500, advanced to the Oriental Fund, making a total of Es.

9,161-14-1. In addition to this, there are outstanding assets to the

extent of Es. 8,908-3-8.

Of the outstanding sums due to the Society, shown in the report

of 1855, Es. 485-4 have been written off to Profit and Loss as un-

realizable subscriptions due from deceased members, and although

there are still several items of a similar nature
;
yet the Council are

not without hopes that opportunities may occur for recovering a

considerable portion of them.
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Income.
Contributions,

Government Grant at 300
Sale of Books,

Journal,

Interest,

Miscellaneous,

8,000

3,600

1,000

800
120
10

The marginal estimate of the probable income and expenditure of

the next year will be found to fall

short of that of previous years, sim-

ply because the amount of the

Government Grant for the Museum
of Economic Geology has ceased to

be borne in the accounts, in conse-

quence of the removal of that es-

tablishment, and the cessation of

the allowance from September last.

The subject of reducing the rate

of subscription to the Society from

Ks. 16 to 10 per quarter was

brought forward for final discussion

Monthly average .

.

Expenditure.
Zoological Museum,
Library—Estabt. 936

Bookbinding,
Purchase of

books,

Contingencies,

13,530

. 1,127 8

4,200

300

650
114

Estabt. General,

Journal,

Miscellaneous, including

Building,

Peposit,

2,000

1,800 and decision in September last.
2,700 . .

The proposition was orginally

1
»
2^ ° moved by Major Thuillier in Nov.

1855. The Council after careful
11,972

deliberation reported against the

Monthly average, .. 997 10 8 expediency of the proposed change,

and the question having been refer-

red to the Society at large, and the votes of absent members solicited

under bye-law 45, the motion was negatived at a special meeting,

held in September last, the number of suffrages obtained in favour

of the motion being 25, whilst 23 were given against it.

Library, Considerable improvement has been effected in the

preservation and arrangement of the books. Much, however, yet re-

mains to be done in the way of enriching the contents of the Library.

Nearly 250 vols, have been added during the year, a considerable

portion of which are donations from authors and learned societies.

The leading Scientific periodicals of Europe, obtained either by pur-

chase or exchange, are from time to time laid on the table of the new

reading-room for perusal.

A new catalogue of the Library has been published, copies of which

may be had by members free of charge by application to the

Librarian. The price to non-subscribers has ben fixed at 3 Eupees

a copy.

k 2
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The Coin Cabinet of the Society has received an addition of 17

gold coins from the Government of the N. "W. Provinces, and a few

silver coins of historic importance have been contributed by several

gentlemen.

The Government of India having resolved upon establishing a

separate Geological Museum in connection with the Geological

Survey, has directed the transfer to the proposed institution of its

Museum of Economic Geology which has been in charge of the So-

ciety since 1841.

By this arrangement the Society has lost the valuable services of

Mr. Piddington, who, besides taking charge of the Government

Museum of Economic Geology, has hitherto had the care of the

Society's own collections of minerals and rocks.

The accession of new specimens in this department has been re-

corded by the Curators. They include amongst others a superb

meteorite from Sougoule presented by Mr. Grote ; a valuable collec-

tion of fossils from Kohat by Lieut. Trotter ; a fine specimen of the

scarce mineral Condrodite from Nagpore, by the Eev. S. Hislop ; a

box of minerals and specimens illustrating the different stages of

metallurgical processes, particularly of the manufacture of iron

from Col. Tremenhere ; and a valuable series of Casts of Sewalik

fossils from the Museum of the India House, presented by the

Hon'ble Court of Directors.

The Museum continues to be a source of considerable attraction

Nov. 18th to 29th being 12 days open
to the PubHc '

and that {t ™ du^
Natives, Europeans. appreciated is best shewn by the

Male Female Male Female Total. . . , ., , , ,,

2889 81 65 19 3054 numbers who daily resort to the

December 26 days open. rooms. Verv few persons having
5638 205 288 118 6249 J F

.

hitherto recorded their names in

9303
the visitors' book, the Jemadar was

directed in the middle of November last to note carefully the name

and sex of every visitor who expressed either an inability or a reluc-

tance to write. The average thus obtained appears to have exceed-

ed 240 persons a day, as shewn in the margin.

Journal.—Six Nos. of the Journal have already been issued, and

another, which will be the last of the year, is in the press, and

nearly ready for publication. Of these No. VII contains a complete
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and efficient Index to the last two volumes of the Researches, and

the first 23 vols, of the Journal.

It is hoped that this publication will supply a desideratum which

has been long felt by all who have occasion to consult the pages of

the Society's transactions, and render the varied and valuable matter

contained in the volumes accessible, not merely to our own members,

but to the public at large.

Officers. Babu Gour Doss Bysack was appointed in March last

Assistant Secretary and Librarian in place of Babu Bajendralal

Mittra resigned, whose valuable services have received the public

acknowledgment of the Society, as recorded in the proceedings of

February last. His successor has been very regular and assiduous

in the discharge of his duties.

Oriental Fund. It has been found that from the rapid issue of

the Nos. of the Bibliotheca Indica during the last three years, the

demands upon the Oriental Fund have far exceeded its resources.

The activity of the several editors had pushed the publication of the

series beyond the limits warranted by the Government allowance,

and the consequence has been, the accumulation of heavy liabilities

which have been the subject of remark both by the local and home

Government.

It has therefore been resolved that the publication should be

suspended until provision is made for the liquidation of the debts.

The principles on which the Bibliotheca Indica has lately been

conducted were likewise made the subject of animadversion by Pro-

fessor Horace Hayman Wilson, and the Hon'ble Court of Directors.

They drew the attention of the Society to the disproportion of the

Arabic to the Sanscrit publications, which they considered in-

consistent with the comparative claims of the two departments of

literature, and dwelt on the importance of confining the appropria-

tion of the grant to the encouragement of the Sanscrit language,

except in the case of works illustrative of the history or social con-

dition of India.

The Society without concurring in the wisdom of restricting the

Bibliotheca Indica to Sanscrit works, or to works relating exclusively

to India, have expressed every disposition to be guided by the views

advanced by the learned Professor and the Ilon'ble Court.
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The Council are glad to add that the liabilities of the Oriental

Fund have been considerably reduced within the last year.

During the last twelve months only 8 Nos. of the Bibliotheca

Indica have been issued, of which 5 are Sanscrit and 3 Arabic.

The names of the works are :—

•

1.—The Taittiriya Sanhita of the Black Tajur Yeda, edited by

Dr. E. Boer, Nos. 133, 134 and 137.

2.—The Brihad Aranyaka Upanishad, edited by Dr. Roer, No.

135.

8.—A Biographical Dictionary of Persons who knew Mahommed,

edited by Moulavies Mahamed "Wayzeh Abdul Haqq and Golam

Kadir, and Dr. Sprenger, Nos. 136 and 138.

4.—Waquidy's History of Mahamed's Campaign, edited by A.

Von Kremer, No. 139.

5.—The Markandeya Purana, edited by the Bev. K. M. Banerjea,

No. 140.

It will be observed that these numbers are in continuation of

works already undertaken. No new work has been commenced nor

will be, until the unfinished editions are completed, which will be a

work of time in consequence of the extent to which the resources of

the Bund have been anticipated.

With the conclusion of the works in hand, the present series of

the Bibliotheca Indica will be brought to a close, and it is the opinion

of the Council that a new series should not be commenced without a

careful revision of the rules under which the publication has been

conducted. *

The report was adopted.

The meeting then proceeded to ballot for the Council and Officers

for the ensuing year. Captain Sherwill and Mr. Gordon Young,

were appointed Scrutineers, and at the close of the ballot, the Chair-

man announced the following result :

—

Hon'ble Sir J. W. Colyile, Kt. President.

Babtj Ramgopal Ghose,

De. G. G. Spilsbury, V Vice-Presidents.

A. Guote, Esq.

Dr. H. Walker.

C. Beadon, Esq.

}
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Dr. T. Thomson.

Dr. T. Boycott.

Capt. C. B. Young.

Babtt Kamaprasad Eot.

E. A. Samtjells, Esq.

T. Oldham, Esq.

Major Strachet.

W. S. Atkinson, Esq. t

Babu Kajendralal Mittba. )
Joint Secretaries.

The question of transferring the Society's Geological collections

to the new Government Museum, as proposed in the letter (dated

11th July last) from the Government of India, laid before the So-

ciety at the August Meeting, was taken into consideration. The

Secretary announced that 8 non-resident members out of 55 had

replied to the Circular which was addressed to them, requesting

their votes on the subject of the transfer, two voted in favour of, and

6 against the transfer. Such of the letters as contained remarks

were then read, and several members having addressed the meeting

the question was put to the vote, and negatived by a majority of one.

Eor. Against.

Non residents, 2 6

Eesidents, 12 9

14 15

The meeting then separated.
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STATEMENT
Abstract of the Cash Account of the Asiatic

KECEIPTS.

1855. 1856.

7,166

.. 8,096

512

Contributions,

Received from Members,

Admission Fee,

Received from new Members, .

.

,

.

t . 4,48

Journal, 784 8

Sale Proceeds of, and Subscription to

the Journal of the Asiatic Society, .

.

.

.

.

.

768 10

Library, 631 14

Sale Proceeds of Books, .. ... .. 1,623 13 9

,, „ of Bookshelves, 38 4
1,662 1 9

Museum of Zoology, 3,662 10 6

Received from the General Treasury

at 300 Rs. per month, .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 3,600

Museum of Eco. Geology, 3,768

Received from the General Treasury

at 314 Rs. per month up to

September, 1856, .

,

.

.

.

.

. . 2,826

Secretary's Office, .. 1 13 3

Discount on Postage Stamps,

Fine,

Refund of Postage,

2 2 3

1

2 1

5 3 3

Carried over, 17,405 15
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No. 1.

Societyfor 1856.

DISBURSEMENTS.
1855. 1856.

Jouenal, ... ... 2,631 14
Freight, 72 10
Printing Charges, 2,483 12 9
Engraving, 28
Colouring, 45
Lithographing, ... 168 4
Purchase of Journal, 10 8

Commission on sale of Books, 10 14 5

Petty Charges, ... 35 2 6

Correcting and Checking Index for Journal, 58 9
2 912 12 8

Libeaey, ... ...2,335 9 1

Salary of the Librarian, 12 mths. at 70 pr. mth. 840
Establishment, ditto, at 8 per month, ... 96
Purchase of Books, 179 15 3

Freight, 62 4
Book-binding, ... 381 10
Commission on sale of Books, 118 6 8

New Book cases, 460
Petty Charges, ... 33 1

Stationery, 19 7

Postage, 4 8

Bill of Lading, ... 2

Labelling Shelves, 5 10
Copying Charges, 1

Repairing Plaster Figures, ... 15
2 21 fi 1^ 11— .,—i

I " X.O

Museum of Zoology. ... 6,003 4

Salary of the Curator E. Blyth, Esq. at 250 pr. m. 12 ms. 3,000

House-rent, at 40 per month, 12 do. 480
Establishment, at 35 per month, 12 do. 420
Contingent Charges, 196 2

Landing Charges, 8 1 6

Postage, 9 9 6

Stoppered B ottles, 20
4 1 33 1

3

Museum of Economic Geology, 3,711 5 6

Salary of the Curator H. Piddington, Esq.
up to September, at 250 per month, ... 2,250

Establishment, 315
Contingent Charges, 214 12 6

2 779 12 ft

Seceetaey's Office, 1,963 5 9

General Establishment 770 13
Secretary's Office Establishment, at 54, ... 648
Freight, 4
Lithographing bills, circular, &c. 21 1 3

Carried over, 1,443 14 3 12,043 6

L

1
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Vested Fund.
Brought forward, Co.'s Rs. 17,405 15
29 3 7

Interest on Company's Paper from the Govern-
ment Agent,

Interest on 2,500 Rs. advanced to the O. P. Fund
from 16th Jan. to 31st Dec. 1856, at 4 per
cent.

29 14 9

95 13 4 125 12 1

Geneeal Establishment.

Fine,

8
2 2

Deposit Account.

On Account Spilsbury Testimonial,

F. E. Hall, Esq.

H. P. RiddeU, Esq.

Major J. C. Hannyngton,
C. G-ubbins, Esq.

W. T. Blanford, Esq.

R. Spankie, Esq.

Rev. S. Hislop,

Raja Apiirva Krishna Deb,

17
41
2

32
32
10
16
16 11
50

216 11

Stacy Coin Collection.

Received from Major General Hon'ble J. Low his

subscription to the Fund, 50

Williams and Noboate.

Received from Raja Apurva EJrishna by transfer

from Deposit Account, ... ... 100
from Raja Radhacaunt Deb, ... ... 2

„ from Rajendralal Mittra, ... ... 300
402

Lieut. R. Stewaet.

Refund of Postage, 12

W. Muie, Esq.

Refund of Postage, 9

Rev. S. Hislop.

Refund of Postage, 10

Carried over, 18,204 7 1
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Brought forward, Co.'s Bs. 1,443 14 3 12,043 6 1

Printing Charges, ... ... ... 20 7
Stationery, ... ... ... ... 82 7
Petty Charges, ... ... ... ... 38 4 9
Postage, ... ... ... ... 120 1 3
Copying Charges, ... ... ... 500
Tin boxes for Cash, and Secretary,

673 4

md Postage,

? to Messrs.

236 11 3

11

272 14

c

11 4
1,720 15

395 9

233

22 4

404 6

2,500

12

9

8

i n

Deposit Account, ...

Bev. S. Hislop on account, ...

JBabu Dwarka Nath Chatterjee,

F. E. Hall, Esq. on account Contribution i

C. G-ubbins, Esq.

Major M. L. Loftie,

Hon'ble Capt. Byng,
Major Hannyngton,
Baja Apurva Krishna Deb by transfei

Williams and Norgate, ...

Br. Spankie, Esq.

5
66
32
48
16
48
64

100
16

8
1

I u

6

Miscellaneous,

Petty Charges on account of Meetings, . .

.

Advertising Meetings,

Bepairing a Clock,

Varnish to different pictures,

181
31
10
10

14

2

Williams and Noegate,

Purchase of Books on their account,

Freight,

17
5

4

Building,

Assessment,

Sundry Bepairs,

Laying Khoa on the Compound,

328
16
59

2

10
10 6

Oeiental Publication Fund.

Paid a Loan,

Lieut. B. Stewart.

Postage Stamps paid on his account,

W. Muie, Esq.

Postage Stamps paid on his account,

J. Nicolson, Esq.

Postage Stamps paid on his account,

tarried over, 1

L

7,321

2

6 5
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Brought forward, Co.'s Es. 18,204 7 1

Balance of 1855.

Bank of Bengal, ... ... 5,820 13 7
Cash in hand,

Inefficient Balance,

62 10 7
5,883 8 2

368 5 6
„ ,. fi

oki -i q p

24,456 4 9

The 2,\st Dec, 1856.

GrOUB Doss Bysack.
Asst. Sec.
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Brought forward, Co.'s Ks. 17,321 6 5

Balance.

Bank of Bengal, ... ...6,574 14 10
Cash in hand, ... ... ... 89 15 3

6,664 14 1

Inefficient Balance, ... ... ... 470 3 7,134 14 4

24,456 4 9

E. E.
W. S. Atkinson-

,

Secretary,
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STATEMENT

Abstract of the Oriental

1855. 1856,

Balance of 1855 in the Bank of Bengal, 1,064 8

Cash in hand,... ... ... 19 9 10 1,083 10 6

Inefficient Balance, ... ... ... 929 8
2,013 2 6

Sale of Okiental Publications. 1,012 15 3

Received by Sale of Bib. Indica, ... ... ... 1,323 12

GOYEENMENT ALLOWANCE. 6,000

Received from General Treasury, at 500 per month,,.. ... 6,000

Asiatic Society.

Received a Loan,... ... ... ... 2,500

Vested Fund. 361 1

Interest on Company's Paper from Government Agent, ... 209 7 6

Carried over, 12,046 6
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No. 2.

Fundfor the year 1856.

1855. 1856.

Sale of Oriental Publications. 166 10 4
Freight, ... ... ... ... 13 11
Commission, ... ... ... ... 66 9

BlBLIOTHECA INDICA. 134 13 6

Freight, ... ... ... ... 56 5

Printing Charges, ... ... ... 224

Custody op Oriental Works. 715 12 6

Salary of Librarian, at 30 per month, 12mo. ... 360
Establishment, at 12 per month, do. ... ... 144
Petty Charges, ... ... ... ... 13
Stationery, ... ... ... ,.. 5

Book-binding, ... ... ... ... 150 4
Extra Duftry, ... ... ... ... 34 10 6

10

79 11 9

280 5

705 1 6

544

Biographical Dictionary. 753 8

Editing Charges, ... ... ... 40
Printing Charges, ... ... ... 504

Markandeya Purana.

Printing Charges, ... ... ... ... 465
Waqidy. 45 6

Printing Charges, ... ... ... 672
Petty Charges, ... ... ... ... 3 8

6/5 8

Vasayadatta. 3 2

Printing Charges, ... ... ... ... 228 6

Naishadha.

Printing Charges, ... ... ... ... 1,048 12

Brihadaranya ITpanishad.

Printing Charges, ... ... ... ... 160

Copying op MSS. 67 1 9

Copying charges, ... ... ... ... 78 9 3

Dictionary of Technical Terms. 2,296 8

Editing Charges, ... ... ... 42
Printing Charges, 500 Copies of Fasc. 8, 9, 10 and

11, at 424 each, ... ... ... 1,696
1,738

Carried over, 6,003 5 6
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Brought forward, Co.'s Rs. 12,046 6
Deposit Account.

Dasan Santgram Sewak Ram,
Dwarka Nauth Chaterjee, ...

100
8

100 8

12,146 14

The Zlst Dec, 1856 4

Gotje Doss BvsacK,
Assl. Secy,
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Brought forward, Co.'s Ks. 6,00 5 6
TJttaea Naishad Chaeitea.

Printing Charges, ... ... ... 448 429 2

White Yajtte Veda.

Subscription for 20 copies, ... .. ... 600

Itqan.

Printing Charges,... ... ... ... ... 672

Sankhya Peavachana Bhashya.

Printing Charges, ... ... ... ... 24

SUEYA SlDDHANTA.

Printing Charges, ... ... ... 246 4 224

Is'aba.

Printing Charges, ... ... ... ... 981

Black Yayue Veda.

228 6
Printing Charges, ... ... ... ... 680 12

Deposit Account.

Dasan Santgram Sewakram, ... ... ... 58 3

Inteeest Account.

Paid to the Asiatic Society on the Loan received, ... ... 95 13 4

Balance.

Bank of Bengal, ... 283 13 6

Cash in hand, ... 1 14
285 11 6

Inefficient Balance, ... ... ... 2,092 14 8

2,378 10 2

12,146 14

E. E.

W. S. Atkinson,
Secretary.

M
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LIST OF OEDINAEY MEMBERS

OP THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,
The * distinguishes non-subscribing Members.

1856.

Abbott, Lieut.-Col. J. Bengal Artillery, Ishapur.

Allen, C. Esq. B. C. S. Calcutta.

*Anderson Lieut.-Col. W. Bengal Artillery, England.

Atkinson, W. S. Esq. Calcutta.

Avdall, Johannes Esq. Do.

Baker, Lieut.-Col. W. E., Bengal Engineers, Calcutta.

Banerjee, Eev. K. M. Bishop's College, Sibpur.

*Barlow, Sir E. Bart. B. C. S. England.

*Batten, J. H. Esq. B. C. S. Ditto.

Beadon, C. Esq. B. C. S. Calcutta.

Beaufort, E. L. Esq. B. C. S. Do.

*Beckwith, J. Esq. England.

#Benson, Lieut.-Col. E. Do.

Birch, Col. E. J. H., C. B. Calcutta.

Bivar, Captain H. S. 18th Eegt. B. N. I. Northern Cachar.

Blagrave, Captain T. C. 26th Eegt. B. JN\ I. Trans-sutledge Provinces.

Blundell, E. A. Esq. Singapore.

Bogle, Lieut.-Col. Sir A. Kt. Tennasserim Provinces.

Boycott, Dr. T., Bombay M. S. Calcutta.

*Brodie, Captain T. 5th Eegt. B. H". I. Europe.

Burgess, Lieut. E. J. 17th Eegt. B. N. I. Pilibheet.

Bushby, Gr. A. Esq. B. C. S. Hyderabad, since dead.

Busheerooddeen Sultan Mohammed Saheb, Calcutta.

Byng, Hon'ble Captain E. B. P. 62nd Eegt. B. N. I. Cherrapunji,

Khasia Hills.

^Campbell, Dr. A., B. M. S. Europe.

Chapman, C. Esq. B. C. S. Bhagulpore.

Chapman, E. B. Esq. B. C. S. Calcutta.

Christison, A. Esq. M. D. Gwalior.

M 2
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Colvile, Hon'ble Sir J. W. Kt. Do.

Colvin, B. J. Esq. B. C. S. Calcutta.

*Colvin, J. H. B. Esq. B. C. S. Europe.

Colvin, Hon'ble J. B. B. C. S. Nainee TaL

Cunliffe, C. W. Esq. B. C. S. Lucknow.

Curtis, J. F. Esq. Calcutta.

*Cust, E. N. Esq. B. C. S. Europe.

Dalton, Captain E. S. 9th Eegt. B. N. I. Chota Nagpore.

De-Bourbel, Lieut. Baoul, Bengal Engrs. Calcutta.

Dickens, Captain C. H. Calcutta.

Drummond, Hon'ble E., B. C. S. Do.

*Edgworth, M. P. Esq. B. C. S. Europe.

Elliott, Hon'ble W., M. C. S. Madras.

Ellis, Major E. E. 23d Eegt. B. N. I. Bundlekund.

Elpliinstone, Lieut. N. W. 4th Eegt. B. N. I. Peshawur.

Erskine, Major W. C. Commr. of Saugur, Nurbudda Territories,

Jubulpore.

*Falconer, Dr. H., F. E. S., B. M. S. Europe.

Fayrer, Dr. J., B. M. S. Lucknow.

Forbes, Lieut. H. S., Artillery, Benares.

Freeling, G. H. Esq. B. C. S. Bundelkund.

Fytche, Major A. 70th Eegt. B. ». I. Basseiu.

^Gladstone, W. Esq. Europe.

Govindchundra Sena, Baboo, Calcutta.

Grant, D. Esq. B. C. S. Agra.

Grapel, W. Esq. Calcutta.

Gray, J. J. Esq. Maldah.

Grote, A. Esq. B. C. S. Calcutta.

Gubbins, C. Esq. B. C. S. Allighur.

Hall, F. E. Esq. M. A. Saugur.

Halsy, W. S. Esq. B. C. S. Gurruckpore.

Hamilton, E. Esq. Calcutta.

Hamilton, Sir E. N. E. Bart, B. C. S. Indore.

Hanuyngton, Lieut.-Col. J. C. 24th Eegt. B. N. I. Chota Nagpore.

Haughton, Captain, J. C. Maulmein.

Hayes, Captain F. C. C. 66th Eegt. B. N. I. Lucknow.

Hearsay, Major-Genl. J. B. 10th Lt. Cavalry, Barrackpore.

Heatley, S. G. T. Esq. Delhi.
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Herschel, W. J. Esq. B. C. S. Eajshaye.

*Hichens, Lieut. "W. Bengal Engineers, Europe.

Hodgson, B. H. Esq. B. C. S. Darjiling.

Hossein Ally Mohamed, His Highness Ex-Ameer of Scinde, Calcutta.

Ishureepersaud, Eajah, Benares.

Jackson, L. S. Esq. Mauritius.

*Jackson, W. B. Esq. B. C. S. Europe.

Jadava Krishna SiDgh, Baboo, Calcutta.

James, Captain H. C. 32nd Regt, B. N. I. Darjiling.

Jenkins, Lieut.-Col. E. Assam.

Jerdon, T. C. Esq. M. M. S. Saugor.

*Johnstone, J. Esq. Europe.

Kabeeroodeen Ahmed Shah, Bahadoor, Sassaram.

Kay, Rev. W. D.D. Bishop's College.

*Laidlay, J. W. Esq. Europe. *

Lawrence, Col. Sir H., K. C. B. Aboo.

Layard, Captain E. P. 19th Regt. B. N. I. Berhampore.

*Lees, Lieut. W. N. 42 Regt. B. N. I. Europe.

Legeyt, P. W. Esq. B. C. S. Calcutta.

Liebig, Dr. G., Von, Bom. M. S. Calcutta.

Loch, G. Esq. B. C. S. Calcutta.

Loch, T. C. Esq. B. C. S. Europe.

Loftie, Lieut.-Col. M. E. Almorah.

Low, Major Genl. Hon'ble J. Calcutta.

Lushington, E. A. Esq. B. C. S. Do.

Maclagan, Captain R. Roorkee.

Macleod, D. E. Esq. B. C. S. Lahore.

Macrae, Dr. A. C, B. M. S. Calcutta.

Manickjee Rostumjee, Esq. Do.

*Marshman, J. C. Esq. Europe.

Martin, Dr. W, M. M. S. Calcutta.

*Middleton, J. Esq. Europe.

Medlicott, J. Gr. Esq. Geol. Survey office.

•Mills, A. J. M. Esq. B. C. S. Europe.

Money, D. I. Esq. B. C. S. Calcutta.

Money, J. "W. B. Esq. Do.

Morris, G. G. Esq. B. C. S. Berhampore.

Morton, D. T. Esq. M. D. Maulmein.
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Mouat, Dr. E. J., M. D., E. E. C. S. Calcutta.

*Muir, J. Esq. Europe.

Muir, W. Esq. B. C. S. Nainee Tal.

*Nicholls, Captain W. T. 24th Regt. M. N. I. Europe.

Nicholson, D. G-. Esq. Maulmein.

Nogendranauth Tagore, Baboo, Calcutta.

Oldham, Prof. T., F. R. S. Calcutta.

Ommanney, M. C. Esq. B. C. S. Lucknow.

*0'Shaughnessy, Sir, W. B. Knt, Europe.

Ouseley, Major "W. R. Calcutta.

Phayre Major A. P. Pegu.

Pratab Chundra Singh, Rajah, Pakparah, Calcutta.

Pratt, The Venerable Archdeacon, J. H. Do.

*Prinsep, C. R. Esq. Europe.

Prosono Coomar Tagore, Baboo, Calcutta.

Radha Nauth Sikdar, Baboo, Do.

Rajendra Dutt, Baboo, Do.

Rajendra Lai Mittra, Baboo, Do.

Ramanauth Banerjee, Baboo, Do.

Ramanauth Tagore, Baboo, Do.

Ramapersaud Roy, Baboo, Do.

Ramchund Siugh, Rajah, Do.

Ramgopaul Ghose, Baboo, Do.

*Riddel, H. P. Esq. B. C. S. Europe.

Roberts, A. Esq. B. C. S. Jubulpore.

*Roer, Dr. E. Europe.

*Rogers, Captain T. E. Europe.

Row, Dr. J., B. M. S. Meerut.

Royle, Dr. J., E. R. S. Europe.

Russel, R. H. Esq. B. C. S. Chittagong.

Samuells, E. A. Esq. B. C. S. Calcutta.

Saxton, Captain G. H. 38th M. N. I. Cuttack.

Schiller, E. Esq. Calcutta.

*SetonKarr W. Esq. Europe, since returned.

Sherer, J. W. Esq. B. C. S. Allighur.

Sherwill, Captain W. S. 66th Regt. B. N. I. Calcutta.

*Smith, Col. J. S. Europe,

Smith, Rev. W. O. Calcutta.
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*Spankie, E. Esq. B. C. S. Saharunpore.

Spilsbury, Dr. G. a., B. M. S. Calcutta.

*Sprenger, Dr. A., B. M. S. Europe.

^Stephen, Major J. G. 8th N. I. Europe.

Stewart, Lieut. R. 22nd Regt. N. I. Cachar.

Strachey, Major R. Bengal Engrs. Calcutta.

*Strachey, J. E. Esq. B. C. S. Europe.

Strong, E. P. Esq. B. M. S. Calcutta.

Suttyasharan Ghosal, Rajah, Calcutta.

^Thomas, E. Esq. B. C. S. Europe.

Thomson, Dr. T., M. D., F. R. S. Calcutta.

Thornhill, C. B. Esq. B. C. S. Nainee-Tal.

Thuillier, Major H. L. Artillery Calcutta.

*Thurnburn, Captain E. H. V. 14th Regt. B. N. I. Europe.

Trevor, C. B. Esq. B. C. S. Calcutta.

Walker, H. Esq. B. M. S. Do.

"Ward, J. J. Esq. B. C. S. Cuttack.

"Watson, J. Esq. B. C. S. Berhampore.

Waugh, Col. A. S. Bengal Engrs. Mussoorie.

"Willis, J. Esq. Calcutta.

Wilson, The Right Rev. D. Lord Bishop, Do.

Woodrow, H. Esq. Do.

Young, A. R. Esq. B. C. S. Do.

Young, Captain C. B. Bengal Engrs. Do.

Young, W. G. Esq. B. C. S. Do.
#Yule, Captain H. Bengal Engrs. Europe.

Elected in 1856.

J. W. B. Money, Esq. Calcutta.

Col. J. T. Smith, Europe.

Dr. G. von Liebig, B. M. S. Calcutta.

R. H. Russel, Esq. B. C. S. Chittagong.

Baboo Rajendralal Mittra, Calcutta.

Major R. R. W. Ellis, 23d Regt. B. N. I. Bundelkund.

J. E. Curtis, Esq. Calcutta.

Dr. E. J. Mouat, B. M. S. Do.

Lieut. R. De-Bourbel, Bengal Engrs. Do.

Captain H. Yule, Bengal Engrs. Europe.
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A. R. Young, Esq. B. C. S. Calcutta.

Sultan Mahomed Busheerooden Saheb, Do.

R. B. Chapman, Esq. B. C. S. Do.

Lieut. H. S. Forbes, Artillery, Benares.

A. Roberts, Esq. B. C. S. Jubbulpore.

Rajah Suttjasharan Ghosal, Calcutta.

Major W. C. Erskine, Jubbulpore.

Lieut. Chancey, Agra.

Rajah Sreish Chundra Raja Bahadur, Krishnagur.

Loss or Members During the Year 1855.

Withdrawn.

H. Y. Bayley, Esq. Calcutta.

E. Colebrooke, Esq. Do.

C. Huffnagle, Esq. Do.

Captain H. Hopkinson, Arracan.

G. F. Edmonstone, Esq. B. C. S. Calcutta.

G. Plowden, Esq. Nagpur.

By Death.

R. Houstoun, Esq. Calcutta.

Rajah Suttyacharan Ghosal, Bahadur, Do.

Dr. W. Montgomerie, Barrackpore.

Lieut. Chancey, Agra.

Rajah Sriesh Chundra Raya, Bahadur, Krishnagur.

R. W. G. Frith, Esq. Jessore.

Major Gen. W. H. Sleeman, Europe.

Honorary Members.

Prof. A. Langlois, Paris.

Mons. J. J. Marcel, Do,

Rev. Dr. Buckland, London.

List oe Honorary Members.

Baron Von Hammer-Purgstall, Aulic Counsellor, Vienna.

M. Garcin de Tassy, Membre de V Iastit, Paris.

Sir John Phillippart, London.

Count De Noe, Paris.

Prof. Francis Bopp, Memb. de TAcademie de Berlin.
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Sir J. E. W. Ilerschel, E. R. S. London,

Col. W. H, Sykes, P. R. S. do.

General Count Ventura, Europe.

Prof. Lea, Philadelphia.

Prof. H. H. Wilson, E. R. S., London.

Prof. C. Lassen, Bonn.

Sir G. T. Staunton, Bart., E. R. S., London.

M. Reinaud, Memb. de 1' Instit. Prof, de 1' Arabe, Paris.

Dr. Ewald, Gottingen.

His Highness Hekekyan Bey, Egypt.

Right Hon'ble Sir Edward Ryan, Kt. London.

Prof. Jules Mohl, Memb. de l'lnstit. Paris.

Capfc. W. Munro, London.

His Highness the Nawab ISTazim of Bengal, Murshidabad.

Dr. J. D. Hooker, R. N., E. R. S. London.

Prof. Henry, Princeton, United States.

Lt. Col. C. H. Rawlinson, Persia.

Lt. Col. Sir Proby T. Cautley, K. C. B. London.

Raja Radhakanta Deva Bahadur, Calcutta.

COEBESPONDING MEMBEES.

Krerner, Mons. A. von, Alexandria.

Porter, Rev. J. Damascus.

Schlagintweit, Mons. H.

Schlagintweit, Mons. A.

Smith, Dr. E. Beyrout.

Tailor, J. Esq. Bussorah.

"Wilson, Dr. Bombay.

Associate Membees.

Blyth, E. Esq. Calcutta.

Karamt Ali, Syud, Hooghly.

Long, Rev. J. Calcutta.

MacGowan, Rev. J. Ningpo.

Piddington, H. Esq. Calcutta.

Stephenson, J. Esq. Europe.

Tregear, V. Esq. Barcilly.
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Foe February, 1857.

At a monthly general meeting of the Asiatic Society, held on the

4th instant.

The Venerable Archdeacon J. H. Pratt, Senior Member present,

in the Chair.

The proceedings of the December meeting were read and confirmed.

Presentations were received

—

1. From the Government of Bombay, copies of " Selections from

the Eecords of the Government."

The Secretary stated that these publications had been sent in

compliance with a request made by the Council, who were glad to

announce that the Government of Bombay had ordered that the

Society should be supplied with all the Selections that may here-

after be published.

2. From the Imperial Academy of Sciences, Vienna, the latest

publications of the Academy.

3. From the Government of the N. W. Provinces, through

Captain Maclagan, Officiating Principal Thomason College of Civil

Engineering, Koorkee, a copy of the Report on the Prisons of the

N. W. Provinces, for the year 1855.

From Baron Von Haminer-Purgstall, a copy of his edition of

Wasaf's celebrated history in Persian, with a German translation,

vol. 1st.

Letters from Mr. Plowden, Lieut. Stewart, Dr. Martiu, and Rev.

K. M. Banerjee, announcing their wish to withdraw from the Socie-

ty, were recorded.

The following gentlemen were named for ballot at the next meet-

ing:—

Mr. H, F. Blanford, of the Geological Survey, proposed by Dr.

Thomson, and seconded by Major Strachey, and

Mr. E. B. Cowell, Professor of History in the Presidency College,

proposed by Mr. Atkinson, and seconded by A. Grote, Esq.

The Council submitted reports

—

1. Kecommending that Mr. John Nietner, of Ceylon, be elected

a corresponding member of the Society.

N 2
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2. Announcing that they have appointed the following Sub-

committees

—

Finance.—C. Beadon, Esq. and Dr. T. Boycott.

Philology.—A. Grote, Esq., E. A. Samuells, Esq., Bev. J. Long,

and E. E. Hall, Esq.

library.—Dr. H. Walker, E. A. Samuells, Esq., W. Grapel, Esq.,

Babu Barnapersad Boy, and Major Sfcrachey.

Natural History.—Dr. G. G. Spilsbury, T. Oldham, Esq., Dr.

H. Walker, Dr. T. Thomson, Dr. T. Boycott, Mr. E. A. Samuells,

Captain C. B. Young, and Major Strachey.

Communications were received

—

1. Erom Babu Eadhanath Sikdar, forwarding abstracts of the

Meteorological Kegister kept at the Office of the Surveyor-General,

Calcutta, for the months of October and November last.

2. Erom Mr. Asst. Secy. Oldfield, enclosing copy of a Meteoro-

logical Begister kept at the Office of the Secretary to the Govern-

ment of the N. W. Provinces, Agra, for the month of November

last.

3. Erom the Government of India, through Col. Birch, Secretary

in the Military Department, forwarding a copy of the report by Mr.

A. Schlagintweit on the proceedings of the Magnetic Survey in the

Himalaya Mountain and in Western Thibet, from May to November,

1856, and that of Messrs. H. and B. Schlagintweit, on the same

subject, from July to September, 1856.

4. Erom the Governor- General in Council, through Mr. Edmon-

stone, Secretary to the Government of India, a copy of an account of

the mountain district forming the western boundary of the Lower

Derajat, commonly called Boh, with notices of the tribes inhabiting

it, by Lieut. H. G. Baverty, 3rd Begt. B. N. L
5. Erom Capt. B. J. Leigh, Senior Assistant Commissioner to

the Commander of Chota Nagpore, Notes on Jumeera Pat in

Sirgooja, Chota Nagpore.

6. Erom Dr. Anderson, Oude Contingent, on the Indian species

of the genus Lycium.

The Librarian submitted his usual monthly reports for December

and January last.

Dr. Thomson read two reports from the Messrs. Schlagintweit of
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their journey in Northern Thibet, and across the Koenluen, with

explanatory remarks.

On the motion of the Chairman, the thanks of the meeting were

voted to Dr. Thomson for his remarks upon these interesting reports.

Library.

The library has received the following accessions during the months of

December and January last.

Presentations.

Geschichte Wassaf's. Persisch Herausgegeben nnd deutsch iibersetzt

von Hanmier-Purgstall, 1 Band, Wien, 1856, 4to.

—

By the Baron Von
Hammer-Purgstall.

Sitzungsberichte der Eaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philos.

Histor. Classe, Band, XVII. heft 3, Band XVIII. heft 1 and 2, Band

XIX. heft 1 and 2 and Band XX. heft 1, 8vo.

—

By the Academy.

Mathe. Natur. Hist. Classe, Band XVIII. heft 1 and 2,

Band XIX. heft 1—2 and Band XX. heft 1, 8vo.—By the Same.

Denkschriften der ditto ditto, mathematisch naturwissenschaftliche

Classe, Band X. and XL

—

By the Same.

Archiv fur kunde osterreichischer Geschictsquellen. Band XV. heft 2

and Band XVI. heft 1, 8vo.

—

By thr Same.

Pontes Eerum Austriacarum ditto ditto. Band XII. abtheilung 2, 8vo.

—By the Same.

Jahrbucher der K. K. Central—Anstalt fur Meteorologie und erdmag-

netismus Von Karl Kriel. Band IV.

—

By the Same.

Almanach for 1856, 12mo.

—

By the Same.

Notizenblatt, Nos. 1— 14, 1856.—By the Same.

Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft. Band X.

heft 4, 8vo. Liepzig.—By the German Oriental Society.

Die Lieder des Hafls. Persisch met dem commentare des Sadi, heraus-

gegeben von Hermann Brockhaus. Ersten Bandes, Drittes heft 4 to.

Ziepzig, 1856.—By the Editor.

Memoirs of the Eoyal Astronomical Society, Vol. XXIV.

—

By the

Society.

Notices of the Meetings of the Members of the Eoyal Institution

of Great Britain, Part VI.—By the Eoyal Institution.

The Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. XII. No. 4,7.—
By the Society.

Monthly Notices of the Eoyal Astronomical Society from November,

1854 to June, 1855, Vol. XV.—By the Society.

Journal of the Proceedings of the Linnean Society, Vol. I. Nos. 1 and

2.

—

By the Society.
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Address of T. Bell, Esq. President, read at the Anniversary of the above

Society, May 24th, 1856'.—By the Same.

Natuurkundig Tijdsckrift voor Nederlandsch Indie. Deel XII. Derde

Serie, Deel II. an. 1—3, 8vo.

—

By the Natural History Society of

Netherland's India.

The Journal of the Indian Archipelago and Eastern Asia, Vol. IX. Nos.

10 to 12, new series, Yol. I. No. 1, 2 copies.

—

By the Editor.

Ethnology of the Indo-Pacific Islands, by J. E. Logan, Esq. 2 copies.

—By the Author.
Selections from the Eecords of the Bombay Government in the Police

Branch of the Judicial Department, Nos. 1 and 2, (the last is an incom-

plete copy.)

—

By the Bombay Government.

No. XXXV. new series, being a report on the Hilly re-

gion forming the Western part of the Collectorate of Kurrachee.

—

By
the Same.

. from the Eecords of the Government of the N. W.
Provinces, Parts XXVII. and XXVIII. the 1st chiefly on Public Works
and the 2nd connected with the Eevenue.

—

By the Government of

THE N. W. P.

from the ditto of the Government of India, (Home Depart-

ment,) No. XVII. Eeport on the Survey of the Mineral Deposits in

Kumaon and on the Iron Smelting Operations experimentally conducted

at Dechouree.

—

By the Government of India.

(Foreign Department) No. XVIII.—General Eeport on
the Administration of the Punjaub Territories from 1854-55 to 1855-56

inclusive.

—

By the Same.

(Public Works Department) No. XIX.—Eeports on the

Communication between Calcutta and Dacca. 2nd. On the Progress

of the Dacca and Arracan Eoad. 3rd. On the Creek Navigation from
Akyab to Toungoop. 4th. On the Toungoop Mountain Eoad.—By the
Same.

Report of the Inspector General of Prisons, North Western Provinces
for 1855.—By Captain Maclagan, Offg. Principal of the Thoma-
son Engineering College at Eoorkee.

Half-yearly Eeport of the Committee of the Bengal Chamber of Com-
merce.

—

By the Chamber of Commerce.
Journal Asiatique for July and August, 1856, Nos. 28, 29 and 30.—By

the Socie^te' Asiatique.

Eeport of Dispensary Cases of the Medical College Hospital.

—

By Dr.
Chuckerbutty.

Essai sur la Litterature Indienne et etudes Sanscrites par P. Soupe,

12mo. Paris.—By the Author.
Catalogo dei Coleopteri della Lombardia compilat dai Antono. E. G. B.

Villa. Paris.—By the Author through Mr. Piddington.
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Catalogo dei Mollusclii della Lombardia ditto, ditto. Paris.—By the
SAME THROUGH DITTO.

Dispositio Systematica Conchyliarum Terrestrium efc Eluviatalium qua?

adservantur in collectione fratruni, ditto.

—

By the same through ditto.

Intorno alia Malattia delle viti relazione di Antonio Villa. Paris.—By
THE SAME THROUGH DITTO.

Notizie intorno al genere melania memoria Malacologica dei ditto.

Paris.—By the same through ditto.

Osservazioni Entomologiche durante V eclisse del 9 Ottobre, 1847-

Paris.—By the same through ditto.

Intorno All' Helixfrigida (2 leaves).

—

By the same through ditto.

Tlie Oriental Christian Spectator, for November and December, 1856.

—By the Editor.

The Oriental Baptist, for December, 1856 and January, 1857.

—

By the
Editor.

The Calcutta Christian Observer, for ditto ditto.

—

By the Editors.

Upadeshak, for ditto ditto.

—

By the Editor.

The Durbin Newspaper, for ditto ditto.

—

By the Editor.

The Phoenix ditto, ditto ditto.

—

By the Editor.

The Morning Chronicle ditto, ditto ditto.

—

By the Editor.

The Tattwabodhini Patrika, for December, 1856,—-By the Tattwa-
BODHINl' SABHA'.

The Indian Annals of Medical Science, No. VII. October, 1856.

—

By
the Editor.

Exchanged,

The Athenseum, for October, 1856.

The London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and

Journal of Science, No. 80.

The Calcutta Eeview, No. 54, for December, 1856.

Purchased.

Comptes Rendus, Nos. 12 to 15.

The Literary Gazette, Nos. 34 to 38.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History, for November, 1856.

Revue des Deux Mondes, for October and November, 1856.

Revue et Magasin de Zoologie, No. 9.

A complete Grammar of the Dravidian or South-Indian family of Lan-

guages, by the Rev. R. Caldwell, London, 1856, 8vo.

Revue Contemporaine et Atheneeum Erancais, Nos. 109 and 110, 15th

and 31st October.

Journal des Savants, for September, 1856.

Matlai ul Saadeyn, or a History of Iran and Turan, ; MS.
Hajjat ul Mahafel Tajkireh Dad Intaki.

Tarikh Aasam e Qufi. MS.
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Kitab ul Safa bataarif ul Haquq ul Mustafi. MS.
Minliaj ul Bayan. MS.
Milikat Qaji ul Quzzat MS.
Aalam ul Nubih. MS.

Kitab Zaholdawa Ibn Janzi. MS.
Atisk Kadali Azo. MS.
Mohit, An Arabic Encyclopedia, 5 Yols. incomplete. MS.

, Badra ul Taam. MS. 2 vols.

Kitab min I'd ul Khafa. MS.
Yusuf Zulekha. MS.
llijul ibn Haj. MS.
Hadikat ul Sahadayn, History of Martyrs ; Turkish.
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Meport on the Progress of the Magnetic Survey, and of the He-

searches connected ivith it, from November 1855 to April 1856-.

—

By Adolphe Schlagintweit.

Outlike of the Route.

I left Mussoorie in company with my brother, Robert Schlagin-

tweit, on the 9th of November. After staying some days at Dehra,

we proceeded via Eoorkee to Agra, where we arrived on the 21st

of November.

We left Agra on the 29th of November, and proceeded via

Gwalior and Tehri to Saugor (14th to 19th December.) I separ-

ated at Saugor from my brother Robert, and went via Dumoh to

Jubbulpore (23rd to 27th December,) and after examining the

interesting geological structure of the Nerbudda valley, I proceeded

to Nagpore across the elevated district of Seuni, which separates

the Nerbudda from Berar.

From Nagpore I travelled via Chandra and Badrachellum along

the Godavery valley to the sea-coast near Rajahinuudry, where I

arrived on the 1st of February. The latter road was especially

selected for the purpose of tracing the sand-stone of the Nagpore

territory down the Godavery to the Eastern Ghauts, and of ex-

amining personally the fossiliferous localities of Kota on the

Pranteta and of Rajahmundry. I went through the Godavery

Delta to Cocanada, and thence by sea to Madras. (Arrived, at

Madras 19th February.) I left Madras on the 24th and proceeded

No. LXXXVL—New Series, Vol. XXVI. o
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to the districts of Pondieherry, South Arcot, and Trichinopoly, to

examine the interesting cretaceous strata, which yielded a consi-

derable Dumber of fossil remains from different localities.

From Trichinopoly I went up by the Coonoor Ghaut to the JNeil-

gherries, where I stayed from the 10th to the 17th of March.

I returned vid Mysore and Bangalore to Madras ; I left Madras

for Calcutta by Steamer on the 1st of April, and I reached Simla

on the 26th of April.

I was accompanied during the operations of this cold season by

my draftsman, Eleazar Daniel, a guide in the Quarter Master

General's Department, and I beg to bring to the notice of Govern-

ment the very useful services rendered to me by this man in the

prosecution of my researches, both during this season and previous-

ly in the Himalayas, and on the march from Bombay to Madras

in 1855.

The geological and paleontological collection made during this

season (eighteen boxes) have been forwarded to England through

the Government of Madras.

Magnetic Obsebvations.

Complete magnetic observations have been made on the following

Stations :

—

Agra.

Saugor.

Dumoh.

Jubbulpore.

Nagri, South of Nagpore.

Bibberi, between Chandra and Badrachellum (Magnetic

dip only.)

Eajahmundry.

Cocanada (Declination only.)

Pondieherry (Dip only.)

Ootatoor, near Trichinopoly.

Ootacamund on the Neilgherry Hills.

Bangalore (Dip only.)

At Madras, the magnetic force of my needles was compared

with the magnets of the Observatory ; my needles were the same

which had been compared with the Observatory needles in February
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1855 ; and these comparisons will facilitate in a great measure the

determination of the absolute values of the magnetic force for the

different stations of observations.

All the magnetic instruments have remained in perfectly good

order throughout the season.

My brother and myself had wished to subjoin to this Eeport

a more elaborate resume of the results of the magnetic observations

now extending over a pretty considerable part of India, together

with a map showing the magnetic curves ; but we found such a

work, with any attempt at the necessary accuracy, would have

taken at least one or two months ; so great an interruption of our

movements would have necessitated a complete alteration of the

plan of our operations during the ensuing season, and it would have

been probably quite impossible to extend our researches for the

present year into the most distant parts of the "Western Himalayas.

Every one acquainted with the details connected with the final

reduction and calculation of scientific data, like magnetic and other

physical observations, will agree that it is quite useless to publish,

in a hurry, provisional figures and results, which would all have

to be cancelled and re-calculated for the final computation of the

work.

We expect, if no unforeseen accident interrupts our progress,

to be able to return to Europe in one year and a half, and we shall

then endeavour to reduce and publish the results of our magnetic

and other researches with the greatest regard to the accuracy

necessary for final results, which may perhaps not prove quite

unworthy of the patronage bestowed upon our scientific researches

by the Court of Directors.

As a general result of our magnetic observations, I mention the

fact, that the magnetic intensity increases in India from the South

towards the North much more rapidly than might be expected

from a consideration of the geographical latitude only. If the

curves of the dip of the needle are laid down on a map, it is plainly

seen that the spaces between them are very narrow when compared

with other parts of the world.

Thus, in North West India, in a latitude of 30 and 31 £ degrees,

the dip of the needle is already as much as from 11 to 43 degrees.

o 2
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I subjoin a list of the dip for some of the more important of my
magnetic stations : several needles were used for the observations

at the principal stations :
—

Names of Stations. Magnetic Dip.

TJssilla, on the Tonse River, in Gurhwal, in the

Himalayas, 42° 56' 4

Mana, in Gurhwal, in the Himalayas, 42 32

Milum, in Kumaon, (Himalayas,) 41 4

Mussoorie, 41 14 8

Simlah, 42 25 22

Nainee Tal in Kumaon, 38 37

Saugor, 29 52

Juhbulpore, 28 28

Nagri, South of Nagpore, 22 38

Rajahmundry, 16 16

Madras, (1855 February,) 7 38

Ootacamund, Neilgherries, ,„ 4 14

Ootatoor, near Trichinopoly, in Southern India, 2 35 30

The magnetic dips observed by my brother, Hermann Schlagin-

tweit, in the Eastern Himalayas and in Assam, agree very well with

the results obtained by me in North-Western India, and they also

show a very great dip of the needle.

The magnetic declination in the Himalayas of Kumaon and

Gurhwal, visited in 1855, was every where Easterly varying from

3|- to 4 degrees.

The declination continued constantly to be to the Eastward

along the route which I followed during the cold season from Agra

to Rajahmundry and from Madras to the Neilgherries. The line

which separates the "Westerly declination of the "Western Coast

of Bombay from the country with Easterly declination lay to the

"West of the route followed. At the Neilgherries the declination

was still Easterly, amounting to 53' 30" East.

Meteorological Observations.

The observations of the barometer and thermometer, &c, have

been carried on, as before, regularly every day, and the height of

all the important places on the march from Agra to Rajahmundry,
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and from Madras via Trichinopoly to the Neilgherries and back,

have been determined by repeated barometric and hypsometric

observations.

Particular attention was paid throughout this season to the tem-

perature of the ground at various depths below the surface.

We have been fortunate enough to obtain very regular and

careful observations of the temperature of the ground from the

surface down to a depth of two metres (6| feet) for the last twelve

months from Madras and Calcutta. They were made at Madras

under the superintendence of Major "Worcester and of Major Jacob,

and at Calcutta under the superintendence of Major Thuillier

:

the instruments used were brought out by us, were similar to those

used by ourselves, and had been all carefully compared.

This will enable us to correct our own observations, made at

various stations for the changes of temperature taking place from

one month to another, and to make them all strictly comparable by

reference to one common standard.

Our observations show that great confidence may be placed in

the temperature of the ground, ascertained thus directly by ther-

mometers buried at different depths below the surface, and the

results for the decrease of the temperature, with height calculated

from different stations, agree remarkably well. It seems that the

temperature of springs is more liable to be effected by local causes

connected with their mode of origin, &c. than the temperature of

the dry ground, thus ascertained directly.

The following Table shows the temperature of the ground at

some of my stations, where observations have been conducted for

some time, in various localities :

—

Temperature of tlie Ground at 2 metres (6^ feet) below the surface

at some Stations letiveen Agra and the Neilgherries.

Temperature,

centigrade.

Agra, 23rd February to 4th March, 1856, 23° 5'

Jubbulpore, 22nd to 27th December, 1855, 22 8

Sitabuldee, near Nagpore, 3rd to 9th January, 1856, 28 6

The temperature of the ground in the plains about Nag^
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pore, which are so remarkable for their excessive sum-

mer heat, is very high, when compared with the

stations in the more elevated districts of the Nerbudda

and of Bundelkund.

Chandra, South-East of Nagpore, 14th to 16th January, 29

Eajahmundry, at the head of the Godavery Delta, 2nd to

8th February, 29 8

Cocanada, East of Eajahmundry, on the sea-coast, 29 6

The observations were made in three quite different locali-

ties, which gave 29° 5' C, 29° 7' C, and 29° 6' C.

The temperature of the ground is a little colder than

at Eajahmundry, though Cocanada is 40 E. E. lower

than the other place, on account of the great humidity

of the sandy deposits in the lower parts of the Goda-

very Delta.

Trichinopoly, South of Madras, March 7th to 8th, 29 9

Ootacamund, on the Neilgherry Hills, March 12th to 17th, 18 8

A fine spring near the Ootacamund Church was, 18

Madras, March 19th to 24th, 29 8

If the temperature at Ootacamund (7410 E. E.—my place of

observations) is compared either with Trichinopoly or with Madras,

the decrease of the temperature of the ground for 1 degree C.

corresponds to an elevation of from 660 to 670 E. E. A fine spring

on the slopes of the Neilgherries, when compared with Trichino-

poly, indicates even a more rapid decrease of temperature, 1 degree

C. corresponding only to an elevation of 600 to 640 E. E. ; and it

seems quite certain that the decrease of the temperature of the

ground on the isolated Neilgherry Hills is more rapid than in

the Himalayas, where we formerly found an elevation of 720

E. E. to correspond to a decrease of the temperature of 1 de-

gree C.

The observations on the temperature, velocity and quantity of

water, &c, of various rivers, have been continued throughout the

journey, and we think that these observations, when properly com-

pared and worked out, may be not without some interest, both in

reference to Meteorology and to Geology.
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The temperature and quantity of water of springs has also been

ascertained as often as opportunities would present themselves.

I had the opportunity of visiting an interesting hot spring on the

Godavery, near Badrachellum, in the Eastern Ghauts, to the West

of Rajahinundry.

It is situated in the sandy bed of the Godavery, about 3 miles

from Badrachellum.

The water does not come to the surface, but is concealed under

the alluvial sand which fills up the dry bed of the Godavery River.

I met it after having dug a well of 7 feet depth. The highest tem-

perature observed was 49 degrees C, but of course the temperature

is much affected by the cold water of the Godavery constantly

percolating through the sand. The presence of the hot springs is

said to be visible during the rainy season, when the Godavery fills

up its whole bed by some vapour of water rising just over the spot

where the hot spring is situated. During the dry season the pre-

sence of the hot water under the sand is clearly indicated by the

high temperature of the sands above it, which, at a depth of from

15 to 20 centimetres from the surface, had a temperature of from

36° to 38° centigrade. The heating influence of the spring upon

the surface sands extends over as much as 200 to 240 square

metres.

Its origin is certainly due to one of the great fissures of disloca-

tion or faults which have accompanied the upheavement of the

Eastern Ghauts, though in the immediate neighbourhood no pecu-

liar alteration in the general features of the country is visible.

Geology.

The great surface of the country which I was able to traverse

during this cold season offered a very favourable opportunity for

geological observations.

I shall endeavour, in a few paragraphs, to mention some of the

conclusions to which I think my observations will lead, but I must

reserve it for some later period to illustrate these statements with

the necessary detailed sections and notes.

1. The sandy deposits of the plains of Hindustan, which are

bordered by the Himalayas and by the mountains of Bundelkund,
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are not a deposit by rivers, but a deposit in a large basin of water,

which very probably was fresh water ; they are in no way to be

considered as fluviatile deposits by the Ganges or Jumna ; the

material for their formation has been brought down from the Hima-

layas as well as from the ranges of Buudelkund, and I am quite

convinced that the very extensive denudation and excavation of

the sand-stone ranges of Bundelkund, Gwalior, &c, has contri-

buted in a very considerable degree to the formation of the deposits

in the plains of Hindustan.

The formation of hunker is evidently generally due to a process

of segregation of the whole deposit, but besides this concretionary

/cunJcer, there occurs in some places a different formation of black

hunker, which extends horizontally sometimes to very great dis-

tances ; it occurs not very far below the surface and is generally

merely covered by drifted sands ; its origin has been connected with

the drying up of old lakes (jheels) similar to those found at present

in some parts of Hindustan.

2. To the Southward of Agra, in Bundelkund and Gwalior,

occurs a formation of sand-stone with shales absolutely identical

with similar rocks, which cover a great extent of surface in India.

I shall venture to offer a few general remarks upon these rocks.

The formation occurs in Bundelkund, in various parts of the

environs of the Nerbudda valley, in many places of the Nagpore

territory, and in the Eastern Ghauts throughout their extent : it

is there apparent in parts in extensive masses as in the Cuddapah,

Bangapilly, and Kurnool districts. In other places only occasional

masses or strips of sand-stone shales are met with, and the forma-

tion has been broken up and destroyed to a great extent by the

granitic outbreak of the Ghauts. The formation can be traced,

though often interrupted by the granitic masses in the Eastern

Ghauts, to the south of Madras.

I met sand-stones and marls undoubtedly identical with the

Nagpore rocks and containing faint vegetable remains as Streper-

matoor, 30 miles west of Madras, on the Bangalore road, where

they crop out in some places around the tank.

Another interesting locality which I had the opportunity of visiting

was at Trivacery or Teruvacery, a village 18 miles west of Pondi-
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cherry. The sand-stone of Trivacery is absolutely identical in all

petrographical characters with many specimens from the ISTagpore

territory ; it also contained many fossil trees, which I am convinced

will prove the same as those found in some places of the JNagpore

territory, as well as near Eaneegunge to the west of Burdwan and

Calcutta.

I think that the coal-bearing strata of Eaneegunge, in the hills

west of Calcutta, belong to the same formation with the rest of

the above quoted localities. '

"Whether the lime-stone and shales of Kulladghee, which I had

occasion to investigate in the cold season of 1854-55, constitute a

formation diiferent from the above or not, I am unable to say at

present, from want of my journals and specimens, which have been

all sent away.

The character of this extensive formation of sand-stones and

shales varies considerably
;
generally the sand-stones can be well

distinguished from the underlying shales.

In some localities the distinct stratification is clearly visible, and

the sand-stones, more or less horizontal, repose contrary to the

ordinary laws of conformity, upon the out-crop of the inclined

shales underneath : this is the case in the Grwalior territory, in

Bangapilly, Cuddapah, &c.

In other districts, for instance at Nagpore, near Chanda, and

on the Pranheeta, the marly slates and sandstone seem to lie

conformably, and have both been subject apparently to the same

bendings and foldings.

But though the characters of the rock are very variable, it is

nearly always possible to trace the one variety into the other;

occasionally the mere lithological resemblance, even between very

distant points of the formation, is very striking.

Fossil remains have been found in several places; the best

known locality is at present the Nagpore territory, where the per-

severing researches of the Beverend E. Hislop have brought to

light a rich collection of fossil plants and several very interesting

animal remains.

I have much pleasure in acknowledging my obligations to'Mr.

P
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Hislop, who was kind enough to give me every assistance and

information during my stay at Nagpore.

I met fossil wood and some fragments of fossil bones in several

places along the Godavery. Near the junction of the latter river

with the Pranheeta, at Kota, near Shironcha, are found very curious

remains of fossil fishes and reptiles connected with a thin bed of

coal. These fossils were first discovered by the late Drs. Bell and

Walker, and I trust that the collection which I was enabled to

make in this locality may not prove without some interest even

after the very fine specimens sent to England by the two above-

mentioned gentlemen.

Yegetable remains can be traced in many places in the sand-

stones and marls, though the appearance is often very much

changed. Leaves, together with fossil wood, were met with in

the Eastern Ghauts on the Godavery and at Trivacery, 18 miles

west of Pondicherry.

It seems that the formation has been deposited throughout in

fresh-water lakes, but it would be premature to express at present

positive opinion on the geological age of the formation. It appears

from some fossil remains that it may be oolitic ; but only a close

enumeration and comparison of all the fossils hitherto collected and

brought to Europe will be able to decide this question.

With reference to the difficult question of the age of the sand-

stone formation, it is worth mentioning that I have seen the sand-

stone, with fossil trees, clearly overlaid by the cretaceous strata

in the Pondicherry district, so that it cannot be younger than

Jurassic.

The existence of coal in this formation is connected with the

vegetable remains, which as I have mentioned can be traced in

many places. The coal-seams are generally not of great thickness,

and the coal is in most places impure, but larger seams have been

found in some localities, in Burdwan, the Palamow Hills, the

Nerbudda Valley, &c, some of which are worked pretty extensively.

3. The great trap formation of the Deccan has been visited

during this season on its Eastern borders. I have been able to

examine the fresh-water strata interposed between the trap layers

in many localities, and I have traced the continuation of this thin
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fresh-water stratum containing only fresh water-shells (Physa,

Melania, Unio, &c.) down the Grodavery to Eajahmundry. Near

this place occurs a very curious mixture of the unmistakeable fresh-

water Physa Prinsepii, with numerous true marine species.

The lime-stone stratum, with these marine shells, lies like the

fresh-water lime-stone of the Deccan between a mass of trap

(Dolerite) ; it reposes upon a cellular trap, and is covered by up-

wards of 50 feet of nodular trap. It is found at Cateroo, 3 miles

from Eajahmundry, and at the Pangadi Hills, 10 miles from the

latter place, and is from 2 to 2| feet thick. In some places the

rock is quite full of marine shells, which belong to Area, Car-

dium, Venus, Cerithium, Turbinella, &c. I also found a large

well-preserved nautilus at Pangadi, which will serve to throw

some light upon the age of the intertrapian lacustrine and marine

formation of India.

The connection between these strata of Eajahmundry and the

merely fresh-water deposits of the Deccan is quite clear ; it seems

to have been a deposit probably in a series of great lakes growing

brackish to the Eastward. The fresh-water Physa Priusepii, not

to be distinguished from the Deccan specimens, lies side by side

with Cerithium, Area, and other marine shells.

The fresh- water intertrapian stratum of the Deccan is from 2

to 4 feet thick ; it consists in part of variously coloured marls in

part of impure lime-stone.

In the parts where I had the opportunity of examining it, near

Saugor, near Lenni, Nagpore, &c, it generally is covered by globular

black trap of from 40 to 70 feet thick only, which seems to have been

the most recent of the trap effusions in this part of the country.

It rests upon a cellular Amygdaloid or Wacke, into which it some-

times graduates, so as to make it impossible to draw any distinct

line of separation between the two rocks. I also observed fre-

quently quite isolated patches of a very soft cellular Wacke
between the fresh-water strata themselves. It seems to me that

the fresh-water strata have been deposited at the bottom of lakes

covered with volcanic ashes, and it is quite probable that occasional

showers of ashes still fell occasionally during the period of the

p 2
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formation of the calcareous and marly deposit at the bottom of

the lakes.*

Another interesting phenomenon connected with the intertrapian

formation is the very regular and horizontal outline shown by the

thin line of the sedimentary stratum on the exposed sides of the

hills ; and the fact, that though no bending or contortion of the

stratum is visible, it may be found at a much higher or lower

level on one of the next hills. Erom a careful examination of

the localities, I think that this fact can only be due to the ex-

istence of extensive faults and to phenomena of subsidence and

elevation of whole mountains en masse caused by them. Of the

existence of such faults, evident proofs can be found in many

localities.

I finally wish to mention, that the intertrapian lacustrine forma-

tion is not confined to the borders of the grand trap mass, but

that it can be traced, though often altered and scarcely recogniza-

ble, to a great distance to the Westward in the interior of the

trap mass.

4. On the road from Madras to Trichinopoly I had an opportu-

nity of examining the cretaceous formation, which seems to be en-

tirely limited to this part of India.

The cretaceous strata cover in these districts an extensive sur-

face of country, and the fossil remains are found scattered through-

out the formation in many localities. Assisted by my draftsman,

Eleazar, and some other of my men, who have now been instructed

in collecting similar objects, I have been able to obtain a pretty

fine and extensive collection of the cretaceous fossils from very

various localities. The whole of the strata from the Pondicherry

district down to the most South-Western localities in the Trichi-

nopoly district (circumference 120 miles) belong to the same form-

ation ; the rocks are quite the same and the fossil remains are

nearly identical.

* I mentioned in tlie first Report for the cold season of 1854-55, that the

effusion of the trap in the Deccan had taken place under heavy pressure, probably

of sea-water. I now beg to say that it is much more probable that the effusion

has taken place at the bottom of extensive fresh-water lakes than at the bottom

of the ocean.
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There exist local accumulations of bivalve shells, constituting

neally the whole mass of the rock, for instance at Garudamgalum,

near Ootatoor (Trichinopoly district) where the rock is quarried,

polished, and sold as "Trichinopoly Marble. 1 '

These accumulations may perhaps have been old sea beaches,

but they do not constitute a separate or more recent formation

than the strata with the ammonites. Close to the accumulations of

bivalve shells occur strata containing large ammonites, some of li

feet in diameter; and I even saw ammonites in the rock full of

the bivalve shells.

The cretaceous strata seem to have been generally quite undis-

turbed ; they repose horizontally upon the oolitic sand-stones at

Trivacery and upon the crystalline schists in other localities.

The cretaceous strata are covered by a deposit of rolled pebbles,

with red laterifcic earth, which is evidently more modern and brought

down at a former period by violent currents of water from the

Eastern Ghauts.

The deposition of the cretaceous strata took place after the

principal upheavemeDt of the Eastern Ghauts, since these strata

are nowhere seen to penetrate into the interior of the Ghauts

or to the Mysore and Deccan plateaux, and since they have not

been affected by the upheaving and disturbing agency, which must

have accompanied the formation of the Ghaut Range.

5. During my visit to the Neilgherries and the Mysore, I was

especially anxious to extend my observations in reference to the

direction of faults and planes of foliation in the crystalline rocks of

Southern India. My observations in various parts of India have

convinced me, that the lines of faults and joints and of the direction

of the planes of foliation and cleavage, when laid down upon maps,

show many very striking coincidences with the main direction of

mountain chains and rivers.

The following are the most important directions of fault and

cleavage planes occurring m the Neilgherries and the Mysore

plateau :

—

1. Erom N. N. E. to S. S. W., which coincides with the mean

direction of the Eastern Ghauts, where the cleavage planes run

generally in this direction.
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2. Prom S. S. W. to N. N. E., which is the line of the Western

Ghauts. On the Neilgherries these two directions of disturbance

actually meet. The former one is clearly represented by the

direction of Eastern border of the Neilgherry plateau and by the

Dodabetta range, the latter one by the fine mountain range of the

Koondahs, which rise to the South and South-West of Ootacamund.

3. Lines of extensive faults are clearly traceable on the Mysore

plateau, running from West to East. The direction of some of

the principal rivers, as the Mayar, the Cavery, &c, is connected

with them. Along the valley of the Mayar the fault 13 very clearly

visible.

4. A fourth line of disturbance runs from North to South

through the Mysore country. It is less marked by the direction

of the planes of cleavage or foliation than by extensive dykes of

greenstone and of a fine large-grained granite, which run in this

direction often for many miles.

An Account of a Journey across the Chains of the Kuenluen, from

Ladalc to Khotan.—By Hermann and Robert Schlagintweit,

Esqs.

Proceeding from Ladak through Nubra to the Pass of Karakorum,

we were able to pass the frontier of Ladak and to extend our obser-

vations over very nearly the whole breadth of the Kuenluen moun-

taiDS. We estimate (not having yet reduced our astronomical

observations of latitudes and longitudes) tbat the distance we tra-

velled in Turkistan before returning again into the Thibetan terri-

tory is very nearly 300 English miles.

We left Ladak July 24th, and went by the Laoche Pass

(17,600 feet*) to the valley of the Shayok and to JNubra. Prom

Nubra we crossed the Sassar Pass, about 17,500 feet. We stayed

two days in the Pass itself to make Magnetic observations, and to

enable us to reach the summit of the Sassarla, (Sassar mountain

20,000 feet) from which we had, as we anticipated, a very extensive

and interesting view of the large groups of glaciers surrounding the

Pass, one of the largest accumulation of glaciers in the Kuenluen.

* The heights given in this Report are only approximations. Very good corre-

sponding observations were taken at Ladak, but we have not yet been able to

calculate them in detail.
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Prom the Sassar Pass, our route brought us to the large plateau

to the south of Karakoram, the mean elevation of which reaches 17,100

feet. On the 9th of August, we crossed without any difficulty the

frontier of Turkistan. "We were accompanied by Mani, the Putwaree

of Milum, by Makshoot, a former servantof Moorcroft's, and by Maho-

med Amin, an aged Turkistani, whom we found particularly useful on

account of his general knowledge of the country. "We had besides

six horses for ourselves and servants, (the three men above mention-

ed,) thirteen horses for baggage, five Tarkandis, and some fifteen

sheep and goats. The Tarkandis with horses and provisions we

sent secretly on ahead, and we only met them, as by chance, in

Nubra. Our servants from India accompanied us as far as Sassar,

from whence we travelled dressed as Tarkandis. The day before

we passed Karakorum, (18,300 feet) we met a large caravan of

merchants from Tarkand, to whom we gave out that we intended

to march on along the Tarkand road ; but as soon as we had passed

Karakorum, we left this road and went to the east, to Kissilkorum,

(17,400 feet) the high water-shed between the Tarkand and the

Karakash rivers. We crossed in one day four Passes, more than

17,000 feet above the level of the sea, but only slightly elevated

above the surrounding plateaux.

"We followed from Kissilkorum the direction of the principal

chain of the Kuenluen, now turning to the south south-east, till we

reached a lake, Kiiik-kiul, (u like oo in wood ; u like u in but)

slightly salt, situated at the northern foot of the Changchenmo.

Up to this point our route had chiefly led us over extensive plateaux,

16,000 to 17,000 feet above the level of the sea, of a much greater

extent than those to the south of Karakorum ; but from this lake

we followed the valley of the Karakash river, to the right of which

there are no plateaux, while to the left they extend as far as Suget.

The sterility of the plateau to the north of Karakorum, as well as

of the Karakash valley, is quite surprising : without the frequent,

though not very abundant, precipitation of snow, chiefly caused by

the great elevation of the ridges, these plateaux would be complete

deserts. In a march of eighteen miles, we only met with four

species of plants ; for many days grass was exceedingly scarce, while

for several days we had absolutely none, the grass round the
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Kiuk-kiul lake being the only exception. We had taken with us

a small supply of gram, anticipating in some degree the sterility

we met with, which saved our horses from absolute starvation.

Nevertheless, they suffered dreadfully, the more so as the great

scarcity of grass compelled us to make long marches of twenty

to twenty-four miles a day. Close to the Kiuk-kiul we met with

a very interesting group of more than fifty hot springs, chiefly con-

taining muriate of soda (common salt), and a great quantity of

carbonic acid. The temperature varied from 25° to 49° C. === 77° to

120° Fahrenheit.

"We had already met in the valley of the Nubra with two other

groups, the one near Panamick, (hottest spring, 78.1°=172.6°

Fahrenheit) ; the other near Changlung, (74.1° C. = 165.4° Fahren-

heit). After a march of seventy miles in four days, we came to

Sumgal, where a route branches off to the valley of Bushia, and to

Eichi the capital of Khotan.

Before reaching Sumgal we had nearly lost our road. Mahomed

Amin, who generally accompanied us, had gone in front, whilst we

were engaged in measuring the breadth of the river and the depth

of its erosion. We saw him distinctly with our telescope on the

other side of it, and followed his and his horse's foot-prints until

six p. M., when they again crossed the water. But our people being

behind us, we turned back to meet them ; but no trace of them

was found, as they had evidently also lost their way and had kept

on the wrong bank of the river : we again tried, it being now eight

o'clock P. M., to cross the river, which is here divided into many

branches, but were overtaken in the middle by nightfall, and were

obliged to stop on a low mud bank. Our first care was to secure

our two horses, fastening their legs with the straps of our sextant

and our prismatic compass. We now observed, on a little Myri-

caria stem close to our resting-place, that the water was gradually

rising from the melting of a late fall of snow. Fortunately the

great breadth of the river secured our bank from being overflowed,

though the moisture of the ground was rapidly increasing.

The next day, August the 20th, we found our people in the after-

noou, and Amin at Sumgal in the evening ; our horses had suffered

so much from fatigue as well as from scarcity of food, that on the
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way from Kissilkorum to Sumgal we lost seven out of nineteen.

From Sumgal a road branches oft", as mentioned above, to Bushia

and Elcbi, and as there was some hope of procuring at these places

fresh horses, or Yaks, as well as food, our men were easily persuad-

ed to proceed in this direction.

We started August 22nd, with only two laden horses ; we had to

cross a glacier Pass, 17,000 feet. At ten a. m. we were overtaken

by a violent snow-storm, lasting till six p. M. The road was ex-

tremely difficult for the horses, on account of a number of fissures

in the glacier. When we had gone some little distance farther, our

people finding it impossible to follow with the laden horses left

every thing behind—tent, blankets, and a small trunk containing

merchandise, money,* and instruments, (the most necessary ones

we happily carried ourselves on the ice,) taking only a little food

with them ; but even then they followed so slowly, that they were

unable to cross the last terminal moraine of the glacier before

nightfall. We were compelled in consequence to be in the snow

all night in our wet clothes. The snow had ceased falling, but the

cold was still so very great, (11.4° C. = 11.5° Fahrenheit) that

two of our horses died from it during the night ; one on the glacier

with our people, and the other at our feet.

In Bushia, which we reached two days later, on the 25th of August,

we met with a very cordial reception from the inhabitants, and got

horses, yaks, sheep, provisions, &c, promising to pay for them, in

Sumgal. These people, half-nomadic Tartars, seemed very honest,

and the prices they asked were very moderate. They inhabit caves

fitted up like houses in the cold season, and tents during the rest

of the year.

The height of Bushia is 9,200 feet. We dressed like the inhabi-

tants, and had also learned the necessary forms of salutation. The

people here are far from being savages, but on the contrary very

ceremonious. They took us, never having seen any Europeans,

for what we represented ourselves to be—merchants from Delhi.

Elchi, the capital of Khotan, was only distant two days' journey
;

but we found the people very reluctant to accompany us there, for

* We used very littlo money, but chiefly goods, rich Indian cloth, for barter.
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they feared the Chinese soldiers stationed not far from Bushia ; be-

sides the time was far advanced for our intended researches in

Cashmere. The distance from the Northern foot of the Kuenluen

was one and a half day's journey ; already at Bushia the Alpine

character of the Central Kuenluen had disappeared, the height of

the summits in the environs of Bushia not exceeding 11,000 feet.

We left Siimgal August the 29th, and followed for three marches

the valley of the Karakash, which flows from Siimgal to Suget in a

westerly direction, then takes a sharp turn to the north, and from

thence flows for the most part in an east north-easterly direction.

"We met on this road with very large quarries and mines, from

which is dug the Yashem stone (the Eahde), and which are resort-

ed to by people living at great distances. "We were enabled to pro-

cure for future analysis a good supply of the different varieties of

this stone, which is much valued throughout Central Asia. Suget,

a halting-place on the winter road to Yarkand, is six ordinary

marches distant from Karakorum. From Suget to Karakash,

another town of Khotan, is six marches. We started after due

deliberation on the 1st of September with Mahomed Amin and only

two laden horses, leaving our fresh horses and every thing else we

could do without, including our little tent. Some instruments,

blankets, furs and provisions were all our baggage. We succeeded

in making in twelve days about 220 English miles across the cen-

tral parts of the Kuenluen, (twenty-five inarches of the Russian

itinerary route from Yarkand to Leh). We reached Leh in the

evening of the 12th September. This river, as well as the other

streams descending from the northern slope of the Kuenluen, dis-

appears entirely after a short course in the sandy plains surrounding

lake Lop.

The country between Suget and the Karakorum was new to us.

We had here a very good opportunity of examining and determining

the mean elevation of the plateau above mentioned. We also had,

before we reached the Pass, a very extensive view of the highest

central peaks, which we tried to draw in the scale of one

decree = one centimetre in length.

Erom this point we wished to follow the Shayok river, as this

route would have taken us through a country new to us. We also
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met amongst many others a caravan with fourteen camels (the

Camel us Bactrianus) with two humps, frequently used for carrying

loads on the Tarkand road; these stout animals constantly cross

the elevated crests on the Tarkand road up to 18,000 feet, and

seem apparently little affected by the cold of these heights, the

native climate of wild Yaks and Kiangs.

We succeeded in procuring two of them, remarkably tame animals,

expecting to find them particularly useful in crossing the frequent

rapids met with in the Shayok river. But notwithstanding the

height and power of these animals, we found it impossible to go

down the Shayok Valley. The river had much subsided, compared

with its height when we crossed it near Kardong, in the beginning

of August ; but it was still far from passable, (which it is from the

end of October to the end of March). "We were obliged therefore

to leave the road down the Shayok Valley at Sultan Chiiskul, to go

up the Valley to Sassar, and follow from thence our old route. "We

had to cross in one day, not without difficulty, the Shayok river five

times before we reached Sassar.

During our absence from Leh, our Native Doctor Hurkishen had

made meteorological observations, and what was especially valuable

to us, detailed Barometric and Magnetic observations. He had com-

pleted a plan of Leh, the chief points of which had been laid down

before our departure, and collectors had been sent to different

parts of Ladak to complete Geological and Botanical collections,

particularly with reference to geographical distribution : we found

all our orders had been very carefully executed.

Our horses and luggage left behind at Suget, not arriving for

thirteen days after us, (September 25th,) we had time, besides finish-

ing our plans and drawings, to take numerous casts in plaster of

Paris* of the different tribes, as we had already done in other parts

of India and the Himalayas. The variety of tribes which is to be

found in Leh is particularly great, on account of its extended trade

with the different parts of Central Asia.

* We are obliged to E. H. Longden, Esq., Superintendent of the Secxmdra

Press at Agra, for a very valuable supply of plaster of Paris, when our own stock

was nearly exhausted.

2 Q
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General Remarks on the Observations made during the

Journey, from Ladak to Khotan.

Magnetic Observations.

In Leh, two complete series of Magnetic observations had besn

made before our departure, and two Magnetic apparatus had been

put up during our absence, one for the observation of the daily

variation of the declination, another for the daily variation of the

horizontal intensity. Observations were taken six times a day by

our Native Doctor Hurkishen the whole time we were absent.

During our journey to Turkistan we had with us a Declinometer,

a Yibration Apparatus, and a Dipcircle. We took observations on

the Sassar Pass, on Karakorum, in Sumgal, and in Suget. The

mean of the declination at Leh was, from July to September, very

near 2° 44' East. The declination decreased on the points above

mentioned, and was in Suget 2° 12' East.

The mean for the inclination was

—

At Leh, M 46° 50' 20"

On Sassar Pass, 48 11 75

On Karakorum Pass, 49 8

In Sumgal, 50 1 3

InSuget, 50 4 5

Geographical Remarks.

Extensive plateaux are to be found on both sides of Karako-

rum, being most extensive to the north and west of the Pass.

Eastward the plateaux terminate completely in the longitude of

Changchenmo, where we met again with valleys and ridges, both

well denned. A similar succession of ridges and valleys is also

the principal character of Ladak, where plateaux are generally

not met with. The mean height of the plateau to the north and

west of Karakorum is from 16,800 to 17,000 feet. The point where

the plateaux reach the greatest mean elevation, probably the loftiest

plateau in the world, is a little to the north of the sources of the

Shayok. To the south of this region between Karakorum and the

Nubra Valley, a second region of a great general elevation was

found, in which some single peaks seem to attain the greatest

absolute height. We had an opportunity of measuring some peaks

one of which was 24,000 feet.
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The mean direction of the principal crest of the Knenluen which

forms the water-shed between Ladak and Tnrkistan, runs north-

west to south-east from the sources of the Tarkand river to Kudok.

Another more northern chain independent of this, and of a com-

paratively smaller elevation, runs from west to east ; this is the

chain over which Passes lead from Bushia and Elchi to Yurunkash,

Keria, &c. The fall of the upper portion of the rivers Tarkand

Deriao and Karakash Deriao is not great. Bat the rivers descend-

ing from the other ridge, which runs from west to east, have a much

more rapid descent, particularly the rivers on the northern side of

this ridge.

We succeeded in procuring, besides our own routes, itineraries of

the commercial routes to Badakshan, Tarkand, Kashgar, Kokand and

to Aksu, from the different caravans we met with. The information

thus obtained from independent sources was very consistent as re-

garded the number and succession of the halting-places and their

distances from each other. It is scarcely necessary to add that we

found Baron Humboldt's " Map of the Mountain Systems and

the Volcanoes of Central Asia" of the greatest assistance in making

our own observations and in prosecuting enquiries for routes.

Geology.

To the north of the Nubra Yalley much lime (chiefly carbonate,

combined with large masses of sulphate of lime) is met with ; but

alternating in such a manner with crystalline rocks, that it can

scarcely be thought to be sedimentary ; it also appears nowhere to

contain fossil remains. On the northern margin of the Kuenluen,

crystalline rocks appear to extend to the foot of the mountains, and

if a margin of sedimentary rocks exists, it can only be very narrow.

We very often met with a hard crystalline rock, not unlike

pudding stone, which contained enclosures of spherical and angular

forms. We also came to quarries, where the Tashem stone is dug
;

they are at Gnlbagashen in the valley of Karakash. We took a

good quantity of the best specimens with us for future analysis.

Two systems of cleavage predominate, which are particularly re-

gular in the central parts of the Kuenluen : the steeper one dips

North 30° to 50° East, the other South 20 to 40° West.
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The erosion is very deep in the valleys on the northern margin

of the Kuenluen. In the inner parts of the Kuenluen, the valleys

present for the most part a Thibetan character, displaying a broad

basis slightly inclined, over which the water spreads itself in many

channels, and afterwards evaporates completely.

Extensive glaciers are chiefly met with in the range to the north

of Karakorum, (*. e. in the ridge above mentioned in a direction

from west to east,) and another group, apparently the largest accu-

mulation of glaciers in the Kuenluen, was found in the environs of

Sassar, but both much smaller than the groups near the Diamer,

to the north-west, investigated by our brother Adolphe.

Two fine groups of hot springs of analogous character, (both

depositing great quantities of lime, and smelling slightly of hydro-

sulphuric gas) were found inNubra. The temperature of the hottest

springs of the group near Panamick was 78° C. == 172.6° Fahr. • of

the other group near Changlung, 74.1° C. = 165.4° Fahr. A spring

of ordinary water at the same height as Changlung had a tem-

perature of 10.1° C. == 50.2° Fahr. There is another group of hot

springs mentioned above, situated a little below the lake Kiuk-kiul,

(14,800 feet). Their deposits are nearly pure muriate of soda.

These springs, more than fifty in number, are partly situated in

the very bed of the river Karakash, and surrounded closely by

its cold waters. The temperature of these springs is from 25° to

49° C. =77° to 120° Fahrenheit.

In these neighbourhoods, and also lower down in the Karakash

Valley, are found several groups of salt pools, conical depressions

of the ground filled with solid salt and a concentrated solution of

salt. The salt was nearly pure table salt ; but some pools were

not yet so far advanced in the progress of concentration that solid

salt had deposited itself.

The high temperature of these salt pools was very remarkable.

The salt deposit forms a stratum over the excavation containing

the salt-water and a nearly complete cover on its surface. The

great diathermaneity of salt (a stratum of salt allows 92 out of 100

thermic rays to pass through it, while an equal thickness of glass

only allows 39,) is the principal cause of the excess of temperature

In consequence of this physical property of the salt, the tempera-
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ture of the water below the cover is considerably raised by insola-

tion during the day, whilst it loses little heat by nocturnal radiation,

(a phenomenon of accumulated heat analogous to that of Saussure's

and Sir John Herschel's Heliothermometers). In the salt pools the

loss of heat by noctural radiation is still more lessened by a circum-

stance peculiar to perfectly concentrated saline solutions, namely,

that all the little openings in the superficial salt cover which exist

during the day, are closed by a deposit of solid salt as soon as the

temperature begins to fall in the evening. In the lower strata of

the water contained in those conical reservoirs the temperature

decreases very rapidly, a phenomenon which seems perfectly to

agree with the explanation given above, but to exclude the supposi-

tion that the temperature is raised by heat having its origin in

the lower strata of the ground, as is the case in hot springs.

Besides, artificial salt pools were constructed immediately after

our return to Leh, and we used the materials, (salt and clay)

which we had brought for this purpose from the salt pools in

the Karakash Valley. The variation of temperature in these

artificial salt pools was observed from hour to hour, and these

observations equally showed that the excess of temperature only

begins after the formation of a solid stratum of salt, which more

or less closes up the surface of the pools.

Meteorology.

The snow line (the highest summer limit of perpetual snow), was

found to attain the greatest height in the environs of Karakorum,

its height exceeding 18,600 feet. The snow line sinks very little

towards Leh, but considerably on the northern slopes of the

mountains towards Khotan. Near Oitash, above Bushia, we found

its height not exceeding 16,000 feet.

Bas-Neves completely hidden under detritus, a sort of subterra-

nean glaciers, but generally speaking of limited extent, which we

had seen first on the slopes descending from the Parang Pass, oc-

curred again in the Kuenluen on the northern slopes of the Sassar

mountains. In this group, which we crossed twice, we had an

opportunity of determining the variation of the snow line. In the

middle of September it had already sensibly descended, whilst the
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isolated low snow beds in protected places and the subterranean

Bas-Neves above mentioned had, comparatively speaking, very much
diminished by the melting which still continued in the lower parts

of the slopes and valleys.

The dryness of the atmosphere appears to be greatest in the

environs of Karakorum, but it rapidly decreases in the direction of

Khotan. From various and apparently very consistent data, which

we obtained from the inhabitants we estimate inches.

The direction of the wind is chiefly northerly. The south winds

which predominate in Central Ladak and in Kunawer are perfectly

unknown on the northern side of the Kuenluen.

The phenomenon of the second illumination of snow- clad moun-

tains after sunset (analogous to the glowing of the Alpine snows)

was seen several times on those nights when there was no moon.

We saw it particularly well near Chibra to the north of Karako-

rum. Judging of it as we saw it there, we think it to be quite

independent of a spontaneous development of light from snow. It

was evidently caused by an illumination of the snow-fields from

the west north-western parts of the sky. This illumination is only

visible sometime after the sun has set, namely, when the projec-

tion of the earth's shade has reached an angular height exceeding

that of the mountains, and when the atmospheric light has de-

creased so much that the atmosphere behind the mountains reflects

less light than the snow-clad slopes of the mountains exposed to

the west north-west.

At heights above 17,000 feet we found in the Kuenluen, the

transparency of the atmosphere so great, that the small and the

large circles in Saussure's diaphanometer (as we had used it also

formerly in the Alps of Europe, and described in our " Ee-

searches") disappeared under the same angles, and therefore the

transparency above 17,000 feet was so great that a stratum of air,

3,000 to 3,500 feet thick, absorbed the light in so small a degree,

that the absorption to our eyes became unappreciable. It was

then determined by another method, by which a stratum of much

greater thickness could be examined.

The transparency of the atmosphere is often very much affected

by a peculiar haze not affecting the psychrometer ; we found this
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dry haze particularly frequent when we were on the plateau to the

north of Karakorum.

The height of the clouds is generally very great. Even during the

rain, which fell from the 25th to the 28th July, it exceeded 17,000

feet. "Fogs in the valley of the Indus at 11,800 feet were observed

only once on the 23rd September, ou which day the rain began

at 1-10 A. M. Its temperature was, when it first fell, 4.6° 0. = 8°.

3

Fahr. below the temperature of the air, (air, 7.9° rain 3.3° C.) ; it

only reached the temperature of the air at 9 a. m., when the

psychrometer had also become equal to the temperature of the air.

The daily variations of the barometer, also at heights of 17,500

feet bar. 385 millimeters, had still the same form as at lesser

elevations, showing particularly a decided minimum near 4 p. M.

The difference between the daily extremes reached then only 2.5°

millimeters. Also at lower elevations, such as 11,000 to 12,000 feet,

we found the variation of the barometer very small : at Leh, the

difference between the two greatest extremes observed in three

months, was only five millimeters.

"Vegetation, Animals.

The number of species of plants, as well as the number of indi-

viduals, is exceedingly limited on the higher parts of the Kuenluen.

Lichens are completely wanting in the dry angular gravel covering

the high plateau and slopes of the mountains in their neighbour-

hood ; they are only to be found among the moraines, which are

generally moister. More surprising still is the abundance of vegeta-

tion, particularly of grass on the most northern slopes descending

to the valley of the Yarkand and its northern tributaries. But

even there, the number of species is smaller than at first sight we

were led to expect. The increase of vegetation seems to coincide

with the increase of rain mentioned above.

Birds, even birds of prey, are exceedingly scarce in the central

parts. Quadrupeds are much more numerous. We found wild

yaks, the existence of which in the wild state has been doubted,

Kiangs, five or six species of wild sheep and goats, hares and mice,

as high as 16,000 to 17,000 feet. Their number as well as the

variety of species is remarkably great when compared with the great

scarcity of vegetation.
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Report on the Progress of the Magnetic Survey of India, and the

Researches connected with it, from A ay to November, 1856.

—

By
M. A.DOLPHE SCHLAGINTWEIT.

KoUTE.

I left Simla on the 28th of May, proceeding through Kulu and

Lahoul to Zanskar in Thibet (arrived 26th June). I was chiefly oc-

cupied with the examination of the western parts of Thibet, and of

a considerable part of the Kuenluen range to the northward of

Thibet.

I arrived at Khabbulu on the 21st July, and penetrated by a

transverse valley from Khabbulu and Shigar up to the water-shed

of the Kuenluen range. The most northern point reached was the

Mustak Pass (20th August, 18,800 Eug. feet). The predatory habits

of the wild Mahomedan tribes of Huoze, which infest the country

on the other side of the Mustak, prevented my proceeding further

on in this direction in the Kuenlueu range. I had the opportu-

nity of reaching, on the 29th of July, on the Chorkonda peak, an

elevation of nearly 19,500 Eng. feet (calculated approximately from

Ladakh) and made a series of physical experiments during the

ascent.

I arrived at Iscardo on the 1st of September, after an examination

of the elevated mountain groups near the point where the great

southern bend of the Indus takes place. I arrived at Kashmeer on

the 9th of October, and left on the 2nd of November for Murree and

Rawul Pindee, (arrived 17th November). According to the plan of

our operations sanctioned by Government, during the present cold

season a part of the Punjab and of Scinde will be examined.

To obtain geological and meteorological observations for a part

of the Himalaya, which we could not visit ourselves, my draftsman,

Eleazar Daniel, and Mr, Monteiro, attached to my brother Her-

mann's establishment, with some geological and plant collectors,

were sent through the outer ranges of the Himalaya from Simla, via

Kangra and Noorpoor to Kashmeer.

Their barometric and meteorological observations carried on re-

gularly at Kangra, Noorpoor, Jummoo and Kashmeer, will be of

much value for the calculation of our own barometric observations,
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These statious are

situated on the north-

ern side of the In-

dus in the Kuenlueu

range.

Magnetic Observations.

Magnetic Observations were made by me at the following sta-

tions:

—

Simla.

Sultanpore.

Kardong in Lahoui.

Zanskar.

Dah.

Huche,

Camp on the upper part of Chorkonda

glacier 15,800,

Chutron,

Camp at the foot of the Mustak Pass,

Iscardo,

Astor,

Guryhs,

Kashmeer, where a continuous and regular series of hourly obser-

vations were taken.

Murree,

Eawul Pindee continued hourly observations.

I also subjoin a list of the magnetic Stations made during the

same period by my brothers, Hermann Schlagintweit and Robert

Schlagintweit :
—

Simla,

E-ampoor in Bissahir,

Mood in Spiti,

Korzok on the Tso Moriri Lake,

Pangkong Lake,

Ladakh, (Leh) regular series of hourly observations for two

months (See Eeport of Hermann Schlagintweit and Robert Schla-

gintweit, p. 116.)

Sassar Pass,

Karakorum Pass,

Sumgal, in Turkistan,

Suget, in ditto,

Kargyl,

Dras,

e 2
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Kashmeer,

Murree,

Mozufferabad,

Rawul Pin dee.

The following gives the magnetic dip ascertained at some of the

more important stations,

Camp at the foot of the Mustak, 50° 2'

Chorkonda glacier, „ 48 40

Astor, 48 23

Iscardo, 48 20i

Guryhs, 47 37i

Kashmeer, 46 55

Murree, 46 11

Padum, 45 24

Sultanpoor, ? 43 54|-

Some of the principal Stations made by Mr. Hermann Schlagin-

tweit and Mr. Robert Schlagintweit, are subjoined for compa-

rison :

—

Suget in Turkistan, 50° 4'

Sumgal in do., 50 1

Karakorum Pass, , 49 8

Sassar Pass, 48 11

Ladakh, (Leh,) 46 54

Kargyl, 48 10

Dras, 46 58

Mozufferabad, 47 2

These observations, as well as the observations given in our for-

mer reports, show that the increase of the dip or inclination of the

magnetic needle compared to the latitude, is very rapid in India

and in the mountain system of High Asia.

The declination of the magnetic needle is constantly to the east-

ward in the whole of the western Himalayas, Thibet and the Kuen-

luen mountains.

The easterly declination is every where pretty considerable, being

for instance

—

2° 44' to the east in Leh.

2 12 Suget.
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and still very nearly 2° to the east in Astor, which place was the

most westerly of our stations.

It seems to be quite evident that the lines of the magnetic decli-

nation undergo a sensible irregularity in the mountain systems of

High Asia (comprising* the Himalaya, Thibet and the Kuenluen)

that is to say, the declination in these mountains in the same longi-

tude is more to the eastward, than it is in the same longitude in the

Indian Peninsula.

Meteokologt.

The barometrical and meteorological observations have been daily

carried on regularly as before. I may be permitted to mention a few

of the results.

1. The barometric observations made at several elevated and iso-

lated stations (between 16,000 and 18,000 Eng. feet) hourly for

one or several days, have shown that the diurnal barometric varia-

tion at great heights in the Himalayas, is similar to that in the

plains ; the minimum pressure takes place between 3 and 5 p. m.

The difference between the maximum and minimum, however, is

constantly very small and considerably less than it is in places of

less elevation above the sea.

2. The diurnal variation of the barometer in the mountain sys-

tems of High Asia is therefore different from the barometric varia-

tion at elevated peaks of the Alps of Europe where the maximum

pressure takes place in the early hours of the afternoon.

The summer heat in the valleys of BaUi, elevated only from 7,000

to 8,000 Eng. feet, is very considerable. I observed from the 1st to

the 20th July, in the valleys of the Indus and Shyok, very general-

ly, the following maxima and minima of temperature; maximum of

the day 32° centigrade, minimum of the night 15° to 16° centi-

grade ; average of the day 23° to 24° centigrade.

The decrease of temperature from these heated rocky valleys to

the higher peaks is very considerable.

3. The direction of the winds in western Thibet is very much

affected by the great local heat produced in the deep rocky valleys

;

regular morning and evening winds, sometimes very violent, pre-

vail during the summer months in the valleys of the Indus and
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Shyok and in the valleys of their larger tributaries, but at greater

heights southerly winds prevail as a general rule up to the water-

shed of the Kuenluen.

These southerly winds are compensated by northerly winds which

have been observed in Turkistan by my brothers, at the same time

that I constantly experienced southerly winds on the east of the

Kuenluen mountains.

4. The quantity of rain and snow that falls in the western parts

of the Kuenluen, in the environs of the Mustak Pass, &c, is con-

siderably more than in the eastern parts of the chain about Karako-

rum ; in consequence the snow line near Mustak (17,900 ft.) is much

lower than on the Karakorurn mountains (18,600 ft.) determined by

my brothers ; in consequence also, a great number of large glaciers

occur in the western Kuenluen, whilst in the very rainless Kara-

korum group glaciers of a similar size do not exist.

The greater amount of rain and snow which falls in the western

Kuenluen seems especially to be due to the wide opening which

exists along the southern parts of the valley of the Indus.

Through this opening the moist winds from the plains of India

can penetrate more freely to the high ranges of Mustak than to the

Karakorum mountains, where they have to cross the high Himala-

yan ranges.

The total amount of rain and snow on the western Kuenluen

ranges, may be estimated to be about 10 inches a-year ; by far the

greater part of which is snow-fall in winter. There is very little

rain in summer. The total amount of rain and snow in the valleys

of the Indus and Shyok is less than in the Kuenluen.

5. Owing especially to the absence of summer rains, and to the

dryness of the heated atmosphere produced by the insolated rocky

slopes of the valleys, no natural forest of any kind exists in the

valleys of western Thibet, though they are only elevated 7,000 to

8,000 Eng. feet above the sea.

At an elevation of 12,000 to 15,000 Eng. feet a rich shrub vegeta-

tion of a large species of juniper, of willows and birches is general-

ly met with ; below 12,000 feet this shrub vegetation becomes much

thinner and disappears almost entirely, owing to the greater heat

and dryness.
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6. The heat and dryness of summer in Balti, which is so much

opposed to the growth of Coniferse and other forest trees, exercises

a very different influence upon the growth of artificially planted

fruit trees which are very abundant.

The fruit trees reach in Balti to a much greater elevation than in

the Himalaya ; the upper limits (of the walnut for instance) in

Balti and the Kuenluen is 11,000 feet, whilst in the Himalaya, it

is only 9,000 : the apricots (a characteristic tree for the Balti val-

leys,) which are nearly unknown in the Himalaya, reach 10,000 to

10,500 ft. Apples and grapes show a difference still greater than in

the case of the walnuts. The cause of it is, that in the Himalaya

the summer rains tend to lower the summer temperature in the

higher valleys owing especially to the cloudy state of the atmosphere.

In the upper Himalayan valleys, the summer rains just set in at a

time when these fruit trees are still in flower or beginning to form

the fruit.

7. The observations of the temperature of'the ground at various

depths mentioned in our former Reports were carried on at many

stations, both by my brothers, and by myself.

The following are the temperatures of the ground observed at one

meter, (3 feet 3 inches) below the surface at some of the principal

places.

The thermometers were buried in a level open ground which was

freely exposed to the rays of the sun.

Temperature at 1 me.

STATIONS,' &C. ter (3 feet 3 mches\
below the surface.

Sultanpore, 5th to 7th June, 24.5°

Kohsar, 8th to 9th June, (12,000) 9.4

Kardong, 10th to 14th June, (12,000) 9.6

Padum, 24th to 27th June, (12,000) 9.7

Dah, 5th and 6th July, (9,700) 18.3

Chorkonda, 21st and 22nd July, (12,000) 14.2

Shigar, 4th and 5th August, (8,200) 18.7

Chutrou, 8th, 9th and 10th August, 20.0

Isoha,Camp near Mustak glaciers, 19th and 20th

August, (17,000) 8,0
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Camp near Mustak glacier, 24th, 25th and 26th

August, (16,000) 10-1

Astor Fort, 10th and 11th Septr., (7,600) .... 16-0

Pattere Brock, 13th and 14th, (10,800) 12-3

Ladakh, 11,700 Eng. feet ascertained by my
brothers.

„ Average for July,. . . . 17-6

„ „ August, 20-0

,, „ September, 19-5

Kashineer average, for October, for 1 meter,.. 18-5

The numbers in the above table show the very considerable tem-

perature of the ground at 1 meter below the surface in the valleys

of the Kuenluen during summer. It is considerably higher than

the temperature at equal heights and equal depths below the surface

in the Himalaya mountains.

This fact is especially due to the rains in the Himalayas which

tend to cool the ground.

In the Kuenluen on the contrary the ground is very dry, and

considerably heated by a nearly uninterrupted insolation.

8. The following are the results obtained for the temperature of

the ground at great depths below the surface, where the tempera-

ture may be assumed to be very nearly stationary. Small wells

were dug for the purpose, and the insensible thermometers inserted

in the bottom ; the hole was filled up entirely and only re-opened

after a considerable time.

Ladakh. Ascertained by my brothers 43| feet

below the surface, July, 13.4° Cent.

Iscardo,—'temperature of several springs at the

foot of small hills and at the foot of high banks

of alluvial clay, 14.4 to 14.6

Kashmeer, 36 Eug, feet, October, 17.0

The following were the temperatures observed in the same locali-

ty at Kashmeer at different depths below the surface.

At 32 Eng. feet below the surface, 17 °.2

At 21| do. do 17.4

At 6£ feet average for October, 18.5

llawul Piudee, at 47 feet, 9 inches, November, 20.05
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Geology.

9. The Kuenlueu on the 'one side an(T the Himalaya on the

other, form evidently only parts of one great system of elevation
;

Thibet is situated between them ; it is an undulating country, with

many high mountain ranges which are generally considerably lower

than the chains containing the culminating peaks of either the

Himalaya or the Kuenluen. Only in some parts, for instance in

the lacustrine basin of the Sutlej, Thibet assumes the form of an

elevated plain properly so called.

10. The geological structure of the two above mentioned moun-

tain chains is closely allied, even the exterior features of the moun-

tains, in some parts of the Kuenluen about Mustak, are much

more similar to those of the Himalayas than might be expected.

11. To the westward, the Himalaya and Kuenluen are sepa-

rated only by a very narrow belt of mountainous country, 30 to 50

miles broad ; it is composed of hornbleudic rocks and of a very nar-

row stripe of fossiliferous paleozoic rocks which are clearly inter-

posed between the elevated felspathic masses, which border them

to the north and to the south.

The western termination of the Himalaya may be considered to be

at the great southern bend of the Indus.

On the western side of the Indus the Himalaya and Kuenluen

cannot be traced as separate chains ; they form one mountain mass,

the elevation of which decreases very rapidly to the westward.

I had the opportunity of examining a very considerable part of

these mountainous ranges from some elevated points in Astor, and

obtained much information about the topography of the countries of

Gilgit, Jassin, Chitroul and Mustak.

Already in Jassin and Chitroul the mountains have lost, to a great

extent, their Alpine character ; there no longer exist any large gla-

ciers, and the Passes are all lower and many are even passable

during winter.

Both in the Himalaya and Kuenluen, the central groups are

composed of felspathic crystalline rocks. Many of them show very

distinctly the fan-like arrangement of cleavage, which was first

observed in the Alps.

8
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In the western Kuenluen, the fan-like structure is exceedingly

well developed, the Mustak Pass lies in just about the position,

where the cleavage lines run vertically ; to the westward of Mustak,

the dip is easterly ; to the eastward the dip of the cleavage is quite

in the opposite direction.

13. In the Kueuluen, no fossiliferous strata have been met

with ; the crystalline limestone and gypsum strata which occur in

many places form part of the metamorphic micaceous shists, be-

tween which they are interposed.

Associated with the gypsum are found in many places hot miner-

al springs, mostly sulphureous. The hot springs and the gypsum

can be traced all along the southern part of the Kuenluen from

the origin of the Indus near the Mansarauer Lake to the western

Kuenluen around Mustak. We had the opportunity of examining

in this range hot springs in more than ten different localities. Some

of the springs have a temperature of 90° to 92° centigrade at eleva-

tions of 11,000 to 12,000 Eng. feet above the sea ; they must be

reckoned amongst the hottest springs in the world.

14. The fossiliferous strata which have been described last year

in Gnari Khorsum near the origin of the Sutlej, form a pretty con-

tinuous band at the northern foot of the Himalaya all along through

Western Thibet.

In many places, for instance in Spiti, Zanskar and near Iscardo,

fossil remains have been found perfectly identical with the species,

collected last year in the more eastern parts of Thibet.

The strata contain fossils from the silurian up to the oolitic

group, but no cretaceous fossils, and no nummulites occur on the

northern side of the Himalayan water-shed. The fossiliferous strata

have been altered in many localities by intrusive greenstones, which

sometimes occur in very considerable masses.

15. On the southern side of the main range of the Himalaya,

fossiliferous sedimentary strata of great extent are met with.

Already last year, I had the opportunity of pointing out the fact,

that the true crystalline felspathic rocks, granite and gneiss, occupy

a comparatively small surface in these mountain systems. These

rocks form a number of groups of very different size, and in some

places, for instance to the northward of Kashmeer, the extent of the
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central crystalline rocks is very limited indeed. Large tracts of

country in the Himalayas, south of the water-shed, are occupied by

sedimentary marine strata, which contain in several places fossil

remains. The slate and limestone mountains about Kashmeer

yielded a large number of oolitic fossils many identical with those

found in Thibet, the same were met with in Kulu and in the moun-

tains near Simla. To the eastward, where as yet no fossils have

been discovered, the alteration of the sedimentary strata by intrusive

felspathic rocks seems to have been more considerable than at the

western end of the chain. To the south of Kashmeer a zone of

nummulitic marls and of sandstones of 39 to 50 miles broad bor-

ders the Himalaya towards the plains of India.

16. From the observations now collected, it seems that the

ocean in the oolitic period extended from the southward across the

country where the Himalayas are now situated as far as Thibet.

The ocean of the nummulitic period on the contrary no longer ex-

tended so far to the northward. It covered a large part of western

Asia, of Scinde and the Punjaub, aud had its border formed by

an elevated range of the then already existing Himalaya.

17. The excavation by the valleys of the eroding power of

streams has been carried on to a very great extent—the considerable

fall, which rivers like the Indus and Sutlej experience on their

course from Thibet down to the low plains of India, has increased

their excavating power in a surprising manner.

In the valley of the Indus near Iscardo, in the valley of Astor

near the place where the Indus enters the Himalaya, I on several

occasions observed gravel, and sand beds evidently deposited by

these rivers, and ancient marks produced by the large streams

on the rocks at elevations of 3,000 and 4,000 Eng. feet above the

present level of the rivers. We have many proofs independent of

each other to show the great depth to which all the valleys of the

rivers tributary to the Sutlej and Indus have been excavated.

18. In the western Kuenluen very large glaciers from 10 to

15 miles long exist in several valleys. We mentioned last year

that in the Himalayas nearly all glaciers show evident marks of

being somewhat smaller at present than they were at some former

s 2
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period ; the same fact has been very generally ascertained in the

western Himalayas as well as in the Kuenlueu.

The decrease of glaciers is comparatively small, but general ; no

traces of a very large ancient extension of glaciers, like the one sup-

posed by some geologists to have taken place in a general " glacial

period" in the Alps, could be found in the mountains of High

Asia.

The decrease of glaciers as observed by us must be due to some

general chauge in the climate of the surrounding country, and I

think that we have numerous observations to show that this change

of climate is due in a great measure to the great excavation of the

Thibetan and Himalayan valleys by the action of the rivers.

Many of the valleys of Western Thibet exhibit ancient water

marks at 3,000 and 4,000 feet above the present bed of the river.

The sides of these rocky valleys, thus gradually excavated, are now

heated under the influence of the sun to a much greater extent than

was the case formerly ; the warm air thus produced, ascends the

valleys and tends to melt the ice of the glaciers, near- the origin of

the valleys, to a greater extent than was the case before the ex-

cavation of the valleys had taken place.

Entomological Papers* by John Nietner, Colombo, Ceylon,

43 Cyclosomus dyticoides. JST.

C. suborbicularis, depressus, obscure castaneus, elytris piceis

fasciis 2 testaceis ornatis, pedibus brunneo—testaceis, tarsis, anten-

nis oreque raagis minusve brunueis. Long. Corp. 4|—5 lin ; lat.

2i—3 lin.

Antennae art. 3-11 depressis. Thorax transversus antice profuude

semilunariter sinuatus ; basi quadratus, medio leviter subquadrate

emarginatus, elytris parum angustior, ante scutellum subtiliter stri-

gosus ;
apicem versus sensim angustatus. Elytra basi subquadrata,

striata, fasciis 2 (una subhumerali, altera subapicali) transversali-

bus, interrupts, interstitia 2-8 oeeupantibus, testaceis ornata.

* Continued from No. VI.—1856, p. 554.
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Pedes tibiis apice 2-ealcaratis, calcaribus 2-serratis, tarsis maris

2 anterioribus art. 1-3 subtus leviter dup liciterque penicillatis, inter

mediis fortiter simplicitergue penicillatis. Prosternum subhastatum.

In prov. occid. arenis peraridis Amararum more victitat.

To judge from what Lacordaire says of this g. in his gen. des col.

(a work which, as I have said elsewhere, I look upon as containing

the essence of all former researches) it would appear that the pre-

sent species differs very materially from the three others hitherto

described, namely in the flatness of the antennal joints, in the ser-

rated edges of the tibial spurs, in the existence ot the tarsal brnshes

in the male and in the colour—to say nothing of some other minor

distinctions. The three iirst of these peculiarities (too important

not to have been noticed by Lacordaire or any other describer of

the g. had they been aware of them) add considerably to the charac-

teristics which already constitute this g. one of the most remarkable of

the extensive family of the Carabidse, whilst through the colour of the

present species it becomes still more closely and more strikingly allied

to certain Dyticidse (Hydaticus) than has hitherto been the case.

The prevailing colour of the insect is deep chestnut, lighter along

the sides of the thorax, the elytra darker. The latter are variegat-

ed with 2 transverse belts of irregular outline and interrupted in

the middle near the suture ; one of these is subhumeral, the other

subapical ; they are of yellowish colour and reach from the first to the

eighth stria, a small discoloured spot being projected from the sub-

hnmeral belt on either side to the ninth stria and a discoloured pro-

longation of the other filling the apical angles, with the exception of a

dark spot ; the margin is also of a more or less brownish colour. The

legs are dark yellowish with chestnut tarsi ; the mouth and antennae

are brown, the latter light at the base. These colours vary alto-

gether from lighter to darker. The head is of the typical sculpture,

it has 2 impressions at the posterior margin of the clypeus and is

finely sulcated between the eyes. The antennae are strong, stiff and

short reaching hardly beyond the base of the thorax, joint 1 is of

middling size, 2 short, 3, 4 are subequal 5 rather shorter, 6-11 still

shorter, subequal, joints 3-11 are strongly compressed and pubescent,

but only on the narrow side. The labrum is deeply subtriangularlv

eiuarginated in front and increases in breadth towards its base. The
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maxillae are furnished with a thick brush at the apex much of the

rough appearance of a minute bundle of coir. The inner edge of

the lobes of the mentum is very broadly cut away. The ligula

appears, what I understand it to be from Lacordaire's description,

coriaceous, of middling size, of the shape of an oblong square, de-

pressed in front and at the sides, set in its membranous and ample

paraglossse as in a broad frame ; the whole obliquely truncated at

the anterior angles, and ciliated along the anterior margin. The

palpi can hardly be said to be truncated at the apex of the 4th joint,

finishing off rather like an acorn. The remaining parts of the mouth

and the head in general are of typical construction. The thorax

is strongly transverse, subquadratic at the base and firmly applied to

the elytra but not quite as large. The latter being also subquadra-

tic at the base, the place of the juncture of these two parts of the

body presents, upon close inspection, rather a peculiar appearance.

The thorax is gently narrowed towards the apex, the anterior part

is deeply emarginated in the shape of a crescent, the posterior part

slightly so at the middle, the emargination being long, shallow and

nearly rectangular, its external corners fitting into two deep notches

in the base of the elytra. The anterior angles are rather acuminat-

ed. The back is elevated and divided by a longitudinal line, it has

2 impressions at the base and is finely sulcated just in front of the

scutellum. The elytra are furrowed and irregularly impressed with

deep punctures along the 9th ridge, they are slightly dehiscent at the

apex. The legs of the male are of the following description : strong

coxae, trochanters and femora simple, the latter slightly setose, the

anterior tibiae strongly dilated towards the apex and costated, strong-

ly spinoso-dentate at the outer edge, with a strong, blunt spur at

the notch and another at the apex, the latter place, moreover, fur-

nished with spines. The intermediate and posterior tibiae with 3

rows of spines along the outer and 2 rows of strong bristles at the

inner side—all inserted on ridges, strongly 2-calcarated at the apex,

the inner spur longer than the outer one. These apical spurs of

the tibioe are in all the legs slightly compressed and serrated on the 2

narrow sides. The anterior tarsi have joints 1-4 slightly dilated, the

apex of the first and the 2nd and 3rd being at the same timefurnished

each with 2 small white brushes belowfenced in by spines. Joint 1 is
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triangular with the external apical angle strongly prolonged. 2 and

3 are almost equal, transversely ovato—subcordiform, 2 slightly but

distinctly prolonged at the external apical angle, 3 less so, but still

prolonged, 4 small, cordiform, 5 long subcylindric, joints 1-4 with 2

spines at the apical angles, these spines removed in the 5th the one

to a subapical and the other to a position at the middle ; in joints

1-3 these spines are shorter and thicker at the outer angle than at

the inner, in the 4th this difference is scarcely observable and in

the last it does not exist ; the claws are strong and simple. The

intermediate tarsi are elongated, joint 1 triangular, 2 and 3 nearly

equal, quadrato—subcordiform, 4 of a similar form but much smaller

—all furnished with spines at the apical angles in the manner of the

anterior tarsi. The inner side of the apical half ofjoint 1 andjoints

2 and 3 with strong brushes of reddish colour bordered by rows of

spines, the entire lower surface forming one thick brush and not two

as in the first pair. The posterior tarsi are still more elongated,

joints 1-4 decreasing gradually in size, subcylindric, 5 quite so, all

armed like the preceding. The legs of the female are very similar to

those of the male, still there is some difference in the tarsi : the

brushes are wanting, the anterior pair has joints 1-3 fully as much

and 4 more dilated, joints 2-4 are subcordiform, 2-3 rather more

prolonged on the outer side than in the male. In the intermediate

pair the joints are more distinctly triangular. The prosternum is

elliptic, pointed at the apex, or of the shape of a spearhead with the

lateral angles rounded off, it is depressed at the sides, strongly

marginated (as is also the anterior part of the mesothorax) being

furnished with a few thin hairs within the margin. The size of

the individuals is no criterion as to their sex, sometimes the female

sometimes the male being the largest.

Regarding the habits of these insects one would feel inclined

to suspect them to be of a semiaquatic nature, that is the insects

to frequent the banks of rivers or other damp places—however,

the direct contrary is the case : they live in the driest, hottest and

sandiest places that can be found, ivhere they burrow in the sand

exactly in the manner of the ivell known g. of the Amaras. In the

course of 6 years I have taken but 2 of these interesting insects,

both in the neighbourhood of Negombo, the one in the Cinnamon
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gardens there, the other flying on my table at night. Of late,

however, I have been more fortunate taking considerable numbers

of them in the Cinnamon gardens of Colombo in holes, made by

the rooting up of weeds, into which they had run and could not

escape, the loose sand giving way under them whenever they

attempted to do so. When wishing to find them I had to search

the corners of these holes, where some leaves had usually collected,

when I have sometimes dug up eight at a time, frequently rather

deep in the sand. They are quick of motion aud being thus

pursued immediately bury themselves in the sand.

On reconsidering the peculiarities which so effectually distin-

guish this species from the 3 others known, and which I have

thought it not superfluous to set forth at such length, I am doubt-

ful whether there is not ample reason for forming it into a new g.

unless indeed the other species were very imperfectly known and

described, which latter I almost suspect with regard to the foot-

brushes of the male. If, however, otherwise the diagnosis as

given by Lacordaire requires at all events to be entirely recast

and the g. to be removed from the tribe Cratoceridse, (one of the

characteristics of which is the want of foot-brushes in the male) in

which he has placed it ; and, this being agreed to, I would, taking

all its peculiarities into consideration, propose to carry out Lacor-

daire's idea and to form it into a new tribe " Cyclosomidse" to

which it appears as much entitled as the g. Omophron.

Trib. Bembidiidse.

OcJithepliilus. n. g. 2V".

Corpus oblongum, subparallelum, valde depressum. Caput mag-

num antice trigonum ; oculis magnis, ovatis, prominulis ; collo

forti. Mentum subquadrate emarginatum, lobis extus fortiter

rotundatis, apice abrupte acuminatis, dente parvo acuminate

Ligula parva apice quadrate truncata, libera, paraglossia setifor-

mibus marginem anteriorem longe superantibus. Palpi robusti

art. 4° elongato, tenui, acuminato ; maxillares art. 3° interne—

,

2° externe incrassato ; labiales art. 3° robusto externe incrassato,

2° parvo, cylindrico. Labrum parvum subtrigonum, antice emar-

ginatum. Mandibular, elongate, rectal, trigonae, apice arcuatgB,
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infra medium pluries dentatse. Antennae robustae corporis med.

fere attingentes, art. 1° et 11° mediocribus, subaequalibus, 2-4 et

5-10 inter se subsequalibus, illis subcylindricis, his ovatis. Tho-

rax subcordatus basi quadratus. Pedunculus brevis. Elytra, apice

rotundata. Pedes omnes simplices, subsequales, anteriores tibiis

profunde excavatis, tarsis leviter contractis, art. 1-4 gradatim mino-

ribus, art. 1° subcylindrico, 2-4 subtrigonis, 5° sat mag no, unguibus

simplicibus.

44. Ochtliephilus Ceylanicus. N.

0. brunneo-testaceus, pedibus palpisque testaceis, tenuiter

pubescens ; froute profunde 2-sulcata ; elytris obsolete striatis, in

striis punctatis ; long corp. 1-| lin.

In fluminum ripis Bembidiorum more victitat.

This interesting little beetle might at first si<;ht be mistaken for

a Lseinophlceus, of which it has the size, depressed form and colour,

the prominent eyes, however, and cordate thorax—to say nothing

of its habitat—remind one very soon of its real connexions. I

do not think there can be any doubt that this insect forms a new

and interesting addition to the Bembidiidse. In fact the question

whether it belongs to this tribe or not, depends, in my opinion,

mainly upon the inferences drawn from the structure of the ter-

minal joint of the palpi. It is true that this joint attains in

Ochthephilus a degree of development unequalled amongst the

Bembidiidse ; as, however, this development is not confined to

the one particular joint alluded to, but affects the entire organ of

which it forms a part, it can hardly be said to be a variation of

much importance ; and as, moreover, the general shape (indepen-

dently of the elongation) and mode of insertion are the same as

in the typical Bembidiidse I have not hesitated to refer my n. g.

to this tribe.

The head is as broad as the thorax and altogether of about

the same size, it is strongly triangular from the eyes to the tip of

the mandibles, the forehead is impressed with 2 deep longitudinal

furrows, the eyes are large, rather oval and prominent, behind

them the head is abruptly contracted into a thick neck. The

antennas are long and thick reaching nearly to the middle of the

T
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body, joints 1 and 11, 2 4 5-10 are subequal amongst themselves,

5-11 oval, 1-4 subcylindric. The labrum is small, rather trian-

gular being narrowed at its base, it is emarginated in front with

a slight angle in the middle of the emargination. The mandibles

are long, straight, triangular, bent at the tip only, dentated

below the middle, the one more so than the other. The maxillae

are thin and slender, gently bent outwards at the base and inwards

at the apex, the outer lobe corresponding with the inner one in

shape and strength. The palpi are robust, both the maxillary

and labial ones have joint 4 elongated, thin and acuminated, in

fact needle-shaped, firmly implanted in the preceding one, not loosely

hinged to it. The maxillary ones have joints 3 and 2 robust, the

former swollen on the inner, the latter on the outer side. In the

labial ones joint 3 is still plumper than in the others, but differs

in shape by being incrassated on the outer instead of the inner

side, the 2nd joint being at the same time quite small and cvlin-

dric. The mentum is large and simple as above described. The

ligula is small, oblong, very slightly narrowed and transversely

cut away at the apex ;
the paraglossia separate from its sides a

little below the anterior corners ; they are setiform and reach much

beyond it. The whole organ is of membranaceous texture having,

however, a more substantial centre or back. The thorax and elytra

are simple and sufficiently described above. I may add that the

former is divided by a longitudinal furrow and that both are

furnished with a narrow margin at the sides. The scutellum is

very small and the abdomen furnished with a short peduncle. The

legs are weak, simple and nearly equal, the anterior tibiae are

deeply notched, the lower margin of the fourth tarsal joint of the

same pair is furnished with a long thin spine the apex of which

fits in between the claws. I have been unable to discover any

footbrushes or other sexual distinctions in the specimens before

me, but it is not improbable that the tarsal spine just mentioned

occurs only in one sex.

The habits of the insect are those of the Bembidia, in whose

society it lives upon the banks of rivers, like them taking readily

to its wings. I have found it occasionally in considerable num-
bers upon the sandy banks of the Maha Oya in the neighbourhood

of Kegombo, close to the edge of the water.
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Trib. Lebiidse vel Pericalidse.

Creagris. n. g. N.

Corpus oblongum valde depressum. Caput magnum robustum
;

oculis mediocribus, ovatis, sat prominulis ; collo brevi. Mentum
forma ferri equini vel trifurcatum (hinc n. g. Creagris) lobis angus-

tis, subparallelis, inter med. et apic. leviter dilatatis, a pice oblique

truncatis, dente lobis parum breviore, tenui, acutissimo. Ligula

magna cornea, infra apicem leviter constricta, angulis anticis rotun-

datis paraglossia connatis, apicem non attingentibus. Palpi maxill-

art. 4° claviformi, apice fortiter truncato ; labiales art, 4° subellip-

tico, truncato. Labrum maximum, suborbiculatum, convexum. Man-

dibulse parvse, basi obsolete unidentatse, labro obtectae. Antenna

robustse humeros attingentes, art. 1, 3 et 11 longitudine fere sub-

sequali, mediocribus, 2° parvo, rotuudato, 4-10 sub^equalibus, cum
11° ovatis. Thorax parvus capite sesqui minor, transversus longi-

tudine duplo fere latior, infra med. fortius angustatus, basi parum

prolongatus. Pedunculus brevis. Elytra apicem versus leviter

dilatata, apice fortiter subquadrate truncata. Pedes robusti sim-

plices, subsequales, ant. tibiis profunde excavatis, omnes tarsis

brevibus art. 1° sequentium 2 fere longitudine, subcylindrico, 2 3

gradatim minoribus, magis minusve triangularibus, 4° maguo, pro-

funde bilobo, 5° mediocri, unguibus simplicibus, art, 4° subtus

dense penicillato.

45. Creagris labrosa. JSf.

C. picea, ore antennisque, coxis, trochauteribus femorum tibia-

rumque apice et tarsis brunueis ; dense punctata obsoleteque

pubescens ; elytris striatis ; long. corp. 4| lin.

Specimen singulum prope Colombo nocte ad lumen cepi.

I consider this scarce and interesting insect to form a passage

between the Lebiidse and Pericalidse, but am doubtful to which of

these two tribes to refer it, as, although it partakes of the character-

istics of either, it is at the same time distinct from either. Dis-

tinguished in several respects, its most extraordinary character lies

in the curious shape of the mentum. This is, however, easily

described as large, of the shape of a horseshoe with a long, thin,

very pointed tooth in the middle, the apical half of the sides (lobes)

t 2
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being at the same time gently dilated, the apex itself being ob-

liquely cut away from the outer towards the inner side (the inner

angle being the most advanced) and slightly dentated at the edge

thus formed. Or it may also be described as afork with the outer

teeth somewhat enlarged, truncated at the apex and so forth.

As far as I know, this variation from the usual form of the men turn,

is repeated in no other Carabideous insect. The other parts of

the mouth have not much to distinguish them with the exception,

however, of the labrum, which attains a very extraordinary degree

of development, occupying rather more than one third of the ivhole

head, although the latter itself is large and heavy. It is of a sub-

orbicular shape, very slightly produced in front into an obtuse

angle, it is vaulted, covers the mandibles, has two longitudinal

impressions at the sides of the base and is highly polished. The

head has 2 impressions in front of the eyes, is densely punctured

and thinly pubescent, it is strongly but gradually contracted behind

the eyes and formed into a short neck. The antennae are strong

and reach to the shoulders, joints 1 3 and 11 are of about equal

length, middling, the former two subcylindric, joint 2 is small,

rounded, 4-10 subequal and with the 11th oval. The thorax is small

only half as large as the head, rather narrowed, strongly transverse,

twice as broad as long, slightly emarginated in front, the anterior

angles rounded, contracted below the middle, subquadratic and

prolonged at the base, posterior angles depressed, longitudinally

divided by a deep furrow. The elytra are striated and, like the

thorax, densely punctured and thinly pubescent. The legs are

strong, simple and subequal, the anterior tibia? are deeply notched,

the first joint of the tarsi is as long as the two succeeding ones

together, subcylindric, the 2nd triangular, the 3rd of a similar but

more transverse form, smaller—all three have the apical angles

accuminated, the 4th is large and deeply bilobed, the 5th middling,

thin, the claws simple. The tarsi are altogether short and strong,

the first joint is furnished with longer, the 2nd and 3rd with short-

er stiff hair, whilst the 4th is strongly penicillated below. The

anterior tibiae are slightly spinose, the others more so.

I believe the only specimen of this insect which has hitherto

come iuto my possession, and which has served as a type for the

above description, to be a female.
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Trib. Galeritidse.

Heteroglossa. n. g. JV".

Corpus oblongum, subparallelum, depressum tenuiter hirsutum.

Caput mediocre oculis seiniglobosis, sat prominulis ; collo brevi.

Mentum sat profunde subquadrate emarginatum, lobis maguis extus

fortiter rotundatis, apice abrupte acuminatis, dente magno excavato,

apice inflecto obtuso, magis minusve profunde sinuato. Ligula

subcorriea apice libera, truncata, vel quadrata vel obconica vel

leviter bisinuata
;
paraglossis cylindricis, margiuem anteriorem lon-

gissime superantibus, magis minusve arcuatis. Palpi birsuti art.

ultimo sat elongato, subcylindrico, apice truncato vel subtrigono.

Labrum. transversum antice emarginatum. Mandibular validae,

trigonsB, apice arcuatag basi pluries dentatae. Antennae robustae

corporis med. attingentes, art. 1° incrassato sequentibus 2 longiore,

2° parvo, 3-11 subaequalibus. Thorax subcordatus, basi transver-

sim truncatus leviterque prolongatus. Pedunculis brevis. Elytra

apice fortiter subquadrate truncata, costata, costis 3 6 majoribus,

in iuterstitiis subtilissime bicostulata, in sulcis (sulco e tribus inter

costas binas majores medio excepto) tenuiter pilosa, in omnibus

transversim rugulosa. Pedes anteriores tibiis sat fortiter emargi-

natis, tarsis maris art. 1-3 leviter dilatatis, subtus squamularum

seriebus 2 munitis, art. 1° elongato-trigouo, 2-3 rotundato-trigonis,

3° praecedente parum minore, 4° parvo cordato 3° plus sesqui minore,

his omnibus angulis acuminatis, 5° magno, unguibus simplicibus.

This diagnosis maj appear somewhat vague, still I have been

unable to express the characteristics of the insects from which it

is drawn in more precise terms, although they have features quite

peculiar to themselves by which they are easily recognised when

once seen.

The points on which the 3 spec, which form this g. more or less

disagree are the following: (1) the labrum : this is more transverse

in H. elegans and less deeply emarginated in II. riificollis than in

the other 2 spec, respectively—still in all 3 it is emarginated and

has, moreover, the peculiarity of being furnished with bristles at the

2 anterior corners. (2) the mentum : this is subquadratically emargi-

nated, the lobes beiug strongly rounded on the outer side, and

abruptly acuminated at the apex, at the base of the emargi nation
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it is* furnished with a, broad, excavated tooth which is inflected and

obtuse at the apex—so far all three species agree—however, whilst

in H. elegans and rujicollis, this tooth is slightly emarginated at

the apex, it is sharply notched in H. bimaculata, in fact bilobed,

the lobes being large and rounded at the apex. I look upon this

notch, which is sharp but not deep, as a mere variation from the

emargination existing at the apex of the tooth of the former 2

species. (3) the palpi : these, the labial as well as maxillary, have

their terminal joint truncated at the apex—and so far again all

3 species agree—however, whilst this joint is of elliptic form in

the palpi of H. rufloollis, it is in II. elegans only so in the labial

ones that of the maxillary ones being cylindric at the base. In

H. bimaculata finally this joint is rather club-shaped or subtriangular

and more strongly truncated than in the former 2 species. (4) the

ligula: this organ is of subcoriaceous texture, middling size, the

shape of an oblong square, free and transversely truucated at the

apex—these characters are common to all 3 spec, and in H. ruficollis

I have nothing to add to it ; however, the anterior margin, which

is straight in this species, is slightly bisinuated in H. elegans the

outer angles being acute and the central one obtuse. The ligula

of H. bimaculata differs from both the former in as far as it is

narrowed towards the apex and depressed towards the sides and

the front, the anterior margin is otherwise cut away straight, with-

out any sinuosities, but it is rather strongly armed with bristles.

The paraglossse agree in all 3 spec, in as far as they are highly

developed, reach much beyond the anterior margin of the ligula and

are more or less bent inwards. Their greatest development they

assume in H. elegans in which they nearly touch each other in

front of the anterior margin, being cylindric and slender at the

same time. In H. ruficollis the paraglossse are somewhat shorter

and straighter and in H. bimaculata still more so.

On all other points the 3 spec, perfectly agree, in saying which

I lay particular weight upon the unusual sculpture of the elytra

and the rather peculiar hairy vesture of the insects, bearing also

in mind their general appearance, proportions, system of coloration,

mode of living, etc. As to the hairy vesture of certain parts of the

body and the sculpture of the elytra, it is true that these are not
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generally looked upon as of much importance ; however, they appear

to me so iu this instance, as they present certain unusual varia-

tions repeated in all 3 species. The hairy vesture consists in thin

yellowish or reddish hairs thinly seminated over the back and still

more thinly over the whole of the lower surface of the insects,

being at the same time longer at the latter place. This vesture

acquires its greatest density on the legs, especially the tibiae and

tarsi, whilst its uniform presence at the palpi forms almost a

generic character. The elytra are exquisitely sculptured into about

8 larger costa3 on either of them and into 2 smaller ones between

every 2 of these ; the furrows thus formed are finely transversely

rugose and (with the exception of the central furrow between

every 2 larger costas) thinly pubescent.

It just strikes me that this sculpture of the elytra may occur in

other Galeritidse. If so, the insufficiency of my means to ascertain

this fact to a certainty must plead my excuse for attaching undue

importance to it. However, I should in this event consider my
books of reference, none of which say anything to that effect,

greatly (and indeed more than myself) at fault for not alluding to

it, as in my opinion it is sufficiently peculiar to be mentioned.

After this lengthy preamble I shall have but a few words to say

in finishing the description of the species.

46. Heteroglossa elegans. N".

H. supra rufo-castanea, capite obscuriore, maculis 2 humeralibus

obsoletissimis ferrugineis ; subtus dilutior, pedibus antennis oreque

subtestaceis, elytrisad angulos apical, extern, testaceis ; long. corp.

8£ lin.

In lacus Colombensis ripis sub vegetab. putrescent, non infre-

quenter cepi.

An agile, pretty little insect of chocolate colour, and with its family

features about it. Head smooth, polished, above and below slight-

ly punctured, with 2 impressions in front of the eyes, anterior an-

gles of labrum rather accuminated. Thorax deeper and more densely

punctured than the head and with the elytra thinly hirsute, rather

strongly emarginated in front, less so behind ; sides, especially at the

basal angles, depressed, divided longitudinally by a deep furrow.
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So utell urn-like thorax punctured aud hairy. Elytra with the inuer

apical angle right augled and the outer rounded off largely punctured

within the margin especially near the apex. Tibia? with a row of

larger spines down the outer and a row of smaller ones down the

inner side, 4-calcarata at the apex, the 2 inner spurs larger.

47. Heteroglossa ruficollis. JV.

H. colore prsecedentis sed obscurior, thorace pectoreque rufo-

testaceis, antennis art. 3 primis nigrescentibus ; long. corp. 4J lin.

Cum prascedente sed rarius et per occasionem nocte ad lumen

cepi.

The shape of the body is quite that of the former but the insect

is larger. The head is less distinctly punctured than in the former

and there is an additional impression in the middle of the forehead

The thorax is also less deeply punctured, but the divisional furrow

is more so than in the preceding species. The anterior tibiae

appear somewhat less deeply notched. There is nothing else to

add to the description that has not been pointed out already.

48. Heteroglossa bimaculata. 1ST.

H. subcastanea, thorace capiteque rufo-testaceis, elytris medio

maculis 2 ilavis pictis, pedibus abdominisque apice testaceis ; long,

corp. h\ lin.

TJbi prgBcedentes infrequentissime legi.

Head, with the exception of the forehead, deeply punctured,

with 2 impressions in front of the eyes, anterior angles of labrum

rounded. Thorax densely and deeply punctured, with elytra thinly

pubescent. The latter with a round yellow spot at the middle of

either.

Trib. Cratocerice.

Oosoma. n. g. N.

Corpus ovatum subconvexum, glabrum. Caput transversim sub-

orbiculare, robustum ; oculis magnis, ovatis, parum prominulis.

Mentum profunde emarginatum, lobis extus rotundatis, apice sub-

obtusis, dente minim o, obtuso. Ligula submembranacea minima,

angustata, paraglossis maximis, counatis, ligulam totam amplec-
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tentibus, apiee leviter sed abrupte et sat profuncle emarginatis.

Palpi art. ult. ovato apice abruptius angustato leviterque truncato.

Clypeus subseinilunariter emarginatus. Labrum transversum pro-

fundius angulate emarginatum, angulis auter. rotundatis, lateribua

angulato-rotundatum. Mandibular parvas, validse, edentatae, inter

med. et apic. arcuatse. Antenna? robustae, thoracis med. parum

superantibus, art. 1 et 11 subaequalibus, 2-10 parum brevioribus,

subaequalibus, 1-3 basi angustatis, reliquis ovatis, 5-11 leviter de-

pressis. Thorax transversus, capite parum latior, basi quadratus,

apicem versus leviter angustatus, antice vix emarginatus, postice

leviter bisinuatus, elytris fortiter applicatus. Elytra basi quadrata,

thoracis latitudine, apice oblique subtruncata, striata. Pedes validi

fortiterque armati, subaequales ; tibiis costatis, ant. sat profunde

emarginatis, apicem versus dilatatis, 4 post apice 4-calcaratis

;

tarsis art. 1-4 gradatim minoribus, ant. leviter dilatatis, art. 1° cy-

lindrico-trigono, 2-4 trigonis, post. art. 1-4 subfcus longitudinaliter

biserratis.

Interesting insects apparently nearly allied to JVotliopus, of an

appearance which easily distinguishes them from any other Cara-

bidse I have hitherto met with in this Island : the head is plump,

transversely orbicular, immersed up to the eyes in the thorax.

The clypeus is narrow, transverse, rather deeply emarginated in

the form of a crescent, ant. angles acuminated. The labrum is of

thin, translucent texture, deeply angularly emarginated in front,

the ant. angles rounded, setose, sides angular, rounded. Mandibles

short and thick, curved from the middle to the tip, edentate.

Maxillae simple. Antennae short, thick, reaching a little beyond

the middle of the thorax, joints 3-11 pubescent, 5-11 slightly com-

pressed, 1-3 narrowed at the base, 4-11 oval, 1 and 11, 2-10 of

about equal length respectively. Mentum with a straight, deep

emargination, lobes rounded externally, rather obtuse at the apex,

tooth very small, obtuse. Ligula very small, narrow, slightly-

dilated towards and rounded at the apex, paraglossae very large,

connate, enveloping the ligula on all sides, the whole slightly

truncated at the ant. angles and slightly, but sharply and pretty

deeply emarginated or notched at the centre of the ant. margin.

Palpi, both maxill. and labial ones, with the terminal joint oval,

u
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rather abruptly narrowed and slightly truncated at the apex ; these

characteristics more distinctly expressed in the labial ones. All

the lower part of the mouth is situated in or forms a cavity. Tho-

rax a little broader tlran the bead nearly twice as broad as it is

long, quadratic at the base, slightly narrowed towards the apex,

ant. angles slightly produced, the ant. margin can hardly be called

emarginated, 2 slight sinuosities at the base, firmly applied to the

elytra and as broad as these. Scutellum broad, triangular. Tho

elytra rather abruptly cut away at the apex, internal angles rather

obtuse, slightly dehiscent. Legs stout and strongly armed, very

mueb in the- manner of my Cyelosomus Dyticoides, of which the

insect under consideration in various respects reminds me most

forcibly. The spinea of the tibiae are inserted on ridges, the ant.,

ones being dilated. The tarsi are all concave on the inner side.

I have been unable to discover anything in them by which to dis-

tinguish the sexes, not even additional spines or bristles. How-
ever, the sexes appear well marked by the difference in size. The

ant. tarsi are dilated, the intermed. and post, ones more and more

elongated and the joints subcylindric
;
joint 1 of the latter is longer

than the 3 following together, all 4 have the edges of tbeir concave

inner side serrated—an extraoi dinary circumstance. The highly

developed prosternum reminds me again of Cyclosoinus.

The habits of these insects are those of the Amaras ; they live

in dry, sandy places under grass and leaves ; at certain times they

take freely to their wings and O. arenaria may then be caught in

great numbers at night about the light. This species is very com-

mon in all the dry and sandy parts of the neighbourhood of

Colombo; the pretty little O. Oerstaekeri, however, is scarce.

49. Oosoma arenaria. W,

O. supra brunneo-genea, subtus magis minusve brunnea, pedibus,

palpis antennarumque basi testaceis, tarsis, labro limboque angus-

tissimo obscurioribus ; capite ad clypei margiuem post, punctis 2-

impresso ; thorace ad basin obsoletissime 4-foveolato, linea longi-

tud. abbreviata, indistincta, diviso, basi anticeque obsoletissime

striguloso ;. subtus tenuiter hirsuta ; long. corp. 2^—3 lin.,- lat. 1J

—

U lin.
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50. Oosoma Qerstcsclceri. N.

O. supra brunneo-aenea, ssepius glaucescens, elytris dorso dilute

brunnescentibus maculis 4 longitud. irregularibus flavis pictis, sub-

tus magis lninusve brunnea, pedibus, antennis labroque testaceo-

brunneis, palpis antennarumque basi testaceis ; long. corp. 2£ lin.

lat. 1\ lin.

Excepting in colour not essentially differing from the former.

However, the marks of the thorax are more distinct, and the 4

obsolete pits are replaced by 2 longitud. impressions, the whole

insect is, moreover, more graceful than the former. The maculae

of the elytra may be said to commence at the basal angles of the

thorax which are of a similar, but less distinct, colour. The true

humeral maculae begin at the base of the elytra and stretch nearly

to the middle as a thick straight line of narrow parallelogram the

principal part of which occupies the 6th interstice a spot being

thrown out on either side. The apical maculae commence a little

below the middle and are essentially composed of small squares

heaped upon each other so as to form steps or an inverted pyramid.

As this design varies more or less in different individuals it can

be of no importance to describe it in a more detailed manner, suffice

it to say that apparently in no instance does any part of it reach

either the inner or outer margin, the field upon which it is displayed

being enclosed by the 1st and 7th stria. The brownish green

metallic upper surface of the insect in some individuals throws off

a fine blue reflex, very perceptible on head and thorax. The part

of the back enclosed by the maculae is washed out to a light brown

with the exception of the suture which remains dark.

In naming this pretty species after Dr. Grerstaecker of the E.

Museum, Berlin, I wished to pay that gentleman the only trifling

compliment circumstances admit of in acknowledgment for various

useful hints he has kindly communicated to me.

51. Chlcdnius princeps. N.

C. aureo-viridis, scutello cupreo, elytris nigro-viridibus ad basin

-et infra marginem viridibus, sutura nigra, subtus piceus, coxis

trochanteribusque 4 ant. dilutioribus, femoribus trochanteribusque

2 post, testaceis, tibiis tarsisque obscurioribus, ore antenuisque

u 2
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brunneis, labro, mandibulis limboque castaneis; capite obsolete

ruguloso, punctulato ; antennis art. 3° quarti prope longitudine
;

menti deute forti laciuiis apice rotundatis ; tlioraee ovato-quadrato,

latitudine paruin longiore, angulis ant. subrectis, post, rotundatis,

basi fortiter 2-impresso, punctato ; scutello canaliculato ; elytris

striatis, in striis punctatis, ad strias, prsesertiin apicem versus,

termiter pilosis ; long. corp. 8 lin., lat. 3 lin.

Specimen singulum f. prope Colombo sub-lapidibus cepi.

A very handsome species, distinguished by its size and com-

paratively great breadth. The clypeus is impressed with 2 setigerous

pits near the ant. corners. The labrum is transverse, slightly

situated in front, narrowed at the base and has the ant. angles

strongly rounded off. The last joint of both the maxillary and

labial palpi is cylindric and truncated at the apex, in the maxill.

it is shorter than in the labial ones, in the latter somewhat narrow-

ed at the base and slightly inflated at the middle, both appear

slightly compressed at the apex. The elytra are strongly rounded

at the apex. The insect has a very strong smell, somewhat like

musk, about it.

52. Chloenius maleolens. N",

C. capite, thorace scutelloque obscure cupreo-viridi-glaucescen-

tibus, elytris obscurioribus, pubescentibus, maculis 2 subapicalibus

flavis ornatis, subtus piceus, pedibus testaceis, ore antennisque

brunneis, mandibulis limboque castaneis ; capite ad clypei margi-

nem post, profundius 2 foveolato, punctulato, occipite leviter trans-

versim ruguloso ; antennis art. 3° quarto subsequali vel paulo bre-

viore ; menti dente apice leviter sinuato ; thorace subquadrato,

lateribus leviter rotundatis, profundius punctulato atque levissime

transversim rugologo, ad basin 2-impresso, parce piloso; elytris

densius pubescentibus, striatis, in interstitiis 3-8 utrinque ante

apicem macula suborbiculari flava ornatis ; long. corp. 6i lin.

Specimen singulum m. prope Colombo cepi.

Also a handsome and rare species, smelling strongly and disa-

greeably of creosote. Head, thorax and scutellum are of a dull

bluish green colour with a copper reflex from the back ; the elytra
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are of a blackish green, pubescent and adorned with 2 yellow spots

between the middle and apex ; this is of irregular, rounded outline

and stretches from the middle of the 3rd interstice across to the

8 stria. The 4th joint of the maxill. palpi is subcylindric, that of

the labial ones larger, plump and rather triangular. Tooth of the

mentum not bifid but truncated and merely slightly sinuated at

the apex. The elytra are narrowed at the apex.

53. Chlcenius DoJirnii. JST.

C. elongatus, parallelus, capite thoraceque viridi-nitentibus, ely-

tris viridi-glaucescentibus maculis 2 apicalibus navis pictis, subtus

dilute piceus, apicem versus brunneus, pedibus testaceis, ore anten-

nisque brunneis ; capite sublasvi nitidissimo ; antennis art. 2° parvo,

reliquis longitudine subsequali
;

palpis maxill. art. 4° cyhndrico,

lab. eodem subtrigono; thorace ovato-quadrato, crebrius punctato,

basi 2-impresso ; elytris striatis punctatis, pubescentibus, 2-macu-

latis, maculis subapicalibus, prolongatis, interstitia 2-8 et angulum

apicalem occupantibus, navis ; long. corp. 6 lin. lat. 2 lin.

Specimen singulum f. prope Colombo nocte ad lumen cepi.

The elongated and parallel shape of the body distinguish this

species at first sight ; it is very pretty and scarce, but has otherwise

nothing remarkable in its construction. However, I may add to

the above description that the mentum is large, the lobes obtuse

at the apex and the tooth but slightly sinuated at the tip. The

ligula is of the usual construction, the paraglossse obtuse and

ciliated at the apex. The 2 last joints of the labial palpi are

rather elongated, whilst in the maxillary ones they are the reverse
;

the former have the terminal joint triangular, the latter cylindric,

both are strongly truncated at the tip. The head is middling, with

2 impressions in front of the eyes ; the mandibles are rather more

curved than usual ; the labrum is emarginated in front ; the an-

tennae are rather short and stout reaching only to the base of the

thorax. The latter is a little broader than the head and of an

ovato-quadratic form. The elytra and legs are simple.

I have named this species after the president of the Eutomol.

Soc. of Stettin to whom I am indebted for much Entoin. informa-

tion.
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54 Harpalus (Ophonus) senilis. N.

H. oblongo-ovatus, subdepressus, punctato-rugosus, griseo-pu-

bescens, supra seueus, subtus piceus, ore pectoreque dilutioribus,

pedibus testaceis, aiitennis basi palpisque apice flavis ; capite robus-

to antice rotundato, postice paruin angustato, thorace vix angusti-

ore; antennis bumeros attingentibus art. 2° parvo, reliquis longitu-

dine subsequali ; mandibulis obconicis, robustis, una unidentata,

altera incisa ; labro vix emarginato
;
palpis art. 4° ovato, apice ab-

ruptius angustato, leviter truncato ; thorace transverso, longitudine

tertia parte latiore, elytris vix angustiore, lateribus rotundato, infra

med. leviter angustato, basi subquadrato, hie vix, antice leviter

emarginato, angulis apicalibus obtuse acuminatis, basalibus subrecte

rotundatis; elytris puncatto-striatis, apice fortius 2-sinuatis et an-

gustatis ; tarsis art. 4° cordato ; long. corp. 4| lin. lat. If lin.

Prope Colombo sat copiosus.

This as well as the succeeding two species fly very commonly

into the rooms at night during the rainy weather. The present

spec, is a fine, comparatively large, robust insect. I may add to the

above description that the emargination of the mentum is of mid-

dling size, its lobes rounded externally and its tooth just marked

in the shape of a slight obtuse rising at the bottom of the emargi-

nation. The ligula is very small and narrow, the paraglossse very

large, adhering to it and enveloping it fully and on all sides ; the

whole is very slightly cut away at the apical angles and slightly,

but abruptly and rather deeply, notched at the centre of the ante-

rior margin. I may further notice that some of the individuals

before me have the apex of the maxill. palpi prolonged, cylindric

and slightly bent inwards ; as this is not a sexual distinction and

as the insects thus distinguished differ in no other respect from

the rest, I look upon them as curious varieties.

55. Harpalus (Ophonus) rugosus. JV.

H. prsecedenti simillimus sed sesqui minor, magis rugosus, an-

tennis robustioribus art. 5-11 ovatis leviter depressis, colore supra

parum obscuriore, subtus dilutiore, pedibus albidis, coxis tarsisque

brunneis, antennis totis castaneis ; long. corp. 3| lin.

The small size and, upon close inspection, the other peculiarities
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just pointed out readily distinguish this species from the former

in spite of their close affinity in other respects. They are both

equally common about Colombo.

56. Harpalus (Selenophorus) Colombensis. JV".

H. statura prseeedentis sed gracilior, glaber, supra lsete seneus,

subtus subcastaneus, pedibus albidis, coxis, tarsis, antennis palpis-

que testaceis, ore brunneo ; capite transversim ruguloso ; antennis

prsecedente tenuioribus, palpis gracilioribus apice magis angustatis
;

labro basin versus leviter dilatato ; mandibulis infra apicem abrup-

tius arcuatse, una uni ; altera bi-dentata ; thorace lateribus prsece-

dente minus rotuudato, basi minus angustato, hie rugoso-punctato

antice leviter longifcudinaliter strigoso ; elytris striatis, parce punc-

tulatis, in iuterstitis 3°, 5° et 7
e punctis majoribus impressis ; long,

eorp. 3 lin.

Prope Colombo sat copiosus.

A pretty little insect, very distinct from the preceding two.

I may add that it also differs somewhat in the paraglossse the

anterior angles of which are distinct.

Trib. Harpalidse ?

Lepithrix. n. g. N.

Corpus oblongum, robustum, subconvexum. Caput ovatum,

mediocre ; oculis semiglobosis prominulis. Mentum leviter sub-

semilunariter emarginatum, lobis extus rotundatis, dente vel parvo
?

obtuso vel nullo. Ligula mediocris, cornea, oblonge quadrata,.

apice transversim truncata, libera, paraglossis cylindricis apice

truueatis, sat robustis, marginem ant. parum superantibus. Palpi

articulo ultimo elliptico, truncato. Labrum apicem versus angus-

tatum, apice rotundatum. Mandibulse validsg, apice arcuatse, una

uni; altera bi-dentata. Antennse filiformes humeros parum super-

antibus, art. 2° parvo, reliquis longitudine subsequali. Thorax

mediocris longitudine parum latior, antice vix, postice baud eraar-

ginatus, lateribus leviter rotundatus, basi parum angustatus, angulis

omnibus rotundatis, margine elevato. Elytra ovata, infra med.

parum dilatata, apice leviter angustata et acuminata. Pedes sub-

sequales, tibiis apice bicalcaratis, culcaribus intus subtiliter serratis,
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ant. leviter emarginatis, tarsis 2 ant. art. 1-3 leviter dilatatis gradatiin

minoribus, art. 1° eylindrico, 2° obcordato, 3° trigono, omnes art.

4° maris bi\obo,femino3 bifido, art. 5° magno, unguibus validis, sim-

plicibus ; subtus tarsis 2 ant. art. 1-4, intermed. art. 2° -4° squainu-

larum longepedunculatarum seriebus duabus munitis.

57. Lepitlirix foliolosa. N.

L. glabra, supra obscure brunnea thoracis elytrorumque limbo

testaceo, subtus brunneo-testacea pedibus albidis, antennis art.

3 primis flavis reliquis nigrescentibus, palpis art. ultimo testaceo,

reliquis flavis; thorace ad angulos basales profundius foveolato

;

elytris striatis
;
prosterno canaliculato ; long. corp. 3-4 lin.

Specimina nonnulla mens. Octob. prope Colombo nocte ad lumen

cepi.

The internal vesture of the tarsi of these otherwise inconspicuous

insects constitutes their most important character and is altogether

of a very interesting nature. I proceed at once to describe it at

full length premising that I believe I have both male and female

before me. The individual which I take to be the male is smaller

and of a darker colour than the other. The legs, with the exception

of the tarsi, are the same in both sexes. They are of middling

strength, the tibiae are furnished with 2 spurs at the inner side

of the apex, which spurs are finely serrated along their inner edge,

the tarsi have joints 1-3 of the first pair slightly dilated, the pos-

terior pair is elongated, subcylindric and the intermediate one

forms a passage between the two. Joints 1-3 of the first pair are

gradually decreasing in size, joint 1 being at the same time sub-

cylindric, joint 2 rather cordiform and joint 3 rather triangular,

joint 4 in all 6 tarsi is bilobed in the male and bifid in the female,

this character being, however, less distinctly expressed in the 2

post, tarsi than in the 4 ant. ones
;
joint 5 is large and the claws

strong and simple, a membranaceous process of triangular form

covers the base of the latter above.

The internal vesture. of the 4 ant. tarsi of the male is of the

following description. The inner part of joints 1-4 of the 2 ant.

ones is furnished with 2 longitudinal series of peduncled squamula)

which are of a broad, triangular form and lie like tiles upon each
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other covering the sole of the tarsus ; they are flanked by bristles

which partake of the nature of scales, being dilated in the shape of

a lancet. These squamulse are without any particular colour, they

are unconnected amongst themselves, their edges are entire and

they attain their highest development at the apex of the 4th joint;

in fact their development is gradual from the base of the 1st joint

to the apex of the 4th. The intermediate tarsi, although not dilated,

are similarly provided as the anter. ones, but only at the apex of

the 2nd and at the 3rd and 4th joint, the squamulse being of rather

a square shape triangularly prolonged and peduncled at the base

;

the 1st joint is naked in this pair.

The tarsi of the female are very much the same as those of the

male, excepting the 4th joint which, as above mentioned, is bifid.

A further distinction exists, however, in the squamulse. In the

2 ant. tarsi of the female these are present at the apex only of

the 1st and 2nd joint (hardly distinct at the former), however, they

are well developed in the 3rd and very highly in the 4th joint,

the squamulaceous bristles are less conspicuous but the peduncle

attains extraordinary length in the 4th joint ; the squamulse do

not cover each other like tiles, but stand more freely and loosely

and are curved inwards so as nearly to touch in the middle ; their

shape is that of an elongated triangle, they are veined and their

apical edge is serrated. Being such and placed upon long, slender,

peduncles they forcibly remind me of the leaflets of certain ferns

(Adiantum) and hence the specific name foliolosa. The intermediate

tarsi are similarly provided, but, as in the male, the 1st joint is

naked and the 2nd furnished at the apex only. The lower edges

of the 2 posterior tarsi are very neatly fenced in with small closely

set spines.

I feel doubtful as to the affinities of these insects, especially

if in reality I have described both sexes and if the vesture of the

intermediate tarsi is allowed to be of the same importance as that

of the anterior ones ; however, I think they must find a place

amongst the Harpalidse as restricted by Lacordaire. I must not

omit to mention that the tooth of the mentum appears to be vari-

able, one of my specimens (a male) being decidedly without it,

whilst another is furnished with a small, obtuse one.



PROCEEDINGS

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,

For March, 1857.

At a Monthly General Meeting of the Asiatic Society, held on

the 4th instant.

The Hon'ble Sir James Colvile, President, in the chair.

Presentations were received

—

1. From Mr. C. Gubbins, C. S., a collection of old bricks, chiefly

dug out of the oldest Hindu forts and cities of the Mohabharut

period, and in the vicinity of the residence of the Pandoo family.

The following is a list of the bricks, with the dates at which they

were procured ; to which are added several interesting notes upon

some of the localities mentioned.

No. 1.
—"Buined Tank south of old Hindu town Coel, now

called Alygurh ; in the Meruth Division, 1856.

No. 2.—Buraire Tank, close to Bidjeegurh, 16 miles south of

Alygurh or Coel, 1856.

No. 3.—Lowest bricks of the fort Coel at Alygurh, found from

15 to 20 feet below the surface, 1856.

No. 4.—Middle bricks of the old fort Coel at Alygurh, found 10

feet below surface, 1856.

No. 5.—The upper bricks of the old Hindu fort Coel, Alygurh,

1856, found some 5 feet below the present level of the ground.

The old Hindu fort of Coel is situated in the centre of the

present town of that name; Alygurh proper, is the Musulman
Port, 2 miles north of the town, taken by storm under Lord Lake

in 1803. The whole site of the old fort is built over, and the

highest part is occupied by a mosque, and an imitation Kootoob

minar. There are no Hindu buildings of antiquity in the vicinity.
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No. 6.—Boolundshehur, otherwise Oonchagaon, 40 miles south

of Meruth, 1849.

This is a very ancient and very high old Hindu fort. Its name

(Boolund in Persian and Ooncha in Oordoo signifying "high,")

marks that it is the highest spot in the vicinity, in the level Gange-

tic valley. It is now occupied by native buildings which crown its

summit, and cluster about its base.

No. 7.—A segment of circle used in the construction of wells

at Boolundshuhur, otherwise called Oonchagaon, 40 miles south of

Meruth, 1849.

No. 8.—Boolundshehur, 40 miles south of Meruth, a segment of

a circle used for wells.

No. 9.—Meruth fort, Meruth Division, 40 miles N. E. of Delhi,

1849.

The fort of Meruth is in the centre of the populous modern town

of that name, entirely occupied by native and European buildings.

The natives now attribute the name to one Meroo or Meran, an

attache of the Mogul Court. But from the remains of the old

system of Hindu wet ditch, connected with a dam across the

river Hindun by a canal now called the Aboo nulla defence, similar

to Bhurtpoor, to Mooltan, to Eohtuc and Coel, I have no hesita-

tion in assigning to it a far more ancient date. When Timour

diverged in order to capture this fort, it bore its present name,

and the strata of gradual accumulation of soil alone shew, that its

period must be estimated by thousands, not by hundreds of years.

No. 10.—Two bricks of Hustinapoor fort, on the banks of the

river Ganges, North East of Meruth, 1849-50.

No. 11.—Aebar's Mosque, on the site of fort Hustinapoor,

Meruth Division and district, 1848-49.

Having observed in several works in India of considerable merit

and even of recent date a very mistaken notion of the locality of

the ancient Hustinapoor, which is declared to be "on the Jumna,"

or "near the modern Delhi," I think it may be useful to correct

this error, regarding a place of such former fame, though seldom

visited by Europeans, because now devoid of any feature of interest.

This capital of the Pandooswas situated, not near the Jumna, but

on the Gauges, about 50 miles north-east of Indrapressta the early

x 2
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name of the rival city known to Europeans as Delhi. The site is

now the centre of a large Dhak forest, as the debris and inequalities

of the broken ground render it less favorable for agriculture than

the surrounding country. So completely has all vestige of the old

town disappeared, that the Hindus ascribe it to a miracle of the

gods, who are said to have subverted the city, leaving the founda-

tions uppermost. The only old buildings in the vicinity are a few

Musulman tombs near, and the ruins of Acbar's mosque, on the

mound of the old fort. A large Parisnath temple, of recent erection,

occupies the northern base of the mound. The name of Hustina-

poor no doubt originated from the wild elephants, likely to have

frequented the neighbourhood in the days of which tradition speaks,

when the forest, still found fringing the hills to the eastward, ex-

tended unbroken beyond the Ganges into the Dooab ; an epoch so

extremely remote as to render it no matter of wonder, that not a

relic remains of the former grandeur of this noted city : not a

building or a fragment of a building remains, merely extensive

mounds of rubbish interspersed with bricks of the larger size, dis-

tinctive of the early Hindu architecture. Even the extent of

these mounds is now hardly to be distinguished, as they mingle

with the raised broken ground that for many miles north and south

of this spot marks the western edge of the course taken by the

Ganges in former ages. The main river now rolls 15 miles farther

east, but this intermediate space is entirely low alluvial soil tra-

versed by numerous small water-courses, and liable to inundation

in heavy rains: and immediately under the steep bank on which

the fort of Hustinapoor is situated, creeps sluggishly a small branch

that quitting the principal stream a little below Hurdwar rejoins

about 40 miles lower at Gurmukhteesur, and still bears the name

of the Boori-Gunga or old Ganges. That this small stream has

intermediately been the main channel of the Ganges, is evident

from the fact that only one-half of the fort mound now remains

the Eastern half having been entirely carried away by the river.

During the three years that I was Magistrate and Collector of Meruth,

1 made every research to discover vestiges of Hindu occupancy,

« ut failed to discover any thing antecedent to the Musulman era,

save these bricks. The fact that this old site includes one of the holiest
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Parisnath shrines, would lead one to suppose that the ancient

struggle between Pandoos and Koroos may have been a part of the

religious contest which ended with the destruction of the Bhooddhist

shrines throughout India.

No. 12.—Burnawa Fort on the river Hindron, in the district of

Meruth, 1849. This is an extensive and very high mound occupy-

ing similarly to the fort at Allahabad the extreme tongue of land

at the confluence of two streams. These are the chief tributaries

of the river Hindun, losing their own names at this confluence.

The new town of Burnawa is situated immediately to the north of

the old fort mound of which the whole summit is now occupied

by a Musulman shrine and cemetery. Copper coins of the early

Mahomedan rule similar to those found at Canoge are occasionally

turned up by the plough in the environs of the new town.

No. 13.—Ruins near Rohtuc, 40 miles west of Delhi.

No. 14.—Siugpoora close by Rohtuc, 40 miles north of Delhi

;

destroyed by the bursting of the old canal in ancient times.

No. 15.—Singpoora near Rohtuc, 40 miles west of Delhi.

No. 16.—A, The old Khairahs west of Rohtuc, 40 miles west of

Delhi. B, ruined site of Port west of Rohtuc, 40 miles west of

Delhi.

No. 17.—Singpoora or Jehangeerpoor, near Rohtuc, 40 miles

west of Delhi.

The vicinity of Rohtuc presents the most curious collection of

old sites and ancient mounds I have as yet had an opportunity of

noting and examining in India.

The mounds immediately to the west of the present town are

supposed by the natives to be the most ancient : the square bricks

are dug out of those ancient vestiges. The ruins towards Sing-

poora to the north-west, are believed to be of much later date,

but in themselves they present evidence of two periods of occupan-

cy ; the more ancient, affording bricks of the same pattern as those

of Paniput, Burnawa, Hustinapoor, Mohabalipooram near Madras,

and Sarnath near Benares. Only among these ancient remains,

and at Sarnath have I found specimens of beautifully carved brick.

I regret I have not been successful in obtaining for the society a

specimen of the carved brick of Singpoora, of which I possessed
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several in 1835, but an application to Mr. John Adam Loch, Magis-

trate of Eohtuc, through whose kindness I obtained the specimens

now submitted, would, I feel sure, meet with immediate attention,

if the Society should think it worth while. The specimen of the

Sarnauth carved brick will be presented to the Society as soon as

I receive it from Benares.

The site of Rohtuc is on the exact course of commerce and inva-

sion into Northern India across the desert. A line of wells pass-

ing from the fords of the Sutlege at Pacputtun through Bhatneer,

Sirsa, Hansie, Mehim, and Rohtuc were to the invading Musul-

man what the Eussians have just constructed for themselves further

north ; the Hindus had suuk them for the convenience of com-

merce and social intercourse.* The second period of occupancy

is evidently of not more than 5, 6, or 700 years date, and it is this

town which is said by popular tradition to have been submerged

by the unskilful construction of the former western canals under

the Mussulman rule. Here houses were in 1832 standing with

walls entire, and the deserted city formed an extensive government

Grass preserve, tenanted at that period only by wolves and jackals, but

where tigers had been found and shot by Col. James Skinner and

Mr. William Eraser, when we first took possession of this territory.

No. 18.—Sonput Fort 20 miles north of Delhi : 1846.

The fort of Sonput is the centre of the populous town of that

name.

No. 19.—Paniput Fort, Delhi Territory,—miles, south of Tha-

naisur, 1846.

The fort of Paniput is extensively built over and extremely ele-

vated, forming part of the modern town of that name.

No. 20.—Thirwa Port, 16 miles west of Kurnaul, Delhi Terri-

tory.

This place is entirely deserted, and situated in the midst of an

extensive jungle. The fort mound is not far from a water-course

supposed to have contained in former days flowing water through

the greater portion of the year, but now only full during the rams.

Mr. Gubbins writes.

" Since forwarding this collection of ancient bricks, I have had an

* See Transactions, Koyal Asiatic Society, Vol. I. p. 135.
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opportunity of visiting the ruius of Sarnath. I found that the

uncovered circular Souterrain, which is one of the most remarkable

of the remains, is constructed of very perfect bricks similar in size

and proportions to the long bricks of the Pandoo sites of the Moha-

bharut, and also to those at Mohabalipooram in Madras ; as men-

tioned in the short account of the latter ruins published in the

Society's Journal for 1853.

The bricks at Sarnath are not all precisely of the same size, but

vary from 15f to 16^ inches in length, and from 12\ to 13-J- in width,

and were found to be about three inches thick, ten of them in situ

measured 33 inches. I am inclined to ascribe all the buildings, in the

remains of which bricks of this type are found, to one nation, which

at some remote period, about or before the era of Asoka, held sway

from Mohabalipooram to Thanaisur certainly, and probably much

further. I think the original dimensions of the brick mould was

derived from the human cubit ; that the outside of the mould was

of that length, viz. 18 inches, and I infer from the fact that modern

Parisnath or Suraogee {not Brahminical) temples are found on

two of the principal of these sites, namely, Hustinapoor and Sar-

nath, and that these sites are still reverenced by the Suraogees,

who perform pilgrimages to them from great distances, that this

people was of the Buddhist, and not the Brahminical persuasion."

2. Prom the Government of Bombay through the Government

of India,—copies of selections in the Political department, together

with a Marine Chart.

3. From the Superintendent of the Geological Survey of India,

and of the Geological Museum in Calcutta, a copy of the Memoirs

of the Geological Survey of India, vol. 1. part 1.

Mr. Nietner of Ceylon, proposed and /Seconded at the last meet-

ing, was elected a corresponding member.

The following gentlemen, duly proposed and seconded at the last

meeting were ballotted for and elected ordinary members :

—

Mr. H. F. Blanford and Mr. E. B. Cowell.

Baboo Joygopal Bysack, was proposed for ballot at the next meet-

ing by Mr. Atkinson, seconded by Baboo Eajendralal Mittra.

The Council submitted the following report upon the proposition

of Mr. Oldham, to reduce the subscription of non-resident members

from Rs. 64 to Rs. 32 per annum.
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Report.

" The Council having considered the proposals of Mr. Oldham

for the reduction of the subscription of non-resident members of

the Society from 64 to 32 rupees per annum, are unable to recom-

mend the suggested alteration.

" However willing they might be to entertain the claim of members

not residiug at Calcutta, to some reduction of their contribution in

consideration of the relative disadvantages under which they are

placed as compared to the resident members of the Society, the

financial position of the Society is not such as to authorise such a

hazardous experiment at the present time.

" It will be evident, that if the subscriptions of non-resident mem-

bers are decreased by one-half, that their numbers must be increas-

ed in just the same proportion to maintain the subscription list, at

its present amount. Besides this too, the liabilities of the Society are

directly increased by an increase in the number of the subscribers,

for the journal has to be supplied to each of the new members

gratis. At present there are 60 non-resident members ; to coun-

tervail the reduction of their subscriptions 60 additional members

must be got. The supply of the Journal to 60 new members would

cause an additional charge of 60 % 7 =420 Rs. A further increase

of members would therefore be necessary to make up for this, and

about 17 more subscribers would be required in addition to the 60

first mentioned, or in all 77 new members, a number not to be

looked for within any definite period.

"The loss to the Society from the reduction of the subscription of

60 members from 64 to 32 Rupees, would be 1,920 Rs. per annum,

and taking into account the charge for the Journal as above, Rs.

2,464 additional income must be obtained from new members at the

reduced rate to keep the Society in its presert position as regards

available income.

" Neither does it appear at all certain to the Council, that the cir-

cumstance of their being less favourably placed as regards the use of

the Society's Museum or Library or the management of its affairs, is

really held to be an objection by a large proportion of the subscribers

who are non-resident. Their contributions are given not with the ex-

pectation of obtaining any distinct equivalent in return, but solely to
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forward the general objects of the Society, and the votes on the

question of the reduction of the subscriptions of members geuerally

which was lately raised, tend to shew that this is a correct view of

the matter.

" In making this report to the Society, the Council think it but

right to add, that a minority of their body wrould advocate the

immediate reduction of the subscriptions as suggested by Mr.

Oldham. This minority of the Council do not deny the possibility

of some temporary falling off of the resources of the Society as a

consequence of such a step, but having in view the altered conditions

of Society in Calcutta during the last few years, and the extreme

importance of strengthening the Society with new members, and

enlarging its sphere of action to the utmost, they are convinced

that the true policy for the Society to adopt is to throw down, as

far as possible, all obstructions to its expansion, and to trust to

an increased love of learning and science to enlarge the number

of members and to make good any temporary falling off in the

contributions which such a reduction might cause."

The President proposed, seconded by Baboo Eamgopal Grhose

—

That the votes of the Mofussil members be taken on Mr. Old-

ham's proposition, and that a special meeting be convened for the

final decision of the question, and be held after the ordinary general

meeting of the Society on the first "Wednesday in June.

Agreed to.

The Council asked permission to expend a sum not exceeding

Es. 1,200 in the purchase of additional cases for the Bird Eoom,

on the recommendation of the Committee of Natural History.

Sanctioned.

The Council also reported that, on the recommendation of the

same Committee, they had agreed to make the followiug additions

and changes in the establishment for the Museum of Natural His-

tory.

That the wages of the present Taxidermist Mr. Swaris, Senior,

be increased from Es. 20 to Es. 30, and of bits Assistant, Swaris,

Junior, from Es. 15 to 20 per mensem, on condition that the Cu-

rator reports favourably of their work, and on the understanding that

i
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Rupee 1 and Eupee | respectively be deducted from their pay for

every day of absence.

That an additional Taxidermist or Assistant be employed tem-

porarily at a monthly charge not exceeding 30 Rs. and that a Mistri

be employed regularly at wages not exceeding Rs. 10 per mensem.

Confirmed.

Communications were received

—

1. From Mr. Assistant Oldfield sending copy of a Meteorological

Register kept at the Office of the Secretary to the Government of

the N. W. Provinces Agra, for the month of December last.

2. From the Government of India through Colonel Birch, Se-

cretary in the Military Department, forwarding copies of reports

by Messrs. H. Schlagintweit on the proceedings of the Magnetic

Survey.

3. From Baboo Radhanath Sickdar, forwarding an abstract of the

Meteorological Observations taken at the Office of the Surveyor

General in the month of December last.

The Librarian submitted his usual monthly report for the month

of February last.

Mr. R. Jones then exhibited a Wheatstone's Gyroscope (a mo-

dification of Foucault's Gyroscope.)

Mr. Jones explained the mechanism of the instrument and per-

formed some experiments by means of it.

On the motion of the President the thanks of the Meeting

were voted to Mr. Jones for his interesting exhibition.

Libeaey.

The library received the following accessions during the month of

February.

Presented.

Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government.

No. I.—Report on the plan of Survey and Assessment for Khandesh.—

By the Goveenment of Bombay.

Ditto No. II.—On ditto ditto for Rutnagherry.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. III.—On the Zillah of Rarochee.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. IV.—On the Village Communities of Deccan.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. V.—On the Badamee and Bagulkote Talooks, Belgaum Col-

lectorate.

—

By the Same.
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Ditto No. VI.—On the Kownaee Talooka, Nassick Collectorate.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. VII.—On the Management of Canals and Forests in Scinde.

—By the Same.

Ditto No. VIII.—On the District of Sahitee.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. IX.—On a claim to the village of Modugay, in Belgaurn

Collectorate.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. X.—On the Ahmedabad Collectorate and on the portions

of the Duskroee Purgunnah, Ahmedabad and Kuira Collectorates.

—

By
the Same.

Ditto No. XI.—On certain Purgunnahs in Ahmedabad and Koraira

Collectorates.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. XII.—On certain Talooks in the Dharwar Collectorate, and

on the History of the Chickodee District, Belgaurn Collectorate.

—

By

the Same.

Ditto No. XIII.—On the districts lately resumed from Meer Alii

Moorad, in Sindh.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. XV.—Relative to the Resumption of certain villages and

lands, held by the late Anajee Nursew.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 1.—New Series.—On the Supply of Water to Bombay.

—

By
the Same.

Ditto No. 2.—On the Southern Districts of the Surat Collectorate.

—

By

the Same.

Ditto No. 3.—On the Settlement of Farm lands in Bombay.

—

By the

Same.

Ditto No. 4.—On the Collectorate of Sholapore and Statistical Report

of Cambay.—By the Same.

Ditto No. 5.—On the ditto of Ahmedabad and a short account of the

Choota Tribe.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 7.—Statistical Report on the Colaba Agency.—By the Same.

Ditto No. 8.—Ditto on the Principality of Kolhapoor.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 10.—Memoir on the Sawant Warn State and Report on the

Portuguese Settlements in India.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 11.—Ditto on the Sanitary State and Requirements of Bom-

bay.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 12.—Miscellaneous Information of the Mahee Kanta.—By

the Same.

Ditto No. 13.—History of Sind, A. D. 710 to 1590, being a transla-

tion of Mahmood Masoom Name, by Capt. G. Malet, 3rd Regt. Bombay

Light Cavalry.

—

By the Same.

y 2
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Ditto No, 14.—Physical Character of the Nerbudda River and Mineral

Resources of the Nerbudda Valley.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 15.—Miscellaneous Information connected with Kutch.

—

By
the Same.

Ditto No. 16.—Tours for scientific and economical Research made in

Guzerat, Kattiawar, and the Cunkuns.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 17.—Miscellaneous Information connected with the Pro-

vince of Sind, Part I. and Part II.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 18.—On the Revenue Settlement of ditto.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 20.—Memo, on the water of Nullas in Jungle Districts.-—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 21.—Relating to the Assessment of the Omercote and Narra

districts, in Sind.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 22.—Second Report on the Supply of Water to Bombay.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 23.—Miscellaneous Information connected with the petty

states in the Rewa Kanta, in Guzerat.

Ditto No. 24.—Ditto connected with the Persian Gulf.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 25.—Ditto ditto native states under the control of the

Political Superintendent of Pahlunpoor.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 26.—Ditto ditto with the petty states of Junjeera, Jowar,

Sucheen, Dhurumpoor, Bunsda, Cambay, Penth, and the native states in

the Khandesh Collectorate, with a Map of each Estate —By the Same.

Ditto No. 2/.— Memorandum on Municipal Conservancy in the dis-

tricts of the Bombay Presidency, Sind and Suttara.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 28.—Correspondence illustrative of the practice of the Pesh-

war's Government regarding adoptions.and the circumstances under which

adopted sons could succeed to property held for the State.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 29.—Ditto regarding the concealment by the hereditary

officers and others of the Revenue Records of the former Government and

the Remedial Measures in progress.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 30.—Ditto exhibiting the nature and use of the Poona

Duftur. A Selection of Paper on the origin of the Indian Commissariat.

—

>

By the Same.

Ditto No. 31.—Ditto, the results of the Scrutiny of the ditto.

—

By the

Same.

Ditto No. 32.—Correspondence relating to the Canal clearances in the

H} drabad Collectorate in 1854-55. A Map accompanying.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 33.—Papers relating to a project for wet and dry docks

in the Harbour of Bombay.

—

By the Same.
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Ditto No. 34.—Correspondence on the abolition of Statute or forced

Labour in Sind.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 35. —On the Hilly Region forming the Western part of the

Kurrachee Collectorate.

—

By the ISame.

Ditto No. 36.—Correspondence regarding the Fordwah in the Shakar-

poor Collectorate, Sind.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 37-—Miscellaneous Information connected with the Pro-

vince of Kattywar in Guzerat, with 3 maps.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 38.—Province of Kaleewah.

—

By the Same.

Ditto No. 39.—Reports on the Province of Kattywar and the ceded

districts in Guzerat, &c. Part I. On the Proceedings adopted for the

suppression of Infanticide in Kattywar, Part II.

—

By the Same.

Chart on Mercator's Projection for the use of Ships making the Port of

Bombay, compiled from the Surveys of Lieuts. Cogan, Robinson, Ethersey,

Mountrio, and Selby, Indian Navy, by Lieut. Fergusson.

—

By the Same.

General Description and Sailing Directions for the Coast of Kattywar,

by A. M. Grieve, Lt. I. N. and Surveyor, Bombay, 1855.

—

By the Same.

Report and Directions of Ports of the N. E. Coast of Arabia, Surveyed

in the years 1845 to 1849, by Lt. A. Grieve.

—

By the Same.

Sailing Directions for the Gulf of Kutch, by Lieut. A. D. Taylor, I. N.
—By the Same.

Selections from the Records of the Government of India No. XX.
Reports on the Province of Pegu, the district of Tounghoo, Journal of a

trip from Tounghoo to the Salween River, &c. &c. &c.

—

By the Go-

vernment of India, Foreign Department.

from the Records of Government, North Western Provinces,

Part XXIX.—By the Government of the N. W. P.

General Report on the Administration of the several Presidencies and

Provinces of British India during the year 1855-56, Parts I. and II. two

copies.

—

By the Government of India.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. I. Part I.

—

By T.

Oldham, Esq. Superintendent of the Geological Survey of India.

Journal of the Photographic Society of Bengal, Nos. I. and II.

—

By
the Society.

Journal Asiatique, Tome VIII. No. 31, Sept. and Oct. 1856.

—

By the

Asiatic Society of Paris.

Journal of the Statistical Society of London, Vol. XIX. Part IV. Dec.

1856.

—

By the Society.

The Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. XII. No. 48,

Nov. 1856.

—

By the Society.
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Catalogue of Mollusca in the Government Central Museum, Madras.—
By the Curator of the Museum.— of the Shells for sale.

—

By the Curator.

Bijdragen tot de Taal-Land-en Volkenkunde van Neerlandsch Indie,

Erste Deel. Nos. 3 and 4.

—

By the Royal Institute of History,

Geography and Ethnology of Netherlands India.

Report of the Calcutta Public Library for 1856.

—

By the Curators of

the Calcutta Public Library.

The Oriental Baptist for February, 1857.

—

By the Editor.

The Christian Spectator for January, 1857-

—

By the Editors.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for February, 185/.

—

By the Editors,

The Upadeshak for ditto ditto.

—

By the Editor.

The Durbin Newspaper for ditto ditto.

—

By the Editor.

The Morning Chronicle for ditto ditto.

—

By the Editor.

The Phoenix for ditto ditto.

—

By the Editor.

Exchanged.

The Athenaeum for November, 1856.

Purchased.

Dissertations and Miscellaneous pieces relating to the History and

Antiquities, the Arts, Sciences, and Literature of Asia, in 3 vols. 8vo.

1786 ,London*

A view of the English Interests in India, by W. Eullarton, 8vo. London.

History of the Revolt of Ali Beg against the Ottoman Porte, including

an account of the form of government of Egypt; together with a descrip-

tion of Grand Cairo, and of several celebrated places in Egypt, Palestine

and Syria, by S. L. London, 1784, 8vo.

A Review of the Proceedings at Paris, by M. Fennell, 8vo.

Bambles and Recollections of an Indian Official, by Lt.-Col. W. H.

Sleeman, 2 vols. Royal 8vo. London, 1844.

Northern Mythology, comprising the principal popular Traditions and

Superstitions of Scandinavia, North Germany, and the Netherlands, by

BeDJamin Thorpe, in 3 vols. 8vo. London, 1852.

Westwood's Arcana Entomologica, 2 vols. 8vo.

Architectural Ornament of all Nations exemplified in a series of Ori-

ginal Designs displaying the characteristic features of every class of De-

corative Enrichment, 48 plates, by George Phillips.

Comptes Rendus, Nos. 16 to 21.

The Literary Gazette, Nos. 39 to 42.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History, No. 108, for Dec. 1856.

* These papers are all from the volume of the Asiatic Researches.
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Revue des Deux Mondes, 15th Nov. and 1st Dec. 1856.

Revue et Magasin de Zoologie, No. 10.

Revue Contemporaine et Athenaeum Francais, 15th and 30th November

1856.

Annuare des Deux Mondes histoire Generale des divers etats, 1855-56,

Paris.

The American Journal of Science and Arts, No. 66, Nov. 1856.

Journal des Savants for October, 1856.

Analectes sur l'Histoire et la Litteratur des Arabes d'Espagne par

Al-Makkari, Tome Premier, seconde Partie, Leyde, 1856, 4to.

Schons Vocabulary of the Hanssa Language with Grammatical Elements,

London, 1843, 4to.

Gtour Das Bysack.

Librarian and Assistant Secretary.

Eon Apkil, 1857.

At a monthly general meeting of the Asiatic Society, held on

the 1st instant.

The Hon'ble Sir J. Colvile, Knight, President, in the chair.

Presentations were received

—

1. Erom His Highness Meer Hossein Ali Khan, Ex-Ameer

of Scinde, through Major C. V. Bowie, Superintendent of the Ex-

Ameers, a number of skins and heads of tigers, &c. a list of which

is subjoined.

Tiger Skulls, 16

Sambur frontlets with horns, 5

Axis ditto ditto, 7

Muntjae, 1

Eour horned antelope ditto ditto, 1

Nil-gai ditto ditto, 1

Tiger Skins, 15

Stuffed Tiger, 1

Ditto Bear (Ursus labiatus), 1

2. Erom Mr. W. H. Hoppner of the Survey Department,

through Major Thuillier, a small number of copper coins found in

Scinde near Hydrabad. The following is the note from the do-

nor :

—
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" The accompanying old coins were picked up by a party of my
Khalassees, when I was employed on the Sciude Survey in 1847.

They are from the ruins of an ancient city now known amongst

the Scindians as Barnrha-ke-Shool, or Brahmiuabad, some forty

or fifty miles north-east of Hyderabad. The ruins afford evident

traces of a walled city, about three quarter miles long, by half a

mile wide. The people about the place assert that a wide river

once flowed to the east of the city, of which the banks are still

discernible, but which I failed to discover, though an extensive

plain of sand lies on the North, East and Soutb of the ruins. In

the ruins themselves one wall, about fifty feet high, was still

standing."

3. Prom Mr. W. Clark, through the same gentleman, a silver

and copper coin dug up at Arrah in Behar.

4. From the Eight Hon'ble the Governor in Council at Bombay,

through Lieut. E. P. Fergusson, Superintendent, copies of the rnag-

netical and meteorological observations made at the Bombay Ob-

servatory in 1854 and 1855.

5. Erom the Librarian to the Royal Bavarian Academy of

Sciences at Munich, the latest publications of the Academy.

6. Erom Mr. W. H. Carey, Roorkee, copies of his Almanac and

Annual Directory and Calendar of the Punjab, the N. W. Pro-

vinces and Oude,.for 1857.

7. Erom Colonel Sir A. Bogle, a copy of the Maulmain Almanac

for 1857.

Read letters—
1. Erom Mr. B. H. Hodgson, submitting for the information of

the Society, and the public in general, the following extract from a

letter from the Secretary to the Royal Asiatic Society in reference

to the mountain Deodhanga (" Mount Everest" of Col. Waugh.)

Tour letter of the 27th October, together with your observations

on the incongruity of assigning a European name to Indian locali-

ties, already provided with native appellations, was received and

read at our last meeting of the 17th instant, and I have the pleasure

to inform you that the members present unanimously expressed

their concurrence with your view of the case.
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A notice of the paper was communicated to the Athenaeum and

Literary Gazette, and has appeared already in full in the latter

journal.

I have, &c,

Edward INTORRIS,

Sec. Royal A. S.

To B. H. Hodgson, Esq.

2. Prom the Secretary to the Royal Asiatic Society, enclosing

a copy of a notification offering a prize of a sum of £300 presented

by a gentleman lately of the Civil Service, for the best history and

exposition either in German or French of the Vedanta system, both

as a system of Philosophy and of Religion.

3. From Major Thuillier, forwarding the following extract of

a letter from Lieut. Tennant, with a paper of calculations extracted

from the Roorkee Almanac, relating to the annular solar eclipse of

September 18th, 1857.

Camp Satgarra, Jan. 5th, 1856.

My dear Thuillier,—I have just received these from Roorkee

(slips from the Eoorkee Almanac and Directory for the N. W. Pro-

vinces), and I send you a couple of copies.

If you take any interest in them, pray keep one for yourself.

The second I should be obliged if you would give to the Asia-

tic Society. I should be glad to have good observations, not

only of times (which are in my special line), but of the Hygrometer ;

if possible both. The latter alone would be of little use to me,

as I do not deal in those things ; but Schlagintweit will be glad of

them, and also Photometric observations. Perhaps the Society

could call attention to the subject (if they have not done so) as the

time comes near.

Yours very sincerely,

F. Tennant.
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ANNULAB SOLAE ECLIPSE.

September 18th, (Greenwich 17th,) 1857.

Calculated Positions of the Central and Limiting Linesfor the

Annular Appearance within Indian Longitudes.

Southern Limit. Central Line. Northern Limit.

Lat . N. Long. E. Lat . N. Long. E. Lat. N. Lor g. E.

deg. min. deg. min. deg. min. deg. min. deg. min. deg. min.

35: 28-7 66: 59-4 36: 5-4 67: 17-2 36: 42-5 67: 343

34: 10-2 70: 50-0 34: 45-1 71: 9-8 35 : 20-3 71: 28-9

32: 51-0 74: 4-7 33 : 243 74: 25-8 33 : 57-6 74: 46-8

31 : 32-2 76: 52-4 32 : 3-9 77: 147 32 : 35-7 77: 369

30: 13-8 79: 19-6 30 : 44-1 79: 42-9 31 : 14-5 80: 6-1

28: 55-7 81: 31-0 29: 24-5 81: 54-9 29 : 53-6 82: 18-8

27: 38-1 83: 29*0 28: 5-7 83 : 536 28: 332 84 : 181

26: 20-6 85: 163 26: 47-0 85: 41-3 27: 137 86: 6-4

25: 3-4 86: 54-6 25: 28'9 87: 20-0 25: 54-4 87: 45-4

23: 46-4 88: 255 24: 111 88: 51-0 24: 355 89: 17'Q

22 : 30-4 89: 49-7 22 : 54-0 90: 15-6 23: 17-7 90: 41-5

21 : 14-2 91 : 8-4 21 : 37-1 91 : 34-5 22 : o-o 92 : 0'7

19 : 58-4 92: 22-6 20 : 20-5 92: 48-9 20 : 42-7 93: 153

18: 42-8 93: 329 19: 4-3 93: 59-3 19 : 25-9 94: 25-7

17: 27-5 94: 39-9 17: 48-6 95: 6-3 18: 9-8 95: 32-8

16: 123 95: 44-1 16: 33-0 96: 10-6 16: 53-5 96: 372

14 : 57-1 96: 46-0 15: 17-4 97: 12*6 15: 376 97: 39-2

13: 42-8 97: 46-6 14: 2-5 98: 13-1 14: 225 98: 39-7

12 : 27-4 98: 45-4 12: 47*4 99: 11-9 13: 7-3 99: 38-5

11 : 126 99: 43-2 11 : 32-5 100 : 9-9 11: 523 100: 366

1ST. B.—Observations with the

place will be very acceptable.

true times and Geographical position of the

J. F. Tennant^ Lieut. Engineers,

1st Asst. Gt. Trig. Survey of India.
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PKEDICTED PHASES OF ECLIPSE 3F Sept . 17th, 1857.

d Phases.

Mean Times.
Angle of Posi-

tion from If 8
o

5
Green-
wich.

Local.
O's

N.pt.
O's

vertex.

s

<1

1st Contact,

Annulus forms,

.

Ditto breaks, ...

Last Contact, ...

PUJN
h. m.
14: 46-9

16 : 0-7

16: 10-3

17: 31-8

JAB.
h. m.
19: 40-5

21 : 0-6

21 : 3-9

22: 32-4

deg.

53 W.

133 E.

deg.

39 W.

154 E.

C3

i

'o
o

[c8

ft

1st Contact,

Greatest eclipse.

Last Contact, ...

14: 48-7

16: 9
17: 423

19: 41-1

21: 1

22: 347

47 W.

128 E.

10 E.

159 E.

Si
00

o> .

g §
v ft
PR

1st Contact,

Greatest eclipse,

Last Contact, ...

14: 48-6

16: 14'

17: 48-8

19: 46'9

21: 12-

22: 47'1

48 W.

130 E.

6W.

158 E.

9^
° a

OS

o
o
to

1

3"43

P4

1st Contact,

Greatest eclipse,

Last Contact, ...

N. W.
14: 52-3

16: 18-0

17: 52-6

PKOVIN(
20 : 4-5

21: 30*

23 : 4-8

IES.

49 W.

133 E.

5 W.

154 E.

° a
<X> 1-4
OS

6^
03

<
3

ft

1st Contact,

Greatest eclipse,

Last Contact, ...

14: 54-7

16: 21-

17: 57'4

20 : 6-8

21: 33'

23 : 95

43 W.

129 E,

6E.

150 E.

3^

It' 1
1st Contact,

Greatest eclipse,

Last Contact, ...

14: 58'2

16: 27'

18 : 4"0

20: 21*9

22: 51-

23: 27'7

43 W.

132 E.

12 W.

139 E.

02
(O 3

"-+3

i

1st Contact,

Greatest eclipse,

Last Contact, ...

15 : 2-1

16: 33-

18: 11-0

20: 34-1

22: 5-

23: 433

43 W.

133 E.

17 W.

142 E.

° ao -S

o ©

.8
1

1st Contact,

Annulus forms,

.

Ditto breaks, ...

Last Contact, ...

BEN
15: 13-6

16: 42-8

16: 45-9

18: 23-1

GAL.
21 : 8*1

22: 373
22: 40-4

24: 17'6

47 W.

140 E.

22 W.

138 E.

33

s

03

o

o

3
1
ft

1st Contact,

Greatest eclipse,

Last Contact, ...

15: 122
16: 47*

18: 27*4

21 : 5-6

22: 40-

24: 20-8

42 W.

137 E.

9 W.

131 E.

p.-rf

OS .

0^5

o 3

1
9

1st Contact,

Annulus forms,

.

Ditto breaks, ...

Last Contact, ...

PE<
15: 35-1

17: 13-0

17: 170
18: 55-0

3HJ.

22 : 01
23: 38-0

23: 42-0

25: 20-0

44 W.

137 E.

7E.

88 E.

3
13
q

3
Memoeandtjm.—The day is considered as commencing at Noon, and the hours

are measured continuously to 24th. September I7d. Oh. is therefore Noon on the

17th September.

19h. is 7 A. M. on the 18th.

24h. is Noon do. do.

25h. is 1 p. M. do. do.
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Babu Joygopaul Bysack, duly proposed and seconded at the

last meeting, was balloted for and declared elected.

The following gentlemen were named for ballot at the next meet-

ing :—

Dr. W. C. B. Eatwell proposed by Dr. Thomson and seconded by

Dr. Boycott.

Bajah Prasiinonath Bai Bahadur, of Degaputtee in Eajshahye,

proposed by Mr. Grote, and seconded by Mr. Atkinson.

The council submitted a report announcing that they had elected

the Venerable Archdeacon Pratt a member of their body in the

place of Dr. Walker, who had proceeded to Europe, and that they

had added the names of Dr. Boer and Mr. Cowell to the Philological

Committee, and that of Mr. Blanford to the Committee of Natural

History.

Babu Bajendralal Mitra exhibited an Indo-Scythian gold coin

with a Greek legend of the type figured by Professor Wilson in the

Ariana Antigua (Plate XIV. fig. 2) but differing in the figure on

the reverse having a javelin in the right hand and a sword in the

left instead of the sword alone. The legend is Mtopo and not Mupo

as in Professor Wilson's coin. The name of the king (Gorki) on

the obverse is perfectly distinct, and with the exception of the last

two letters of the title (Korano) the whole of the inscription is

legible. The coin was found in the village of Manickgunge (Dis-

trict Eajshahye) on the estate of Babu Ramanauth Tagore and for-

warded by that gentleman for exhibition to the meeting.

The Librarian submitted his usual monthly report.

Archdeacon Pratt, at the request of the President, explained

with the help of diagrams the physical cause of the motion of the

gyroscope, which was exhibited by Mr. Jones at the previous meet-

ing ; and afterwards illustrated by it the phenomenon of the

precession of the Equinoxes, shewing its cause and the interest

attaching to it, historically and scientifically, and in its bearing on

Chronology. Under this last aspect Mr. Pratt showed, among

other examples-

How an approximation might be made to the dates

(1) of the formation of the " Lunar Mansions," the earliest

division of the Zodiac.
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(2) of the age of the Vedas.

(3) of the Argonautic expedition. And

(4) of the time of Thales.

The best thanks of the meeting were voted to the lecturer, on

the motion of the President, for his elucidation of these interesting

subjects.

Mr. H. Schlagintweit exhibited some panoramic drawings which

he had lately made in the neighbourhood of Kathmandu. These

illustrations were accurately drawn to scale, and faithfully repre-

sented the appearance of the Himalayan range as seen from the

valley of Nepaul.

The thanks of the meeting having been voted to Mr. Schlagint-

weit, the proceedings terminated.

Library.

The library received the following accessions during the month of March.

Presented.

Untersuchungen uber die Fauna Peruana von J. J. von Tschudi. St,

Gallen, 1844-46, folio.—By the Author.

Memorie della Keale Academia delle Scienze di Torino, Serie Seconda

Tomo XV. Torino, 1855 Bengal. 4to.

—

By the Academy.

Geschichte Wassafs. Persisch Herausgegeben und deutsch iibersetzt

von Hammer-Purgstall 1 Band, 4to. Wien, 1856,

—

By the Author.

Sanskrit—Worterbuch Herausgegeben von der Kaiserlichen Akaclemie

der Wissenschaften, bearbeitet von Otto Bohtlingk und Rudolph Eoth.

Zweiter Theil, Bogen 1-10 and 11-20.

—

By the Authors.

Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, Vol. XXIII. Part I. Science,

Eoyal 4to.

—

By the Academy.

Proceedings of the Eoyal Irish Academy for the year 1855-56, Vol.

VI. 8vo. Part III. 8vo.

—

By the Same.

The Journal of the Eoyal Geographical Society with Maps and Illus-

trations, Vol. XXIII. 1853, 8vo.—Br the Society.

General Index to the Second ten volumes of the Journal of ditto.

—

By
the Same.

Philosophical Transactions of the Eoyal Society of London for the year

1856, Vol. 146, Part I. Eoyal 4to., London.—By the Society.

Proceedings of ditto, Vol. VIII. No. 22.

—

By the Same.

Eecueil des Actes de l'Academie imperiale des Sciences, Bclles-Lcttres

et Arts de Bourdeux, 1855, 1—4 Tremestre, 1855.—By the Academy.
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Tiio Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science,

1855, Glasgow.

—

By the Association.

Magnetical and Meteorological Observations, made at the Hon'ble

East India Company's Observatory, Bombay, 1854 and 1855.

—

By the

Govt, of Bombay.

The Almanac and Companion for the North-Western Provinces and

the Punjaub for the year 1857.—By W. H. Carey, Esq., Roorkee.

Directory and Calendar for the N. W. P. and Punjanb and Oude for

185/.

—

By the Same.

The Tenasserirn and Martaban Almanac and Directory for 1857, corre-

sponding with the Burmese month and day for 1218- 19.

—

By Sir A. Bogle.

The Oriental Baptist for March, 1857-

—

By the Editor.

The Oriental Christian Spectator for February, 1856.

—

By the Editor.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for March, 1857.

—

By the Editors.

The Upadeshak for ditto.

—

By the Editor.

Report of the Association of Friends for the promotion of Social Im-

provements in Bengal.— Calcutta, 1857.

—

By the Association.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain. Vol. XVI.

Part II.

—

By the Society.

Abhandlungen der Mathemat-Physik classe der Koeniglich, Bayerischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften. Band VII. Abth. 3. Munchen, 1855.

—

By the Academy.

Ditto der Historischen classe. Ditto Band VII. Abth. 1. Band VIII.

Abth. 1.—By the Same.

Bulletin, 1853. Nos. 26 to 52.—By the Same.

Ueber die Bewegung der Bevolterung, von Dr. von Hermann.

—

By the

Same.

Rede, von F. Thiersch.

—

By the Same.

Wegweiser fur die Besucher des K. Botanischen gartens in Miinchen,

von Dr. C. Er. Ph. v. Martins, 12mo. 1852, Munchen.—By the Same.

Exchanged*

The Athenaeum for December, 1856.

Purchased.

Conchologia Iconica : or illustrations on the Shells of Molluscous Ani-

mals, by Lovell Augustus Reeve. Vol. III.—Containing Monographs

of the Genera Haliotis, Mangelia, Purpura, Ricinula, Monoceros, Bullia,

and Buccinum.

Ditto Vol. IV.—Containing Monographs of the Genera Chama, Chiton,

Chitonellus, Ficula, Pyrula, Turbinella, Easciolaria, Eusus, Paludomus,

Turbo.
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Ditto Vol. V.—Ditto ditto, Bulimus, Acliatina, Dolium, Cassis, Tur-

ritella, Mesalia and Eglisia, Cassidarea, Oniscia, Eburna.

Ditto Vol. VI.—Voluta, Fissurella, Partula, Achatinella, Artemi,

Lucina,Hemipecten, Oliva, Strombus, Pterocera,Rostellaria, Struthiolaria.

Ditto Vol. VIL—Ditto ditto, Helix.

Ditto Vol. VIII.—Ditto ditto, Pecten, Hinnites, Mactra, Lutraria,

Ampliidesma, Mesodesma, Donax, Patella, Nassa.

Ditto Vol. IX.—Ditto ditto, Spondylus, Neritina, Natica, Navicella.

Siplionaria, Nerita, Latea.

Smith's Illustrations of the Zoology of South Africa (the deficient Nos.

to complete the set of the Library, vide Catalogue, No. 777) Nos. 19

to 28.

Sowerby's, G. B., Thesaurus Conchyliorum, or Figures and Descriptions

of recent Shells : (the deficient Nos. to complete the set, vide : No. 661

of Catalogue,) Parts 5 to 16, Vols. 1 and 2. Royal 8vo., London.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History from September, 1840

to February, 1841, (the deficient Nos.)

Ditto ditto, No. 109, January, 1857.

Rig Veda oder die heiligen lieder der Brahmanen. Herausgegeben

von Max Muller, Erste Lieferung Erster Thiel, Leipzig, 1856, Royal 4to.

Williams's Sakoontala.

Yajur Veda, Vol. II. part 8, and Vol. III. part 1, 20 copies each.
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To any one who may ever have been stationed in the Derajat, as

the important tract of level country extending from some miles

north of Dera Ismaseil Khan, to the frontier of Upper Sindh, and

lying between the Indus, " The Father of Eivers," and the lofty

mountains to the west, the name of Eoh, will be as familiar as a

" Household Word." It may not, however, be so well known to

others who have never had occasion to serve so far west ; and as the

extent and general meaning of the term Eoh is not well denned at

present and but little known, I will endeavour to throw some light

on the matter, from enquiries instituted with this view, and from

my own information on the subject, together with what I have

gathered from a few Beluch Chieftains with whom I became

acquainted during my residence in the Derajat.*

An Afghan author describes Eoh as, " The name of an Afghan

country of which the eastern (N. E.) boundary extends to Kashmir,

and the western (S. "W.) as far as the river Iilmand (Helmand) near

Herat, between which two countries is a distance of two and a half

* See my account of a visit to the Shrine of Sakhi-Sarwar in the Lower

Derajat, with a notice of the Mela or annual fair held there. Journal of Bengal

Asiatic Society, September, 1855.

No. LXXXVIL—New Sebies, Vol. XXVI. 2 a
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months' journey. The northern boundary of it is Kashkar,* and

the Southern Beluchistan. It therefore lies between Iran, Turan,f

and Hind ; and the inhabitants of it are called Eohilahs."

So writes Mahabat Khan ; but with regard to the east and west

he appears to have confounded the south-west and north-east ; and

with respect to the river Iilmand, or Helmand as it is erroneously

called, he is wholly in error. The Iilmand rises in the mountain of

Koh-i-Baba, some twenty or thirty miles west of Kabul, and from

thence takes a south-westerly course, flowing about seventy miles

west of Ghuzni to Ghiritikh in Long. 64° 20/ and eighty or a

hundred miles to the west of Kandahar, from which taking a sweep

almost due west through Siestan, empties itself into the Zarrah lake

some five degrees south of Hirat.

With this exception, and what he calls the northern boundary,

the description will almost agree, both as regards extent and posi-

tion, with the Arachosia of the Greeks and other classical authors,

which was the most eastern satrapy of Persian India, and would have

comprised within it the whole of the country now known as Afghan-

istan, and a large portion of Beluchistan also. Professor Heeren

in his work on the " Asiatic Nations," remarks, that " The western

and northern boundaries of India were not then the same as at

present, To the west, it was not then bounded by the river Indus,

but by a chain of mountains, which under the name of Koh (whence

the Grecian appellation of Indian Caucasus) extended from Bac-

triana to Makran, or Gedrosia, enclosing the kingdoms of Kandahar

and Kabul, the modern kingdom of Eastern Persia or Afghanistan."

I am, for the above reasons, inclined to consider, that from the

word Koh, which in Persian signifies a mountain, the name Eoh is

derived.

Some of the Afghan writers, who have described so graphically

and so well, the events which happened in India and Afghanistan

under the sway of the Moghals and the Afghans or Patans, always

* Kashkar or Ckitral is a country of Hindu Khush to the east of the Sfah

Posh Kafirs, west of Panjkorah and north of Bajour, known as the country of

Shah Kutor.

f Turan—The ancient dominion of Afrasiab to the north and east of the

river Oxus.
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call the mountainous tract of table-land lying between Kandahar,

Ghuzni, and Kabul on the west, and the Siiiiman mountains on the

east ; and from the range of Spin Ghar or Sufaid Koh on the north, to

the frontier of Upper Sindh (as at present constituted,) to the south,

by the name of Eoh ; and its inhabitants, not including the Beluch

tribes inhabiting the southern portion, were hence known as

Rohilahs. The whole of the Afghan tribes on this account have

often been, and are still sometimes called, even by themselves, but

erroneously so, by this name.

The present rough sketch, however, chiefly refers to that tract of

country which lies between the highest peak of the Suliman range,

called the Takht or throne of Siiiiman (around which the Afghans

first settled on their immigration from the west) and the frontier

of Upper Sindh ; and embracing within its limits the offshoots from

the Suliman range, as far as the districts of Derah Ismaaeil Khan,

and Dera Ghazi Khan, and the eastern portion of Siwistan west,

which, as I have already remarked, is for the most part, particularly

the southern half of it, peopled by Beluchis who have given, and

may still give, great annoyance to the authorities. In fact, it has

ever been their bugbear, as being the Alsatia of the Derajat and

the western districts of the Panjab.

To watch the passes leading out of these fastnesses, a line of Mi-

litary posts, consisting of both Infantry and Cavalry, with Artillery

here and there, have been established, and which are furnished from

the Punjab Irregular Force exclusively ; but although the different

patrols are constantly on the move from one station to another, yet

these fierce mountaineers, the Gael of the Panjab, manage to pass

the line of posts, which, to be effective, are too far apart, and

often 'succeed in carrying off the cattle and flocks of their more

peaceful brethren of the plain, as well as those of the Jatts and

Hindus, who, possessing the best lands in the district, have more to

attract the freebooters. These raids are constantly attended with

blood-shed and loss of life on both sides.

Before proceeding to describe this mountainous country, it will

perhaps be better to give a short sketch of the principal features of

the Derajat, and more particularly of the Dera Ghazi Khan dis-

trict, with which I am best acquainted from having been once locat-

2 a 2
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ed there, and which also in a measure may be said to be more

closely connected with Eoh and its people than the sister Dera

which may be considered almost a portion of Afghanistan itself,

Bunu and Murwat being included in it.

The district or zillah of Dera Ghazi Khan is about a hundred

and ninety miles in length with an average breadth of about thirty.

It is bounded east by the Indus and west by Roh. The land is

quite level and bespeaks its origin, which appears to have been

formed by two separate and distinct operations—the subsidence, or

rather deposit, of mud brought down by the river on one side, and

earthy matter combined with small pebbly stones washed from the

bills on the other, mixed here and there with patches of sand or

triturated sand-stone.

Thus there are two different descriptions of soil brought from

two different ranges, that from the Indus consisting of rich mud

levigated very fine from the distance it has been brought, and

capable of producing the more valuable crops, such as indigo,

cotton, sugarcane, etc ; whilst the other having come but a short

distance is precisely similar in composition to the parent hills, and

consists of a succession of layers of sand and clay of a coarse grain,

the former predominating. In some places, this debris has become

so hard that it might easily be mistaken for stone. The produce

from this soil consists almost entirely of Bajra (Holcus spicatus),

and Juwar (Holcus Sorgum), two hardy species of grain that will

grow in almost any description of land.

The same causes of detrusion being in constant operation, these

two soils are supplied with water from the same sources as they

themselves proceed, the rich deposit of the Indus being well irri-

gated by means of canals from April to October, during which

months this river may almost be called a sea, and from a few Per-

sian wheels. The poorer soil is dependent on, and scantily supplied

by the small hill streams of which there are numbers, but only after

falls of rain which are uncertain ; on all other occasions they are

with few exceptions, quite dry. The Sanghar pergunnah, the most

northern division is, however, more bountifully supplied than the

other parts of the district, having a small river of its own, which

coming from a greater distance, taking its rise on the eastern slope
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of the Suliman range, has a greater volume of water, and flows for the

greater part of the year. Still the irrigation depends in a great mea-

sure on rain also, and therefore the produce is variable and its extent

uncertain ; the revenue sometimes having reached as high as 94, or

95,000 rupees, and even more under the Seikh Government, whilst

in some years again it has barely amounted to 50 or 55,000 rupees.

The soil not within the influence of these mountain streams is

perfectly barren ; thus from the village of Bajunpur, as far south as

Eiijan—a distance of upwards of forty miles—the cultivated portion

is entirely separated from the mountaius by a narrow, bare, and sandy

belt of land, in some places from twenty to twenty-five miles in

breadth. This soil approaches the Indus more closely in the

vicinity of Dera Ismaseil Khan, and also near Shah-Wali, some fifteen

or twenty miles south of Rujan, near the boundary of Upper Sindh.

The water from the few wells within ten or fifteen miles of the

hills is invariably bad, generally of a black colour, fetid smell,

and brackish taste, and as might be imagined, exceedingly unwhole-

some. The villages in this direction are mainly supplied with this

element from tanks or ponds, which the people construct to contain

the water flowing from the hills ; and sometimes during the hot

season, after great drought, the inhabitants are absolutely obliged

to desert their hamlets. This is particularly the case near Dajal,

close to the mountains, the people of which proceed to Jampur—

a

small town nearer to the Indus, where they remain until water be-

comes more plentiful.

The rich alluvial soil of the Indus on the other hand produces

very luxuriant jungle, and the cultivation, commencing from the

distance of about two miles inland, generally extends parallel to

the river's bank for about eight or nine miles in breadth, which is

irrigated from several canals. During the inundation of the river

from April to October, these two miles of land above referred to

are entirely flooded to a greater or less extent, and therefore but

partially brought under cultivation during the remaining portion

of the year ; but it is invaluable as grazing land, and the Govern-

ment do not fail to collect a tax termed Trmi, from the people who

graze their cattle on it. Large quantities of grass too are collected

and stored for fodder.
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Some villages are remarkable for their date trees, which grow-

most luxuriantly, particularly in the vicinity of Dera Ghazi Khan,

and which used to yield a revenue alone of 8 or 9,000 rupees yearly

to the Seikh Government.

The most fruitful portions of the land in the district are in the

hands of Hindus and Punjabi Musalmans, whilst the poorer allot-

ments are held by the simple and more hardy Beluchis.

Some of the canals which I have already referred to, and of

which there are several in the district, are yearly cleared out by

the landholders themselves, as in other places of the Panjab gene-

rally, except at Dera Ghazi Khan itself, where Government

has goue to the expense of 15 and even 18,000 rupees yearly, to

clear them, and for which the Zamindars have to pay, over and

above the money settlement for their lands, and the percentage as

a road fund for keeping up and making new roads ; but it is a

remarkable fact, or was so at least a short time since, that the

canals thus cleared out, were never in the same efficient state as

those cleared out by the people themselves.

The only places worthy of the name of towns in this dreary

district are, Dera Ghazi Khan and Mittunkot ; Jampur, Dera Din

Panah, and Mungrotah being merely good sized villages. The

other hamlets are mostly small and far apart, and generally of the

most squalid appearance, bespeaking the poverty and wretchedness

of the inhabitants. The general aspect of the district, with a few

exceptions in the vicinity of the river, where there are some fine

trees, is bare and dreary in the extreme ; the only relief to the

landscape and to the eye being the lofty mountains to the west,

of which and of whose people, we will now attempt a description.

The hilly tract of country commences on the north from the

mountains which form the southern boundary of the river Zhobe,

and parallel to those eastern off-shoots or spurs from the Suliman

range, where the southern part of Daman in the Dera Ismaaeil

Khan district ends, and the most northern part of Dera Ghazi

Khan, viz. the Sanghar district commences ; as far south as the

parallel of Mittunkot, where both ranges, the Koh-i-siah or

Black range, as the Suliman mountains are now called, and the Koh-

i-Surukh or Bed mountains, as the lower chain is termed, make a
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sudden sweep to the west as far as Dadur at the entrance of the

Bolan Pass ; and from Mittunkot, south as far as Kusmore, the

most northern village and frontier post in upper Sindh.

The boundary from west to east occupies the space between the

68th degree of east longitude, the Suliman, and the lower and

parallel range to it, which forms the western boundary of the

Derajat.

Between this space and the 29th and 31st degrees of north lati-

tude, the country is also mountainous. To the extreme west also

is a chain of mountains which appears to be an off-shoot from the

Sufaid Koh, or Spin Ghar,* running almost parallel with the

Suliman range north and south, but with a more westerly incli-

nation. The highest peak of this range is called Kund, on the

eastern slope of which the river Zhobe rises, and which flowing

north-east joins the Gomul just before it pierces the Suliman range

on its way to the Indus, which, however, it fails in reaching, the whole

of its water being expended for irrigation purposes. On the western

slope of the mountain above referred to, the river Lorah rises, which

flows south-west through the valley of Pishin, and the other streams

rising in its slopes also take a similar direction.

After passing the high range bounding the valley of the Zhobe

to the south, we come to the extensive plain of Bori, which is

described to me as being exceedingly temperate, and in other re-

spects resembling in extent and appearance the plain of Peshawer
;

and is fertile, well watered, and carefully cultivated. The valleys

between it, the mountains south of the Zhobe, and the Suliman

range, are held by the Musa Khel and Esott Kakarrs, who mostly

follow a shepherd's life, and appear to be divided into a number of

small and distinct communities. The Bori plain or valley is in

the direct route from Multan to Kandahar through the Sanghar

Pass to Pishin.

Other ranges succeed further south, extending to the valley

of Zuwarah, and the extensive table-land of Tall and Chotiali,

which is inhabited by the Afghan tribe of Tor (black) and Spin

(white) Tarins. More south again are the mountains familiar to

* Spiin Ghar in Pus'hto means the white or Snowy mountain, which is also

the signification of the Persian word "Sufaid Koh."
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those who served on the frontier of Upper Sindh and Kachchi in

the years 1839 to 1843, as the Kahun Hills, but more strictly

speaking a portion of the Surukh Koh or Eed Mountains which

form the northern boundary of Beluchistan in this quarter.

The highest portion of the Suliman range varies in breadth from

eight to fifteen miles or more, with a belt of about two or three

miles, consisting of tupahs or small portions of table-land, and

immense piles of rock, forming the highest peaks, and which, being

composed of a very hard black lime-stone, have been the origin of

the Persian name, Koh-i-siah, and the Sanskrit term Kala-Pahar,

both of which signify the Black Mountain. It is considerably less

in height towards the south of the Takht or throne of Suliman, than

that mountain itself, which Vigne calculated to be about 9,000

feet in altitude; and thus we may safely calculate the average

height to be from 7 to 8,000 feet. The whole range can be dis-

tinctly seen from the fort and camp at Multan about the time

the sun sets behind it, on a clear day, or after rain ; and in

the winter the higher peaks are generally capped with snow. Its

sides and ravines are densely covered with pine forests which attain

a great height in many places. The other trees which flourish there

are the Zaitiin or wild-olive, the Kahwur or Kahwar

the Kunar, (Ziziphus jujuba), the Arak (Salvadora Persica), the

Mughelan (a species of Mimosa or Acacia), the Ketmum or Kareh

the Pulah < the Shisham (Dalbergia Sisu), the

Pis, a kind of reed used in making excellent mats, and several others.

Springs of the purest water flow on all sides, and in many places

form small cascades.

The principal wild animals found in this range are, tigers and

black bears in the higher parts, panthers, hyenas, wolves in great

numbers, jackals, foxes, deer, ibex, antelope, parra or hog- deer,

the gud or mountain sheep, the mdr-Jchor, or serpent-eater, and

other smaller animals. The birds are various classes of the

falcon tribe, and the more common birds of prey, partridges, pigeons,

doves, etc.

The second range is called the Surukh Koh, or Ked Mountains

from its being comprised of a red coloured stone as hard as the

blacker stone of the higher range.
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I shall now notice, in regular rotation from north to south, the

different Darrahs, as the valleys with a pass and stream running

through them are designated, together with the different tribes

who hold and cultivate lands within them, to a greater or less

extent. Many of the tribes are wholly in the hills and hold no

lands in the Derajat itself, whilst on the other hand again, the

whole of those holding lands in the Derajat, with three exceptions,

also cultivate patches of land within the valleys.

The Sturianis or Asturianis.

The Sturiani or Asturiani Afghans of the Lohani tribe hold the

southern portion of the Daman or skirt, as it means in Persian, of

the range of Siiliman—the most southern portion of the Dera

Ismaseil Khan district, and bounding the Sanghar district to the

north— whicli they appear to have not very recently conquered from

the Beluchis. It consists partly of the low ridge of reddish gray

sand-stone running parallel to the Suliman range. Their chief village

is Oormiik, and the other principal villages are Mangul, containing

about one hundred families, situated in a plain three miles from the

hills ; Samozai, with about an equal number of inhabitants, nine

miles from the hills ; Kiiey Baharah, containing six or eight hun-

dred families, six miles distant ; aud another village in the moun-

tains bearing the same name as the one just mentioned, and

peopled by some two hundred families. This portion of the

Sturiani tribe, who are considered quiet and inoffensive, consists of

about 1,200 adult males including thirty or forty horsemen, under

a chief named Abd-ullah Khan. The remainder, numbering about

4,000 families, are located further to the west. The division to

which I refer sold its flocks and herds some years since and took

to farming, on account of a feud with the Kakarrs, through whose

country they had to pass with their flocks, in the hot season, iu

their migrations to the high-lands to the west to their kishlauks or

summer stations.

Z'murris, Kakarrs, Shiranjs.

The Z'murris occupy the hills to the west of the Sturianis and

arc distant from them some nine miles. They resemble th«

2 B
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Bhir&nfs in their dress and customs, with tbe exception of being

exempt from the rapacious habits for which the latter are so notori-

ous. West of the Z'murris again are the Kakarrs, a numerous and

powerful, yet simple and inoffensive tribe, the branch of which

nearest the Z'murris is known by the name of Esotts. They

occupy a tract of country forming a square of about one hundred

miles in extent, and follow agriculture and grazing. The Shiranis

who dwell about the peak of Siiliman and bound the Kakarrs to the

north are a numerous tribe, and can muster at least 5,000 adult

males. They are about seven miles distant from the latter tribe.

Khetrans.

South of the Sturianis, and the most northern Beluch tribe of

the Sanghar district, are the Khetrans, a branch of those further

south, but at present quite distinct from them under a chief named

Muhammad Khan. They occupy the lands between the lower hills

and the Surakh range, and some lands in the plain at the foot of

the hills, and are quiet agriculturists. They have charge of the

three passes of Wah-wah, or Vahawab, Haja, and Litarrah, but

being weak in point of numbers, and not able to muster above 800

men, they cannot look after them properly, though it may be

better now that a strong post of the Punjab Irregulars has been

stationed at Wah-wah, which is their chief village and lies close to

the hills. The other villages are Kohur, Katiani, and Litarrah. A
liver called the Ganj, which takes its rise in the higher range, flows

through Wah-wah valley and town, and contaius water all the year

round, and consequently the lands are pretty well provided for as

regards means of irrigation. The pass is practicable for loaded

camels, and the road leads into that which proceeds to Kandahar

through the Sanghar pass further south. Between the skirt of the

lower range and that of Suliman, the country is very mountain-

ous, but patches of good land are to be met with here and there,

and which are generally cultivated. The Wah-wah valley is about

twenty-one miles from the banks of the Indus.

The Khetrans also hold the Liria valley and pass, which is four

or five miles south of that of Wah-wah. It is so called after a small

stream which flows through it. A few of the Khasrani tribe, who
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adjoin the Khetraus on the south and west, cultivate some available

land within the influence of this stream, on the banks of which

there are several Kunar (Zizyphus jujuba), Leyah. (tamarisk),

Lauah (Camel-thorn) trees, and a flower called the jungli-gul is

found in great numbers throughout the valley. There appears to

be no want of water inside, but out of the valley it is by no means so

plentiful ; and the extent of the cultivation depends on the quan-

tity of water collected in the various bunds or ponds, and from the

rains which are often copious in the spring and winter months.

There is a road through the Liria pass which leads into that from

Sanghar, but it is only passable for men on foot.

Khaseanis.

The tribe to the south and west of the Khetraus are the Khas-

ranis who hold the Bhatti, Khanvva, and Kawrah passes. They are

great thieves, and have given a deal of trouble at different times,

so much so as to call for a severe chastisement, which they partially

received from a small force under Brigadier Hodgson at the com-

mencement of the hot season of 1853.

The Bhatti pass and valley is about six miles south of the valley

of Liria, and is inhabited by about 1,500 of the Khasrani tribe, of

whom Mitta Khan and Omar Khan are the chiefs. Their prin-

cipal village, called after the tribe, is situated about eighteen miles

up the valley, through which a small river meanders, and the banks

of which are shaded by Kunar, Lanah, and Leyah trees in several

places. Out of the valley water is excessively scarce.

The valley and pass of Kauwa is four miles and a half from the

preceding, and is close to the skirt of the hills. It also contains a

rivulet of pure water, but out of the valley none is procurable.

About five hundred families dwell in the hills in this vicinity, and

the remainder of the tribe, which altogether may be computed at

seven thousand souls, occupy the lands from Khas-raui-ki Busti to

Gamak in the Derajat.

The chiefs of this tribe receive a cash payment from the British

Government, besides certain fees or assignments on the lands

termed Kusur aud Bardt ; and in former times when the route

through their country was frequented by the traders from Kabul

2 b 2
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and Gliuzni, they received a transit duty of about three shillings

for each loaded camel. At present they are very poor.

Between the different valleys already enumerated and the Black

Range, as I shall in future call the Siiliman mountains, the

country is extremely broken, but occasional tupahs or plateaux

may be found which could be brought under cultivation with very

little trouble. A small number of Khasrauis, amounting to about

two hundred families, dwell between the most eastern valleys and

the Black Kange, on the highest and western slopes of which they

graze their flocks, and where they also devote some attention to

agriculture. They are, however, notorious robbers, and are in the

habit of coming down the valleys which run parallel to the Black

Mountains on the east, wThich open out on the southern part of the

Dera Ismaaeil Khan district of Daman, and succeed in carrying off

cattle, often without being pursued, into their own fastnesses.

The lands of the Esott Kakarrs commence about sixteen miles

from the Khasrani bounds, on the western slope of the Black

Range towards the north, wThich in this direction is about twenty

or twenty-two miles broad from east to west. The .^Esa Khel

Kakarrs, to the amount of three thousand adult males, dwell to the

south-west of the Khasrauis. They are both cultivators and

shepherds, and possess numerous flocks ; and occasionally they

bring broad4ail sheep and goats into the Derajat for sale. They

are of the Luni tribe, and acknowledge Shikari Khan as their

Chief. The Khasranis are bounded on the south by the Bozdars,

wTith whom they are on amicable terms.

Mutkanis.

The Mutkanis are wholly in the plains. They cultivate the

lands to the west of the Khasrauis and Bozdars, about Sanghar

and Mungrotah) and are a very quiet community containing about

eight or nine hundred adult males. Their nominal chief is Asad

Khan, but Musii Khan appears to exercise the greatest power

over them.

BOZDAES.

The next tribe to the south are the Bozdars, who are wholly in

the hills, which may account for their being arrant thieves and
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exceedingly troublesome and turbulent. They are powerful in

point of numbers, and can muster about 3,000 men if required.

The chief is named Dost Muhammad Khan, who is allowed a month-

ly sum by Government, which may be properly termed " Black

mail." He also holds several Maafi or rent-free wells and lands

besides receiving Bardt fees already mentioned. The Bozdars hold

the passes of Sanghar and Mahoey. Another branch of the tribe

acknowledges one Nowrang Khau as their chief, and they go by

the name of Nowrang Bozdars.

The Sanghar pass and valley is so called from the small river

runuing through it, which takes its rise on the eastern slope of

the Black Range. It flows all the year round, and quantities of

wheat and juwar are produced within the influence of its fertilizing

stream. Other lands depending on rain and the water of the bunds

or ponds for irrigation, are also cultivated by the Bozdars, who

here amount to about two thousand souls.

Between this valley and the Black Range there is an immense

quantity of land tit for cultivation along the banks of the Sanghar

river, which is generally taken advantage of by the Bozdars of

the Seharrui and Siiwarrui clans. The Grulamani branch occupy

the highest slopes of the Black Range both on the eastern and

also on the western side adjoining the Afghan country. The

higher range is, however, but thinly peopled, and is generally

uninhabited. The Zaitun or wild olive, and the Piilah or Phiilah

tree flourish on the banks of the Sanghar river towards its source,

and lower down the valley the Shishiim and the Eig.

The road through the Sanghar pass is very good, and is practica-

ble for both man and beast, and also available for artillery. It is

in fact the high road to Kandahar by the plain of Bori and the

valley of Pishin ; but the pass itself is completely in the hands of

the Bozdars until the Black Range is passed, and if they chose,

they might throw obstacles in the way, but soon to be surmounted

it is hoped, by a few staunch troops and the minie rifle. To us

probably they would only be too glad to render assistance, and in

the event of any necessity for the speedy arrival of troops at

Kandahar, which might be reached from Multan by this route in

twelve days, their services might be secured and our rear also, as
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well as the communication kept up, by a small body of troops

stationed on the western slope of the Black Range in the Bozdar

country, the temperature of which, even in the hottest months

of the year, is never disagreeably high. From their proximity to

us in the Derajat there would be no fear of treachery, as in case of

necessity a body of troops could, in a single night or in one day,

advance half way through the pass and along the road to support

this post, or aid in its withdrawal, which might thus be effected in

one forced march. In case of an advance to assist our ally, Dost

Muhammad Khan, and with a previous arrangement on his part,

immediately on clearing the Black Range, a force advancing from

Multan would enter a fruitful and temperate district where supplies

and forage of all kinds and descriptions might be obtained ; and

this in itself would tend greatly to lighten the force, from there

being no necessity for burthening it with a quantity of Commis-

sariat stores, or even as much as usual.

Springs of good water are also numerous, and this aliment can be

procured in any quantity at the different stages along the line of

march. It occupies a caravan about three hours from the time

of entering the last pass which leads through the Black Eange,

until the difficulties are overcome and the western slope gained.

After passing this range the mountains again begin to rise at a

distance of about twelve miles to the west, but they are compa-

ratively low, and the difficulties of the road are by no means so

great. The passage over the former range would be, however, a

difficult matter, should the Bozdars occupy and fortify the denies

beforehand.

The next valley and pass to the south is that of Mahoey, which

contains some good land, and is held by the Bozdar tribe. A
small river flowing from east to west gives name to the valley, which

leads into that of Sanghar, distant from it seven miles. The road

is practicable for loaded camels and such like beasts of burden,

should the Bozdars throw no obstacles in the way. The Gulamani

branch of this tribe dwell about the Black Eange, and to the west

of them again the Liini Kakarrs, who are by far the most numerous

tribe in this vicinity.

The Bozdars are bounded on the east by the Miitkanis, south by
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the Lunds in the Denijat and by the Hiidiani Lagharis in the hills.

They are ou friendly terms with the Liiui Afghans and the Khasrani

Beluchis, who bound them to the north-east and west, but they are

at enmity with Mir Hadji and his Khetrans who bound them to the

south-west. The Jaafir Afghans, a small community of about 1,500

souls, whose chief village is Ddlagh, adjoin them on the north.

They are chiefly agriculturists, though some are traders, and their

lands are extensive, well-watered and produce considerable quan-

tities of wheat and other grain.

Lunds.

The Lund tribe like the Mutkanis are wholly in the plains, and

adjoin them to the south. They cultivate the lands from near the

foot of the hills at the Surf pass to round about Pir Amdani, their

principal town, Kot Kundah, Shadun, Ramun, Gtiinan, Kala, etc.

The lands towards the river Indus are generally held by either

Hindus, Suyeds or Jatts. Those belonging to the Lunds depend

wholly on rain and the water of their ponds for irrigation, but they

always manage some how or other to keep their lands in cultivation.

Erom the Siiri pass to near the Black Eange, a distance of eighteen

or twenty miles, there is no land fit for agricultural purposes, and it

is therefore generally uninhabited. The Jelalani Bozdars dwell

about the high range on the western slope to the amount of about

three hundred families. They follow agriculture, and dwell in small

walled villages called Kotlahs. The cultivation is scanty and de-

pends on rain to bring the crops to perfection. A portion of the

Liini Afghans occupy two walled villages in Kotlahs a short dis-

tance to the west of the Bozdars.

Inside the Suri pass there is a lake said to be four or five miles

in extent, containing hot water that is constantly running or in

motion, and the peculiar phenomenon respecting which is, that the

mineral water rises in waves or eddies which again almost imme-

diately disappear. The pass belongs to the Lunds, and the valley

appears to be uninhabited.

The chief of the Lunds is Fazal Ali Khan ; and the tribe, which

is quiet and easily managed, can muster about 1500 adult males.

They have the Mutkani tribe on the north, the Bozdars and
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Hudiani Lagharis on the west in the hills, the Khosahs to the

south, and Suyeds, Jatts, and Hindus towards the Indus on the

east.

Khosahs.

South of the Lunds in the Derajat are the Khosahs, who are

acknowledged to be the bravest of the whole of the Beluchis.

They have the name of being great thieves, but thej are really

no worse than their neighbours. I believe a deal of rascality carried

on by the Lagharis, has from time to time been unjustly laid at

the door of the Khosahs. They are a powerful tribe, when their

bravery is taken into account, being able to muster 1600 or 1800

men ; but they are split into three divisions, of whom Kourah

Khan, Azim Khan, and Khan Muhammad respectively are the

chiefs. The former, the real and rightful head of the Khosah tribe,

is a fine old fellow, who rendered good service to the British

during the rebellion of the incorrigible Multanis, at the outset of

which, (and not when it was found that the enemy was the losing

side,) he joined the force of Lieutenant H. B. Edwards and the Seikh

Colonel Cortlandt, bringing with him about a thousand of his

clan. He enjoys, in comparison with some of the Multani Patans,

(who only deserted Mulraj at the last hour,) but a small pension for

his faithful services. His son, however, holds the rank of Ressal-

dar in the Derajat Mounted Police.

The Khosahs are with few exceptions, wholly in the plains. They

are at enmity with the Lagharis and Bozdar clans but are on

friendly terms with the Khetrans, whose chief Mir Hadji is

connected with the Khosah chief by marriage, having espoused,

I believe, a daughter of Kourah Khan's. "When the late Diwan

Mulraj defeated the Khetrans in their owTn fastnesses, this chief

made influence for himself with the Diwan through Kourah Khan.

The next valley or cluster of valleys, to the south of that of Suri

held by the Lunds just described, is knowrn by the names of Matti

Kaleri, Sur, and Reh-karrn, from four small streams flowing through

them from north to south, and close to the skirt of the hills.

About one hundred and twenty of the Khosah tribe dwell in this

valley or valleys, which contain springs of salt and brackish water.

The Bozdars of the Mahoey, or Mohey-wala clan dwell in the
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higher ranges of the Black mountains parallel to these valleys,

and the Gulamani Bozdars round about it and lower down on the

western slope facing the Afghan country. Streams and rivulets

are numerous in this direction, and juwar, makai, and wheat are

produced in some quantities, together with a little cotton sufficient

for home consumption. The principal trees are the Zaitun or

wild olive and the Pulah.

There is a road through this valley to the Afghan country which

is practicable for camels, and water is procurable at each stage. It,

however, leads into the pass through the Black Bange in the Bozdar

country already described ; and as the Bozdars hold the principal and

more difficult denies of the passes leading into it, they are able to

throw obstacles in the way. Beyond the Black Eange to the west,

in this direction, there is a level tract of country, or large open

valley, as it may be more properly termed, about ten miles in breadth

belonging to the Liini and Kakair Afghans already referred to. Be-

yond this the hills again rise, but they are not nearly so lofty as

those to the east.

South of the valley and pass just described are the small Darrahs

ofGhazi, Sata'i, Beh-lab, Kahbi, Suri, and Ghaman, so called from the

small streams flowing through them, which, at a short distance from

the hills, are wholly lost or expended in the irrigation of the lands.

Six hundred Khosahs cultivate those spots close up to the foot of

the hills, which are within the Yard Batil village bounds. From this

to the eastern slope of the Black Bange distant about twenty-five

miles, the country is totally uninhabited, but the western slopes are

held by the Khetrans. There are no roads fit for beasts of burthen

through these small valleys, and, even for men on foot, the defiles

leading into the great route are difficult in the extreme.

Next in succession south are the small valleys of Sufaidii,

Karii or Garu, Stir and Baey, all of which are within the Yani

Batil boundary. The Khosahs in this direction acknowledge Khan

Muhammad and Khuda Baksh as their headmen. About six

hundred of the tribe cultivate the lands close to these Darrahs,

which are very small and distant one or two miles from each other.

There are springs of water in the valleys of Sufaidu, Sur, and

Kani, but iu the latter is a mineral spring, the water of which is

2 c
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extremely bitter. A few families of the Chandiah aud Shahani

Bozdars dwell between these valleys and the Siah Koh, or Black

Range. The former live by plunder alone, but the latter have some

cattle, and they cultivate about a hundred acres of land, which is

irrigated from the streams rising in the mountains just mentioned.

Next in rotation are the small villages of Dalanah, Zai, and Sab-

ku-ah, the only one of which containing a pass of any consequence

is the former, held by the Khosahs under Azim Khan, six hundred

of whom dwell close to the skirt of the hills, and about forty fami-

lies within the valley itself. They keep goats and buffaloes. There

are a few date trees in this valley which are considered great

rarities by the Behichis. From this madd, awl, or camp, within the

Darrah to the Black Range is about twenty-one miles, the whole of

which space is covered with lofty and rugged mountains over which

there are no roads, and which men on foot can, with difficulty, pene-

trate. There are a number of the Laghari tribe, who adjoin the

Khosahs on the south, settled near Dalanah village. Beyond the

Siah Koh parallel to these valleys are the Khetrans who occupy a

very large tract of country, and beyond these again the Afghans,

and further south the Murris.

The most important Darrahs within the Khosah bounds have now

been mentioned, but the Khosahs likewise hold all the country at

the foot of the hills from the Ghuzi pass north to Dalanah south.

These lands depend entirely on the quantity of water of the mountain

streams, with that collected in the different ponds, and from the

occasional rains, for irrigation ; and in seasons of drought the

Khosahs are under 'the necessity of deserting them for other lands

nearer to Dera Ghazi Khan. Some of the tribe are graziers and

have numerous flocks. They are bounded north by the Lunds,

aud south and west by the Lagharis. Their chief villages are Yam
and Batil, besides several smaller hamlets.

Laghaeis.

The Laghari tribe dwell partly in the Derajat, from the village of

Choti Pa'in to the foot of the hills, and partly in the mountains.

Pheir chief villages are Widor, Sukhi-Surwar, Choti Bala, and

Choti Pa'in. They are powerful in point of numbers and can mus-
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ter to the amouut of two thousand adult males, but they are uofc

held in much estimation for their bravery, and are notorious

thieves, but exceedingly sly ones for Beluchis, indeed they may be

termed the ioxes of Ron. Their chiefs Jellal Khan and Jemal

Khan, who receive a pension from Government, or some money

allowance, which is just the same, not long since were all and every

thiug with the Local authority, but lately their power appears to

have been on the decline. They were engaged in the Multan

rebellion, and like the Multani Patans, who first fomented it and

made Diwan Mulraj their tool, were one of the mainstays of the

rebels, until they discovered that the Diwan's was the losing side.

The Lagharis, however, although they at last left Mulraj, connot bo

accused of treachery and falsehood, which appears exclusively an

accomplishment, or part of the nature I may say, of the Patans

of Multan, for the former did not desert to the enemy for the sake

of the loaves and fishes as the latter did.

The Laghari tribe hold the Darrahs and passes of Widor, Suklu

Surwar, and Choti. The former is so called from the large village

of that name about sixteen miles west of Dera Ghazi Khan, and

eight or nine miles from the skirt of the first range of hills. It is

the principal village of the Laghari tribe, but the Widor pass itself

is within the bounds of the village of Beylah, of which Mirau

Laghari is the headman. Two hundred of the tribe cultivate lands

close to the entrance of this valley, which is itself held by the

Hudiani branch of the tribe, who, to the number of five hundred

families, are dispersed in small hamlets or awls between this

valley and those on the eastern side of the Black Range. The

Hudiauis are arrant robbers, extending their depredations both

to the property of the Afghans to the west of the mountains and

to the Derajat to the east ; all is fish that falleth within their net.

The valley contains some springs of pure water, which is also

abundant from this to the Afghan country. At the hamlet or awl of

Hudiani further up the valley, there are numerous Shishum trees.

The road through the pass is practicable for beasts of burthen as far

as the high range, but the defile leading over it is in the Khetrau

country, and is so narrow that one person can scarcely pass.

South of Widor is the pass of Sukhi-Surwar, so called from the

2 c 2
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town and sbrine of a Muhammadan Pir or saint bearing that name.

The town and shrine are built on a spur from the lowest range of

hills, beneath which, to the north, is the stony bed of a torrent or

mountain stream, but it is always dry save after heavy falls of rain in

the mountains. The Majawirs or attendants at the shrine cultivate

a small quantity of laud, which is dependent on the same sources

of irrigation as other lands already described. The people are

supplied with water, black and foetid in smell, from the sandy

bed of the torrent above mentioned, at a place three miles up the

defile through which it finds its way, in which large holes called

wells are dug, and on this supply they wholly depend. The hasty

sketch which accompanies this paper shows the entrance to the

defile referred to, and will give some idea of the style of country

and scenery.

The country between this town and the Black Eange is generally

mountainous in the extreme, but here and there patches of available

land are to be met with.

The Sukhi-Surwar pass is the direct route to Kandahar through

the district of Tall and the Pishin valley ; and in Akbar's time

couriers are said to have been in the habit of reaching Multan

from that city in six days. Water is plentiful along the whole

line of road, which is not only practicable for loaded camels, but

for artillery also, or at the worst could be made so very easily,

for there are no great natural obstructions to prevent it. I have

already given an account of the town and shrine in an article which

appeared in a former number of the Journal of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal for September, 1855. The town and pass both belong to

the Lagharis.

There are several smaller valleys to the south of Sukhi-Surwar,

viz., Ghazi-war, Kun-hi-war, Sufaid Ghari, Khatti, and the Kaha

or Harrand pass, including that of Choti, so called after the village

of Choti Bala, or Higher Choti, situated close up with the hills,

but they are all within a few miles of each other, and of little

consequence. They are mostly uninhabited, and are very similar

to those already noticed.

I was informed by Jellal Laghari, who visited me whilst at Sukhi-

Surwar in April 1853, that at the distance of a day's march inside
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the lower range of hills, through rather a difficult country, he

possesses a tract of table-land of some considerable extent, well

wooded and further adorned with a fine lake. He told me that

he usually retired to this place with his family in the hot season

;

and he spoke in high terms of its beauties, of its climate, and of

its fruits, some of the grapes from which I have often tasted. He
promised to take me to this pleasant spot, this Eoh Felix, if I

could obtaiu leave of absence for that purpose, but I soon after left

the Derajat and lost the opportunity, of which I was most anxious

to avail myself. A locality of this kind, within reasonable distance,

and in the country of a friendly tribe, would be a highly desirable

place for a little recreation and cool air in the hot months, for

Europeans condemned to broil at Asuui and Dera Ghazi Khan.

The Lagharis are bounded on the south by the Gurchahis, and

west by the Khetraus, to give some account of whom and of whose

country, we must for a time leave the Derajat and proceed west,

before describing the valleys and passes further to the south.

Kheteans.

The Khetrans are a numerous and powerful tribe occupying a

tract of country east and west of the Suliman or Black Range,

about sixty miles in width and eighty in length from north to

south, and extending from the parallel of the Suri Darrah of the

Lund tribe to the boundary of the Muni country, the most

southern portion of the Highlands of Beluehistan on the north-east.

The chief of the Khetraus is Mir Hadji Khan, who can muster a

force of 3,000 fighting men including about 1,000 horsemen. They

reside generally in small forts or walled villages called Kotlahs.

Their country is well-watered aud temperate, and they cultivate

a quantity of grain of which wheat, and makia (Indian corn) appear

to be the staple kinds, together with a small quantity of cotton

sufficient for home consumption. They also possess numerous herds of

camels and other cattle, aud flocks of sheep and goats. On the

west they are neighbours to the Liiui aud Kakarr Afghans ; on the

north to the Miisa Khel Kakarrs and the Bozdars ; on the south to

the Murris; aud on the east to the Lagharis and Gurchauis.

The Khetrau country is distant about thirty-five or forty miles
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from the banks of the Indus, and about half that distance from

the first or lower chain of hills. The Black Range here aver-

ages about nine miles in width from east to west, with a belt in the

centre from one and a half to three miles in breadth, and from which

the highest peaks shoot up. This is the most rugged portion of the

whole, and correctly speaking, forms the true boundary of Siwistan

on the east and south. There are many level spots capable of cul-

tivation watered by numerous small streams, which, after heavy

rains, increase considerably in volume. Those rising on the eastern

slope of the Suliman Range in some instances find their way into

the plains of the Derajat, and those on the western slope flow in

that direction, fertilizing the country in their track.

That part of the high range which is inhabited by the Khetrans

runs almost due north and south like the more northern portion

;

but a short distance to the south of the parallel of Dera Ghazi

Khan, in 30° of north latitude, it makes a bend towards the west

for about fifty miles, and then runs at nearly right angles from

east to west towards Dadur at the entrance of the Bolan Pass.

In this lengthy valley, formed by the southern slope of the Black

Range just referred to, and the northern slope of the Surukh Range

which runs parallel to it to the south, lies the fort and town of

Kahun, so famous for its defence during the Afghan war; and in

the latter range the equally famous Nutusk Pass, from which the

late Major Glibborn and his troops were forced to retire after severe

loss in attempting to relieve that post. The westerly bend of both

ranges is held by the Murri tribe and both are generally known as

the Kahun Hills.

The road from Multan to Kandahar by the Bolan, lies through the

Harrand pass to Kahun, which I shall have occasion to refer to

again in a future paragraph.

The Khetrans are on friendly terms with the Khosahs and the

Lagharis, but are at feud with the Liini Afghans, the Bozdars, and

the Murris.

So lately as July 1855, the Hamzahzai and Musa Khel clans of the

Liini and Kakarr Afghans, made a raid on the lands of the Khetrans

and Hudiani Lagharis and carried oft' a number of their cattle after

killing seventeen of the latter. The assailants, however, were pur-
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sued by the Khetrans, and Lagharis, who mustered to the number

of two thousand. They came up with them before they could

succeed in reaching their own strongholds, and rescued the cattle

after a severe skirmish, in which the Afghans are said to have lost

one hundred and sixty men killed and wounded.

GURCHANIS.

The tribe to the south of the Lagharis are the Gurchanis, the

chief of whom Hyder Khan holds an appointment in the Derajat

mounted Police, and enjoys Kusur and Bardt fees or assignments

on the lands. The tribe is divided into three septs—the Lasharis,

Durkanis, and Chachris, which are again subdivided into several smal-

ler clans, who altogether can muster at least two thousand adult

males. About one half the tribe are shepherds and graziers and

dwell in the hills, the remainder cultivate the lands in the vicinity

of the fort and town of Harrand, the former of which was built

to keep them in awe, as well as to defend the pass leading by Kahun,

Siri, Bagh, Dadur and the Bolan Pass, to Quettah or Shawl and

Kandahar. Their chief villages are Lal-gurh, Chutti, Thall Wuzar,

and Pitafi. They hold the different minor Darrahs from that of

Choti of the Lagharis, as far south as the valley and pass of Chachur,

which together with those of Khatti, Kaha or Harrand, and the

pass of Khalgerey, are the furthest to the south, and the most im-

portant of the whole.

The lands within the Kaha or Harrand pass are cultivated by

J;he Gurchanis. They are well-watered by a stream running

through the valley, which also supplies the tupah or plain on which

Harrand stands.

The Chachar valley contains a mineral spring and a little sweet

water, but it is totally uninhabited, and is chiefly remarkable on

account of the great road to Quettah or Shawl by Kahun and

Hadur which runs through it. It is practicable for beasts of

burthen, but I am informed that it is not so good a road as that

through the Siiri valley further south. The different encamping

or halting grounds by this route are ;—1st, To Muni, 12 miles ;

water bad, and quite hot. 2ud, To Tobah, 12 miles ; excellent

water. 3rd, To Gond, 12 miles -, hot and brackish water. 4th, To
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Kattar Pahar, the boundary of the Gurchani country, 15 miles
;

water good. The next six stages lead through the Mum country,

after which the territory of the Khan of Khelat is entered.

Dkishaks.

The tribe next to the Gurchanis to the south, are the Drishaks,

who are very peaceably inclined, but much bullied by the Gurchanis.

They are pretty powerful in point of numbers, and can muster

2,000 adult males, or even more. The chief is named Bakshan

Khan who receives some Kusur fees, and their chief village is Asuni,

at which a strong detachment of the Punjab Irregular Force is

stationed, consisting of half a Light Field Battery of three guns
j

a Kegiment of Cavalry ; and a wing of an Infantry Corps. The

other larger villages are Bagh, Eajunpiir, and Fazilpur. The Dri-

shaks are bounded on the west by the Bughtis and Gurchanis in the

hills, and on the south by the Mazaiis in the Derajat.

As we proceed further south the dreariness of this inhos-

pitable region increases, and the country for many miles, both in

the Derajat and in the hills, is a howling wilderness. The first

Darrah or valley south of Chachur, the most southern in the Gur-

chani country, is that of Fujni, through which a road leads into

the great route to Afghanistan by Tall and Chotiali. The valley

is quite sandy, but on the southern side the dreariness is somewhat

relieved by a few trees. From this to the Gurchauf country, a

distance of about thirty miles, the whole space is without inhabi-

tants and without cultivation.

Four miles and a half south of the preceding is the valley of

Baghari with a pass, which also leads into the great route to the

Afghan country by Tall and Chotiali. Like the preceding it is

sandy and unfit for cultivation. It has a few trees, but is uninha-

bited. From the skirt of these hills towards the east, the nearest

inhabited spot within the British territory is the village of Futtih-

piir distant six miles, where a few of the Drig tribe are located.

The valley of Jehazigi or Jehazki is six miles further to the south.

A road winds through it leading into the great road from Harrand

but it is difficult and very heavy in many places from the sandy

nature of the soil. It is uninhabited, and there are no signs of
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cultivation near it for a number of miles in the direction of the

Indus. The valley itself is thirty miles distant from the high

range, which in this direction is inhabited by the Gurchanis.

Next in rotation comes the Thok valley, distant four or five miles

from the preceding. The whole distance from this to the Black

Range is mountainous and sandy with a few stunted trees and

shrubs scattered here and there. Water is also very scarce, and

even when procurable it is exceedingly bitter. About twenty-five

miles to the west of this valley there is a village belonging to the

Gurchani tribe called Muni or Marri, inhabited by about three

hundred people, who are mostly shepherds. There is no cultivation

in the British territory to the east nearer than the village of

Gamu, a distance of nineteen miles, containing five hundred in-

habitants chiefly of the Drig clan.

A few of the principal stages by the road through this valley to

the Afghan country by way of Tall and Chotiali, are : 1st, To Makari

12 miles, where there are a number of shady "trees, but the water

is bitter. From thence to Phora Phatt 17 miles, where there is

excellent water to be procured, and several shady trees. The next

stage is Phala Wagh, about the same distance as the last stage

and possessing similar advantages. The next journey brings the

traveller to Lassii 12 miles, which has no particular advantages

as a halting-ground ; and from thence to Baki or Bari Khan in

the Khetran country, a distance of 19 miles, from whence a long

march of about 30 miles brings you to Kholo or Kaholo, where

the water is pure and abundant, and shady trees are available.

The Chak or Chag valley and pass is three miles from that of Thok,

a id the country as far as the Black Range, a distance of nearly

40 miles or more, is uninhabited. The valley contains nothing

but sand and a few stunted shrubs, indeed sand and rocks appear

to be the principal, if not the only variations of the landscape

in this part of the Derajat. From this Darrah a road leads to

the village of Kot Islam Khan, the head-quarters of the Bughti

tribe, which is parallel to the Siiri Darrah further south. But the

whole country between is a perfect desert, without inhabitants or

sign of cultivation. The nearest inhabited spot in the direction

of the Indus, is the village of Kiidirah belonging to the Mazari tribe,

and thirty miles distant. 2 d
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As we proceed further south from Mittunkot, the breadth of the

belt of cultivation gradually decreases, until at the village of Rojau

it does not extend more than two or three miles from the western

bank of the Indus.

The valley of Chak and those valleys which follow, are parallel to

the lands cultivated by the Mazari tribe in the Derajat, and to the

Murri and Bughti country to the west, but, as already remarked, for

several miles in breadth the country at the foot of the lower

range of hills, and for a considerable distance inside, is totally

uninhabited and generally without water; and these obstacles

alone tend as much, if not more, to restrain the Murris and

Bughtis from making raids in large bands on our frontier in this

direction, than the few troops scattered along it at great distances

from each other, as the latter have, on more than one occasion, found

to their cost. It is impossible for a large body of men, particularly

horsemen, which form the principal strength of the Beluchis on such

occasions, to subsist within these hills or even in the valleys at

the skirt of them, which they would naturally do in all probability

to wait for a favourable opportunity to pounce upon their prey. Small

parties, however, do make their appearance occasionally in the

Mittunkot district, and I recollect that in the hot season of 1853,

they passed the line of frontier posts without being discovered

for some time, and although subsequently pursued, they succeed-

ed in carrying off some cattle and cutting up some of the pursuers.

Mazaris.

The Mazaris who occupy this part of the Derajat are a numerous

tribe containing about 4000 adult males, of whom Dost Ali, and

Mahabat Khan are the chiefs. There are about eight hundred

(Soolais) located at Kusmore, the most northern village of Upper

Sindh. The remainder of the tribe is distributed from the village

of Bhagrti downwards, and are all in the plains. They receive half

the revenue inaam or rent free. They are bounded on the west

by the Bughtis, south by the Brahuis, and north by the Drishaks.

The next valley south of Chak is that of Gandrusi from which

it is distant about three miles. Like the others south of Cha-

chur, it is without inhabitants, but it contains several warm
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mineral springs, as also a little drinking water and a few trees.

The pass through it leads into the Khorasan route, but it is difficult.

It is about fifty miles from this to the Black Eange, and to Hasan Shah

ke Kotlah, the nearest hamlet in the British territory, which is

peopled by a few Suyeds, is a distance of thirty miles.

As we proceed further south the country becomes more broken,

and the lower range is not so well defiued as hitherto, being in

many places much lower than that which we have passed on our

way south. The first valley south of Gandrusi is called Tahani

from a small river flowing through it, which rises on the western

slope of mount Gendari (referred to in a subsequent paragraph)

and is distant from the last valley nine miles. It can scarcely

be called a valley, for the ground all round is very much broken,

and rises on all sides, in mounds and bluffs which are generally

of considerable height. There is a road through it along the

stony banks of the river when full, and along its bed when its

waters have somewhat subsided. It crosses the Harrand route,

and enters that leading into the Afghan country through Tall

and Chotiali, but it is difficult and tedious. The Black Eange

is thirty miles distant from this Darrah and the nearest village to

the east is Badli belonging to the Mazaris, distant eighteen miles.

The Zangi Darrah, so-called from a river of this name rising

on the eastern slope of Mount Gendari, which forms the pivot, \i

I may be allowed to use a military expression, on which the Surukh

Eange turns directly west, and at right angles to its former di-

rection. It proceeds thus for about sixty or sixty-five miles,

and parallel to the Black Eange on the north in its bend to the

west, the two forming a long and extensive valley which runs up

almost to Sarwod to the north of Lehri in Kutch Gandawah, and

in which, about half way up, lies Kuhun the chief town of the

Mums. The Pass of Nufiisk is in the southern or Surukh Eange.

The Ziingi valley, which is very stony and much broken, contains

but one small hamlet belonging to the Bughtis named Ali Khan,

and the only water procurable in the valley is bitter. The road

leading through it is steep and difficult for some distance, but im-

proves as the traveller proceeds westwards to Kahun, which i*

eight stages distant from this valley. The different halting-places

2 d 2
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are ; 1st, Thak, a distance of ten miles, where water is abundant, and

several Zaituu or wild olive and Kahor trees afford shelter ; 2nd,

to Nathal, about eleven miles ; water procurable, and a few trees
;

3rd, to Burbur, or Barbur distant twelve miles ; trees and water
;

4th, to Thari or Tthari, twelve miles ; trees and water as at last

halting-ground ; 5th, to Marii or Muni, twelve miles ; water pro-

curable ; 6tb, to Patur (on the Ilassi river, of Walker's map) on

the banks of the Suri river, a distance of thirteen miles, water and

trees ; 7th, Kala Pani, eleven miles ; trees and good water ; 8th,

to Kahun a distance of thirteen miles.

Tour miles to the south of the Darrah just described, is that of

Jiari, which contains a few trees. Water is also procurable in

small quantities. It is exceedingly sandy and mountainous, and

is uninhabited. The road through it joins the Kahun route, and

is steep and difficult in many places.

The next and last Darrah in the Dera Ghazi Khan district is

that of Suri, so called from the river of this name which rises in the

Dubb hills, a little to the west of Mount Gendari, and is about

twenty miles from Kot Islam Khan, the principal village of the

Bughtis, which is situated at the foot of the hills. There is a

spring of pure water in the valley, and several jdl, si-ah, and mu-

ghel trees. Towards the east it is uninhabited, but further up the

valley there are a few small awls or hamlets belonging to the

Bughti tribe. The road winds along the banks of the river, and

sometimes through its bed, but like all similar routes it is tedious

and steep in many places. It is quite practicable for camels and

horses, but not for wheeled carriages, though on the whole it is

the best road south of the pass of Sukhi Surwar. The village of

Shahwali containing about six hundred inhabitants of the Mazari

tribe, is nine miles from the entrance of this valley in the direction

of the Indus.

Mukris.

The Murri tribe holds the mountainous country commencing from

a few miles to the west of the Surukh Koh or Eed Eange, which

with its Darrahs from Fujru south, have, with the exception of

those of Zangi and Siiri, been mentioned as generally very sandy,
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stony in many places, and uninhabited as far as the southern slopes

of the Black Range, to the north of which the Murris are bounded

by the Kakarr and Luni Afghans ; and westward towards Dadur at

the entrance of the Bolan pass. They are bounded on the north

by the Khetrans, and Lagharis, and south by the Bughtis and

Bralmis. Their chief town is Kahun already referred to.

The Murris are a powerful tribe, and their present chief Din

Muhammad Khan, can bring 3,000 of his clansmen into the field at

any time, about one-third of whom are well mounted on the hardy

horses of the country. They make occasional raids into the Mit-

tunkot district, but in very small numbers, although as I have

before remarked, merely restrained from undertaking greater ex-

peditions in the same direction by the inhospitable nature of

the country, where water is exceedingly scarce and only procu-

rable even in moderate quantities at certain places, and where food,

both for man and beast, has to be carried with them.

Bughtis.

The last tribe remaining to be noticed as appertaining to this

imperfect sketch of Eoh and its people, are the Bughtis, robbers

more notorious even than their neighbours the Brahuis. They

acknowledge Islam Khan and Daria Khan as their chiefs, the latter,

however, has but little power. Although the Bughtis have been

much broken up by Sindh policy, and a large number to the amount

of about 12,000 have been settled in and around Larkhanah in that

province, yet they still can bring together, in case of necessity,

some 4,000 adult males. They pay little or no attention to hus-

bandry, and mainly depend on plunder for subsistence. Within

the last few years two hundred families of the tribe under Daria

Khan the partner in the chieftainship, have joined the Murris.

When Lieutenant E. Young of the Bengal Engineers, who was

employed in a civil capacity before the annexation of the Paujab,

went into the Lower Derajat in 1849, to settle the lands of the

Drishaks and other tribes, three hnndred of the Bughtis became

desirous of turning their swords into reaping-hooks, and waited on

that Officer along with Gourah, the brother of Daria Khan above

mentioned, and requested that a portion of land might be allotted
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to them, but their reasonable request, from what cause does not ap-

pear, was not complied with.

It was whilst in this vicinity, that Lieutenant Young penetrated

into the hills as far as the mountain of Geudari, and made a rough

survey, the sketch of which I have embodied in the map accom-

panying* this paper, and for which, as well as other information

on the present subject, I am much indebted to him.

Before bringing this paper to a close I must not forget to offer a

few remarks regarding the former trade of the Derajat, which has

now greatly or almost wholly declined. Duriug the energetic rule

Sawan Mall and Diwan Mulraj his son, to whose government of

Multan the present district of Dera Ghazi .Khan was attached,

the Afghan merchants used to pass through the latter district by

way of Harrand, Sukhi Surwar, and Sanghar to Multan, because

the customs duties were much lower than in the sister Dera ; for

their proper route, or that generally adopted, lay through Dera

Ismaasil Khan and Leia to Multan, from whence a few passed down

to Sindh. They arrived in October and November, and returned

again in April, taking back indigo, chintzes, white cotton cloths,

shoes, and weapons, particularly shields from Dera Ghazi Khan,

which appear to have been held in considerable repute. The chief

imports were guv (a coarse kind of sugar), some intoxicating drugs
;

and small quantities of larah, a cloth made from camels' hair, and

the fine wool or pashm of Afghanistan, and small quantities of fruit,

chiefly dry. Other Caravans or Kafilahs which came from Kan-

dahar by Quettah or Shawl, and the Pishin valley by way of Har-

rand, used to bring down very fine oxen for the Seikh artillery and

for general sale, together with goats, a few sheep, horses, carpets,

and dates of a superior quality. These again used to take home with

them, quantities of silks, white and colored cotton cloths, shoes, steel

goods, and other articles, but they have, since the annexation of

the Panjab, been stopped by the robber tribes of Eoh, who used to

receive handsome presents from the Nazims of Multan as the price

of forbearance. The trausit duties now are iusignificant.

* This map has not been received.

—

Ed.
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On a new Lagomys and a new Mustela inhabiting the north region

of Si/cim and the proximate parts of Tibet.—By B. H. Hodgson,

Esq., B. C. S.

I have just obtained from the northern region of the Sikiin Hi-

malaya and the proximate part of Tibet some fine Mammal spe-

cimens, among which are two species which seem to me new, and the

rather in that I have several samples of each species in very fine

condition inclusive of the sculls. I subjoin a summary description

of both.

Mustela Ternon, nob.

Temon of the Tibetans.

This species is 9^ inches long from snout to vent and the tail is

6| more. Its fur is short, soft and straight, being scarcely longer

on the tail than on the body. The colour is, above and laterally,

with the entire tail, brunnescent fawn ; below, entirely pale pure

yellow save the head and margin of the upper lip, which, as well as

the limbs, are canescent ; the last, however, with more or less of a

brownish tint to the front or externally. The tail is f the length of

the animal. The fur is f of an inch long and very fiue. The di-

mensions are as follows

:

Snout to vent, t 9 \

Head, 2

Tailandhair, 6 \

Tail less hair, 5 \

Ears, f
Palma and Nails, 1 §

Planta and Nails, 1 \

Lagomys Curzonise, nob.

Abra of the Tibetans.

My specimens were procured in the district of Chumbi. They

are three in number and in fine preservation and high state of fur.

Tbey are quite alike in size and colour and demonstrably mature

from the state of the teeth, They measure 7J inches from suout
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to vent and are of a murine fulvous colour, paling and canescent

below and on the extremities. The fur is exceedingly soft, full, and

smooth of two sorts, or woolly and hairy, but both of silken deli-

cacy, internally dark slaty blue, externally fawn colour, more or

less obscured and darkened by the internal colour. The dimensions

are as follows

:

Snout to vent, 7 \

Head, 1 f
Ears, |

Snout to eye, ., -f-

Eye to ear, 1

Palma and Nails, 1 \
Planta and Nails, 1 J

This beautiful little animal is appropriately dedicated to the

Hon'ble Mrs. Curzon.

Darjiling, April, 1857,

Report on the Proceedings of the Officers engaged in the Magnetic

Survey of India.—By Robert Schlagintweit, Esq.

General Outline oe the Eoute.

I left Eawul Pindi in the Punjab accompanied by Mr. Monteiro

and the draftsman, Eleazar Daniel, on the 18th December, 1856, and

travelled by Chukowal and across the Salt Eange to Pind Dadan

Khan.

I passed through the Salt Range by slow marches, which enabled

me to examine its remarkable structure and I made a halt at

Keurah, one of the principal Salt Mines, which gave me the oppor-

tunity of visiting the Mines and taking a series of observations

in them.

Through the kind assistance of C. C. Smyth, Esq. Deputy Col-

lector, at Newrah, I succeeded in making in a short time a pretty

complete collection of the different kinds of Salts and Eossils.

From Pind Dadan Khan I continued my journey across the

different Doabs of the Punjab by Shapore and Jhung to Mooltan,

where I arrived on the 4th of Jaunary, 1857.
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I remained there till the 12th January, chiefly occupied with

Magnetic and Meteorological observations. Excursions were made

to the old bed of the Ravi and to the Chenab, where I made de-

tailed hydrographical observations.

I proceeded from Mooltan across the Ghara or Sutlej to Bhawl-

pore and by Ahmedpore to Khanpore.

On this journey I had the opportunity of examining the borders

of the desert which advances close to the Sutlej and to the Indus.

Having made from Chanpore an excursion to Mithancote on the

right shore of the Indus, and returned to Khanpore, I marched by

Naushera and Subgilcote to Sukkur in Upper Sind.

There and in its environs, (at Shikarpore) I remained six days,

partly engaged in packing the collections made during my journey

in the Punjab, partly in taking a series of observations.

I left Shikarpore on the 17th February, 1857, and travelled by

Sarkhana to Sewan along the right side of the Indus.

After having visited and examined the Hills near Sehwan, the

hot springs at Sukki and the Manehar lake, I followed the Hill road

by Chorla and Dumach to Kurrachi, which I reached on the 22nd

February.

In Kurrachi all my collections (23 boxes) were carefully packed

and arrangements made for their being shipped to Bombay.

Departing from Kurrachi on the 1st March I went by Satta and

Mugribi across the delta of the Indus and across a portion of the

run to Subput in Kutch and on the 14th of March arrived by

Khora and Nukatranha at Bhooj, the capital of Kutch.

During my journeys I was accompanied by Mr. Monteiro and

the draftsman Eleazar Daniel, (guide in the Quarter Master Ge-

neral's Department, Bombay,) formerly in my brother's establish-

ment.

Mr. Monteiro was sent by me in a boat from Pind Dadan Khan
to Mooltan and then to Sukkur and Kurrachi.

Besides making collections of Natural History he took very good

hydrographical and meteorological observations with the instru-

ments I had entrusted to him.

Eleazar Daniel, the draftsman, travelling constantly with me, was

of great assistance in taking and completing observations, and

2 E
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I beg to bring to the notice of Government the many and important

services which Mr. Monteiro as well as Eleazar Daniel have rendered

to my brothers and myself during more than two successive years.

Throughout my journeys during the past cold season I was most

obligingly assisted by all the officers in the different stations, so

that I was able to carry on my operations without any delay and

to collect much valuable information and scattered observations.

I intend to leave Bhooj on the 17th March and to proceed by

Rajkote and through Kattewar to Surat and Bombay, which I shall

leave by the end of April so as to return to Europe in conformity

with communications made to Government when leaving Eawul

Pindi.

Magnetic Observations.

I was provided during my journeys with an universal Mag-

netometer, by Barrow, with which, however, only the declination and

vibration could be ascertained with that accuracy and precision,

which these delicate observations require.

My Magnetometer had been carefully compared at Eawul Pindi

with the larger instruments of my brothers ; but the absolute

values though easily ascertained by a repeated comparison and by

detailed calculations cannot be given at present with the full

details.

The declination and horizontal intensity have been observed at

the following localities :

—

1. Shupore. 4. Sehwan.

2. Mooltan. 5. Kurrachi.

3. Shikarpore. 6. Bhooj.

Before my departure another set will be made at Bombay for

comparison with the Bombay Observatory.

Meteorology.

Besides the daily registering of the temperature of the air, (dry

and wet bulb) and the pressure of the air, whilst on the march, and

a longer series of observations in all places where I halted for some

time, particular attention was paid to the following phenomena :

—

1. Dew.—The quantity of dew which fell at night time was

directly and carefully measured in many localities by exposing and
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weighing paper boxes filled with grass, sand and wool as described

in a former Eeport. The increase of dew the more I went to

the South was very considerable ; repeated observations in the

same places enabled me to ascertain also the variations of the

quantity of dew.

There is very little variation in the daily fall of dew in the

Northern parts of the Punjab, but in localities close to the sea

the variations were very great and even remarkable without direct

weighing. The greatest variations of the fall of dew I observed near

Kurrachi, where in one night scarcely any dew fell, whilst in the

next the fall was excessive, although both nights were equally

clear and serene.

2.

—

Minimum temperature of the air.

I was particularly interested to see at what time the minimum

temperature of the air before sunrise takes place, and to enable

me to fix the time of the minimum temperature with certainty, a

thermometer was carefully put up and read from 5 to 5 in minutes,

the observations being begun long before sunrise.

In the Punjab and in Upper Sind, during December and January,

the minimum temperature took place generally 30 or 35 minutes

before sunrise and this temperature was exceedingly well-defined,

never lasting more than a few minutes (confer Table A.) In Lower

Sind and in Kutch, however, the time of minimum temperature is

not so well defined ; a uniform temperature lasts nearly from 20

minutes before sunrise up to sunrise, the very minimum being gene-

rally just a few minutes before sunrise.

A second depression of the minimum temperature after sunrise

was never observed. Table A shows observations on the minimum

temperature in the Punjaub, and Table B in Sind and Kutch.

Table A.

Jhung, 1st January, 1857.

Minutes before Sunrise. Temperature

(50 3-4 cent.

50 3-4

Mooltan, 11th January, 1857.

Minutes before Sunrise. Temperature.

55 5 ,8°cent.

50 5-4

2 e 2
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nutes before Sunrise. Temperature^ Minute before Sunrise. Tempe'

45 33 45 54
40 32 35 4-7

35 2-9 30 43
30 30 20 4-6

25 3-0 15 40
20 31 10 4-6

15 3-2 Sunrise, 4-6

10 3.2

5 32
Sunrise, 3-2

Tabi,E B.

SUBPUT IN KUTCH 11th March, 1857.

Minutes before Sunrise. Temperature.

3°5 11-8° cent.

30 11-8

25 11-7

20 116

15 11-2

10 106

% 5

3

9-8

104

Sunrise, 10-7

The minimum temperature of the air varies much in the same

places, and whilst for instance I once observed in Mooltan a tem-

perature of nearly 0° in the morning, the lowest temperature on the

next was 6° and even 7° centigrade. These variations are chiefly

produced by clouds, which modify the radiation.

During the months of December and January there were very

.few days quite cloudless (only three in January).

The weather was very variable between the 20th January and 1st

February, during which time some heavy showers fell, which made

the temperature of the air throughout the whole day uniformly cool.
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During this rainy period the maximum temperature never reached

more than 20° centigrade and on one day it only rose to 165° cent.

a temperature which is considered very moderate even in Europe.

On the 12fch February this cold and agreeable weather suddenly

ceased, and was followed by a surprising increase of temperature.

The maximum temperature generally reached 30°, even 34° cent,

strongly contrasting with the temperature experienced but a week

before.

The climate of the Punjab during the cold season, resembles

much more the climate of the North West Provinces than that

of any other part of India, but has nevertheless its strongly

marked peculiarities.

The following material differences are found when we com-

pare the cold season of the Punjab with that of the North West

Provinces.

1. During the cold season the mean daily temperature of the

Punjab is much lower than in the North West Provinces. The

maximum temperature of the Punjab, as well as the minimum

temperature is considerably lower; the extremes of temperature

are much greater in the North West Provinces than in the

Punjab.

2. In the Punjab we find a moderate and very gradual in-

crease of temperature from sunrise up to 12 and 2 o'clock, whilst

the increase of temperature in the North West Provinces from

sunrise up to 2 o'clock amounts sometimes to 2S° C.

3.*

—

Temperature of the ground ; the observations on the tem-

perature of the ground from the surface down to a depth of

3 Meters and more were regularly continued with the instruments

described in our former Reports.

The following table shows the temperature of the ground in

different localities from the surface down to greater depths.

The temperature of the surface contained in this Table is the

maximum of the temperature observed on those days.

* This 3 is consecutive with 2 in page 211.
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Place of Observation,

Chubouval,
Kewrah,
Shapore,

Jliung,

Mooltan,
Khanpore,

,

Naushera,
Sukkur,
Kurrachi,

Mugribi,

Groon in tbe Runn
Subput,
Bhooj,

Date.

20th Dec.,

23rd „

26th „
1st Jan.,

4 to 12th „
22nd „
24th Feb.,

25th „
26th „

8th Mar.,
10th „
12th „
26th „

Sur-

face.

27-6

32-0

35-2

36-0

360

20-0

37'0

48-0

50-0

520
540
55-0

0.3

Meters
above
Sur-

face.

12-0

17-4

13-5

15-4

14-5

14-5

18-3

17-4

17-5

27-5

25-0

31-4

Metees.
Meters below surface.

17-4

20-6

20-5

177
19-4

16-4

18-9

21-6

25-3

27-2

26-5

24-0

28-9

21-6

24-2

18-6

23-4

21-1

22-2

21-6

255

26-8

24-1

28-2

28-2

25-5

This Table evidently shows a great increase of the temperature

of the ground the more we advance to the South ; the increase is

especially rapid between Upper and Lower Sind (Sukkur and

Kurrachi.)

There seem however to be great irregularities in the temperature

of the ground, the increase being not strictly proportional to lati-

tude or to isothermal curves of the air.

The irrregularities in the temperature of the ground are chiefly

produced by the variations in the quantity of water contained in the

ground, and places in which water is found close underneath the

surface have a colder temperature of the ground than localities

where water can be obtained only at a greater depth.

The depth of wells was therefore constantly registered, and obser-

vations were made to ascertain the quantity of water contained in

the ground by weighing samples of earths of different depths as

soon as they were taken out. These samples, after being carefully

dried, were weighed again and thus the amount of moisture could

be calculated.

Jungles also tend to cool the temperature of the ground, and I

think, that, when we have the opportunity of comparing the tem-

perature of the ground with depths of wells, with jungles, &c. many

striking facts will be found to prove that irregularities of the tern-
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perature of the ground are chiefly caused by jungles (in cooling it,)

or dry soils (in heating it.) The temperature of the surface of the

ground in the Punjab was never found to reach 40° it is therefore

considerably lower than in central India and the North-Western

Provinces, where I had often found 45° and even 50° Cent, as the

max. temperature of the surface.

Coinciding with the lower temperature of the ground is the fact

that in the Punjab a thermometer with blackened bulb rises (put

on black wool,) but very little when exposed to the sun's rays, whilst

I saw it rising in Sind to 77°, in Leh in Ladak, elevation ll,800f.,

it rose on the 8th July to 96° Cent. 8 degrees more than the boiliug

point of water at this height.

Htdeogbaphical observations.

Careful observations were made for ascertaining the discharge

of rivers, their temperature, the form and height of their banks,

etc. Observations of the breadth were made by long base lines

and triangulations.

In order to make accurate observations on the depth and velocity

an anchor was used, which I carried with me for the purpose.

The discharge was measured for the following rivers :

—

Jhelum at Pind Dadan Khan, Jhelum near Shapore, Chenab

near Jhuug, Bavi at Pasi Shah, Chenab at Mooltan, Sutlej or

Ghara at Bhawlpore, Indus at Sukkur, Iudus at Tatta and the dif-

ferent branches between Tatta and Sukput.

In all these rivers a series of observations was made to ascertain

the mean velocity directly.

Large (bamboo) sticks, weighed at one extremity with a bag con-

taining sand or stones, whilst a bladder was fastened to the upper

end to prevent their sinking, were floated vertically.

The temperature of the Punjab rivers was surprisingly cold.

The banks of the Punjab rivers are exceedingly low, if compared

with those of the rivers in Hindostan proper, the Ganges, Jumna,

Nerbudda, Tonse, &c.

I was enabled to collect, whilst travelling along the shores of the

Indus, many interesting data on the inundations of the Indus

in 1850.
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Geology.

The greater part of the plains of the Punjab is filled with clay,

which generally abounds with shells, not only on its surface but

also at greater depths.

The thickness of the clay is very different in different localities,

it very often is found to be only 6 feet deep, and under it sand is

found resembling the sand of rivers. In other localities it is more

than 20 feet thick with a layer of sand only a few feet deep, under

which clay is met with again.

No shells are to be fouud in the sand, but as already mentioned,

they abound in the clay.

I especially endeavoured during my journeys in the Punjab to

collect shells from the surface and greater depths, samples of sand,

of sands of rivers, &c.

I had an opportunity of obtaining numerous and well preserved

specimens of fossil shells in Sukkur and Eori in Upper Sind, and

made, assisted by the draftsman, Eleazar, a large collection of

shells and petrified wood near Sehwan and in the hills on my route

down to Kurrachi.

I hope that these collections combined with the observations,

taken on the spot will render it possible to ascertain with accuracy

the age of the formation, but it would be premature to venture an

opinion before a decided examination has been made.

There are several hot springs in this range of hills, and I had the

opportunity of visiting those of Sukki near Sehwan and of Mugger

Pir near Kurrachi.

In both localities the quantity of water which issues, is pretty

considerable, and is extensively used by the natives for medical pur-

poses.

The temperature of the springs at Sukki which take their origin

three miles west of Sukki is 41'2° Cent., that of Mugger Pir, close

to the" Alligator Tank," is exactly the same 41'2° Cent.

Bhooj, in Kutch, 16th March, 1857.
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Description of a new Indian Pigeon, aJcin to the ' Stock Dove* of

Europe ; with notices of other Columbine.—By Edward Bltth.

In no other group of birds is the difficulty of discriminating be-

tween species and permanent varieties, whatever latitude may be

allowed under either denomination, so great and so constantly recur-

ring as in sundry genera of Pigeons. And yet each race, however

slightly distinguished from certain other races, is remarkably true

to its particular distinctive characters, wheresoever it be found ; and

it remains to shew that any gradations or transitions occur from one

to another, which might not be readily accounted for by intermix-

ture, where such cognate races meet. The numerous permanent

races (considered by the Prince of Canino and others as species)

affined to Turttjr risorius, or to T. aurittjs, afford ample exem-

plification 5 and we are unaware that any of these have been known

to interbreed one with another. Moreover, so far as has been ob-

served, it would seem that the voice or coo differs appreciably in

each race, just as the notes of other proximate but distinct species

of birds do, in general, to a notable extent—as familiarly exempli-

fied by those of the British Phylloscopus trochilus and Ph-

rtjfus, and of many others that might be cited.

In Europe, three kinds of wild Pigeon are familiarly known, in

addition to the wild Turtle Dove (Columha turtur, L.) They are

the common ' Ring-dove,' Cushat, or Marnier (0. palumhus, L.), the

* Stock-dove' or Coliombin (G. osnas, L.), and the ' Rock-dove/

' Rockier,' or Biset (C. livia, Latham) : the first two of which are for-

esters, habitually perching and roosting upon trees ; and the third is

chiefly an inhabitant of sea-cliffs and never alights on a tree. The

first builds a platform nest which is supported by the lighter

branches of trees ; the second builds in the holes of trees (old

pollard ' stocks' especially), and not unfrequently in Rabbit-bur-

rows ; and the third resorts to the cavities and deep recesses of

precipitous rocks, and especially the caverns of sea-cliffs, where it

nidificates in large societies. Each is the type of a generic or sub-

generic group (i. e. a named division) according to the Prince of

Canino ; and each has its immediate representative or counterpart

in India.

2 r
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1. Palumbus. The ' Cushats.' In the W. Himalaya, a bird of

this group is common, which differs so little from the European race

that the two would probably blend, were they to inhabit together.

The only distinctions consist in the neck-patch, which is large and

almost pure white in the European Cushat, being much contracted

and of a buff-colour in that of Asia; while the primaries also of

the latter are more narrowly margined externally with white. Upon

these slight distinctions, the Prince of Canino designates the orien-

tal race P. casiotis, and notes it from Chinese Tartary. He also

remarks that the Cushats of Algeria have the white neck-patch

more extended than in the European race ; and distinguishes an-

other and better-characterized race, from K. W. Africa, by the name

P. EXCELSUS.

The only other true Cushats known are from this country, viz. P.

pulchricollis, (Hodgson), from the E. Himalaya ; and P. Elphin-

stokei, (Sykes), from the Nilgiris and Malabar Ghats,—of which

latter the P. Torringtokli {Carpophaga Torringtonii, Kelaart,) can

scarcely be considered more than a variety,* and was first indicated

as such in J. A. S. XX, 178. Nevertheless, according to Mr. Edgar

L. Layard, the late H. E. Stricklaud " at once pronounced it to

be distinct" from P. Elphlnstonei. All will agree in admitting P.

torquatus, P. pulchricollis, and P. Elphinstonei as good ' spe-

cies ;' probably also P. excelsus : but most systematists would

prefer retaining casiotis and Torringtonii as ' permanent races' or

' varieties' of P. torquatus and P. Elphinstonei respectively. It

will be observed that this is a mountain type as India ; being wholly

unknown in the plains, save P. Elphinstofei rarely on the elevat-

ed table-land of the Hukhun, and perhaps the casiotis may prove

to be a winter visitant in the Punjab, occurring probably in large

flocks.

There are two other fine Indian "Wood Pigeons of the same

Columbine type (as distinguished from the Carpojpliagine series of

Fruit Pigeons) ; each of them being recognised as the type of a

separate subdivision by the Prince of Canino. They are the Den-

drotreron Hodgsonii, (Vigors), which is peculiar to the Hima-

layan forests,—and the Alsocomus puniceus, Tickell, of Orissa

* Commies Mendus
i
torn. XLIII, 837.
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central India, and also Ceylon, though, seemingly more common in

Arakan and especially the island of Ramri. These are mentioned

merely, that it might not appear that they had been overlooked.

2. PALUMBiEN'A, Bonap., founded on Col. cenas, L. (P. colum-

bella, Bonap.), the British ' Stock Dove ;' to which the Prince has

since added P. Eveksmanni, from western and central Asia : very-

like P. jbnas, but distinctly smaller, with black bill and yellow tip

(dertrum),—the colouring of the bill having doubtless changed in

drying, as will be shewn presently. This should be the Col. cenas

apud Meyendorff, from Bokhara ; described to have the croup of a

very pale grey, with all the feathers white at base, in which it ac-

cords with our Indian species ; and it is not unlikely to prove the

very same, migrating according to season. The true P. jenas pro-

bably co-exists with it in "W. Asia ; and the European bird is known

to be extensively diffused over N. Africa.

P. EvERSMAtftfi (?), Bonap. (If new, P. (jenicapilla, nobis.)

Smaller than P. jefas, with wings and tail each 1 in. shorter ; the

difference in the length of tail being very conspicuous. Colouring

much the same ; but the croup and fore-part of the wings under-

neath are of a ivhitish-grey (not pure white) in the Indian bird,

instead of being uuiformly dark- coloured with the rest, as in the

European ' Stock Dove.' The same vinaceous tint (whence the

name cenas) prevails on the fore -neck and breast of both species
;

but in the Indian it appears also on the crown, which in the other

is pure dark ashy. The wings are similarly marked, except that in

our presumed new species there is less black upon the winglet, and

the great alar feathers (including the tertiaries) are much less dark

in colour. Length of closed wing 8£ in. ; and of tail 4 in. only.

Among some descriptions of birds sent for identification about

ten years ago by the late Major Boys, of the Bengal Cavalry, we

find one of this Indian ' Stock Dove.' He gives the length of a

fresh-killed male as 11^ in., extent of wings 24 in., and weight 7 oz,

4 dr. Mr. Selby states that P. jenas " measures about 14 inches.

and in extent of wing nearly 26 in." "The beak," remarks Dr. D.

Scott of Hansi, who has favored us with the specimen here describ-

ed, " is of a yellowdsh colour, and as if translucent ; but this ap-

pearance is only visible in the fresh bird, as it had disappeared when

2 f 2
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the specimen became dry.* The legs also had a distinctly yellowish

tinge, instead of the red of the common Blue Pigeon ; but this also

soon disappeared." Major Boys describes the bill and cere as grey,

the skin round the eye yellow ; iris buff ; and legs flesh-pink,—those

of our common blue Pigeon being of a deep pinkish-red.

Of the habits of the race, Major Boys merely remarks, that

—

" These birds fly in flocks and affect trees!" When at Cawnpore*

last year in May, I observed every evening a large flock of blue

Pigeons to collect and roost upon some high trees within canton-

ments, and therefore not to be fired at ; and having never observed

the common Blue Pigeon of this country to roost upon trees, I was

led to suspect that the birds in question were of a race of ' Stock-

doves,' probably different in species from the European ; a conjec-

ture which seemed to be verified by the discovery of the bird now

under consideration : but I am assured, upon good authority, that

the Columba intermedia, Strickland, does commonly roost upon

trees, in which habit it would seem to differ remarkably from its

very near afiine the C. livia of Europe and N. Africa.

Of the Indian ' Stock Pigeon,' Dr. Scott remarks

—

" Though I

have been at Hansi nearly five years, I have never seen these

Pigeons before ; but others have seen them, and have assured me of

their occurrence as a distinct race, different from our common Blue

Pigeon which breeds in wells. Early in March there were hundreds

of them about here ; but they soon disappeared. They feed in the

fields morning and evening, and roost in the day (and I suppose the

night also) in trees, generally in the common babul tree, called

here the Iceeher. The natives distinguish them by the name hum'

oner Tculla or hula ; the last word being the name of a colour.f

To Europeans they are also here known as the * Hill Pigeon ;'

* In the dry specimen, the bill is black with yellow dertrum^ as in the Prince

of Canino's P. Eveksmanni!

t In the chapter devoted to the rearing of Pigeons in the Ayin ATchdri, a num-

ber of breeds or races are enumerated, concluding with the Komeree and the

Gowlah (Gladwin's translation.) These names refer to the tame Collared Turtle-

dove and to the common c Blue Pigeon' of the country (or C. intermedia) respec-

tively. The latter, indeed, is stated to be " a wild Pigeon, of which, if a few

are taken, they are speedily joined by a thousand others of their kind."
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though whether they came from the hills I cannot say." These

Pigeons have hitherto been observed only in the N. W. of India.

3. Columba, L. (as restricted to the ' Rockier' group of the

major continent). Of this type, the Prince of Canino recognises

several nearly affined races, some of which differ more or less in

habit, as well as in the details of colouring. Prom certain of these

races, all the numerous varieties of domestic Pigeons have un-

doubtedly descended.

The most unlike the rest is the fine Snow Pigeon of the Himalaya

(C. leuconota, Vigors), which is confined to great elevations near

the snow, and assuredly does not appear to have given origin to any

domestic variety.

The European Eock Pigeon (C. litia, Latham), according to the

Prince of Canino, is found identically the same in Europe, Egypt,

the whole Barbary coast, and thence on to Senegal and the Gold

coast.* It is said to abound in the islands of Madeira and Tene-

riffe. Northward, it is common in the Hebrides, and in the Orkney,

Shetland, and Paroe Isles ; but in Scandinavia is altogether con-

fined to the island of Eunneson, on the S. "W. coast of Norway,

where it breeds in great numbers.f According to Temminck, Japa-

nese specimens do not differ in any respect. It also abounds along

the rocky shores of the Mediterranean and JEgean (Italy, Sicily,

Malta, Greece, <&c), and those of the Euxine and Caspian ; evincing

everywhere a decided and remarkable predeliction for the crevices

and especially the deep caverns and recesses of sea-cliffs, even

where the entrance is close over the water at the height of the tide

:

it penetrates further into such recesses than any sea-bird is known

to do. It also feeds more on the tops of plants than the domestic

races do habitually ;£ and small Helices are commonly found in its

craw. Though rarely, if ever, inhabiting inland, unless somewhat

domesticated, sundry old-established dove-cots have been stocked

with it in various parts of Britain, where the race is maintained

* Comptes Rendus, torn. XXXIX, 1107.

f Nilsson, as quoted by Major Lloyd, ' Scandinavian Adventures,' II, 336.

X The British Cushat is a great devourer of turnip-tops, as remarked by Gil-

bert White.
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pure ; and, as thus observed, it shews no disposition to associate with

the domestic breeds in neighbouring dove-cots, although considered

to be the parent race from which the latter are mainly derived.

Even when eggs taken from the inland colonies referred to have

been hatched, and the young brought up by domestic Pigeons, these

Kockiers have been known to quit their foster-parents, as soon as

they could fly strongly, to rejoin their immediate relatives and pro-

genitors. Another characteristic of the race is, that they like to

breed in extensive societies ; so that the large colonies of them soon

absorb any stray birds even from a great distance.

In England, there is likewise a race of wild or semi-wild blue

Pigeons, which maintains itself distinct, and (though numerous in

individuals) continues as true to its distinctive colouring and all

other characters as does the genuine Rockier, of which it is regarded

as a variety. These birds frequent inland cliffs and large buildings
;

being also extensively reared in dove-cots to meet the demand for

Pigeon-matches. They have invariably a speckled wing, each covert

being marked with a black spot on each of its webs, in addition to

the black bars of typical livia. The scapularies also are thus

marked ; and the back indistinctly. The croup is pure white, as in

ordinary livia : and the race is chiefly remarkable for the permanency

of its particular markings, and for commonly inhabiting much more

inland than the true Biset*

Another such race in Italy (a degree, perhaps, more different,)

is indicated by the Prince of Canino by the name C. tuekicola,

and it has also been received from Persia. The croup being of " a

* The same spotting of the wing is common among the Indian domestic

Pigeons derived immediately from 0. intermedia, and otherwise not differing

from the pure wild race of the latter : but I know of no analogous wild or

semi-wild race in this country, which presents this particular colouring as a con-

stant distinction. Individuals or pairs so marked are here common among the

tame flocks ; with other varieties of colouring, as black, buff, pure white, pied,

&c, and without variation in other characters or tendency to assume the pecu-

liarities of the various ' fancy breeds.' These last manifest no tendency ever to

return to wildness ; their domestication being too complete : but tame Pigeons of

some kind are said to have gone wild in N. America, a few pairs of them breeding

along the highlands of the Hudson ; and whether these * feral' birds tend to

assume an uniform and typical coloration, we have not learned.
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pale blue-grey,"—whitish-grey (?), as in the Indian ' Stock-dove,'

—

* never pure white."

Another, again, is termed by him G. eupestris, from the moun-

tainous and rocky parts of Songaria and Dauria (or Dahuria),—

>

adopted from Pallas, but the particular distinguishing characters

not specified.

C. Schimpeei, also, " which covers with its innumerable flocks

the more desert plains of Abyssinia. It is stouter and more albes-

cent than the common C. livia."

Likewise C. gymnoctcltjs, Gray, from Senegal. " Obseurior

:

orbitis nudis : rostro valde rohustiore."

Lastly, C. intermedia, Strickland, of India.* The common ' Blue

Pigeon' of this country, which only differs from C. livia by having

the croup uniformly coloured with the back, as in the European

* Stock-dove,' and by a somewhat deeper and more uniform shade

of ash-colour. Yet the purely wild birds continue true to this

colouring, and no variation will be seen in the largest flocks of them,

where unmixed with domestic Pigeons ; but they most readily

mingle with the latter, and scarcely require encouragement to fall

into domestic habits. In the vicinity of Calcutta, the pure wild

race can hardly be obtained, though domestic Pigeons in every ordi-

nary flock (not of "fancy birds") which are undistinguishable from

the wild, in company with others varying more or less in colouring

from the type : but even at Benares, we remarked a great assemblage

of these birds, nestling in the innumerable nooks about the famous

mosque of Aurungzebe, and sought in vain for any variation of

colouring among them, and especially for the white croup of true

C. livia. Col. Sykes refers this bird to C. jenas, and remarks that

it is "the most common bird in the Dukhun, congregating in flocks

of scores, and a constant inhabitant of every old dilapidated build-

ing." He saw " the same species on board ship on the voyage to

England, brought from China:" and the Kev. J. Mason notes the

occurrence of what he considers to be the same bird, wild in Burma.

In Ceylon, according to Mr. Edgar L. Layard, "this species is

extremely local, being confined to two places, ' Pigeon Island' off

* Comptes Rendiis, torn. XLIII, 838.
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Trincomali, and a rock of the Southern coast near Barberrya.*

Prom these it makes incursions into the interior, and I have heard,"

he adds, " of specimens being shot on the great central road, about

fifty miles from Trincomali." Dr. Jerdon remarks that " it abounds

all over India, and is occasionally found in the more open spaces of

jungles, especially in rocky districts, and in the neighbourhood of

water-falls,—but more generally in the open country, inhabiting

walls of villages, pagodas, wells, and any large buildings, and breed-

ing chiefly in old walls." Major Tickell, again, notices it as "exceed-

ingly common in Chota Nagpur, breeding in all the steep lofty rocks

of that country." Lastly, Capt. Hutton states that " it is found in

Afghanistan, where, as in many parts of India, it builds in wells

and ruined buildings ; the Kazeezes, or Artesian wells of Afghan-

istan, are sometimes crowded with them. They occur also in the

.Deyra Doon, and are known as the common Blue Pigeon. At

Masuri, I have seen them only in the cultivated fields, low down on

the sides of hills, in warm situations." Length 13 in. by 23 in. in

breadth ; and C. livia is described as measuring 13^ in. by 22 in. :

though it is doubtful if there be any real difference.

Upon other authority, we have been assured that the common

Blue Pigeon of Afghanistan has the white rump of the European

livia. It is probably identical with the Kemaon bird next to be

described ; and both with the C. eupesteis of the Prince of Canino.

The late Major Boys, a most experienced collector of Indian

birds, whose description of the Indian ' Stock Pigeon' we have just

verified, also distinguished a "Blue Bock Pigeon" which he pro-

cured at Hawulbagh in Kemaon. "This Pigeon," he remarks,

" differs considerably from the common Blue Pigeon
;
particularly

in its weight and size. It is in every respect much lighter in

plumage. Length of a male 12f in., by 25 in. ; weight 7 oz. 8 dr.

Bill black, the cere grey ; iris red ; legs pink. Top of head, chin,

and sides of face, ashy-grey. Back of neck and upper part of

breast glazed metallic green. Bottom of neck metallic purple

blending into ashy light grey on the belly. Planks and vent light

grey : wing-coverts and upper part of the back of the same colour.

Middle of lack white. Upper tail-coverts dark ashy-grey. Quills

* Resorting thus, it would seem, to sea- cliffs wherever the latter are available.
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grey,—the shafts black,—darker near their tips. Second quill longest

:

outer webs darker than the inner. Some of the larger wing-coverts,

those covering the tectrices [tertiaries ?], together with the 6 or 7 last

tertiary feathers, bear a patch of greyish-black, which when the wing

is extended forms two indistinct and somewhat curved bands. Tail

dark grey at base, broadly tipped with black, and having between

these two colours a broad strife of ivliite (wanting in the common
C. intermedia ) Inferior coverts white, blending with grey towards

the anterior margin of the wing. Length of tail 5 in. The quills

(when the wings are closed) reaching to its tip. The exterior tail-

feathers are pure white from their bases on the external web,

finished off at tip with black ; the inner webs being grey at base,

as obtaining in the intermediary feathers."

Any collector who has the opportunity should endeavour to verify

this particular race, the habitat of which would seem to be inter-

mediate to that of the * Snow Pigeon' (C. leitconota) and that of

the ' Common Blue' of the plains of India: the white rump alone

would readily distinguish it from the latter.

Note on the Green Pigeons of Ceylon. The Columba pompadoura,

Gmelin, founded on pis. XIX and XX of Brown's ' Illustrations of

Zoology' (1776), has long been sought to be verified ; and at length,

it would appear, successfully by the Prince of Canino, iu a small

species, as originally described, of the size of C. olax, Temmiuck.*

Consequently, the Treron malabarica var. pompadoura of Mr.

Layard's catalogue is a distinct bird, which may bear the specific

name flavogularis, nobis. It is very like Tr. malabarica,

Jerdon, being of the same size as that species, with an equal deve-

lopment of the maronne colour upon the mantle of the male; but

is readily distinguished by its yellowish-green forehead, pure yellow

throat, and by having no buff patch on the breast of the male ; it is

also further remarkable, that whilst the male of Tr. malabarica

has the usual deep cinnamon-coloured lower tail-coverts, that of Tr.

flayogularis has them green with broad whitish tips as in the

female, and as in both sexes of Tb. chloroptera of the Nicobars.

Tr. pompadoura is a much smaller species, with the quantity of

maronne colour on the mantle of the male greatly reduced, and

* Comples Uenclus, lorn. XXXIX, 875.
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cinnamon-coloured lower tail-coverts, as usual in the males of this

genus. Following the Prince of Canino's classification, the follow-

ing species of Treroninve inhabit the island.

1. Crocoptts chlorigaster (Blyth).

2. Osmotreron bicincta, (Jerdon),

3. „ elavogularis, Blyth.

4. „ pompadoura, (Gmelin).

The first and second being common to Ceylon and the mainland

of India; and the third and fourth peculiar to the island, so far as

known at present.—E. B.

Notes on Jumeera Pat, in Sirgooja.—By Capt. R. T. Leigh, Senior

Assistant to the Commissioner of CJwta Nagpore.

Jumeera Pat is situated in Sirgooja, about nine miles within the

boundary line of that province and the district of Chota Nagpore.

It is about 100 miles nearly due west from the station of Chota

Nagpore, and lies between 23° 15' and 23° 40' N. Lat. and 4° and

4° 30' W. Long, from Calcutta. Sherghatty is situated about 100

miles to the N. E., and Mirzapore about 160 miles to the N. W.
To the north is Palamow, and to the south Oodeypoor.

Jumeera is the name of a small village and the word " pat" means

a " plain," or, " table-land."

The road from Chota Nagpore is good as far as Joormoo, which

is about eleven miles from Jumeera Pat. In some few places it is

rather difficult for wheeled-conveyances, the banks of some of the

nullahs being very steep. Such parts might be made quite practica-

ble for carts, in the dry season, when the quantity of water in the

nullahs is very small. In the rainy season these streams rise con-

siderably and are not passable by carts. About a mile beyond

Joormoo the first ghaut occurs, the ascent of which for a short

distance (rather less than quarter of a mile perhaps) is very steep,

and quite impracticable for wheeled-carriages. After reaching the

top of this ghaut, the road is more or less hilly until within a short

distance of the village of Korndah. A large tree on the left hand
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side of the road, ascending the Joorinoo ghaut, marks the boundary

of Sirgooja and Chota Nagpore. Korndah is situated at the entrance

of a beautiful and well-cultivated valley, and at the foot of hills.

This is a very pretty spot, and the view of the Koosmee valley

from the hills above is very fine. A stream of good, clear water flows

close by the village, which is about seven miles from Juaieera. The

road from Korndah to Jumeera winds through hills, the ascents and

descents of which are not very steep, although not practicable for

carts. There is a good deal of tree and bush jungle on the road

from Joorinoo to Jumeera, and the country appears to be cultivated

only in occasional small patches. With the exception of Korndah,

there are only two or three small hamlets on the road from

Joormoo.

A person can travel in a palkee from Joorinoo to Jumeera, and

by reversing the palkee when ascending the very steep parts of the

road, little trouble or inconvenience is experienced.

On reaching the village of Jumeera, the bungalow which has been

built for the Junior Assistant Commissioner in charge of the Korn-

dah Sub-division, is seen on high ground about one mile and a half

in advance. A slight ascent brings us to the house, and we now have

evidently reached the apex, no higher point of land being visible in

any direction. Here is a fine and extensive table-land, free from

jungle, with the exception of some low scrubs on the more sheltered

slopes. With the exception of two tope3 of " Saikwa" trees, and a

few mangoe and peepul which grow near the village of Serandag

(about half mile from the bungalow) the "pat" is remarkably bare

of trees of any kiud.

This spot is 3,200 feet above the level of the sea. I am unable

to speak as to the extent of the table-land, but I may safely say,

from what I have seen, that it must stretch to many miles. About

300 yards to the south of the bungalow we come to the brow of the

hill, from which a beautiful view of the Koosmee valley is obtained,

beyond which are the hills of Kooreea and Sirgooja. On the north

of the bungalows a spur of the hill runs out to the extent of about

one and half miles in length and quarter of a mile (or rather less

perhaps) in breadth, sloping down on three sides by a slight descent

to a fertile and extensive valley. This spur appeared to me to be

2 o 2
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the most eligible site for the sepoys' lines and amlahs' houses, which

were accordingly built there.

The soil on the spot on which the bungalow is situated, to the

depth of about two or three feet, is a rich black mould, below which is

red gravel. In endeavouring to sink a well, which we tried in three

places, this gravel appeared to increase in hardness and become more

difficult to dig the lower the well was sunk, the colour of the gravel

also became of a deeper red. After digging to the depth of about

thirty-five or forty feet we came to rock which obliged us to discon-

tinue the work, as the men employed did not understand blasting
;

no water was obtained. The soil generally, except where the bun-

galow is situated, is a red, light earth. From the appearance of

the slopes of the hill, which are very rocky, as also from the result

of our endeavours to sink a well, I should say that the hill on which

the house is situated must be one mass of rock beneath.

For water we were dependent on springs, which issue from the

sides and at the foot of the hill, it is of good quality, and the

springs did not fail during the hot weather, the only drawback

being the distance which the people were obliged to go to fetch it,

the nearest spring being about half mile from the house. In the

rainy season the flow of water from these springs was of course

considerably increased, and fresh ones also burst forth. A " bund"

had been constructed in the gorge between two hills during the

time my predecessor (Mr. A. R. Thompson, C. S.) was in charge of

the sub-division, but it had been partially destroyed in the rainy

season of 1855, the rush of water from the hills in the rains being

at times great, I doubt if a " bund" would stand ; unless strongly

and scientifically constructed, which would be an expensive work.

The greatest convenience, if feasible, would be a couple of wells, one

near the house, and the other near the lines.

With regard to climate, I annex a register of the thermometer,

the accuracy of which may be depended on, as I noted it daily. In

the hot season, as soon as the sun set, the air became cool and

pleasant, and the nights were always cool—natives sleeping in the

verandah of the house, at night, used warm coverings, even in the

hot season. I had neither punkahs nor tatties during the time I

was there, arid I found that by keeping the doors shut and the
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room a little darkened the heat during the day was not very

oppressive. The thermometer in the house did not, I think, range

higher than 84° or 85°. A strong N. "W. and W. wind prevails

during the hot season. The rains set in at the end of May,

with thunder-storms from the N. "W". after which the prevailing

wind was from the S. and S. W. It very seldom blows from the

E. After the rains had set in there was very little variation in

the thermometer from that noted in the beginning of June ; and

until I left, in the middle of August, I never experienced that

" mugginess" which is usual in the plains at times during the rainy

seasou. Not having had a rain-guage, I am unable to speak as to

the quantity of water which fell, but I think that, although the rain

was at times very heavy, yet it was not so heavy or continuous as at

some of the stations in the Himalayas. Perhaps the few trees on

the " pafc" may account for many of the clouds passing over with-

out discharging their contents. At times there was a good deal of

mist.

I enjoyed good health during the time I was there, and the sepoys

and office people, who had been with me from the commencement of

our residence there, were generally speaking healthy. Some cases

of fever occurred, but as the sepoys' lines and the arnlahs' houses

were only barely finished when the rains commenced, they were of

course damp, and to this may be attributed some of the cases of fever.

Had the houses been dry, and had the people been able to obtain a

regular supply of good food, I think that there would have been

less sickness. It was, however, very difficult to procure supplies of

good rice, doll, ghee, &c, as the Buniahs, who live in the villages

below, have a great dislike to coming up to the " pat" during the

rains, and my efforts to establish a bazaar failed. The natives of the

adjacent villages appear to be a very poor race, occupied in cultivat-

ing their land, from which they raise a coarse kind of rice (" go-

rah dhan") and "goondlee" (millet), &c. It was with difficulty that

they were induced to come and labour in building the lines.

Prom the experience I have had during a residence of five mouths

(from the end of March until the middle of August 185G) at

Jumeera Pat, I should be inclined to pronounce favourably of the

climate. There is almost always a fine breeze blowing there, and in
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the cold and hot weather a very high wind from the N. W. and W.
The route by which I marched from Chota JNagpore is about 116

miles, there is another and more direct road via Lohardugga and

Kotam (about 100 miles) ; but there is a very steep ghaut near

Kotam, and the road is in many places very hilly, and passes

through a good deal of jungle.

The face of the hill to the south of the bungalows, is covered

with bush jungle, there are few trees of any size. The valley at the

foot of this hill appears to be quite free from jungle, partially cul-

tivated, and containing a few topes of mangoe trees. Having had

occasion to go three or four marches into Sirgooja, in a S. W. direc-

tion, I observed that we descended two or three ghauts, but made

no ascents. The country is very beautiful, from the intermixture of

extensive and fertile valleys and well wooded hills. Game of all

descriptions, large and small, abounds.

Chota Nagpore, 13th Oct. 1856.
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PROCEEDINGS

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,

For Mat, 1857.

At a Monthly General Meeting of the Asiatic Society held on

the 6th instant,

The Hon'ble Sir James Colvile, Kt., President, in the Chair.

Presentations were received

—

1. Prom J. Robbins, Master of the Siwiroo, a piece of limestone

from Port Alexandria, Sebastopol, being the material of which the

original MalakhofF, Constantine, Alexandria and other Ports were

constructed. Also a Eussian bar shot and a shell weighing 118

lbs. from the same place.

2. Prom Mr. H. Tucker, Commissioner of Benares, a copy of

the map of the village in which the rnins of Sarnath are situated.

The following gentlemen, duly proposed and seconded at the

last meeting, were balloted for and declared elected : Dr. W. C. B.

Eatwell, Rajah Prasunonauth Rai Bahadur, of Degaputtie. Rajshye.

The election of the Venerable Archdeacon Pratt as a member

of the Council in the place of Dr. Walker, was confirmed.

The Council submitted a report by the Committee of Natural

History on the state of the Museum, together with the minutes

of the Council in reference to it. The Council recommended that

the suggestions contained in the report be adopted, and proposed

the following resolution.

" That the Council be empowered to enter into a communica-

tion with the Government on the subject of the foundation at

Calcutta of an Imperial Museum, to which the whole of the

Society's collections may be transferred, provided the locality,
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the general arrangement, and management be declared on a reference

to the Society at large to be perfectly satisfactory to its members."

This resolution having been put to the meeting by the Chairman,

considerable discussion ensued, in the course of which Major

Thuillier suggested that the words " except the Library" should

be inserted after the word " collections." This suggestion was

adopted. Subsequently Captain C. B. Young moved as an amend-

ment, seconded by Baboo Eajendra Lai Mittra

—

" That the consideration of the resolution be adjourned to the

next meeting."

This amendment was put to the vote and lost, and the resolution,

as amended by Major Thuillier, was then carried.

The Council announced that they had reconstituted a Committee

of Meteorology and Physical Science, consisting of the following

members :

—

Major E. Strachey, the Venerable Archdeacon Pratt, Major

H. L. Thuillier, Baboo Eadhanauth Sikdar, Dr. Von Liebig, and

H. Piddington, Esq.

Eecorded.

"With reference to the Stacy collection of coins, the Council

reported that the subscriptions promised amounted to Es. 2,880,

of which Es, 1,735 had already been realized, and that Captain

Wroughton having agreed to reduce the price of the collection

from Es. 5,000 to Es. 4,000, an additional sum of Es. 1,120 only

was required to complete the purchase. They therefore requested

authority to advance for this purpose a sum not exceeding Es.

1,200, so soon as all the promised subscriptions have been realized.

Granted.

Communications were received

—

1. From Mr. Secretary Young, forwarding with reference to

the correspondence which took place in 1853 and 1854 between

the Government of Bengal and the Society regarding the preserva-

tion of the ruins at Gour and Purrooah from further decay and

destruction, copy of a letter on the subject from the Board of

Eevenue, from which it appears that the Government of Bengal

had made an offer to purchase such of the ruins as were really-

worth preserving, but that the terms demanded by the zemindars

2 li
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were so unreasonable that the Lieutenant-Governor was precluded

from acceding to them.

2. From Mr. B. H. Hodgson, enclosing a paper for the Journal,

being descriptions of two new species of mammalia, viz., a Lagomys

and a Mustela.

3. From Mr. ^reeling, submitting a note on the collection of

coins in the Society's Cabinet.

The note was read by the Secretary as follows :—
,

" The coins in the Society's Cabinet were in a state of some

disorder.

" My first effort was to class them, throwing all of one series

together, and then to separate the worthless from the good. This

I have done, and although the space in the drawers forbad any

precise arrangement even had the generality of the coins merited

such trouble, they are now in trays (which are to be converted

into boxes), roughly classed, and the name of the series to which

they belong legibly written on them. I have also when discover-

able, added the names of the donor on the wrapper of the coins

themselves.

" In the wooden trays are displayed the Guptas, frhe gold and

silver Roman, and the silver Greek, Bactrian and Arsacidan. There

are also two trays of copper Roman arranged previously, with which

I did not meddle. There is also a separate drawer with a few

gems, seals, curiosities, &c, with some presentation medals which

scarcely hold a place among the coins themselves.

" With the contents of the cabinet I was much disappointed,

though this may be, and probably is, owing to the loss sustained,

when all the more intrinsically valuable specimens were stolen

in 18M. I was also surprised to find how various the series are,

the Roman and the Norwegian being far the largest and most per-

fect of any. There are several batches of Indian copper and lead,

which would be interesting were the locality known ; but at pre-

sent being entirely unidentified and most illegible, they are utterly

worthless. This point should especially be borne in mind in laying

by all future presentations : when a collection is sent, such memo,

of the collector's residence is of little importance, but when a

whole trove, or a single coin is forwarded, information of where it
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was found, may render very valuable what is otherwise mere old

copper.

" Of Indian coins the Baetrians should have the first place, but

for such an extensive and interesting series it is the worst repre-

sented of any ; in silver there is only a drachma of Demetrius,

a hemidrachma of Zoilus, 2 of Hormoeus, 1 of Dionysius and 5 of

Menander. None of them are in particularly good preservation,

though the Dionysius is I fancy very rare.* The copper are as

poor as the silver, most being of the commonest types, and in poor

preservation. The aid of friends in the Punjab, or possessing any

duplicates in their collection is much needed to render the series

at least what the Asiatic Society ought to possess.

" Of Indo-Scythic gold there is but one, of Overkias A. A. XIV.

2, and not by any means a fine specimen ; the copper too are

inferior, and a good set of these would be a great addition to the

collection.

" Of Arsacidan there is one large silver and 11 of the ordinary

smaller size. It would be very desirable to get these named and

assigned by any one conversant with the series.

" There are 5 Greek tetradrachms, 4 of Ptolemy and one of some

other monarch ; there are also 2 silver of Alexander the Great, but

Mr. Thomas doubts their being genuine, apparently with too good

reason.

" It is in Eoman coins the Society is peculiarly rich, and a re-

ference to the earliest numbers of the Journal would probably

enable any numismatist easily to re-arrange and ideutify the speci-

mens there described. I bad no time to do it myself, so have

merely put all these together. Some appear very fine specimens, and

there are 13 silver besides 8 beautiful gold, these last presented

by General Cullen from Travancore.

" Of the Hindoo coins, the Guptas claim the first attention, and

here again though the number is considerable, the types are few

and, of the real Gupta series, possessing little interest. There are

a few good and interesting copper ones presented by Captain Hayes

* Not having Cunningham's plates by me just now, and being pushed for

fcimc, I am unable to refer to the figures as? I could have wished.

2 H 2
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of Lucknow, and in gold there are 5, one of Chandra II, as in Ar.

Antiq. XVIII. figure 4, by Captain Hayes, one of Saumdra fig. 6,

one uncertain, another apparently the 4th variety of Kumara at

page 501 of Thomas's paper in the Journal, Vol. 24, and one of

Kumara A. A. fig. 12. This last, however, is of most doubtful appear-

ance, and I should say it was a forgery. There are also 3 later

imitations. Besides these there is a batch presented by the Govern-

ment, N". W. P. in February, 1856, from Goordaspore, consisting

of 2 specimens of Kumara with the common, Mahendra device,

and 11 of Chandra II. as in Captain Hayes' coin. Of these none

are very fine, and the type of Chandra is so very common, that I

should strongly recommend 7 of the 11 being sold to natives, who

purchase these Guptas eagerly, and about 100 Rs. would, probably

be realized ; so many specimens of one sort are of no value, in an

antiquarian point of view, and being so common, I doubt an exchange

of these with other collectors being practicable, I have therefore

left this lot in a separate paper, with the four I would keep

divided off from those of inferior value.

" There are, however, several others allied to this set, and of much

interest, being those presented by Mr. F. L. Beaufort, and found

in Jessore. They were figured in plate XII. of Vol. 23 of the

Journal. Of fig. 10 there are 4 and one somewhat different, of fig. 11

but one, and 15 of fig. 12, of these last some might most advantageous-

ly be exchanged for other coins needed by the Society, and as they are

not a common type, Major Abbott's cabinet being the only place

elsewhere that I have seen them, I doubt not many collectors would

be glad to do so."

Of Boodhist coins there are several, some of much interest, Captain

Hayes having contributed many of the cock and bull series named

and classed, also some of the cast square, elephant, and tulsi type,

of which there is also another batch. The most interesting of the

Boodhist, however, are the silver punched coins, of which, common

as they are (the collection itself boasting 4 different lots), there are

some very good, with new symbols and devices on them, and in fine

order. Many of these might furnish fresh illustrations for a paper

on Boodhist emblems, and although from absence of any trace of

their local the number might advantageously be reduced, great

pare should be taken in discriminating those to be rejected.
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There are two papers of the coins figured plate XX. of Vol. XT.

of the Journal as Ceylon coins, in very fine order, and I doubt not a

good set might be made out of them, on their legends being care-

fully read; these were given by Mr. 0. B. Skinner, in June, 1851,

In a separate lot are a quantity of coins having a close apparent

affinity to these, which I should also have considered as Cingalese,

but for a small second paper-full which are said to have been found

near Madras.

Mr. T. Oldham, in February, 1856, presented a quantity of large

and small Arracan coins, very curious and quite unlike any other

Indian coinage. Several strings contain the currency of China,

Japan, &c, some of the latter being exceedingly grotesque.

The Mahometan pieces may be divided into those of the Pathans

of Delhi, the Pathans of Bengal, the Moguls, and the coins of

Ghuzui, Khwarism, &c.

Of these last mentioned, there are a fair number, including two

gold of Alaeddin Mohamed Shah ; they have chiefly been classed

by Mr. Thomas, who has not only named them, but in many in-

stances written the legend on the wrapper. I would urge that these

be carefully transcribed into a book, as the character being a difficult

one, if any of these papers be lost, it may be long ere they are

replaced, whereas many might be able to assign the right coin to

the right legend, though not sufficiently versed in the series to

themselves decipher the whole of the somewhat indistinct margins.

The same remark applies to the coins of the Sassanian dynasty and

Arab Governors of which the Society has several, and which are

even more caviare to the general multitude than the early cufic

abovementioned.

In Delhi Pathans there is little to be proud of, though two broad

pieces of Mahomed ben Sam, a new type of Mahomed Shah and a

silver Rizia are all valuable, especially the last. Of this series I have

made a concise catalogue with reference to " Thomas's Pathan

Sovereigns," which will help any one anxious to increase the Society's

possessions in this line.

In Bengal Pathans the cabinet is rich, but as I hope to furnish

the journal with a separate paper on this topic, I forbear saying

more of these at present.
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The Moguls are very poor indeed, there being nothing of any

value, save 3 Noorjehans, one certainly very fine and perfect. The

rest are either Akhbars, Jehungirs or Shah Jehans, all of most com-

mon type, and, strange to say, without even a single square Rupee

among them. Most of these came from Benares, from Mr. Gubbins,

in February, 1853.

It is very curious how large a collection there is of Foreign con-

tinental coins, mostly Norwegian, some of very old date and probably

of much interest to those valuing that series. There is a shilling

also of Elizabeth of England, dated 1591, and a crown of Charles

I. Mr. Speirs has besides given several old broad pieces and dollars,

very curious and doubtless of value ; one of James the Sixth of

Scotland, in very fine order, dated 1582, and two others of 1570

and 1602, respectively ; the others are of Maria Theresa, 1 773,

Frederick Duke of Brunswick, 1627, Hilary Third of Spain and

India, 1637, Charles II. of do. 1668, Maximilian reigning Duke
" Bulloniensis," 1677, Frederick of Prussia, 1785, Albert and Eliza-

beth reigning Duke and Duchess of Brabant, 1619, Sigismund III.

of Poland, 1628, and Ferdinand II. of Hamburg. I have been thus

particular, in enumerating these because it is strange to find such

a collection of heavy medieval pieces in Calcutta, where they could

hardly have been looked for.

In conclusion, I would urge that all friends to the Society, among

whom must of course be specially included all who themselves feel

any interest in Indian numismatics, should be requested to aid in

every mode in their power, so that the coin collection may be placed

in that rank which would so well befit a society whose Journal is

the depository of the life long labours of" James Priusep."

4. From Baboo Radhanauth Sikdar, an abstract of the Mete-

orological Register kept at the Office of the Surveyor General for

the months of January and February last.

5. From Lieutenant H. Raverty, a paper on the Seeposh Kaffirs.

The Librarian and the Zoological Curator submitted tlieir reports.

Report of Curator, Zoological Department.

The following specimens have been presented to the Society since my

last Report.
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1. Dr. D. Scott, Hansi. The following specimens.

Vulpes leucopus, nobis, J. A. S. XXIII, 729. Skin of a fine male,

which literally verifies the statement of Mountstuart Elphinstone, quoted

loc, cit. ; appearing " as if it had been wading up to the belly in ink:"

the name leucopus, therefore, is unfortunate, as being applicable (it would

seem) to one sex only. The skin now sent is perfect ; and though want-

ing the skull and limb-bones, has been set up as a stuffed specimen. Dr,

Scott remarks of this species, in epistoU, that " they differ extremely in

colouring; some look all over of a sandy -red colour, while others have

black bellies and are very light above. The skin sent is an excellent spe-

cimen, one reason for this being, that it was from an inhabitant of the

open fields. Those that live among sand-hills get so full of burrs (or

thorny seeds) that they look miserable, and scratch off a good deal of

their fur." For further information concerning this little Desert Fox,

vide Vol. XXV, 443.

Felis oenata, Gray, vide J. A. S. XXV, 441. A fine skin, but want-

ing that of the lower jaw and tail-tip, and therefore unfit for setting up :

also two skins of domestic Cats, sent as supposed hybrids of this species,

but which are characteristic representatives of the streaked Indian type of

domestic Cat, described in the note to Vol. XXV, p. 442. Having since

communicated on this subject with Dr. Scott, he subsequently wrote word,

that—" With regard to hybrid Cats, I can offer no proof; but I know

that a year or two ago a common domestic Cat had kittens under my
haystack, and one of them was precisely like the F. ornata, and without

any white,—whilst my gardener had a torn which might easily have passed

for an oenata, only that he had a white collar and belly, and from living

less in the sun was less rusty in colour. There are plenty of tame Cats

here with spots like those of the oenata ; and I will try to procure and

send some skins of them."

Pterocles aeenaeius ; a skeleton, kindly sent at my request.

Palumb^ena 03nicapilla, nobis, n. s. Indian ' Stock Pigeon ;' a skin

described in a separate paper.*

* Dr. Scott has likewise favored me with a description of two living Ghor-Jchurs

from the Bikanir desert ; the male of which is most remarkable for having a well

developed cross-stripe over the withers, besides faint stripes on the limbs,—not

a trace of either being visible in the female. They are believed, he says, to be

between eighteen months and two years old.

" The male stands, as near as I could measure, 45 inches high (11^ hands)

at (he shoulder; and the female about 2 in. less (but she was not measured)
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2. Lt Brownlow, Engineers, Lahore. Skull of Ursus isabellinus,

from Kashmir; and a few bird-skins, also from Kashmir, including

Meeops apiaster and Nucifraga multimaculata. Likewise some spe-

cimens of a reversed pupiform Bulimus new to the museum, and distinct

from B. kunawarensis of Hutton.

3. Capt. Eobert Tytler, 38th N. I., Delhi. Five skins of birds, includ-

ing the Hirundo concolor, Sykes, Small Crested Lark

—

Galerida

Botsii, and Sylvia Jerdoni (if correctly distinguished from the Euro-

pean S. orphea).

" The upper part of the body is of a bmT-fawn colour, with white belly and

legs, and a white streak from the flanks up the side.

" Both have a dark stripe along the back, looking like a continuation of the

mane, except that the hair of it is short and smooth : the colour of this stripe is

dark brown or nearly black, and it extends all along the back and down part of

the tail. The male has a most distinctly marked stripe of the same colour across

the withers ; but the female has not. The male also has distinctly marked fawn

stripes on both fore and hind legs ; but I could not discern a trace of them in

the female. The black tuft at the end of the tail reaches to about the hocks.

The cross-stripe over the withers of the male was about an inch broad, and

extended about a foot down the shoulders on each side. Moreover there was a

female Ghor-khur here some years ago, and she was said to have the cross-stripe

on withers. This I have been told by more thafti one person who saw her."

Of several Ghor-khurs which I have seen and minutely observed in Europe,

one only (in the late Surrey Zoological Gardens) had an incipient cross-stripe,

extending only about an inch on one side (as near as I can remember), and less

than half an inch on the other ; and I have sought in vain for traces of the

cross-stripes on the limbs : these occur in some domestic Donkeys, even adults,

but not in all, however young ; and are particularly distinct in some of the small

Asses of this country, being of a black colour (not fawn), moderately broad

and placed somewhat distantly apart.

It would seem that the deserts of Southern Arabia, the Thebaid, Nubia, and Abys-

sinia (both on the plains and mountains), are the true indigenous home of Equus

asinus (the " Wild Ass" of Chesney) ; that the more northern parts of Arabia,

with Syria and Mesopotamia, are tenanted by the recently described E. hemippus

(or " Wild Horse" of Chesney) ; while the deserts of W. India, S. Afghanistan,

Persia, and thence onward to the Aral and beyond, are inhabited by the Ghor-

khur, the distinctions of which (if any) from the E. hemiontjs of middle Asia re-

main to be positively determined.

"From what I have heard," remarks Dr. Scott, "the Ghor-khur is still plenti-

ful enough in the Bikhanor desert ; but they arc wild and difficult of approach.
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4. Babu Rajendra Mallika. Body of a Civet (Viverra zibetha) now

preparing as a skeleton. Ditto of a male Hog Deer in its seasonal spotted

coat,—sent as a hybrid between C. axis and C. porcinus. Ditto of a fine

adult male of an African Monkey, the Cercopithecus cynosurus; and

ditto of a Cassowary, which has been prepared as a skeleton.

5. C. Darwin, Esq. F. R. S. &c. &c. Pair of Red Deer horns (C. ela-

phus),—frontlet with horns, and three odd horns, of C. dama,—and pair

of horns of C. virginianus ; with specimens of various British Crus-

tacea.

6. Major Tickell, late of Moulmein. Also some specimens of Crabs

from that vicinity.

7. Dr. J. R. Withecombe. A beautiful S. African Snake, the Elaps

hyg^i, forwarded from Cape town.

May \st, 1857. E. Blyth.

A year or two ago the Buhawulpur Nawab in a month's shooting only got seven.

Their flesh is eaten as venison."

Since the foregoing observations were transcribed, the following notice has

appeared in a contemporary Journal, the ' India Sporting Review,' n. s. No. VIII.

no doubt elicited by some articles contributed to that periodical with the express

design of educing such information from competent authorities.

It appears that Qhor-Jchurs are still tolerably numerous in the Pat or desert

between Asni and the hills, west of the Indus, above Mithur-kote. " They are

to be found wandering about this desert pretty well throughout the year ; but in

the early summer, when the grass and the water in the pools have dried up from

the hot winds (which are here terrific), the greater number, if not all, of the

Ghor-khurs migrate to the hills for grass and water. Some are probably to be

found in the lulls throughout the year, for among them are sandy plains of greater

or less extent. The foaling season is in June, July, and August ; when the Belu-

chis ride down and catch numbers of foals, finding a ready sale in the canton-

ments for them, as they are taken down on speculation to Hindustan. They also

shoot great numbers of full grown ones for food, the ground in places in the

desert being very favorable for a ' drive,' or stalking." The author performed the

difficult feat, on an Arab horse, of riding down and spearing one of these animals,

a female
; and he remarks that—" They stand about 12 hands high, are of a fawn

(Isabelle) colour, with white on the belly, chest, and neck. They have a dark

chesnut mane, [and black] dorsal stripe, tuft to the tail, and tips to the ears.

Some are very beautifully striped on the legs; many arc mottled. I have seen

one or two of a very dark colour. They have not generally the stripe on the

shoulder, though I think I have seen some with it slightly marked. Their head

very large; ears very long : the eye handsome ; and coat very fine." This vari-

ation in colouring and especially the atripes on the logs do -not appear to have

been observed m the Kyangs of Tibet.
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Library.

The library has received the following accessions during the month of

April last.

Presented. '

An introduction to the use of the Mouth-Blowpipe, by Dr. Theodore

Scheerer. Translated and compiled by H. F. Blanford, 1856, 12mo.

—

By
Mr. Blanford.

Selections frortrthe Records of the Government of India, No. XXI.

containing Revenue Reports of the Ganges Canal, for the year 1855-56.

Irrigation in Egypt.

—

By the Govt, of India.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. I. Part I.

—

By the

Govt, of Bengal.

Selections from the Records of the Bengal Government, No. XXV.
Reports on the Bengal Teak Plantations, Productive capacities of the

Shan countries, Reports on Serajgunge, on Vaccination, on the Tea Plant

in Sylhet, on the Botanical Gardens, Calcutta, and on the Patna Opium

Agency, 2 copies.

—

By the Same.

Ditto from the Records of Government, N. W. Provinces, Part XXV.
1857.—By the Agra Govt.

Ditto from the Records of the Bombay Government, No. XXXVIII.

Correspondence relating to the tenure of the possessions in the Deccan

held by His Highness Jyajee Rao Sindia under the Treaty of Surie

Anjungaum.—By the Govt, of Bombay.

Ditto from ditto, No. XL. Papers regarding the Revenue Settlement

effected in the districts of Omerkote and Thun : and on the Condition and

System of arrangement of Thurr and Pankur districts.

—

By the Same.

Annual Report (34th) of the Parental Academic Institution and Doveton

College, 1857.—By Mr. Smith.

The Annals of Indian Administration, edited by M. Townsend, Part

I. and II.

—

Serampore, 1857.

—

By the Govt, of India.

Sjair ken Tamboehan, door Dr. J. J. de Hollander, Lieden, 1856,

pamphlet.—By the Author.

Memoirs de la Societe Impereale des Sciences Naturelles de Cherbourg,

3 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1855.

—

By the Society.

Zeitschrift der Deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, Band XI.

Heft I. Liepzig, 1857, 2 copies.

—

By the German Oriental Society.

Indische Alterthumskunde. 8vo. von C. Lassen. Dritten Bandes,

Helft. I. Liepzig, 1857-

—

By the Author.

Journal of the Statistical Society of London, Vol. XX. Part I. March.

1857.—By the Society.
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First Report of the Committee on Beneficieiit Institutions, 1857-

—

By

the Same.

Journal Asiatique, Nos. 32 and 33, November and December, 1856, and

January, 1857.—By the Asiatic Society of Paris.

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society of London, Nos. 6 and

7.

—

By the Society.

Journal of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India, Vol.

IX. Part III. Calcutta.—By the Society.

Discours de M. Garcin de Tassy, pamphlet.

—

By the Author.

Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. 8, Nos. 23 and 24.

—

By the

Society.

Journal of the American Oriental Society, No. 2.

—

By the Editor.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for April, 1857.

—

By the Editor.

The Oriental Christian Spectator for March, 1857.

—

By the Editors.

The Oriental Baptist for April, 1857.

—

By the Editor.

The Upadeshak for April

—

By the Editor.

Exchanged.

The Athenseum for January and February, 1857.

The London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal

of Science, Nos. 84 and 85.

Purchased.

Astronomical Observations made at the Royal Observatory at Green-

wich in the years of 1817 to 1825. 8 vols, folio.

Observations Astronomiques faites a l'Observatoire Royal de Paris,

Tome I. 1825, Paris.

Histoire des Insectes, Lepidopteres. Tome I. V. VI. VII. and VIII.

8vo. Paris, with Planches.

Visit to Remarkable Places : by William Howitt, 8vo.

Die Lieder des Hans. Persisch mit dem commentare des Sudi heraus-

gegeben von Hermann Brockhaus, Band, I Viertes Heft, Liepzig, 1857.

The Literary Gazette, Nos. 2087 to 2095.

Comptes Rendus, Nos. 1 to 7, 1857-

Journal des Savants for January and February, 1857.

Index to ditto for 1856.

Revue et Magazin de Zoologie, No. 12 for 185G and No. 1 for 1857.

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, No. 5. 1857.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History, Nos. 110 and 111, for

1857.
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The Quarterly Review. No. 201, January, 1857.

Revue des deux Mondes, (bi-monthly) January 15th to 1st March, 1857-

The American Journal of Sciences and Arts, No. 67.

Gour Das Bysa'ck.

Librarian Sf Assistant Secretary.

1st May, 1857.
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Notes on the distribution of some oftlie land and freshwater shells of

India : Part I.—By W. Theobald, June.

BlEHAH AND THE TENASSEEIM PeOVINCES.

In the present paper it is my intention to give a sketch of the

distribution of the land and fluviatile shells of certain portions of

India, as far as they have been observed, in the hope that my notes

may prove a not uninteresting addition to our previous knowledge

of the subject, and shew by the great addition now made to the list

of known species, how much yet remains to be done in this depart-

ment of Natural History.

The names used are with scarcely an exception those furnished by

Mr. Benson, who has described many of the new species in the

Annals and Magazine of Natural History for last year, though

many still possess merely MSS. names, which, together with the

new species described from specimens furnished by me, I have indi-

cated in the following list, by asterisks (*).

On my first communicating with Mr. Benson, he informed me

that but twenty-three species of land shells were authentically

known from the Tenasserim Provinces. Of these, four species, which

escaped my notice, may here be mentioned to complete the list up

to the present time, viz.

Yitrina Birmanica, Philippi.

Bulimus moniliferus, Gould.

Cyclophorus perdix, Sav.

Leptopoma Birmanum, Pfr.

No. LXXXVIIL—New Seeies, Vol, XXVI. 2 k
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Ctclostomid^e.

Pterocyclos. Benson.

1.* P. pullatus, B.—Akowtong (on the Irrawaddi R.) Not un-

common.

2.* P. cetra, B.—Maulmein and Phaiethan (on the Tenasserim

R.) Not common.

Cyclophorus. Montfort.

3. C. aurantiacus, Schum.—Tenasserim valley, not common.

4.* C. Theobaldianus, B.—Tenasserim valley, Maulmein, Thaiet-

mio. This shell is no where common. In the Tenasserim valley

it equals C. aurantiacus in size, but is easily distinguished by its

more depressed form, colourless peristome, and nexuous striation.

It has the greatest range of any Cyclostomatous shell of the provinces.

5.* C. Haughtoni, mihi.—n. s. Testa, simili C. aurantiaco solida

nitidiuscula ; carinata, superne saturate castanea ; in decorticatis

speciminibus, spira lineis albidis ziczac variegata. Carina, catenata,

alternate albida et castanea. Periomphalo albido, fasciis nonnullis

castaneis spiralibus lineato. Peristomate vix pallidissime ochraceo,

ore interiori csBrulescente—Maulmein.

Size —!— •* > diameter in inches. This shell I have much
1.35 Minor J

pleasure in naming after Capt. Haughton, to whom I am indebted

for some fine shells. It occurs abundantly at the " farm caves," and

is at once distinguished from all other Tenasserim Cyclophori, by

its parti-coloured funiculate keel, which is not the result of abrasion,

but is best seen in specimens covered by the epidermis.

6. C. expansus, Pfr.—Tenasserim valley. Not rare. This

.... 1.70 0.80
shell varies much in size, Irom to

1.26 0.65.

7.* C. affinis, mihi.—n. s. Testa, subgloboso-turbinata, umbili-

cata, solidiuscula, castaneo-marmorata, baud nitida, vix carinata

;

peristomate reflexo, forti, expansiusculo-distorto, pallidissime flaves-

1.60 1.40
cente, intus cserulescente r——- to ^—r^-Maulmein.

This shell has no very marked character, unless a distortion in

the peristome, one-third from its sutural margin, should prove con-
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stant. But two specimens were obtained, of which the measurements

are given above.

8. C. fulguratus, Pfr.—Thaiet-mio, Eangoon, very common.

This fine shell is not rare at Rangoon and becomes very abundant

near Thaietmio. It varies much in size and colour, some specimens

. , , 1.80 1.03
are almost colourless, to

1.30 0.85.

9.* C. cryptomphalus, B.—Ava. Procured by Mr. Oldham,

does not seem to be a plentiful species.

10.* 0. scurra, B.—Pegu (province).

11.* C. balteatus, B.—Pegu (province).

12.* C. scissimargo, B.—Phaiethan. Not common.

13.* C. calyx, B.—Akowtong, on the Irrawaddee, not common.

14. C. cornu-venatorium, Sav.—Ava. Procured by Mr. Oldham.

15. C. perdicc, Sav % (Not obtained by me.)

Leptoponia. Tfeiffer.

16* L. aspirans, B.—Tenasserim valley, very common.

17. L. Birmanum, Pfr.—(Not noticed by me).

Alycceus. Gray,

18.* A. pyramidalis, B.—Therabuin hill, near the Tenasserim

river. This pretty little shell appears confined to Therabuin hill,

where it is not very common. It is of a delicate pink tint.

19.* A. amphora, B. Maulmein and Tenasserim valley. Eare.

20.* A. umbonalis, B.—Akowtong, Not rare.

21.* A. sculptilis, B.—Thaiet-mio. Eare.

22.* A. armillatus, B.—Thaiet-mio. Eare.

3fegalomastoma . Guilding.

23.* M. gravidum, B.—Maulmein. Very common.

24. M. sectilabre, Gould.—Yanglaw, on the Tenasserim. Very

rare.

Phaphaulus . Pfeiffer.

25. E. chrysalis, Pfr.—Maulmein. Very rare.

Pupina. Vignard.

26.* P. arula, B.—Yanglaw, very rare. Among dead leaves.

27.* P. artata, B.—Maulmein. Not uncommon, among dead

2 k 2
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leaves and rubbish at.the foot of rocks. By the habitat " Maulmein"

the " Farm caves" in limestone hills a few miles distant are intended.

Otopoma. Gray.

28.* O. blennus, B.—Maulmein. Rare.

Hydrocena. JBarreyss.

29.* H. illex, B.—Phaiethan. Not rare. On the bare face of

limestone rocks.

30 * H. pyxis, B.—Thaiet-mio. Not rare, under stones.

31.* H. frustrillum, B.—Ava. Procured abundantly by Mr.

Oldham.

Tabular view of the distribution of

the Cyclostonridse, in Birmah and
the Tenasserim Provinces.

* Alycoeus

Cyclophorus cornu venatorium Sav
¥ „ cryptomphalus, B.

„ fulguratus, Pfr.
* „ calyx, B.

Theobaldianus, B.
Haughtoni, mihi,

affinis, mihi, ...

scurra, B.
balteatus, P. ...

aurantiacus, Schurr,

expansus, Pfr....

scissimargo, B.

sculptilis, B." ...

* „ armillatus, B. ...

* „ umbonalis, B...,

* „ amphora, B. ...

* „ pyramidalis, B.
* Hydrocena frustrillum, B.
* » py^, B.

* „ illex, B.
Rhaphaulus chrysalis, Pfr. . .

.

* Megalomastoma gravidum, B.

„ sectilabre, Gould,
* Pupina artata, B.
* „ arula, B.
* Pterocyclos pullatus, B.

* „ cetra, B.
* Leptopoma aspirans, B.
* Otopoma blennus, B.

M

Helix. L.

1* H. Oldhami, B.—Ava. Procured by Mr. Oldham.

2.* H. sealpturita, B.—Ava. What appears to be a small
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variety of the same shell occurs at Thaiet-mio, and nearly approaches

H. similaris, Fer. in aspect, though larger.

3.* IT. bolus, B.—Thaiet-mio. Very abundant at Thaiet-mio,

Prome, ITenzada, &c.

4.* H. pauxillula, B.—Thaiet-mio, where this minute helix is

rare.

5* H. mensula, B.—Thaiet-mio. Eare.

6.* H. hariola, B.—Thaiet-mio. Eather rare. Inhabits Acacia

trees in jungle.

7.* H. petila, B.—Thaiet-mio. Eare.

8. H. refuga, Gould.—Thaiet-mio and Akowtong. Not very

rare.

9.* H. pausa, B.—Akowtong. Not common. Found in gardens

on Areca Palms, <fec.

10. H. rotatoria, V. de Busch.—Akowtong. Yery common, found

in company with the last. This shell is rarely distinguishable from

the Sylhet H. tapeiria, B. By the aid of a lens however the sculp-

ture is found to be more ornate and ilexuous, whilst in the latter

it is simply striate.

11.* H. textrina, B.—Henzada. Common in jungle. The adult

shell has a very handsome pellucid appearance. In the rains the

foot is too large for immediate retraction.

12.* H. molecula, B.—Eangoon. This little species abounds

on the Great Pagoda.

13. H. achatina, Gray.—Maulmein. Very abundant.

14.* H. bombax, B.—Maulmein. Eather rare.

15. H. honesta, Gould.—Maulmein. Tenasserim valley. Eather

common.

16. H. Merguiensis, Philippi.—Maulmein. Tenasserim valley.

Common. Seems a var. of the next species.

17. H. Gabata, Gould.—Maulmein. Mergui. Common.

18.* H. capessens, B.—Maulmeiu. Not very rare.

19.* H. infrendens, B.—Maulmein. Not very rare.

20.* H. Pylaica, B.—Maulmein. Not uncommon. This curious

little shell resembles the American H. hirsuta.

21.* H. catinus, B.—Maulmein. Very rare.

22.* H. cassidula, B.—Maulmein. Eare.
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23. H. delibrata, B. (H. procumbens, Gould)—Maulmein. Te-

nasserim valley. No where common. This species has a very wide

range, being also found near Cherra.

24. H. refuga var. dextrorsa.—Phaiethan. This dextral var.

was only met with at one spot in the Tenasserim valley, where it

was not rare ; it is curious that H. refuga does not occur in the

valley, but was first seen at Akowtong.

25. H. castra, B.—Pija. Rare. A single specimen of this Dar-

jiling shell was found at Pija between Tavoy and Mergui.

26.* H. attegia, B.—Phaiethan. Not common.

27.* H. arx, B.—Therabuin Hill. Eare. This hill has afforded

many singular forms, no where else met with.

28.* H. convallata, B.—Therabuin Hill. Eare. Another sin-

gular shell also met with near Pija on the coast between Mergui

and Tavoy.

29.* H. biforcata, B.—'Therabuin Hill. A most singular shell,

of which but one adult specimen was procured.

30 * H. ceryx, B.—Phaiethan Hill. Eare.

31.* H. artificiosa, B.—Phaiethan. Not rare, but nowhere else

found.

32.* H. causia, B.—Phaiethan. Eare.

33.* H. forabilis, B.—Phaiethan. Very rare.

34.* H. perpaula, B.—Phaiethan. Very rare.

35.* H. levicula, B.—Phaiethan. Eare,

36.* H. petasus, B.—Phaiethan. Not rare.

37.* H. precaria, B.—Phaiethan. Very rare.

38. H. Saturnia, Gould.—Tenasserim valley. Eare.

39. H. anceps, Gould.—Tenasserim valley. Common.

40. H. retrorsa, Gould.—Tenasserim valley. Common,

41.* H. acerra, B.—Mergui. Common.

42. H. resplendens, Philippi.—Tenasserim valley.

43. H. Theodori, Philippi.—Tanglaw. Very rare.
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Tabular view of the distribution of

Helices in Birmah and the

Tenasserim Provinces.

Helix Oldhami, B.
scalpturita, B.-

bolus, B. ...

pauxillula, B.
mensula, B.
hariola, B.
petila, B.
refuga, Gould,
pausa, B.
rotatoria, V. de Busch,
textrina, B.

molecula, B.
achatina, Gray, ...

bombax, B.
capessens, B.
mlrendens, B.
Pylaica, B.
catinus, B.
cassidula, B.
delibrata, B.
Merguiensis, Philippi,

Gabata, Gould, ...

honesta, Gould, ...

castra, B.
refuga var. dextrorsa,

Saturnia, Gould, ...

retrorsa, Gould, ...

acerra, B.
resplendens, Philippi,

anceps, Gould,
arx, B
convallata, B.
biforcata, B.
attegia, B.
ceryx, B.

artificiosa, B.
causia, B.

forabilis, B.
perpaula, B.
levicula, B.
petasus, B.
precaria, B.
Theodori, Philippi,

Tenasserim Valley.

B

Hypsclostoma. Benson.

44.* H. tubiferum, B,—Tliaiet-mio Phis singular little anos-
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tomatous shell was only met with at one spot on limestone rocks,

near the Coal mines, where it did not seem very rare.

Btreptaxis. Gray.

45. S. Petiti, Gould.—Maulmein. Tenasserim valley. Common.

Vitrina. Draparnaud.

46. V. Birmanica, Pkilippi, was not met with by me.

Cryptosorna. Mihi, n. g.

Testa vitrinse simile, sed robustiore. Peristomate obtuso hand

tenue. Animale, penitus intra testam retractile, et in sestivationis

tempore, solido epiphragmate obtecto.

47. C. prsBstans, (Vitrina prsestans) Gould.—Maulmein. Mar-

taban. Tenasserim valley.—I have separated this shell from Vitrina,

as the animal is perfectly retractile, and the peristome is thicker

than in Vitrina proper, and not membranous. It is common in

holes in laterite at Martaban and not rare throughout the Tenas-

serim Valley. Its colour is a bay olive Cajiput green.

Succinea. Draparnaud.

48. S. semiserica, Gould.—Tavoy. Tenasserim Valley. Not

rare.

49. S. (ined.).—Rangoon. A small species, rather rare.

Bulimus. Scopoli.

50. B. perversus, var. atricallosus, Gould.—Tenasserim Valley.

Common. Dextral and sinistral shells occur in equal numbers.

51. B. Janus, Pfr.—Procured alive from dealers in Mergui, aud

said to come from the neighbourhood. Dextral and sinistral shells

equally common.

52.# B. Theobaldianus, B.—Tanglaw. Very rare.

53.# B. putus, B.—Akowtong. Rather rare.

54. B. insularis, Ehr.—Below Ava. Procured abundantly by

Mr. Oldham.

55. B. gracilis, H.—A little shell which seems to be this species

is common from Thaiet-mio to Tavoy.

56. B. nioniliferus, Gould.—Not met with by me.
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Acliatina. Lamarck.

57. A. tenuispira, B.—Thaiet-iuio. Akowtong. A slender var.

of this Darjiling species is not uncommon at the roots of Bamboo

clumps near Akowtong.

Pupa. Lamarck.

58. P. bicolor, Hutton. (P. mellita, Gould).—Thaiet-mio,

Tavoy. This little species is widely spread, but nowhere abundant.

It is usually found in moist earth in company with Bulimus gracilis.

Clausilia. JDraparnaud.

59. C. insignia, Gould.—Maulmein. Very rare. Tenasserim

Valley. Not common.

60. C. Philippiana, Pfr.—Maulmein. Tenasserim Valley. Very

common.

Auricula. Lamarck.

61. A. dactylus, Pfr.—Mergui. Not common. In Mangrove

swamps.

62. A. glans, B.—Amherst. At the mouth of the Salween or

Maulmein river. Bare.

PytJiia.

63. P. plicata, Per. Ava (teste Oldham.) Maulmein. Common.

d
tib fl a

Tabular view of the distribution of various

Burmese Helicidse. 03
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* Hypsclostoma tubiferum, B. ...
*

Streptaxis Petiti, Gould, ...
# *

Cryptosoma prsestans, Gould, ... ... ,. ...
* *

Succinea semiserica, Gould, *

,, (ined.), .. .

.

#

Bulimus atricallosus, Gould, ... f , ...
*

„ Janus, Pfr. ., ... ># *p
* „ Theobaldianus, B . .

.

... ...
*

* „ putus, B. ,,

' #

„ insularis, Ehr. M
"#

„ gracilis, H. ...
* * *

A chatina tenuispira, B. # #

Pupa bicolor, H. (mellita, Gould), * # ? ? *p

Clausilia insignis, Gould, # *

„ Philippiana, Gould, ...
* #

2 L
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Total Cyclostoniiclse, Genera,

„ „ Species,

Helicidse Genera,

„ Species,

Auriculidse. Genera,

„ Species,

June 8th, 1857.

Grand Total,

9
31

5> 31
10
60

j> 60
2
3

3
..

94

Practical Notes on the best mode of obtaining the highest duty

from Burdwan Coal as compared with English Coal.—By Henry
PlDDINGTON.

1. I assume in this paper that the coal supplied is the average

good Burdwan Coal ; for there can be no doubt that a great deal of

inferior, shaly, stuff has been from time to time sold as Burdwan

Coal, and hence, and from the cause which I shall subsequently

indicate, arises its bad reputation amongst engineers. I assume also

that the boiler furnace is one with "joggle bars."

2. Perfectly pure coal should contain no earthy matter whatso-

ever, but this is rarely, perhaps never, met with. Good English Pit

Coal contains from 8.00 to 0.8 per cent, of earthy matter ; the aver-

age of such as has been examined here being 2.8 per cent, and the

Welsh Steam Coal 2.0 per cent. An average of several analyses of

good Burdwan Coal gives from 12 to 15 per cent, as the proportion

of earthy matters ; so that we have

English Pit-Coal. Best Welsh Steam Coal. Burdwan Coal.

2.8 pr. ct. 2.0 pr. ct. 13| pr. ct.

3. I do not refer here to the iron and sulphur, of which most

coal contains varying proportions; because I am not so much writ-

ing a chemical as a practical paper, and while the iron on the one

hand is usually included in the earthy matters, the Burdwan Coal

on the other does not contain much sulphur.
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4. Again : every engineer knows that some coal contains too

large a proportion of gaseous matter and too little carbon (coke) ; so

that though it will light and flame up easily, and thereby raise the

steam quickly, yet it does not leave a good bed of glowing coke to

keep it up steadily for a long time, and is thus both a wasteful and

so to say an uncertain coal ; wasteful because it burns away too

fast, and uncertain as giving at one time too much steam and ano-

ther too little. And moreover an improper coal for sea-going Steam-

ers as they can only carry a given quantity.

5. The opposite kind, where there is too little gas and too much

carbon, raises steam slowly and is apt to coke and clinker and the

fire to get slack, for it then approaches to a coke or anthracite fire

in a coal furnace. And thus the steam is apt to get low.

6. Again as to the earthy matter. Up to a small per centage,

say perhaps 5 per cent, it does not do harm when burnt in coal,

though it tells heavily in the coke, and it perhaps keeps the coal toge-

ther while burning; but being incombustible itself, if this proportion

is exceeded, the burning of the coal is to a certain extent impeded,

and the coal clinkers very much, so as to require constant, and to

the firemen, fatiguing attention. And there is much waste in the

clinker which, when examined, will be usually found to contain a

considerable proportion of coke in the cinder.

7. The gaseous contents of coal and its carbon are also to be

considered, and here we have from the same authority as before.

Gaseous. Carbon.

English Pit Coal, 31.00 .... 67.3

Welsh Coal, 29.25 .... 68.75

Burdwan Coal, 36.2 50.2

We have therefore in the Burdwan Coal an excess of gaseous

matter and a deficiency of about 18 per cent, of carbon (coke) of

which 13^ per cent, is made up by earthy matter and the remainder

by water, of which it usually contains from 4 to 8 per cent.

8. We build Steamers, such as they are, in India ; but their

machinery is sent out from England, where the engineers and

boiler-makers have no idea of these peculiarities in our Indian Coal,

and of course construct their furnaces for burning English Coal,

and as our officers and engineers know little or nothing also of

2 l 2
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Indian Coal, except that it is a troublesome coal—that it clinkers

excessively ; and sometimes, where they get a large proportion of

inferior kinds in their lot,—that the steam cannot be kept up with

the Burdivan Coal—they are clamorous for English Coal,—and get it.

"We are thus in very many cases trying to burn Indian Coal on

English grates! and are always complaining that we do not succeed.

9. I have succeeded, and on a large scale, when boiling sugar in

open pans, in obtaining, not the duty of English Coal from Burdwan

Coal, but something much higher than could be looked for—say

within ten or fifteen per cent, of English Coal, and without much

more trouble, except in a little more work with the picker, which

the men carefully attended to because the furnaces being con-

structed to burn their own smoke, which they did very completely,

the men, who were well paid, were liable to a fine, if the smoke-

flag was seen for any length of time at the top of the chimney.

10. And I managed this by the following simple expedient.

Whenever I had Burdwan Coal to burn, I took out one of the bars

and steadied the others by bits of scrap iron put in between their

shoulders. This increased the air-way and the Burdivan Coal then

burntfreely, but of course gave a larger quantity of its white ash.

11. The reason of this is simple enough. If we suppose a given

quantity of English, or Welsh, Coal to perform its highest duty as a

steam coal, in any given time, with, say a certain number of cubic

feet of air, which we will call 1000, we have first a coal containing

say 2\ per cent, of earthy matter requiring this amount of air in a

given time.

12. But it is clear that a coal containing 12 or 15 per cent, will

require a much larger amount of air in the same time. We do not

know how much, or what is the proportion in which the earthy

matter obstructs the combustion of the coal in which it is contained
;

but we do certainly know that every question of combustion from

Cannel Coal to Anthracite is a question of draft, and of air-way ; of

the rapidity of the passage of the air, which is the draft, and of the

size of the spaces through which this draft passes, which is the air-way.

13. Now as we can only alter our funnels by reducing them,

which we do not want to do, the draft is a constant quantity, and

hence the resource is that which I have spoken of above—to increase
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the air-way. I have spoken there of taking out one fire bar, but

I am not sure that where the shoulders of the bars are narrow or

the furnace large, this would be enough
;
yet to take out two would

perhaps leave the spaces so wide, that the small coal would fall

through before it was burnt ? and it should not be forgotten that

these questions, though without very accurate experiments and mea-

surements we can only estimate them roughly, are really questions

of nice adjustment.

Notes on Kokan, Kashghdr, YdrJcand, and other places in Central

Asia.—By Lieut. H. G. Ea.veett, 3rd Begt. Bombay, JV. L\

Assistant Commissioner, Multdn.

About six years since, the Eight Hon'ble B. Disraeli, M. P., at

the prayer of the sisters of the unfortunate Lieutenant Wyburd of

the Indian Navy, at that time supposed to be in slavery at Kokan,

the capital of one of the petty states of Central Asia, had, by a

motion in the House of Commons, endeavoured to rouse the British

Government to effect his release.

This officer had been despatched from Persia to Bokhara for the

purpose of making enquiry into the fate of Stoddard and Conolly,

and had never returned. He appears to have been sold into slavery

by the ruler of Bokhara.

Some months previous to the motion of Mr. Disraeli, an agent,

said to have been despatched by the reigning chief of Kokan, had

arrived at Pes'hawar, with information, that a European calling

himself Wypart, was then in confinement in that city under the

suspicion of being a spy of the Russians (with whom the Kokan

chief was at enmity) ; but that he protested he was an Englishman

and had escaped from slavery at Bokhara. The agent in question,

I was informed, had stated the readiness of the Chief to release

the unfortunate man, if any British officer were sent for that pur-

pose, and would satisfy him as to his being a British subject.

As soon as I became aware of these circumstances, I tendered

my humble services, both to the Government of Bombay, and the
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Supreme Government, and offered to proceed through Kashmir and

endeavour to effect the release of the officer in question.

Quite by accident I met with a Jew at Bombay, who had accom-

panied Dr. Hoff on his journey to Bokhara, and who readily offered

to accompany me ; and two respectable natives of Kokan itself,

who were returning to their native land from the pilgrimage to

Mekkah, were ready to attach themselves to me, and answer for my
safety, if necessary.

I was therefore sanguine of success, but, I am sorry to say, my
services were not accepted ; and it appears that a native was

despatched on the mission, who, as might naturally have been

expected, failed. He has lately returned, and from the exceedingly

meagre account of his journey, published in the Journal of the

Society, No. IY. of 1856, he appears to have gone to very little

trouble in the matter, and to have confined himself to asking ques-

tions in bazars, and in despatching natives of the country to the

adjacent districts for the same purpose. Whether he was duly

accredited to the Chief of Kokan or otherwise, does not appear.

There is very little chance of the unfortunate officer, or European

whoever he may have been, being still in the land of the living

;

the unfulfilment of that hope, so long deferred, which maketh the

heart sick, must long since have brought to a termination the

earthly troubles of the wretched captive.

For a number of years, I have made it a rule to collect every

item of information respecting the geography, inhabitants, and

resources of the little known parts of Central Asia. What I had

already gleaned, at the time I offered to proceed to Kokan, and

information furnished by the two Kokauies, I have referred to, I

now submit, as giving a better and more minute, although still

very meagre, account of this important and little known country,

than that furnished by the unsuccessful agent, Khwaja Ahmad,

Nakshbandf.

* # m # #

Kokan, originally called Kokand, Koran, and Khoka, the capital

of Audijan or Eerghanah, the native country of the Emperor Baber,

is a large, populous, and well built city, surrounded by numerous
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gardens, for which it is celebrated throughout Turkestan. The

city has considerably increased under the rule of the present Khan,

Muhammad Omar,# son of Muhammad Alx Khan, during whose

reign the city of Khojend became depopulated.

The houses of the city are generally built of wood, of several

stories in height, with a foundation of burnt bricks, There are

several large and well supplied bazars, many of which, according to

the general fashion in oriental cities, are covered in. It has one

college, and several large Karawanserais for merchants.

The Arg or citadel, in which the Khan resides, a small city in

itself, is situated west of the city, being divided by a large rivulet,

a feeder of the Sirr, Jihiin or Jaxartes river, which divides the two

from north to south. The city is therefore amply supplied with

water, which is considered to be one of the principal causes of its

prosperity, its present population being at present computed to be

about 100,000, half of whom dwell in houses, the remainder are

nomades who dwell in tents.

The ruler, Muhammad Omar Khan is very popular. He hears

all the complaints of his subjects, and administers justice to them

in person every day, and settles their disputes.

This city is remarkable for the number of its public women, called

in the Kattai (Northern China) language, Aghchha. They amount

to about 4,000 ; and may be seen driving about the city, in carriages

drawn by horses, at all times of the day.

Great quantities of opium, chirs, an intoxicating drug made from

hemp flowers, and a decoction made from poppy-heads (different

from opium), are made here. In every bazar numbers of people

may be seen in all states and degrees of intoxication, and no one

interferes with them ; indeed people may do just as they choose

here, with the exception of acting tyrannically, such are the Khan's

commands. Tyranny and oppression in this city will not answer.

The ruler is on friendly terms with the Khan -of Khwarazm, but

no intercourse takes place with the Eussians, Bokharaiaus, or

Chinese. He has a standing army of about 55,000 men, with thirty

* Said to have been dethroned since the above was written. His son Khuda

Yar, is the present ruler.
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guns, the whole of which, however, are not mounted. The private

soldier's pay amounts to about ten tillahs, each tillah being worth

about fourteen shillings English.

The country is small in extent, and surrounded by mountains on

all sides, with the exception of the south-west, in which direction

the city of Khojend is situated. Round about the city the country

is densely populated, and well cultivated and fruitful. All kinds of

grain, fruits, and other necessaries are plentiful and exceedingly

cheap. Flocks and herds are also numerous.

The principal taxes levied from the agriculturists are ten per

cent, on grain ; on the value of sheep, goats, and cattle five per

cent. ; on the sale of a camel three tangas ; on a horse two ; on a

sheep one. Merchandize is subject to a duty of two and a half per

cent., and as the trade is very extensive, it yields a large revenue to

the Khan. The inhabitants have to pay a yearly tax of one tillah

on each house.

The chief towns of the Khanat of Kokan are ; Murghelandasht,

distant about thirty-six miles ; Karsandasht, thirty-five miles ; Muan-

gandasht, about the same distance ; Takht-Suliman-dasht or Ush,

thirty-four miles ; Karghar-kohistan, sixty miles, and other places

of less size.

The road lies through a desert tract of country, and no signs of

habitation or cultivation are seen except in the vicinity of the differ-

ent manzils or stages. The range of mountains, called the Takht

or throne of Suliman, lies to the west of the city of Kokan, distant

about one hundred miles. It has two peaks.

On the arrival of a Karawan at the Ourtang or Custom-house,

the chief revenue officer who is stationed there, personally inspects

the merchandize, and makes out two lists of the contents. One

copy he transmits to Azim Khan, the Kattai chief, and retains the

other himself. After due examination of the goods he grants a

pass to the merchants, and they can then proceed on to Kashghar.

On approaching any Ourtang or Custom-house, on a journey, it

is necessary for the Kafilah Bashf, or leader of the Karawan, to

proceed there on foot, and show his pass ; as it is considered

insulting to approach a government establishment on horseback

or mounted.
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In cases where any doubt may arise respecting the goods beino-

more or less than specified in the pass, the trouble these revenue

authorities give is most vexatious ; nevertheless, should any article

mentioned in a pass be lost or stolen on the road they are prompt

in recovering it. On such a circumstance occurring the conductor

of the Karawan must report it at the nearest Custom-house, giving

a description of the goods whatever they may be. The authorities

have a stated time for the decision of such matters, aud in case the

articles are not recovered within the prescribed period, some com-

pensation is allowed, but in kind, not in money.

On a Karawan or Kafilah reaching the city, or any other place in

the Khan's dominions, where duties are leviable, the conductor

must report his arrival at the chief Custom-house, stating all parti-

culars, from whence he has come, together with the value, and

description of goods he may have brought. On this an officer

proceeds to inspect the merchandize, and on goods of superior

quality five per cent, on the value is levied, and on commoner

descriptions half the above rate.

The city of Tashkend is subject to Kokau, and lies ten stages or

manzils to the north-west. It was once a very large and rich city,

but is now gone to decay. The numerous ruins of mosques and

other buildings shows what its former extent must have been.

The city of Kashghar lies south-east from Kokau, and is distant

from it ten manzils for Karawan camels. It belongs to Chinese

Tartary, is populous, and contains about 50,000 inhabitants. It is

surrounded by a fortified wall, which is very strong and lofty,

and said to be very ancient. The citadel, which is within

the enceinte, occupies an area of about two miles, and is gar-

risoned by 2,500 soldiers, with several pieces of artillery. An

army of Chinese troops is also stationed here as being a fron-

tier city. It formerly amounted to 10 or 12,000 men, but

lately the force has been considerably augmented, and at present

is computed at 30,000 men. The chief cause of this increase,

however, appears to be for the purpose of overawing the Muham-

madans, who constitute the majority of the inhabitants. Some

time previously they created a serious disturbance, in which a great

number of Chinese were killed and an immense amount of property

2 M
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plundered. A strong body of celestial troops was sent to quell this

revolt, and the faithful were severely punished.

The residence of the governor, who is styled Umban, is called the

Gul Bagh, distant about two miles from the city, between which a

portion of the troops are encamped.

The city gates are closed from sunset to sunrise, as is the custom

throughout Northern China. Each soldier of the city police, which

is a well organized body of men, is provided with two pieces of

wood called a cliang, and at the termination of each watch of about

three hours, he produces a sound by striking them together in a

peculiar manner, and afterwards calls out the hour of the night or

day. These soldiers go by the general name of Hallatts.

The country is very productive, and the city, the houses of which

are regularly laid out, is surrounded by numerous gardens. There

are six gates which are defended by cannon, and a number of

mosques. The chief fiscal authority is vested in a Muhammadan

who bears the title of Hakim Beg.

The people are a lively comely race, and the women are remark-

ably handsome. Merchants may take temporary wives, as in Persia,

by enteriug into a contract for a specific sum during the period of

their sojourn in the country. The Kashgharis are also great wine-

bibbers, and are very old women in their fondness for a " dish

of tea."

The lands depend in a great measure on rain for irrigation, but

artificial irrigation is also extensively adopted, and this, from the

number of streams running through the country, is by no means

difficult. Snow lies on the ground in winter to the depth of two,

and sometimes three feet, but never for more than a few days

together.

The distance from Kashghar to Tarkand is three manzils, of about

seventeen miles each. As the country all along the line of route

is highly cultivated and exceedingly populous, the different stages

are not prescribed to certain places, as between Kashghar and

Kokan. The Yarkiang river, also called the Eergo-u, flows past the

city to the north.

Yarkand, which is the largest city of Moghalistan, has two

citadels within its walls, one in which the Muhammadan go-
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vernor dwells, and the other, on the southern side, where the

Chinese chief, who commands the army quartered here, resides.

This force, which is intended to overawe the Yarkandis

amounts to about 40,000 men with several guns. This is the

largest force the Chinese have in this direction of their empire,

and the best and most efficient, being picked men. They are

relieved yearly. Of this force, 10,000 are quartered within the city,

the remainder in the vicinity.

The police arrangements are similar to those of Kashghar, with

this exception, that an equal number of Chinese soldiers are asso-

ciated with the police in their duties ; and one celestial accompanies

each of the chdng nawazdn (ringers or strikers of the cluing) as the

watchmen already described are called, in his rounds.

Russian Karawans come here, and bring all sorts of European

manufactures, consisting of hardware in a greater proportion. They

take back with them teas, silk, and other articles of Chinese manu-

facture, but they are not allowed to proceed further east.

Prom Yarkand, distant fifteen manzils or stages to the north-east

is Aksii (Ah, white, su, river), a city whose wealth and population

increase steadily every year. All descriptions of food are excessively

cheap, and even when prices are at their maximum, a maund and a

half of grain, Kabul measure, (about one hundred and twenty pounds

English) may be obtained for two shillings. The governor of this

city is appointed by the Chinese, but the people are chiefly fol-

lowers of Islam.

"From Aksii to Yilih or Ileh is ten days journey to the north-east.

The road is difficult on account of the traveller having to cross the

glaciers of the Tiauchan or snowy mountains. A body of fifty men

are maintained here by the authorities for the express purpose of

assisting travellers over the mountains, and for making roads for

their passage through the ice. When a party of travellers reach

the foot of the mountains, they proceed in front, and make a road

over the ice as they advance, the travellers following close at their

heels ; and it generally occupies a whole day in crossing the range.

So quickly does this track become impassable, that the pioneers,

who return on the following day, have generally to clear a new path

for themselves. This place is called by the people of the country,

2 m 2
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Makdn-i-Sarwar jMugar, or the " dwelling of Sarwar the magician."

Showers of rain, and snow storms are of daily occurrence in this

vicinity.

Yilih or Ileh contains about 8,000 houses and 40.000 inhabitants,

consisting of Chinese and Muhammadans in about equal numbers,

whose quarters are quite separated from each other.

The chief authority of the province is styled the Jan Jang or

Governor- General, who resides at Kowrah or Kowreh, one stage

from Yilih. It contains upwards of 60,000 inhabitants, and a

Chinese army of about 40,000 men are located there. The authority

above named, is the supreme head of the Muhammadans of Mogha-

listan, to the west ; eastward is the country of Khattai, or Chinese

Tartary.

Prom this latter city to the Eussian frontier town of Semi Pulad

Oska (Semipolatinsk) the most southerly town of any consequence

in Southern Siberia, is twenty-five days' journey through a difficult

country almost uninhabited. This mountainous district is rich in

silver mines which are profitably worked by the Chinese. They

also produce a metal known here by the name of yambu. Some

years since the Eussians demanded a share in the profits from these

mines on account of their being situated mid-way between the two

countries. The Khattais, as the Chinese are called, refused, however,

to accede to the demand, giving answer (I here use the very words

of my informant) " If you Orris have six laks of soldiers alto,

gether, we have six laks in one place alone, then what occasion is

there for us to let you have a share in the mines ?"

The town of Semi Pulad Oska contains a population of between

7 and 8,000. It is situated on the right bank of the river Irtisch,

which forms the boundary between the two countries, and at the

foot of the Altai or golden mountains.

From the frontier city of Kowreh, or Kura
f
distant fifteen stages,

is Karan-sher or Kara-shehr, beyond which, there is a most stringent

order not to permit Yawahs (barbarians), as the Chinese term all

foreigners, to pass into the interior. This is a large and populous

city with a numerous garrison, or army rather for its protection.

Muliyan is distant from the above place five stages, Kutan or

Kotan fifteen, and Trifan twenty. To reach Ma-chin
;
from whence
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the tea is chiefly brought, it occupies two months and half with a

Karawan ; and to reach Janan, where the China-ware is manufac-

tured, it takes another three months. Beyond the last mentioned

place is the ocean.

The Chinese are much given to pleasure, and once a year, in the

first month, they hold a grand festival which lasts for ten days,

during which time they give themselves up to all sorts of pleasure.

The festival is called Chaghan.

Cottrell in his " Recollections of Siberia," refers to this style of

commencing the new year in the following terms :
" They (the

Chinese merchants at Mai-ma-chin, the small hamlet where they

and the Russians meet to trade, and in which merchants are allowed

to reside) have, however, learned from their Russian neighbours to

appreciate the merits of champaigne, which is drunk in torrents in

the white month. This white month is the beginning of the Chinese

year. # * * * The scene of carousing and gaiety

during this month is described as most amusing, and would be

doubtless the best opportunity of seeing the Chinese under the

most favourable colours."

The dress of the men of Chinese Tartary is of various colours,

one suit over the other ; and their caps they ornament with a tassel

like the girls of Orgunge, to which according to their means, they

attach jewels. Their shoes are of silk with soles of cotton. The

women dress much in the same style as those of Kashmir, and their

head-dress consists of a cap or turban, which they ornament with

flowers made of coloured silks. All the people use chairs, in fact

they cannot sit comfortably otherwise.

They are of two tribes, the Akh Khattai, and Karah Kattai,

which signifies in the Turk! language, the White and the Black

Chinese. The former shave all round the head, but leave a tuft in

the centre, the hair of which when sufficiently long they twist and

allow to hang down like a cow's tail. They also shave off the beard

but retain the moustache. The latter, on the contrary never shave.

There are two routes from Kashmir to Yarkaud aud Kokau. The

most direct one is by way of Iskardoh and along the banks of the

Shighun river, and over the Mustak range of mountains by the

Hanzi pass. The other, a more round about road, is by way of
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Leh or Ladakh, through the valley of the Shai Yak, as the northern

branch of the Indus is named, and over the Karah Korrura moun-

tains, which appears to have been the route followed by the Sayed.

There is another route from Leh to the Karah Korrum range, fur-

ther to the west by way of N libra, but it is only used when the

Shai Yak is too deep to be crossed. The route by Iskardoh is less

than the other by ten stages, but it is only open from the middle

of April to the end of October, whilst the Leh route is practicable,

though difficult, for the greater part of the year.

MulMn, 10th April, 1857.

Memorandum on the Nanga JParbat and other Snowy Mountains of

the Himalaya Range adjacent to Kashmir.—By T. G. Montgo-

mery, Lt. Engineers, 1st Asst. Gt. Trig. Survey of India, in

charge Kashmir Series.

Colonel Waugh having given me permission to publish the approx-

imate heights and positions of the Nanga Parbat and other snowy

mountains fixed by the Kashmir series, I have the pleasure to

put at the disposal of the Asiatic Society a memorandum of the

same with tables, &c. shewing how the height of the Nanga Parbat

has been obtained.

The mean height of 26,629 feet for the Nanga Parbat is approxi-

mate, but is not likely to alter materially when all the refinements

of computation have been applied.

The height of the stations of the Kashmir series depend upon

the N. "W. Himalaya series, and as yet the N. W. H. series

depends upon the height of the Bauog observatory, which Colonel

"Waugh has already tested by trigonometrical levelling from sea to

sea* over 2,127 miles of hill and plain—a test that has never before

been applied or at any rate successfully carried out on such a

gigantic scale.

The N. W. H. series thus starting with a verified height has not

as yet been tested by a process similar to the above. Before long,

however, Colonel Waugh's great geodetical quadrilateral that

* From Calcutta to Bombay and Kurrachee.
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embraces the Punjab and Sind will afford the verification desired by

completing the circuit from the mean sea level at Kurrachee, round

the Punjab and back to the same point.

Though the internal checks on the heights of any Gr. T. Survey

series are in themselves complete, still slight errors may creep in

which can only be detected on the completion of the levelling from

sea to sea. Hence a small correction may hereafter be applied to

the heights of the Kashmir series, though as I before said, it is not

likely to affect materially the values that I now send you.

Hitherto the Nanga Parbat, which is also called Dayarmur, has

been put down as 19,000 feet above the sea, being nearly a mile and

a half below its actual elevation. Eather a bad shot for conjectural

geography.

Though by no means equal to mount Everest,* still the Nanga

Parbat is as much the king of the northern Himalayas as mount

Everest is the king of the southern Himalayas.

My series has already added to the Gr. T. Survey all the peaks to

the south of the Indus, and now the Gr. T. Survey may be said to

have fixed all the peaks in the Himalayas with the exception of a

few about the sources of the river Indus.

During my three days' residence on the snowy mountain Hara-

mook, at upwards of 16,000 feet above the sea, I had several fine

views of the Karakoorarn range and of the ranges to the north of

the Indus. Amongst others two very fine peaks were visible

beyond the general outline of the Mustagh and Karakoorarn ranges.

These two peaks promise to be high. They were well but faintly

defined against the sky being probably about 150 miles from me.

I hope to have the pleasure of sending you their heights at the

beginning of next year.

The memorandum includes several well known mountains such as

" Ser" and " Mer," Haramook, Baltal, &c. The heights now given

do not agree with those that have hitherto been taken for granted

by former explorers.

I trust the accompanying heights and positions may prove a

useful and interesting contribution to accurate geograghy.

Dliera Dhoon, Tllh January, 1857.

* Deo-dhumm.

—

Ed.
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The geographical co-ordinates of the Himalayan peaks enume-

rated in the accompanying list have been derived from the geodetical

operations of the Kashmir meridional series of the Gr. T. Survey of

India.

This series commenced by order of Colonel "Waugh in 1855,

emanates from a side of the north-west longitudinal series in the

low ranges north of Sealkote.

The triangulation of the series has been carried across the snowy

ridge of Chattardhar, over the Pir Panjal aud the great range to the

north of Kashmir, by means of symmetrical quadrilaterals and

polygons.

Lumiuous signals* have been used throughout, and the rigorous

system of the G. T. Survey of India has nowhere been abated, not-

withstanding the physical difficulties presented by the snowy

ranges, and the severe climate on their summits, so trying to the

natives of India employed as lampmen and heliotropers.

The Nanga Parbat or Dayarmur is a snowy mountain to the

north of Kashmir, midway between that valley and the river Indus.

The splendid mass of snow presented by this peak and its subordi-

nate pinnacles can be seen to the best advantage from the western

side of Kashmir, when it is viewed across the great "Walpar lake.

The upper portion of the mountain for 5,000 feet is precipitous, and

the neighbouring ranges never attain an altitude of more than

17,000 feet, consequently this magnificent peak, rising to an eleva-

tion of 26,629 feet above the sea, naturally forms a noble objectf in

whatever aspect it is viewed.

Among the remaining mountains there are many fine peaks, the

most remarkable being " Ser" and " Mer," twin giants, the former

white and the latter dark, because it is too precipitous to retain

much snow on the Kashmir side. Ser and Mer are also called

Nana Khana, as well as Dum Huy and Pajah Huy, besides other

appellations. These peaks and all from No. 1 to No. 12 are well

known to those sportsmen who shoot ibex in the Wardwan valley.

* Heliotropes and lamps,

t For a beautiful and characteristic sketch of this mountain, vide page 44, of

Major (now Lt.-Coloncl) Cunningham's work on Ladak.
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Baltal, Haramook, the highest points of the Pir Panjal and Nos.

16 to 27 inclusive are visible from various parts of Kashmir.

The position and heights of these mountains have been deter-

mined by observations taken at the principal stations of the Kashmir

series. For instance the Nanga Parbat has been determined by

observations with a 14 inch* theodolite from eleven principal sta-

tions at distances varying from 43 to 133 miles and at heights

ranging from 7,700 to 16,000 and odd feet.

Four or more independent computations have been made for each

point, the accompanying abstract of the results of the computations

of the Nanga Parbat may be taken as a fair specimen. In this

instance, the latitude and longitude have been derived from seven

independent deductions, the heights from eleven, and the distances

from the same number of triangles. The extreme difference from

the mean is only one-tenth of a second in latitude and longitude,

and only 25 feet in height, being as accordant as could be expected,

considering that it is an unmarked peak,t that the attraction of the

mountains is very great, and that no doubt, between observations,

variations did occur caused by falls of snow at one time, and by the

melting of the same at another.

The refraction used for completing the height of the Nanga

Parbat as well as of the other peaks has throughout been deter-

mined practically from my own reciprocal observations between

principal stations, that is to say from observations to and from

those elevated points of the Himalayan range, which were actually

occupied for the purpose of observation while extending the series

of great triangles across the Pir Panjal and the great snowy barrier

to the north of the valley.

The skeleton chart shows the geographical position of the Nanga

Parbat and the other peaks in the accompanying list. The position

of Murree, Jhelum, Sealkote, Srinagar, and other places being added

for the sake of illustration.

* Troughton and Simins, No. 5, G. T. S.

t The term unmarked in the Gr. T. S. means a peak in which no signal mark.

has been erected.

2 X
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Abstract of the position of the Nanga Parbat.

6
to

Fixed Stations.

Deduced Sta-

tions. Latitude. Longitude.

m

1
a©
s

1

O ' " O / //

1 From Safapoor, H. S. .

.

Nanga Parbat. 35—14—21.4 74—37—52.5

2 „ Kaj Nag, H. S. .. .... do 21.5 52.4

3 „ Manganwar, H. S. .... do 21.6 52.6

4 „ Marinag, H. S. .. .... do 21.6 52.5

5 „ Ismail de dori,H.S. .... do 21.5 52.5

6 „ Haramook, H. S. .

.

.... do. .... 21.5 52.4

7 „ Hant, H.S .... do 21.6 52.5

Means, 35—14—21.5 74—37—52.5

Compared by W. GK Beverley, and T. J. M.
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Memorandum of Heights and Positions of the Nanga Parbat and

other Mountains.

Names of Mountains,
Mean
Height.

Mean
Latitude.

Mean
Longitude.

Remarks.

Nanga Parbat Snowy
Peak,

Ser ditto,

Mer ditto, ..,

Baltal ditto,

Haramook ditto,

Kashmir Series, Snowy
Peak, No. 1,

Ditto, „ 2,

Ditto, „ 3,

Ditto, „ 4,

Ditto, „ 5,

Ditto, „ 6,

Ditto, „ 7,

Ditto, „ 8,

Ditto, „ 10,

Ditto, „ 11, . . .

Ditto, (Poormandal ke
Sir,) No. 12,

Kashmir Series, Snowy
Peak, No. 16,

Ditto, „ 17,

Ditto, „ 19,

Ditto, „ 21,

Ditto, „ 22,

Ditto, (Peer ke dheri),

No. 23,

Ditto, (Bijti-ke-Sir),

No. 24,

Ditto, (Neela) No. 25,
Kashmir Series, Snowy

Peak, No. 26,

Ditto, „ 27,
Ditto, (cZ),

Ditto, (e),

Ditto, (/),
Ditto, (i),

Ditto, (j),
Ditto, (a?),

feet.

26,629.1

23,406.9

23,264.4

17,839.4

16,902.9

16,662.0

19,906.0

21,288.6

20,054.2

21,059.3

21,584.8

18,739.3

20,988.0

19,841.3

19,597.0

17,051.9

17,014.5

20,740.3

14,874.5

16,486.6

15,5345

16,227.8

18,052.4

17,320.7

17,903.7

17,642.7

17,369.3

19,376.7

35 14 21.5

33 58 56.1

34 47.7

34 9 55.4

34 24 5.6

74 37 52.5

76 3 59.1

76 5 51.4

75 22 10.3

74 57 3.1

33 11
33 19
33 27
33 27
33 30
33 36
33 34
33 44
34
34 6

18.8

18.1

18.9

22.5

15.4

26.6

53.1

1.6

22.4

14.9

5 35.3

20 22.7

11 50.9

7 23.8

5 30.6

10 25.8

1 39.0

9 28.8

52 58.3

45 42.1

34 3 37.3

34 56 7.4

34 53 30.6

35 7 55.7

34 48 41.7

34 46 49.4

34 43 30.9

34 38 18.6

34 35 55.1

35 45.7

34 56 26.8

34 22 15.4

34 13 34.4

34 13 43.9

34 30 50.3

34 31 34.4

34 17 23.6

75 33 49.1

74 21 43.1

74 18 59.9

74 28 42.2

74 5 54.3

73 55 51.1

73 46 0.2

73 43 44.4

73 41 43.4

74 13 22.4

74 34 6.6

75 29 29.7

75 32 4.5

75 37 40.3

75 38 30.4

75 44 27.6

75 49 59.2

Or Dayamur.

> Or Nana, Khana, &c.

Or Gwashbrari.

A Snowy Cone.

A fine Snowy Cone.

[Kashmir & Wardwan.
East of a pass between

Above
Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Above the Ambernath
caves. [Glacier.

Above the Matchahoy
In the HembapsRange.
Ditto, ditto.

About 8 miles S. W.
of Dras fort.
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Memorandum of Heights, 8fc., (continued).

[No. 4.

Names of Mountains.
Mean
Height.

Mean
Latitude.

Mean
Longitude.

Remarks.

feet. o ' " o ' "

Pir Panjal Snow Pk.

Bara 8angah, 33 57 54.4 75 26 18.3 In the range between
Kashmir and Ward-
wan.

Ditto ditto a, 14,580.6 33 48 54.3 75 29 51.9 Ditto.

Ditto ditto iS
1
, 33 36 31.5 75 34 33.8 Ditto.

Ditto ditto £
5

, 14,545.6 33 26 5.9 75 31 31.6 Ditto.

Ditto ditto j8
6

, 14,187.0 33 31 59.7 75 32 10.4 Ditto.

Ditto ditto Ahertatopa, 13,042.5 33 23 56.8 75 22 21.5 G. T. Station.

Ditto ditto Kol Narwa, 12,746.4 33 30 21.8 75 8 24.5 Ditto.

Ditto ditto Didyum, . 14,952.2 33 24 49.5 75 3 15.6 Ditto seen from Sia.1-

Ditto ditto Barina Sa- kote.

kul, 15,482.7 33 28 55.7 74 52 44.2 Three peaks above the

Kosa Nag, called also

Koserin Kutur seen

from Sialkote.

Ditto ditto Tikhiar, .

.

15,304.6 33 29 52.0 74 39 42.2 seen from Sial-

kote.

Ditto ditto Tatta kuti, 15,523.7 33 44 54.9 74 30 30.6

Ditto ditto (y), 15,132.7 33 54 23.6 74 28 19.1

Northern Panjal Hant, 13,492.8 34 36 48.0 74 39 16.2 G. T. Station above the

road from Bundipoor
to Gurys.

Ditto Marinag, 11,827.5 34 38 47.2 74 14 46.2 G. T. Station.

Ditto Ismail de dori, .

.

12,643.2 34 29 44.5 73 57 44.3 Ditto.

Ditto Peak, No. 2, ...

.

14,338.1 34 21 20.3 73 59 17.6

Ditto Satkola, 14,038.8 34 20 41.8 74 23.9 G. T. Station.

Ditto Kaj Nag, No. 1, 14,437.8 34 13 48.7 74 4 12.6 Highest Peak.
Isle of Chinars, ...... 5,209.4 34 8 0.9 74 53 40.9 In city lake ofKashmir.
Lanka Island, 5,186.6 34 22 9.1 74 39 48.0 In Great Walar Lake.
Takht-i-Sulaiman, .... 6,266.0 34 4 46.3 74 53 8.0 Base of kalis of temple.

Islamabad Hill, 5,896.4 33 43 46.3 75 12 6.9 G. T. Station on top.

Shapiyon Hill, 7,048.9 33 42 43.9 74 53 48.5 Ditto.

Sopoor Fort, 34 17 1.4 74 30 47.6 East Bastion.

Farther Observations taken at Kanuri Nar H. S. by Lieut. Brownlow, Engrs.

to the two peaks observed at Haramook H. S. by Lieut. Montgomerie, Engrs. in

September, 1856, give the following resiilts.

Height in feet. Distance in miles.

-rr , tvt i ( from Haramook H. S 25,393.7
Karakoram No. 1

£ Kanuri Nar, 25,438.5

Karakoram No. 2

Mean,..

( from Haramook H. S

25,416.1

27,914.4
Kanuri Nar, 27,942.2

116.7

136.5

Mean,... 27,928.3

The most northerly of the above viz. No. 2 is nearly in Lat. 36*.



PROCEEDINGS

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,

Fob June, 1857.

At a monthly General Meeting of the Asiatic Society, held on the

3rd instant, Babu Eamgopaul Ghose, Vice-President, in the chair.

The proceedings of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Presentations were received—

1.—Prom Mr. C. Gubbins, C. $., a fragment of a carved brick
?

fonnd among the Sarnath ruins, near Benares.

2.—From the Bavarian Royal Academy of Sciences, the latest

publications of the Academy.

3.—Prom Professor E B. Cowell, on behalf of the translator,

Mr. Fitzgerald, a copy of a translation of Salaman Absal of Jaini.

4.—From Major H. L. Thuillier, a sketch of the country between

Agra and Umballah with a sketch of Delhi.

Dr. "William Crozier, B. M. S., was named for ballot at the next

meeting, proposed by Dr. Spilsbury and seconded by Mr. Atkinson.

The Council announced, that in consequence of ill-health, Dr.

Spilsbury had sent in his resignation of the office of Vice-President,

On the motion of Major Strachey, seconded by Mr. Samuells,

the following resolution was passed :

—

" That the Society have heard with great regret that the state of

Dr. Spilsbury's health has rendered it necessary that he should

withdraw from further active participation in the management of

the Society, of which he is one of the oldest and most valued mem-
bers, and that this resolution be communicated to him by the

Secretary."
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The Council applied for a vote for a sum not exceeding 500 Es.,

for the printing of Dr. Falconer's Catalogue of the tertiary fossils

in the Society's Museum.

Some conversation ensued in reference to the amount of the esti-

mate given by the printer, and the generally high rate charged by

the Baptist Mission Press for the printing of the Society's publica-

tions. Eventually Dr. Mouat offered to enquire in communication

with the Secretary into the comparative charges of other printers

in Calcutta, and to report, if authorized to do so, to the Society.

Dr. Mouat's offer was accepted with thanks, and the proposed

vote was postponed until his report should have been presented.

The Librarian submitted his usual monthly report.

Major E. Strachey read a paper, being part of a narrative of a

" Journey into the Tibetan province of Guge, on the frontier of

Kumaon, and to the sacred lakes of Manasarowar and Eaksa Tal."

On the motion of the Chairman, a vote of thanks was given to

Major Strachey for his valuable and interesting paper.

The ordinary business being concluded, the meeting was made

special for the consideration of Mr. Oldham's proposition, to reduce

the rate of the subscriptions of non-resident members.

The Secretary stated that, owing to a mistake which had occur-

red in the office, non-residents had been allowed to send in their

votes up to the 10th instant. He therefore proposed, on the part

of the Council, that the special meeting should be continued by

adjournment to the first Wednesday in July, to be then held after

the business of the ordinary monthly meeting has been disposed of.

Agreed to.

The meeting then separated.

Library.

The Library has received the followiug accessions during the month of

May last.

Presented.

Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften. Phi-

los-Histor. Classe. Band XX. heft 2 and 3, Band XXI. heft 1 and 2,

8vo.

—

By the Academy.

Mathe-Natur Classe, Band XX. heft 2 and 3, Band

XXI. heft 1; 8vo.—By the same.
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Register zu den zweitne 10 Banden der Sitzungsbericlite (Band 11 to

20) der Philos-histor. Classe, der aka &c.

—

By the same.

' ditto ditto Mathe-Natur.—Br the same.

Denkschriften der ditto ditto, Philos-Histor. Band VII. 4to.

—

By the

Archiv fur kunde osterreichischer Geschicts-quellen. Band XVI.
heft 2, 8vo.

—

By the same.

Fontes Rerum Austriacarum. Ditto ditto Histor. commission. Band

XI. abth 2 8vo.

Notizenblatt, Nos. 15 to 24, 1856.

—

By the same.

Selections from the Records of the Madras Government, No. XXXIX.
—Report upon the Government Central Museums and the Local Museums

in the provinces for 1855-56.

—

By the Bengal Government.

ditto of the Government of India (Public Works Depart-

ment) No. XXII. on Lightning Conductors & Powder Magazine.

—

By

the Government of India.

ditto North-Western Provinces Vol. II. on Irrigation, 2

Roads, 3 Bridges, 4 Miscellaneous Works.

—

By the Government of

Agra.

ditto of the Bombay Government No. XII. Sattara Territory.

—By the Government of Bombay.

Madras Journal of Literature and Science, Vol. I. Nos. 1 and 2, New-

series.

Vogel's Disorders of the Blood, Translated and edited by Babu Chun-

der Coomar Dey, 8vo.

—

By the Babu.

Report on the Elliot Marbles in the Madras Museum, Pamphlet.—By

the Curator of the Museum.

Reports of the Juries of the Madras Exhibition of 1855.

—

By the

Madras Government.

Report (corrected) of proceedings of a Public Meeting at the Town

Hall, Calcutta, in favor of the extension of the jurisdiction of the Mofus-

sil Criminal Courts.

—

By the Committee appointed by the Meeting.

Salaman and Absal, an allegory translated from the Persian of Jami,

by E. Eitzgerald.

—

By Professor E. Cowell.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for May, 1857.

—

By the Editors.

The Oriental Christian Spectator for April, 1857.

—

By the Editor.

The Oriental Baptist for May, 1857.—By the Editor.

The Upadeshak for May.

—

By the Editor.

A Map of the country between Agra and Umballa with a Sketch of

Delhi.—By Major H. L. Thuillier.
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Purchased.

Brande's Manual of Chemistry, 2 Vols. Royal 8vo.

Dictionary of Science, Literature, and Art : comprising the

history, description, and scientific principles of every branch of human

knowledge ; with the derivation and definition of all the terms in general

use, 8vo. London, 1853.

Tomlinson's Cyclopedia of Arts and Science, 2 Vols., Royal 8vo.

A lecture on Modern Investigations on Ancient India, delivered in

Berlin, March 4, 1854. By Professor A. Weber. Translated from the

German by F. Metcalfe, pamphlet, 25* copies.

Gour Da's Bysa'ck,

1st June, 185/. Librarian and Asstt. Secy.

Library.

The Library has received the following accessions during the month

of June, 1857.

Presentations,

Indische Skizzen. Vier bisher in Zeitschriften zerstreute Vortrage

und Abhandlungen. Von A. Weber, Berlin, 1857, 8vo.

—

By the Author.

A lecture on Modern Investigations on Ancient India, delivered in

Berlin, March 4, 1854. By Professor A. Weber. Translated into Eng-

lish by F. Metcalfe.

—

By Professor A. Weber.

Bijdragen tot de Taal-land-en Volkenkunde von Neerlandsch Indie.

Vierde Deel, Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4.

—

By the Royal Institute of

Neerlandsch Indie.

Einladung zur Akademischen feier des Geburtsfestes Seiner Majestat

des konigs Wilhelm von Wiirttemberg. Abhandlung iiber den Athar-

va Veda von Dr. Rudolf Roth. Pamphlet.—By the Author.

Documents and Facts illustrating the origin of the Mission to Japan,

authorized by Government of the United States. May 10, 1851, Wash-

ington 1857, a pamphlet.

A Catalogue of the Bibliotheca Orientalis Sprengeriana, Giessen 1851,

pamphlet.—By Dr. A. Sprenger.

Sanskrit-Worterbuch herausgegeben von der Kaiserlichen Akademie

der Wissenschaften. Bearbeitet von Otto Bohtlingk und Rudolph Roth.

Zweiter Theil, Bogen 21-30.

* 24 copies for sale, at 1 R. per copy.
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Monatsbericlit der Koniglichen Preuss Akademie der Wissenschaften

zu Bsrlin. November and December, 1856. Berlin, 1857.

—

By the

Academy.

The Indian Annals of Medical Science, No. VIII. April 1857.

—

By the
Editor.

The Physical Geography of Western Tibet, by Capt. H. Strachey.

Pamphlet.—By Major R. Strachey.

Report of the Director of Public Instruction in the Lower Provinces

for the 2d quarter of 1856-57, i. e. from August to October, 1856.

—

By
the Director.

Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government, No. XLII.

Report on Capt. W. L. Merewether with other papers relating to the

enlargement of Bigaree Canal in Upper Sind.

—

By the Bombay Govt.

Journal Asiatique, No. 34.

—

By the Asiatic Society of Paris.

Proceedings of the Royal Society No. 25, Vol. VIII.

—

By the

Society.

Report of the Results of the Administration of Salt Department during

1855-56.

—

By the Bengal Govt.

Half yearly Report of the Committee of the Bengal Chamber of

Commerce, 30th April, 1857.

—

By the Chamber of Commerce.

The Oriental Baptist for June, 1857.

—

By the Editor.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for June, 1857.

—

By the Editors.

The Oriental Christian Spectator for May, 1857.—By the Editor.

The Vividhartha Sangraha, Nos. 37 and 38.—By Babu Rajendralal

Mittra.

Exchanged.

The Athenaeum, for March and April, 1857.

The London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Jour-

nal of Science, Vols. 86 and 87, April and May, 1857.

The Calcutta Review, No. 55 for March, 1857.

Purchased.

Literary Gazette, Nos. 2096 to 2104.

Revue des Deux Mondes, for 15th March and 1st April, 1857.

Comptes Rendus, Nos. 8 to 17 ; also Nos. 17 to 19 of 1856.

Mecanique Industrielle, Memoire sur, &c. &c. par M. Seguin Aine.

Paris, pamphlet, 1857.

Journal des Savants for March and April, 1857.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History, Nos. 112 and 113,

April and May, 1857.

2 o
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Annates des Sciences Naturelles, No. 6, Tome V. and No. 1, Tome VI.

Memoires sur les Contrees Occidentales, traduits du Sanscrit en Chi-

nois, en Pan 648 par H'iouen-Thsang, et du Chinois en Francois par M.
Stanislas Julien. Tome I. Paris, 1857.

Codices Orientales Bibliothecse Regia^ Hafniensis, jussu et auspiciis

Regiis enumerati et descripti. Paris Tertia, Codices Persicos, Turcicos,

Hindustanicos, &c. continens. Hafnise, pamphlet, 1857.

Revue et Magasin de Zoologie, Nos. 2 and 3 of 1857.

Revue des Deux Mondes, 1st and 15th April, and 1st May, 1857.

The American Journal of Science and Arts, No. 68, March 1857.

The Natural History, Review No. II., April 1857.

The Edinburgh Review, No. 214, April 1857-

The Quarterly Review, No. 202, Ditto.

The Westminster Review, No. 22, April 1857.

Gour Da's Bysa'ck,

Librarian and Asst. Secy.

For July, 1857.

At a Monthly General Meeting of the Asiatic Society held on the

1st instant,

Major R. Strachey, Senior Member present, in the chair.

The proceedings of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Dr. William Crozier, B. M. S., duly proposed and seconded at

the last meeting, was balloted for, and declared elected.

The Council announced that they had appointed Major Strachey

a Vice-President in the place of Dr. Spilsbury resigned, subject to

the confirmation of the Society.

The report of Dr. Mouat on the comparative charges of the

printing Presses in Calcutta was taken into consideration ; and, after

some discussion, a vote was agreed to for a sum not exceeding 500

Rs., as proposed by the Council at the last meeting, for the printing

of Dr. Falconer's catalogue of tertiary fossils in the Society's

Museum, subject to the condition that the lowest eligible tender

be accepted.
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Communications were received—
1st.—From Babu Radhanath Sikdar, an abstract of the Meteorolo-

gical Eegister kept in the Office of the Surveyor General for the

month of March last.

2nd.—From Mr. Theobald, Jr., a paper entitled " Notes on the

distribution of some of the land and fresh water-shells of India."

3rd.—From Lt. Raverty, notes on Kokan, Kashgar, Tarkund and

other places in Central Asia.

The Librarian and the Zoological Curator submitted their usual

monthly reports.

Special Meeting.

The ordinary business being concluded, the special meeting, con-

tinued by adjournment from 3rd June last, was resumed. A suffi-

cient number of members not being present to decide a question

involving an alteration of the rules, a conversation arose as to the

proper course to be pursued.

After considerable discussion Major Thuillier moved, seconded by

Babu Rajendralal Mittra

—

" That this meeting not consisting of the number of members

required by rule 45, the proposal of Mr. Oldham for reducing the

subscription of non-resident members cannot be considered, and

that the motion be therefore dropped."

Agreed to.

The proceedings then terminated.

Library.

The following accessions have been made to the library during the

months of July and August last.

Presented.

Sitzungsberichte der kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philos-

Histor Classe, Band XXI. heft 3, Band XXII. 1-2.—By the Prussian

Academy oe Sciences at Wien.

Math-Natur Classe Band XXII. heft 1-3, and Band

XXIII. heft 1.—By the Same.

Denkscriften der kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Mathe-

matisch. Natur. Classe Band XII.

—

By the Same.

Archiv fur kunde osterr Geschichtsquellen, Band XVII. heft 1-2,

Band XVIII. heft 1.—By the Same.

2 o 2
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Fontes Rerum Austriaearum, Band X, Abth. 2, and Band XIII. Abth.

2.

—

By the Same.

Monumenta Habursgica, 2 Abth.

—

By the Same.

Conciliorum Generalium Seculi Decimi Quinti, Tome . I.

Eoyal 4to.—By the Same.

Almanack der kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1857.

—

By
the Same.

Las Historias Del Origen de los Indios de esta Provincia de Guate-

mala, Traducidas de la lengua quiche al castellano para mas comodidad

de los ministros del s evangelio Por E. R. P. F. F. Ximenez, Por E. Dr.

C. Scherzer, 8vo. Vienna, 1857-

—

By the Academy.

The Indian Annals of Medical Sciences or Half-yearly Journal of

Practical Medicine and Surgery, No. VIII. April, 1857.

—

By the Editor.

Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government, No. XLII.
—By the Bombay Government.

Report on the Survey Operations of the Lower Provinces from 1st

Oct. 1855 to 30th Sept. 1856.—By the Bengal Govt.

Maps of the Administration Report for the year 1855-56, Part III.—By

the Same.

The Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. VIII. No. 28.

—

By the

Royal Society of London.

The Infant Treatment in Vernacular, 12mo. Calcutta, 1857.

—

By Babu

Shib Chundra Deb.

Mr. David Smith's Report of the Sigrowlee and Kurhurbaree Coal

Fields, pamphlet.

—

By the Government of India, Public Works
Department.

The Oriental Baptist for July and August, 1857-

—

By the Editor.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for July and August, 1857.

—

By the

Editors.

The Oriental Christian Spectator for June and July, 1857.

—

By the

Editor.

The Vividharta Sangraha, Nos. 37, 38 and 39.—By Babu Ra'jendra-

la'l Mittra.

A letter to the Members of the Photographic Society in Defence of

Babu Rajendralal Mittra.—By a Member.

Natuurkundig Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch Indie, Deel XII. Derde

Serie Deel II. afl. 4, 5 and 6, and Deel. III. an. 1 to 4.—By the Bata-

vian Society.

Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, Elfter Band,

heft 2.

—

By the German Oriental Society.
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Die Lieder Des flafis, Persiscli mit dem commentare des Sudi Heraus-

gegeben von Hermann Brockhaus, Band I. heft 3 and 4.

—

By the

Editoe.

Deutsches Worterbuch von Jacob Grimm nnd Wilhelm Grimm, 2 BaDd

Lieferung 5, Der—Doch. Liepzig.—By the Authoes.

Monographie des Guepes Sociales, on de la Tribn des Vespiens,

onvrage faisant snite a la Monographie des Guepes Solitaires, par Henri

de Saussure, Cahier 2nd and 3rd, pamphlet, and 1 vol. of plates.

—

By the

Authoe.

Melanges Hymenopterologiques par Henri de Sanssnre, 1 Ease, 'pam-

phlet, 1854.—By the Author.

Nouveiles Considerations snr la nidification des Guepes par H. de

Saussure.

—

By the Author.

Castrens (M. Alexander) Versuch einer Burjatischen Sprachlehre nebst

Kurzem Worterverzeichniss, Im auftrage der kaiserlichen Akademie der

Wissenschaften herausgegeben von Anton Schiefner, St. JPetersburgh,

1857-

—

By the Academy.

The Journal of the Indian Archipelago and Eastern Asia, edited by

J. E. Logan, New Series. Vol. I. No. 11, Vol. II. No. 1, 2 copies.—By
the Editor.

Vocabulary of Dialects of Aboriginal Tribes of Tasmania, by Joseph

Milligan, No. 7, sheets.—By the Eoyal Society or Tasmania.

Meteorological Tables kept at the Observatory of Hobart Town,

Tasmania, January to May, 1857.

—

By the Same.

Bhuddhism and Buddist Pilgrims. A review of M. Stanislas Julien's

" Voyages des Pelerins Bouddhistes" together with a letter on the origi-

nal meaning of Nirvana" by M. Muller.

—

By the Reviewer.*

Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie. Herausgegeben von E. Wohler,

Justus Liebeg und Hermann Kopp, from January to April, 1857.

—

By the

Chemical Society at Liepzig.

Catalogue of the Geological Museum in connexion with the Geological

Survey of India, Calcutta, Part I. Minerals, 1857.

—

By the Director

of the Geological Survey in India.

Selections from the Records of the Government of India (Home De-

partment) No. XXIII. Report upon the present condition and future

prospects of Tea Cultivation in the North Western Provinces and in the

Punjaub.

—

By the Govt, of India.

* Twenty copies for sale at 1 Rupee each.—Apply to the Librarian, Asiatic

Society.
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Exchanged.

The London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine of Science

for May and June, 1857, Nos. 87 and 88.

The Athenseurn, for April and May, 1857.

Purchased.

Comptes Rendus, Nos. 11 to 21.

Journal des Savants for April and May, 1857*

Revue et Magasin de Zoologie, Nos. 2, 3 and 4 of 1857.

Revue des Deux Mondes, 15th April, 15th May and 1st June, 1857.

The Natural History Review, No. II. for April, 1857-

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History, Nos. 113 and 114 for

May and June, 1857.

The American Journal of Science and Arts, Nos. 68 and 69.

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, Tome V. No. 6 and Tome VI. No. 1.

Literary Gazette, Nos. 2105 to 2108.

Gour Da's Bysa'ck,

Librarian and Asst. Secy.

1st September, 1857.

Report of Curator, Zoological Department, July Meeting, 1857.

Sir,—But few donations have been received since my last Report.

1. From T. C. Jerdon, Esq. Nagpore. A small spiny-tailed Swift, the

Acanthylis sylvatica, Tickell, J. A. S. XV, 284, obtained by Major

S. R. Tickell in Central India, and subsequently in greater abundance

near Darjiling. It is well distinguished from the small Pinang species, Ac.

leucopygialis, nobis, J. A. S. XVIII, 809, and structurally by having

a more compressed bill, and by having the tail formed as in the large

Ac. nudipes of the Himalaya; whereas the other has the more Wood-

pecker-like tail of Ac. gigantea, with the medial spines much more

developed. Both are rare species in collections, if indeed a specimen of

either occurs elsewhere than in our own museum.

2.—W. T. Blanford, Esq. A fine specimen of the Rhizomys badius,

Hodgson, or ' Bambu Rat' of the Nipal and Sikhim tardi ; also an example

of Suya atrogularis, Moore, P. Z. S. 1854, p. 77 (a species new to the

Society's museum), and a few other bird-skins from the vicinity of

Darjiling.

Subsequently, Mr. Blanford has favored us with the following speci*

mens, also from Darjiling.
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Of mammalia, Rhinolophus tragatus, Hodgson (very dark-coloured),

Corsiea caudata, (Hodgson,—distinct from C. alpina—Sorex alpinusy

Schinz),* Soriculus nigrescens, Talpa microura, Hodgson (since set

up as a skeleton), specimens in spirit of Sciurus lokroides and Sc.

McClellandii, and a skeleton (imperfect) of Sciuroptera albonigra.

Of reptiles, Calotes (?) tricarinatus, Mocoa sikimensis, Calamaria

fusca, nobis (several, the largest of them 16 in. long), dipsas (?) colu-

brina, n. s., Trigonocephalus (?), Tr. dipsas, var. (anterior

half greenish-grey, with black-bordered scales), Trigonocephalus nil-

GIRIENSIS, PoLYPEDATES MARMORATA (J. A. S. XXIV, 188, of which

Hyla obtusa, nobis, <T. A. S. XII, 931, proves to be the young).

3.—Prom myself. Carcass of a fine male Sia-gosh (Felis caracal),

which has been prepared as a stuffed specimen.

Lastly, may be noticed a purchased skin, from the neighbourhood of

Darjiling, of the remarkably handsome and curiously coloured Bat, JNyc-

ticejus ornatus, nobis, J. A. S. XX, 159, 517, where described from the

Ehasya hills. The present beautiful specimen had less of the pale colour

on the membranes than that originally described ; it being confined chief-

ly to the interfemoral, and to the margin of the fore-arms. Fur of the

upper-parts pale fulvous with bright ruddy tips, darker laterally and

posteriorly : an interrupted pale median line from the occiput, composed

in part of pure white tufts, one at the occiput, another between the

shoulders, and a third on the middle of the back ; corresponding to these

are three white lateral tufts on-each side, the first being upon the shoul-

der: lower-parts subdued white, with a broad dark brown collar or

gorget, continued downward as a wide median streak upon the belly j

from the shoulders, the white is continued round as a second gorget, in-

terrupted in the middle, but prolonged down each side of the pectoral

region, and approximating posteriorly; being bordered outwardly with

dark brown at the base of the volar membrane. The pencil, however,

is required to aid the pen to convey a vivid idea of the markings of this

singularly handsome species, which may well bear the popular designa-

tion of * Harlequin Bat,' a name that should conduce to its facile recog-

nition.

E. Blyth.

* Contrary to the opinion of Mr. R. F. Tomes, J. A. S. XXIV, 362. N. B.
The small Shrew noticed in J. A. S. XXIV, 188, as having been found in a cellar

in Madras, I find, from a memorandum, was returned to the Hon'ble W. Elliot,

Madras C. S.
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Por September, 1857.

The Monthly General Meeting for September was held on the 2nd

instant.

Major H. L. Thuillier, Senior member present, in the Chair.

The proceedings of the July meeting were read and confirmed.

The August meeting separated without proceeding to business, in

consequence of there not being a sufficient number of members

present to form a quorum.

Presentations were received—
From the Austrian Academy of Sciences at Vienna, the latest

publications of the Academy.

Two coins found at Bali, and purchased for the Society's Cabinet,

were exhibited. They were, one of Hossein Shah of Bengal, 917 H.

and the other of Nuserat Shah, son of Hossein Shah, 930 H.

Robert Schlagintweit, Esq. was proposed as a corresponding

member of the Society by the President, seconded by Mr. At-

kinson.

Notes from the following gentlemen, announcing their wish to

withdraw from the Society, were recorded.

P. "W. LeGeyt, Esq., C. S., D. G. Nicholson, Esq. J. P. Curtis,

Esq., A. E. Young, Esq., C. S., and W. G. Young, Esq., C. S.

The nomination, which the Council announced in July last, of

Lieut.-Col. E. Strachey, as a Vice-President of the Society, in place

of Dr. Spilsbury deceased, was confirmed.

Communications were received—
1. Prom Babu Eada Nauth Sikdar, an abstract of the Meteorolo-

gical Eegister kept in the Office of the Surveyor General for the

months of April, May and June last.

2. Prom Mr. Piddington, " Notes for Ships and Steamers lying

in the stream, or at moorings at Calcutta, or near it, and for Eiver

boats, on the approach of a Cyclone.

3. Prom Ditto " Practical notes on the best mode of obtaining

the highest duty from Burdwan Coal as compared with English

Coal."
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4. From Mr. H. L. Inman, C. E., forwarding an account and

diagram of the different deposits passed through in proceeding from

the right bank of the Indus to the Coal deposits in the Sehware

district of Kurrachee.

5. From Major Thuillier, forwarding a paper by Lieut. Montgo-

merie, Engineers, on the heights of certain snowy peaks of the

Himalayah in the neighbourhood of Kashmir.

6. Erom the Eoyal Society of Tasmania, the Meteorological

tables kept in the Observatory of Hobart Town during the months

of January to June last.

7. Erom the Government of India through Mr. Under Secy.

Chapman, copies of papers relative to two Meteoric stones which

fell near the Village Parnallee, in the Madura district, Madras :

—

From E. J. Sullivan, Fsq.,

To H. A. Murray, Esq.,

My dear Mr. Murray,—I forward herewith a letter from the

Eevd. J. Taylor, an American Missionary.

Perhaps Lord Harris might wish some steps to be taken about

one or both the Aerolite stones mentioned in the letter, the larger

one appears a phenomenon in point of size.

Should His Lordship require any one or any portion for the

Museum, I can procure it.

(Signed) K. J. Sullivan.

Madura, 28th March, 1857.

From H. S. Taylor, Fsq.,

To E. J. Sullivan, Fsq.,

Dear Sir,—Near the village of Parnallee in this talook two

meteoric stones have fallen. I have been on to the ground, and

seen the places where they fell and the exact impression made in

the earth where they lay. As no rain has fallen since, I was able

to see that there was no mistake about it. The noise made as they

came through the air made a deep impression on the minds of the

people in that region, and was heard, I find from reports, from along

the sea shore up to Teruchooly. They fell about three miles

apart from each other. The smaller one weighs about 37 pounds,

and sunk in the earth, where it fell, two feet and eight inches. The

2 p
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larger one is from three to four times as large, and sunk in the

earth two feet and four inches. It struck the earth flatwise. The

smaller one fell about perpendicularly. The larger fell (coming

from the north a little to the west) making an angle with a per-

pendicular line, of about fifteen degrees. Persons were standing

near each place where they fell. Many worshipped them. The

villagers gave them up to me, on condition that I should inform

you, and save them from trouble being made, or rather, which they

feared some officials might make. I do not make this statement

officially, but am ready, if you desire it, to make an official statement

on the subject. In writing this, I have fulfilled my promise to the

people there.

Tours affectionately,

(Signed) H. S. Tayloe.

Mandahasolie, March 28th, 1857.

From H. A. Mueeay, Esq., •

To E. J. Sullivan, Esq.,

Mt deae Sullivan,—I write to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter of the 28th ultimo, with enclosure from the Eev. Mr. Taylor

(herewith returned), and to thank you for the information which

you afford.

Lord Harris desires me to say that he thinks one of the meteoric

stones, the larger one, should certainly be sent to the Museum here,

and that Mr. Taylor might keep the other one for himself, as he

might perhaps like to do so ; and to request at the same time also,

that you would ask Mr. Taylor to be good enough to furnish you

with a statement of all the particulars and circumstances connected

with the occurrence, the state of the atmosphere at the time, &c.

(Signed) H. A. Mfeeay.

Guendy, 1st April, 1857.

From H. S. Tatloe, Esq.,

To E. J. Sullivan, Esq., Collector of Mudura,

Deae Sie,—Tour note of 9th of April reached me at Eumnad

on the 22nd, also the note of Mr. Murray to yourself, which I here-
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with return. I agree with Lord Harris that " one of the meteoric

stones" should be sent to the Museum at Madras, and I consent

that it should be the largest, as they fell within this Presidency. I

also thank His Lordship for kindly suggesting to you that " Mr.

Taylor might keep the other one for himself as he might perhaps

like to do so." Simply for myself I do not desire it, but while I

honor the English, and am glad to have one at Madras for that

reason, 1 love also my own country, which is but a branch of the

English stock, and wish to send the other there. You are at

liberty, however, to keep it at Madura till after the Exhibition in

June.

In respect to Mr. Murray's request through you, I would state

that I gave a somewhat minute account of their fall, &c. to Dr.

Colebrook, with liberty to publish, should he think best, in the

AthencBum. If he has done so, this may not be needed ; I will,

however, give a few particulars.

1. They fell on the 28fch of February, Saturday, at about noon, a

little south east of the village of Parnallee, Latitude north, accord-

ing to the Government Map 9° 14' Longitude 78° 21' east.

2. The largest one fell a few seconds before the smaller one, and

from two to three miles north of it. As was manifest from the hole

it made in the ground when it fell, it came from a direction some

ten degrees west of north, making an angle of about 15 or 20

degrees with a line perpendicular to the earth's surface. It struck

the earth (or at least lay in the bottom of the hole made by it)

flatwise, on the side that is most convex. The most round or

convex side of the smaller stone also was downward, this being the

position they would naturally assume as they passed with great velo-

city through the resisting atmosphere, an idea which did not occur to

me till now. I had before simply noted the fact. The larger stone

sunk into the earth when it fell, two feet and five inches, in a per-

pendicular direction. The smaller one two feet and eight inches.

The smaller one fell also about perpendicularly. The smaller does

not appear in any respect like a fragment of the larger one. The

specific gravity of the smaller one, when it fell was about 3-3, water

being the standard of unity. I observed that the specific gravity

was increased after exposure to a shower, or that of the smaller

2 i? 2
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one was. I did not try that of the larger. The crack on the convex

side of the larger one I did not perceive at all till it had been wet,

and then at first it was just perceptible. Afterwards it gradually

opened, I suppose, owing to the oxidation of the native iron it

contains, perhaps, however, to other causes. The stones had not

been wet till they came into my hands April 21st. They, each of

them, fell in cultivated fields, one of which had been harvested. The

crop in the other was still standing.

3. The noise seems to have been terrific to the Natives, causing

those near to crouch from fear. It came like two claps of thunder,

as they fell one after the other, continuing for some time, but

gradually growing less loud. As they fell through the whole depth

of our atmosphere, this would naturally be the case. The noise

appears to have been heard at Tuticorin, forty miles distant. At

this place, sixteen miles north, it excited considerable interest

among those abroad at the time. The noise must have been great,

occasioned by their great velocity. Taking their specific gravity

into the account, say 3-3, their size being about that of large cannon

balls, some allowance also being made for their irregular shape,

from the depth they penetrated the soil, which was of common

hardness, those who have observed the power of projectiles in

such cases, will be able to calculate approximately what that

velocity was.

4. Of the excitement among the natives, I suppose, I need not

speak. I visited the place, because of the rumours that were flying

abroad, making it evident to my mind that something peculiar had

there transpired. First, I saw the holes from which, in the culti-

vated fields they had been freshly taken, no rain having subsequent-

ly fallen, and saw at the bottom the hardly compressed and exact

impression left by them as they were taken up, and then as I saw

the stones, I knew instantly that they were the identical ones which

had been taken from those places. As I was more or less known in

that region, and there is no gentleman whatever anywhere near, the

rural people, utterly ignorant of the cause, came in great numbers

to state the facts, and ask some explanation. Some of them sup-

posed they were gods that had fallen ; some that they had been

shot from cannon in ships at Tuticorin ; and some, that a Brahman
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had brought thein from the sea by his inuntrunes : some rejected

all these theories ; but no one could tell or feel satisfied as to how

these things could be. By simply striking my staff through the

air, I could explain to them the noise ; and by tying a stone to a

string, and swinging it I could make them understand the centri-

fugal and centripetal forces, and how that from some disturbance in

these forces, stones moving about some centre, like the moon about

the earth, might fall. The explanations gave them relief. They put

confidence in me, and gave me the stones at my request, that I

might save them from the trouble of any official investigation, and

put them into some Museum, or Scientific Institution.

P. S.—I forgot to say that there was nothing peculiar in the

state of the atmosphere. It was a clear day. "When the stone is

sent on to Madras, if any scientific gentleman makes an analysis of

it for the Museum, please be so good as to ask a copy of it for me.

Tours very truly,

(Signed) H. S. Taylor.

Manduhasolie, April 25th, 1857.

8. From Mr. E. Lushington, Officiating Assistant Secretary to

the Government of Bengal, inclosing copy of a despatch, dated 3rd

June last, from the Hon'ble Court of Directors, and enclosure on

the subject of the Geological Map of India prepared by the late

Mr. Greenough :

—

From E. B. Chapman, Esq.,

Offg. Under-Secy, to the Govt, of India,

To A. E. Young, Esq.,

Secy, to the Govt, of Bengal.

Dated the 27th July, 1857, Home Department.

Sir,— With reference to the special Narrative of the Government

tt -p . of Bengal, No. 25, dated the 25th August, 1856, re-

specting Mr. Greenough's Geological Map of India,

I am directed to transmit for the information of the Hon'ble the

Lieut.- Governor, and for communication to the Asiatic Society, the
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accompanying copy of a despatch, No. 76 of 1857, dated the 3rd

June, from the Hon'ble the Court of Directors and enclosure.

A copy of the despatch has this day been communicated to the

Superintendent of the Geological Survey for information, and for

such remarks as he may be disposed to offer thereon.

I have, &c,

(Signed) R. B. Chapman,

Offg. Under-Secg. to the Govt, of India.

Tublic Department.

Our Governor-General of India in Council.

Para. 1.—We observe that all the Officers, to whom the Map

was communicated, expressed a high

nJfSA^ 4t
5j.

SeP£ (No. senSe f its value, as a record of existing
117) 1856, forwarding Bengal _

7 °

special narrative relating to the information as to the Geology of India.

^ISMiife^uXand Bttt ik »PP"»» to Considered by a Com-

sent out by the Court for exam- mittee of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
ination, and remarks by the of- , . , « . . . .

,

ficers of Government in India. that from various circumstances the map

should remain unaltered, as a memorial

of the state of our Geological knowledge at the time of its publica-

tion, and that any Geological Map of India, intended to shew the

results of more recent and more extended investigations, should be

commenced de novo, when sufficient data shall have been obtained

from the researches now in progress.

2. We transmitted the correspondence on the subject to the

Council of the Geological Society of London, with a request that we

might be furnished with the opinion of the Council on the best

mode of proceeding, with a view to the framing of an accurate

Geological Map of India.

3. We now forward to you in the packet a copy of the letter

in which the views of the Council are stated, from which you will

observe that the Council concurs generally in the conclusions of the

Committee of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

4. The various suggestions of the Council seem worthy of adop-

tion, and we do not doubt that, in communication with Mr. Oldham,
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you will be able to frame a scheme, by which the object in view will,

in proportion as a correct knowledge of the Geology of India is ob-

tained, be effectively carried out.

"We are, &c,

(Signed) Eoss D. Mangles,

„ „ E. Currie,

And other Directors,

London, 3rd June, 1857. Dover, 7th March.

To Sir J. C. Meltill, K. C. B.,

Secretary to the Hon'ble East India Company.

Sir,—The Council of the Geological Society having carefully

examined the documents submitted for their consideration by the

Court of Directors of the East India Company, in reference to the

Geological Map of India, compiled by the late Mr. Greenough, have

requested me to convey to the Court of Directors their opinion on

the subject as requested by your letter of the 5th January.

It appears from the reports of the Indian authorities to whom

the Map has been forwarded, that in respect to topography it is

extremely defective, and on that ground alone the Council would

consider it an unfit basis for accurate Geological investigations,,

such as those now carrying on under the sanction of the East India

Company.

It is surmised in one of the reports that the inferiority of the

Map in this point of view may be partly ascribed to the long period

of labour (20 years) bestowedtipon it, the topographical Map having

perhaps been selected at the remoter epoch of this long period of

time, but knowing the extraordinary zeal with which Mr. Greenough

pursued Geographical enquiry, sparing neither time, labour, nor

expense, the Council cannot imagine that he neglected any means

within his reach to give perfection to his Map, and are there-

fore more disposed to the conclusion that the materials for a

good Map of India are more abundant and accessible in India

than in England. The fact, however, is the same, and the Council

cannot therefore recommend any further extension of the Map by
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the issue of a new edition, thinking it best that the existing and

unappropriated copies of the Map should be so distributed in India

as to facilitate the comparison of its results with those of recent

observation, the Map containing therefore a record only of the infor-

mation accumulated by Mr. Greenough.

The necessity of adopting this course is further confirmed by the

very strong opinions expressed by the Director of the India Geolo-

gical Survey and by the Curator of the Museum of Economic Geo-

logy in India, of the many inaccuracies in the Geological informa-

tion of the Map, inaccuracies not confined to errors in determining

the limiting boundary between two contiguous formations, but in-

volving the most serious mistakes as to the true nature and position

of the formations themselves. These mistakes it was scarcely possi-

ble that Mr. Greenough as the compiler of the information, obtained

by others, of whose ability and accuracy he could not always be a

competent judge, should entirely avoid ; but it would be very

unwise to hamper the able Geological Surveyors of India by requir-

ing them to adjust their information to so imperfect a Map. The

opinion of the Council is therefore that the first step should be,

to lay down from all the information possessed in India, an ap-

proximatively correct topographical Map, which it is believed could

be effectively done by the East India Survey Department, and that

on this Map should be recorded all the information of a Geological

character in possession of the Directors, whether in India or at

home, the act of recording being, however, confided to the Geolo-

gical Department in India, as best able to estimate the fidelity and

value of the information not actually resulting from their own

enquiries.

The Council would also suggest that copies of this improved Map
should, as soon as possible, be forwarded to the learned Societies,

especially Geological, at home, in order that the attention of scien-

tific men should be at the first moment directed to it, as one of

the best means of insuring its ultimate perfection.

I have, &c,

(Signed) J. G. Poetlock, President.

The Librarian submitted his usual monthly report for the months

of July and August last.
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Library.

The Library received the following accessions during September last.

Presented.

Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie for May, 1857.

—

By the Editor.

Journal Asiatique, No. 35.

—

By the Asiatic Society of Paris.

Journal of the Statistical Society of London, Vol. XX. Part II. June,

1857.

—

By the Society.

(Quarterly) of the Geological Society, No. 50, Vol. XIII. Part.

2, May, 1857.—Br the Society.

Weber's (Dr. A.) Indische Studien, Band IV. Heft 1.

—

By the Author.

Introduction a L'Etude de la Langue Japonaise, par L. Leon De Rosny.

—By M. Chez Benjamin Duprat.

Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, New
Series, Vol. III. Part I. Philadelphia, Royal 4to.

—

By the Academy.

Geological Papers on Western India, including Cutch, Sinde, and the

South-east Coast of Arabia ; to which is appended a Summary of the

Geology of India generally edited for the Government by H. J. Carter,

Royal 8vo. ; with an Atlas of Maps and Plates, folio.

—

By the Govt, of

Bombay.

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, Vols. VI. and VII. Royal

4to. Washington.—By the Smithsonian Institution.

— Reports 8th and 9th (Annual) and the Proceedings of the

Board of Regents of the Institution, up to Feby. 4th, 1855.

—

By the

Same.

Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Ssiences of Philadelphia. Vol.

VII. Nos. 2 to 7 (sheets).

—

By the Academy.

of the New Orleans Academy of Sciences, Vol. I. No. I.

—

By the Academy.

Constitution and By-laws of the ditto.—By the Same

Madras Journal of Literature and Science, April to June, 1857, Vol.

II. and No. 3.

—

By the Editor.

Selections from the Records of the Government of Bengal. No. XXVI.
Reports on the Suppression of Dacoity in Bengal for 1855-56, 2 copies.—
By the Bengal Govt.

Vikramorvas'i of Kalidasa translated into Bengali by Kaliprasana

Sing, pamphlet, Calcutta, 1857.

—

By the Translator.

Bistvadistak, by Bharut Chunder Seeromonee, pamphlet, Calcutta,

1268.

—

By Babu Gour Da's Bysack.

The Vividhartha Sangraha, No. 40.

—

By Babu Rajendrala'l Mittka.

The Oriental Christian Spectator for August, 1857 —By the Editor,

2 Q
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The Oriental Baptist for September, 1857.

—

By the Editor.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for ditto.

—

By the Editors.

Exchanged.

The Athenaeum, for June, 1857.

The London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine, Nos. 89

and 90, for July, 1857.

Purchased.

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, Tome 6, Nos. 3 and 4.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History, No. 115, for July, 1857.

Comptes Rendus, Nos. 22 and 23.

Tables des Comptes Rendus des Sciences de l'Academie des Sciences>

Tome quarante-Troisiem, July to December, 1856, Tome XLIII.

Literary Gazette, Nos. 2109 to 2112.

The Natural History Review, No. 3, for July, 1857-

Revue des Deux Mondes, 15th June and 1st July, 1857.

Revue et Magasin de Zoologie, No. 5, 1857-

Edinburgh Review, No. 215, for July, 1857-

Westminster Review, No. XXIII. July, 1857.

Weber's (Dr. A.) Indische Studien 4th, Band X. Heft 1.

Traces de Buddhisme en Norvege avant l'introduction du Christianisme,

par M. C. A. Holmboe, 1857, pamphlet.

E'tudes sur la Grammaire Vedique. Praticakhya du Rig-Veda par

M. A. D. Regnier, 8vo. Paris, 1857.

Gour Da's Bysa'ck.

Librarian and Asst. Secy.

1st October, 1857.

Eor October, 1857.

The Monthly General Meeting for October was held on the 7th

Instant.

The Hon'ble Sir James Colvile, Knight, President, in the Chair.

The proceedings of the last Meeting were read and confirmed.

Presentations were received

—

1. From C. G. E. Lloyd, Esq., New Norfolk, Tasmania, a box

containing animals and birds as described in Mr. Blyth's report.

2. Erom the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, the latest

publications of the Institution.
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3. From the Government of Bombay, 2 copies of the Geological

papers on Western India, &c, with Atlas.

4. From Babn Kali Prasana Sing, a copy of his translation of

Kalidass's Vikramarvasi, a pamphlet.

The election of Mr. Eobert Schlagintweit as a corresponding

member of the Society was postponed under rule 6 of the Society's

byelaws.

The following gentlemen have signified their wish to withdraw

from the Society. Their notes were recorded.

Lieut. H. T. Fokbes,

Dr. F. J. Moxjat.

The Council announced that they had elected, as members of

their body, subject to the confirmation of the Society, Captain C. H.

Dickens, and Mr. Cowell in the place of Dr. Spilsbury deceased and

Archdeacon Pratt resigned.

Communications received.

1. From Mr. H. Piddington a description of the " Balsa" or raft

of the PhilKpine Island, with directions for making it.

2. From Lieut.-ColonelWaugh, Surveyor General ofIndia, through

Major Thuillier, the following papers on the identity of Mount

Everest with Deodangha.

Surveyor General's Field Oeeice,

Deyra Dhoon, 5th August, 1857.

My dear Thuillier,—In my letter No. 29 of 1st March, 1856,

communicating the results of our calculations for the position and

height of No. XV in my list of Himalayan peaks, I stated my
reasons for deciding to call this peak " Mount Everest."

At the August meeting, last year, of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

you were good enough to communicate the results regarding " Mount

Everest" in an interesting address delivered by yourself. The facts

having been thus promulgated, Mr. Hodgson endeavoured in the

Journal of the Asiatic Society to establish the identity of Mount

Everest with Deodangha, &c. The arguments adduced for this pur-

pose were so palpably conjectural, resting on hearsay evidence alone,

that I thought it needless to refute them, as their fallacious cha-

racter must be apparent to any person competent to understand

2 Q 2
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the subject. The true Geographical Latitude and Longitude of

Deodaogha are unknown to Mr. Hodgson, or even its true bearing

and distance from any locality which can be recognised as a fixed

point of departure. Its height also is unknown. All these data

are elements necessary to the identification of that mountain. The

physiognomical contour of a mountain is a very uncertain test, be-

cause it changes with every mutation of aspect ; but even this test

is wanting in Mr. Hodgson's case, as he has never seen Deodangha.

In April last, my attention was drawn to another communication

made by Mr. Hodgson to the Asiatic Society, from which it appears

that he has taken steps to put the subject, in what appears to me, a

very unfair light, before the Royal Asiatic Society, as well as to have

his conclusions on a point of great ambiguity, promulgated as cer-

tainties in Journals of extensive circulation. Under these circum-

stances, I considered that it would be satisfactory to scientific men,

that the grounds on which the supposed indentity of Deodangha

was made to rest, should be examined and discussed. In my judg-

ment the only proper way of doing this, was to lay the whole of the

documentary materials before a Geographical Committee composed

of Geometricians of experience and capacity, competent to deal with

such investigations. With this view I issued departmental orders

annexed.

Of the five officers to whom this duty was assigned, four have now
delivered their reports. The fifth Lieut. Montgomerie of Engineers

is at present difficult to communicate with, being absent in Thibet,

conducting the G. T. Survey operations beyond Kashmir. That

officer's opinions will be very valuable, and D. Y. shall be transmit-

ted hereafter. In the meantime, encompassed as we are by the con-

fusion and embarrassments attending a military rebellion of unpre-

cedented magnitude, I am unwilling to delay the transmission of

the four reports hereto annexed. These are so ably argued, and

place the subject in so luminous a point of view, that it is unneces-

sary for me to add more than a few words in this place.

Mr. Hodgson labours under a strong conviction, that Mount

Everest is identical with Deodangha ; and the enthusiasm and in-

genuity with which he advocates his view of the question seem to

have carried the same conviction to the minds of others not conver-
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sant with the facts. It is easy to see how, this fallacy originated in

his mind. The sketch map published by him in the Journal of the

Asiatic Society, December 1848, gives his idea of the configuration

of that part of the Himalayas. A more erroneous impression of the

formation of the country was never formed. He represents a solitary

mountain occupying a vast tract. If this unity really existed, the

identity of Mount Everest and Deodangha would indeed be indis-

putable, as it would rest on the fact of there being only one

mountain within a given space. This single mountain, however, is

entirely imaginary. The range presents the appearance of a sierra

with innumerable peaks and groups of peaks. Among these, nine

have been fixed by the G. T. Survey of India, and are marked XII

to XXI in the chart accompanying Mr. Scott's report. Besides

these nine, several others are more or less partially visible, which

we were unable to identify, and those who have any experience in

conducting Geodetical operations in the Himalaya, can harbour no

doubt that many other peaks do exist, which have been concealed

from our view by intermediate ranges. It is well known to Surveyors,

that among a number of peaks having various altitudes and dis-

tances, the highest point in appearance is not always the highest in

reality ; the occular deception being caused by the increment in the

earth's curvature and decrement in the subtended angle caused by

distance.

The erroneous idea Mr. Hodgson has formed of the configuration

of this mountain range is sufficiently proved by his sketch map

already referred to. If further proof was necessary <it may be de-

rived from the statement Mr. Hodgson has given of the opinion he

communicated to me when I returned from the expedition I made

into Sikim in 1847. Having mentioned to him, that I had seen

from the confines of that province an enormous snow mass lying in

a north-westerly direction from Tonglo, he immediately pronounced

it to be " Deodangha." Now the mountain I then saw was not

Mount Everest, but No. XIII which Major Sherwill has so well

described in the Asiatic Journal. Thus Mr. H. has attributed the

same name to No. XIII and to No. XV without any exact know-

ledge of the height or position of either. He has fallen into this

mistake from adopting the erroneous conception that there is only

a single mountain in all this wide space.
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Mr. Hodgson proves no more than that there is according to

native report, a mountain called Deodangha somewhere between our

Nos. XI and XXI (vide chart.) That mountain may be one of the

peaks fixed by us, or it may be one that we failed to fix, or it may

not have been visible to us at all.

If Deodangha is to be taken as the highest peak, that allegation

only rests on the hearsay evidence of natives unable to determine

the actual height of a mountain, and if it be a true guess on their

part, it by no means establishes the identity of Deodangha, because

we do not know for certain that Mount Everest is the highest

culminating point. All we do know is, that it is the highest point

we have measured.

The only satisfactory way, in which the position of Deodangha

can be determined, is by carrying a series of triangles towards it,

until it can be seen and identified. Operations of this kind are im-

practicable at present for political reasons. In the meantime the

position and height of Deodangha constitute a Geographical problem

remaining to be solved. If it is not identical with Mount Everest, a

very grave blunder would be committed by assigning its name to

another peak. If it is identical, no harm will have been done by

the adoption of another cognomen, pending the doubt now existing.

Great stress has been laid in some quarters on the fact, that the

position of Deodangha is given in German maps. Now this proves

no more than that some German Geographers are rash enough to

lay down any thing upon hearsay, for we know beyond all question,

that no competent Europeau, with adequate means, has ever been

in the vicinity of Deodangha, so as to be able to fix it. Deodangha

does not appear in English maps, because it would be inconsistent

with the rigorous notions which prevail among English scientific

men in general, to pretend to give the position of a point on the

earth's surface on hearsay evidence. It would violate every prin-

ciple of accuracy and precision laid down by my predecessor for the

conduct of the Trigonometrical Survey of India to jump at conclu-

sions, in this reckless manner.

As the principle of adopting an European name has been much

commented upon, I will here add without further remark, paras. 6

and 7 of my letter to your address, cited at the commencement of

his letter.
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" I was taught by my respected chief and predecessor Colonel G.

Everest, to assign to every Geographical object its true local or

native appellation, and 1 have always scrupulously adhered to this

rule, as I have, in fact, to all other principles laid dowu by that

eminent Geodist.

" But here is a mountain, most probably the highest in the world,

without any local name that we can discover, whose native appella-

tion, if it has any, will not very likely be ascertained until we are

allowed to penetrate into Nepal."

In conclusion, as the Asiatic Society has inserted in its Journal

papers tending to mislead in regard to the identity of Deodaugha

and Mount Everest, I trust that they will give prominence to this

discussion, which proves that the identity is not only doubtful, but

far from probable, if the particulars supplied by Mr. Hodgson are

correct so far as they go. Considering it a matter of importance,

that Geographers should be enabled to form their own opinion on

the subject, I request you will communicate this correspondence

with its annexures to the Asiatic Society retaining a copy for record.

I remain, &c.

(Signed) A. S. Watjgh.

P. S.—You will perceive the gist of the question is not whether

the mountain should be called Mount Everest, or by its true native

name (which is a principle not disputed by any one), but whether

it can be called Deodangha without risk of error, in the absence of

satisfactory proof that this is really its native name.

Department Order.

Surveyor GeneraVs Field Office,

Dliera DJwon, 22d April, 1857.

The attention of the Surveyor General of India having been drawn

to the proceedings of the Asiatic

From Mr. Hodgson submitting for Society, as marginally cited, it
the information of the Society, and the . . ,

public in general, the following extract appears to him desirable that

of a letter from the Secretary to the faQ question, which has been
Koyal Asiatic Society m reference to

the mountain Deodangha ("Mount raised as respects the identity

*y£2Z'$& 27th October, to- °f M°»»* Everest "with Deo-

gethcr with your observation on the dangha," should be examined by
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incongruity of assigning a European a competent Geographical Com-
name to Indian localities, already pro- ... . -, , , ,, , . ,

vided with native appellations, was mittee, m order to set that point

received and read at our last meeting of a^ rest,
the 17th hist., and I have the pleasure

to inform you, that the members present 2. The Surveyor General has

unanimously expressed their concur-
carefully examined all that Mr.

rence with your view ol the case. J

A notice of the paper was communi- B. H. Hodgson has advanced in

cated to the Athenceum and Literary , ,. , , .-, ... « */r«.,*«+

Gazette, and has appeared already in support of the identity ot Mount

full in the latter journal. Everest with Deodangha, and
I have, &c,

(Signed) E.Noeeis, has formed his own opinion on

Secy. B. A. Society. ^ subiect ; but he thinks it

To B. H. Hodgson, Esq. \ . , , j
. . .

will be desirable that the ques-

tion should also be formally investigated by a Committee, and the

opinion thereof placed on record for general satisfaction.

3. The Committee will be composed as follows :—

Lieutenant Tennant, Eng., 1st Assistant G. T. S., in charge of

Jogi Tila Series.

W. Scott, Esq., Chief Draftsman in the Eield Surveyor General's

Office.

J. W. Armstrong, Esq., Civil Assistant G. T. Survey.

Lieutenant Montgomerie, Eng., 1st Assistant G. T. Survey, in

charge of Kashmir Series.

J. Hennessy, Esq., 2d Assistant in charge of Geodetic Computa-

tions at Trigl. Survey Head Quarters.

4. The papers connected with Mount Everest, and Mr. Hodgson's

alleged identification thereof with Deodangha, are at present under

charge of Mr. W. Scott who has spent a quarter of a century in

unravelling more intricate geographical problems than this. Mr.

Scott will form his own independent opinion, and submit the same

to the Surveyor General, after which he will forward the papers to

Mr. Hennessy.

5. Mr. Hennessy has been engaged on all the computations for

determining the positions and heights of the principal peaks of the

Himalaya Range, including Mount Everest, and is well acquainted

with investigations of this kind. He also saw Mount Everest when

he was engaged in the North East Longitudinal Series. After

submitting his independent opinion to the Surveyor General, he

will forward the papers to Mr. J. W. Armstrong.
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6. Mr. Armstroug is one of the gentlemen by whom Mount

Everest was observed. He will forward bis opinion to the Surveyor

General, and the papers to Lieutenant Tennant, by whom they will

be independently reviewed ; thus giving the investigation the benefit

of his eminent abilities in matters of difficult research.

7. Prom Lieutenant Tennant, the papers will proceed to Lieute-

nant Montgomerie in Kashmir, whose recent experience in details

of Himalayan Geography will enable him to pronounce this ques-

tion, a valuable independent opinion, which he will transmit with

all the papers to the Surveyor General.

(Signed) A. S. Watjgh,

Surveyor General of India.

Memo, by Mr. W. H. Scott, Draftsman in the Field Surveyor

QeneraVs Office.

With reference to Department Orders No. 10267, dated 22nd

April, 1857, in which I am called upon to state my independent

opinion on the identity of Mount Everest with Deodangha or

Bhairavathan, I beg leave to report for the information of the Sur-

veyor General of India as follows :

—

After a very careful examination of the papers specified in the

margin, 1 am humbly of opinion

1st. Mr. Hodgson's letter on the that there is no evidence to es-
Native Name of Mount Everest, J. A.

S. No. 5, 1856. tablish satisfactorily the identity

The papers referred to>iu that com- of ]\j ouufc Everest with Deo-
mumcation and published in J. A. 6.

No. 6, 1»56 are,— dangha or Bhairavathan.
1st. Routes of two Nepaulcse Em- m. t ,.. , , AT ,

bassies to Pekin, with remarks on the
lhe routesof thetwoNepaulese

Watershed and Plateau of Tibet. Embassies from Katmandu to
2nd. Systematic summary of the ^ , . , , .

route from Katmandu to Pekin, Kaji tekm no doubfc Contain much
Dalbhanjan Pande, 1822-23. interesting details, but unfortu-

3rd. Abstract of Diaiy from Kat-
mandu to Pekin by Chountra Push- nately they do not assist us in

ke^h
' \

8
/
7

'

n. a n • -n tae present investigation, be-
4th. Memo, on the Seven Cosis with r ° '

Sketch Map, J. A. S. December 1848. cause, the Azimuths or Bearings,

it will be seen, are not given,

and consequently we can bring thein to no account. It is essentiallv

necessary that the position of Kutighat or Bhairava Langur should

be known with some degree of certainty, but this we are unable to do

2 u
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by the aid of the papers in question, as will be apparent to all familiar

with the subject. All the maps I have consulted only tend, in my
humble opinion, to confuse and mislead ; for instance, the direct

distance of Kuti from Katmandu, according to Kirkpatrick's Map,

is only 48 miles N. 88° E. ; Walker's engraved Map gives 63.6 miles

N. 60° E. ; Parbury and Allen's 60 miles N. 55° E. ; according to

Crawford, 75 miles N. 75° E. ; Arrowsmith's Map 56.6 miles 5T. 78°

E. ; according to the Preliminary Sketch Map compiled at the Sur-

veyor General's Office, Calcutta, 72.6 miles N. 53° E. ; according to

the route of Kaji Dalbhanjan Pande, the distance is 101.5 miles.

The Chountra omits Kuti altogether.

Amidst these conflicting values it is of course impossible to arrive

at any satisfactory conclusion. The following extract from a letter

from Major Eamsay, Eesident at Nepal, to Major Thuillier, regarding

the compilation Map of that country, dated 11th June, 1855, will

serve to convey an idea of the conjectural materials and discordant

elements we have to deal with. " Tou are doubtless aware that no

European has ever travelled in the interior of this country, and that

all the information we possess of it, is derived from the reports of

persons who are totally devoid of scientific knowledge, and accustomed

in their comparisons of distances to trust to vague estimates formed

by parties who have travelled through the different districts."

With respect to the sketch map it will be seen, that Mr. Hodgson

gives only one isolated peak segregated from all the rest ; whereas

nothing can be more contrary to the fact as regards the Himalayas.

Besides the configuration of the ground must be very different to

that represented by Mr. Hodgson, being in fact difficult in the

extreme. There is, however, no evidence to shew that Mount Everest

and Deodangha are identical. Mr. Hodgson says, " The Bhootia

Cosi has its source at Deodangha, a vast Himalayan peak situated

some sixty or seventy miles east of Grosaiuthan, and a little north

and east of the Kuti Pass, being probably the nameless Peak* which

Colonel Waugh conjectures may rival Kanchanjinga in height. The

river flows from the base of Deodangha past the town of Kuti, and

* The words underlined by me are omitted in Mr. Hodgson's communication

on the native name of Mount Everest. J. A. S. No. V. 1856.
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has a S. W. direction from Kuti to Dallalghat." Vide Memo, on the

seven Cosis.

Now, on comparing Mr. Hodgson's sketch with the accompanying

chart which exhibits all our peaks laid down between Katmandu

and Darjiling, it will be seen that it is not likely the Bhootia

Cosi could have its sources at our Mount Everest, because it

appears to me, as far as I can judge, that the Dud Cosi,

which rises "amid the perpetual snows," and also the Arun Cosi,

would be to the left and right of Mount Everest respectively, so

that it does not seem clear how the Bhootia Cosi, can originate

from our Mount Everest.

Again Mr. Hodgson says, " This great mass is visible alike from

the confiues of Nepal Proper, (the valley,) and from those of

Sikkim, and all the more unmistakeably, because it has no com-

petitor for notice in the whole intervening space. It is precisely-

half way between Gosainthan which overlooks Nepal Proper, and

Kanchang which overlooks Sikkim." Now a slight computation

will serve to shew that Mount Everest is invisible from the valley,

being depressed nearly one minute and thirty seconds below XVIII.

The most conspicuous mass visible from Katmandu or the valley

would be our Peaks XIX. and XX. Nor is Mount Everest visible

from the confines of Sikkim, as Major Sherwill did not see it any-

where on his route from Singelelah to Kanglanamo, the height of

the latter place, Major Sherwill estimates to be 13,000 feet. He
says, " One Mountain in the Nepal range is a most remarkable

object, both for its curious shape and for its immense height, its

name none of my party knew, nor have I yet succeeded in obtaining

the name. The Peak is a hollow crater-like mountain, probably

27,000 feet in height with a long table mountain attached to it,

both covered with glaciers. To the west of this great mountain are

five distinct Peaks separating the large mountain from a hollow

shell-like and perpendicular mountain about 26,000 feet in height."

(Notes upon a tour*in the Sikkim Himalaya mountains. J. A. S.,

No. VIII. 1853.) The mountain here alluded to is our XIII., the

height of which is 27,779 feet, Mount Everest being depressed

nearly 14 minutes below XIII.

Eroin the foregoing I am led to infer, that Mr. Hodgson has

2 r 2
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probably mistaken one peak for another, more especially since

the country is said to be very polyglottic ; in fact, Mr. Hodgson

himself throws some doubt on the identity of Mount Everest with

Deodangha, or Bhairavathan, or Bhairava Langur, or Gnalham

thangla, as his own expression " being 'probably the nameless

peak which Colonel Waugh conjectures may rival Kanchanjinga

in height," evidently shews. The following extract from an inter-

resting account of the ascent of the mountain Sumeru Purbat by

Captain Robertson, given in the Report of the British Association

for the advancement of science for 1855, will serve to shew how

liable we are to fail into mistakes in identifying a group of peaks

even when in their immediate neighbourhood. " On the right of

the Glacier rose the three Great Jumnotri Peaks, designated in

sheet 65 of the Trigonometrical Survey of India, Black E., Great E.,

and Little E., the altitudes of which, as given in the map, are 21,155,

20,916, and 20,122 feet. The peaks designated in the Trigonome-

trical Survey, Great E. and Little E. are the two summits of a

mountain which the natives call Bunderpanch. On the left the

Glacier was bounded by a wall of precipices terminating in the lofty

snow-covered Peak of Sumeru Purbat. The height of this peak is

not given in the Survey Map, but from its appearance, as compared

with that of the measured peaks, and also from the height it rises

above the limits of perpetual snow, I should estimate its altitude at

about 18,000 feet. The altitude of Bunderpanch-ke-ghattee, I esti-

mate at about 16,000 feet.

" In making my agreement with the Brahmin, I was under the

impression that Sumeru Purbat was one of the measured peaks, and

it was not until I reached Bunderpanch-ke-ghatta that I discovered

my mistake."

(Signed) W. H. Scott,

Draftsman, S. G. Meld Office.

Memorandum by J. Hennessy, Esq., 2nd Assistant in charge of tlie

Geodetic computation at Trigonometrical Survey Head Quarters.

I have carefully perused Mr. B. H. Hodgson's paper, attempting

to identify Mount Everest with some hill variously called " Deva-

dangha,vel Bhairavathan, vel Bhairava-langur,vel Gnalham thangla."
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I am of opinion that Mr. Hodgson has advanced no evidence

whatever to prove this identity.

The arguments stated, if indicating any one peak more than

another, point to Peak XVIII., as the one called Devadhangha, &c.

Thus Mr. Hodgson speaking of Devadhangha says

—

It is a " great mass."

It is visible " from the confines of Nepal (proper.")

Now the straight line passing through Mount Everest and

XVIII., and extended towards Nepal Proper passes nearly through

the centre of that valley, nor is there any point in the latter at

which the angle Mount Everest and XVIII. exceeds 3°
. Taking

any point on the straight line Mount Everest, XVIII., and valley,

and within the valley, the latter peak shuts out the former, as can

be demonstrated by calculation. It is also exceedingly improbable

that the same does not occur from any point whatever in the valley.

But be this as it may, it is impossible, under the circumstances,

that XVIII. would admit of a " great mass" of Mount Everest

being seen.

" And yet that Devadangha, &c, is seen from the ' confines' of

the valley, and that it is a great mass,' we have Mr. Hodgson's

evidence to shew. That gentleman has therefore demonstrated, at

least, that Mount Everest and Devadangha are not identical.

"I have seen Mount Everest, certainly from near Titalia in

Purneah, very probably from other districts along the Terai. It

never struck me as a great mass.

" (Signed) J. B. N. Heknesst,

"2ndAsst. G. T. Survey of India."

Memo, by J. W. Armstrong, JEsq.,

Civil Asst. O. T. Survey of India.

In compliance with Department Orders No. 10267 by the Sur-

veyor General of India, under date the 22ud April, 1857, I beg

leave to submit the following remarks on the question which has

been mooted regarding the identity of Mount Everest with Deo-

dangha vel Bhairavathan.

This lofty pinnacle of the Himalayas was observed by me in 1846,

from a distance of above 200 miles, and by Col. Waugh and Messrs.
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Lane and Nicholson from different stations of the North East

Longitudinal Series, and characterized by each according to the

nomenclature which each had adopted. When the observations

were all collected, aud the snow points discussed and arranged in

order from east to west, this lofty peak was characterized by the

numeral XV. There were no means of ascertaining either the name

of this mountain, or the names of the others which were observed
;

and when its stupendous height was finally determined, a name was

sought for to stamp its greatness, and none presented itself, in the

absence of its own local appellation, more fitting than that of our

renowned ex-Surveyor General.

This nomination has been impugned by Mr. Hodgson on the

strength of certain data advanced by him in the Journal of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, data which cannot be received as conclu-

sive, because they are purely conjectural.

" The first datum is a conjectural bearing and distance from post'

tions never visited.

" The other data are the itineraries of two Nepaulese Embassies

to Pekin, the distances of whose routes are equally conjectural.

Mountainous as these routes must have been, and tortuous from the

nature of the country, the distances noted as traversed must have

been calculated not so much by linear measure, as by the difficulties

encountered and the delays entailed.

" Independent of these objections, this lofty snow peak is neither

visible from the valley of Nepaul on account of an intervening

though lower snow mount, nor even from the confines of Sikkim,

for a similar reason. And great as Mr. Hodgson's knowledge of

the mountainous region of Nepaul may be, his authority on the

question at issue can be received only with diffidence, because it is

enunciated without personal observation, and based upon the vague

information of untrained travellers.

" (Signed) J. W. Armstrong,
" Civil Asst. Q. T. Survey,"

Memo, by Lieut. J. F. Tennant, Engrs.
y

1st Asst, G, T. Survey

in charge of Jogi Tila Merl. Seizes.

During the identification of Col. Crawford's Peaks, and the dis-
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cussion of the identity of Mount Everest with Deodangha, I have

paid a good deal of attention to the question.

There are no means of knowing the position of Deodangha beyond

what are given by Mr. Hodgson. These consist 1st of an Itinerary

by the two Nepaulese Embassies to Pekin, and 2nd of a paper on the

seven Kosis, 3rd, several assertions for which no evidence is produc-

ed in a letter to the Secretary of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

As regards the first, or the itineraries, I believe no person who

has had any surveying experience can doubt their being absolutely

useless as evidence of any thing but the existence of a Pass called

Bhairava Langur. Mr. Hodgson supplies the information that it is

identical in name with the adjacent mountain, which is, I conclude,

derived from information. It is absolutely necessary for using a

Route Survey that both bearings and linear distances should be

given. The former in these routes are totally deficient. The latter

are given along the road, which in mountainous countries would

only be useful, had nature so formed the passes that they should all

lie in a straight line and be reached one from another by a nearly

level straight line. The document in question bears evidence that

this is not the case, for by the route distance (117 miles) Mount

Everest is far within Bhairava Langur, and this assumes the iden-

tity of their directions. If the itinerary is competent to determine

the position of Bhairava Langur, it is equally so to determine that

of Pekin, and Mr. Hodgson would do Geometers a service by explain-

ing the process.

In a note to page 478 of No. VI. of the Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, Mr. Hodgson says that Bhairava Langur is

visible from the confines of Nepaul Proper as a great mass. Now it

is demonstrable that the summit of Mount Everest is not visible

from Katmandu or any part of the valley of Nepaulas a conspicuous

or recognizable prominence, if indeed it at all tops the intervening

snowy range. Mr. Hodgson also asserts that it is visible from the

frontiers of Sikkim. It certainly is not visible from Kanglauamo,

13,000 feet high, being shut out by the shoulder of our peak XIII.,

and it is evident that the same result will be true all along the

Singalilah range as far as Tonglo. I know that Mr. Hodgson

asserts that it has no competitor for notice, but sound Geometry
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contradicts Mr. Hodgson, and I for one prefer the evidence it gives

to any that may be derived from the fallible rendering of fallible

informants.

Mr. Hodgson further undertakes to find the name of any object

whose bearing and distance he has. It may be possible in some

cases, and possibly Dwalaghiri is one. I can only say, having sur-

veyed myself among hills, that nothing is more fallacious than

names given from a distance, even when an object is conspicuously

visible. I myself believe that there is an identity between the

mountains to which Capt. Webb and the Gr. T. Surveyors have

assigned the name of Dwalaghiri, but far be it from me to assert

that that is its veritable name.

Mr. Hodgson is not probably less fallible than his predecessors,

and yet Col. Crawford places Dhayabaug east of the meridian of

Katmandu, nearly in the position of our peak XXV., whereas an-

other authority (Kirkpatrick) places it far west of that meridian
;

and here, it is quite evident, that the same name would not be

assigned to the same peak. That Mr. Hodgson can get a name

to any peak, I believe, but that it will be the true name, I do

not believe as a general rule.

2nd. Mr. Hodgson gives a memo, on the seven Kosis with a

sketch.

The sketch has no scale, and is confessedly a roughly drawn

document, not founded on Survey. It can therefore hardly be ad-

mitted as evidence of any thing, but I shall show reason to doubt

its being in Mr. Hodgson's favor.

Mr. Hodgson in the paper asserts. 1st.—That there is a mountain

called Bhairava Langur or Deodangha.

2nd.—That that mountain is the source of the Bhootia Kosi.

3rd.—That it is the same as Mount Everest of Col. Waugh.

4th.—That Mount Everest is in the place of the source of the

Bhootia Kosi.

I have said there is presumptive evidence of the first assertion.

The second assertion rests solely on information which is not

very reliable (as far as the experience of accurate Surveyors goes)

at the best, and is peculiarly liable to error in this case, as the

Bhootia Kosi is only one of several coniluent streams, and has
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never been seen, as far as I learn, in its separate form by any Euro-

pean. Consequently its course must be liable to great error.

Mount Everest is stated to be identical with the source of the

River as the occupant of the same position; but if this position be

untrustworthy, there is an end of this, and consequently the pro-

position, that both being sources of the same river are the same,

falls to the ground.

The real result from this paper is that,

1st.—There is a mountain called Deodangha, the source of a river

2nd.—That a stream called the Bhootia Kosi comes from a snowy

mountain.

3rd.—That the coincidence of these two mountains is to say the

best, subject to doubt, and

4th.—That there is no evidence to show the Latitude, Longitude

and height of Deodangha and Mount Everest to be identical at all.

If the sketch map be a true representation of the course of the

streams given, I believe Mr. Hodgson will be puzzled to find room for

his other Kosis, giving each the feeding area necessary for its size.

If the mountain Deodangha be a little north and east of the

Kuti pass, unless that has been grossly misplaced by all the Geo-

graphers who have exercised their talents on it, Deodangha is not

Mount Everest.

I am aware that Mr. Hodgson says, he has explained the identity

to the Society ; but I see no evidence to satisfy a Geographer, and

were any evidence wanting to show a pre-judgment of the case, we

have his own letter, from which I quote as follows :

—

" A few words more may be given to the last point, as being the

matter which chiefly forced my attention as a Political Officer in

Nepal, on the site of Mount Everest, and enabled me in after

years, when I heard surmises (from, I think, Col. Waugh himself,

or from some of his subordinates) of the great height of a peak in

that direction to fix on Deodangha vel Bhairavathau (both names

are used) as being the enormous snow mass in question, and I have

often of late repeated this here very recently to Mr. Blanford."

All which demonstrates that before Mount Everest was named, or

its definite position fixed, Mr. Hodgson had committed himself by

repeated assertions of the identity of the forthcoming highest peak

2 s
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and Bhairavathan, an admission in itself sufficient to render all his

evidence valueless.

Having got this fixed idea, Mr. Hodgson next collected data for

Bhairavathan or Deodnngha indefinite in themselves, and which

might apply to any mountain peak within a considerable range,

including Mount Everest of course. On only one of these or rather

on a class of them, I think further comment necessary.

The position of Mount Everest is connected with that of Gosain-

than as a known point ; but I have shown that name is not an

evidence of identity. Eurther, the position of Gosainthan given in

the Physical Geography of the Himalayas is not that generally

given even as regards Kathmandu. Thirdly, that the longitude of

Kathmaudu itself is uncertain to a small extent, and was so to a

great amount, till the identification of Col. Crawford's peaks with

ours, reduced the limit, all which tells on the position of Deodangha.

On the whole, we have no evidence that Mr. Hodgson ever saw

Mount Everest, or that any one else ever recognised its pre-

eminent height, for contrary to Mr. Hodgson's repeated assump-

tions, it is demonstrably not a very conspicuous mass from a dis-

tance. There is a wide difference between the manner in which

the known names have been given and that in which it is proposed

to force this on us. All the points to which names have been given

are laid down by competent Surveyors under those names, in most

cases by some of the men who have fixed the final position. Deo-

dangha has never been so defined, and even on Mr. Hodgson's

showing the names may be those of passes or mountain masses, or

particular prominences.

Mount Everest is the assigned name of a protuberance of no very

large extent, and it would be most unadvisable in my opinion to aban-

don this definite name, which will soon be familiar to every English

or European child, for one of the—to Europeans,—unpronounceable

names given by Mr. Hodgson, whose application is, to say the

least, extremely doubtful, and whose misapplication would cause

endless confusion.

(Signed) J. E. Tennant, Lieut., J£ngrs.

1st Asst. G. T. Survey.
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The Librarian and the Zoological Curator submitted their usual

monthly reports.

LlBEARY.

The Library has received the following accessions during October last.

Presented.
t

Proceedings of the Eoyal Society, Vol. VIII. No. 26.

—

By the
Society.

Ditto of the Royal Geographical Society of London, No. IX. for April

and May, 1857.— By the Society.

Mantic utta'ir ov le langage des Oiseaux, Poeme de Philosophie Reli-

gieuse, Par Farid-ITddin Attar, Publie en Persan Par M. Garcin de Tassy,

Paris, 1857.—By the Author.

The Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. XIII. No. 51,

Part 3, August, 1857.

—

By the Society.

Vendidad Sade, Craduit en Langue Huzvaresch du Pehlevrie. Texte

Autographie d' apres les Manuscrits Zend Pehlewis de la Bibliotheque

Imperiale de Paris, Paris, 1 and 2 Livraison. Sheets 1855, 2 copies.

—

By
the Imperial Library.

Abii'l-Mahasin 'Ibn Tagri Bardii Ann ales, quibus titulus est

e Codd. MSS. nunc primum Arabice editi. Tomi Hi. Partem priorem,

edidit T. G. J. Juynboll. Lugduni Batavorum, 1857. 1 Copy.

—

By
the Academy.

Zietschrift der deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesselschaft, Band II.

heft 3.

—

By the German Oriental Society.

Vividharta Sangraha, No. 41.—By Babu Ra'jendrala'l Mittra.

The Calcutta Christian Observer for Oct. 1857.

—

By the Editors.

The Oriental Baptist for Oct. 1857.—By the Editor.

The Oriental Christian Spectator for Sept. 1857.

—

By the Editor.

Proceedings of the Trevandrum Museum Society, 23rd Dec. to 21st

Eeby. 1856.

—

By the Society.

Report on the Observatories of His Highness the Maha Raja of Travan-

core, at Trevandrum, and on the Agustier Peak of the Western Ghats, by

J. A. Broun, pamphlet, 1857.—By the Madras Govt.

Recueil des Actes de l'Academie Imperiale des Sciences, Belles lettrcs

et Arts de Bordeaux, 2nd Trimestre, 1856.

—

By the Academy.

2 s 2
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Exchanged.

The Athenseum for July, 1857.

The London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine, and

Journal of Science, No. 91, August, 1857-

The Calcutta Eeview, No. 57, Sept. 1857.

Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie, June, 1857.

Purchased.

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, Tome VI. No. 5.

Comptes Rendus, Nos. 24 to 26 and Nos. 1 to 4, July 1857.

Literary Gazette, Nos. 2113 to 2116, and a duplicate copy No. 2088.

The American Journal of Science and Arts, No. 70, July, 1857.

The Annals and Magazine of Natural History, No. 116, Aug. 1857 and

an old No. 102 to supply the file.

.Revue des Deux Mondes, 15th July and 1st Aug. 1857.

Revue et Magasin de Zoologie, No. 6, 1857-

Journal des Savants, June and July, 1857.

The Quarterly Review, No. 203, July 1857.

On the Variation of Species with special reference to the Insects ;

followed by an enquiry into the nature of Genera, by T. V. Wollaston,

London, 1856, 12mo.

The Kingdom and People of Siam ; with a narrative of the Mission to

that country in 1855. By Sir John Bowring. London 8vo. 2 vols.

Bratarka—a Sanskrit printed Seetee, on the subject of the religious

vows of Hindus, sheets, edited by Jaleelwauld Pundit.

Abu'l-Mahasin 'Ibn Tagri Bardii Annales, quibus titulus est

e Codd. MSS. nunc primum Arabice editi. Tomi Hi. Partem priorem,

edidit T. G. J. Juynboll. Lugduni Batavorum, 1857. 1 Copy.

Symbolse ad rem numariam Muhammedanorum. Edidit Carolus

Johannes Tornberg, III. Upsailice, 1856, pamphlet.

Report of Curator, Zoological Department.

Prom C. G. T. Lloyd, Esq. of Bryn Estyn, New Norfolk, Tasmania,

the following collection, of which the species new to our museum are

distinguished by an asterisk.
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Mammalia.

Hydromys chrysogaster, Geoffroy. Far more brightly coloured than

specimens from Pt. Philip in our collection, presented in 1846 by Mr.

Benson. N. B.—Mr. Gould, if we mistake not, figures about five races

of Hydromys as distinct species.

Dasyurus viverrinus, (Shaw). Two brown specimens. N. B.—Both

this and a distinct species with spotted tail (D. maculatus) inhabit Tas-

mania, and we have both in the museum.

Phalangista vulpina, (Shaw). Three fine specimens ; two of the

ordinary colouring, similar to examples from Pt. Philip and N. S. Wales

;

the third melanoid, and illustrating the Ph.fuliginosa, Ogilby.

*Phascalomys wombat, Peron and Lesueur. A very fine skin of this

extraordinary rodent marsupial-

Ornithorhynchus anatinus, Shaw.

Aves.

Euphema chrysostoma, Wagler. Two specimens.

Lathamus discolor, (Shaw). Ditto.

Glossoptila australis, (Lath.). Ditto.

Ieracidea berigora, (Vigors and Horsfield).

Cuculus inornatus, Vigors and Horsfield. Ditto.

*PoDARGUS ClJVIERI, Gould.

#Oreocincla lunulata, (Latham).*

Petroica phcenicea, Gould. Two specimens.

*Calamanthus fuliginosus, Gould.

Cinclosoma punctatum, (Lath.) Two specimens.

* This difficult group of Thrushes has been elucidated by the Prince of Ca«

nino, in the ' Revue et Magasin de Zoologie,' No. 5 for 1857 : but His Highness

had not examined the O. NILGIRIENSIS, nobis, which is a particularly well cha-

racterized species. It most nearly resembles O. lunulata ; but the colouring

of the upper-parts is much more ruddy ; the tail (of 12 feathers) is 1 in. shorter,

and instead of being slightly cuneiform, tends rather to be subfurcate, but with

its outermost feathers a trifle shorter than the rest ; the bill, as long as in O.

lunulata, is very much more slender, and the tip of the upper mandible is more

prolonged ; the tarse also is conspicuously shorter ; and the small first primary

is more developed. Length of wing 5 in. ; of tail 3£ in. ; bill to gape 1£ in.

;

tarse 1 in. ; and short first primary If in. Lower mandible of a pale colour. In

three mottle-backed species under examination, viz. O. dauma (from the Hin-

dustani word ddma, t a Thrush'), O. lunulata, and O. nilgiriensis, the dis-

tinctions are exceedingly well marked.
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Artamus sordidus, (Lath.)

Anthoch2era inauris, Gould. Two specimens.

Ptilotis flavigula, (Gmelin.) Ditto.

Meliornis nov^e Hollands, (Latham.)

Manorhina garrula, (Latham).

*SC0L0PAX AUSTRALIS, Gould.

Tribonyx Mortieri, Dubus.

Rejotilia.

Cyclodus gigas, Boddaert.

From the Hon'ble W. Elliot, C. S., Madras. The skin of a Marten,

forwarded on loan through Mr. Grote, habitat not stated. It represents

a fourth race of the Martes flavigula type ; equivalent to those of the

Squirrels which are brought together by Prof. Temminck under the

general name of Sctureus giganteus, but which most systematists

recognise under different names. These races are as follow

:

1. Martes flavigula of the Himalaya and mountains of Arakan.

Blackish-brown face, cheeks, and nape, abruptly demarcated ; chin and

throat white : breast and fore-part of the body pale yellowish-brown,

mostly darker along the middle of the back, and passing to blackish-

brown on the croup, fore-limbs, hind-quarters, and tail.

2. M. Gwatkinsii, A. Smith, of the Nilgiris. Entire upper-parts

blackish-brown, with the white throat and yellowish breast of the last.

In other respects similar.

3. M. flavigula apud Cantor, from the Malayan peninsula. Similar

to No. 1, but the fur much shorter, and tail consequently less bushy
;

the blackish cap merely indicated by pale-brown, but with a perephyral

dark line passing from behind each ear. Of this race I have seen numer-

ous specimens, all true to the particular colouring.

4. M. Elliot's animal. Upper-parts nearly uniform brown, paler on

the sides, chin, throat, and breast, as on the others ; the lower-parts

dark, with some irregular blackish spots between the fore-limbs : pere-

phyral blackish mark behind the ear, continued less distinctly forward j

the brown of the crown and nape less dark than in No. 1, and continued

uniformly on the shoulders and croup, scarcely paling along the middle

of the back : tail much browner than in the others, and the limbs scarcely

so dark. Possibly a variety of No. 2.
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Comparative Vocabulary of the Languages of the broken Tribes of

Nepdl.—By B. H. Hodgson, Esq., B. O. S.

Darjiling, October 4<th, 1857.

The Secretary of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Sir,

I have the honour to transmit to you herewith four series of

Vocabularies of Himalayan tongues, comprising, (in two parts), 1st,

the languages of the broken tribes of the Central Himalaya ; and,

2nd, (also in two parts), the several dialects of the Kiranti lan-

guage, which likewise is proper to the same part of the chain, or, to

be more specific, to Eastern Nepal. The languages included in the

two parts of these two papers are

—

Broken Tribes,

1. Dahi or Darhi.

2. Denwar.

3. Pahi or Pahari.

4. Chepang.

5. Bhramu.

6. Vayu or Hayu.

7. Kuswar.

No. LXXXIX.—New Series. Vol, ] 2 T
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8. Kusimda.

9. Pakhya, unbroken.

10. Thaksya, unbroken.

11. Tharu.

Tribes of the Kirdnti people.

1. Chamling or Kodong.

2. Bungchhenbiing. Bontawa.

3. Chhingtang. Bontawa.

4. Nachhereng.

5. "Waling. Bontawa.

6. Yakha.

7. Chourasya.

8. Kulung.

9. Thulang.

10. Bahing.

11. Lohorong.

12. Lambichhong. Waling.

13. Balali.

14. Sangpang

15. Dumi.

16. Khaling.

17. Dungmali.

The arrangement and nomenclature of these, made some time

back, are not quite correct. But they will serve the present end

and can be corrected when we come to particulars. At present it

will suffice to say that 9 and 10 of the " broken tribes" cannot well

be classed under that head, the Pakhya and Thaksya being still

unbroken.

Of the Kiranti tribes, the value of the subdivisional names is not

always equal. I have indicated this on the right hand. Thus, 2, 3,

5, as to language, &c, could be unitised under the common name

of Bontawa ; and 5-5 both classed first as "Waling, and then as

Bontawa, the larger aggregate. These minuter affinities are pretty
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well indicated by the dialects. I was obliged to begin in the dark

as to what varieties of the language would be fittest for selection as

dialects, and those I hit on were not always of equal value.

As samples of the broken tribes and of the great Kiranti people

I have lately selected for special study the Vayu of the one and

the Baking of the other. I shall forthwith submit these ample

essays and then may find time to advert to some general considera-

tions. If not, they will be found in the new essay on the Physical

Geography of Himalaya now issuing from the Calcutta press.

I am,

Sir,

Your obedt. servt.,

B. H. Hodoson.

2 t 2
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Continuation of the Comparative Vocabulary of the Languages of the broken
Tribes of Nepal.

English. Kusunda. Pdkh'ya. Thdk'sya. Thdru.

Air Kai Bayalo Nammar Bayar

Amaranth, (the Bhartu Bethyang Bhendo Ramdana
grain)

Ant Pyai ki Krimula Nato Doka
Arm Tail bi Hat H. K. Ya' Hat
Arrow Muyu Kadha H. K. Tume Khandha
Barley Jo JouH. Chika Jau
Bird kind Kotau Chada H. K. Nom'ya Chirai

Ditto male Gya kotau Bhalya cliada K. Nom'ya dhd Chirai

Ditto female Gimi kotau Pdthi chada K. Nom'ya iso Chirai

Bitch Agaigimi Kyatai chiiowri Na^amoma Pilli

Blood Uyu Ragat H. K. Ka Lohu
Boat Wai. Wou DugaK. I'saba Nau
Boar Yasagya. Higya Bai»an harra Tili Suwar

Boiled rice Kaddi Bhat H. Bhat H. Bhat

Bone Gou HadH. Nati Had
Boy Tala sai Keta K. Kala chaja Keta

Buffalo kind Mahi Bhainsa H. K. Mai Bhaisa

Ditto male Mahi-gya Bhainsarango K. Mai rago Bhaisa

Ditto female Mahigimi Mau bhainsa Mai moma Caret

Bull Nogmwa gya Ballasadh H. Hmeyese Sadba

Cat kind Biralo Billo EC. Nobar Bi.'ala

Ditto male Biralo gya Dago biralo Nobar kho Birala

Ditto female Biialo-gimi [gya Chbauri biralo Nobar hmo Birala

Calf male Nogmwachyachi- Bachho H. K. Hmechaja Bachha

Calf female Nograwacbyachi
gimi

Bad Hme chajasimo Baciihi

Child kind Gitase. Chyachi Chhdra chhori

Ketakeli K.
Xlopicham Ladikabala

Child male Gitase Keta. Chho ra K.
Nanu balakha H.

Kalachaja Ladika

Cow Nokmwa gimi Gai H. Hmemama Gaye

Cock Tab'gya BhalyakukuddoK. Caret LMur'ga

Crow Kauwa H. Kag H. Ghabrang Kauwa
Daughter Takse Chhdri K. Chame Bed
Day Dina Diiiso K. ^ar Oina

Dog kind Agai Kyatai Naga. Nak'yu Ktitta

Dog male Agai gy'a Kvata'i dango Nak'yughyutya Kutta

Ear Chyaii Kan H Hna. Nha Kan
Earth Dotna Mato H. Sa Vlati

Egg Goa. Gwa Phul K. Chhyarkyaphum An'da

Elephant Haiti gya Hatti H. Lam'bochlie Hathi

Ditto female Hatti gimi Makuna H. Lam'bocbhemhyo Hatbi

Ewe Ghalogimi Caret Ghyumama Bheti

Eye Chining A'nkha, H. Mi Ankh
Face Hangna Mudha H. Li Muhu
Father Pai" Baba'i A'bo Baba

Fire Ja Auo H. K. Hme Agi

Fish Gnasa Macbha H. Trang gna Machheri

Flower Gipoan [Phul H. Ro Phul

Fowl kind Tap Kukura K. 55 >>

Foot Chan n Malethin male Pango gdda

Fruit Yegiyan iPhala H. Phum

2 U 2

Phar
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English. Kusunda. Pdkh'ya. Thdk'sya. Thdru.

Girl Takse Keti (K.) Mrin Ladiki

Grain Kadiyun Caret Caret Anaj

Goat kind Mfjha Boko K. Rarao Chhegadi

Goat male Mijha gya Boko K. Ratnogya Clihegadi

Goat female Mijha gimi Bakhro K. Ramoma Baghiya

Hair Gyai-i Raw a Chham Bar

Hand Gipan Hatkela Yayathin Tar batti

Head Chipi Manto [(K.) Ta Mudi
Hen Tap gimi Kukhurako pothi Caret Murgi
Hog kind Hi. Yasa Har'ra Till Suwar
Horn Ipingjing Sing H. K. Ru Sing

House Bahi Ghar H. K. Ghim Ghar
Husband Duwoi L6gnya(K.) Mrinthin Caret

Iron Phalam Khadar Phr^ Loha
Leaf Hak Pat

'

Lha Pata

Leg Nawagichan Goda Bhale. Bhalethin God
Light Jina ikya Urt batti Vluthnangmu Anjoriyo

Maize Makai Gh6ga Makai Makaya
Man kind Mih'yak Manchha Mli Manhai
Ditto male Mih'ya dawai Log nya (K.) Pyung Caret

Mare Caret Caret Tamama Ghodi
Millet or Eongan'i Kwa chho Caret Dheya Tagnun
Millet or Kodo Madyi. Mazyi Kodo Rangre Maduwa
Monkey male Ugii Badar H. K. Pangdar Banar
Ditto female Ugu gimi Badarni H. [K. Pangdarsya Badari

Moon Jun Chan'dramabel'H- Lati gna Chand'ramajun
Mother Mai Ama Ama Mahatari

Mountain Parbat Pahar H. K. Yedadhyu Par'bat

Mouth Birgyad. Birgyang Mukha H. Sung Mukha
Musquito Caret Pokha Polorinaba Mas
Name Giji Na uK. Min Na u. Ji

Night Ing gai Rati K. Mun Rati

Oil Jing Tel K. Chhigu Tela

Old man Caret Caret Kheba Bud ha

Old woman Jigel [Nogmwa Caret Kliugyu Budhiya
Ox kind [husk Nwagwa. Ndgo Caret Mekinba 55

Paddy or rice in Chhusum Dhan H. K. Mlasam Jadhan
Plantain Mocha [gya Kela H. K. Tatung ro Kera
Ram Bhantak. Gholo- Caret Ghyu kidaba Baiganbhata

Cleaned rice Kadiyun Caret Mia Cha ur

River Gimmekona Khola K. Umdakyu Khola
Road Won Bato (K.) Gliyam Rasta

Salt Huk vi Nun H. K. Chacha Nun
Sheep kind Gholo Caret Ghyu ,,

Skin Gitan Chhala H. Dhi Cham
Sky Laga i Sarga Mu Caret

Snake Tou Sapa H. K. Pudhi Sapa

Son Tala sai Chhora K. lha Tarang gan

Star Ing gai Tara H. K. Sar »
Stallion Caret Caret Ta 55

Sow Higuni. Yasagimi Baigani harra Tili moma [ni Sugarni

Sun Ing Ghama H. K. Ghan gni. Saughi- Ra uda

Tiger Daja kaiili Bagha 11. K. Na Bagha

Tooth Toho Data H. K. Gyo Data

Tree r Rukha K. Gliyung Gachh
"Vegetable Mai ghyak SagH. Dhap Sag patta
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English. Kusiinda. Pdktiya. Thdk'xya. T/iciru.

Village Lahang Ga u H. K. Hal Ga won
Water Tang Pani H. K. Kya Pani

Woman Ning dai Baigini Mrin Meraru
Wheat Gahun Gahun H. Karu Gohun
Wife Ningdaimyahoa Baig'ani Mi'inhmi Jani

Yam Byalougolandan Caret Hraau dau Kanmul
I Chi Ma Ghyang Hang
Thou Nu [Gida Ta Gna Tong
He. She. It I' si. It'. Tok'pya? U'kya Chan*. H'mi Utu
We two. Dual Tok'jhig'na Caret Ghyangsi Hangcru

Ye t vo Nok'jhig'na Caret Gnisi Tongdu
They two Gidajhig'na Caret Hmi si Unudu
We all. Plural Chobaki [ki Caret Ghyang cha Hang log

Ye all Nokibaki Togara- Caret Gna cha Tusal

They all Gidabaki Caret Hmicha Usal

Mine. My Chiyi Mero K. Ghyang ge Caret

Thine. Thy Niyi Tero K. Gna ye Caret

His Hers. Its Gidayi Usai ko K. Hmi ye Caret

Ours. Dual Tokjhignayi Caret Ghyang si ye Hamarnu bye
Yours. Dual Nokjhignayi Caret Gni si ye Caret

Theirs. Dual Gidajhignayi Caret Hmi si ye Uduwonko
Ours. Plural Takibakimida

Ciiobakiyida

Caret Ghyang cha ye Hamlogkau

Yours. Plural Nokibakiyida Caret Gna cha ye [ye ke Taharasabake
Theirs. Plural Gidabakiyida Caret Hmi cha ye. Hmi Unakara
One Go'i sang Yek "1 W Pi Yek
Two Ghigna Dui 1 |

Tin -
Gni > Dui

Three Dana Som o Tin

Four Pinjang Char g Bla
tn

Char
Five Pagnangjang ^ o £

Gna ^ Paehe
Six Caret Chha y g. g Tu , o Chha
Seven Caret Sat ' § Gnes •5T Sat

Eight Caret Arh Blue H Ath
Nine Caret Nau : § Ku 5"

Nau
Ten Caret Das 1 £ Chyu E Das
Twenty Caret Bis J r Gniyu Bis

Thirty Caret Tis H. K. Sombu Tis

Forty Cai et Chalis H. Blibyu Chalis

Fifty Caret Pachas Gtnasyu Pachas
Hundred Caret Sava H. Bhra Sau
Of Nata iffin KoK. Chaye Keha
To. Dat. & Ace. La i (K.) LaT. Dhyari Kerake
From Jang jai Bato K. Kyache Paidadekhalbat
By. Instrumental K\ LeK. Kau Le
With. Cum. Tanjrche Saga Grnayero Saga
Without. Sine. Kautha i Bholj Arobhoja Nahiho i

In Tai Beli Hisono Bakinahi
Now Ipwaji Yeso Ghyangchye Amai. Abhai
Then Nhu Caret Khaghangchye Nabhai. Tabhai
When ? Asalu Caret Tigni Kabahu
To day Itwaji. Ipwaji Aja (X.) Nama Aju
To-morrow Go.ak Bholi (K.) Tila Kalhi
Yesterday Binagl Hfjo (K.) Kemichuri Byahan
Here Tau wa Yeia (K.) Kesichosi Yehara
There lsaga 17 ta (K.) Khataikhacti Ufaara
Where ? Anaka Kdta (K.) Tomi Kan ha
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English. Kustinda. Pdkh'ya. Thak'sya. Thdru.

Above Drasu ok Hapra Caret Upara
Below Tumai Tala (K.) Masi Tare

Between Gijhagda Majha (K.) Kung ri Biche

Without. Outside Bangjo Bahira (K )
Phelori Bahera

Within Waha Bhitra (K.) Nhari Bhitra

Far Isinha Tahi Chari Ubi
Near Ista Nesai Nyese Ihya

Little Dyoro Yokai. Thokai Chipri Thoro
Much Mang gni Mauti Dhan ha Bahut
How much ? Asina Kati (K.) Kanj* nya Ketana

As Natiya Caret Khajiba Jaisan

So Napawai Caret Khapriba khaju Wunaisan
How ? Natuwan Caret Khajulaba Caret

Thus Tan tan Caret Ho alaba Han
Yes Ayabakiho Hoho K. Hin Nahiba

No Ayewa Asin Ai Nahi

Not. Prohibitive Hva Na H. K. Kino Rahare

And Caret Ra Bikigang Ka
Or Caret Caret Howochuchhyang Ihe

This Ta i. Ta Yehi. Yo H. Pa ang kyungpa j»

That Issi. It Wdhi. IT. H. Cha. Khapami U

5T }'-
Hagim'ya hak, vel

hag-it
Jimanchha Khanangpemhi Kunmanai

3T }*»
Nataim'ya hagit

vel hak
Jaunamanchha K. Khajupemhi Umanai

Who \ ~
,„,. , \ KonWhich 3

What ?

Natat Kaunamanchha K. Ta Kaunmanai

Natang Kya H. Khajupero Ka
Any thing Nataum'ya hagit Kehi bastu H. Khajang pemhi Kunbastu

Any body Nataim'ya hak vel

hyak.

Kohimanchha H. Sabadhyangpa Konamanai

Good Waiyaki Bahiya. Niko(K )
Asba Niman. Badhai

Bad Ka ingbarai Ghatiya. Behor Na asba Tniman

Cold Khang go. Chiso (K.) Sim Thanda

Hot Bhrok Tato (K.) Lhap Ciiuhan

Raw Ben Kacho (K.) Ateheba Kacha

Ripe Pakog Pako (K.) Tyahejiba Pakal

Sweet Ahal Guliyo (K.) Koghiba Mitha

Acrid, pungent (as Bya Piro (K.) Swoba Tin

red pepper, &c.)

Bitter Katuk Tito (K.) Kamba Tin

Sour Dam tan Amilo (K.) Kimba [hepa. Khatta

Handsome Waiyairoya hak Ramro (K.) Bastu. Mhikya- Besmanai

Ugly Aingbarai Caret Mhi akyahopa Bauramani

Straight Caret Tersai (K.) Tananphirphai Sojh

Crooked Wang kang Bang go (K.) Yeba Tat

Black Pang sing Kalo (K.) Malang Kariya

White Asai Seto (K.) Tarpa Ujar

Red Ban uba. Rato (K.) Wala Lai

Green Hariyo K. Hariyo (K.) Phin Hariyer

Long Hwang gai Lamo (K.) Hrimba Lamba
Short Poktok Chhoto (K.) Rimba Chhot

Tall "1

Cl . vman.
Short J

Pliiyong Ago (K.) Bauchhenba Uchcha

Poktok Hocho (K.) Putulu Nicha

Small Hungkoi Sanu (K ) Chyangba Chhot

Great Wogonrai Thulo (K.) Theba Mot
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English. Kusiinda. Pah'hyd. Thak'sya. Thdru.

Round Mang gni Batulo (K.) Ghighirba Gola

Square Charapate K. Charapalo Bhilirchliowa Charakunabate
Round Dallo K. Dallo (K.) Bhumriba Dhela
Flat Chyangkang Patalo (K.) Pabapilhe Panarabangpanang
Fat Biji Mdto (K.) Dhum'wa Mot
Thin Gharau Hariyako Jyaioa Dabar
Weariness Balangba Galelagyo Bhaiapji Thakali

Thirst Tap yau Pamitis H. K. Kejuphiji Pijias

Hunger Idang Bhok lagyo K. Phothanji Bhok
Eat Am Gau. KhuwaH.K. Lhila Khai
Drink Tang gonong Piu H. K. Pi u Piyal. Pilayaba

Sleep Iptu ( ? Causal) Saira H. Nhuko Sutali

Wake Blengwoto LAha H. R*''to Uthali. Jagal

Do Au 6. Au wo Harihal Lhau. Lau Kara
Do not Anibil Janahara Thalaii Nakara
Laugh Nakyaba Has H. Gneto Kabasal

Weep Jhama 6 Sanchha Tako Karo 61

Be silent Abaganebin Chochira Lhemthalo Chupraho
Speak Pwaktoba Caret lyato Bolai

Do not speak Anoktabin Janabol Tha tyato Nabol
Come Agga Aija K. Khau Awa. Yanha
Go Da Baija Hero Jaja

Remain standing Loengwdto Pakhanataba Pranhogatu Khadarahawai
Stand up, get up Loengwoto Utha (K.) Gnajurpa Khadaho
Sit down Bhingwoto Basa (K.) Tupa Baith

Walk or move Aban Hat H. Hero dial

Run Gorgowoto Phalala Gninahero. Dhaba
Give Ai Deu (K.) Pino Dada
Take Ma La (K.) Bhakau Lala

Strike PtmgbogO Km (K.) Taii. Thopati Mar. Marau
Kill, by cutting, Puwago Kat (K.) Thagothapati 5>

cut down
Kill, any how, i. e Wagdago Marideu (K.)

5}
Mar

destroy

Kill, with stone or Yuphwago Han (K.) Prino Kat
other missile

Bring Ai Lvalya (K.) Bhakau Lyare. Leare
Take away Wa Lalja (K.) Bhoro Lejare

Lift up Yulinggwajo Bok (K.) Thithonko Utha o. Lad
Put down Gyag'mo Bisa Thano Rakhare
Hear Mang'oo Suna (K.) Nasnino Suna
Understand Caret Bujha Ghau Bujhare
Tell or relate Wongdago Kaha (K) Bhigho Kahare
I beat Ki-pomatanha-u Man kut'chhu* Gnajai toba Hama marila

We two beat. Dual Tokjhignai poma-
tanlia'i

Hamidwi kut'-

chau
Gnigui tobaka Hamadunu marila

We all beat. PI. Tokkhagyai poma-
tanha'i

Hamiharu kut'-

chaun
Gnignichaitobomu Etaura marila

Thou beatest Nupomatawa Ta kut'chhas Chyang chaitoba Raura marila

* The rest of this column is pure Khas or Paibatya, as also all the other words having
the " K" subjoined. The, corrupt Urdu or Hindi of Tharu is too palpable and incessant

to need a mark. The Tharu tongue like the Kocch and so many others of the Tarai, from
Hardwar to A^sam, is fust merging in the proximate Arian tongues j and so also the Hill

dialects into Khas.
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ish. Kusunda

.

Ye two beat. Dual

Ye all beat. PL
He, she, it beats

They two beat. Dl.

They all beat. PL

I am beaten
[Dual

We two are beaten.

We all are beaten.

P.ural

He, &c is beaten.

They two are beat-

en. Dual

Thev are all beaten,

Plural

Pak'hya.

Nokjhegna poma-

tawa [wa

Nokkhag pomata-

Gida pomatawa

Gid;>jhigna poma-

tawa [wa

Gidbki pomata-

Tangda puugmata-

bahini [bai

Tokjhigai pomata-

Tokhkadai poma-
tabai

Gidodanigidai.

pungmataba
Gidajhignaigi-

puniimataba

Gidakhaigi pung-

mataba

Timidwi kul'ch-

hau [hau

Timiharu kut'ch-

Thdk'sya. Thdru.

Namagni tobamu

Namacha tobamu

U kut'chha IThe tobamu

Undwi kui'chha Thamagni tobamu

Unharu kut'chhan.Hmichaka tobamu

Malai kut'chha |Gnazir tobamu

[chha

Rauradunu marila

[mania
iRaurapangchau-

|U marala

Udunu marila

Hamidwilai kut'-

Hamiha.rulai kut'-

chha

Uslai kuttachha

Unaidwilai kutta-

chha
Unharulai kut'-

chha

Gnigni tobamu

Gniri tobamu

Caret

Caret

Caret

Una'oga marala

Hamake marila

[rila I

Hamdunuke ma-
j

Hamalogake ma-

rila

Woke marila

Woduke marila

Wologanake ma-

rila

i
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English.
Rodong, or Cham-

ling .

Rungchhenbung . Chhingtdngya. Nachhereng.

Buffalo-kind Bahira. Maisi Sangwa ^angwa Meisa. Meis
Buffalo male Uin'pa maisi O'pa sang'wa U'pa sangwa Um'pa meisa

Buffalo female iTmma maisi O'ma Sang'wa U'mma Sangwa Um'ma meisa

Bull Pi umpa O'pa pit U'pa pit Waehchha piya.

Um'pa pe\va

Calf-kind Pi umchha Pitchha. Pih'chha Pitchil Pimi umchha ")

Calf male Pi umpa umchha O'pa pitchha. U'pa pitchile" Pimi umpachha 1

Calf female Pi umma umchha O'ma pitchha U'mma pitchile Pimi ummachhaj
Cat-kind Be" ra Sur'ma. Minima Pusu Manima
Cat male Be rapa O'pa minima U'pa pusu U'mpa manima
Cat female Be rama O'ma minima U'mma pusu U'mma manima
Child Chhachi. Yaya-

chha
Chha chi. Mana-
chha

Chh'a cue Chhamu wa

Cow Pyu pa. Pi Pit. Pih' Pit Pi

Cock Wapa Wapa. O'pa wapa Rang gaba Wapa
Crow Ouwa Ka ga. Kah' wa

Gah' wa
Ghak wa Gogok pa

Daughter Marchha chha.

Chhachha ma
Mech'chha chha-

chha. U mech'-

chha chha chha

Mech'chha chha Mimchha chba

Day Khole Ukholen Nam Mlepa
Dog-kind Khli. Kochuwa Kochuwa Hag a

Dog male Klilipa O'pa kochuwa U'pa kochuwa Ha a ga

Ear [whole Napro JSaha [ma Narek Naba
Earth, little.Earth, B6kha Bakha. Henkha- Kham Baha
Egg Dai. Da i U ding. Wa din U thin Dii

Elephant-kind Hatti Hati Hati Hathi

Elephant male U'mpa hatti O'pa hati Upa hati U'mpa hathi

Elephant female U'mma hatti O'ma hati Ura'iua hati Um'ma Lathi

Ewe U'mma bheda O'ma bheda Um'ma bheda, Um'ma lusa

Eye Michak Mak. Madtk Mak Mik'sa

Face Ugnalung Gnalung Gnalung Nabwa
Father U'ui' pa Eu pa. Pa. Wa-

pa. O'pa

U'pa U'pa

Fire Mi Mi Mi Mi
Fish Gnasa Gna Gnasa Gna
Fiower Bungna Bungwai Pining Bti

Fowi-kind Wa Wa Wa Wa
Foot Philu Langtemma. Wu-

khuro. U khuro
Lang La. Lophoma

Fruit BaJa. Yoda siwa [chha Siwa Susa

Girl Chhamaichha Mechchhachha- Machchhachha Mim chha chha

Grain Cha Chama Kwak. Kok Cham'ma
Goat-kind Chhong gara Chheng gara Mendiba Chhangara

Goat male U'nupa chhong ga-

ra [ra

O'pa chlien gara Upa mendiba U'mpa chhangara

Goat female U'mma chhong ga- O'ma cheng gara U'mma mendiba Umma chhangara

Hair Mus'ya. Twong. Ma a Tang'phukwa. Taa sam. (T«a =
j

(Ta = head) (Taug = head) head)

Hand, see arm

1

Chhuku phema,

arm flat

Chhukhu phema,
aim flat

Muk Huu
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Waling. Yakha. Chouras'ya. Ktilling'ya. Thulung'gya.

Sang wa San wa Be i so Mesi Mesi
Apa sang wa fpa chha san wa Apo be i so Mesi mipa Urn'-

pa mesi [simima
Upap mesi

Ama sang wa I'raa chha san wa A'bomo be i so l/ai'mn mesi. Me- Urnam mesi

Caret I'pachha pik Apo biya Umpapi. Pimpa Benwa

r Pika'ichwe Biya nunu Pim'chha *Gaikara uchwe

Csret i
Pika'ichwe lpachha Apo biya nunu LTmpa pim'chha Gaikam upap-

[chha uchwe [uchwe

1.
Pika'ichwe itna- Abomo biya nunu Um'ma pim'chha Gaikam umam-

Mu nima Pusiima Bir'mo Birali Bir'ma. Ubirma
Apa munima fpachha pusuma Apo bir'mo l/mpa biraii Upap bir'ma

Ama munima fmachha pusuma Abomo bir'mo UWma birali Umam bir'ma

Chhachi Pichha Beba Nukcha. Chha-
chhama man-
chhauia. Cha s-

Chwe chwe. Ma-
lochem chwe-
chwe, human

[bia cha [pi young
Gai fmachha pik Bia. Biya. Auio- Pi im'ma. Umma- Gai

Wapa Fpachha wa B6 gnapa Wlpa Grdkpupd
Gdwa Ah' gwa. A g wa Gag bo Gagah' pd Gapwa. Ga po

Machha Cuiya mech chha Tabe Mimchhachha Mas chwe chwe.

Mis' che chwe-
[diya cliwe

Wo khole. Nam- Leh' ni Duk'so Lepa Nempliu
Kotima. Kochuwa Kochuma Chali [chali Khe b [Khemi pa Klueba
Apa kochuwa I'pachha kochuma Chali gnapo. Apo- Um'pa kheba, Upap khleba

Naphak Naphak Dobu Nobwa, No bo Ndkphla
Pakha Kham Kanksi B6hd Kwa
Dim In. Wain. (Wa Babang'gya. (Ba U'mdi. Wadi. Di Dii

[= fowl) [= fowl) (Wa = fowl)

Hathi Hatti Hatti Hatti Hati

Apa hathi Fpachha hatti Apo hatti Hattimpa Upap hati

Ama hathi I'machha hatti Abomo hatti Hattim'ma Umam hati

Ama bheda fmachha bhenda Abomof bheda Bhedim' ma Umam bheda
Mak Mik Bisi Muk'siJ Mik'si

Gna lang Nachifc Kuli Gn6bwa, Gno bo Kal
Apa. Papa Ipa. Pa Apo Pa. Um'pa Pap. U pap

Mi Mi Mi Mi Mu
Gna Gnasa G-ndso Gna Gnd. Sa. Swe
Bung Pbung Phuri Bung Bung'ma
Wa Wa Bo Wa Pd
Langkutem Lang tapi Losu Long Phemkhel

Sangsi wa Icha Ching'chi Sisi Sisi

Machha Mechchha pichha Biclio b£ba Mimchhachha Musche chwe
Cha Chabak Jama Chasum Ma
Bakara Mengthibak Sangara Chhang gara Chhwanra
Apa bakara rpachha mengthi-

bak [bak

Apo sangara Chhang garampa Upap chhwanra

Ama bakara I'machha mengthi- Abomd sangara Chhang garamma Umam chhwanra
Tang muwa. (Tang Tatigphang' wa. Sdm Mui. Tosum. (To Sein. Swem
= head) (Tang = head) = head)

Chhuk Muktapi La Huh'phaina Lwablem

* Gaika horro

t Abo-mo add
in Lepclia, a-be

ed. Definitive 'm annexed.
the female to the male designation.

, a-mot,

X Myek-chi, Myet-si, Burmese.

The 2 are in Tibetan, bo-mo or ba-mj

2x2
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English.

Head

Hen
Hog-kind
Horn

Horse-kind
House
Husband
Iron

Kiel-kind

Kid male

Kid female

Lamb-kind
Lamb male

Lamb female

Leaf

Leg
Light

Maize
Man-kind
Man, the male

Rodong, or Clidtn

ling.
R&ngchhenbimg.

Mare
Millet, (Kangani)

Millet, (Kddd)
Monkey-kind
Monkey, the male

Monkey,
male

Moon
Mother
Mountain
Mouth
Musquito
Name
Night

Taklo. Talc lo

Warna
Bo [tong

Rung. Tong. Urn-

Ghdda
Khim
Atumi. Tumi
Phalam
Chhong gara

Chhong gara um-
pachha

Chhong gara um-
machha

Bhedi umchha
Bhedi umpachha

Bbedi ummachha
Labo
Phiki

Namchha. Khawi
ya

Makai
Miua
Soronchha. Soron

chha mina

l/maghdda
Phero
Char'ma
Tong bhu. No i

'U'inpa tong bhu

Tang. Eu tang

O'ma waraa [wild

a. Yangba, the

Usang'ga

Ghdda
Khim
Caret

Phalam
Chhen garachha

Chheu gara opa-

chha

Chhong gara dma-

chha
Bheda umchha
Bheda opa chha

Bheda oma chha

Ubawa euchha

Lang

Chhingtdngya. Ndchhereng.

the fe- {U'mma tong bhu

Ladipa
Mn. U ma
Danda
Dyd
Tungkama
Nang
Khosai

Oil

Old man

Old woman
Ox-kind
Paddy
Plantain

Ram

Fang

U'ma wa
Phak
Sing' ga

Ghdda
Khim
Papho. Atumi
Banehhuwa
Mendibachha
Upa mendibachha

U'ma mendibachha

Bbedichha
Bhedi upa chha

Bhedi uma chha

Laphowa
Lang

UlawachhamijSam.iKhalamtha

Beli

Pachha. Pachha

kdwa [kom;

Machha. Machha
Pi

Rdng
Gndsi*
U'inpa bheda

Makai
Mana. Ma a na

Du wachha. Meoh-
chha-chha, wo-

mau chha homo
O'ma ghdda
Phesa
Sampicha
Helawa
O'pa helawa

O'ma helawa

Ladima
Ma. O 'ma
Bhar
Do
Lamkhutya
Nang
Ukhakhwai.Ukha-

ko

A'li'wa

Budha khdkpa

Bhuda khokma
Pit

Cha
Gnak'si

O'pa bheda

Makai
Mapmi. Mah'mi
Pa

Taklo

Wama
Bo d

Ta a

Ghdda
Khim
Umtdpo
Phalam
Chhangaraumchha
Chhangara umpa-

chha
Chhangara umma-

chha
Lusa umchha
Lusa umpa chha

Lusa umma chha

Sam. Saa ma
Ld d

Wujyalo

Bapsu sa

Mina Min
Wachechha

Rice or Choul |Cuaraiig Chayong

U'mma ghdda
Ph£sa
Sambok
Helawa
U'pa helawa

U'mma helawa

Lathiba

Ma. U'ma
Bour
Thurutrt

Twang gydmma
Nang
Ukhakhuit.Ukha

khuit

Kiya
Budhapa

Budhima
Pik
Chaya
Gnaklasi
U'pa bheda

Cha srak

U'mma ghdda

Pisa

Chercha
Pdpa
U'inpa popa

U'mma popa

Lanima
Ma. U m-ma
Danda
Gndcho
Supyal

Na
Umsyapa

Tel

Passou

Massou
Pen' ya

Ka a

Li gnaksi

U'inpa iiisa

Sira

* In all the words si vel chi vel cha is the generic sign for all fruits. So also cha vel ja,

==r all grains, i" the words for barley and rice :
ma in Thai.
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Waling. Ydkha. CJiouras'ya. Kuldng'ya. Thulungg'ya.

Tang 1'ukh ruk. Tukhu-
ruk Tii khnik

Phutiri Tong Bui

[P6. Umam po

Waraa Imachha wa Abomo bo Wama Pwa. U'mam pwa
Bok. Pha. Khong Phak Pa Bo o Bwa. Bo
Khii ung tang. A- I tang' Roso U'mpitta. Pitta Rang. Uin rang

tam'mi khak
Ghoda O'n Ghoda Ghoda Ghoda
Khim Pang Kudu Khim Nern

Apa sang' Wempha 0' cbd. Wo cho Umtiippo. Tuppo Kha
Phalam Cbek chi Phalam Sel Sel [we

Bakarachhachi Menthubaichchya "angar nunu Chhangaraohha Chhwarakam nch-

Apa bakarachha Ipachha menthu- Sangar tawa Chhansrarachha- Chhwarakara, ueh-

baichchya umpa we upah

Ama bakarachha Imachha menthu- Sangar tabe Chhangarachha- Chhwarakam uch-

baichchya umma we umam
Bhedachhachi Bhedaiehwe Bheda nunu Bhedamchha Bhedachwe*

Apo bhedachhachi Ipachha bhedai-

chwe [chwe
Bheda tawa Bhedumpachha Bhedupapchwe

Amo bherachhtichi Imachha bheda'i- Bheda tabe Bhedummachha Bhedumamchwe
Sung'phak. Ba Suuo phak Sapha. Moli Siba. La. Urn boa Se blam.

Lang Lang Losu Long Khel

Wujyald. Khadai Wop'na Dwam sorao. U-
jyalo

Kodata. Nara-

chhowa. Miwal'ma
Hwah'waya, sam.

Makai Makai Groboma Makai Makai
Mana. Mina Yap'ini Miivo Mis Michyu
Adu wa. Duwa VVengpha O'cho Wachchha Waschwe

Ama ghoda Imachha won Abomo ghoda Ghodam ma Umam ghoda
Phesa Peya Ja Pe'si Sar

Sampicha Pang gya i;harja Li si Liser

Heiawa Pubang Poku Pupwa Niik'syu

Apa heiawa Ipachha pubang Afio poku Pupwampa Niik'syu upap
Ama heiawa Imachha pubang Abomo poku Pupwamma Nuk'sju umam

Ladima La Twasyal. To syal La Khlye, Khle
Ama I'ma. Ma Amo Ma. Umma Mam. Umam
Danda Kwangu Kwama Tarn' him Bio
Two. Do Mulaphu Dull Gno Si

Supyal. Tokli. Thokthoki lang Gang'gayumo Kwongtholi Mas
Nang Ning Di Ning Nang
Umkhakhu. Akha- Seh' ni Domsa. Dwang- Sepa Dum'ma. Dungraa

khwi prime. Dompai-
me

Ah' wa* Kiwa Tilyam Khilam Tel

Pasang rhap' pa Gne wa Mancham wachha
[chha

Gna u

Masang Thap' ma Gne be Mancham mim- Giuimi
Caret P.k Biya Pf Caret
Kaya Cham Garja Ra [gnoksi Resopma, grain

Gnaksi Ciiemokla Bal chi Li gnoksi. Li- Leg nok&i
Apa bheda Ipaehhabheda A[)o bheda Bhedtimpa, (for

Bhed t am pa)

U'pap. Bhedt

Cliayang Yamcchchhu Sera Seri Soar'. So ar'

* In Kid we have the full form with genitive sign and definitive prefix. Here we have
botli dropt. With them the terms would run bhedu-kam-ueti (tor urn) chwe or bheru-kur-u-
chwe. But genitive ka is borrowed, and kam is = ka-um.
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'

English.
Rodony, or Cham-

liny.
Rungchhenb ung. Chhmgtdngya. Nachhereng.

River Wa hwai Hongku Wahoh' ma Hunu; kwama.
[Hung koma

Road Lam Lam Lambo Lam
Salt Rum Yum Yum Ram
Sheep-kind Bheda Bheda Bheda Lusa
Skin H iilepa *Hokwa. Uho-

k'wa. Sa hok wa
Saliok' wa Sahok

Sky Nam Namchok Namchhuru Nam chho
Snake Puchho Ptichham Ptichha Pu u
Soil Boh'kha Hengkhama Thang'pu Thampu
Son Soionchha chha Duwachhachha Chhai [Chok choi Wach'chha chha
Star Pitipya. Pitappa Sang gen Chok cnong i. Sanggei'wa
Stallion Urn pa ghoda O'pa ghoda Upa ghoda Urn pa ghoda
Stone Liing'to Lung'ta Lunggwak' wa Lu u
Sow O'ma ho O'ma ba U'mma phak Um'ina boo
Sun. Sun shine Namliya. Num. Nam Nam Nam

Tiger Chabha Kiwa Kibha Dhing'tra
Tooth King Kang Keng Kaa
Tree Song puwa Sang'tang [kham Sang' Sa a

Vegetables Sag Limkham chok- Saga Sankhai lunkhai
Village Tung'ma Teng Ten Tyal

Water Wa Chawa Chu wa Ka a wa
Wife Mai. U mai Mechchhachha Mechchha Yuh' uf
Wheat Chhong. Nambo Nuh'chhong Jawa Docher
Wood Sang Sang ^ Sang

^

Sou
Woman Marchha Mechchhachha Mache Mim'chha
Yam S6ki Saki [chha Khi su wa Khi yok'sa

Young man Walalichha Phanta. Phanta- Wanchabang Solo

Young woman Klamaichha [ka Kamechha Kamechchha Solome

I Kagna. Ka. lug Ungka. Anka. Ang Aka Ka^na. Ka
Thou Khana Khana Hana Ana
He, She, it. Dual Kim. Tyako. Hy- Oko. Moko. Eu- Mogo. Mogwa. Manka. Yako

ako yako. Euyauko Yoko. Mogo

We. Plural in- Kai. Ka 1 Ungkan Kanana. Kanga na Kai
clusive [elusive

We. Plural ex- Kai. Ka Ungkanka Kai ka

Ye. Plural Khaini. Khana i Kbanauin. Kha-
na na

Hananina Annimo. A na i

I

They. Plural Hay i. Khu chu. Mok<>+ Yo go. Yo gwana. Yak mowa. Ya-
j

Khu-i Tya i Mo go na ko i. Ma ka i j

IVIirie, disjunct. Aug' ma Ang'ko Akwa. A ko o Angmi
My, conjunct. A. Aug Ang A [kwa ..

Thine Khaoio §Amko Hana. Hanayak- An mi. Ammi
Thy Ka Am Am
His, Her's, Its, Khumo Moso. Ya u so Mogwasekkwa Yak mi. Mankami

j

disjunct [conj.

His, Her, Its, U. 0'. Urn. Ung 0. Eu U' U'. Urn

* Yu-a or sa-yua, bone ; sa or u-sa, flesh ; hokwa or sa-hokwa, skin ; heu or sa-heu

blood, and also u-heu; hokwa, skin ; sa-hokwa, skin; sing-hokwa, tree-skin or bark.

t Yu is wife in Lepcha and in Tamil. IT, ind. art. = 'a' prefix in those tongues, a-yu, and

ta-yu, tayu — u-yu or yu-u.

X 3rd pronoun like nouns, transfers sign to adjective or verb.

§ Dual ungka-cheua, exclusive ungka-chi, inclusiveKhana-chi,Moko-chi, Oko-chi, Euyakochi.
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Waling. Ydkha. Chouras ya. Kuhlny'ya. Thulungg'ya.

Hong' ma Hong'ma Gulo Yo wa Kiirku

Lam Lam' bu Lam Lam Lam
Yum Yum Yok'si Gum Yo
Bheda Bheda Bheda Bheda Fheda

Sahok Saho warik Kwak' te. Kok' te Suko wari

[Neto

Kwuk'si. Kok'si.*

Kok'te

Bag'ra [chham Tang khyang Dwam Chbuburi. Netwa.j Dwamu
Puchhap. Pu- Pu«hak Bisa Pu

,

Phu chyu

Bakl.a Khambema Kak'si Tham'pu Kwa [chbwe cbwe
Chha. Buwachha Chya. Chwe Tawa Wachha chha Cliye. Cbwe. Was-
Sang gen ma Chokehigi Soru ^unguer Swar

Apa ghoda Ipachha won Apo glioda Gfho dam'pa l/papgh<>cU

Liing-tak [ma Lungkhok' wa Lung Lung [ma Lung [am boo

Amoplia. Khong- Imachha phak Abomo pa Bwam ma. Bo o- U'mana bwa. Um-
Natnchho wa. Sun Nam Dwam Nam Nep>unsr. Neai,

shine sun sbine

Dili na ra. Dhinra K'iba Giipso Nari Gupsyu
Kang Ha. Hachi [thap Gum'so Kang Lyu
Sang u lug tbap. Sing gai- Sing Thonam Dhak'sa

Saga Phiyakhyu Silim Khaiyu Sag

f<mg Ten Del Tel Del

Cha wa Mang chuwa Ka-ku Kau Ku
Amasang' Meclicbha Bicho Yub' uf t'Kha

Chayong' chhong Chicha ma Caret Docher Jepser

Sang Caret Sing Sing Sang
Aduma Mecchha yapmi Biehomuyo Mim'chha Wo-chyu
Sa klii. Yak Khe. Suchigwa Rang'jabi Khe Balak'pu

Phang' ta Wengcha Sala cho Solo Swalacbwe
Kamechha Kime Salame Solome Swalame
In»ka. Angka Ka U'nggu Kogna Go
Hana. Khana Ing'khi. 'N kbi Gnome. U'nu Ana Gana
Aya. Hayako. Khena. Yona. I'- Time. Yome. Ya- Nako. Muko. Ne- Hana
Moko kbi. Yona. Mo-

n a. Tona
rn e tako

Ika. Uka. Ingkai. Kani U'ng guticha Kekaa, Eo i. Ko- Goku
Ingka ni ni

Kong kaika Kani. Ka .. .

,

Goi
Hanani Inkhi ni. Ning-

khi. 'Nkhi ni

Gnometicba. Unu Ani. Ana i Gaui

Haya ni. Hayak Icbi khi. l'khi ni. Tometicha Nakoni Hanommim. Ha-
Mokoni Yona ni nom im

Angpik Aga Aleme ,

,

Ama
A A .

.

A
Ampik l'n ga Heme Ammi Yema
Am

.

.

I' [kam
Hayek pik I'ga. Yona ga, &c.

r.

Gnemeleme Nakwami

Wa

O'kam. Hauom-

* Si = sa ; kok, hole = crude ; swe su-e = flesh.

t Yu is wife in Lepcha and in Tamil. U, ind. art. = ' a' prefix in those tongue?, a-yu unci

ta-yu, tayu = u-yu or yu-u.

t Kha = husband or wife. Husband and wife =; Khabunst'.
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1

English. \

Rodony, or

Uny.

Cham-
/t tingchhenb ting. Chhingtdngya. Ndchhereng.

Our's

Our
Your's

Irao. Aimo

Khaimo

S
Aiukwa

Amno

Kauuguaikkwa

Haniyakkwa

Wokimi.
Woki
Amuimowa

Your
Their's

"Kim i mo
Khuino. Myaucho Hungcheikkwa Yakmomi

Their

One* Aura. Itto
p

I
Eukhha. Eukpop Thitta ['bhou

fEukta, un-

o changed

Two Hakara
T3

Heuwan;;. Heusa.

Heu wa popj
Hichche Nisbhou

Three Sum'ra Sum ya. Sum-
pang. Sum ka-

pop

Sumche Suk'bhou

Four Lyura Laya. Lawang. Lik'bhou

La wa pop

Five Gnara 1 II

Gnaya. Grnawang. Gnak'bhou

Gna ka pop

Six Tuk'kara

o

Tuk-ya.Tukwang.
Tuk ka pop

Seven Raikara
li

Bhangya. Bhang-
wang. Bhaug-

s ka pop

Eight Bhok'kara Reya. Re wang.

£ Reka pop

Nine Kipura « Phangyawang pop

Ten Lipura
j5

Kipu. Kip. Dhs-
uk pang. Dhe-

Q ukka pop

Twenty
O

Caret

Thirty •• •• •• • •

Forty .. • • •• ••

Fifty • • •• •• • *

Hundred
**

Of Mi. Mo, pi onoun. No sign, genitive Caret. 0, pronoun Mi, pronoun

Mo', noun first of 2 nouns

To, Dat. & Conj.§ Caret Caret Lagi
,

From, out of Daka. Dano Dangka Gna Am
Towards Yatni. Yatnung.

Yatnung on le-

vel : see

By, inst. Wa Ya. A Gna A

By, close to sion Chak — si le Chakda •• •*

* Crude sign. f Eukta= eu-k-ta or ek-go-ta-chha homo ;
enk-chha mana — one man.

Chha humans, euk chha duwa-chha one woman, eukchua mechchha chl.a, one child, eukcliiM

chha wan- for chha after one : pop tor animals and things, major and minor, eukta, eukpop tno-

|>l = one cap.

t Bang pang for humans and pap pop for things

numerals are used alone or substantively in Rantawa.

§ To, tir taraf, to, near ; cheun, to, as far as, usque ad

s and beasts is Mikir. Ya is added when
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Waling. Yakha. Chouras'ya. Kulung'ya. Thulung'gya.

Angkai>ik Aenga Ikileme Wokhimi Akima. Ikima

Hayekkapik Ning ga Muyemleme Amnimi
[kwaehimi

Inima

Kayankapik Ichiga Gono matichaleme Kwachimi. Na Hanommikam

Aktai. Akta Ik' ko Kolo Ubum Kwong. Kong, hu-

mans. Kole, ani-

mals

Ni. Hasa. Hasak Kichchi* Nik'si Nih'chi* Nichi. Ni. Nale,

animals

Syum' ya k Sum'chi Sum'makha Sup'chi Syiim, humans.
Sule, animals

La ya k Liehi Phibakhu Lichi Blf. Bleule

Gna ya k Gna .hi .. Gnachi Gno. Gnolo

Tuk ya k Tuk'chi .. Tuk'chi Ro. Ru. Rule

•• Nuchi •• Nuchi Seren. Ser. Serle

.. Phang'chi .. Rechi Yen. Yet. Yetle

.. Yecchi Bong'chi Gu, Gale

•• I'bong. Ik' bong •• Uk'bong Kong'dyum.
Kwong dyum

•• Hi bong .. Caret Kong usang.

Kwongusang
Sum'bong »

•

•• Kwongus-ang Ko-
dyum

•• Ligit .. .. Naasang
Gnagip' Naasang ko dyum

•• Maknaibong .

.

Gnosang
f. Ga, pronoun Caret. Lema, pro-

noun
Mi, pronoun Kam

Caret A m . Caret Caret
Pan»kwa Bwang Logno Gna. A. Pika Dang. Kang
Dang ka •• •• •• Honthyo

A Gna Kho A Ka
.. .. .. ## Phar'da

* Chi, D., Mini. PI.

2 Y
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English.
Rodong, or Cham-

ling.
Rungchhenbun. Chhinytdngya. Ndchhereng.

By, posses- g ^ . # Da .

.

,

.

sion. g ^
With, cum. m "5 Pida It' nan Nung Gnang. Mang
SathinHin- c |
di&Urdu Pj g

By, at, near °^
^

.

.

Chakda .. m #

Without, O '- Madang Madang. Man- Mangchi Mangdi
sine. Bina £ ., dang

in Hindi ^ •

in M> 5
o o

Da Da Be. Pe Pi

On, upon Cho = top Chokdo, Dungda
This, Conj. Hie hsechoc. Hya-

kko. Tyo
o'. oko* r

Okochi. DuaM O'kd. Bago. Nago Unu. Angna

This, Disj.* Ditto. Okonin. PI. [

That, Conj. Ddsd. Tyako Hyaoko. Euhyao- Khdkhd. Mogo. Khan kou. Yak-
That, Disj. ko.f Moko.

KhokhoJ
gna

Now, ab [tab Wosara. Wospa Hangde. Hande. Bagari Ha
When, jab. Then, Khonglo. Tespa Kho'rnlo. Khollo. Ui'lhe Khontalo

When ? kab, rela- Delo D£mkhe Anam Adem
lative and inter.

To-day Ai. Ale Aya. Ai Payam Ase
To-morrow Sen la. Sen lam Mangkolen Warangda ^ala

Yesterday Ase Akhomang Asindu Aspa
Here Wada Oda Baye. Bayetni Ik. Yeksa
There Tukhe. Tuku Euhyana. Eudha-

ko. Mdda. Mi-

yanung [nung

Ydtni Meksa. Miyaya

Where ? Khoda Khada. Khada- Hdket Happa, Hapbale

In top (chd). Dhala. Dhalo Eucliokda. Uteabe Itwa ta. ltd ta

Above Mudhanil ,

Ifdhani }
far

Euchongda. Eu-

[Below (Yu) khukda

In bottom (Khu) Hila. Hwilo Mupuni. Uyuni Mdba 17 yuyu

Between Mra. Maru Luunda. Radoa.
[ya. Huviya

U'rhabe Urnlam

Without, outside Bung ya Ubungya. Udung- Baha.fi Pakha

Within, inside Kung ya Ukonghud'ya. U- U'kumbe. Khim'- Khimgwa. Khim-

j

kong ya. Kong- bayu g°
da^ Euhuu'ya

Far Mokha. Mise. Mangsa. Mang- Mangnwa. Mang- Chhiburu
Mose khiyada. Mang no

Near Gnan'. Gnan' ge.

Nen ge

Nek-ta. Nekkhi-
da. Ne^k

Tanghe. Tangne Caret

Little Pichhe Chi chi Mih'mo Chichha

* Genders.

f Hyako = Eu yako. O' Md, conj. Oko Moko, disj. all genders.

X Khokho, not present person, sort of relative.

§ Da the midst, kong, the within, subs, hud, a hole.
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Waling. Ydkha. Chouras'ya. Kulung'ya. Thulung'gya.

.. .. .. .. Da

Pi. Eda. Inan Nung Bilo Gampi. Lo Nung

Mochhi Mannung. Met-
ning

Sokho Mandi Manthi

Inan. Da. Ida Be. Songbe Lo Pa. Pi. Gopa. Pi-

tu. Themtu.

Na. Da. Du. De-
uda

0' gna. O'kd. Khena. Na. Na- Ingkdng. Inkopi ] Wd. Wdram
Ipigna. ma. Ame fWochi. Dl.

J Wo mim. PI.

Khogna. Khdko. Yona. Ydnama. Mungkong. Na- Myd. Mydram.
Haya ya True

[kemmo
kong. Nakopi

[Hogna
Hanum

Isgharing Akku Bokkemse. Bo- Wadolo. Wolld A tha

Hulong Tkhdning Ingy^ld Khodolo Mehdmlo
Dem'kha. Khinam Hetning. Heh'-

ning

i^seld Hadolo. Hade-
miye

Ham syuka

A'ilo. A'yo [kolen H oh'yen Tianso Yese Anep
Hamaye. Mang- Wang'di Dis'na Desa ah' Dika
Ase. Akomang Achhen Saiso Is'pa Basta

lyak. Wacla. Wayo Khe. Nakhe" Alo. Amna. Alvi Yeksa. In»kwapi Ano. Asi. Asinda
Muyak. Modo. Ydna. Yokhya Bhanala. Bhana. M^ksa. Nakwapa. Hano. Hanopna,
Moya Gndna Naya

Kbini. Khada. Heh'na. Hennehe Thalo Hapise. Hakwade Bate. Bante
Ita. Adhaui. An- To Bhata. Imtdla U'mduptu. Me- Deuda

gyuni twaka. Metyoka

[ka ah
Itu. Akhukyu. M6 Bhaya. Bhayola Umdhdkpu. Nuk- Goyu
l/mrape. Aradha. Hum Khachi. Khachilo'U'mrapi Thete
Adbung'ya [Gota [Hachhdpa

Hibu. Bungkhaya Caret Bhana. Twala, Hochho. Potel. Cliepnda
Khim'ko. Akun- Caret Kudukwaya. Ko- Gopa Gdna. Ugwa ana
gya ya

Mang'khaya Mangduna Bhana Chhugri Chhyubat

Muraikgna. Neh'-
yang

A'chichi. Achi

Ning'dang Amna Nen'kha Gn£pa

Misyaha Chig'napu Chichha. Gichha Kichwe

2x2
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English.

Much

Up, Down, adv.

How much ?

As, rel. Jaisa H.

So, corr. Taisa H

Thus, pos. Aisa H
How, Kaisa H.

Why?
Yes
No, negative

Not, prividve

Not, prohibitive

Also, And

Or
Which \ rel.

Who
I

jon

Which "I corr.

Who J
ton

Which? kon,chhu

What ? kya, chhu

Who ? kon, su

Any thing, gugu

kucch [koi

Any body, guhnia

Eat

Drink

( Dual
SleeP ^ Plural

Wake

Laugh

Weep
Be silent

Speak

Come
Go

Rodony, or Cham-
liny.

Kebha

Dum no
Daskwa. Dasokwa
Kyaskwa. Kyaso-

kwa
Tyaskwa ngo
Daskwa. Dasokwa
Dema
Ou. Ai
Ai na
f, suffix and infix.

Mi. Mai. Da
Caret. Pini. Piti

Gno
Wd
Tyos6

Tyakwa. Chi

S6
Dako
Sa

De-i. Dyeu. Nyu

Isama. Soi

Cho

Dikno. Dugnu

Im'sa. Imsana

Pukalenda.Khrup'

sa

Riya. Rya

Khapa
Maichepda. Chyd

Chewa. Pul'sa

Bana

Runychhenbuny .

Bad dho
[nang*

Dhutnang. Yut-
Dem ye

Khainsa
Kho'insa

Wd'insa [inse

Khainsaki. Kha
Dena. Dene
Aug gna

Ma ang [infixf

Eu,prefix,andNin,

Man
Caret. Ning.

Chhang
He

-

Sang

Khdgna

Khawa Sang-ye
Diye

Sang
Dichhang

Sangchhang
Cho. D. chacheu.

Chachi PI. cha-

num
Dugno. Dugna-

chu, D. Dugna-
num, P.

Im'sa. Imsachi,

D. Imsanin, PI.

Puwalonta, Dl.

chi. PI. nin

I'ya. I'sa, (so shit

ese Piss chesa)

chi, D. nin, P.

Kha-wa, chi—nin

Waiwaiyu-gna.
Manchehada,chi

—nin

Chewa. Khang-
meltu,J chi—nin

Bana, chi—nin

Khara, chi—nin

Chhinytdnyya.

Dhera. Badhe

Asuk
Hokhyakkha
Hun'gkhyakkha

Bakhyakkha
Hokhyakkha
Mt'chchha

Ye. Yet
Maha
I', infix

Ma. Tha
Ye. Nang. Yang

Yang
Hokkog6

Hoen

Hokkogo
Them
Hokkogo. Sa.16

Them-yang

Salo'-yang

Cho-ha. Cho-a

Thu-wa. Thu-a

Ip' sa

Pogak

Reta

Ha-ba
Wayeb

Che-wa

Thaba
Kha-daAta. Pung sa

above Uyatnang one side laterally, on all 4 sides,

Ndchhereny.

Antkhopa

Del

Dakhto
Khangtokgna

A.ntok gna
Dakhto
LTmu
Le. Ho
Ma. Ma a

I s-a, infix

No
>a. L6

Le"

As

Khan

Asnale

U'le

As
Usa

Asa
Chu-u

Dungo

I'msa

Poka

Rhesa

* Up, Udhatnang

Uyutnang, below, from own place, as water flows

f To verb and noun ; omko, white, eu, om, ninko, not white.

X Khangmettu = show.

Khapa
Wahe

Nina

Tawa
Khata

on level. Down,
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Waling.

Dherang. Badhe

Tern. Dem
Hagne kagna
Mugnek

Mugnek
Hagnekagna
Deua na

Han an. O'. A
Main. Ma an«

f, suffix

Ma ye. Mai
Chha

He
Khau

Kliogna

Khau
Tikwa
Dei

Ti ikchhu

A sakchhu.

Cho

Diigno

Im' sa

Thing' ta

Tya

Klia wa
Wayep

Chewa

Bana
Kliara

Ydkha.

Pyag ha

Ingkhdg ha

Iiok l>a

Ikhok ha

Naktog ha. Na
Nahok
Irdk ha. Irok
Ikhi

iVlunna. Imunna
Ni. Nin, infix

An, prefix.

Y6. Ang

E
Isa

Ikhi

I sa

I. E
Hetnama. Het ua

Icba

Isacha

Cho

U'gnu

Ip'sa

Cheng' da

Yuttuchaya

Haba
Swak waya

Chourdsya. Kulung'ya. Thulung'gya

Chekta

Aba
Khya

Yetikholse

Askwalo
Asijokcho

Imsimegna

Arasi me
Asi chokcho
A se. Ama
Time
Atti

A, prefix

A. No
Ye

Ke
Thame

Erne

Thame. Achu
A ma
A chu
Ama ye

A elm ye
Jakata

Tukata

Glomta

Bukata. Saista

Renda resta

Khrapta
Liha

Baksta

Pikaia

Levasta

Waddetwa. Wa-
detto

Deiye. Dei
Datukwa
Khuntukwa

[m&
Wantwa. Waddm
U'daim. Daim
Dai. Datukwa
Ye
Ma [fi;

T, infix. Ma, pre-

Na
So

Yo
A sa

Kho

As. Asdatukwa
U'so. U\
Ase
U'so

A so. As
Cho

Dung'

Im'sa

Poka

Gesa

Dhekong

[ko
Hala. Hayu. Ham-
Heka. Hekgnam
Mehomka. Mihop-
ma. O'hdpma

Ohom [He
Hesaka. Heka.
Hagna. Hamta
Misi. Bu
Mee
Ma, prefix

Me
Nung. Bo

De
l/hem

Myo

Syu
Ham
Syu. U'hem
Hambwa

Syubwa
Pe

Dugna

Am'sa

Baka

Risa

Khapa
Wait waya

Nena

Bana
Khatu

Khrapd!
Liba

Jesa

Bika

Duk'sa
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English.
Rodony. or Cham-

ling.
Rnngchheiibung. Chhingtdngya. Ndchhereng.

Stand up Pukalenda. Re ta Puwal6nta, chi

—

Yeba Rep a

Sit down Yugna. Higna Yugna, chi—nin Yuba Tyuwa

Move, Walk Pong sa. Lamtya Lam diima. Biya-

chi—nin

Phana Lamdima

Run Wona Lwaya. L6ya,

chi—nin

Ping'da Bal'sa

„ ~. f to me*Glve
J to any

I'dong. fdu Puang. Chang, D.

Nang, P. Pu,
chi—nin

Puang. Pu Pi a wa. Piyo

*Take J*°
mme

I trom any

Strike

Ne. Pukji. Pudyu

Chaizyu. Chai dyu

fNe. Battu. Chu-
num [Moa num

Mo u. Moa chu.

Khatta

Tena

*Ne. Beh yu

Yop'sii

Kill, dyu ? zyu ? Setyu Seru. Sera chu.

Sera num [—nin

Sera Situ

Bring Baizyu. Baidyu Battuki bana, chi Thap ta BeV yu

Take away Pugzyu. Pugdyu, Khattuki khara, Khattu khara. ~\ Khe yu

take and go take and go, chi Khattu lonta. >

—nin take get up J

Lift up, raise Puku. Sandyu Thenta. Thenta-

chu. Thenta num
Kliura. Thedak Thettu

Put down Gnasyu Yung su. Sa chu,

D. Sa num, P.

Yung' su Yuk' su

Hear Yenyu Yenu. E'nu. Ena-

chu. Ena num
Khem sa Yena

Understand Kammu. Mui dyu Mittu, chu. num P.tta Chi yu

Tell, relate llag'na Yen mettu.Khang- Chepta Pu u

musa ? Khang-
mettu

GoodJ Nyo. KregneJ §Nuwo. Nuwochi,

D. Manuwo, P.

Nuno Nada. Nat. Nat.

khij

Bad fse. Tseko Euwo. Anuninko.

Euko. Euttko

It'no Is'da

Cold Chiso Kengko. Keng-
mangwa

Rem no Chhik' da

Hot Kurek'wa. Kureko Kuko. Ku mangwa Ku no Semi wa

Raw Mo. Ummo Womang. U mang U mang Mape

Ripe Tupsako. Mattako Tumawo Uthubai Du wak

[Wa [D. Malera, P

Sweet Lam'chho. Walye, Lemko. Lem chi, Lem' no Lem da

(Sure Sun chakwa Sunta Choeharpa

Bitter

Handsome
Khi ke Kha kwa. Khako Khak' no Khik' da

Khan nya. Sang- Khang nuwo, to Uchununo Khan nada, to look

at good
nya

Khaise, to look at

look at good

Ugly Khan euttko, tc> Uchih' no. Uchu- Khaisada, to look

bad look at bad. i no at bad

Khangeuwo

* Gender and number.

+ D. Ne khanachi, P. Ne khananin, Bontawa.

% Hma gu, D. suffix, P. of Adj. chha lima ohing hma mana, N. eukchha nuwo mana, B

"YGenl^ns^tick ti numeral can't attach to Adj. nuwa mana euk chha nuwa cliupi euk pop,

chha pop, 1, wang pop, 2, wang ka pop, 3, yu longs, bop rounds.
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Waling. Yakha. Chouras'ya. Kulunyy'a. Thalung'gya.

Ye wa Puga Yamsta Thdrepa Yep'da

Yugna
Biya

Yiigna

Lama
Baksta

Halta

Tuwa
Lamduma

Gainsa
Lamdiya

Ldra Luk'ta Prokata Bulsa Wanda

Puang. Pu Kapyang. Piang

Pi

Gaka. Gokta Piya. Piyu Gwa ang. Gwaka

Ne. Battu Kwe. Aktu. Kettu Ne. Paista Ne. Khau. Khayu Ne. Biiya

Md-u
Se'ru

Mdk'tu
Chenu. Sisu

Tupta
Syatta

Keru
Setu. Khdksyu

Yalsa

Seda

Battu

Khaitu

Ap'tu
Khettu. Yang
khettu

Phitta

Letta

Bah' yu
Khayu

Phida

Dad da

The'ntu Khu. Thendu Rotta Pdka Phdka. Kwaksa

Yung' su Yuk'su Chdpta Yuksu Jila

Yenu Khep'su Thdkata Yenu Thydsa

Mittu

Khouj su

Mittu. Mettu ?

Yok'mettu
Bimsta

Sokata

Min'nu
Pda

Mim'da
Sing'da

Nu. Khupunu.
Amwa, T

Noudhdi. Aitpa

Nuha

Nu nin ha

Ducho

Aduchd

No. Ndi. Ndyu

Man'ndi. Mannd

Nyupa

Minyupa

Wache yang China Chiso Chhike. Chia Chhakpa

Kuyang
Umpawa. Aa-

mang.
Sum'sa. Tup'sa

Bhang'sa.

Lera. Lemya
Sunta

Khak
Khang' nu

Kuha
Nusumha. Inggrik

Usaha. Tupsaha

Limha
Sua. Suha
Khika. Khigha
Ichchununa

Tato

Krabd

Thicho

Jijiluoho

Jurcho
Khacho
Ranchd

Hoke
Mamtumkhapa.
Mamdupa. Mope
Tumkhapa. Dupa

Lema
Jujur

Khike
Gnali nupa

Glvdglem
Uchakhli

Thik'ta. Thdkta

Jijin

Jyurpa
Khepa
Jy6pa

Khau i Ichchugnana Aiancho Gnali ipa Mijyopa
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English.
Rodong, or

ling.

Cham-
Riingchhenbung. Chhingtdngya. Nachhereng.

Straight* Sdjho Sojhof Chang no Sejh6

Crooked Bang go.

dyu pa
Koko Yek tu.f Uku-

dak dak
Byangkruk Bang-go

Black Makchuma Mak chakma Makkachukma Mokchibpa

White Payon ma.
payonyon

Urn- Omko. Worn.
yang. Wopi-
yangma

Bathruma Umldk'pa

Red Hipakfma Halala mang. Ha-
la chakma

Halachekma Halalapa

Green Hariyo Hariyo Chak' la Hariyo

Long Kile Aki bang. Amyet
pang. Metta.

Kemeh' no Baipa. Repa

Short Inang kile. Pa- Adung-pang. Baun no Yetebaipa. Chi-
kile Dung-ta chhabaipa

Tall 1

Short }
maa

Kile. Run'd e. Kiyang. Kong- Keno Bhai pa. Repa
Inang kile. Pa kile yang. Kwangta Unno Yeterepa. Yete-

Simta. Simyang bhaipa
Small Tnangko U'chuk pang Mikha Amsikholchd
Great K6. Mahipma Utok pang. Utwa- Thekha l/m dheppa. Ye-

Mahippa pang tikholchd

Spherical, Round Buplungma Boptitiwo. Bopi-

riri. Hitriri

Kalabok'bo U'mkoldu. Pupul-

Circular, Square Plangpachima Laakuna, 4 corner Charaupatya Phephe ya
Flat, depressed, Phlempa Phemdagwa. Pheb- Phempedepma Phremphrem ya

compressed da' wa. Pheb-
dapma

Level, as a plain Tern ma As^mtontu. A- tTsemtondokto Umtelma
Unlevel, uneven temma

Fat Lete £Leyangko. Tok-
pang. Chhu-
yangko. Chhuwo

l/samtauo l/mdhep pa Lidda

Thin Palete. Simamyd Yomyangko. Rop- Rong si Ram da
yangko

Weariness Ho sa Hdttang LT hottang Haya
Thirst Waima Wait ma. Wamit- Waik ma Wami ma

Hunger Saka
ma

Sa a. Sung sa. wa Sangsawa Saka a

* Gender and number and crude,

t After noun or before.

+ Utokpang or tokpang, former.
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Willing. Ydkha.

Sejlio

Banggo

Makchuma. Mak-
chakchak

Bdthriima. Worn
pichichi

Harchhdkma. Ha-
lachakchak

Chak'la

Badhemet. Rhinbo

Achimet

Kiyang
Duiyaug

Achdkpa
Atdk'pa

Kalabdkbdk

Laya khilktang

Phim pichichi

Sojho.

Yegekna.
yang

Makhruna

Phuna

Chouras'ya.

Yek-

Phana

Phina

Kena

Lukluk na

Kena
Lukliikna

Mih' na
Makna

rdrntu

Chitpo. Badhepo
Leu yang

long yang. Achit
po

y hottang

Vaik ma

aang sa wa

Kakliktikara.Puk
pukna

Lichina yusuk
Phekphekna

Idem ma.

Yemnuba

Hachigdkna

Yaksyangna
Waitmang

Sak

Sojho

Ulgumcho

Khuchyamo

Bubjoma

Lakachima

Sisijokcho. Sisi-

joma
Hik'bo. Yotihicho

Ahikbd. Amsihi
cho

Rdbd. Rocho.
Aidchd. Aro bo

Yokka
Khol bo

Kuluny'ya. Thulungg'ya.

Khitiriri. Dolo

Charkune
Plem plim me

Koyogns

Khol bd

Yokka

Bal me
Dak khd

Kremkl.d

Twaipa
Mantwaipa

Gugrupa

Wdmldpa

Halalapa

Gigipa

Wadbhaipa

Chibhai ipa

Wadreppa
Chireppa

Chisma
Dh£ppa

Jumjumpa.
piilpa

Lih khdngla

Phemphempa

Tel ma

Leipa

Gamsipa

Gumd
Wamma

ISaka

Pill-

Jdngpa
Mijon'gpa

Kek^ma

Bilbum

Lalam

Gigim

Dhyiipa

Ddkhdndhyupa

Yepa

Ddkhdn-ye pa

Kichem
Ddkpu

Pupiilma

Khiker-ma
Plem plem ma

Dhep de

Senipa

Jerpa

Giium da
Kdda

iKri

2 %
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Vdiju Vocabulary.—By B. H. Hodgson, -Esq.

Nouns Substantive.

English.

Air (wind)

Affection, love

Abuse
Abode
Agriculture

Agriculturist

Amaranth (grain)

Aqueduct
Ancle
Arm—all

Arm—fore

Aunt, Pat.

Aunt, Mat.

Ant
Anus
Arrow
Ax
Alder tree

Bag. Basket

Barley-

Bamboo
Bark of tree

Back
Back bone

Belly

Beast, quadruped

Box, chest

Bat kind

Bird kind

Bird, male

Bird, female

Bird, young
Beer
Bread
Bitch

Birch tree

Bed
Bed chamber
Bed time

Bee
Blacksmith

Blood
Buttocks

Battle, fight

Boat
Bear"

Beard

Vdy'u.

Hojum
Chhansa
Jesi

Mulung
No word
Koduvi. Vikpovi

No word
Dunri. Tilom
Lethulung
Got
Got
Nini
Yeng-yeng
Chikibula

P6-ching

Bio
Khoyong
Lichhing

Guh'mi*
Saka
Pholo
Sing kokchho
Senti

Gatachu
Muli (organ). Bimli

(whole)

No name
No word
Pokcheun
Chinchi

Loncho chinchi

Mesclio chinchi

Bengali chinchi

Soe. Swe
Pipra

Mescho uri

Toura
Blem'chum'
Imlung
Imsing
Singwo
Got thutvi. Khak-

chingtuvi

Vi
Petuna
Pat

Dunga
No word
No word

English.

Boar
Body
Burden, load

Bone
Breast

Breast, nipple

Bow
Bowman
Bottom, lowest part

Boy
Buffalo kind

Buffalo, male

Buffalo, female

Buffalo young

Bull

Breath

Branch, bough
Brother

Brethren, uterine

Calf

Calf, male
Calf, female

Can, cup
Cart

Cat kind

Cat, male

Cat, female

Cat, young
Carpenter

Cheek
Chesnut tree

Chin
Child kind

Child, male

Child, female

Clay
Cloth

Cloth, cotton

Cloth, woollen

Clothes, raiment

Cloud
Cold (frigor)

Colour
Cane (calamus)

Cock
Cousin, Pat.

Cousin, Mat.

Vdy'u.

Loncho pok
Chho
Khuli
Ru
Ripcha
Chuschu
Liwo
Liwo-wo
Hutti

Loncho, choo. Tawo
Mechho
Loncho mechho
Mescho mechho
Mechho choh'mi or

cho'mi mechho
Loncho gai (see ox)

Hemchi
Rama
Bdlo, elder. Balu,

younger
Bolungcho
Gai cho'mi

Loncho gai cho'mi

Mescho gai cho'mi

Boguna
No name
Dana
Loncho dana

Mes'cho dana
Cho'mi dana

Sing chuk'vi

Gwong-gwong
Se'lu

Kumching
Choo.f Tamtawo
Tawo 1 +
Tami j

+

Nakchyongk6
J£wa
Rowa jewa

Belisong jewa

Jewa
Kowal
Jungsa
No word
Di
Loncho khocho§

Bo'lu. Balu
(see brother)

* The h thus marked h' denotes the abrupt tone which is of very frequent occurrenc

The h is often omitted as Cho'mi, little ; To'po, strike ;
Cho'no, the nose, &c

f The repeated final vowel marks the pausing tone which is as common as the abrupt ton

J Ta is the crude, s= Sontal and Uraon Da, and wo, mi, are the suffixes of gender.

§ Kh. uttered like kw, deep in the throat.
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English. Vayu. English. Ydyu.

Cow Gai Fire Me
Cough Khwen khwen Fire-place Phulung

Copper No name Field, arable Wik. Vfk
Cowherd Gai tunvi Finger Bleraen

Cotton Rowa Finger, nail Demen, got demen
Crow Gagin Fellow-countryman Angki mulung-wo-mi.
Daughter Tami Angki narnsan^-wo-mi

Daughter-in-law- Choyongmi Fellow tribeman Angki thoko-wo-mi
Dance Holi Fish Ho
Day Numa. N6mo. Fist No name
Dust Pinko Flavour, taste No name
Darkness Kwung-kwung Flesh Kwun. Kon
Death No word Flint Bo-chha lumphu
Desire, wish Daksa Flour Madi
Deer Kechho Flea Ri'michhing

Dispute Phwe" Flower Pung'mi

Dog l/ri Ford Theklung
Dog, male Loncho uri Fly Jama
Dog, female Mes'cho uri Food Jatang

Dog, young Uri cho'mi Fog Kow-al
Dog, wild Gfharimu uri. Bene uri Fowl kind Khocho, or Khwocho
Dream Amung Fowl, wild Itikkho

Drink Tuntaang Fowl, male Loncho khocho
Earth, the K6 Fowl, female Mescho khocho
Earth, a little Ko Fowl's egg Chalung. Kho-cha-
Ear Nok'-chun'g lung

Egg Chalung Foreigner, m. and f. Gyetinam'sang-wo-mi
Elephant Had Forehead Tanglang
Elephant, male Loncho hati Filth, dirt Penki
Elephant, female Mescho hati Foot Le
Ewe Mescho beli Form Narung
Eye Mek' (abrupt tone) Forest Vik. Ghari
Eye brow Mek' kwuyu Fruit Se*. Si

Elbow Koko-chus'-chu Frog Boyukwong. (Khwo-
Exorcist Balung cho is toad)
Earthquake Dukku Garlic No name
Face Gnaru Girl Tami. Meschochoo.*
Feather Chinchi swam (= bird Cho'-mi

hair) Glue, cement No word
Feast, festival No word Grandfather Kiki
Father U'pu Grandmother Pipi

Father-in-law Chakhi God Caret (Bhim Sen is the
My father Aug upu usual object of ador-
Ihy father Ung upu ation
Bis father A upu. Wathim upu. Gold Heldungmi. (Lit.

fnung upu. Miuung the yellow)

upu Goat kind Che'li
ler father The same Goat, male Loncho cheli
ts father The same Goat, female Mescho cheli
?ever Jun'gsa Goat herd Cheli tunvi
?air, market Inglungthamlung (buy- Grain Jomsit

ing and selling place) Groin Chhlagaliing
?ear Ramsa. Ram Hammer Topchyang
erry Theklung. Lit. cross- Hammerer To'vi

ing-place Hand Got

Choo is probably cho-wa, a male child, and cho'mi, a girl, answering to ta-wo and ta-
>ut cho'mi is now chiefly used for a little one and rather adjectively than substantively.

3 c
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English* Vdyu. English. Vdyu.

Handle LuMchyang (English Tree's leaf Sing 16

th) Leather Kokchho
Spade handle Chukha lu^chyang Leg—all Le

(English th) Leg—true Poktolo

Hair Sworn Light, lux. Dang-dang
Hair of head Puchhi sworn Lightning Dangdang bikup

Hair of body JJukhu sworn Life Hemchi (breath)

Herdsman Gai. JVIechho-tunvi Liver Ding
Head Puchhi Louse Be'mere
Heart Thum Lungs lot'

Heel Konteng Loom Punc'hyang

Hail Bopum Load Kholi. Khuli

Hemp Lapchhyo Maize Makai
Hen Mescho khochi Master Md
Hip Gangpangru Mark No name
Hope No word Market Inglung thamlung*
Hoof, cloven, solid Khokhek Mason Kem povi

Hog kind Pok' Mankind Singtong

Hog, male Loncho pok' Man, male Loncho
Hog, female Mescho pok' Man, female Mes-cho
Hole Horn (like kh). Man adult, Bangcho, male. Ba

Homlung mi, female

Hoe, spade Chokha Maker, doer Povi
Husk Ingsu Madder Laru
Hook, peg Khondu Mare Mes-cho goda

Horn Rung Mill—hand Rechyang
Goat's horn Che'li rung Mill—water The same
Honey Singwo khudu Millet (kangni) Levi

Horse kind No name (Goda used) Millet (kodo) Dusi
House Kem Millet (juwar) Densom
Home, dwelling-placeMudung Millet (sama) Nawali
Hunger Suk'sa Milk Dudu
Husband Rocho Mist Kokcho (cloud)

My husband Ang rocho Manner, mode, way Ba
Thy husband U'ng rocho Monkey. Macacus Phoka
Her husband Tnung rocho. Minung Monkey. Semnopi- Phoka

rocho. Wathim ro- thecus

cho. A rocho Measure Pokchyang
Instrument, "Imple- Pochyang Medicine No name
ment Mind Thum

Intestines Chyot Moon Cholo
Iron Khakchhingmi (Lit. the Month Cholo

black) Music Dumku
Jaw Ra Mother U'rau

Joint Thulung My mother Ang iimu
Juice Bulung Tby mother Ung umu
Knife Yukchvang His, her mother I'nung umu. Mynu
Knee Khoka'li iimu. Wathim un

Knot No name A umu.
Kitchen Khoklung Mountain Chaju
King Pogu Mountaineer Chhajuwo. Chhaju

Lamp, torch Tuphi mut'vi

Language, speech Dabo. Davo Mouth Mukchu
Lip Kumching Moustache Mukchhu swomf
Leaf L6 Moschito Kananang

* Buying and selling place.

f Mukchhu sworn —-mouth hair.
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English. Vdyu. English. Vdyu.

Mouse Chuyu Road Lorn

Nipple Chuschu Rope Damla
Noise Sangma Roof No name
Neck Chhidi Rhododendron Than-kapu'li

Name Ming Salt Chia, culinary. Jikhom,

Night Eksa. Yeksa other

Net No name Silence Giwon
Needle Pichyang. Chuschung Spade. Spud. Hoe Chokha
Nose Cho'no Spear No word
Nostril Cho'no humlung* Shape, form Narung
Navel Solipun'g Sheep kind Beli (Bhenglung is the

Oor Yo'king Barwal)

Oil Ki Spirits (distilled) Bukc'ha

Oak tree Chyakphen Spindle Chingchyang

Odour, smell Namsang Spinner Chingvi

Onion No word Skin KGkchho
Ox kind No word. Gai is now Scull, P. Puchhi ru

used Shoe, sandal Khokhek
Ordure Epi. Yepi Sole of foot Le pengteng

Pain Yansa Seed Ru (bone)

Palm of hand Penteng Seive Yayang
Penis Tholu Sleep I'mpi

Place Lung (in composition Sail of boat No name
with verbs only) Sand No word

Plant Levi Spittle Cheku
Pleasure Bong Silver Dawangmi. Lit. the

Plough Rukchyang shining, the white

Ploughman Rukvi. Rukcho-wo- Sport, play No word
mif Sisterhood—the Nunung-cho

Plain Tengteng Sister Nunu, elder. Diyu,
A native of the plains Tengteng-wo-mi. Teng« younger

tengbe mutvi Sitting chamber Mulung
Plate, dish. Platter 1 >.\» Spider No name
Parent Phokvi. Bok'pingvi Smith Khakching tovi

Plantain Risa Snake Hobu
Pine (tree) Thong chhing Sky Nomo (sun)

Pepper No name Son-in-law Janwai
Potter Ko-chonvi Son Tawo
Peach PowanseJ My son Ang tawo
Priest None (Pater familias Thy son Ung tawo

performs the part) His, her son A tawo. \¥athim tawo.

Ram Loncho-beli I'ming tawo. Minung
Rat Chuyu tawo
Rain Nanum Shoulder Phaka
Rains—the Nannum tokviniima§ Shepherd Beli tunvi
Rice in husk Boja Side Yakaju. Khuk
Rice unhusked Chhau'ga Star Khwameu
Rice, boiled Ham Summit, top Wani
River Bingmu Snow Liii
Rivulet Gang Summer Jekhom nuraa
Root Ro-chhing Storm Kungjum
Rust Kee Steam Hilili

Rudder No word Smoke Kulu

Place where nose is perforated.

t Wo is masculine suffix : mi, feminine = hal-wala-wali

\
Se — fruit, generic sign, as Phum is for trees.

§ Literally, rain-pelting days, or rainy season.
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English. Vdyu. English. Vdyu.
Strength Choli Water spring Ti vok lung
Song Kwom Drinking water Dakmung ti

S)W Mescho pok' Cooking water Khoschyang ti

fc«un Nomo, Numa Washerman Up'vi
Sunshine Lo-gang Washing water Upchyang ti

Sunrise Nomo-loksing Weight (instrumen t) Pokc'hyang
Sunset Nomo-thipsing Weight, heaviness No word
Still Bukcha pochyang Wife Romi
Stone Lunphu My wife Ang romi
Stomach Muli (the organ) Thy wife Ung romi
Shade, shadow Veli His wife Wathim romi. A romi.

Straw Khisti Minung romi. I'nung

Sword No name romi
Tail Mun C Our wife Angchi romi, excl.

Testicle Chalung (egg) o\ Ungchi romi, incl.

Tiger Bilu p j Your wife Ungchi romi
Thigh Phekteng C Their wife Achi-romif
Thirst Tidaksa or "]

Tooth Lu Wathim 1 nakphon;

Turmeric Sinphi A Minung
j

romi
Tnung JToe Le blemen

Toe nail Le demen /"Our wife J Angki romi, excl.

Tongue Li 2 \ Our wife

3 j Your wife

Ungki romi, incl.

Time No name. Sing in com- Unni romi
position with verbs) *~

C. Their wife A khata-romi. fnung
Thread No word khata-romi. Wathim
Thunder Nomo Sangina khata-romi or Mi-
Thief Khvitumun nung khata-romi

Theft Khutu Wax Dikphi

Tree Singphum* (Phum in Wheat No name
composition) Winter Jungsa nomo

Tree bark Sing kokchho (= tree Wizard Jochhang povi

leather)* Witchcraft Jochhang
Uncle, Pat. Pongpong Witch Jochhang povi

Uncle, Mat. Kuku Wealth Penku. Gosta

Urine Chipi. Chepi Weaver Jeva pungvi

Man's urine Singtong chipi Weed, gia«S Moksa
Goat's urine Che'li ch£pi Woman Mescho
Vein Vichho lorn Wood Sing

Vegetable, wild herbs Chokphi setung Wool Beli sworn

and roots Work No word. Kam is

Vetch, pea No word used

Village No word (Mulung = Wound Bum a

dwelling-place is used) Wrist G<$t thulung

Victuals Jatang Year Thong
Vice, sin No word Pronouns.

Voice Sangma I, ego Go
Valley No word Thou Gon
Vulva Juju He, She, It Wa'thi. Mi. T. A !

Wall Khoksu We two Gonakpo
Water Ti inch excl.

* See tree's leaf where sing is only used. So also in branch of tree, root of tree, flower or

fruit of tree, Newari is the same si hau = sing lo. With the entire tree of all sorts phum

is suffixed, as risa phum, plantain tree = kela ma Newari.

f The possessive m, mu is repeated or not and given either with the pronoun or with tlie.i

numeral thus :
' of them the two the child' is Wathim nakpom cho'mi or Minung nakpo cho'mi.)

J Wife or wives is the same. The plural sign kh£ta is seldom or never added to the noun)

when the pronoun conveys the sense.
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English. Vdyu. English. Vdyu.

Ye two Gonchhe* Which, What, Who, Hanung, subs, and adj.

They two T nakpo. A nakpo. Relative, of all gen- Hanung nakpo, m. f. :

Wathi nakpo.* Mi- ders, subs, or ad- Hanung nayung, n. :

nakpo jectival, and Dual.

We all Gokhata Which ? What ? Hanung hanung or

incl. excl. Interrogative, rela- Hanung khata, PL :

Ye all Gone. G6nekhata tive, Which of se- m. f. n. : inter, and

They all Mikhata. Wathikhata. veral exhibited per- relativef

I'khata. Akhata sons or things

:

This T, all three genders subs. adj. m. f. n.

That A, Wathi, Mi, ditto, (a, Who ? Su. Suna, m. f. Suna
is rather possessive) nakpo, Dual. Susu,

These, dual T nakpo : m. and f. t Suna suna or sukhata,

nayung : n. PI. m. and f. : subs.

These, plural T khata : m. f. n. and adj.

Those, dual Wathi nakpo. A nakpo. Whoever Sunado
Minakpo. m. f. Wa- What ? Mische, n. : subs. Mis-
thi nayung, Sic. n.f che nayung, Dual.

Those, plural Wathikhata "} „ „ ori

Mikhata
all

decf
n-

A khata J

Mische khata. Mis-
che mische, PL

Whatever Mischeda
Self, selves None Either T ki wathi. X ki mi
Myself, Thyself. None Both Nakpo, m. f. Nang-

Himself mi, i.% Nayung, n.

Own, my, thy, his own None Several No word
Any, some (koi) per- Su ; Suna, D. Su My Ang

son nakpo, PI. Sukhata Thy Ung
or Susu ; m. and f. His, her, its A all three

subs, and adj. Wathi tn genders

Any, some (kucch) Mische : n. subs. only. Tnung
thing Mische nayung, D. Minung

Mische khata or Mis- 'Our Angchi. excl.

che Mische, PL Ungchi incl.

Many, much Chhinggnak f*m. f. n. i—

I

Your Unchi
Few, little Yanggnak

J
subs.and c •{ Their Tnakpum.§ Minak-

How much, many Hatha j adj. and ~l
pum. Wathim nak-

L adv.
1

pum. A nakpum or

So much, many Mitha

fOur
Achi

All No word Angki, excl. Ungki, incl.

The whole Khiri. Khulup in num- TJ j
Your Unni

bering EH Their A khata. Wathim kha-

Half Phak : com. gen. subs. l] ta. Minung khata.

and adj. Ba, adj. only I Inung khata

* Chhe the dual sign of 2nd pronoun is not used with 1st and 3rd. The numeral two
(nakpo) is substituted.

t e. g. Hanung gothoto'pungmi mii nomi, the hand with which I struck pains me.
Literally, what hand with I struck that pains. However much the Tartar tongues eschew
relative pronouns, they still can and do use them in this way, and Newari which is one of the

simpler Himalayan tongues herein agrees with Vayu which belongs to the complex class. So
also you can say for "call the man who has come" Hanungdo dongmi mii khamto, or, more
usually, Phista khamto.

X See numerals. Nakpo, m. ; Nangmi, f
.

; Nayung neuter, is no doubt the proper form.
But these signs are passing out of use and Nakpo is now often used for all persons, male
or female.

§ I nak pum or Inung nakpo or Inung nakpum. The possessive nung is peculiar to the
demonstratives which it distinguishes from the adverbs of time and place. Inungmu or
minungmu, of him. Inhemu Minhemu, of here, of theie. Ithemu Mithemu, of now, of then.
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English.

Mine
Thine
His, her'?, its

fOur's

l-j I
Your's

g <{ Their's

Vdyu.
Ang mu
\J\v* mn
K mu. Wathim mu.

Minung mu. fnung
mu

Angchimu. excl.

Ungdiimu. incl.

Ungchimu
Achimu. Wathim nak

pomu. Minung nak
pomu. I'nung nak
pomu.

English, Vdyu.

fOur's Angchimu. excl.

5" J
Ungchimu. incl.

| 1 Your's Unnimu
~ [.Their's Wathim khatamu. Mi

khatamu. X khata-

mu.* K khatamu.

Potius.

Minung khata mu.
Inung khata mu

* I or inung, that is, the genitive si<*n is repeated at pleasure. Nung and ni, as well as

m and mu (and also mi) are genitival and inflexional. Inung of this person : Ini of this place.
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Vdyu Adjectives.— Vocabulary.

>g ry

Thirsty

Naked

Crude. Affixes

mas. fern, neuter.

Good Noh'ka wo mi mu.

Bad

Cunning
Deceitful

J Mang noh'ka

\ Chek pangsing

Mang pingvi

wo mi mu.
wo mi

fm.t. 1
(_ no affix.

mu.

Candid Diksa hotvi ( m. f.

(no affix.Truthful Noh'kathum gotvi Participal, like all

Malicious Yangsa havi
| ditto.

- of the same form

Benevolent Bong havi that follow.

Industrious Kara povi
]

Idle

True

£ Hanvi Mutvi

I Kam mang povi

( Diksa

( Diksa hotvi

V ditto,

wo mi mu.
no affix.

False
f Mang diksa

[ Diksa mang hotvi

wo mi mu.
no affix.

T Risi bukvi m. f.

Passionate, hasty •I Risi not'vi no affix.

[Risi wo mi.

Placid, patient
( Mang risi bukvi notvi m. f. no affix.

wo mi.

1 m. f.
Cowardly-

i Ranvi
\ Ram not'vi

Brave J
Mang ranvi

(.Ramma not'vi

f°no affix.

Constant minded *)

Unchangeable )
Inconstant 1

Changeable J

Wonvi

Mang wonvi
> ditto.

Wasteful, profuse J Hokcho
1 Ho'vi:

wo mi.

m. f. : no affix.

Niggardly Khali wo mi : no neuter.

Kind, gentle Yansa manghavi no affix.

Unkind, harsh Yansahavi : no affix.

Obedient Honvi no. f. : no affix.

Disobedient Manghonvi no affix.

Mad, idiotic Thumnasidumta : no affix.

Licit Patang : n. no affix.

Illicit

Bodily, physical

Mental

Mang patang
Chhomu
Thummu

ditto

> genitival, i.

Libidinous, man
Libidinous, woman

^Suksa
< Suksa metvi

(. Suksa meta
l Tidaksa

^Tidaksa {
me

[

vi

[ meta

J Gunangsenti

\ Luphta
Mescho daksa metvi

Loncho daksa metvi

wo mi mu.*
m. f.

no affix.

wo mi mu.*
m. f.

no affix.

wo mi mu.
m. f. n. : no affix.

m. : no affix.

f. : no affix.

* Wo and mi for rationals : mu for other beings.
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Gluttonous Chhing gnakjovi m. f. : no affix.

Drunkard, drunken* Chhing gnaktunvi ditto.

Foul mouthed Jit'vi m. and f. : ditto.

Abusive Jisi wo, mi. m. f.

Alive
( Kenki

\ Gotvi
wof mi mu.
m. f. No sign.

Dying Met'vi m. and f.
|

Dead Me'ta m. and f. 1 Participal. No afih

Sick Met'kenvi
] m. f.

J

of sender*

Sickening Mang phat'vi

Sick, sickened Met kinta m. f.
-JHealthy, healthful Phatvi U, - f

' Uitto.
Sleepy, asleep I'nvi. Impi yot'vi

Healthful Imta. Impi yos'ta J
Wakeful, waking Si'vi. Bok'vi 1
Awake, intr. Sipta. Bokta

iDitto.
Awakened, tr. and Sipta. Sip pingta

causal Pokta. Pok pingta J
Young
Youthful

Cho'mi
Ithijila (= small)

>m. f. n: no affix.

Mature, in prime of life -1 r> •
' r

I Bang- mi
m.
f.

Old, aged Chokta m. f. n : no affix.

Strong
T Choti

\ Choti notvi-khotvi

wo, m. mi, f. mu, n. &c.
m. f. n.

Weak f Mang choti

\ Mang choti khotvi

wo mi mu.
no affix.

Confined Thikta m. f. n. : no affix.

Free, Freed Teshta m. f. n. : no affix.

Handsome
("Buig-cho

< Bing-mi
- '

> rationals.

(, Bingmu n. and c. : bestials,

Ugly Mang bing-cho mi mu.
Tall, high Jongta m. f. n. : no affix.

Short, low Mang jongta ditto.

Great, big Honta ditto.

Small, little
f Cho'mi

\ Ithijila j
ditto.

Fat, fattened Lonta ditto.

Thin, thinned Gerta m. f. n. : no affix.

Tired, weary Jyopta m. f. n. : no affix.

Fresh, not tired Mang jyopta ditto.

Lame, Khokhappovi m. f. n.

Lamed Mang khokvi no affix.

Blind, blinded Mang yenvi m. f. i).

Deaf Mang thatvi m. f. n. i. e. rationals and beasts,

Dumb Mang hot'vi m. f. n.

Alone, solitary Chhaling cho, m. : mi, f. : mu, n. &c.

Companioned Kacho gotvi m. f. : no sign.

Wise Juk'vi. Set'vi m. f. : no sign.

Foolish Mang jukvi. Setvi ditto.

Learned Lista m. f. : no sign.

Ignorant Mang lista ditto.

* Drunken = drunk cannot be applied to a being, any more than heard, though

beaten seen, &c. can. The inherence of the passive sense in the past participle

generally is the reason why the present participle of transitives is aoristic. Tunvi

is he who drinks or drank. Tunta is what is drunk.

f Wo, vo, and mi for mas. and fem. of rationals : mu for irrationals but often

used for all, as a sign of common gender.
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Rich

Poor

Noisy, talkative

Silent

Dirty

Clean

Cleansed

Married

Not married, single

Taxed
Exempt

Old

New
Ready, prepared

(clothes, food &c.

Unready, not ready

Ready
Unready
Common, abundantly

procurable

Scarce, rarely procur-

able

Public, assert, revealed

patent

Private, secret, con-
cealed, latent

Successful

Prosperous

Unprosperous
Unsuccessful

Saleable

/ Got'vi

\ Penkhu
f Mang gotvi

< Mang penkhu
[ Penkhu mang gotvi

(Davo povi*

Hotvi

lltvi

(.Botvi

Giwon ponvi*

f Penki

\ Penki notvi.

Wota
Penki mang notvi.

r Ro-chof
N Ro-mi
1 Ro-cho-gotvi, f«

(_Bia pota

/"Mang rocho

\ Mang romi
1 Bia mang pota

(^ Ro-cho-romi mang gotvi

Phengvi 1

Mang phengvi J

J"
Yukhang

\ Mithong
Nyesi

5Chusta
(Minta
cMang chusta.

(Man^ minta.

Tering

Mang tering

5Lingtang.

CChhing gnak lingtang.

iYang gnak lingtang.

Khunta

Khista

r HokviJ
) Hokta

(. Hoktang
C Mang hokvi.

\ Mang hokta.

(, Mang hoktang.

Tliamtang

m. f. : no sign.

wo, m. mi, f. no, neuter.

wo mi.

m. f. partie.

sign.

m. r. : no sign.

wo, m. mi, f. mu, n. &c.

m. f. n. : no sign.

m.
f.

Romi gotvi, m.
m. f.

m.
f.

c.

m. f. n. Participal.

> wo, m. mi, f. mu, n. and c.

wo, m. mi, f. mu, n. and c.

> n. ; no sign.

wo mi
wo mi

mu.
mu.

rn. f. n.

* From pako and ponche respectively.

f Rocho and Romi are so generally used substantially for man and wife that

there is some hesitation about the adjectival use of them, though " cho and mi"
as suffixes are demonstrably equivalent to wo, vo and mi. Still as they are some-
what obsolete the latter are often now superadded, bing-cho-wo = pulcher, bing-cho-

mi = pulchra. Other words of the same form, as Bangcho, adult or an adult, are

also used in the same two ways, viz. : Bancho, bangmi and Bangchowo, bang-

chomi. Compare Lon-cho, a man and Mes-cho, a woman among the substantives.

Bo-chho = the white- bodied, a white man, is quite a different affair.

X Hok', a neuter verb, is the source.

3 D
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Sold Thamta m. f. n.

Purchaseable Ingtang m. f. n.

Purchased Ingta m. f. n.

Similar Totvi m. f. n.

Dissimilar Mang tot'vi.

The same
5Kwongmu
tKwong narungmu
Gegemu

1
Different

>genitival, all genders.

Another Gyetti. Gyeti J
Easy
Difficult

Mang chamta m. f. n.

Chamta in. f. n.
>Past participles.

Changeful Jy ipvi ( Participles pr. and f. : m. f. n. i

Changeable Jyaptang* \ No sign.

Changed Jyapta P. Part.

Changeless

Unchangeable
Mang jyapvi

Mang jyaptang
j-Pr. and fut. participles.

Unchanged Mang Jyapta

Orderly, set in order Tophta (Tosta) m. f. n. : participial.

Disorderly, disordered Kbalim khulim pcta m. f. n. : participial.

Having possessed of

tenens Got'vi. Tovi m. f. : participial.

Dispossessed

Ousted
Not having

/* Mang gotvi

\ Mang gota

j Mang tota

(.Thosta

> m. f. : participial.

Ornamented Bing chopota
\ditto.

Plain Mang bing chopota

Useful Kamu, genitival

j" Mang kammu.

TKampovi, m. f.

\Kampachyang,n. : participial.

Useless < kam mang povi.

[ kam mang pach yang.
Quick moving, active Plakvi m. f. : no neuter.

Slow moving, lazy, inert Gatvi m. f. : no neuter.

Wholesome, eatable Jatang n.

Unwholesome, uneatable Mang jatang n.

Manufactured wrought, Pota n.

Unwrought Mang pota.

Sharp Ye'vi n. (verb yep'.)

Sharpened Yepta. Yeppingta.
Blunt Gnumvi n. (verb Gnun.)
Blunted Gnuta. Gnut'pingta
Grinded Reta 1
Woven Pungta

1

Spun Chingta [Past participles.

Platted Pungta
1

Spacious, wide, ample Byengta J
Contracted, narrow Mang by-engta
Moving, capable of

motion Duk'vi m. f. n.

Moveable, capable of

be ng moved Thuktang m. f. n.

Motionless, n. Mang dukvi m. f. n.

Moved, a. Thukta m. f. n.

Moved, n. Dnkta m. f. n.

* These agree as being derived from intransitive verb jyapehe. Jyapvi, who or

what changes ; Jyaptang who or what is wont or liable to change.
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Immoveable

Figured

Figureless

Figureable

Unfigureable

Luminous
Shining

Illumined

Illuminated

Illuminable

Dark, obscure

Darkened

Flaming
Burning-self

Kindled-self

Kindled \
Lighted > other

Inflamed J

Burnt, consumed by fire

Burning, in process of

destruction by fire

Extinguishing self,

going out, dying

(flame)

Extinguished self, gone
out

Extinguished by other,

put out,

The upper, superior

The lower, inferior

Mang thuktang.

^Narung
^Narung notvi.

(jNarung ma notvi.

^Mang narung
{Narung patang.

^Narung hatang.

c Narung mang patang.

^Narung mang hatang.

f Dang dang mu.
< Dang dang dumta.

[ Dang dang notvi.

Dang dang pota.

Dang dang thumta.

Dang dang ma patang.

SKung kung mu.
CKung kung no'ta.

<Kung kung pota.

<Kung kung thumta.

Navi, caudle.

Jotv'i, fire.

Nata josra.

r Nata. Josta.*

< Nat' pingta.

j. Jot' pingta. Dupta.
^Yemta, general.

[Umta, a corpse.

Yemvi,

• Met'vi.

wo, m. mi, f. mu, n. and

wo mi mu.

Me'ta.

Met'pingt?

Lonkha
Yonklia

Sishta.

cho

cho

mi
mi

mu.
mu.

* One great defect of this language (largely participated by the cognate tongues

and even by English) is rendered peculiarly observable in its adjectives, owing to

their being so very commonly the same with its participles. The defect is this,

that all sorts of verbs (neuter, reflex and transitive) and even the various forms of

the same verbal root, are confounded in the participles ; that is they take identical

forms as participles, though the senses be often very different. Thus Nache, kindle

thyself or be kindled, and nako, kindle it, and nato, kindle it for him, all alike

give navi and nata; and, as there is no separate form of the agent, navi is also

the kindler. Pains are taken by the multiplication of roots to keep the several

sorts of action distinct ; but the further distinctions of active, intransitive and
transitive action are lost in the participles by defects of structure in the language.

Thus sishta is self-killed and killed by another, and nata is self-kindled or kindled

by another, though natpingta, the causal, may be used to express the latter sense.

The defects of English aggravate those of Vayu. Thus a lamp that has been

lighted, while it burns, is a burning lamp or lighted lamp, though the last word
seems to infer what is past. In Vayu you can similarly say navi or nata tuphi,

though navi (trans.) be also the lighter, not the lighted. In English you cannot say

the lighting lamp for the lamp that is kindled and burning. In Vayu you cannot
wse the word burning which is appropriated to destruction by fire.
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Right

Left

Central

Eastern

Western

Northern

Southern
Passable

Accessible

Impassable

Cultivated (soil)

Uncultivated

Cultivable

Uncultivable

Fruitful, rich (soil)

Barren, poor sterile

Sandy
Clayey
Calcarious

Saline

Muddy
Dusty
Brackish (water)

Fresh

Flowing
Still

Deep
Shallow

o.
m y

\ weatherStormy J
Fine, fair

Cold
Hot
Cloudy

Sunshiny

Rainy, wet

Dry, fair

Moist, full of vapour

Moist, sappy

Green (wood)

Juicy (fruit)

Juiceless, dry

Wooden
Leathern

Stony, made of stone

Stony, stone bearing

Wet (clothes)

Dry
Wooded (land)

Open, naked

Jaja-mu "")

Khanja-mu
Madum-mu
Nomo loklung mu
Nomo thiplung-mu

f Liriphum-mu

\ Lonkha-mu
Yonkha-mu
Khoktang.
Khokmung.

J"
Mang khoktang.

\ Mang khokmung.
Rukta. Dota.

Mang rukta. Mang dota.

Ruktang. Dotang.
Mang ruktang. Mang dotang.

Hokvi.

Mang hokvi.

No name.
Chotang.
Chunmu.
Jikhommu
Pes-chyongmu.
Pinkumu.
Jikhommu,

J Daktang (desirable.)

\ Chhumta (sweet.)

Gik'vi

Mang gikvi.

Kho (s) ta.

Mang kho (s) ta

Hojumpovi.

Noh'kamu.
Jungsamu.
Jeta. Jekhommu,
Kokchhomu. Kokchho not'vi.

"] Logangmu Genitival.

I Logang katvi Participal.

[ Nanummu "\

J Nanum tok'vi (

Nanummang tok'vi C

| Genitival. Mu is the genitive

|
case sign.

ditto.

Kowal not'vi

) Chha'langmu

C Bulummu
J Bulum notvi

C Bulum ma notvi.

< Sosomu.
(.Mang bulummu.
Singmu.
Kokchhomu.
Lumphurau.
Lumphu notvi.

Na'ta.

Dungta. Bo'ta.

Thimthimmu
Lakalakamu

Genitival.

Genitival.

Participal.

Sunta.

Genitival.
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Coloured Chikta. Blekta
)

Colourless
f Mang chikta

\ Mang blekta

> Participal.

Colourable Chiktang.

Fit to be coloured Blektang.

Red Langchhing wo mi mu.
White (thing) Dawang wo mi mu.
White (man) Bocliho wo mi.

Black Khakchhing wo mi mu.
Blue No name.
Green Girung wo mi mu.
Yellow Heldung wo mi mu.
Sweet Chhingjimu.

Sour Juta (from Juto, make sour.)

Bitter Khata (from Khato, make bitter.)

Ripe, ripened Minta. Jisbta.

Ripening Mmvi. Jitvi.

Raw Chbalang wo mi mu.
Rotten Ri (s) ta, Wonta,
Sound, fresh Mang ri (s) ta. Mang wonta.

Coarse Hokhro wo mi mu.
Fine Napi wo mi mu.
Rough Hokhro wo mi mu.

Smooth i^f
l_
to eye

Liku
Likyep

wo mi
wo mi

mu.
mu.

Polished Likyep pota.

Unpolished Likyep ma pota.

Straight Cheng-cheng wo mi mu.

Crooked
f Kojulang

\ Kwonghhet
wo mi
wo mi

mu.
mu.

Full, filled
I Phul

\ Damta
wo mi
no sign,

mu.
m. f. n.

Empty Polang wo mi mu.
Self-emptied Polang no'ta, dumta.

Emptied by another Polang pota.

Causal of the last Polang papingta.

Solid Phul wo mi mu.
Hollow Polang wo mi mu.
Heavy Lista (Li, root ; Lita trans.)

Light (levis) Oksang wo mi mu.
Great Honta (size or rank.)

Small J Cho'mi (size and rank.)

\ Ithijila (young)

Long Phinta n. : no sign.

Short Mang phinta n. : no sign.

Wide Byengta ditto.

Narrow Mang byengta. ditto.

High Jongta all genders : no sign,

Low J Mang jongta

1 Tesre

ditto,

wo mi mu.
Angular No word.

Round Teltel wo mi mu.
Spherical Kulkul wo mi mu.
Pointed Kyerkyer wo mi mu.
Edged Ye'vi. Yepta wo mi mu.

ssr}-»d '«« f Reta (self)

\Kbeta (by other).

Broken, long things Jekta (self.) Chikta (by other.)
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Torn
Split

Jekta (self.) Jita (by other.)

Chita.*

Intire By negative prefix to all or any of the above 7 words.

Porous Jot'vi.

Iiuporous Mang jot'vi.

Opening Hovi.

Open Hota.
Shutting Thikvi.

Shut Thikta.

Spread Chhya (s) ta.

Folded Kho (s) ta.

Expanded, blown (flower) Bo'ta.

Expanding (ditto) Bot'vi.

Closed, shut = not ex-

panded (ditto)
i-Mang bo'ta.

Unblown, not blowing Mang bot'vi.

Tight Khwasta.
Slack Woso. Wosomu.
Loose, unsteady

1
Shaking > Hokvi. Hoktang.
Shakeable J

Fixed, firm Do (s) ta.

Unshakeable Dot'pingta.

Unshaking Mang hoktang. Mang hokvi.

Cooked Khosta.

Boiled Tibe khosta.

Roasted
Grilled

J?
n a

I Melee khosta.

Hairy
Sworn gotvi Participal.

Sworn mu Genitival.

Hairless Sworn ma got'vi. Mang swommu.
Feathered Chinchi swommu. Chinchi sworn notvi.

Falling (on ground) Rukvi m. f.

Falling (from aloft) Dukvi m. f. n.

Fallen Rukta. Dukta.
About to fall

Ready to fall
> Ruktang. Duktang.

Falling (tree) Likvi.

Fallen (tree) Likta.

Felling (man) Photvi.

Felled (tree) Phosta.

About to be felled Phostang.

Rising. Standing I'vi, Buk'vi.

Erect. Risen Ipta. Bukta.f
Raised. Made erect Ippingta. Bukpingta. Pukta.

Lifted up, aloft Re'ta. Guta.

Put down Tota
Sitting Mutvi.
Seated self Musta (Muphta.)
Seated by other Mut'pingta.

Lying down. Recumbent Likvi m. f. n.

Laid down. Reclined Likta (self)

Prostrated. Laid down Likpingta (by other.)

Wakened "| ,

. , y n. and a.
Awake J

Sipta.

* These six are nearly equal to Urdu and Hindi tuta, tora
;

phuta phora

phata, phara. f Ipta if previously seated : Bukta if lying down.
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Awakened, causal Sippingta.

Waking Sipvi.

Wakening Sippingvi.

Sleeping Imvi.

Asleep Imta.

Sleepy- Impi yot'vi.

Put to sleep Impingta.

Foreign Gyeti namsang wo-mi mu.-;

Home-bred, of one's own f Angki namsang wo-mi -mu.
race [ Angki thoko wo-mi'mu.

Written Blekta.

Read Lista.

Desirous Yotvi, dakvi.

Desired Yosta, dakta.

Desirable f Yostang, yot'mung
[Dak tang. Dakmang.

Eaten Jotat
Drank Tungta.

Loving Chhanvi.

Loved Chhanta.

Amiable, fit to be loved Chhantang.
Payable Phenatang. Phengmung
Paid Phengta
Well odoured Noh'ka namsang wo-mi mu.
Stinking Mang noh'ka namsang wo-mi mu.
Tibetan Chhugong wo-mi-mu.
Nepalese Hengong wo-mi- mu.
Of the plains of India Gagin wo-mi-mu.
Woollen, made of wool Beliswommu n.

Woolly, wool-bearing Beliswom notvi m. f.

Wooden, made of wood Singmu n.

Timber-bearing, woody Singnot'vi. n.

Golden Heldung-mi, f. ?

Iron, adj. made of iron Khakchhing-mi, f. ?

Silver, adj. made ofsilver% Dawang-mi, f.

Hairy, made of hair Swommu n.

Hairy, bearing hair Sworn not'vi m. f.

* Literally of another smell, smelling differently from one's own folk.

f The English senses of the participles eating and drinking must be variously

expressed by the participles, infinitive and gerunds, thus, Don't hinder the eating

man, Jovi or jovi singtong tha thikto. By dint of eating or by excess of eating

he will get ili, Jahe jahe nomi (no to be ill and to be). Eating is better than drink-

ing, Tungmungkhen jauaung noh'ka. By drinking to excess he got intoxicated

ChhinKgnak tungtungha vimi.

% These last three words mean literally the yellow, the black and the shining or

white. Yery much as in English, they are of the same form as substantives and

adjectives. They appear to be regarded as feminines because they have the

feminine suffix formative, or mi.
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As great as he
Greater than he

Greatest of all

As small as she

Smaller than she

Smallest of all

Very great

Very small

Very cold

Very hot

Cold

Colder

Coldest

Hot

Hotter

Hottest

Separate.

1. Kolu

2. Na-yung
3. Chhu-yung
4. Bli-ning

5. U'-ning

6. Chhu-ning

Comparison of Adjectives.
Wathim Mhamu honta.

Wathim khen honta.

] Mini khata- fkQen nonta
» or Sabim khen-honta.

? Wathim- "I , ,, , , .

<
T. r . y bahamu cho mi.

I Minung- J

( Wathim- ) , , . , .

I Minung- |
khen cho mi.

{ Mhmngkhata- }
khen cho'mi

'
or Sabim khen-cho'mi.

Chhing gnak honta.

Chhing gnak cho'mi.

Chhing gnak khimta.

Chhing gnak jeta, or jikhommu.
Khimta.

{ Mini- }
khen khimta«

I Mini- I

knata khen khimta, or Sabim khen khimta.

Jeta, Jekhommu.

) MM (
Khen jeta, or jekhommu.

f Ini- ~i Khata khen jeta or jekhommu, or Sabim khen
^ Mini- y jeta.

Vdyu Numerals.
Masculine. Feminine.

(Kom-pu
Kwong-pu
Na-k-po
Chhu-k-po
Bli-k-pu

Ung-pu?
Caret

Kwomi
Kwongmi
Nang-mi
Chhung-mi
Bli-ng-mi

Um-mi ?

Caret

Neuter and common,

| Kolu

Nayung
Chhu-yung
Bli-ning

U'-ning

Chhu-ning

Vdyu Adverbs.
Adverbs of time.

To-day
To-morrow
Yesterday

Day after to-morrow
Day before yesterday

This year

Last year

Year hefore last

Year before that

Coming year

Year after that

Year after that

Tiri.

Nukun.
Tenchong.
Niha.

Nithibuk.

Tin thong, fthong.
Ninganung.
Chhukthongnung.
Blikthong.

Ningahe.

Chhukthonghe.
Blikthonghe.

* I' and Mi the demonstratives make ini inung, mini minung for casus con-

structus ; but as khata the plural sign seldom admits of inflexion, the sign of the

genitive which is required by the preposition, is attached to the pronoun in sin-

gular, sometimes to both, inung khatam. Newari agrees so far that in all the

construct cases it rejects the plural sign. Thus Ji-ping, we, wo ping they, make
Ji-mi, wo- mi our's their's.
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Now Abo. I'the. Umbel ithi-he = in this, and mithi-he

Mithe J = in that (time).Then
When ? When Hakhe. Hakhanung. Interrogative and relative.

Since when ? Hakhanungkhen.
By and by Omop'he, Later. Omhe.
Instantly Waliga.

At once Kophe (Kophi he.)

Before, priorly Hubong, Honko
After in composition Khen.
Afterwards Nungna.
Since Hakhanungkhen.
Till, until Bong,
Till now
Hitherto

V Umbe bong. Itham bong. Abobong. Aborning bong.

Mithanung bong. Mithong bong. Mithe bong.Till then

Till when ? Hakhe bong. Hakhanung bong.

From when ? Hakhekhen. Hakhanungkhen.
Formerly, long ago Mithong. Honko.
At present

Now-a-days
> Tiri nukun.

Whilst Not'he (in the being).

Henceforth | Ithekhen. Umbekhen. Abokhen. Tirikhen. Ithong-

) khen.Hereafter

Thenceforth

Thereafter
> Mithekhen. Mithongkhen. Mithongnunkhen.

Ever No word.
Never Hakhele.
Often Giri giri.

Sometimes Kophi nak'phi

Early (shortly)

Soon (quickly) } Plak'plak'ha.

Late (slowly) Gat'gat'tha.

At night, in the night Eksahe. Eksa nung. Yeksa-nung»he.
In the day Numa nung, Numa he.

All day Numa khiri.

Daily Hatha numa.
At sun rise Nomo loksinghe.

At cock crow Khochho oksinghe.

At dawn Dangdang dumsinghe.
At sunset Nomo thipsinghe.

At dusk Kungkung dumsinghe.
At night fall Eksa dumkhen.
From night till morn Eksakhen nomolok bong.
Noon Khangse numa.
Midnight Khangse yeksa.

Till noon Khangse numa bong.

At noon Khangse numa he.

To-morrow morning,
to-morrow at dawn

V Nukun dang-dang dum he.

Yesterday. night Tenchong eksa.

Yesterday at night Tenchong eksa dum he.

In 2 or three days Nak buk'chhuk buk'he.

In 1 or 2 days Kwong buk'nak buk'tie.

In 3 or 4 days ChhuUbuk blik buk'he.

How long ? Hakbuk'.
At once, at one time, Kophe ~) Ko-phi &c. are regarded ns compound sub-

Once Ko{)hi stantives in the nominative case. In the

Twice Nakphi locative, Kophe &c. best agree with

Chhukphi | our idea of adverbs. But they are usedThrice

Four times Blikphi in either case. All are regularly declin-

How often Hakphi J able.
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Again

Here and there

Hereward
Thereward
Here
There

Where ?

Hence
Thence
Whence ?

Which way ?

By what way ?

By that way
By this way
This far

That far

How far

By that way
Near
In the near

From the near

Far
In the far

From the far

To, up to, the far

How far ?

Thus far

How near ?

This near

That near

Nearer
Nearest

Very near

Rather near

Further

Furthest

Rather far

Very far

Down
Up
Above
Below
Form above

From below
From top to bottom

Gessa.

Adverbs of place.

I'tha dokha.

Inirrk. Inungrek. I'tha.

Minirek. Dokha. Minungrek. Wathimrek.
Inhe.

Wathe. Minhe.*
„• . (used also relatively and minhe correlatively.

\ So also the interrogative of time.

Inikhen.

Minikhen. Wathimkhen. Minungkhen.
Hanikhen. Hanungkhen.
Hanung lorn.

Hanuog lorn khen.

Wathim lorn khen.

I lorn khen.

Inibong. Inungbong.
Minibong. Minungbong. Wathimbong.
Hanibong. Hanuntfbong.

fMi. Wathi lorn khen.
Khe'wa.
Khe'wabe.
Khewakhen.
Kho'lam.
Kho'lam be

Kho'lamkhen.
Kholam bong.

Hatha kholam.
Inhe bong.

Hatha khewa.
I'tha khewa.
Mitha khewa.
Inikhen-khewa. Minikhen-khewa.
Minung khata khen khewa.
Chhing gnak khewa.

Yang gnak khewa.

Inikhrn-kholam. Minikhen-kholara.

Inung khatakhen°kholam. Minung khatakhen-kholam.

Yane gnak kholam.

Chhing gnak kholam.

Yonkha.
Lonkha.
Wanhe (wani-he, in the top).

Huthe (huti-he, in the bottom).

Wanikhen.
Hutikhen.

Wanikhen hutim bong.

* " In," the locative, has 2 forms, be and e or he. Wathe = wathi-he and
minhe = mini-he, in that. So wanhe e= wani-he in the top. Again, in the hand,

eye, head, fire, is be; gotbe, mekbe, puchhibe, mebe. In the house is kerne and
in the tree singphum-e. The present gerund has he, phit-he. Also nung, phit-

nung. The words for place and time or " lung" and " sing" cannot be used with

pronouns, only with verbs (mu-lung = place of sitting ; lok-sing = time of rising)
;

and hence now and then, here and there, are but in this or that. There is no real

difference between the two. The inflective signs ni and nung are equally applicable

to both.

f Mini or Minung lomkhen and Wathim lomkhen are the inflected phases of the

term. They are as usual and more correct.
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Under, by under way Hutikhen. Kudi kha.
Over, by the top Wanikhen. Kha khakha.
Towards Rek.
Upwards, towards the 1;op Wanim rek.

Downwards, towards

the bottom Hutim rek.

Between, in the midst Madumbe. Madumna.
From between Madum khen.
By the middle Madum na.

By the midway Madum lorn.

On the right Jaja be.

On the left Khanja be.

From the right Jaja khen.

From the left Khanja khen.

Towards the right Jaja rek.

Towards the left Khanja rek.

Out Tong ma.
In Bhitari.

/"Thekthekha (crossing).

Through S Kudikha (undering).

Across
J
Madumna (midways).

(.Khak khakha (overtoping.)

On this side Imba.
On that side Homba.
On both sides Imba homba.
From this to that side Imba khen homba bong.
Bound Vinvinha.

Before Honko.
Behind Nungna.
Aside, at, or on the flank Khukbe.
To the side Khukrek.
By the side Khukkhen.
Face to face

> Kakphang.
Opposite
Abreast Chelchelha. Kwongha.
Straight Kakphang.
Onwards Chyeng chyeng ha.

Forwards, on Honko.
Backwards, back Nongna.

Adverbs of manner, cause, quality, quantity, SfC.

How? Hagna. Hagnaha. Hauung baha.

Thus, in this way I'mha. Inung baha.

Thus, in that way Mimha, Minung baha.

Why? Mischepa.
How much ? Hatha. Hayung, n.

How many ? Hakpu, m. f.

As much Hatha. Hayung.
So much Mitha.

As many Hakpu, m. f.

How often ? Hathaphi. Hakphi.
How great ? Hatha honta.

How small ? Hatha. Cho'mi ithijila.

Well, rightly Bingchoha. Biucho baha.

III, badly Mang bingchoha. Mang bingcho baha.

Neither well nor ill Bing chole ma. Mang bing chole ma.
Wisely Sit'sit'ha Juk'juk'ha.

Foolishly Mang sitsitha. Mang jukjukha.
Hungrily Suksa met'met'ha.

Thirstily Tidaksa met'ha or met-met'ha.

Angrily Risiha. Risi not' ha. Risibukbukha.
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Gladly Bongbongha.

Joyfully Bongnibong.

Willingly Yot'yot'ha. Yot'ni yot\ Thumha. Thumsengha.

Unwillingly
( Mang yot'yot'ha. Mang thumha.

( Mang thumsengha.

Maug yot m yoi,

Strongly Chotiha.

Weakly Mang chotiha.

Gently Pomha. Pomhana.
Noisily Tamtamha. Tamnitam.
Silently Giwonha.
With blows Topnitop.

Evenly, straightly Chyengchyengha.
Unevenly, crookedly Kwonchyangving chyangha.

Much, a great deal Chhing gnak.

A little Yang gnak.

Neither more nor less Chhing gnak le ma yanggnak le ma.
More Khapkhapha.
Most, very much Chhinggnak khapkhapha.

Less Yang yang ha.

Least, very little Chhing gnak yang yang ha.

Again (afresh) Gessa.

Back (the same) Liplipha.

Thoroughly Chhinggnak.

Completely Khulupha.
Partially Ithi.

By halves Phakha.

Heavily Lid'lid'ha.

Lightly Oksangha.
Tightly Khwat'khwat'ha.
Slackly Woso-woso-ha. Woso baha.

Greatly

Increasingly
! Chhinggnakha.

Trivially

Decreasingly
> Yanggnakha.

in cowardly way Ramram ha.

Boldly Mang ramram ha.

Modesty Khot'khot'ha.

Impudently Mang khot'khot'ha.

Secretly Khita baha. Khit'khit'ha.

Openly Khunta baha. Khun-khunha.
Hastily Plak plakha. Waliga.

Slowly Gat'gat'ha. Pomhana.
Jestingly Wasong papaha. Wasong panipa.

Seriously Diksa papaha.

Mortally Met' bong.

Skin deep Kokchho bong.

Together Kolube.* Ko'na.

Separately Gege gege.

Singly Kwongpu kwongpu, m.
One by one Kolu kolu, n.

Solitarily Chhale chhale.

A foot Khokkhokha.
On horse back or

mounted Changchangha.
Truly Diksa papaha.

Falsely Mang diksa papaha.

* Kolube, literally in one, means in one place,

used only with verbs.

Lung, the affix of place can be
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Similarly Tot'tot'ha. Kolu baha.

Differently Mang tot'tot'ha. Mang kolu baha,

Look upwards, up Lonkha chusto.

Look downwards, down Yonkha chusto.

Look forwards Kakphang chusto. Honko chusto.

Look backwards Nongma chusto.

Look here and there ftha dokha chusto.

Collectives.

5. Kolu got' khulup, = one hand intire, or 5 fineers.

10. Nayung got' khulup, = two hands intire, or 10 fingers.

15. Nayung got' khulupha kolu jjot' kliulup = two hands, plus one hand. Na-
yung got' khulupha ba khulup, = two and half (ba) of the whole hands.

20. Le got' khulup = hands and feet or fingers and toes complete.

20. Cholok = a score, also kolu cholok.

40. Nayung cholok = two score.

60. Chhuyung cholok = three score.

80. Blining cholok = four score.

100. Uning cholok = five score or, Kolu got' cholok == one hand of scores,

tjrdinal Numbers.

There are none such. No first, second, third, &c.

Adverbial Numbers.

No firstly, secondly, thirdly, &c.

Once Kophi. "") And so on to 100 by adding " phi,"

Twice Nakphi. a turn or bout, to the numerals.

—

Thrice Chhukphi.
|

The interrogative particle " ha" can

Four times Blikphi. ! be similarly used. How many
Five times Kolugot khulup-phi.

f
times? Ha-k-phi. Phi is the crude

Ten times Nayung got khulup phi.
j

of the verb to come, thus K6-phi
Twenty times Le got khulup phiorcho-

j
= one coming, &c.

lop phi. J
Numeration of weights. Numeration of days.

1. Koti. 1. Ko buk'.

2. Nakti. 2. Na buk'.

3. Chhukti. 3. Chhu buk'.

4. Blik ti. 4. Bli buk.'

5. Ukti or Kolu got khulup ti. 5. Ubuk, or Kolu got khulup buk.'

Remark.—The last are declinable like the others and may be regarded as com-
pound substantives, which should therefore in strictness be put in the locative case,

thus kophe phine, come ye all at once. But this nicety is little regarded and
kophinakphi la'lam is = he went once or twice. So Newari has as the equivalents

of the above chha ko lang wa and chhako niko wana. In general the adverbs,

when not gerundiai, are subject to declension like the nouns.

Declensional signs.

G. Mu, ni, nung, Ni and nung to pronouns only. If two substantives come
together, the sign is usually omitted.

D. None.
Ac. None.
Abl. Khen, with inflexion if pronoun.
Inst. Ha, without inflexion in any case.

Loc. *) Be, He, e. Both commonly used with
; the latter, always if the governed

Soc. ) word be pronoun.

Up to. as far as, Bong. With usually ; always if pronoun.
Towards, Rek ditto ditto.

On, upon, Wauhe "1 ,... ,.,.

rw/r , u ., > ditto ditto.
Off, under, Huthe J
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At this time

At that time

At this place

At that place

In this year

In a little time, shortly

By and by, after a little

more delay

During, pending this year I'thong not'he.

Ydyu Prepositions.

fthe (itha-he)

Mithe (Mitha-he ) Wathe (wathi-he.)

Inhe (ini-he.) ftha.

Min-he (Mini-he). Dokha.*
I'thong- he.

Omop, he.

Omhe.

Wathimang phitbong.

Keoa-e.

Angki kerne.

Keme.
Ghari-be.

Ang got be.

Darjiling-e.

Keme la'la or kem bhitar bekla.

Angbe, Ungbe, Minungbe.
Kem, bhitari bek'.

Kemmu bhitari bekla.

Tibe bekla.

Ti khen lok'.

Kemmu bhitari. Kem bhitari.

Kemmu tongma.

Kem tongma.

Pending his coming
At home
At our house

In the house

In the wilderness

In my hand
In, at Darjiling

Go into the house

In me, thee, him
Come into the house

Go into the house

Go into the water

Come out of the water

Inside the house

Outside the house

Out of the house

Come from the outside of

the house Kemmu tongma khen bek'.

Come out from the house Kem khen tongma lok.

Come out from inside or

Kem bhitari khen lok'.

Ang nung la'la.

Ang be musche.
Ang khewa phi.

Ang khuk be musche.
Ang bimli be musche,
A bimli be imche.

Ang phaka be cho'ko.

Me be tako.

Me wanhe tako.

Me wanikhen thosto.

Mech wanhe tako.

Mech wanikhen thosto.

within the house

Go with me
Sit by me
Come near me
Sit beside me
Sit on my knee

Sleep in his bosom
Put on my shoulder

Put in or on the fire

Put on (above) the fire

Take from off the fire

Put on, upon, the table

Take from off the table

Get on the horse

Mount the horse

Get off the horse

Dismount from the horse

Put on the horse (goods) Ghoramu wanhe (or senti be) tako.

Take from off the horse Gliora wani (or senti) khen loko.

Puchhibe. Puchhi wanhe.
Le huthe.

Puchhi be topi chupche. Puchhi wanhe topi chupche.
U'ngle huthe-khisti tako.

Puchhi wanikhen.

Le hutikhen.

V Ghorabe chyanche.

Ghora khen lische.

On the head

Under the feet

Put cap on head

Put straw under thy feet

From above the head

From below the feet

* rtha dokha = idher udher ; inhe, minhe = ihan, uhari or hither and thither

and here and there; the first with less of rest and defiuiteness.
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On the head 1

Under the [-touching

feet

Above
Higher

than

Beneath
Under
Lower

than J
Above the mouth is

1
the head 1?

> the feet

C Puchhi wanhe.

(. Le huthe.
"1 Puchhi khenlonkha.

[>Le khen-yonkha.

K J
the"!

nose (

Below the mouth is the |

chin „

To, up to, as far as

As far as him
To, as far as, Nepal
Towards Nepal
North of Nepal
Near Nepal
Far from Nepal
Towards night

Cruel toward his children

Sit above me
Sit below him
Between us two
On me (touching)

Under me (touching)

The water comes from
above and goes below

On the top of the hill

In the mid ascent of the

hill

At the base of the hill

From top of hill

From middle of hill

From base of hill

He dwells above me
He dwells below me
Sit on me
Pressed under me
Underneath the chair

Lower than the chair (in

position)

Put under the table

Take out from under the

table

Go through the door
Go through the hole

Go through the river

(wading)

Go over the river (by
boar)

Go over (by over) the

couch
Go under (by under) the

couch

Mukchhyu wanim rek cho'no : mukchhyu hutimrekt

Bong.
Inung-bong.

Nepal bong.

Nepal rek.

Nepal khen liriphumbe.

Nepal khewa.

Nepal khen kholam.

Eksa dumhe.
Ang tamtawo rek yansa povi.

Angkhen lonkha musche.

Minung khen yonkha* musche.

Ungchi madumbe.
Ang wanhe.

Ang huthe.

Lonkha rek khenti yumi, yonkha rek giklam.

Chhaju puchhibe wanhe.

Chhaju madumbe.
Chhaju phumbe huthe.

Chhaju wanikhen.

Chhaju madumkhen.
Chhaju hutikhen.

Ang khen lonkha musohem.
Ang khen yongha muschem.
Ang wanhe musche.
Ang huthe napta.

Chouki huthe.

Chouki khen yonkha.

Mech huthe or hutibe tako.

Mech hutikhen thosto.

Kamung khen lokla.

Horn kudikha, or Horn madumbe thekla.

Gang thek thekha la'la.

Gang thek thekha la'la.

Khat lumlumha la'la.

Khat homlung khen lok'la or kudikha la'la.

* Lonkha and yonkha refer mainly to the course of the water in this mountain
country and to relative position on a hill slope.
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Ang nung phi.

Ang ma nosa la'la.

Chotiha to'po.

Choti mang khot'khot'ha to'po.

Ang honko musche.

Anungna musche.
Kamung- honko-nungna.

Kakphang.

Ang khuk be musche.
Khuk rek.

Eksa madumsa.
Eksa dumkhen. Eksa dumdumha.

Eksa dumhe.

Nomoloksing klien.

Ang phit' khen.

Ang dong khen nungna.

Nukun khen.

Eksa bong. Eksa dum bong.

Eksa let'he.

Dang dang dumhe. •

Nomo lokhe.

Eksa nung.

Eksa not'nung,

Ang dongsinghe.

Ang dong singkhen honko.

Ang dong singkhen nungna.
Kemmu thelim phoksit'.

Kemkhukhe itha dokha.

Mulungmu madumbe.
Gangmu imba or Gang imba.

Gang homba.

Chho chepchepha sastum.

Kamung lomkhen la'la.

Kem khen kholam.

Me khewa.

Ang khewa.

Minung nongnal

Wathim honko. Minung honko.

Inung let'chhing.

Inung jyapchhing. Minung jyapchhing.

Ang lisi. Aug duli khen.

Gochhan chhanha.

Come with me
Go without me
Strike with force

Strike without force

Sit before me
Sit behind him
Before- behind the door

Opposite, in front of,

vis-a-vis

Sit at my side on my
flank

Towards the side

Before night fall

After night fall

At night fall ")

Just as night falls J

Since dawn
Since I came
After my arrival

After to-morrow
By night fall "j

Up to-night

Until night ,

Towards night

Towards dawn
At dawn
During the night

While it was night

By the time I arrive

Before my arrival

After my coming
Round about the house
About the house

In the middle of the

village

On this side the river

On that side the river

He pierced him through

the body
Go by the door

At a distance from the

house
Near to the fire

Near me
After that

Before that

Instead of that

In lieu of him
For the sake of me
For the love of me
On this side of, short of,

not so far as, the house Kem khen imba or Kemmu itha.

On that side of, or beyond
the house Kem khen homba or Kemmu dokha.

Far from the house Kem khen kholam.

With a house, i. e. having Kem not'he or got' he. Kem not'nam. Kem not'khen.

Without a house want- 1 Kem mang not'he. Kem mang nosa. Kem mang
ing J not'khen.

With me accompanying Ang nung.

Without me leaving Go wat'wat'ha, Angma nosa.
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For the purpose of, on
account of, the house

In the middle of the

house
Even with the table, on

level with table

Through the house

Through the thigh

With a will (Bdngre)

Without, against the will

(Malgre)

Willy, nilly

In spite of her husband
For the love of her

husband
After the manner of the

Newars
In the form of a fish

After the manner of the

Tibetans

In the guise of a Tibetan

Kem lisi.

Kem ma dumbe.

Mech nungteng tengha.

Kem kudikha. Kemmu madumna or madum khen.
Phekteng sat'sat'ha or madumna.
Bong ni bong. Bongbongha. Bongha.

Mang bongbongha. Mang bongha.
Bongha mang bongha
Rocho mang-honhonha.

Eocho chhan-chhan'ha.

Hengong-wo baha.

Ho narungmu.

Chhogongwo baha.

Chhogongwo narungbe or narungha.

And
Also, likewise

Or
Nor
Nor this, nor that

Moreover
Besides

In excess of

Than (comp.)

As
So
As, so

As well as

As ill as

But
Nevertheless

Notwithstanding

Though, yet

If

If not

Unless

Except
Whether or not

In the meanwhile
Thereon, upon that

To wit, that is to say

Because
Since

As
Wherefore
For this cause

Conjunctions.

No such word.

Le. Nung.
No word. Ki is used.

Mang (not.)

Y'i mang, mu mang.
Mekhen.
Wan ikhen.

Wanhe.
Khen.
Hagnado.
Mimha.
I'mha. Mimha.
Hagnado noh'ka

Hagnado mang noh'ka.

No word.

No word.

Mithele.*

Sa. Nam, with present tense.

Can only be used with a verb ; mang nosa, if there
be not. Mapo nam, if he do not.

Nole ma nole.

fthe.

Mithe.

Id'he. It'he.

Phenf with preterite.

Mischepa.

Ipanung.

* Passionate yet good ; or, though passionate (he is) not harsh or cruel, Risiw
mithele noh'ka, or Risibuk'vi mithele yaosa mang povi.

f If I come or shall come Phignonam. If I had come Phisung phen.

3F
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Therefore

For that cause

Yes (assent)

No (dissent)

Verbal negative

Verbal prohibitive

Noun primitive

Alas!

Bravo !

Hurrah I

Mipanung.
Wathi paining.

No words.

Mang (prefix.)

Tha (prefix.)

Mang. Ma (prefix).

No words.

Vdyu Verbs.— Vocabulary.

English.

Cause, tr.

Cause not

Be born, n.

Cause him to be born, tr.

Cause thyself to be born or to be born
for thyself

Cause me to be born, &c.
Beget or give birth to

Beget or produce me, or for me
Beget or produce for thyself

Beget for another

Cause to beget or to be begotten, or

produced

Cause thyself to beget, or to be be-

gotten for thyself

The same for another

Cause me to beget or to be begotten

Be not born

Cause not to be born
Beget not or give not birth to

Beget not for self

Beget not for another

Beget not for me
Live, n.

Live not

Cause him to live

Cause me to live

Cause thyself (or for thyself) to live

Cause to live for him, for his sake

Do not cause to live

Do not cause thyself to live

Die, n.

Die not

Cause to die

Enable to die

Cause thyself to die

Cause me to die

Vdyu.
Pha-(s)-to. Pingko (see on).*

Thapha-(s)-to. Tha ping.

Bok.'

Bok ping ko.

Bok pingche.

Bokpingsung
Pho'ko (Phok-ko).
Phoksung.
Phokche.
Phokto.

Phokpingko.

Phok pingche.

Phokpingto.

Phok pingsung,

Tha bok'.

Buk' tha ping.

Tha phok'.

Tha phokche.

Tha phokto.

Tha phokgno.
G6

;
Tha go.

Got'phato (phasto.) Got'pingko.
Got'pingsuug. Got'phassung.

Got'pingche. Got phasche.

Gotpingto. Got phasto.

Got tha pha'to. Got tha ping.

Got tha pinche. Got tha phasche.

Met'.

Tha met'.

Met'pingko.

Met'pha'to (phasto.)

Met'pingche.

Met'pingsung.

* These two verbs are used to make causals. Pingko and Phasto are often iden-

tical, at other times more or less discriminated in a way that may be best appre-

ciated by a sample, thus Khut pingko is, cause to steal, and Khut phasto, make
a thief of.
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Cause not to die

Cause not thyself to die

Kill, tr.

Kill thyself or for thyself, or do thou

thyself kill, int.

Cause to kill or be killed

Cause thyself to kill or to be killed,

or to be killed for thyself

Cause him to klil or be killed for

another

Kill me or for me
Kill me not or do not kill for me
Cause me to kill or be killed, or for me
Cause not, &c.
Be, n.

Be not

Cause to be
Cause to be for self

Cause to be for me or me to be
Cause it to be for him
Do not cause to be
Do not cause me to be or it to be

for me
Become, n.

Become not

Cause to become
Cause to cause to become
Cause me or for me to become
Cause thyself or for thyself to become
Be able, ac. intr.

Enable, tr.

Cause to be able or to enable

Do, perform, make, tr.

Do not

Do for me
Do not for me
Do for self

Do not for self

Do for him
Do not for him
Do me, passive

Do self (see grammar).
Cause to do or to be done
Cause me to do or to be done to me

or to do or be done for me
Cause thyself to do or be done to or

for thyself

Cause to do or to be done to, for

another

Keep doing, intr.

Cease doing. Desist, intr.

Cease doing it, tr. Desist from it

Suffer, endure 1 , ...

Submk thyself J
b0d,ly

Brace thy mind to sufferance

Observe, take heed of, examine
think, intr.

Met' tha ping. Met' tha pha'to.

Met' tha pinche. Met' tha phasche.

Sishto.

Sishche.

Sit' pingko.

Sit' pingche.

Sit' pingto.

Sishsung.

Tha sit gno.

Sit pingsung.

Sit tha pinggno.
No.
Tha no.

Not' pingko.

Not' pingche.

Not' pingsung.

Not' pingto.

Not' tha ping.

Not' tha ping gno.

Dum.
Tha dum.
Dum pingko. Thumto,
Thum pingko.

Thum sung.

Thumche. Dum pingche,

Phasche. Wonche.
Pha'to. Phasto. Wanto.
Phat pingko. Won pingko.

Pako.
Thapo.
Pasung.*

Tha pagno.

Panche.

Tha panche.

Pato.

Tha pato.

Posung.*
Ponche.
Papingko.

Papingsung.

Papingche.

Papingto.

Panapa no. Papaha musche.
Wasche.
Wa' (s) to.

Ronche. ~\ These two reflex verbs serve

> to convey the only and very

Wonche. J vague idea of passivity.

Chusche. Chikche.

* See remarks on the verbs Pako, Tako and Jako.
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English.

Observe it, take heed of it, think of

it, tr.

Observe me or for me
Cause to observe or to observe it, or

it to be observed, tr.

Cause to observe or to be observed for

thyself or thyself, intr.

Cause me to observe or me to be ob-

served, quasi passive

Understand, intr.

Understand it, tr.

Cause to understand or to be under-

stood

Understand me or for me*
Understand thyself or for thyself or

simply understand

Understand it for him or on his account

Understand not

Understand it not

Remember, intr.

Remember it, tr. (see observe)

Remember not

Remember it not

Do not cause to remember or to be

remembered
Forget, intr.

Forget it, tr.

Forget me or for me
Forget me not

Forget thyself ( == err.)

Forget not thyself or do not thou

forget

Forget him or it

Forget him not

Cause to forget ( = deceive) or to be

forgotten

Cause me to forget or to be forgotten

Cause thyself to forget or to be for-

gotten

Cause him to forget or to be forgotten "^

on a third party's account, or cause >

it to be forgotten by him J
Desire, n. and p.

Desire it or make him desire

Cause to desire or to be desired (per

alterum, hand per se)

Do not cause to desire or to be desired

Cause me to desire or be desired

Vdyu.

Chuphto (Chusto.) Chikto.

Chussang. Chiksung.

Chut pingko. Chik pingko.

Chut pingche. Chik pingche.

Chut pingsung. Chik pingsung.

Sesche.

Seko.

Set'phato (phasto.)

Sesung (Sessung.)

Sesche.

Sesto.

Tha sesche.

Tha se.

Chikche.

Chikto.

Tha chikche.

Tha chikto.

Tha chik pha'to (phasto).

Mangche.
Mangto.
Mang sung.

Tha mang gno.

Mangche.

Tha mangche.
Mangto. f
Tha mangto.

Mang pingko. Mang pha'to (phasto).

Mang pingsung.

Mang pingche.

Mang pingto (pingkto). (Doubly ob-

jected transitive)

Dak.J
Dakto.

Dak pingko. Dak pha'to (phasto).

Tha dak ping. Tha dak pha'to (phasto).

Dak pingsung.

* The word, when used in the latter sense, with lisi, on account of, is frequently

put in the transitive form ang lisi seko, understand it for me. Tne alternative

results from the imperfect development of the voices.

f Compare the transitive and causal transitive. Verbs in to have no form =
Sento, Pato, &c. or the transitives in ko. The transitives in pd have this form,
thus topo has topto ; ipo, ipto ; pipo, pipto, &c.

X Dak, like Hot : tell, is used rather as a passive than active. Its form is

passive ; its sense both apparently. Dak gnom I desire or am desired. Daksung-
mi I desired or was desired. In Khas, Newari, &c. it is much the same.
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English.

Cause thyself to desire or be desired

Cause him to desire or be desired on
another's account, or him to desire it

Love or love it, trans.

Love thyself or love simply, intr.

Love me, p.

Love him, tr.

Love not

Love not it or him
Cause to love or to be loved

Cause me to love or to be loved

Cause thyself to love or be loved

Cause him to love or be loved on an-

other's account

Hate or hate it, trans.

Hate thyself or hate simply, intr.

Hate me, p.

Hate him or for him (see note voce
forget)

Cause to hate or to be hated

Cause thyself to hate or be hated

Cause him or it to hate or be hated

for another's sake, or him to hate it

Be modest, n.

Cause to be modest
Laugh, ac. intr.

Laugh at.

Iride,

Cause to laugh

Weep, n.

Weep for, tr.

Cause to weep
Dance, intr. and tr.

Sing, intr. and tr.

Hope
Fear, n.

Fear not

Frighten, tr.

Frighten not

Frighten me
Frighten thyself

Cause to frighten or be frightened

Cause me to frighten or to be frightened

Cause thyself to frighten or be fright-

ened

Cause him or it to frighten or be
frightened for another's sake

Tremble, ac. intr.

Cause to tremble by own act or make
him tremble, tr.

Cause to tremble through another's

agency or cause him to be made or

to make to tremble

Tremble not
Make him not tremble

Cause him not to be made to tremble
or to make tremble

Be good, n.

Make good, tr.

Dak pingche.

Vdyu.

Dak pingto (pingkto)

Chhanto.
Chhanche.
Chhansung.
Chhanto.
Tha, chhanche.

Tha chhanto.

Chhan pha'to. Chhan pingko.

Chhan pingsung. Chhan phasung.

Chhan pingche. Chhan phasche.

Chhan pingto.

Chekto.

Chekche.

Cheksung.

Chekto.

Chek pha'to.

Chek pingche.

Chhan pha'to (phasto),

Chek pingko.

Chek phasche.

Chek pingto. Chek phasto.

Kh6.
Kh6t' pha'to (phasto).

Yische.

JYishto.

Yit'pha'to (phasto).

Ok.
Okto.
Okpha'to (phasto).

Holi panche, intr. Holi pako, tr.

Kwom panche, intr. Kwom pako, tr.

No such word.
Ram.
Tha ram
Ram pingko.

Ram tha ping.

Ram pingsung
Ram pingche.

Khdta pingko.

Khdm pingsung.

Kham to (Arabic kh).

Tha Mam to.

iiTAamsung.

Khamche.

jBTAam pingche.

JOam pingto.

Hokche.

Hokto.

Hok pingko.

Tha hokche.

Tha hokto.

Hok tha ping.

Noh'ka dum or ponche.

Noh'ka thumto or pako.
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English.

Make thyself good, intr.

Be glad or gladden thyself, ac. intr.

Gladden, tr.

Gladden me
Gladden thyself or cause thyself to be

gladdened

Cause him to gladden or to be glad-

dened
Cause him to gladden or to be glad-

dened on another's account
Cause me to gladden or to be gladdened
Be not glad

Gladden not

Be sad, vexed or sadden thyself

Sadden, vex, tr.

Cause to sadden or to be saddened
Cause thyself to be saddened
Cause to sadden or to be saddened in

lieu of or on another's account
Cause not, &c. &c.
Speak, utter, n.

Utter not

Utter thyself or for thyself, intr.

Do thou not utter for self

Utter in lieu of another, or for him
Utter not for him
Cause to utter or to be uttered

Speak to, tell, narrate, talk to, tr.

Speak to me, tell me or for me

Speak to thyself or tell it for thyself

Cause to tell or to be told

Cause not to tell or not to be told

Tell on his account, tell his tale

Tell on my account, tell my tale

Let speech be had
Tell on your own account, tell your
own tale

Cause his tale to be told for him
Cause thy own tale to be told

Cause my tale to be told

Be silent or let silence be, n.

Silence, tr.

Cause to silence

Silence me
Silence thyself

Silence him on another's account or

for another

Vdyu.
Noh'ka thumche or panche.
Bongche.
Bongto.
Bongsung.

Bong piDgche.

Bong ping ko.

Bong ping to.

Bong pingsung.

Tha bongche.

Tha bongto.

Thukche.
Thukto.
Thuk pha'to. Thuk pingko.

Thuk pingche.

Thuk ping to.

Thuk'tha pinn. Thuk tha ping to.

Hot'. Davo panche.

Tha hot.' Davo tha panche.

Hosche (the s like English th.)

Tha hosche.

Hophto (Hosto.)

Tha hophto (hosto.)

Hot' pingko.

Ishto. Chhisto. Davo pako.

Ishsung. Chhishsung. Bo'sung.*

(Bo'to, the transitive is lost.)

Ishche. Chhishche.

Chhit'ping ko. Davo pa-( It'pingko.

I ping ko.

It tha ping. Chhit tha ping.

pa tha ping.

Davo pato.

Davo pasung.

Davo ponche.

Davo panche.

Davo pa pingto.

Davo pa pinche.

Davo pa pingsung.

f

Giwon ponche.

Giwon pako.

Giwon pa pingko.

Giwon posung.J
Giwon panche.

Giwon pato.

Davo

Bot'gaom, I am told.

Cause

* This last root, bot' to tell, is only used as a passive.

Bosungmi, I was told.

f All theae three are used actively also. Cause him to tell his tale.

thyself to tell thine. Cause me to tell mine.

X Compare Davo pasung. This refers to the agent, do thou make speech for

me, whereas Giwon posung refers to silence as governing the verb, let silence prevail

for me. See remarks on the verbs Pako, Tako and Jako. They show signs of a

true passive struggling into existence against the genius of the language.
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English.

Call. Summon, tr.

Summon me or for me
Summon for thyself

Shout, vociferate, intr.

Shout to, for him
Learn ( = teach thyself,) intr.

Teach or teach him, tr.

Read, intr.

Write it, tr.

Write for thyself or write simply

Cause to write

Ask, question, tr.

Ask for self, or ask simply, or ask

thyself

Ask for me, or me
Ask it for him
Ask it not, tr.

Ask not, intr.

Ask not for me or me
Ask not for self

Ask not for him
Answer or answer him, tr.

Answer self or for self or answer simply

Answer me or for me
Answer him, or for him
Beg, intr.

Beg it, tr.

Beg me or for me, p.

Beg for thyself, intr.

Beg it for him, tr.

Approve, like, intr.

Approve it, like it, tr.

Cause him to approve or to approve

it, or it to be approved

Approve not

Approve it not

Approve me or for me
Approve thyself or for thyself

Approve him or approve for him
Cause me to approve or be approved

Cause thyself to approve or to be*]

approved or cause it to be approved >

for thyself J

Cause it to be approved or cause him
to approve it

Cause it to be approved for him
See, intr.

See it, tr.

See thyself or for thyself

See for him
See me or see for me
Cause to see or be seen

Cause thyself to see or be seen, or to

be seen for thyself

Cause to see or be seen for him
Show, intr.

Show it, tr.

Vdyn.
Rangto. Khamto.
Rangsung. Khamsung.
Rangcbe. Khamche.
Tamche. Sangrna-panche.

Tamto. Sangma-pako.
Lishche.

Lishto.

Lische. Lishche.

Blekto

Blekche.

Blek pingko.

Jiko.

Jiche.

Jisung.

Jito.

Thaji.

Tha jiche.

Tha. jigno.

Tha jiche.

Tha jito.

Chhisto.

Chhische.

Chhissung.

Chhisto.

Biche (see Buy).

Biko.

Bisung.

Biche.

Bito.

Yosche.

Yophto (Yosto).

Yot'pha'to. Yot'pingko.

Tha yosche.

Tha yot\

Yossung.
Yosche.

Yophto (Yosto).

Yot'pingsung.

Yot'pingche. Yot'phasche.

Yot pingko.

Yot pingto.

Yengche. Cliusche.

Yengko. Chuphto (chusto).

Yengche.
Yeng to.

Yengsung.
Yeng pha'to. Yeng pingko.

Yeng pingche.

Yeng pingto.

K/innche.*

Khunto.

* The underlined Kh has a harsh Arabic sound.
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English.

Show me or for me
Show thyself or for thyself

Show for him
Cause to show or be shown
Cause thyself to be shown or to show
Cause me to be shown or to show
Hide, ac, intr.

Hide it, tr.

Hide thyself (lie hid)

Cause thyself to lie hid

Let me hide myself

Cause him to lie hid

Cause me to lie hid

Cause it to be hid

Cause thyself to be hidden or cause it

to be hidden for thee

Hide me
Cause me to be hid

Cause it to be hid for him
Hear simply or hear thyself, intr.

Hear it, tr.

Cause thyself to hear or be heard

Cause him to hear or be heard

Hear me
Cause me to hear or be heard

Hear not

Hear it not

Hear not me
Cause me not to hear or be heard

Taste, ac. intr.

Taste it, tr.

Taste for thyself or thyself

Taste for him
Taste for me or taste me
Cause to taste or to be tasted

Blow, apply breath, intr.

Blow it, apply breath to it, tr.

Smell, ac. intr.

Smell it, tr.

Smell for thyself or thyself

Smell for him
Smell me
Cause to smell or to be smelt

Cause to smell or to be smelt for him
Smell not

Smell it not

Smell me not

Cause me to smell or be smelt

Cause thyself to smell or be smelt

Touch, ac. intr.

Touch it, tr.

Cause to touch or to be touched

Cause thyself to touch or be touched

Cause it to touch or be touched for him
Touch me or for me
Touch me not

Eat, ac. intr.

Eat it, tr.

Eat not

Vdyu.
XAunsung
JOunche.
.Ounto.
Khun pingko. Khun pha'to.

Khun pingche.

Khun pingsung.

Kinche.

Khiko.
Kinche.

Kin pingche.

Kin sung yu.

Kin pingko.

Kin ping sung.

Khit'pingko.

Khit'pingche.

Khisung.
Khit'pingsung.

Khit'pingto.

Thasche.

Thako.
That'pinche.

That'pingko.

Thasung. Ang davo thako.

That'pingsung.

Tha thasche.

Tha tha.

Tha, tha gno.

Tha that'ping gno.

Homche.
Hompo.
Homche.
Homto.
Homsung a

Homping ko.

Hosche.
Hosto.

Namche.
Napo (Nampo).
Namche.
Namto.
Namsung.
Namping ko.

Nam ping to.

Tha namche.
Tha nam.
Tha na (m) mo.
Nampingsung.
Nampingche.
Dusche.
Duphto (Dushto).

Dut'ping ko.

Dut'pingche.

Dut'ping to.

Du (s) sung.

Tha dut'gno.

Janche (see buy).

Jako.

Tha janche.
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English.

Eat it not

Eat me
Eat for me
Eat for thyself or do thou thyself eat,

or eat thy own share

Eat for him or eat his share

Eat not me
Eat not for me
Feed, tr.

Feed thyself, intr.

Feed not, tr.

Feed thyself not

Feed me
Feed me not

Cause to feed or to be fed

Cause thyself to feed or be fed

Cause it to feed or be fed for him
Cause me to feed or be fed

Drink—water

Drink not—water

Cause to drink or to be drank water

Cause not to drink or be drank water

Drink—beer, spirits, ac. intr.

Drink it, beer, &c. tr.

Drink not, beer, ike.

Drink it not, beer, &c.

Cause to drink or to be drank
Cause to cause to drink or to be drank

Don't cause to drink

Don't cause to cause to drink or be

drank
Don't cause to cause thyself to drink

or to be drank
Don't cause hitn to drink it, or it to

be drank by him in lieu of another

Drink me
Drink not me
Cause me to drink or to be drank
Cause me not to drink

Vomit, ac. intr.

Vomit it, tr.

Cause to vomit
Sleep, ac. intr.

Sleep not

Cause to sleep

Cause not to sleep

Cause thyself to sleep

Help to put him to sleep

Help to cause him to be put to sleep

Cause thyself to be put asleep

Wake, n.

Wake not

Awaken, tr.

Awaken not

Cause to awaken or to be awakened

Vdyu.
Tha jo.

Josung (see posung).

Jasung.

Janche.

JatOi

Tha jogno

Tha jagno.

KJw* "(s) to*

iTAwasche.

Tha Khnat'.
Tha JtAwasche.

Khv/a. (s) sung.

Tha -E"Awat'gno.

_57*wat' pingko*

JOwat pingche.

Khwkt pingto.

Khwat pingsung.

Ti dxk'.

Ti tha dak'.

Ti dak'pingko.

Ti dak'thaping.

Tunche.
Tunko.
Tha tunche.

Tha tun'.

Thunto or Tunpingko«
Thunpingko.
Tha thunto.

Thun thaping.

Thun thapingche.

Thun thapingko.

Tun sung.

Tha tun gno.

Thunsung,
Tha thun gno.

Lipche.

Lipto. Li'po.

Lip'pingko.

Imche.
Tha imche.

Im pingko. Hempo.
Im tha ping. Tha hem.
Hem che.

Hem to.

Hem ping to.

Hem ping che.

Buk'. Sipche.

Tha buk'. Tha sipche.

Po'ko or Pu'ko.f Sipto.

Tha puk'. Tha sipto.

Puk'pingko. Sip pingko.

* Kh = harsh guttural Arabic.

f O uud u, like e and i, are hardly separable.
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English.

Cause thyself to be awakened or to

awaken
Cause me to be awakened or to awaken
Awaken me
Awaken me not

Awaken thyself or do thou thyself

awaken him
Awaken for him
Awaken not for him
Dream, intr.

Dream it, tr.

Dream not

Dream it not

Cause to dream or to be dreamt

Cause thyself to dream or be dreamt of

Fart, ac. intr.

Fart at, tr.

Shit, n.

Shit it upon it, tr.

Piss, minge, intr. n.

Piss it, on it
">

Imminge j

Kiss—give or take (osculor), tr.

Cause to kiss or be kissed

Cause thyself to kiss or be kissed

Kiss me
Kiss me not

Kiss him for me
Kiss him for him
Kiss (coe), tr.

Cause to kiss or be kissed

Cause thyself to kiss or be kissed

Kiss me
Cause me to kiss or be kissed

Kiss not

Kiss me not

Sneeze, ac. intr.

Sneeze not

Sneeze at, or make sneeze

Do not sneeze at or make sneeze

Cause him to sneeze at or him to be

made or to make to sneeze

Cause not, &c.

Do thou make me sneeze, 6ec.

Cause me to be made to sneeze, &c.

Do not sneeze at me or do not make
me sneeze

Cause thyself to be made to sneeze, &c.

Cause not thyself to be made to sneeze

or to sneeze or be sneezed at

Spit, ac. intr.

Spit at, on, tr.

Cause to spit or to be spat at

Vayu>

Puk'pingche.

Puk'pingsung.
Puk'sung.

Tha puk'gno.

Puk'che.

Puk'to.

Tha puk'to.

Amung yengche.

Amung yengko.

Amung tha yengche.

Amung tha yeng.

Amung yengping ko.

Amung yengping che.

Peshche.

Peshto.

Dak'. Epidak.

Dakto. Epidakto.

Chepidak. Cheche.

> Chepidakto. Cheto.

Chugup pako.

Chugup piping ko.

Chugup paping che.

Chugup posung.

Chugup tha pogno.

Chugup pasung.

Chugup pato.

Hepto.
Hep pingkoo

Hep pingche.

Hep sung.

Hep pingsung.

Tha hepto.

Tha hepmo.
Khikche.

Tha khikche.

Khikto. Khi'ko*
Tha khikto.

Khik pingko.

Kink tha ping.

Kliiksung.

Khik pingsung.

Tha khikgno.

Khik pingche.

Khik thaping che.

Tokche.
Tokto. To'ko.*

Tok pingko.

* Khi'ko and To'ko like Li'po, vomit it, are falling out of use because of the

homophones. But they are the true forms and the others refer to a third party,

bee the word exchange.
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English.

Cause to spit or be spat at on another's
account

Spit on me or make me spit

Cause me to spit or to be spat at

Cause yourself to spit or to be spat on
Belch, ac. intr.

Belch at, tr.

Cause him to belch or to belch at or
to be belched at

Belch me or for me
Belch him or for him
Cause me to belch or be belched at

Cause him to belch or to be belched at

on another's account
Cough, ac. intr.

Cough at, tr.

Cough me, cause me to cough by own
agency

Cause me to cough or to be coughed
at through another's agency

Cause thyself to cough or to be coughed
at through same

Hiccup, ac. intr.

Yawn, intr., tr.

Cause to yawn
Cause me to yawn
Cause thyself to yawn
Do thou thyself cause me to yawn
Do not thou cause me to yawn
Yawn not, intr. and tr.

Lick, ac. intr.

Lick it, tr.

Cause to lick or be licked

Lick me or for me
Lick thyself or for thyself

Lick it for him
Cause me to lick or be licked

Cause thyself to lick or to be licked

Cause him to lick or be licked

The same, on account of, or in lieu of,

another
Suck, a. intr.

Suck it, tr.

Suck me or for me
Suck thyself or for thyself

Suck it for him
Cause to suck or to be sucked
Cause me to suck or be sucked
Cause thyself to suck or be sucked
Cause him to suck or be sucked
Bite, tr.

Vdyu.

Tok pingto.

Toksung.
Tok pingsung.

Tokpingche.
Garat panche.

Garat pake

Garat papingko.

Garat posung.

Garat pato.

Garat papingsung.

Garat papingto.

Khwen khwen. panche.

Khwen khwen pako.*

Khwen khwen posung or pasting.*

Khwen khwen papingsung.

Khwen khwen papingche.
Tukum panche,

Wakum panche, intr. Wakum pako. tr,

Wakum papingko.

Wakum papingsung.

Wakum papingche
Wakum posung. Wakum tha po.

Wakum thapogno.

Wakum tha panche.

Popche.
Po'po.

Pop pingko.

Popsung.
Popche.
Pop to.

Pop pingsung.

Pop pingche.

Poppingko.

Poppingto
Pipche.

Pi'po (Pip-po).

Pipsung.

Pipche.

Pipto

Pip pingko
Pip pingsung.

Pip pingche.

Pip pingko.

Chi'ko (chik-ko).

* Hence you can say in active intransitive khwen khwen pachungmi I coughed
= I made myself cough ; in the transitive, khwen khwen pakungnii I coughed at

him, very often used "for I made him cough" which is properly khwen khwen
paping-kungmi ; and in the passive, khwen khwen posungmi 1 was coughed = was
made to cough, which latter is more nicely expicsoed by khwen khwen pasungmi
shewing also the active agency.

2 G 2
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English.

Bite not

Cause to bite or to be bitten

Cause not to bite or be bitten

Bite me
Bite me not

Bite thyself

Bite him
Bite it for him
Cause me to bite or be bitten

Cause me not to bite or be bitten

Cause thyself to bite or be bitten

Cause him to bite or be bitten

The same on another's behoof
Kick, tr.

Kick not

Kick me
Kick me not

Kick thyself or kick simply

Kick not thyself or do not kick

Kick him
Kick him not

Cause to kick or to be kicked

Cause me to kick or be kicked

Cause thyself to kick or be kicked

Cause him to kick or be kicked

The same on another's behoof
Strike, tr.

Srike not

Strike thyself

Strike me
Cause him to strike or to be striken

Cause thyself, &c.
Scratch, tr.

Scratch thyself

Push, shove, tr.

Push not

Pull, tr.

Pull not

Walk, ac. intr.

Walk not

Walk it or cause it to walk, thou thyself

Walk it not

Cause to walk or to be walked by
another's agency

Walk me thyself, cause me to walk or

be walked, by thy own agency

Cause to cause me to walk or be
walked, or have me walked

Cause thyself to walk or be walked or

have thyself walked
Run, intr.

Hun not

Run it, cause it to run, thyself

Cause it to be run by another

Tha chik\

Chik pingko.

Chik tha ping.

Chik sung.

Tha chik gno,

Chikche.

Chi'ko.

Chikto.

Chik pingsung.

Tha chikping gno,

Chik pingche.

Chik pingko.

Chik pingto.

ThesAto (Eng. th).

Tha thet'.

The (s) sung.

Tha thet' gno.

Thes/zche.

Tha thes/*che.

Theshto.

Tha thet'

Thet' pingko.

Thet' pingsung.

Thet' pingche.

Thet' pingko.

Thet' pingto.

To'po (top-po).

Tha top'.

Top che.

Topsung.
Top pingko.

Top pingche.

Phokto.
Phokche.
Theko.
Tha the.

Xhinto.

Tha khinto.

Khokche.
Tha khokche.
Khokto.
Tha khokto.

Khok pingko.

Khoksung.

Khok pingsung,

Khok pingche.

Luula. Luu.
Tha lunla *

Lunto.

Luuphato.

Vdyu.

* Lun without the la makes the passive lungnom, which being also the neuter
form, lun lagnom, from luula, is preferred to express the neuter sense though la

also makes lagnom.
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Cause me to run or be run

Cause thyself to run or be run

Run away, flee, intr.

Cause to flee

Creep, intr.

Jump, hop, intr.

Jump it or make it jump, tr.

Cause to make jump
Leap, intr.

Leap it, tr.

Cause to leap

Fly, n.

Cause to fly

Enable to fly

Swim, intr.

Swim it thyself or cause it to swim by,

thy own account

Cause it, him, to swim by other's

agency or have it swam
Swim me, cause me to swim or make
me swim thyself

Cause me to be or made to swim by
another's agency.

Cause thyself to swim or be swam
Wade, ac. intr.

q.
1V

^ V ac. intr. = sink thyself

Sink it, make him dive, by thy own
agency

Cause to make dive or sink by other's

agency, or have it sunk
Bathe — bathe thyself, intr.

Bathe him
Cause him to bathe or to be bathed

Wash, intr. = wash thyself, only body
Wash him
Cause him to wash or to be washed
Dress, ac. intr.= dress thyself

Dress it

Cause it to dress or be drest

Dress me
Dress thyself

Undress (thyself), intr.

Undress it

Undress me
Cause it to undress or to be undressed
Don't undress it

Be naked, n.

Denude thyself, ac. intr.

Denude him
Denude me
Denude it for another

Cause to denude or be denuded
Cause thyself to denude or be denuded
Cause me to denude or to be denuded
Cause me not to denude or to be
denuded

Be hungry, n.

Make him hungry or cause him to be
made hungry

Vayu.
Lunphasung.
Lunphasche.
Rula. Ru.
Ruto. Rut'pingko.

Hobu baha khokche.

Tuche.
Tuto.

Tupingko.
Hopche.
Hopto.

Hop pingko.

Bon.
Bonpingko.
Bonphato.
Hanche.

Hanto.

Hanpingko.

Hansung.

Hanpingsung.
Hanpingche,
Thekche.

Thamche.

Thamto.

Thampingko.
Denche.
Dento.

Denpingko.
Upche.
Upto.
Up pingko.

Chupche. Wasche.
Chupto. Wasto.
Chup pingko. Wat'pingko.
Chupsung. Wassung.
Chupche. Wasche.
Lusche.

Luphto (Lusto).

Lussung.
Lut'pingko.

Lut'tha ping.

Gunang senti dum or ponche.

Gunang senti panche.

Gunang senti pako.

Gunang senti posung (pasung),

Gunang senti pato.

Gunang senti papingko.

Gunang senti papingche.

Gunang senti papingsung,

Gunang senti tha paping gno.

Suksamet'. Suksametvidum.

Suksa met'pingko not'pingko.
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[No.

English.

Make me hungry or cause me to be

made hungry
Make thyself hungry or cause thyself

to be made hungry
Be thirsty, n.

Make thirsty

Make me thirsty or enable me to make
or be made thirsty

Make thyself thirsty or cause thyself

to make or be made thirsty

Be not hungry
Make not hungry
Be not thirsty

*

Cause not to thirst

Be sleepy = cover sleep, n.

Make sleepy

Make not sleepy

Be cold (being), n.

Be cold (thing)

Make cold (being)

Make cold (thing)

Make not cold (being)

Make not cold (thing)

Be warm, n.

Warm him or it

Warm thyself

Cause thyself to be warmed or to warm
him

Cause him to be warmed or to warm
another

Warm me
Cause me to be warmed or to warm

another

Be dirty (become) n.

Dirty thyself, intr.

Dirty it, tr.

Dirty it for him
Cause to dirty or to be dirtied

Be clean, n.

Be not clean

Clean thyself, intr.

Clean it, tr.

Clean it for him
Clean not thyself

Clean it not

Be angry, n.

Make angry, tr.

Abuse, revile, tr.

Vayu,

Suksa met'pingsung.

Suksa met'pingche.

Tidaksa met', or Tidakvi dum.*
Tidaksa met' pingko.

Tidaksa met' pingsung.

Tidaksa met' pingche.

Suksa tha met'.

Suksa met' tha ping.

Tidaksa tha met'.

Tidaksa met' tha ping.

Impi yot' or yosche. Impi yotvi dum.
Impi yot' phato. Impi yotvi thumto.

J Impi yot tha phato. Impi yotvi tha

\ thumto.

Jumsa met'.

Khimche.
( Jumsa met' tha ping.

( Do. do. do. phato.

Khimto.

( Jumsa met' tha ping.

^ Do. do. do. phato.

Tha khimto.

Jekhom ponchedum.
Jeto. Jekhom pako.

Jeche. Jekhom panche.

Je pingche.

Je pingko.

Je sung.

Je pingsung.

Penki or Penkimu dum.
Penki or penkimu no (be).

Penki or Penkimu panche.

Penki pako.

Penki pato.

Penki papingko.

Wota dum.
Wota tha dum.
Wota panche and woche.
Woto. Wota pako.
Wota pato.

Tha woche.

Tha woto. Wota thapo.

Risi bok.'

E-isi phokto or pho'ko.

Jishto.

* Any state of body that continues or is to come, like thirsty, sleepy, is

expressed by the active participle—if it be supposed complete, like asleep, by the

past or passive participle, thus impi yotvi is sleepy ; impi yosta, asleep. Met,

= die, and suksa met' == die of hunger : tidaksa met' = die of thirst, or literally,

of want of water.
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Enylish.

Cause to revile

Abuse thyself

Abuse me
Quarrel, n.

Cause to quarrel

Cause me to quarrel or be quarrelled

with

Cause thyself to quarrel or be quarrelled

with

Cause him to quarrel or be quarrelled

with

Be friendly

Be united or reconciled, intr.

Make friendly

Unite
Reconcile, tr.

Cause to unite or to be united

Be not united = unite not yourselves

Unite not, tr.

Fight, n.

Cause to fight or to be fought

Cause not to fight or to be fought

Cause me to fight or be fought with

Cause thyself to fight or be fought with

Cause him to fight or to be fought

Be victorious, n.

Make him victorious

Cause to make victorious

Make thyself victorious

Make me victorious

Cause me to be made victorious

Conquer him, tr.

Conquer thyself

Conquer me
Cause him to conquer or be conquered
Ask aid to conquer thyself

Cause me to be conquered or to con-

quer
Be conquered

Succumb, n.

Cause to succomb by thy own act

Cause to succumb through another's

agency

Cause me to succumb by thy own act

Cause me to succumb through another's

agency
Work, trans.

Work for self, do own work
Work for him, do his work
Work for me, do my work
Cause to work or be worked

Vuyu.
Jit'pingko.

Jishche.

Jishsung.

Phwe.
Phwet' pha'to (phasto).

Phwet' phasung.

Phwet' phasche.

Phwet' phato (phasto).

"I Tosche.*

J Totnachhe, D. Toschine, PI.

i Tophto (Toshto).

Tot' pingko.

Tha tosche.* (Tha toschine, P.)

Tha tot'.

Pat. Patnachhe, D. Patchine, P,

Pat pingko.

Pat tha ping.

Pat ping sung.

Pat ping che.

Pat ping ko.

Then.
Thento.

Then pingko.

Thenche.

Thensung.
Thenpingsung.

Wonto.f
Wonche.
Wonsuug.
Wonpingko.
Wonpinche.

Wonpingsung.

Yang. Yangla (see note at Run),

Yangto.

Yang pingko.

Yangsang.

Yang ping sung,

Kam pako.

Kam panche.

Kam pato.

Kam pasung.

Kam papingko.

* The genius of these tongues requires such a phrase as ' be reconciled' to be
set down in the dual or plural. So also fight, Sec.

f The comparison of the roots then and won will show how these tongues

attempt to fend off the equivoques resulting from imperfectly developed grammar.
Wonto is used as a neuter with transitives, and phasche (not wonche) replaces it

with neuters, Top won tungmi, I can strike. Im phaschungmi, I can sleep.
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English.

Cause thyself to work or thy work to

be done
Cause to work for him or his work to

be done
Play = amuse thyself, intr.

Make him play or do thou thyself

amuse him, tr.

Cause him to be made to play or have
been amused (per alterum)

Play with me
Amuse me
Cause me to be amused
Be tired, n.

Make tired or tire it

Tire thyself

Tire me
Cause me to be tired or to tire

Cause thyself to be tired or to tire

Cause him to be tired or to tire

Be rested, take rest, rest thyself

Rest it, give rest

Cause to give it rest

Cause thyself to have rest

Do thou give me rest

Cause me to have rest

Take not rest

Give not rest

Move, n.

Move it, trans.

Cause it to be moved or to move it

Be still, move not

Make still, move it not

Be quick, ac. intr. = quicken thyself

Quicken, tr.

Cause to quicken or to be quick

Do thou quiqken me
Cause me to be quickened

Cause thyself to be quickened

Be slow, be dilatory, delay, n.

Cause to be slow or delay it

Stay, stop, stop thyself, intr.

Stay him, stop him, tr.

Cause him to be stopped or to stop him
Let him depart

Be intoxicated, n.

Intoxicate, tr.

Tell the truth

Cause to speak truth

Tell falsehood

Cause to lie

Believe, obey, tr.

Vdyu.

Kam papingche.

Kam papingto.

Hanche (s' amuser).

Hanto (amuser).

Haupingko.
Ang nung hanche.*

Hansung.
Hanpingsung.

Jyop'.t

Jyopto.

Jyopche.
Jyopsung.
Jyop pingsung.

Jyop pingche.

Jyop pingko.

Nekche.
Ne'ko (Nek-ko),
Nek'pingto.

Nekpingche.
Neksung.
Nek pingsung.

Tha nekche.

Tha nek'.

Duk'.

Thukto. Duk' pingko,

Thukpingko.
Tha duk'.

Tha thukto.

Plakche.

Plakto.

Plakpingko.

Plaksung.
Plakpingsung,

Plakpingche.

Ga
Gat'pingko.

Thikche.

Thikto.

Thik pingko.

Lat'pingko.

Vi
Vit'phato.

Diksa hot, n. Diksa ishto, tr.

Diksa hotpingko. Diksa itpingko.

Mang diksa hot'.

Mang diksa ishto.

Budhia hato.

Budliia hanpingko.

Honko.

* Literally, amuse thyself with me, along with me. The sense is quite different

from that of hansung in which I am solely the amused party.

f From jyop comes the Newari jyapu, a labourer, though one tongue has lost

the noun ; the other, the verb ! See Twist.
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English.

believe or obey, or to beCause to

obeyed
Disbelieve, disobey

Forbid, tr.

Prevent, tr.

Present, offer, tr.

Offer not

Accept, intr.

Accept it, tr.

Accept it for self

Accept it for him
Accept not or refuse

Accept it not or refuse it

Choose, select, tr.

Cherish, protect, tr.

Cherish thyself or thy own
Cherish me
Cause me to be cherished or to cherish

Abandon, neglect, leave, tr.

Confine, imprison, tr.

Set at liberty, tr.

Have, intr.

Have not, want

Cause him to have

Cause not to have

Give, trans.

Give me or to me
Give to or for thyself

Give to him or for him
Give not

Cause to give or to be given

Cause not to give or not to be given

Give it back, return it to him
Cause to return or to be returned

Give again (more)

Take, intr.

Take it, tr.

Take for thyself, i. e. appropriate

Take it for him
Cause to take or be taken

Take it back, quasi, return it to self

Save, preserve, cure, him (life)

Save, cure thyself

Save me
Destroy (life)

Keep, preserve (thing)

Ydyu.

Honpingko.
Tha hon.

Davoha thikto.

Thikto.

Cho'-ko (chokko).

Tha chok'

Dosche.
Doko
Dosche.
Dosto.

Tha dosche.

Tha do.

Lu'ko. Luksung. Lukche. Lukto.
Tunko.
Tunche.
Tunsung.
Tunpingsung.
Was'to (Wasto).
Thikto.

Teshto.

Gosche. Ungbe-penku no or dum.
f Tha gosche. Ungbe penku tha no or

\ tha dum.
Got'pingko. Wathim bepenku-thumto.

J Tha got ping. Wathim be penku tha

\ thumto.

Hato. Mumto.
Hasung. Mumsung.
Hanche.* Mumche.
Hato. Mumto.
Tha hato. Tha mumto.
Hapingko.
Ha tha ping or Tha ha ping.

Lipto (see take back).

Lip pingko.

Gessa hato.

Lasche. Dosche.f
Lasto. Doho.
Lasche. Dosche.
Lashto. Dosto.
Lakpingko. Dot pingko.

Lipche (see give back).

Cholko.

Cholche.

Cholsung.

Sishto (see kill).

Tako (see keep).

* Compare "Take." The pronominalization of the Vayu verbs prevents a good
deal of that difficulty which the Turanians generally experience in famishing simple

equivalents for the words 'give' and 'take,' because the genius of the languages

exacts on all occasions a risrid attention to the results of action, the objective as

well as subjective results. Different roots or different modifications of the same
roots must necessarily convey the idea involved in each case.

t See remark at buy. The result of taking is appropriation by self. Hence
the intr. verb. The words give and take might alone suffice almost to prove the

unity of the Turanian languages.

3 H
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English*

Spoil (thing;)

Be handsome
Make handsome
Adorn
Adorn thyself

Adorn him
Adorn it for him
Adorn her

Grow, animal plant, n.

Grow it or cause to grow, tr.

Decay, n.

Decay it or cause to decay

Be adult or mature
Make mature
Steal, tr.

Steal for thyself

Steal for him, for another

Cause to steal or be stolen

Steal not

Cause not to steal or be stolen

Deceive, cheat, tr.

Deceive thyself

Deceive not

Deceive me
Cause me to be deceived

Accompany, intr.

Leave, quit, tr.

Remain with, intr.

Sit, = seat thyself, intr.

Seat, tr.

Cause to seat or to be seated

Cause thyself to be seated

Sit not

Seat not

Cause not, do not cause, to sit or be

seated

Stand, intr.

Make stand

Make stand for another

Cause to make stand, to be erect

Stoop, intr.

Make stoop, tr.

Cause to make stoop

Lie down, intr.

Lay down, make lie down
Cause to be laid down or to lay down
Get up, if recumbent
Get up, if sitting

Remain standing, intr.

Fall, on ground, n.

Cause to fall, ditto

Fall from aloft, n.

Make fall or throw down or let fall

Do not make fall

{

Vayu.
Nasi pako.

Bingcho dum.* Bingmi dum.
Bingcho thumto.

Bingcho pako.

Bingcho panche.

Bingcho pako.

Bingcho pato.

Bingmi pako.

Jongche. Hon (khon). Liche.

Jongto, Honto. Lito.

Ri. Rila.

Rito. Ripingko.

Bangcho dum. Bangmi dum.*
Bangho pako.

Khuko.
Khuche.
Khuto.
Khu pingko.f
Tha khu.

Khu tha ping.

Mangpin»ko (see forget).

Mangpingche.
Tha mangping.

Mang pingsung.

Mang pa pingsung.

Ko'na la'la. Minung khokche.
Was' to.

Ko'na musche.

Musche (S'asseoir).

Muphto (Mushto).
Mut'pingko.
Mut'pingche.

Tha musche.
Tha mut'.

Mut'tha ping or tha mut'ping.

Ipche = erect thyself.

Fpo = erect it or him.

Ipto = erect it for him.

Ippingko.

Khungche.
Khungto.
Khung pingko.

Likche. Likla. Lik.

Li'ko (Lik-ko).

Lik pingko.

Buk' (see Wake).
Ipche (see stand).

Ipipha musche.
Ruk'. Ruk'la.

Ruk'pingko.
Duk'. Duk'la.

Tu'ko (Tukko) tuksung, tukche, tukto.

Duk pingko.

Tha tuk'. Duk' tha ping.

* Final cho and mi are proper to the sexes.

\ Khu pha'to (phasto) make a thief of him.

See adjectives.
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English. Vdyu.

Get on, mount, n. Changche.

Mount him, cause to mount Changto.

Get off, dismount Lische, n. Listo, tr.

Put down. Place. Put, tr. Tako.

Put down or place for me Tasung.

Ditto ditto for self Tanche.

Ditto ditto for him Tato.

Lift up, raise* from ground, tr. Reko, without force. Guko, with foi ce.

Lift up for self Kesche. Gukche.

Ditto ditto for him Resto. Gukto.

Ditto ditto for me Ressung. Guksuna:.

Throw, tr. Jupto, jupsung jupche.

Catch with open hand or spread cloth, tr. Doko.
Catch with open hand for se If Dosche.

Ditto ditto for him Dosto.

Catch by grasp, tr. Chhuko.

Ditto ditto for self Chhusche.

Ditto ditto for him Chhusto.

Keep, tr. Tako (see put.)

Snatch from, tr. Lato, lasung lanche.

Throw away, tr. Squander, tr. Hopto.

Squander your own Hopche.

Be near, n. Khewa no. Khewa pdnche.

Approximate thyself Kliewa panche.

Approximate it Khewa pako.

Be distant, intr. Khosche. Kholamdum.
Distance him, tr. Khot'phato. Kholam thumto.

Distance thyself Khot'phasche.

Bring, trans. Pishto.

Bring me or for me Pishsung.

Bring thyself or for thyself Pishche.

Bring him or for him Pishto.

Fetch, comp. Bala (= to bring go).

Fetch it Pishto (Bala has no trans
)

Fetch it for me or fetch me Basung.

Fetch for thyself or do thou thyself fetch Banche.

Fetch for him Bato ? ? (obsolete trans.)

Cause to fetch or be fetched Ba pingko.

Take away, tr. Lakto.

Take yourself off or take it away for

thyself Lakche.

Cause to take away or to be taken away Lak pingko.

Send, tr. Pingko.

Send it for thyself
> Pingche.

Do thou thyself send or send thy own
Send it for him or on his account or

send his things Pingto.

Send me or for me Pingsung.

Send him or it Pingko.

* Raise on the ground is ipo, = erect it or him, as ipche is erect thyself= sit

up or stand up. For get up, to a sleeping man, you say sipche, to a sitting man,
ipche, to one lying down, buk'. Rise, as respects beings, is ipche or buk' therefore,

but as respects the heavenly bodies the equivalent term is lok', = appear. Spe-

cialization is the soul and body of these tongues, which remedy defects of grammar
by multiplication of terms, so as to fend oft' mistakes in the best way available.

See note on Kuko. Quoad falling, ruk' and duk' apply to beings only. The word
for things is lik.'

3 H 2
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English. Vdyu.
Cause to send or be sent Ping pingko. Ping phato.

Carry, bear, trans. Kuko.*
Carry it for thyself Kunche.
Carry it for him Kuto.
Carry it for me or me Kusung.
Cause him, it, to carry or to be carried Kupingko.
Cross over Lumthe.
Cross it over Lumto.
Cross under Kudikhalala,

Cross it under Kudikha latpingko.

Hold, take in hand, tr. Kuko (see carry).

Grasp, tr. Chhuko, chhusche chhuphto.
Hold up, support, tr. Doko (see catch).

Let it fall or let it be fallen Liklayu.

Fall, n. (things only). Lik'la. Lik.

Throw down, tr. Li'ko (Likko) liksung, likche, likto.

Enter, n. Bek'.
Cause to enter Phekto, pheksung, phekche.

Admit. Insert, tr. Bek pingko.

Issue, n. Lok\
Cause to issue, expel, drive out Lokto, loksung, lokche.

Ascend, go up, n. Bek'.

Ascenu, come up, n. Jok'.

Descend, go down, n. Yonkha la'la. Yu la.

Descend, come down, n. Yu.
Cause to ascend or to be ascended Bek'pingko. Jok'pingko.

Cause to descend or to be descended Yonkha lat pingko. Yut' pingko.

Arrive, n. here there Dong, Dongla.

Cause to arrive, tr. Thongto.
Depart, n. Lakchef (see take away).

Precede, n. Honko ponche.

Follow, n. Nongna ponche
Attend on,n. Ko'na ponche.

Appear = show thyself, n. Khunche.
Make it, him, appear Khunto.
Cause to make appear Khunpingko.
Disappear, n; = hide thyself, or lie hid Kinche.

Make disappear, make hide or make \ Khiko.
lie hid J Kinpingko.

Cause to make disappear Khit'pingko.

Make disappear thy own person or

goods Khische.

Make disappear for another Khisto.

Make me disappear Khissung.

Be lost

Lose, n.
V Damla. Dam.

Lose it, tr. Thampo, thamsung, thamche, thampto.

Cause to lose it Thampingko.
Lose it not Tha tham.

* Kuko, like all transitives of its class, gives both the active and passive of

3rd person, preterite; thus, kukum, he carried or was carried. But what we

must call the passive has no imperative. From yu, to descend, you can indeed

form Kuyu, let thyself or him be carried. In the causal form of the verb both

senses of the imperative are conveyed, and hence the causal form is often to be

regarded as the only representative in these tongues of the passive, as for example,

in Newari.

f Lakche = va-t-en in French. La, to go, is the root.
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English.

Cause it not to be lost or cause him
not to lose it

Search, tr.

Search not
Search me or for me
Search for thy own or for thyself or

do thou thyself search

Search for him, for his, on his account
Search not for him
Find, tr.

Find not

Cause to find or to be found
Find me or for me
Find for thyself or thy own
Find for him
Cause to find for me or me to be found

Cause to find for self or thyself to be
found

Cause to find for him or him to be

found
Begin, n.

Begin it, tr.

Cause it to begin or be begun

Continue

End, n.

End it

Cause it to end or be ended
Come, n.

Cause him, it, to come or to be come
Cause me to come or to be come
Cause thyself to come or be come
Cause him to come or to be come
Cause him to come on another's account
Come not

Cause not to come
Go, n.

Cause to go
Go not

Do not cause to go
Get out of the way
Clear the way. Make get out of the

way
Clear the way for me
Wait, ac. intr.

Wait for, expect, tr.

Wait for me
Wait for him
Cause to wait

Arrive, (1.) here, (2.) there.

Cause to arrive

Depart, n.

Dismiss, tr.

Return, intr.

Vdyu.

Tham thaping.

Hoko.
Tha ho.

Hosung.

Hosche (Hoche).

Hophto ? (Hosto) Hoto ?

Tha hot (ho).

Lenko.
Tha leng.

Leng pingko.

Leng sung.

Leng che.

Leng to.

Leng pingsung.

Leng pingche.

Leng ping to.

Teshche.

Teshto.

Tet pingko.

'The root is repeated with the substantive

|
verb to show continued action, as gik

)
nagik nomi, it is flowing and flowing.

„ Topna top nognom, I am striking.

Chusche.
Chuphto (chusto),

Chut pingko.

Phi (see on).

Phit'pingko.

Phit'pingsung.

Phit'pingche.

Pint pingko.

Phit pingto.

Tha phi.

Phit tha ping.

La'la (iterated root).

Lat'ping ko.

Tha la'la.

Lat tha ping.

Khikche.

Khikto.

Khiksung.
Rimche.
Riuito.

Rimsung.

Rimto.
Rimpingko.

(1.) Dong. (2.) Dongla .*

Dong pingko. Thongto.
Lokla.

Lokto.
Lishche.

* So also Bek' = enter, is come in, and Bek'la, is go in.
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English.

Make return, tr.

Increase in height, n. = grow
Heighten it

Heighten me. Make me grow
Increase, in bulk, n.

Increase thyself = grow
Increase it, tr. in bulk, tr.

Increase me in bulk

Increase in length, n.

Lengthen it

Lengthen me
Decrease of all sorts, n.

Decrease it

Add to, tr.

Deduct from, tr.

Cultivate (land), tr.

Cultivate it for me or my land

Cultivate it for him or his land

Cultivate for self

Dig, tr.

Dig for self

Dig thy own
Dig for him, dig his field

Dig me, for me, my field

Cause to dig or be dug
Cause thyself to dig or cause thy own

field to be dug
Cause him to dig for another, or an-

other's field to be dug for him
Cause me to dig or my field to be dug,

or (if the field spoke) me to be dug
Dig not

Cause not to dig

Plough, tr.

Plough for self

Plough for him
Plough for me or, (if the field spoke)

plough me
Plough not

Plough not for self or plough not thy

own field

Cause not to plough, or be ploughed

Sow, tr. -

Cause to sow or be sown
Cause not to sow, or be sown
Sow for me or sow mej
Sow me not or sow not for me
Transplant, tr.

Transplant not

Cause to transplant or to be transplanted

Vdyu.
Lishto.

Jongche. Jongta dum.
Jongto.

Jongsung.
jf/onta dum.
.ffonche.*

i/onto (hard h).

//onta thumto.
.ZZonsung.

Phinche. Phinta tlum.

Phinto. Phinta pako.

Phinsung.
Yang. Yangla.

Yang pingko.

Khapto, khapche, khapsung.

Yangto, yangche, yangsung.

Vik ye ko.f
Vik yeksung.
Vik yekto.

Vik yekche.

Duko.
Dunche.
Duto.
Dusung.
Du pingko.

Du pingche.

Du pingto.

Du pingsung.

Tha du.

Du tha ping or Tha du ping.

Ru'ko Ituk-ko.

Rukche.
Rukto.

Ruksung.
Tha ruk'.

Tha, rukche.

Tha ruk' ping.

Chho'ko (chhok-ko) chhoksung, chhok-

che, chhokto.

Chhok' pingko,
Chhok'thaping.

Chhok'sung.
Tha chhok'gno.

Luphto (Lusto) lussung, lusche.

Tha lut'.

Lut'pingko.

* H underlined thus, h. is a guttural.

f This word means ' clear the jungle' and alone suffices to show the state of the

country and of the people.

+ Sow me, (what the seed would say) is the true grammatical sense. But the

other is widely, nay alone, in use, the constructio ad sensum still overruling the

grammar.
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English.

Reap, tr.

Reap not

Cause to reap or to be reaped

Cause not to reap or be reaped
Gather, pluck (flowers), not greens, tr.

Gather not

Gather (cotton) "I

Pluck (fruit) |
tr '

Gather not (cotton)

Gather (greens), tr.

Pluck up by roots, tr.

Eradicate not

Fell—tree, tr.

Fell not—tree

Breed cattle, tr.

Breed not

Slaughter cattle, tr.

Graze, intr. and tr.

Flay or decorticate, tr.

Flay not

Peel fruit

Shear, tr.

Shear not

Buy, ac. intr.

Buy it, tr.

Cause to buy or be bought
Buy it not

Buy not for him
Buy me or for mef
Do thou thyself buy it or buy it for

thyself

Buy it for him
Buy it

Sell, tr.

Cause to sell or to be sold

Sell me or for me.
Sell thyself or for thyself, or thy own
Sell him, it, or for him or his

Sell not

Exchange or change, ac. intr.

Exchange it

Exchange me or it for me
Exchange it for him
Exchange not

Exchange it not

Exchange it not for him
Exchange me not or not for me

Vdyu.
Peshto, pessung, pesche.

Tha pet'.

Pet'ping ko.

Pet'tha, ping.

Tuko, tusung, tunche, tuto.

Tha tu.

Seko, sesung, senche, seto.

Tha se.

Peshto (see reap).

Photo phosung, phonche.
Tha photo.

Phoko, phossung phosche.
Thapho.
Tunko, tunsung, tunche, tunto.

Thatun.
Sishto (kill). Yukto (cut).

Gupche, intr. Gupto, tr.

Ta'ko, taksung, takche, takto.

Tha talc'

Keko, kessung, kesche, kesto.

Yo'ko, yeksung, yekche, yekto.

Tha yek'.

Ingche.*

Ingko, ingsung, ingche, ingto.

Ing pingko.

Tha ing.

Tha ingto.

Ingsung.

Ingche.

Ingto (Ingkto).J

Ingko.

Thamto.
Thampingko.
Thamsung.
Thamche.
Thamto.
Tha thamto.

Jyapche (see buy).

Jya'po (Jyap po).

Jyap'sung.

Jyap'to.J

Tha jyap'che.

Tha jyap'.

Tha jyap'to.

Tha jyapmo.

* See eat and take. In every act, of which the result returns to self, this form
is preferred to the transitive. The French tongue affords a good clue.

t I have already said that buy me seems to be the truer sense, whence the

passive ingsungmi, I was bought. But in the class of transitives to which ingko
belongs, ingsungmi is also the present and future tense of the active voice, viz. I

buy it or will buy it. Ingche, the intransitive, gives ingchung mi in both tenses, I

buy (i. e. will buy) and I bought.

X This form solves the difficulty as to two transitive signs following a verbal

root, and enables me often to reach the primitive monosyllabic type of words—

a

thing of the highest import to special and general philology.
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English.

Lend, tr.

Borrow, intr.

Pay debt, tr.

Pay not

Count, tr.

Count not

Measure or weight, tr.

Weigh not

Plaster, tr.

Make house, tr.

Make clothes, tr.

Make not clothes

Make clothes for me
Make for self

Make for him
Spin, tr.

Spin not

Weave, tr.

Weave not

Sew, tr.

Sew not

Grind, tr.

Work mine, tr.

Work iron, tr.

Work wood, tr.

Work clay, tr.

Cook, tr.

Be cooked = be ripe, be prepared

Boil, tr.

Boil not

Roast, tr.

Ditto for me
Ditto for self

Ditto for another

Grill, fry, tr.

Cut, tr.

Cut not

Cut me or for me
Cut thyself or for thyself

Perforate, tr.

Pierce (being), tr.

Tear, tr.

Tear thy own, tear for thyself,

thyself

Split, tr.

Break , tear (long things), tr.

Break it, in pieces

Burst it (round things), tr.

Be broken or be burst, n.

Brew, tr.

Distill, tr.

Filtrate. Deficate, tr.

Be sharp, n.

Sharpen, tr.

tear

Vdyn.
Penku hato, hasung, hanche.

Penku lasche (see buy),—lassung, lasto.

Thengko, phensung, phengche, phengto.
Tha pheng.

Hito, hisune', hinche, hito.

Tha hito.

f Po'ko vel Pu'ko, puksung, pukche,

( pukto.

Tha pok'.

Suto, susung, sunche. Suto.

Kem pako.

Jewa piko, pisung, pinche, pito.

Jewa tha pi.

Jewa pisung.

Jewa pinche.

Jewa pito.

Chenko, chingsung, chingche, chingto.

Tha cheng.

Pungko, pungsung, pungche, pungto.
Thapung.
Piko.

Tha pi.

Reko, resung, renche, reto.

Khani duko (dig),

f Khakchingto'po (beat) topsung, topche,

\ topto.

J Sing chu'ko (plane) chyuksung, chukche,

\ chukto.

f Ko chyako (knead) chyassung, chyasche,

\ chyasto.

Khoko khossung, khosche, khosto.

Min, minko, minche, minto.

Khoko.
Tha kho.

Sunko.
S unsung.
Sunche.

Sunto.

Chuko, chusung, chunche, chuto.

Yukto.
Tha yukto.

Yuksung.
Yukche.
Sa (s) to.

Chhepto, chhepche, chhepsung.

Jito, jisung, jinche, jito.

Jinche.

Hakto. Chito, haksung, hakche, hakto.

J Chi'ko (chik'-ko), chiksung, chikche,

\ chikto.

|> Kheto, /chesung, /thenche.

Jik'. Jikla. Rela or Re.

Swe pophto, possung, posche, posto.

Bukchapako.
Chi'po, chipsuns, chipche, chipto.

Yep.

\ Yep phato. Chho'po. Chho'po, gives

J chhopsung, chhopche, chhopto.
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English.

Be blunt, n.

Blunten. Make blunt, tr.

Shake, tr.

Move, n.

Move it, tr.

Be still, n. (= move not).

Make still, tr.

Contain or hold, (= Be contained

contain it).

Make contain or cause to be contained

Retain, sustain, tr.

Retain, intr.

Cause to retain

Ooze out, n.

Make ooze out

Stop it oozing out

Be full—belly (nil own belly), intr.

Fill it—belly, tr.

Be full—vessel

Fill it—vessel
Be empty, n.

Empty it, tr.

Shine, as sun, n.

Flow, as water

Cause to flow

Blow, as wind, intr.

Grow, as tree, ac. intr.

Cause to grow, or grow it

Decay, rot, n.

Make decay

Flower, n.

Cause to flower

Fruit, n.

Cause to fruit

Be ripe, n.

Ripen, tr.

Ripen it for him
Be raw, n.

Make raw, tr.

Be cold (things only) intr.

Make cold, tr.

Be hot, intr., n.

Heat it, tr.

Be lumiuous, n.

Make luminous
Be dark, n.

Darken it, tr.

Light it (candle), tr.

Light, intr. (Be lighted)

Kindle it (fire),

Kindle,

Be kindled

Kindle thyself

Vdyu.
Gnun.
Gnuto, gnusung gnunche.

Hok'to, Hoksung, hokche.

Duk\
Thukto, thuksung, thukche.

Tha duk'.

Tha thukto.

and

runche.

tr.

} n. or

> ac.

) intr.

Vek, vekche, n. Vekto, vekphato, tr.

Vek pingko.

Doko.
Donche.
Dot'pingko.

Jot'.

Jot'pingko.

Ruto, rusung,

Tamche.
Tamto, tamsung, tamche, tamto.

Chinche. Dam. Phul dura.

Damto, dampingko, Phul pako, Chinko.

Polang dum.
Polang pako.

Kak. Chok'.

Gikla. Dengla.

Gik pingko.

Hujum ponche.

Liche.

Lito, lisung, liche, lito.

Rila. Mela.

Rit phato. Met'-pha'to (phasto).

But'.

But' pha'to, phassung, phasche, phasto.

Se.

Set'pha'to (phasto).

Min.
Minko, minsung, minche, minto.

Minto.
hbalang-no-dum.*
Chhalang pako, posung, panche, pato.

Khimche.
Khimto, khimsung, khimche, khimto.

Jeche. Jekhomdum or ponche.

J Jeto. Jekhom pako. Jeto gives jesung,

\ jenche, jeto.

Dang dang dum or ponche.

Dang dang pako.

Kung kung dum or ponche.

Kung kung pako.
Nako, nasung, nache, nato.

Nache.
f Du'po, dupsung, dupche, dupto. Jos-

\ to, jossung, josehe, josto.

> Josehe. Dupche.

* No = be. Dum = become.

'3 i
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'English.

Bum, i. e. destroy by fire, tr.

Be burnt (= go burnt, n.

Burn thyself or burn it for self, ac. intr.

Burn, corpse, tr.

Bury, corpse, tr.

Melt, n.

Melt it, tr.

Cause to melt
Congeal, n.

Congeal it, tr.

Congeal thyself

Congeal me
Cause to congeal

Share out, apportion, tr.

Bring together, collect, tr.

Collect for thyself, intr.

Collect for me or me, p.

Separate, tr.

Divide, tr.

Scatter, tr.

Join, what broken, tr.

Disjoin, undo, tr.

Mix, tr.

Unmix, tr.

Save (money), tr.

Squander, tr.

Spread, tr.

Fold, tr.

Be shut, intr.

Shut it, tr.

Be open, open for thyself, intr.

Open it, tr.

Press, squeeze, compress it, tr.

Compressed be, or compress
or compress with own hand

Depress, tr.

Be depressed, depress for thyself

Express, tr.

Be expressed, intr.

Turn over carefully, tr.

Turn topsy turvy. Put in disorder

Spread in sun to dry (grain), tr.

Roll up, tr.

Unroll, tr.

Be loose, be slack, n.

Loosen, slacken, tr.

Be tight

Tighten thy own or for thyself

Tighten, tr.

Cause to tighten

Gird thy loins, a. intr.

Bind

thyself

Vdyu.
Yemto, yemsung, yemche, yemto.
Yemla.
Yemche.
Umto, umsung, umche, umto.
JOumpo, khumsung, khumche, khumto,
Yekla (see run).

Ye'ko (see cultivate).

Yek pingko.

Ningla.* Nengle.

Ningto. Nengto.
Nengche.
Nengsung.
Ningpingko.
Pleko, plesung, pleche, pleto.

Ko'na pako. Hupto.
Hupche.
Hupsung.
Gege pako.

Thuto, thusung, thunche.

Hampo.
Thuphto (Thusto) thussung, thusche.

Chhako, chhassung, chhasche, chhasto.

Khunto, khunsung, khunche.
Thoto, thosung, thonche.

Hupto, hupsung, hupche.

Hopto, hopsung, hopche.

Poko, posung, poche. Hampo, hamsung,
hamche.

Khoko, khossung, khosche.

Thikche.

Thikto.

Honche.f
Honko.
Napto.

tr.

Napche.
Phimto.

Phimche.
Pelto.

Pelche.

J Lo'ko (Lok-ko) Loksung, Lok-che,

\ Lok-to.

Kbaiim, khulim, pako.

Blento or Bento, blensung, blenche.

Ku'ko (Kukko) kuksung, kukche, kukto.

Chhako, chhassung, chhasche, chhasto.

Woso dum. Woso ponche.

Woso pako, posung, panche, pato.

Khwa (s) ta dum.
Khwasche.
Khwa (s) to khwassung, khwasche.

Khwat'pingko.
Kikche.

CPangto, pansung, panche. Wampo,
( wamsung, wamche, wamto.

* e and i, like o and u are constantly commuted.

f Thikche and honche, shut thyself, and open thyself, addressed to the door.
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English.

Unbind, tr.

Pack, tr.

Unpack, tr.

Load, tr.

Unload, tr.

Put on, tr.

Take off, tr.

Take off (from fire).

Put in, insert, tr.

Take out, tr.

Pour in, tr.

Catch as poured in, tr.

Pour out on ground, tr.

Suspend, tr.

Take down what suspended, tr.

Take hold of, tr.

Quit hold of, tr.

Throw, tr.

Catch as thrown, tr.

Stay, stop, intr.

Stay it, stop it, tr.

Stop me
Let go, tr.

Enable to go, tr.

Be clean, n.

Make clean, tr.

"Wash—things only, tr.

Wash thy own, intr.

Wash me or mine, p.

Rub or rub it, tr.

Rub thy own or rub simply, intr

Rub me or mine
Be polished

Polish it, tr.

Polish it for thyself

Cover, tr.

Cover thyself

Cover me
Uncover, tr.

Uncover thyself or thy own
Shoot, with arrow, gun, tr.

Shoot me or for me
Shoot thyself or for thyself

Shoot it for him, tr.

Stone, hit with stone, tr.

Wring its neck, tr.

Wring not its neck
Wring clothes, tr.

Wring not clothes

Twist rope, tr.

Vdyu.
Chhako (see unroll).

Khuli pako.

Khuli chhako.

Ku pingko.

Khuli tako, tosung, tanche, tato.

{Cho'ko (chokko) choksung, chokche,

chokto.

Luko, lusung, lusche, lusto.

Yo'po, yopsung, yopche, yopto.

Kheko, khessung, kbesche, khesto.

Thophto, thossung, thosche.
"1 Kheko, khesung, khesche, khesto=

J Chosto, chhossung, chhosche.

Doko.
Lukto.

\ Chisto, chissung, chische. Veko, vesung,

J vesche, vesto.

Luko, lusung, lusche. luto.

Chhuko, chhusung, chhusche, chhuto.

Teshto, tesche, tessung.

Jupto, jupsung, jupche.

Doko, dossung, dosche, doto.

Thikche.

Thikto.

Thiksung.

Lat'pingko.

Lat'phato.

Wota dum. Woche.
Woto, wosung, woche.

Chhunko.
Chhunche.
Chhunsung.
Khisto.

Khiscbe.

Khissung.

Liku ponche.

Liku pako.

Liku panche.

Rumto. Supto.

Rumche. Supche.

Rumsung. Supsung.
Honko, hongsung, honcbe, hongto.

Hongche.
Wo'po (wop-po).

Wopsung.
Wopche.
Wopto.
Chasto, chassung, chasche.

f ZAi'po (khippo) khipsung, khipchc,

"I khipto.

Tha Mip\
Pelto, pelsung, pelche.

Tha pelto.

JOi'po.*

* In Newari Khipo is used only substantively, a rope. Just so the root kai

means the hand and to grasp in Telegu and Tamil, but to grasp only in Newari.
Whosoever will thus search may discover the true extent, quoad words, of Tura-
nian affinities, not otherwise. See Tire.

3 i 2
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English.

Untwist rope, tr.

Resemble, be like

Cause to resemble or liken simply
Cause to cause to resemble, or cause

to liken

Be unlike

Make unlike

Be white, n. (things, animals)

Be white (rationals only),

Whiten it, "1

Whiten him, J
*

Whiten me
Whiten thyself or it for thyself or do

thou thyself whiten him or it

Whiten it for him
Be ripe (fruits)

Make ripe (ditto)

Be ripe (grains)

Make ripe (ditto)

Be wet or wet thyself

Wet it

Cause it to be wetted

Be dry (things only)

Dry it

Dry it in sun
Dry it at fire

Be fiavoursome
Flavour it, tr.

Be sweet, n.

Sweeten it, tr.

Be sour

Make sour

Be bitter

Make bitter

Be knotted, intr.

Knot it, tr. .

Be great, n.

Make great, tr.

Be heavy, intr.

Make heavy, tr.

Be light (levis)

Make light, tr.

Be hard, intr.

Harden it, tr.

Cause to harden or to be hardened

Be soft, n.

Soften it, tr.

Be crooked

Crook it, tr.

Vayu.
Chhako (see loosen).

Tosche. Totvi dum.
Tophto. Totvi pako.

Tot'pingko.

Mang totvi dum.
Mang totvi pako.

Dawang dum. Dawang ponche.
Bochho, dum, ponche.

J Dawang pako.

\ Bochho pako.

Dawang. Bocho, posung or posung.

Dawang. Bochho, panche.

Dawang pato.

Ji.

Jito, jisung, jinche.

Min.
Minko, minsung, minche, minto.

Na'-che (nasche).

Na'-to, nassung, nasche.

Nat'pingko.

Dung.
Dung pingko.

Boko or Bioko,* blosung, blosche, blosto.

Sungko, sungsung, sungche, sungto.

Chhumche.
Chhumto, chhumsung, chhumche
Chhinji, dum or ponche.

Chhinji, thumto or pako.

Jusche.

Justo.

Khasche.
KM (s) to.

Rupche.
Rupto.
Son (Khon).
JBTonto. i/onta thumto.

Lishche. Lishtadum.
Lishto. Lit phato.

Oksang dum.
Oksang pako.

Chamche.
Chamto, chamsung, chamche.
Champingko.
Nalcho dum.
Nalcho pako.

Khokche. Khokta dum.
f Kho'ko. Khokta-thumto, khoksung,

1 khokche, khokto.

* Every initial labial followed by a vowel admits ad libitum of an interposed

liquid, thus boko vel bloko and so bekto vel blekto = write. I may here add that

v and y are constantly used both to keep apart concurring vowels and to facilitate

the utterance of initial vowels.
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Adverbs and Prepositions compared.

English.

Come, n.

Come in

Come out

Come back, to rear

Come od, to front

Come up
Come down
Come back= return

Come again

Come once

Come twice

Come thrice

Come four times

Come at once or in one place or together

Come at once, at one time

Come near

Come close

Come apart

Come far away
Come with

Come with me
Come alone

Come without me—thee—him «<

Come towards—me—thee—him <

Come up to me, as far as my position

Come as far as this—that

Come quickly

Come slowly

Come by and by, after awhile

Come silently

Come noisily

Come early

Come at sunrise

Come at sunset

Come late

Come loiteringly

Come over—by top

Come under—by under way
Come through, between
Come across

Come to this—that side

Come constantly

Come sometimes
Come ever

Come never

Vayu.
Phi.

Bhitari phi. Bek'.

Tongmaphi. Lok'.

Nongna phi or ponche.

Honko phi. Honko ponche.

Lonkha or Wanhe phi. Jok'.

Yonkha or Huthe phi. Yu.
Khalip phi or Lische.

Gessa phi.

Kophi phi.

Nakphi phi.

Chhukphi phi.

Blikphi phi.

Kolube phi.

Kophe phi.

Khewa phi.

Ko'na phi.

Gege phi.

Kholam phi.

Ko'na phi.

Ang nung phi.

Chhale phi.

Angma nosa phi. Ungma nosa phi.

Ama nosa phi.

Ang rek phi. Ung rek phi. Wathim
rek phi.

Ang bong phi.

I'nung bong phi. Minung bong phi.

Waliga phi.

Pomha or Pomhana phi.

Omophe phi.

Giwonha phi.

Tamnitam phi.

Honko phi.

Nomoloksinge phi.

Nomo thip singhe phi.

Nongna phi.

Ga'gat'ha phi.

Wani phi. Wanim khen phi. Khak-
khakha phi.

Hutti phi. Hutim khen phi.

Madumna phi.

Thekche phi* or Thek thekha phi.

Imba phi. Homba phi.

Phina phi ponche.

Kophi nakphi phi.

No such phrase.

Hakhelef thaphi.

* Equal ' to cross and come,' that is, crossing come = having crossed come, thek

thekha phi. The gerund of present time, thekhe, is never used on such occasions,

f Hakhele can only be used with the negative, like jamais in French.
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English. Vdyu.

Never come again Hakhele gessa thaphi.

Come by this side Inikhen phi.

Come by that side Mini—Wathim—khenphi.
Come to the right Jaja.be phi.

Come by the left Khanja khen phi.

Come from the west Nomothip lung khen phi.

Come to the east Nomolok lung be phi.

Come towards the east Nomolok lung rekphi.

Come towards the west NomothipluDg rekphi.

Go towards the plains Gagin mulungrek la'la.

Go as far as Nepal Nepal bong la'la.

Give a little Yanggnak hato.

Give much Chhinggnak hato.

Give secretly Khinta baha hato.

Give openly Khunta baha hato.

Give gladly
f Yot'yot'ha or Bong ni bong or Bor

|_ bongha hato.

Lg

Give sulkily Mang yot'yot'ha-hato.

Give to-day Tiri hato.

Give mutually Haha, panachhe, pochbe, Duals.
Give continually Hanaha pako.
Strike forcibly Chotiha to'po.

Strike gently Pom nana to'po.

A house Kem.
Of a house Kemmu.
To a house Kem
A house (no Dat. or ace. sign).

In a house Kem be.

From the house Kem khen.

By (inst.) the house Kem ha.

Inside 1 ,, .

Into |
thehouse

Outside 1 ,, .

Out of )
thehouse

Kem bhitari.

Kem tongma.

As far as house Kem bong.

Towards the house Kem rek.

Before the house Kem honko.

Opposite, in front of, the house Kem kakphang. Kemmu bimli be.

Behind the house
To the rear of house

< Kem nongna. Kem senti be.

On, upon, the house Kem wani be.

Above the house Kem khen lonkha.

From upon house Kem wani khen.

Beneath house Kem hutti be.

Below the house Kem khen yonkha.

From under house Kem hutti khen.

Near the house Kem khewa.

Far from house Kem khen kholam.
At the house Kem be.

On account of house Kem mu lisi.

In lieu of a house Kem mu let'ehhing.

Through the house Kem mu madumna.
Beyond the house Kem wathe or kem homba.
To right of house Kem mu jaja.

To left of house Kern mu khanja.

On this side the house Kem mu imba or kem iniba.
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English.

On that side the house Kern mu or kem homba.
From this side the house Kem inikhen. Kem imbam khen.

™ t . <. • i -i v f Kem wathi khen. Kem mini khen.
Jbrom that side the house < v , , , ,

[ Kem hombam khen.

With (having) a house Kem not'he. Kem got'he.

Without (wanting) a house Kem ma not'he. Kem ma got'he.
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Vaytt Declension.

1st of Pronouns.

Personals. Singular.

K. I, Go.

G. Of me, Ang, conjunct, = my.* Angmu, disjunct, = mine.

D.
Ac.

to mel r, / -m^Go. No sign.
me J

L. I .

In
'

at Ung be.
[ into, me J

°

Ab. from me, Ang khen.

Ins. by me, G'ha (go- ha).

Soc. with me, Angnung.
Priv. without me, Ang ma nosa.f

Dual.

N. Go nakpu, m. f. Go nargung, n.%

* Ang the constructive form of go, means my, before a substantive or qualitive

used substantially, but before a transitive participle it means me or of me, e. g,

ang tovi, who beats me, or the beater of me. Yet ang topchyang is my club,

topchyang being the neuter form of tovi, used as a noun.

f There is no proper privative particle, nor consequently, case. Ang ma nosa

or go ma nosa = if I be not, I not being, or my not being (present). In Khas,
man na bhai : in Newari, ji ma dusa.

X Nakpo, nayung is the 2nd numeral which is gendered when used apart, but

doubtfully I think, and still more so when used as a dual sign. I find, however,

nakpu, nangmi, nayung for the three genders. Also hie et hsec nakpu.

No, XC.—New Series, Vol. XXVI. 3 k
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G.

D. Ac.

]<.

Ab.
Ins.

Soc.

N.

G.

D. Ac.

L.

Ab.
Ins.

Soc.

N.
G.
D. Ac.
L.
Ab.
Ins.

S.

N.
G.
D.Ac.
L.

Ab.
Ins.

Soc.

N.
G.
D. Ac.

L.

Ab.
Ins.

Soc.

N.

G.

D. Ac.

Loc.

{

Conjunct.

Angchi, excl. Ungchi, incl.

Disjunct.

Angchimu, excl. Ungchimu, incl.

Gonakpu, m. f. Gonargung, n.

Angchi be, excl. Ungchi be, incl.

Angchi khen, excl. Ungchi khen, incl.

Go nakpu ha or Gha nakpu ha.

Angchi nung, excl. Ungchi nung, incl.

Plural.

Go khata.

Conjunct.

Angki, excl. Ungki, incl.

Disjunct.

Angkimu. excl. Ungkimu, incl.

Go khata. No sign.

Angki be, excl. Ungki be, incl.

Angki khen, excl. Ungki khen, incl.

Go khata ha or Gha khata ha.

Angkinung, excl. Ungkinung, incl.

Second person.

Gon.
Ung, conjunct = Thy. Ungmu, disjunct.

Gon. No sign.

Ung be.

Ung khen.

Gon ha.

Ung nung.
Dual.

Gonchhe.
Ungchhi, conj. Ungchhimu, disj.

Gonchhe. No sign.

Ungchhi be.

Ungchhi khen.

Gonchhe ha.

Ungchhi nung.
Third Personal.

Wathi. All 3 genders.

Wathim, conj. Wathimmu, disj.

Wathi, No sign,

Wathim be.

Wathim khen.

Wathi ha.

Wathim nung.

Wathi nakpu, m. Wathi
aforegone.

fWathim nakpum, conj. \
Wathim nakpumu, disj. J

Wathim nangmim, conj. "I ™

Wathim nangmimu, disj. J

Wathim nayung, conj. 1

Wathim nayungmu, disj. J

Wathi nak])U, m. Wathi nangmi, f.

Wathim nakpumbe, m.
n. and c.

Thine.

Dual.
nangmi, f. Wathi nayung, n. c. See note

and c.

Wathi nayung, n. and c.

Wathim nangmi be, f. Wathim nayung be
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Ab. Wathim nakpum khen, m. Wathiin nangmiin khen, f. Wathim nayung
khen, n. and c.

Ins. Wathi nakpu ha, in, Wathi nangmi ha, f. Wathi nayung ha, n. and f.

Soc. Wathim nakpum nung, m. Wathim nangmim nung, f. Wathim nayung
nung, n. and c.

Plural.

N. Wathi khata, m. f. n.

G. Wathim khatam, conj. Wathim khatamu, disj.

D. Ac. Wathi khata.

Loc. Wathim khata be.

Ab. Wathim khata khen.
Ins. Wathi khata ha.

Soc. Wathim khata nung.

Near demonstrative >

N. I'. All three genders.

G. Inunir, conj. Inungmu, disj.

D. Ac. 1. No sign.

Loc. Inung be.

Ab. Inung khen,

Ins. Tha.

Soc. Inung nung.

Dual.

N. Inakpu, m. Inangmi, f. Inayung, n. and c.

fInakpum, conj. j

j
Inakpumu, disj. J

p j Inangmim, conj. ")

f

j
Inangmimu, disj. )

|

Inayung, conj. 5
n and c

l^Inayungmu, disj. )

D. Ac. Inakpu, m. Inangmi, f. Inayung, n.

L. Inung nakpumbe, m. Inung nangmimbe, f. Inung nayung be, n.

Ab. Inung nakpum khen, m. Inung nangmim khen, f. Inung nayung
khen, n. c.

Ins. Inak poha, m. Inangmi ha, f. Inayung ha, n. and c.

Soc. Inung nakpum nung, m. Inung nangmim nung, f. Inung nayung
nung, n. c.

Plural.

N. fkhata. All genders.

G. Inung khatam, conj. Inung khatamu, disj.

D, Ac. Tkhata.

Loc. Inung khata be.

Abl. Inung khata khen.

Ins. I khata ha.

Soc. Inung khata nung.

Remote demonstrative.

N. Mi All genders.

G. Minung, conj. Minungmu, disj. &c. as in the last.

Who ? Any one. SomeInterrogative and distributive
]
uonoun, m. f.

person. Su or Suna. Subs. and Adj.

N. Su. Suna.

G. Sum. Sunam, conj. Sumu. Sunamu
3
disj.

D. Ac. Su. Suna.

Loc. Sube, Sunabe.
Abl. Sukhen, Sunakhen.
Ins. Suha, Sunaha.

Soc. Sunung, Sunanung.

3 K 2
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Dual.

N. Su or Sunu nakpu, m. Su or Suna nangmi, f. &c. as before.

Plural.

N. Su or Sunakhata, &c. as before.

Interrogative and distributive pronoun, n. What ? Any or something.

N. * Mische.

G. Mischem, conj. Mischemu, disj. &c.

Dual.

N/ Mische nayung, &c.

Plural.

N. Mische khata, &c.

Relative, interrogative and distributive pronoun and pronominal adjective

which, what, who.

N. Hanung, m. f. n.

G. Hanung,* conj. Hanungmu, disj. &c.

Dual.

N. Hanung nakpo, m. Hanung nangmi, f. Hanung nayung, n.

f Hanung nakpum, m. "I

J

Hanung nangmim, f. > conj.

G J
Hanung nayung, n. J

j
Hanung nakpumu, ~j

|
Hanung nangmimu, >disj.

^Hanung nayungmu, J

And so on, like wathi, except that hanung has no inflexional shape (itself being

inflexional). Hence it has hanung nakpo and hanung khata, where wathi lias wathirn

nakpo and wathim khata. And this is likewise the case with the possessive pro-

nouns, all of which, though but genitives of the personals, are regarded as inde-

pendant and declined like the personals.

Thus also are declined the interrogative and relative of number and quantity,

with its correlative, or hatha, mitha = how much or many ? and so much or many.

Thus also the adverbs of time and place, Inhe, here, Wathe and Minhe, there.

Hanhe, where ? I'the or Umbe or Abo, now ; Mithe, then ; Hakhe, when ? with

all the rest of the adverbs that are not gerunds.

Observe that these adverbs are derived from the demonstratives in the locative

case. But, where, f, Mi and Wathi, the pronouns take the inflexional m, or nung,

(whence come inungmu and wathimmu = his) the conesponding adverbs have no

inflexional mark, but remain immutable, only adding the declensional signs m or

mu, be, khen, &c. ; and thus we have ithamu and inhemu, of here, and ithakhen, inhe-

khen, from here, and abomu, of now, abokhen from now, not abommu, abomkhen.

Observe also that the conjunct possessives (genitives of the personals) are inde-

clinable, but that the disjunct are declinable like the personals. Ang, ung, wathim,

inung, minung, are inflexional forms merely, therefore angkhen = from me. But
angmu is a possessive pronoun proper, whence angmukhen-be-ha= from mine,

in mine, by mine.

* The conjunct form of the genitive of this pronoun has no sign, being marked

by position alone, as when two substantives meet is always admissible. Hanung is

itself a genitive = of whom, of which, e. g. hanung got ha, of which (and which) hand.

Hanungmu = whose, apart, or in reply. Hanungmu got = the hand of whom.
Hanung got = which hand.
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II.

—

Declension of Nouns.

Substantive.

1st.

—

Substantives proper.

Loncho, a man, m.

N. Loncho.
G. Loncho, conj.* Ldnch
D. Ac. Loncho.

L. Lonchobe.

Ab. Lonchokhen.
Ins. Lonchoha.

Soc. L6nohonung.

N. Loncho nakpo.f

G. Loncho n;ik pum,J conj

D. Ac. Loncho nakpo.

Loc. Ldnchonak pube.

Abl. Loncho nakpukhen.

Ins. Loncko nakpuha.

Soc. Loncho nakpu nung.

N. Lonchokhata.f

G. L6nchokhatam,J conj,

D. Ac. Loncho khata.

L. Loncho khabe.

Abl. Loncho khata khen.

Soc. Loncho khata nung.

Dual.

Loncho nak pumu, disj.

Plural.

Loncho khatamu, disj.

Thus also is declined the feminine noun meseho, a woman, the epicene noun

singtong, mankind, and all such without reference to gender. Neuters also are

similarly declined. But I add a specimen.

Sing, wood, a neuter.

N. Sing.

G. Sing, conj. Siugmu, disj. &c.

Dual.

N. Nang sing (nang is a contraction of Nayung)
or

Sing nayun?.

G. Nang sing, conj. Nang singmu, disj. &c.

* The first of 2 substantives is by position alone a genitive, as loncho got, the

man's hand. But apart, it must have the sign, as lonchomu, the man's.

t Generally in the Himalayan languages, the dual and plural signs are eschewed
in regard to substantives proper except where ambiguity would arise from omitting

them. In regard to appellatives and qualitives used substantially, as all may be,

these signs are always annexed and also those of gender, because such words, (and

pronouns of the 3rd person also, to which the same rule applies) unlike the former

tell nothing of themselves on these points. Vayu, however, freely applies its dual

and plural signs and its sex signs, where it has any, to all nouns and pronouns,

though the structure of its verb renders such use of the dual and plural signs

superfluous, e. g. beli imchimem, the sheep are sleeping. Newari, though void of

such help, lacks a dual and plural of neuters.

% We should rather read nakpu and khata for the reason given in a prior note.

Yet my informants, though they never apply the genitive to the conjunct form of

this case in the singular, do so in the dual and plural.
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Plural.

N. Sing khata.

Gr. Sing khata, conj. Sing khatamu, disj. &c.

2nd.—Participles used substantially (Remark. When they are used adjectiv-

ally, which they all are to a great extent, they precede the noun and are immutable,
like all other adjectives).

To'vi, he or she who beats, the beater, m. and f.

N. To'vi, m. f.

Or. To'vi, conj. To'vimu, disj.

D. Ac. To'vi, &c.

Dual.

N. To'vi nakpu, m. To'vi nangmi, f.

G. To'vi nakpu, m. conj. To'vi nangmi, f. conj. To'vi nakpumu, m. disj.

To'vi nangmimu, f. disj. &c. as before.

Plural.

N. To'vi khata, m. f.

Gc. To'vi khata, conj. To'vi khatamu, disj. &c. as before.

Topchyang, neuter of the above, what one strikes with, as club, stick, &c.
N. Topchyang.
G. Topchyang, conj. Topchyangmu, disj. &c.

Dual.
N. Nang topchyang.

G. Nang topchyang, conj. Nang topchyangmu, disj. &c.

Plural.

N. Topchyang khata.

G. Topchyang khata, conj. Topchyang khatamu, disj. &c.

So also Topta, who or what has been beaten, m. f. n. with the requisite adap-

tation of nakpu, nangmi or nang (nayung) in the dual.

3rd.—Qualitives used substantially, e. g."|

Khakchhing-wo, m. I ,, , , ,
. . ...

-,-r, , , , .
°

. - >= the black one, being or thing.
Khakchhing-mi, f. f ' 6 8

Khakchhing-mu, n. and c. J
This and all the like are declined as above. And so also are the qualitives which

substitute the formative " cho" for "wo" in the masculine, as Bang-cho, a mature
man; Bing-cho, a handsome man, &c. The feminines of these are in " mi" as in

the last. They have no neuters in this form ; but they can superadd the usual

m. f. n., signs, as bang-cho-wo, a mature man, bang-cho-mi, a mature woman,
bang-cho-mu, a mature thing, and then of course they have the complete hie, hsec,

hoc of gender.

4th.—The numerals, inclusive of the adverbial ones.

5th.—Derivative qualitives formed from abstracts, as Daksa-wo, the covetous

man, Daksa-mi, the covetous woman, from Daksa, covetousness. Choti-wo, the

strong man ; Choti-mi, the strong woman, Choti-mu, the strong thing, from Choti,

strength. Suksa-wo, the hungry man ; Suksa-mi, the hungry woman, from Suksa,

hunger ; and all such.

6th.—Nominal as well as pronominal genitives, which, with the m or mu forma-

tive, are all treated as distinct substantives, e. g. singmumu, the wooden one.

(Remark. The cacophonous iteration of the mu (though often truncated in the

second syllable, singmum) owing to the coincidence of the genitival and formative

signs, makes the use of such words rare when a possessive case meaning must be

assigned to them. They are used, however, freely in all other cases).

7tti.—Simple or compound words indicating one's country, profession or avo-
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cation and the like, and which are not expressed participially,* form yet another

class of substantives, as Chhugong-wo = a Bhotia, or native of Tibet ; Chhugong-
noi, a Bhotini or female of Tibet; Hengong-wo (m.), Hengong-mi (f.), a male
and female of Nepal proper ; Gyetimnamsang-wo-mi, a male and female stranger

or foreigner ; Rukcho-wo-mi, a male and female ploughman, B6ehho-wo-mi, a

male and female European (white-body) Graginmulung-wo-mi, a male and female

of the plains. In short, nouns of whatever sort (and the above enumeration has

been made here, though not strictly germain to grammar, expressly to show
the various sorts of nouns and their mode of construction) and pronouns also,

wherever used substantially or disjunctly, and therefore declinable, all follow

the above single form of declension. And, on the other hand every noun and
pronoun when used conjunctly, that is, preceding a substantive which is thereby

qualified, is always indeclinable, and, for the most part, altogether unchangeable,

having no expressed grammatical affections whatever, the signs of genders being

neglected in use even where they exist. Indeed qualifying and qualified words
seem to be as much as possible regarded as constituting a single compound term ;

and, the more effectually to ensure this, one of the two elements (the one that

goes first in the compound) is customarily truncated ; thus risa, a plantain, and
singphum, a tree, make risaphum ; and topmung, to strike and ramum, I fear,

make topramum. And so also the inflexional forms of the personal pronouns
which are used as qualifying or adjectival words, are to be regarded as quasi agglu-

tinated and perfectly immutable prefixes of the substantive, entirely distinct from
the correspondent pronouns of the possessive kind, which latter stand apart and
are liable to declensional changes after the above model, like all other qualitives

used substantially or disjunctly.

* The participles (in vi, ta, and tang) being inherently relative, assunae a sub-
stantival character without the necessity of suffixing the usual appellative form-
atives in wo vel cho, and mi, though these may be superadded, if to mark
the sex of the agent be specially required. Thus to'vi, the striker, the he or she
who strikes, is not only an adjective, as to'vi ta'wo, the beating boy, but an inde-

pendant noun, the beater. Nevertheless would you specify the sex, you can say
to'vi-wo, the male striker and to'vi-mi, the female striker.
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Vayu Verbs.

1st.—Conjugation of neuters, conjugated from the Sheer root.

Verb Plii to come.

Infinitive Mood.

Affirmative.— Phit'mung to come or to have come, aoristic*
Negative.—Mang phit'mung, not to come, &c.

Gerunds.

™!!hB ] Present. Coming \ ^l?
6 with verbs in present tense.

Phit nung )
&

( Pint nung with verbs in preterite.

Phit'hephit'he, or Phit'nung phit'nung, contiuuative present.

Phit'phit'ha. Past, having come.
Phit'singhe. Present or Future, when coming.
Phit'khen. Past, alter coming, after having come.

Participles.

Phit'vi. Present and future, who or what comes or will come. Also the comer
substantival.

Phis'ta. Past, who or what has come or came.

V h ?
ln ' These forms expressing respectively passive futurity or fitness

p. . , .
'

{ or habit, and instrumentality, locality and time, are hardly

tii »i.n f
or not at all useable, save with verbs more or less transitive.

Phit lung,
\ a * <.. i

,-,. .,, . ° bee on to them in sequel.
Phit sing. J ^

N. B.—The medial t' and s' are merely enunciative, not formative.

Imperative Mood.

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Phi. Phichhe. Phine.

Negative.

Tha phi. Tha phichhe. Tha phine.

Indicative Mood.

Future tense, used also for preeent.

Singular. Dual. Plural.

J Phi chhokmi, excl. ( Phikokmi, excl.
1. Phignom.

| phf chhikmi> incl< I Phikem, incl.

2. Phimi. Phi chhikmi. Phinem.

3. Phimi. Phi chhikmi. Phimem.
Preterite tense.

_,, . f Phi chhonami, excl. f Phi kikongmi, excl.
1. Phisungmi.

£ pi){ chhingmi} incl< I Phf kikengmi, incl.

2. Phimi. Phi chhem. Phinem.

3. Phimi. Phi chhem. Phimem.

Subjunctive 3Iood.

Present tense.

_, , I f Phi chhoknam, excl. f Phi koknam, excl.
1. Phigno | nam or sa

<j phi chhiknamj incl> \ Phi kenam, incl.

2. Phi-nam-sa Phi chhiknam. Phine nam.

3. Phi-nam-sa Phi chhiknam. Phime nam.

The infinitive is also used adjectivally and is nearly the same as the participle

tang."
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Preterite.

1 Phisun°- phen «f
Phi chhonS Phen »

excl - / Phi ki k6nS Phen >
excl -

° F 1 Phi chhing phen, inch \ Phi ki keng phen, inci.

2. Phi phen. Phi chhe phen. Phi ne phen.

3. Phi phen. Phi chhe phen. Phi me phen.

Interrogative Mood.

Present tense.

Singular.

1. Phiizno ki ma. ("And so on, as in the subjunctive; that is, the terminal

2. Phi ki ma. 1 m or mi is dropt and ki ma, = or not, is added in lieu

3. Phi ki ma. (. of the subjunctive signs, nam or sa and phen.

Negative Hood.

There is no separate negative verb.

The affirmative verb is conjugated with ma, the particle of negation, before it,

Ma phi gnom. Ma phi sungmi, &e.

Potential Mood.

Singular.

, t,, .,, , . ( For all tenses, phasche being aoristic except in dual
1. Phit phas chungmi. \ ,, , -f>u u ^ a c f4 , u u'
9 V\ V h 1 J

and plural. Phasche, the reflex form of the verb pha,
*

tj, . t ,
™,

, 1 is conjugated with the root phi to express power.
3. Pint phas chem. / ™ t x / u • i k.u • *.=r

V. lor phasche see lm che in sequel, or 5th conjugation.

Precative Mood.
Singular.

Present. Preterite.

1. Phi gnd yu. Phisung yu. ("Drops the final m or mi of the ordinary verb

2. Phi yu. Phi yu. < and substitutes for it the immutable verbal

3. Phi yu. Phi yu. (, particle yu.

Another form of the precative mood, equivalent to that which is usually joined

with the imperative in English (let me come, come thou, let him come, &c.) is

formed by compounding the infinitive of the main verb with the verb to give used

as an auxiliary, thus :

—

Singular. Dual. Plural.

1. Phimung hasung. Phimung hachhong. Phimung hatikong.

8. Phimung hato. Phimung hatochhe, Phimung hatome.

The first ordinary form of the precative may be best rendered in English by O !

that I may or might come, &c. ; this, by, Let me come, Let him come &c, liter-

ally, give me to come, give him to come, and so on for the dual and plural according

to the model of transitives in "to" in sequel.

Optative Mood.
Singular.

t T,, . i( ,
, -n, .., , , f and so on throughout the verb dak

1. Phit dakgnom, Pint daksungmi, , .
te

, . ,

n tiuvj j i • T»i.- t 5 j' • to desire or want, which see in
2. Phit dakmi, Pint dangmi, <

1 m. t c a
o t>i -.5 j i • tiim j' • 1 sequel. The root of the pn-
3. Pint dakmi, Pint dangmi, H

, . £ ,

r
* ^ mary verb is prefixed.

Remark.—Duty, necessity and propriety, as well as desire, are expressed by this

mood, often in the impersonal form, mihi oportet vel decet, thus go phit dakmi, I

must, I ought to, come. It is necessary or proper for me to come.

Inchoative Mood.

Singular.

1. Phit' teschungmi, "1 and so on according to the paradigm of intransitives in

2. Phit' teschem, > che ; this mood being constructed from the root of the

3. Phit' teschem, J main verb and the reflex form of the verb to begin.

3 L
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and so on, as before noted,

form of the verb to end.

chusche being the reflex

Finitive Mood.
Singular.

1. Phit' chuschungmi,
2. Phit' chuschern,

3. Phit' chuschern, J
Duty and necessity are expressed by the same word as wish or want, dak : con-

sequently the optative mood includes the former two. What it is good for one to

do, what is expedient or right, is expressed neariy as in English, e. g. Go phimung
noh'ka, = it is good for me (mihi) to come, &c.

Causal Mood.

Present.

1. Phit' pingsungmi,

2. Phit' pingmi,

3. Phit' pingmi,

Singular.

1. Phina phit'nognom.

2. Phina phit'nonum.

3. Phina phit'nomi.

1. Phina phit'nosungmi.

2. Phina phit'nonum.

3. Phina phit'nomi.

Preterite.

and so on for dual and plural

throughout the verb pingko,

which see. The root of the

primary verb is prefixed.

Continuative Mood.

Phit' ping kungmi,
Phit' ping kum,
Phit' ping kum,

Present Tense.

Dual.

J Phina phit'nochhokmi.

\ Phina phit'nochhikmi.

Phina phit'nochhikmi.

Phina phit'nochhikmi.

Preterite.

f Phina phit'nochhongmi.

^ Phina phit'nochhingmi.

Phina phit'nochhem.

Phina phit'nochhem.

Reciprocal Mood.

Present Tense.

Plural.

f Phina phit'nokokmi.

\ Phina phit'nokem.

Phina phit'nonem.

Phina phit'nomem.

J Phina phit'nokikongmi.

\ Phina phit'nokikengmi.

Phina phit'nonem.

Phina phit'nomem.

1. Phina
mi.

2. Phina phit'panchem.

3. Phina phit'panchem.

phit'panchung- ( Phina phit'panaehhokmi. {Phina phit'pachikokmi.

Phina phit'pachikem.

Phina phit'pachinem.

Phina phit'pachimem.

phit'panchung- J Phina phit'panachhongmi. f Phina phit'pachikongmi.

\ Phina phit'panaohhingmi. [Phina phit'pachikengmi.

Phina phit panachhikmi.
Phina phit'pariachhikmi.

Phina phit'panachhikmi.

Preterite.

1. Phina
mi.

2. Phina phit'panchem. Phina phit'panachhem. Phina phit'pachinem.

8. Phina phit'panchem. Phina phit'panachhem. Phina phit'pachimem.

Remark —Of the above two the first mood is formed by the root repeated with

intervening reflex sign, and the substantive verb no, to be. The second is formed
by the same treatment of the root and the reflex form of the verb pa, to do, for

which see conjugation V. The 2nd or reciprocal mood is hardly useable in the

singular number. According t& this paradigm of the neuter verb to come, are

conjugated also the verbs Gra to be dilatory, Ji, to ripen (fruit), Ri, to rot, Se, to

fruit, Go, to live, Yu, to descend, Vi, to be intoxicated, Phwe to quarrel, and, in a

word, all words presenting a sheer root in the imperative and which are all neuters.

Essentially the same is the conjugation of neuters having added to the sheer root

a conjunct and now (quoad force or meaning) obsolete consonant* which conso-

nant, however, according as it is labial, guttural or dental, occasions some slight

* Compare the so-called " euphonic additions'

Dravirian tongues.

to the root in the cultivated
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variations in the form of conjugation. Nasal endings make no change (e. g. dong
gnom, dongmi, dongmi). I subjoin a sample of each variation.

2nd.—Conjugation of neuters with a conjunct guttural, Dak', to desire (Da-k) .

Infinitive Mood.

Dakmung, "1
,

Mang dakmun*, j« fcs«P™-

Participles.

Affirmative.

Negative.

Gerunds.
Dak he,

Dak nung,
Dak he dak he,

Dak dak ha,

Dak sing he,

Dak khen

1

^•ut supra.

The negative of

dak vi, &c.

Dakvi,

Dakta,
Daktang,
Verbal nouns,

Dak chyang,

Dak lung,

Dak sing,

all is formed as in the infinitive,

}»ut supra,

I > not useable,

J
Mang dak he, Mang

Imperative Mood.

Singular.

Dak'

Tha dak

1. Dak gnom.

2. Dakrni.

3. Dakmi.

1. Daksungmi.

Dual.
Dakchhe.

Wegative Imperative.

Tha dakchhe.

Indicative Mood.
Present Tense.

Dual.

J Dak chhokmi, excl.

\ Dak chhikmi, incl.

Dak chhikmi.

Dak chhikmi.

Preterite

Plural.

Dangne.

Tha dangne.

Plural.

f Dak kokmi, excl.

| Dak kern, incl.

Daknem.
Dakmem.

Dangmi.
Dangmi.

Dak chhongmi.
Dak chhingmi.

Dak chhem.
Dak chhem.

Dak'ki kongmi, or D&ki
kongmi.

Dak'ki kengmi, or Daki-

kengmi.
Dak nem or Dangnem.
Dakmem.

§5

c —
o -o
'£ a

J
The other moods as before.

Thus are conjugated Buk', to cet up, Bok', to be born, Bek', to enter, Lok', to

issue, to appear, Gik', to flow, Eak', to shine (sun), Chok', to glow (sun), Jik' to

be broken, Jok', to come up, Duk,' to fall from aloft, Ruk', to fall on ground,

Ok', to weep, Juk' to be wise, and all such words, as also the compounds epidak

cacare, chepi dak mingere, Tidak, to be thirsty.

3rd.—Conjugation of neuters with a conjunct labial (m or p) : I. in m. Dam to

be full and to be lost, or to fill and to lose in the intransitive senses.*

Infinitive and participles as before.

Imperative.

Affirmative. Dam. Damche. Damne.
Negative. Tha dam. Tha damchhe. Tha damne.

* The Vayu neuter and passive conjugations coincide and the expressions often

tally with the equivalent English ones as dami, it is lost, and it is filled or full,

that is, self-lost and self-filled. But the Vayu reflex verb, like the French, can

express the latter meaning otherwise, viz. by damchem which is equivalent to daml
used neutrally. Dam la lam is another equivalent form answering literally to

Khogiya in Urdu though Vayu never forms its passives like Urdu.

3 l2
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1. Damum
mum).

2. Dami.
3. Dami.

(Dam-

Indicative Mood
Present Tense.

am chhokmi, excl.

1. Dam suncrmi.

[ Dam chhikmi, incl.

Dam chhikmi.

Dam chhikmi.

Preterite,

{Dam chhongmi, excl.

Dam chhingmi, incl.

Dam chhem.
Dam chhem.

( Dampopmi.
( Dampem.
Damnem.
Damem.

f Dampi kongmi.

\ Dampi kengmi.
Damnem.
Damem.

§ a 2 «
53 =3 c

be a _u
3 o S •= -S

OJ

2. Dami.
3. Dami. Dam chhem. Damem. J j^ ^ fl s

The other moods as before. In subjunctive, Damonam, Damnam Damnam.
Thus also conjugate Ram to be afraid, Dum to become, &c. II. in p.

Jyop' to be tired.

Imperative.

AfF. Jyop.'

Neg. Tha jyop.

1. Jyop' mum.

2. Jyop'mi.

3. Jyop'mi.

1. Jyop sungmi.

2. Jyomi.
3. Jyomi.

Jyop'chhe.

Tha jyop'chhe.

Indicative.

Present.

J Jyop chhokmi, excl.

\ Jyop chhikmi, incl.

Jyop chhikmi.

Jyop chhikmi.

J"
Jyop chhongmi.

[Jyop chhingmi.

Jyop chhem.
Jyop chhem.

Jyomne.
Tha jydp'ne.

f Jyoppopmi.

\ Jyoppem.
Jyopnem.
Jyopmem.

( Jydpikongmi.

\ Jyopikengmi.
Jydmnem.
Jydmem.

<U

J

o c"2 ®
« « |

H <3

Other moods as before. Subjunctive has jyop'monam, jyop'nam, jyopnam

Jyopsung phen, Jyom phen, Jydm phen.

Thus also conjugate Thip, to set, (sun), Yep, to be sharp-edged, &c.

4th.—Conjugation of neuters with conjunct dental (t).

Hot', to utter, talk.

Infinitive and participles and gerunds as before.

Imperative Mood.

Singular. Dual. Plural. . -2 "« -a
c *J ?

AfF. Hot'.

Neg. Tha hot'.

Hoschhe.

Tha hoschhe.

Hone.
Tha hone.

.5 S M

Indicative present.
5-5 te 2

1. Hot' gnom.

2. Hot'mi.

3. Hot'mi.

f Hoschhokmi, excl.

[ Hoschhikmi, incl.

Hoschhikmi
Hoschhikmi

J"
Hot'kokmi.

LHot'kem.
Hot'nem.
Hot'mem.

biD.O to to
e » Is

<*

b a « **Preterite.

Singular. Dual. Plural.
j c <l» *> a>

1. Hosungmi.

2. Honmi.
3. Hdnmi.

( Hoschhongmi.

( Hoschhingmi.
Hoschhem.
Hoschhem.

( Hotikong mi.

( Hotikengmi.
Hdnem.
Hdnmera. J

T3 — bfl

2 c a s

H - o «
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Thus conjugate Pat', to fight, Met' to die, But', to flower, &c.

Remark.—The verbs dung to be dry, dong to arrive, then to win, Yang, to lose

or decrease, Min, to be ripe, Hon, to be big, Bon, to fly, Lun, to run, and all

others ending in a nasal (n or ng) follow without change the sheer root paradigm,

or phi aforesaid.

5th.—Conjugation of reflex or active intransitive (including also some neuters)

verbs in che, that is, which have this (the only) reflex sign added to their root in

the imperative which always strikes the key note to the several conjugations, always

having the formative affix whenever there is one.

Im, to sleep.

Infinitive Mood.

Aff. Immung. To sleep or to have slept 1 . .

Neg. Mang immung. Not to sleep, &c. J
Remark.—I'-mung is as often used as immung. So that i may possibly be the

root, not im.

Gerunds. Participles.

Im he,

Im nung,

Im im ha,

Im sing he,

Im khen,

1
1

^-ut

1

J

supra.

Imvi (mvi),

Imta (imta),

Imtang
Verbal nouns
Imchyang,
Imlung,
Imsing,

1

/ not useable,

J
Negatives, as in infinitive, that is, by prefixing mang.

Imperative Mood.

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Aff. Imche.

Neg. Tha imche.

Im nachhe.

Tha imnachhe.

Indicative Present.

Imchine.

Tha imchine.

1. Imchungmi.

2. Imchem.
3. Imchem.

flmnachhokmi.
\ Imnachhikmi.

Imnacliikmi.

Imnachikmi.

Preterite.

f Tmchikokmi.
"1 Imchikem.
Imchinem.
Imchimem.

1. Imchungmi.
C Imnachc

\ Imnachi
>ngmi.

ngmi.

f Imchikongmi.

\ Imchikengmi.

}»ut supra.

2. Imchem. Imnachhem. f Imchinem.
3. Imchem. Imnachhem. \ Imchimem.
Thus are conjugated all reflex verbs whatever, having the che sign whether they

be primitive or derivative (and all transitives can be so commuted) as chikche, to

remember, mangche, to forget, lische, to learn, musche, to sit, ipche, to get up,

khokche, to walk, pipche, to suck, sipche, to wake, lipche, to vomit, popche, to

lick, kinche, to lie hid, lunche, to run, denche, to bathe, upche, to wash one's

self, tesche,* to begin, chusche, to end, khwenkhwen panche, to cough, khikche,

to sneeze, liche, to grow (plant only), gosclie, to be rich, vekche to contain,

dosche, to sustain or hold up, dunche, to dig for one's self, phasche, to be able,

* Tesche gives, teshto set free, wonche, gives wonto, in comparison, be able.
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w6nche,* to master one's self, be patient or firm, bongche* to be happy, giwdn
pdnche, to keep silence, rusche, to flee away, kwompanche, to sing, yangche, to

decrease or lose, jonche, to grow or increase (animal only), yukche, to cut one's

self, sische, to kill one's self, tanehe to put for one's self, senche, to know one's

self, or to know simply, hanche, to give to one's self, phokche, to beget or give

birth to for one's self, ingkche, to buy, jvapche, to exchange, khwasche, to

tighten one's self, JTAwasche, to feed one'sf self; tunkoche, to drink,- janko-

che, to eat, chenche,J to piss, topche, to beat one's self, yosche, to like, &c. &c.
MemarJc.—These verbs are aoristic in fact, though in the dual and plural they

are obliged to accommodate themselves to the inflexable forms of those numbers
and such (by and by will be seen) is the case also with the aoristic transitives in

"to." The reflex duals and plurals however always retain their own special signs

or na and chi which are interchangeable for the sake of euphony, na being pre-

ferred to "chi" in the dual to prevent cacophonous repetition of the ch.

6th.—Conjugation of transitives in " to" not having a precedent sibilant.

The verb ha, to give.

Infinitive Affirmative.

Hamung, to give or to have given, aoristic.

Infinitive Negative.

Mang hamung. Not to give, &c.

Gerunds.

Ha he.

Hanung.
Hahe hahe.

Hanung hanung.
Haha ha.

Ha singhe.

Ha khen.

\ Present, giving i with main verb in present or future with

J
' ° &

|_ main verb in preterite,

Continuative present, continually giving.

Past. Having given.

Present or future. When giving.

Past. After having given, after giving.

Havi.

Hata.

Hatang.

Who gives or gave or will give, aoristic. The giver.

Past (passive). Who or what has been given. The given.

Future passive. What will be given, what customarily given,

what fit to be given.

Verbal Nouns.

("Expresses the instrument, as hachyang got, the hand that

Hachyang. < gives. It is also used substantively in a neuter sense, thus

(. topchyang, a hammer. Hammerer is to'vi.

Halting. Expresses the place, halving, the place of giving.

Hasing. Expresses the time, hasing, the time of giving.

The negative of gerunds, participles and verbal nouns is expressed, as in the

infinitive, by the prefix mang, mang hahe, mang havi, &c.

Imperative Mood.-

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Aff. Hato. Hachhe. Hane.
Neg. Tha hato. Tha hachhe. Tha hane.

* Tesche, gives, teshto, set free, wonche, gives, wonto, in comparison be able.

f Kh underlined is the Arabic guttural.

X Chenche of this sort from chent.
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Dual. Hatochhe\
Plural, Hatome.
Negative. Tha hatochhe.

Singular.

Hatungmi.

J Hatungchhem.

\ Hatungmem.
Hatum.

2. -I-Hatochheua.

2. -f-Hatomem.
3. -J- datum.

3. -f-Hatoohhem.

3. -J-Hatomem.

1. Hatungmi.

1. Hatungchhem.
1. Hatungmem.
2. Hatum.

2. Hatochem.*
2. Hatoraem.

3. -J-Hatum.

3. -fHatoehhem.
3. -hHatomem.

Ma hatungmi.

Ms hatum.

Ma hatum.

Dual and Plural of Object.

Give to them two.

Give to them all.

Tha hatome.

Indicative Mood.

Present or future.

Dual.

J -j-Hachhokmi, excl.

\ -j-Hachhikmi, incl.

Dual and Plural of Object.

I give to them two.

I give to them all.

+Hachhikmi.

Dual and Plural of Object.

Thou givest to them two.

Thou givest to them all.

-r*Hatochhem.

Dual and plural of Object.

He gives to them two.

He gives to them all.

Preterite.

JHachhongmi, excl.

\ Hachhingmi, incl.

Dual and Plural of Object.

I gave to them two.

I gave to them all.

-f-Hachhem. -J-Hanem.

Dual and Plural of Object.

Thou gavest to them two.

Thou gavest to them all.

-J-Hatochhem. -|-Hatomem.

Dual and Plural of Object.

He gave to them two.

He gave to them all.

Negative Mood.

Singular Indicative present

f Dual and plural in like manner, merely by prefixing

\ the negative particle ma. N. B.—Hato and all

1 other transitives of its class, are essentially aoristic.

(. See remark aforegone.

Plural.

J Hatikokmi, excl.

\ Hatikem, incl.

H-Hanem.

-J-Hatomem.

J Hatikongmi, excl.

\ Hatikengmi, incl.

* The bracketed portions express peculiar forms of this language.

The mark -J- before any form signifies that it belongs also to the passive which
see. The difference is expressed in such cases by the use of the separate prefixed

pronouns in the instrumental case for the active ; in the objective or accusative

case for the passive, or g'ha, gonha, wathiha, and go, gon wathi for the three per-

sons singular and so on for dual and plural.
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Interrogative Mood.

Singular Indicative present.

1. Hatung ki ma. rDual and plural in like manner and all the rest of
2. Hato ki ma. 1 the verb also ; that is, cut off the final mi or m and
3. Hato ki ma. (. substitute ki ma.

Potential Mood.

Singalar Indicative present.

i ha ™^f„r,r,™; t'
and s0 on through the rest of the verb; wdnto, to

1. tia wontungmi, l t. • • <. i im i ',. ^i L r~ , • .

° Ha wdntum 3 Can
'
beln& conjugated like hato, the root of which

Z' u^ ™x^f„^' J is prefixed merely (wonto is used with transitives
0. na wontum, / L

, . , . ...
J

. \ - . . x
V. and phasche with intransitives).

Optative Mood.

Singular Indicative present.

1. Ha dakgnom, ("and so on through the rest of the verb dak, to wish or

2. Ha dakmi, \ want, as before given. The root of the main verb

3. Ha dakmi, (. is prefixed as before.

Precative Mood.

(That I may give).

Singular Indicative present.

1 T,/, /"And so on, after the manner of the interrogative mood
9* xi'

t J
as to the main verb, to which is added the immutable

o* Tj'
t

j verbal root expressive of wish in the nature of
^ '

(. prayer, hatung yu= o ! si mihi accedat dare.

Remark.—The solicitive form, let me give, let him give, ha hasung, ha hato is

seldom used owing to the iteration of the same root in two different senses.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present. Preterite.

1. Hatung nam. Hatung phen, ~\

2. Hato nam. Hato phen, > and so on for dual and plural.

3. Hato nam. Hato phen, )

Continuative Mood.

1. Ha na ha ndgnom,* "]

2. Ha na ha nunum, Vand so on as in the neuter verb phi.

3. Ha na ha n6mi,

Reciprocal Mood.

\\ Hd na hd panchemr'^ ]
and ™°n as

?
before with reflex of the root

3. Ha na ha panchem, ) P& '
t0 make

'
conJuSated hke lm " che -

* The reflex form of the verb mu, to sit, imperative musche, is often used in

this sense ha na ha muschungmi, muschem, muschem, &c. like imche. So Newari

lias biye chona ~= I sit giving, I remain giving.

f The transitive form of pa, to do, is sometimes preferred to the reflex, Haha
p&ogmi, pdmi, pdmi, &c. See conjugation 10th.
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Singular,

Aff Ha pingko.

Neg. Ha tha ping.

1. Ha pingsungmi,

2. Ha pjngmi,

3. Ha pingmi,

Aff. Hasung.
Give thou to me.

Neg. Tha hagno.

Hasung chhe.

Hasung ne.

Tha hasung chhe.

Tha hasung ne.

Singular.

1. Hagnom = gives

to me.

C 1. Hagnochhem.

\ 1. Hasnoruem.
2. Hami.

2. Hami.
2. Hami.
3. -f-Hatura.

Plural.

Ha pingne.

Ha tha pingne.

Causal Mood.

Imperative.

Dual.

Ha pingchhe.

Ha tha pingche.

Indicative present,

"and so on according to the form of conjugating the

transitive verb pingko, which see in sequel and to

which the root of the main verb is prefixed when

causation is expressed.*

Passive Voice.

Imperative Mood.

J Hacbhong.

\ Give thou to us two
J"
Ha ki kong.

\ Give thou to us all.

Tha hachhok. Tha ha kok.

Dual and plural of agent.

Do ye two give to me.

Do ye all give to me.

The negative forms.

Indicative Mood.

Present.

Dual. Plural.

J,
TT , , , , . , f Hakokmi. excl.

j-Hachhokmi, excl.
J Hdk^m incl ,

+Hachhikmi, incl. 1 = '

tQ ug aU (gubo

L
= §lves t0 US tW°-

L audi file vel iste).

Dual and plural of the agent.

Give to me they two (or ye 2).

Give to me they all.

-fHachhikmi. -J-Hanem.

Dual and plural of agent.

Give to thee they two.

Give to thee they all.

-fHatochhem. -f-Hatomem.f

* Causal verbs have all the complete forms of conjugation proper to primary
verbs; and, as they are constituted by transitives, they take, like transitives, the

reflex and passive and double objective forms, being conjugated from pingche and
pingsung and ping (k) to, as well as pingko. The reflex of hato is hanche, conju-

gated like imche : the quasi passive is hasung, for which see on. Hato has no
doubly objected form. Itself expresses give it to him or give him.

f The forms marked with a cross precedent (+) are common to both voices.

See active. There is no infinitive of this quasi passive. The causal transitive

which carries a passive as well as active sense has it, thus Hamung, to give, ha-

pingmung, to be given, more properly, to cause to give. So Newari has biye, to

give, biyeke (ke the causal sign) to be given or cause to give. Newari has no
other semblance even of a passive. Vayu with its suffixed objective forms of the

pronoun has, as above seen. But this again is weakened by the special restriction

of the suffixes, thus hanum, gives or gave to thee, / only and no other.

3 L
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3. +Hafochhem.
3. -f-^atomem.

Singular.

1. Hasungmi.

Dual and plural of agent.

Give to him they two.

Give to him they all.

Preterite.

Dual.

Hachhongmi, excl.

chhingmi, incl.

f He
\Hc {

H
H

Plural.

akikongmi, excl.

akikengmi, incl.

Dual and plural of agent.

Gave to me they two (or ye two).

Gave to me they all (any).

-j-Hachem. 4"H.jinem '

Dual and plural of agent.

Gave to thee they two.

Gave to thee they all.

-j-Hatochhem. -|-Hatomem.

Dual and plural of agent.

Gave to him they two.

Gave to him they all.

A second passive may be formed by the passive participle and substantive verb,

of clear meaning, but eschewed owing to the relative sense inherent in the par-

ticiples.

Indicative present singular.

1. Hasungchhem.
1. Hasungmem.
2. Hami.

2. Hami.
4-2. Hami.
-j-3. Hatum.

3. +Hatochhem.
3. -j-Hatomem.

1. Hata n6gnom. ("And so on through the verb no, to be—an irregular

2. Hata ndnum. 1 verb which is given in the seque 1. Remark.—To
3. Hata t;6mi. (. this responds havi nognom of the active voice.

Passive potential.

(I can be given).

Present singular.
dual

and

of

wonto

like

that
Passive precative.

(That I may be given)

Present singular.

"

dual

and

;

to

the

hato

less

which

is

utablever- subjoined.

1. Ha wongnom. bo.S <o
1. Hagnoyu. at -s

a
i

;

2. Ha wonrai.

on

throu

,

the

pass

conjugat

0.

2. Hayu. ST3 °;S^
* 2 n *> ° '« ^

3. Ha wdntum.

Preterite.

3. Hatoyu.

Preterite.

*S ° n - w
*3 o £ a *» «S
- « o fl t .i
5 *** — c -S

1. Ha wonsungmi. g "5 bp-a 1. Hasungyu. 2 £ -1 * U p'

2. Ha wonrai. ^i-§S 2. Hayu. 1-2 3.3 S-3
3. Ha wontum. ^ 5 ^-° ° 3. Hatoyu.

.>

Remark.— Observe that in the potential mood, as in the causal below, the expres-

sion of the passivity is transferred from the truncated main verb, which shows
only its crude root, to the secondary verb.

Passive Causal,

eterite.

(I am caused to be given (or to give)).

1. Hapinggnom.^ 1. Ha pingsungmi.

2. Ha, pingmi. > Present. 2. Ha pingmi.

3. Ha pingmi. J 3. Ha pingnum.

And so on through dual and plural, following the conjugational forms of the

passive voice of the verb pingko, to send, which see.

!•
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Passive Subjunctive.

(If I be given).

1. Ha gno nam. "j ("1. Hasungphen.

2. Ha nam. >• Present.

3. Hato nam.

fl. Hasungphen. 1

< 2. Ha phen. I Preterite.

[3. Hato phen. J

Like the precative, only substituting the subjunctive particles for the single

precative one. And the interrogative mood of the passive merely substitutes the

particle of interrogation or kiuaa, hagnoki ma, &c.

Special forms.

Active or passive, = agento objective.

1st.— I to thee.

Hanum. Give or gave to thee I only.
^

Hanochhem. Give or gave to you two I only. > Aoristic.

Hanonem. Give or gave to you all 1 only. j

2nd.—Thou to me.

7Hagnom. Givest to me thou (or he).

7Hagnochem. Give to me ye two (or they two) I Present tense.

Hagnonera. Give to me ye all only. J
7Hasungmi. Gavest to me thou.

7Hasungchhem. Gave to me ye two. > Preterite.*

Hasungnem. Gave to me ye all. J

Thus are conjugated all transitives in "to" that have the root only precedent,

as Woto, to cleanse, Lato, to snatch away, Chito, to split, Jito, to tear, Photo, to

eradicate, Cheto, immingere, Rfto, to cause to rot or rot it, Lito, to cause to grow,

or grow it, &c. The verbs with a " p" before the sign, as lipto, to vomit, napto,

to compress, change the p into m in the plural imperative and in the second person

plural preterite, as namne, do ye all compress, and namnem, ye all compressed.

Those with a " k" before the sign, as thikto, to shut, khikto, to cause to sneeze,

change the k into ng, as thingne, do ye all shut, and thingnem, ye all shutted it.

No other precedent letter makes any change, save the sibilant to which we shall

next proceed as forming a different conjugation. Meanwhile conjugate as above
yangto, to decrease, bongto, to please, Mangto, to cause to forget or to forget

him, phimto, to depress, khamto, to summon, Mamto, to frighten, Thento, to

cause to win, Yemto, to burn, Umto, to burn corpse, W6nto, to win, to be able^
Pelto, to wring or extract juice, Tamto, to cry out, Damto, to fill, &c. &c.

7th conjugation of verbs in " t6" having a precedent sibilant (always palpably felt

in the reflex, sometimes not so in the transitive, wherein something like bn abrupt
tone, however, indicates in such cases its latent presence, or else a sound like

English th, or ph, as pha'to, muphto, hothto for phasto, musto and hosto. But
observe, there is no true tone as in the 8th and 11th conjugations (to'po and
pho'ko) and the real euphonic intercalary letter is the sibilant, s).

* The forms preceded by the mark 7 are not special but are repeated here to

illustrate such as are special. Compare the whole with those of the Peruvian

language of America apud Markham, p. 397. There are slight differences indicating

diverse degrees of decomposition, but the resemblance in substance and principle

is wonderful. I commend it to those who so dogmatically tell us it is not legi-

timate philology to heed such coincidences.

t This neuter sense of wonto is restricted to its use as a compound, and it is so

used only with transitives. With intransitives the reflex form of pha to be able

is employed : top wontum, he can beat : imphaschem, he can sleep.

3 l 2
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The verb si, to kill.

Infinitive.
Aff. Sit'mung, to kill, to have killed, \ . .

Neg. Mang sit'mung, not to kill, &c. J
a0rlS C '

Gerunds. Participles.

Sit'he, "1

Sit'nung,
1

Sit'vi, T
Sit'he sit'he, I 1

Sit' sit'ha,

1

ut supra. Sista, V ut supra.

Sis' singhe,
Sistang, J

Sit' khen. J
Verhal Nouns.

Si*chyang, 1
Sitlung,

\
ut supra.

Sitsing, J

Their negatives are formed by prefixed mang, mangsit'i

Imperative.

ie, mangsit'vi, See.

Singular. Dual. Plural.

I. Sisto. Sischhe;

Dual and plural of object.

Sene ? Sitne.

IT. Sistochhe. Do thou kill them two.

III. Sistome. Do thou kill them all.

Negatives.

I. Tha sit.' Tha siscbhe. Tha sene ? Sitne.

II. Tha sit'chhik. Kill not them two.

III. Tha sit'uie Kill not them all.

Indicative present.
Singular. Dual. Plural.

1. Sinmi.* , f Sischhokmi, excl. •

"•"
\ Sischhikmi, incl.

Dual and plural of agent.

( Sitkokmi, excl.

^ Sitkem, incl.

1. Sinehhem. I kill them two.

1. Sinmem. I kill them all.

2. -f-Sitmi. -J-Sischhikmi.

Dual and plural of object.

-f-Sitnem.

2. Sischhi.kmi. Thou killest them two.

2. Sitmem. Thou killest them all.

3. +Sitmi.f -J-Sischhikmi. -f Sitmem,

Another form, = sinmi, sitmi, sitmi, is sitvi nognom, sitvi nonum, sitvi nomi,
and so on, formed by active participle and substantive verb.

f Compare with sinmi, sitmi, sitmi, the correspondent syana, syata, syata of

Newari. The root (si, sa vel sya) and the augments (n and t) are alike and alike

disposed, that is, the augment following the root. So also in both tongues the

augment of the 2nd and 3rd person, or t, constitutes the passive in all 3 persons

si-t-gnom ; si-t-mi, si-t-mi = Newari syata, sya-ta, sya-ta. The si-t of the one
is precisely the sya-t or sha-t of the other, the t being that mark of action, apart

from one's own, whereby the passive (with the help of the separate prefixed objec-

tive pronoun in both tongues alike) is denoted. And yet these two languages have

all the superficial marks of wide contrariety and opposition. In the vocabulary I

have pointed attention to identical roots or words used verbally in one of these

tongues, substantially in the other, or of which the one has the primitive, the

other the derivative. What I would imply is that identical roots and constructive

principles may be found in this family of tongues where one would least expect

to find them.
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3. -f Sischliikmi.

3. -(-Sitmem.

1. Sistungrmi.

1. Sistungchhem.

1. Sistungmern.

2. Sistum.

2". Sistochhena.

2. Sistomem.
3. -(-Sistuin.

3. + S : stochhem.

3. -fSistomem.

Present.

1. Ma sinmi.

2. Ma sitmi.

3. Ma sitmi.

&c.

Present.

1. Sinki ma.

2. Sitki ma.

3. Sitki ma.

1. Sit wontongmi.
2. Sit wontum.
3. Sit -(-wontum.

Present.

1. Sit +dakgnom.
2. Sit -f-dakmi.

3. Sit -Hakmi.

Dual and plural of object.

He kills them two.

He kills them all.

Preterite.

, f Sischhongmi, excl.

+ ls
f Sistiko

\ Sistike

ongmi, excl.

engmi, iiicl.

-(-Seuein ? Sitnem.*

Sischhingmi, incl.

Dual and plural of object.

I killed them two.

I killed them all.

-J-Sischhem.

Dual and plural of object.

Thou killedst them two.

Thou killedst them all.

-j-Sistochhem. -(-Sistomem.

Dual and plural of object.

He killed them two.

He killed them all.

Negative Mood.

Preterite.

1. Ma sistungmi.

2. Ma sistum.

3. Ma sistum.

&c. &c.

Interrogative Mood.

Preterite.

1. Sistung ki ma.
2. Sisto ki ma.

3. Sisto ki ma.

Potential Mood.

Aoristic.

''and so on, like hato which also is aoristic in singular,

! though in dual and plural it is tensed and also in

the passive voice.

Optative Mood.

Preterite*

1. Sit -(-daksungmi,

2. Sit -(-dangmi,

3. Sit 4-dangmi,
&c. like dak aforegone.

# Senera,like Sene in the imperative must be an error though insisted on to

me. Seko, to know, gives Senem and Sene, regularly as Sisto, to kill, gives Sitnem
and Sitne. In the intransitives we have respectively seriche and sische.
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Present.

1. Sin yu.

2. Sit yu.

3. Sit yu.

Pr<

1. Sinnarn.

2. Sitnam.

3. Sitnam.

JPrecative Mood.

(That I may kill).

Preterite

1. Sistung yu,

2. Sisto yu,

3. Sisto yu,

Subjunctive Mood.

Preterite.

&c. as in the uncompounded verb.

1. Sistungphen, f , . ,, , ,

9 S" t 1 J
a so on as m uncompounded

Present.

Sit'nasit' nognom.
Sit'nasit' nonum.
Sit'nasit' nomi.

Sit'nasit' panchungmi
Sit'nasit' panehem,

Sit'nasit' panchem,

3. Sistophen, [

Continuative Mood.

Preterite.

Sit'nasit' nosungmi,
Sit'nasit' nonum,
Sit'nasit n6mi.

\ and s(

} liar

so on conjugating the auxi-

after the model of phi.

Reciprocal Mood.

Aff.

Neg,

Aff.

Ne«r.

(2.

u
3.

Singular.

Sissung.

Tha sitgno.

( Sissungchhe.

( Sissungne\

( Tha sitgnochhe.

^ Tha sitguone.

Singular.

Sit gnom
= kills me (sub-

audi llle vel iste).

Sit gnochhem.
Sit gnomem.
+Sitmi.

Sitmi.

Sitmi.

+ Sitmi.

&c. after the model of imche, which, like all

intransitives in che, is aoristic.

Causal Verb.

As before in all respects.
See Hato.

Passive Yeeb.

Imperative Mood.

Dual. Plural.

Sischbong. Sisti kong.

Tha sischhok. Tha sit kdk.

Dual and plural of agent.

Do ye two kill me.

Do ye all kill me.
Do ye two not kill me.
Do ye all not kill me.

Indicative present.

Dual. Plural,

-f Sischhokmi, excl. -f-Sit kdkmi, excl.

-J-Sischhikmi, inch -J-Sit kem, incl.

= kills us two. = kills us all.

Dual and plural of agent.

Kill me they two (or ye two).

Kill me they all.

+Sischhikmi. +Sit'nem.

Dual and plural of agent.

Kill thee they two (or we two).

Kill thee they all (or we all).

+3ischhikmi. -|-Sitmem.
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Dual and plural of agent.

( 3. -4-Sischhikrai. Kill him they two (or ye two).

^3. -rSitmem. Kill him they all.

Preterite'

1 Sissungmi.
f +Sischhongmi, excl. f -fSistikdngmi. excl.

5
(.
+SischhfngiBi, incl. \ -j-SisLikengmi, incl.

Dual and plural of agent.

J 1. *Sissungchhem. Killed me they two (or ye two).

\ 1. Sissunguiem. Killed me they all.

2. Sinmi. Sischhem. Senem ? Sitnem.

Dual and plural of agent.

J 2. Sinmi. Killed thee they two (or we two).

\ 2. Sinmi. Killed thee they all (or we all).

3. Sistuua. Sistochhem. Sistomem.

Dual and plural of agent.

( 3. Sistochhem. Killed him they two.

\ 3. Sistomem. Killed him they all.

Second eoem of the Passive.

Infinitive Mood.

Aff. Sista { ,

,

& '
, \ killed.

Ldumung, to become )

Neg. Sista {
m » n * ™}'™»S> I not to be 1

°
l mang dumung, l not to become J

Gerunds.

Sista not'he, dumhe, "^

Sista not'nung, dumnung,
Sista not'not'ha, dumdumha, \- ut supra.

Sista not'singhe, dumsinghe,
j

Sista not'khen, dumkhen, J
Participles.

Sista not'vi or dumvi, *}

Sista no'ta or dumta, > ut supra.

Sista no'tang, dumtang, j

Verbal nouns.

Sista not' or dura-chyang, 1

Sista not' or dum-lung, |»ut supra.

Sista not' or dum-sinsr, J
Negatives by mang prefixed.

Imperative present.

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Aff. Sista, no dum. Sista {
n
A
6che '

\ Sista (
n
?
ne -

I dumcne. J [ dumne.
Neg. By prefixed participle tha.

* Brackets before the repeated numbers (answering to 3 persons of verb), and
the crosses (+), as before explained.
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Indicative present.

1. Sista

2. Sista

3. Sista

f nognom.

^ dumum,

J nouum.
[ dumi.

J nomi.

I
dumi.

"1

I An d so on according to the paradigms phi

and dam.

Remark.—This form of the passive has a correspondent active form, sit'vi, nog-

nom vel dumum, and both are singularly free from doubt as to the sense, and
singularly correspondent with our English idiom, I am killing, I am killed, the

phrases being in effect, I am the killer and I am the killed.

But, owing to the inherence of the relative sense in the participles, these forms

are eschewed. The following correspondent forms in Khas and Newari are equally

available in those languages and equally eschewed for the same reason.

KMs.
Active. Passive.

1. Hannya hun.
2. Hannya iios.

3. Hannya ho.

Hanyako hun.

Hanyako hds.

Hanyako ho.

Newari.

1. Ji syahmakha, or ju.

2. Chha syahmakha, or ju

3. Wo syahmakha, or ju.

s. Sit'num.

D. Sit'nochhem.

P. Sit'nonem.

8. 7Sit'gnom.
J). 7Sit'gnochhem.
P. Sit'gnonem.

S. 7Sit'sungmi.

D. 7Sit'sungchhem.

P. Sit'sungnem.

Syanahmakha,
"]

Syanahmakha, > kha or julo.*

Syanahmakha, J

Specialforms of action between the 2 first persons.

First form, I to thee.

Kill or killed or will kill thee I only.

Kill or killed or will kill you two I only.

Kill or killed or will kill you ail I only.

Second form, Thou to me.

Present and
Future.

> Preterite.

Killst or wilt kill me thou (or he).

Kill or will kill me ye two (or they two)
Kill or will kill me ye all only.

Killedst me thou (or he).

Killed me ye two (or they two).

Killed me ye all only.

The negative merely prefixes ma as in active voice.

The interrogative drops the final m or mi and substitutes ki ma, as in active

voice.

The potential is conjugated with the passive form of the secondary verb wdnto.

Present and future. Preterite.

1. Sit'wdns;nom. 1. Sit'w6nsungmi. 1 j i *.•

I and so only conjugating

[ like passive of Hato.
Sit'wonmi.

Sit'wontum.
2. Sit'wonmi

3. Sit'wontum.

Optative mood precisely as in the active voice, dakgnom, meaning I desire

and I am desired, and the passive expression being removed from the truncated

main verb.

* Kha and ju are substantive verbs in Newari, whereof the former is immutable,

and the latter becomes julo in the preterite.
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Present.

Precative Mood.

Preterite.

1. Sit' gno yu. 1. Sissung yu, "\ and so on, by dropping final m or
2. Sit' yu. 2. Sin yu, > mi of the passive and substituting

3. Sit' yu. 3. Sisto yu, j immutable precative particle yu.

The subjunctive mood resembles the above, taking only its own signs in lieu of
yu, the precative sign.

Present.

1. Sit ping gnom.
2. Sit pingmi.

3. Sit pingmi.

Preterite.

1. Sit pingsungmi,

2. Sit pingmi,

3. Sit pingkum,

and so all through all the pas-

sive forms of the verb pingko,

which see.

According to the above paradigm of sisto, conjugate also pisto to bring,*

khisto to rub, khwasto, to feed, phasto, to enable (pha'to), chasto, to hit with

stone (cha'to), Mwasto (khwa'to), to tighten, dosto, to sustain for another,

(dophto) musto, to seat (muphto), testo, to set at liberty or cause to begin

{tethto), thesto, to kick (thetfAto), chusto, to finish it (chuphto), chisto, to

suspend, isto, to tell, risto, to rot it, josto (jopto), to kindle, chhisto, to relate

(chhi'to), wasto, to abandon, yosto, to approve, like, nasto, to wet (na'to), lusto

(luphto), to transplant, thos'to (thophto) to take out, tosto (tophto), to reconcile,

to unite ; lis'to, to teach and to return
;

pes'to, to reap ; las'to (la^Ato), to take

for another, &c. &c. N. B.—The intercalary silibant varies to sh, ph and English

th. It is least obscure with the vowel i ; most so with the vowels a, u and 6.

8th.—Conjugation of transitives in po, not having a nasal (n. ng. m) before it.

The verb top', to strike (potius, to).f

Infinitive Mood.
Aff. To'mung, 1
tvt i\/r' i. » Vaoristic.
Neg. Mang to mung, J

Gerunds. Participles.

Top'he, "^

Topnung,
Toptopha, y ut supra.

Topsinghe,
j

Topklien, J

To'vi, -]

Topta,

Tuptang,

Verbal nouns.

Topchyang,
Toplung,

Topsing, J

}»ut supra.

Negatives of all by prefixed mang.

Imperative.

Singular. Dual.

To'po. Topchhe.

Plural.

Tomne.

* Kh of khisto is a very peculiar sound verging upon a vague th, or hard h or

Sanscrit ksh : kh, is hard Arabic, without the least vagueness.

f The root is properly to, equal to ta vel da of Chinese, Newari, Sontal and tha,

the same aspirated, of Kuswar. The dubious adherence of the transitive sign, or

p, is highly significant.

3 }i
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To'pochhe.

To'pome.

Tha top'.

Tha topchhik.

Tha top'me.

1. To'rni*

2. Topchhikmi.
2. To'mem.
3.+To'mi.t

3.-fTo'pchhikmi.
3.-}-To'mem.

1. To'pungmi,

1. To'pungchhem.
1. To'pungmem.
2. To'pum.

2. To'pochhem.
2. To'pomem.
3. +To'i>um.

3. +To'pochhem.
3. -J-To'pomem.

Dual and plural of object.

Do thou strike them two.

Do thou strike them all.

Negatives.

Tha topchhe. Tha topne.

Kill not them two.

Kill not them all.

Indicative present.

f + Topchhokmi, excl. , "I To' poj

\ Topchhikmi, inch J To' pei

Dual and plural of object.

J 1. Tomchhem. I strike them two.

\ 1. Tomem. I strike them all.

2. To'mi. -J-Topchhikmi.

Dual and plural of object.

Thou strik'st them two.

Thou strik'st them all.

-f-Topchhikmi.

Dual and plural of object.

J3.-|-To'pchhikmi. He strikes them two.

\ 3,-J-To'mem. He strikes them all.

Preterite.

( ,
Topchhongmi, excl.

\ "*"Topchhingmi, incl.

Dual and Plural of object.

J 1. To'pungchhem. I struck them two.

\ 1. To'pungmem. I struck them all.

-J-Topchhem.

Dual and plural of object.

f 2. To'pochhem. Thou struck'st them two.

[ 2. To'pomem. Thou struck'st them all.

-f-To'pochhem.

Dual and plural of object.

J 3. +To'pochhem. He struck them two.

\3. -J-To'pomem. He struck them all.

Negative by prefixed ma.

Optative mood by conjugating the verb to desire suffixed to the unchanging

form top' of the main verb.

>pmi, excl.

pern, incl.

-f-Topnena.

-|-To'mem.

}• To'pikongmi, excl.

• To'pikengmi, incl.

-j-Tomnem.

-J-To'pomem.

* It is noticeable very that the verbs in po have no mark of the first person

singular of present tense, so generally contradistinguished from the 2nd and 3rd,

or all other persons. Even Newari preserves this distinction, daye, dayu, (in the

past, daya. dala, dah'i).

f Tomi witli the prolonged tone instead of the abrupt one, means he places,

whereas to'mi, is he hits. The former comes from tako = place ; the latter from

to'po = hit.
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Interrogative Mood.

Present. Preterite.

1. Tom' ki ma. To'pung ki ma, "j &c. by dropping the mi or

2. 4* Top' ki ma. T°'po ki ma, > m final and substituting ki

3. -f Top' ki ma. -|-To'po ki ma, J ma.

Subjunctive by substituting nam in present and phen in past for the interro-

gative ki ma.

Potential Mood.

Present and Past (Aoristic).

1. Top wontungmi, 1

2. Top wontum. y&c. as in Hato and ItJishto potentials.

3. -|-Top wontum, J

Precative Mood.

Present. Past.

1. Tom yu. 1. To' pungyu.
}

2. +Top yu. 2. To' poyu. [ &c. &c.
3. +Top yu. 3. +To' poyu. )

Continuative Mood.

Present tense.

1. Top na top nognom, "| *and so on, conjugating the auxiliary verb

2. Top na top nonum, y no after the manner of phi, in dual and

3. Top na top nomi,

Present.

"j *and so

y no aftc

J plural.

Reciprocal Mood.

2. Top na top Sctem^' 1 and
P

S0 0r
V

conjugating panche after the model

o m ' t ' u f of lmche.
3. Top na top panchem. J

Causal Verb.

As before in all respects. See prior samples.

Cause to strike, top'pingko (see trans. " inko"),

Passive Vekb.

Imperative Mood.

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Top sung Top chhong To'pi kong
= Hit me. = Hit us two. = Hit us all.

* Top na top muschun^mi (from musche, to sit) may also be used, = daya

chona of Newari. So also the reciprocal can be expressed by top na top pangmi
or the transitive which moreover is apt to blend in sense with the continuative.

So also you can express the habitual present tense by to' vi nognom, literally I am
the striker.

3 m 2
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Top suns;chhe.

Top sungne.

Tha topmo.
Tha topmochhe.
Tha topmone.

Singular.

1. To' mum

Dual and plural of agt

Hit me ye two.

Hit me ye all.

Negatives.

Tha topchhok.
Hit me not ye two.

Hit me not ye all.

Indicative Mood.

Dual.

Tha to'pok.

Plural.

To' popmi, exc!.

•To' pern, incl.

= hits us all.

{

"| -f-Top chhokmi, excl.

= hits me (suban- V-j-Top chhikmi, incl.

di, he). J = hits us two.

Dual and plural of agent.

1. To' mochhem. They two (and ye two) hit me.

1. To' momem. They all hit me.

2. -f-To' mi. +Top chhikmi. +Top nem.

Dual and plural of agent.

2. To' mi. They two (and we two) hit thee.

2. To' mi. They all (and we all) hit thee.

3. +To' mi. -|-Top chhikmi. -J-Topmem.

Dual aud plural of agent.

They two (and ye two) hit bim.

They all hit him.
/ 3. .Top chhikmi.

L3. """Top' mem.

Singular,

Topsungmi.

Preterite.

Dual.

f i_Top chhongmi, excl.

Plural.

kong n

keng mi, incl.
{• To'pi kong mi, excl

^To'pi

1. Top sung chhem.
1. Top sung mem.
2. To' mi.

To'p chhingmi, incl.

Dual and plural of agent.

They two (or ye two) struck me.
They all struck me.
-|-Top chhem. -|-^ om nem -

N. B.—The brackets and the initial crosses (-{-) refer, as before explained to

forms of the verb scarcely reconcileable with our ideas of conjugation and yet not

easily separable from such as are so, and to forms common to the active and
passive voices, see on for another view of the subject.

Dual and plural of agent.

They two (or we two) struck thee.

They all struck thee.

-J-To' pochhem. -|-To' pomem.

Dual and plural of agent.

They two struck him.

They all struck him.

A second form of passive is constructed from the past participle and the auxiliar

verb, as aforenoticed, thus

—

/2. To' mi.

l> To' mi.

3. +To' pum.

J3. . To' pochhem.

1 3. To' pomem-
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1. Topta nognom,*
2. Topta nonum,
3. Topta norai,

D.7
P.

S.7

D.
P.

Top num,
Topnochhem,
Top nonem,

Thou strik'st or wilt strike me.
Ye two strike or will strike me.
Ye all strike or will strike me.
Thou struckedst me.
Ye two struck me.
Ye all struck me.

Aoristic.

Present and
Future.

Preterite

Vayu Vocabulary. 457

I &c. according to the model of sheer neuters (see

J
Phi)-

Special Forms.

I.—I and thou.

I (only) strike or will strike or struck thee. ~\

I (only) strike or struck you two.

I (only) strike or struck you all.

II.—Thou and

Top'mum.
Top' mochhem.
Top' monem.
Top sungmi.

Top sungchhem.
Top sungnem.

The optative passive is precisely similar to the optative active. The negative

mood is formed, as before, by merely prefixing the particle of negation, or ma.

Interrogative Mood.

Preterite.

Topsung ki ma. ") Dual and plural by dropping m
Tom ki ma. > or mi final and substituting the

-}-To'po ki ma. j interrogative form.

Subjunctive mood by substituting nam and phen for ki ma, according to tense.

Potential Mood.

Preterite.

1. Top wonsungmi,
2. Top wonmi,
3. -J-Top wontum,

Precative Mood.

Preterite.

1. Top sung yu.

2. Tom yu.

3.
-f.

To'po yu.

Causal Verb.

Formed as before with the passive of pingko added to top'. Top pinggnom,
&c, Top pingsungmi, &c. Like the above paradigm of roots in 'po are conjugated

also, chi'po, to defecate, wo'po, to shoot, i'po, to raise (make get up) du'po, to

kindle, khi'po, to make rope, pi'po, to suck, po'po, to lick, yo'po, to take off,

chho'po, to sharpen, and all others having no consonant but an abrupt tone (stand-

ing for truncated p) before the transitive sign.

9th.—Conjugation of transitives in po having a nasal (m. n. ng) before it.

Present.

1. To' mo ki ma.
2. -f-Top ki ma.

3. -j-Top ki ma.

Present (orfuture).

1. Top wongnom.
2. Top wonmi.
3. +Top wontum.

Present.

1. To'mo yu.

2+Top yu.

3+Top yu.

and so on, conjugating with

the passive of wonto like

the passive of hato.

Dual and plural as in the

indicative, substituting yu
for the final m or mi.

* See prior note at Sishto. Here we have for Vayu to'vi nognom and topta

noKiiom, = kbas kutnya hon and kutyako hon and dahma kha, daya'hma kha,

Newari.
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The verb hom, to taste.

Infinitive Mood.

Aff. Hommung, to taste or to have tasted.* Aoristic.

Neg. Mang hommung, not to taste or to have tasted.

Gerunds. 1

Horn he. V Present. Tasting <

Hom nung, J [

Hom hom ha.

Horn sing he.

Hom kben.

Honvi or Homvi.
Hooata or Hornpta.

Homtang or Homptang.

Hom chyang.

With main verb in present or future

with main verb in preterite.

Past. Having tasted.

Future or present. When tasting.

Past. After tasting. After having tasted.

Participles.

Who tastes, did or will taste. Aoristic.

What is or has been tasted. Past and passive.

What will be tasted, what is usually tasted, what fit to

be tasted. Future passive.

Verbal Nouns.

~j Expresses the instrument as homchyang li, the tasting

> tongue. It is also used substantively hom chyang,

J the taster (organ, not man.)

Hom lung, expresses

Hom sins;, expresses

The negative forms o

cle mang.

the locality, external to self.

the time of tasting,

f all the above are made by prefixing

Imperative Mood.

the privitive parti

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Hompo. Homchhe.

Dual and plural of object.

Homne.

Hompochhe.
Hompome.

Do thou taste those two.

Do thou taste them all.

Negatives of the above.

Tha hom.
Tna homchhik.
Tha homne.

Tha homchhe.
Do not t;iste those two.

Do not taste them all.

Indicative Mood.

Present tense.

Tha homne.

]. Hom sungmi. f . Hom chhokmi, excl. /"Horn popmi, excl.

\~Mlom chhikmi, incl. \""" Hom pem, incl.

Dual and plural of object.

fl. Hom sungchhem.

\1. Hom sungmem.
2. -J- Hom mi.

I taste them two.

I taste them all.

-J-Hom chhikmi. -f-Homnem.

Dual and plural of object.

f2. Hom chhikmi.

\2. Horn mem.
3.-l-Hom mi.

Thou tast'st them two.

Thou tast'st them all.

-\~ Hom chhikmi. -}-Hc mnem.

* Also used quite like ao adjective hommung ti, drinking or palatable water,

ater fit for tasting or being tasted.
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Dual and plural of object.

(3-r-Homchhikini. He tastes them two.

1 3.-J-Hoinmem. He tastes them all.

Preterite.

„ TT f , Horn chhongmi, excl. f Hompi kongmi, exci.
1. Horn pungmi |+Hom chbingmi, incl. \+Hompi kengmi, iucl.

Dual and plural of object.

fl. Horn pungchhem. f 1 tasted them two.

\_I. Horn pungmem. \I tasted them all.

2. Horn pum. 4~ Horn chhem. -J- Horn nem.

Dual and plural of object.

{2. Horn pochhem. fThou tastedst them two.

2. Horn pomem. \Tiiou tastedst them all.

3.
-J- Horn pum. -|~^om pochhem. -{-Horn pomem.

Dual and plural of object.

{.Horn pochhem. f He tasted them two.

""Horn pomem. \He tasted them all.

Negative mood by prefixed ma.

Optative mood by conjugation of the verb dak suffixed to the root (horn) of the

main verb Horn dak gnom, &c.

Interrogative mood by dropping final mi or m ana* substituting the interrogation

form ki ma, thus

—

Present. Preterite.

1. Horn sung ki ma. Horn pnng ki ma.
2.-}- Horn kima. Horn po ki ma.

3. -j-Hom kima. -f-Hom po ki ma.

Subjunctive mood by substituting nam in the present and phen in the past for

ki ma, ihus horn sung nam, if I taste; horn pung phen, if 1 had tasted, &c.

Potential mood by conjugating the aoristic transitive wonto after the root horn.

JPrecative Mood.

Present. Preterite.

1. Horn sung yu. Horn pung yu. "1 thus merely substituting the

2. -}• Horn yu. Horn po yu. V precative particle for the iu-

3. -j-Homyu. -j- Horn po yu. J terrogative.

Continuative Mood.

Horn na hom nognom, ~]

Horn na hom nonum, '-&c. as before.

Horn na hom nomi, J

Reciprocal Mood.

Horn na hom panchungmi, "|

Hom na hom panchem,
, &c. as before.

Hom na hom panchem, J

Causal.

By conjugating the root hom with the causal verb pingko, as before.
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Singular.

Aff. Horn sung.

Neg. Tha hommo.

Aff. Horn sungchhe.

Aff. Horn sungne.

Neg. Tha hommochhe.
Neg. Tha hommone.

Singular.

1. Horn mum.

fl. Horn mochhem.
\_1. Horn momem.

Singular.

2. -J- Hommi.

2. Hommi.
2. Hommi.
3. -f-Hommi.
3. -j-Hom chhikmi,

3. -|-Hom mem.{

1. Horn sungmi.

"1. Horn sungchhem.
1. Horn sungmem.
2. Homnri.

f2. Hommi.
^2. Hommi.
3.-J-Hompum.

'3.-|-Hom pochem.
3. -f-

Horn pomem.

Hompta nognom,
Hompta nonum,
Hompta nomi,

Plural.

Horn pi kong.

Tha horn pole.

Passive.

Imperative Mood.

Dual.

Homchhong.
Tha homchhok.

Dual and plural of agent.

Do ye two taste me.
Do ye all taste me.
Do ye two taste me not.

Do ye all taste me not.

Indicative Mood.

Dual. Plural.

{.Horn chhokmi, excl.

"•"Horn chhikmi, incl.

Dual and plural of agent.

They two (or ye two) taste me.
They all taste me.

Dual. Plural,

+ Hom chhikmi. -J-Homnem.

Dual and plural of agent.

They two (and we two) taste thee.

They all (and we two) taste thee.

-\- Horn chhikmi. -J-Hommem.
They two (and ye) taste him.

They all taste him.

Preterite.

{ I Horn popmi, excl.

Horn pern, incl,

{i Horn chhong mi, excl.

Horn chhing mi, incl.

{.Hompi kongmi, excl.

Hompi kengmi, incl.

Dual and plural of agent.

They two (or ye two) tasted me.
They all tasted me.

-f-Homchhem. -j-Homnem.

Dual and plural of agent.

They two (or we two) tasted thee.

They all (or we two) tasted thee.

-j-Hom pochhem. -|-Hom pomem.

Dual and plural of agent.

They two tasted him.

They all tasted them.

2nd form of the passive.

&c. as before throughout the auxiliary verb.
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Special Forms.

461

S.

D.
P.

Hornnum.
Horn nochera.

Horn noriem. J

S.y Homraum.
D.7 Horn mochhem.

P. Horn monem.

S-7 Horn sungmi.*
D.7 Horn sungchhem.
P. Horn sungnena.

I.—I and thou.

I (only) taste or will taste or did taste thee!

I (only) taste or tasted you two.

I (only) taste or tasted you all.

II.—Thou and I.

Thou (or he) tast'st or wilt taste me.

Ye two (or they two) taste &c. or will

taste me.

Ye ail taste or will taste me.

Preterite.

Thou (or he) tasted'st me.

Ye two (or they two) tasted me.

Ye all (only) tasted me.

Present

and
Future.

Preterite.

Negative Mood.

Is formed, as in active voice, merely by prefixing the privative particle ma.

Optative Mood.

Concurs with the same in the active voice, dak having an active and passive

sense, and the neuter form dakgnom being also the passive form, dakgnom I

desire or am desired ; the latter sense transferred to root. With the synonymous
verb yot', to like, the voices can be distinguished, yosto being the active transitive

and yosung the passive, hence we have as optative active and passive.

Active voice.

1. Horn yonmi. "} Present tense.

Passive voice.

2. Horn yotmi.

3. Horn yotmi.

1. Horn yostuugmi.

2. Horn yostum.

3. Horn yostum,

] like to taste.

Present tense.

I like to be

tasted.

Preterite. Preterite.

1. Horn yotgnom.
2. Horn yonmi.
3. Horn yostum.

1. Horn yossungmi.

2. Horn yonmi.

3. Horn yostum. )

Interrogative Mood.

Simply by dropping m or mi final and substituting ki ma.

Subjunctive Mood.

Simply by dropping the mi or m and substituting nam for present and phen for

past tense, Hommonam : Homsungphen, &c.

Potential Mood.

By conjugating the passive of wonto, as before, added to the root horn.

JPrecative Mood.

By dropping the final m or mi, and substituting yu : Hommo yu : Homsung
yu, &c.

* The mark 7 placed before some of these forms indicates that they are in-
cluded in the more ordinary forms of conjugation. They are repeated here for
illustration. The change of sense in dual and plural of preterite shows, in con-
junction with the whole system of conjugation, how restive the language is under
these trammels.

3 N
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Causal Mood.

As before by pingko added to the root.

Thus are conjugated, nampo, to smell; thampo, to lose; #humpo, to bury;
hempo, to cause to sleep; hampo, to spread ; and all similar words. So also are

conjugated all transitives in ko having a nasal before them (n or ng) as pingko, to

send ; chinko, to spin and to fill
;
punko, to weave ; hdnko, to uncover ; honko,

to obey ; chhunko, to cleanse; tunko, to drink spirits and to cherish; sunko, to

dry at fire—only that the terminations dependant on the transitive change with

that sien, and as hompo makes hompopmi hompem, so pingko makes pingkokmi
pingkem.

10th.—Conjugation of transitives in ko not having any consonant between the

sign and the root.

The verb Ta, to place.

Infinitive Mood.

Aff. Tamung. } . ...
•vr -mi > ?' r Aonstic.
JNeg. Mang tamung. J

Gerunds Participles.

Tahe,
Tanung,
Tataha,

Tasinghe,

Takhen,

1

!

!

J

ut supra.

Tovi, -\

Tota, > ut supra.

Totang, )
Verbal nouns.

Tachyang,
"J

Talung, lut supra

Tasing, J

Negatives of all by mang prefixed.

Imperative Mood.

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Aff. Tako.

Neg. Tha to.

Tachhe. Tine.

Tha tochhe. Tha tone.

Dual and Plural of Object.

Takochhe.
Takome,

Put down those two.

Put down them all.

Negative.

Tha tochhik.

Tha tome.

Put not down them two.

Put not down them all.

Indicative Mood.

Singular. Dual. P

1. Tangmi.*
( Ta chhokmi, excl. f Takokmi.
( Ta chhikmi, inch \ Takem.

Dual and Plural of Object.

1. Tangchhem.
1. Tangmem.
2.+Tomi.

I put down
I put down
-J-Tochhikc

them two.

them all.

ui. -J-Tonem.

Plural.

* Also Tovi nognom, as elsewhere explained.
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2. Tochhikmi.
2. Tomera,
3.+Tomi.

C3.-J-Tochhikm

^ 3.-j-Tornem.

Singular

1. Takungmi.

1. Takungchhem.
1. Takungmem.
2. Takum.

2. Takochhem.
2. Takomem.
3.+Takum.

Dual and Plural of Object.

Thou putst down them two.

Thou putst down them all.

-J-Tochhikmi. -{"Tomera.

Dual and Plural of Object.

He puts down them two.

He puts down them all.

Preterite.

Dual. Plural.

( Ta chhongmi. J Takikongmi.

^Ta chhingmi. \Takikengmi.

Dual and Plural of Object.

I placed them two.

I placed them all.

Tachhem. Tanem.

Dual and Plural of Object.

Thou put'st down them two.

Thou put'st down them all.

-\- Takochhem. -f- Takomem.

Dual and Plural of Object.

J ,3. Takochhem. He put down them two.

\ • 3. Takomem. He put down them all.

Negative mood by prefixed ma.
Optative mood by dak conjugated after the ta root, as before given.

Interrogative mood by cutting off final mi or m and substituting the querying
formula ki ma.

Subjunctive mood by like truncation and substitution of nam for present and
phen for past tense.

Potential mood by conjugating wonto after the root ta.

Precative by the immutable particle yu substituted for final mi, m.
Causal by conjugating pingko added to root.

Continuative Mood.

1. Ta nata nognom.
2. Ta nata nonum.
3. Ta nata nomi.

lular.

1. Ta nata pancliungmi.

2. Ta nata panchem.
2. Ta nata panchem.

and so on, conjugating the substantive verb no, to be
after the model of phi to come and prefixing the
iterated root with na interposed.

Reciprocal Mood.

Dual.

C Ta nata panachhokmi.

^ Ta nata panachhikmi.
Ta nata panachhikmi.
Ta nata panachhikmi.

Plural.

J Ta nata pachikokmi.

\ Ta nata pachikem.
Ta nata pachinem.
Ta nata pachimem.

And so on for the preterite after the model of imche and all reflex verbs in che.
This is formed by the reflex of the verb pa to do, which is panche added to the
iterated root as before. The construction ad sensum, which is the chief rule of this
tongue, restricts the reciprocal mood in use to the dual and plural.

3 x 2
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Passive Voice.

Imperative Mood.

Singular. Dual. Plurt

Aff. Tosung. Tochhong. Tokikong.
Neg. Tha togno. Tha tochhok. Tha tokok.

.- f Tosungchhe.

\ Tosungne.

N J Tha tosungchhe.ig
*t Tha tosungne.

Singular.

( 1. Tognochhem.
i^ 1. Tognomem,

2. -f Tomi.

2. Tomi.
2. Tomi.
3.+ Tomi.

,3. Tochhikmi.
"*"3. Tomem.

1. Tosungmi.

1. Tosungchhem.
1. Tosungmera.

2. Tomi.

2. Tomi.
2. Tomi.

3. 4-Takum.

3.+ Takochhem
3.-f-Takomem.

1 Tota nognom,
2 Tota noiium,

3 Tota nomi,

Dual and plural of agent.

Do ye two place me.
Do ye all place me.

J-

Place me not, ye two, ye all.

Indicative 3Iood.

Dual.

J Tochhokmi.

L Tochhikmi.

Plural.

f Tokokmi, excl.

\ Tokem, incl.

Dual and plural of agent.

They (or ye) two place me.
They all place me.
4-Tochhikmi. -}-Tonem.

Dual and plural of ag

They two (and we) place thee.

They all (and we) place thee.

-J-Tochhikmi. -{-Tomem.

Dual and plural of agent.

They two (and ye) place him.

They all place him.

Preterite.

J Tochhongmi.

1 Tochhingmi.
J Tokikongmi, excl.

\ Tokikengmi, incl.

Dual and plural of agent.

They two (or ye) placed me.
They all placed me.
Tochhem. Tonem.

Dual and plural of agent.

They two (or we) placed thee.

They all (or we) placed thee,

f Takochhem. -j-Takomem.

Dual and plural of agent.

They two (or ye) placed him.
They all placed him.

2nd form of the passive,

> &c. as before.
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S. 7 Tognom.
D. 7 Tognochhem.
P. Tognonem.

Aoristic.

Present

and

Future.

YPreterite.

Special forms.

I.—I to thee.

S. Tonum. 1 (only) placed or will place thee.

D. Tonochhem. I (only) placed or will place you two.

P. Tononem. I (only) placed or will place you all.

II.—Thou to me.

Thou (or he) placest &c. me.

Ye two (or they two) place me.

Ye all (only) place me.

Preterite.

S. 7 Tosungmi. Thou (or he) placed me.

D. 7 Tosungchhem. Ye two (or they two) placed me.

P. Tosungnem. Ye all placed me.

Negative Mood.

By prefixing ma merely.

Optative Mood.

Ta dakgnom, &c. as in active voice.

Ta ping dakgnom (the last as a neuter) seems to be more correct, but is eschewed,

though dakgnom, if allowed to be a passive, could hardly (one would suppose)

create the passive sense in the main verb in either form of this mood.

Interrogative Mood.

Togno ki ma. Tosung ki ma, } and so on, dropping the final

To ki ma. To ki ma, > m, mi and substituting the

-f-Tokima. -}-Tako ki ma, J interrogative ki ma.

Subjunctive Mood.

As in the interrogative but substituting nam in present and phen in 'past tense

for the interrogatory form.

Potential Mood.

Ta won gnom,
Ta won mi,

-J-Ta wontum,

Ta ping chungmi.
Ta ping chem.
Ta ping chem.

r&c, like the passive of hato aforegone. Here also the

J
passive sense lost in the truncated root is trans-

j
ferred to the secondary verb. Taping wonchungmi,

[. lam able to be put down, is also admissible.

Causal Mood.

") Ta ping gnom
j
Ta ping mi,

J>Ta ping mi,

I am put down by my
|
I am set down by an-

own will, &c.

Ta nata pognom,
Ta nata pomi,

Ta nata pomi.

J

^ &c, by the reflex or passive

j
causal of pingko conju-

\- gated like imche and
hompo, respectively.

other's will, &c. J

Continuative Mood.

") &c,

) P>

the

f tbe

ace.

iterated root conjugated with the passive

verb pa, to do, which agrees with ta, to

Thus are conjugated jako, to eat, pako, to make, Thako, to hear, Nako, to
kindle, Chhako, to loosen, Chhuko, to seize, Doko, to catch, Khiko, to hide,
Duko, to dig, Seko, to understand, Reko and Guko, to lift up, Khoko, to cook,
Boko, to dry and all others having a nude root before the ko sign. But observe
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that tako, jako and pako change their a into d as in the aforegone paradigm,

whereas the rest suffer no such alteration. All alike take a halt* nasal before the

intransitive sign one. It has already been remarked that transitives in " ko"
having a nasal before the sign, as pingko (potius pingko) to send, are conjugated like

transitives in po with a similarly placed nasal. But as pinko is the great former

of causatives I give it, before closing the conjugations, observing by the way
that the root ping, which is merely nasalized pi, seems to explain the Draviriau

causative sign.

Singular.

Aff. Pingko (Pinko).

Neg. Tha ping.

. „, f Pinjjkoehhe.
Ait. < n . ,

[ Pingkome.

AT ( Tha pingchhik.
Neg. < m , ,

v
.

*
° (Tha pmgme.

Singular

1. Pingsungmi.

1. Pingsungchhem.

1. Pingsungrnem.

2.+ Pingmi.

2. Pingchhikmi.
2. Pmgmem.
3.-f- Pingini.

3. -}- Pingchhikmi.

3. -J-Pingmem.

1. Pingkungmi.

1. Pingkungchhem.
1. Pmgkungmem.
2. Pin»kum.

2. Pingkochhem.

2. Pingkomem.
3.-j-Pingkum.

,3. Pingkochhem.
'6. Pinjfkotnem.

Imperative.

Dual.

Pingchhe.

Tha pingchhe.

Dual and plural of object.

Do thou send them two.

Do thou send them all.

Dual.

Plural.

Indicative present.

Dual.

C . Pingchhokmi.

( ' Pingchhikmi.

Plural.

Pingne.

Tha pingne.

f , Pinsk

t+Pingk

Plural.

kokmi.

Dual and plural of object.

I send them two.

I send them all.

-{-Pingchhikmi.

Dual and plural of object.

Thou send'st them two.

Thou send'st them all.

-{-Pinchhikmi.

Dual and plural of object.

He sends them two.

He sends them all.

Preterite.

-f
Pingehhonsjmi.

Pingchhingmi.

Dual and plural of object.

I sent them two.

I sent them all.

-f- Pingchhem.

Dual and plural of object.

Thou send'est them two.

Thou send'est them all.

-|- Pingkochhem.

Dual and plural of object.

He sent them two.

He sent them all.

-f Pingnem.

-{-Pingmem.

{Pingkikongmi.
-J-Pmgkikengmi.

-J-Pingnem.

-j- Pingkomem.
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Passive Voice.

Imperative Mood.

AfF. Pinsung.

Neg. Tha pinggno.

Pingchhong.
Tha pingchhok,

Dual and plural of agent.

Pingkikong.

Tha pingkok.

. rn J Pingsungchhe.

| Pingsungne.

Neg. Tha pingsungchhe

Do you two send me.
Do you all send me.

. Tha pingsungne.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

1. Pinggnom. J , Pingohhokmi.

\
"*~

Pingchhikmi.

Dual and plural of agent.

J 1 Pinukokmi.

\ * Pingkem.

fl. Pinggnochhem.

\ 1. Pinggnomem.
2.-|- Pingmi.

They two send me.
They all send me.

-f- Pingchhikmi.

Dual and plural of agent.

-f-Pingnem.

( 2. Pingmi.

(2. Pingmi.

3-J- Pingmi.

They two send thee.

They all send thee,

j- Pingchhikmi.

Dual and plural of agent.

-j- Pingmem.

f ,
3. Pingchhikmi.

\ ~*~3. Pingmem.
They two send him.

They all send hiai. ,

Preterite.

1. Pingsungmi. J , Pingchbongmi.

1
' Pingchhingmi.

Dual and plural of agent.

f 1 Pingkikong

\ Piugkikeng;

1. Pingsungchhem.
1. Pingsungmem.
2. Pingmi.

2. Pingmi.

2. Pingmi.

3.-|-Pingkum.

gtm.

mi.

They two sent me.
They all sent me.

-j- Pingchhem. -j- Pinguem.

Dual and plural of agent.

They two sent thee.

They all sent thee.

-j-Pingkochhem. -f- Pingkomem.

Dual and plural of agent.

They two sent him.
They all sent him.

ko" having an abrupt tone (equal iterate

( , 3. Pingkochhem.

\ *'5. Pingkomem.,

11.—Conjugation of transitives in

sign) between the sign and the root.

The verb Ph6, to beget, or give birth to

Infinitive Mood.
AfF. Phok mung.
Neg. Mang phokmunsj.
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Gerunds.

Phokhe.
Phokuung, &c.

Aff. Pho'ko.

Neg. Tha pho'ko.

Aff.
( Pho'kochhe.

\ Pho'kome.

w J Tha phokchhik.
1>eg

-lThaphokme.

Participles.

Phokvi.

Phokta, &c.

Imperative Mood.

Phokchhe.
Tha phokchhe.

Dual and plural of object.

Do thou beget two.

Do thou beget all.

Do not beget two.

Do not beget all.

Indicative Mood.

Verbal nouns.

Phokchyang.
Phoklung.
Phoksing, &c.

Phoncne.
Tha phokne.

Singular. Dual. Plural.

1. Phongmi.
Phokchhokmi, excl.

Phokchhikmi, inch

Dual and plural of object.

Phokkokmi, excl.

Phokkem, incl.

1.

2.

Phongchhem.
Phongmem.
Phokmi.

I beget them two.

I be»et them all.

Ehokchhikmi.

Dual and plural of object.

Phoknem.

2.

2.

3.

Phokchhikmi.
Phokmem.
Phokmi.

Thou begett'st them two.

Thou begett'st them all.

Phokchhikmi.

Dual and plural of object.

Phokmem.

3.

3.

Phokchhikmi.
Phokmem.

He begets them two.

He begets them all.

Preterite.

1. Pho'kungmi. J Phokchhongmi, excl.

\ Phokchhinjjmi, incl.

Dual and plural of object.

( Phokikongmi, excl.

\ Phokikengmi, incl.

1.

1.

2.

Pho'kungchhem.
Pho'kungmem.
Pho'kum.

I begot two.

1 begot all.

Phokchhem.

Dual and plural of object.

Phongnem.

2.

2.

3.

Phokochem.
Phokomem.
Pho'kum.

Thou begott'st two.

Thou begott'st all.

Phokochhem.

Dual and plural of object.

Phokomem.

3.

3.

Pbokochhem.
Phokomem.

He begot two.

He begot all.

{

{

{i
. . .

Reciprocal continuative, &c. compound with phok and the verbs no and panche
as before.

Passive Voice.

No infinitive or participles save in the causal form phokpingmung, phokpinghe,
phokpingvi, &c.
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Singular.

Aff. Phoksung.
Neg. Tha. phokgno.

.

ff
fPhoksungchhe.

\ Phoksungne.

^j f Tha phoksungchhe.
°' ^Tha phoksungne.

Imperative Mood.

Dual.

Phokchhong.
Tha phokchhok.

Dual and plural of agent.

Do ye two beget me,
Do ye all beget me.

Indicative Mood.

Plural.

Pho'kikong,

Tha pho'kok.

"") Dual and plural and agento-objective as in the last

conjugation, only substituting phok for to, of

which the latter shows the ta root, internally

modified and the former, the iterate transitive

sign, elsewhere suppressed, here brought forward,

for phok-gnom and phongmi both depend on
pho'-ko being really phok-ko.

Y

Singular.

1. Phokgnom.
2. Phokmi.
3. Phokmi.

Preterite.

1. Phoksungmi.
2. Phongmi.
3. Phongmi.

Thus are conjugated ta'ko, to decorticate, kho'ko, to crook, pu'ko, to awaken,
chi'ko, to bite, ne'ko, to give rest, lu'ko, to choose, li'ko, to lay down or throw
down, cha'ko, to put upon, to make come up, ye'ko, to shear or clear the ground
for cultivation, chho'ko, to sow, po'ko, to weigh or measure, chu'ko, to plane

wood, lo'ko, to turn over, &c. Observe that in all these the latent iterate sign of

the imperative whose presence is only indicated by the abrupt tone (ta'ko) is pre-

served in the conjugation, whence from a common crude, or ta to place and to

decorticate, comes all the difference of tangmi, tomi, tomi and tangmi takmi,

takmi in the indicative, whilst in the preterite there is only the difference of the

abrupt accent, takungmi, takum, takum, and ta'kungmi, ta'kum, ta'kum. The
change of vowel is confined to the three verbs tako, jako and pako. All other

transitives in " ko" conjugated from the sheer root as Se-ko, understand it,

follow the paradigm of tako, less that change of vowel ; as imperative Se-ko,

Se-chhe, Se-ne, indicative, sengmi, si£mi, semi, &c. Compare with the transitives

in 'ko as above those in 'po, as to'po aforegone. Both follow the Dravirian rule

of iteration only disguised for the sake of euphony.

12th.—Conjugation (of Irregulars).

La, to go.

Imperative Mood.

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Aff. La'la. La'chhe. Lane.

Neg. Tim la'la. Tha la'chliik*

Indicative Mood.

Tha. lane.

Singular. Dual. Plural.

1. Lagnom. J La'chhokmi.

\ La'chhikmi,
C La'kokmi.

^ La'kem.
2. La' lam. La'chhikmi. La n em.
3. La'lam. La'chhikmi. Lanaem.

* See first conjugal ion of neuters conjugated from the crude root.

3 o
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1. La'sungmi,

2. La'lam.

3. La'lam.

Preterite.

( La'chhongmi, excl.

( La'chhingmi, inci.

La'chhem.
La'chhem.

La'kikongmi, excl.

La'kikengnii, incl.

Lanem.
Lamem.

13th.- - Conjugation (of Irregulars).

N6, to be.

Present Indicative Singular.

The residue is quite regular (see 1st conjugation) as also

in the above verb, and indeed the dual and plural of all

verbs whatever are nearly immutable, as will have been
' seen.

Remark.— Both the above have an abrupt tone or obscure t' before the gerund,
participle and verbal noun signs, as lat'he ; not'he; lat'lat'ha, not'not'ha ; lat'vi,

not'vi ; la'ta, no'ta, also in the infinitive, lat'mung, not'mung.

14th and 15th.—Conjugations (of Irregulars), being those of the verb la, to go,

as used in combination with other verbs.

1. Ndgnom.
2. Nonum.
3. Nomi or

Norn.

I.—With transitives as top', to beat

Indicative present

singular.

1. Top iangmi.

2. Top lam.

3. Top lam.

Preterite.

1. Top lasungmi.

2. Top lam.

3. Toplachem.

Topla.

RemarJc.-

II.
—

"With neuters, as im, to sleep.

Indicative present

singular.

Dual and plural,

as in the un-
combined verb

lagnom, &c.

1. Im lagnom.
2. Im lam.

3. Im lam.

Preterite,

1. Im la sungmi.

2. Im lam.

3. Im lam.

"^ Dual and plural

are in the se-

parate verb.

\

Imperative.

Imla.

:In every conjunction of verbs the 1st loses the infinitive sign, and fc

used in the crude state, whence the peculiar transfer of passive expression to the

subordinate verb, as before illustrated. But to this, hato in the sense of let, is an
exception, thus, let me strike, is topmung hasung, and topmung hanum, I let

thee strike.

The above fifteen conjugations with their accessories (see bracketed portions)

exhibit the whole scope of Vayu conjugation. But a reference to them will show
that it has been necessary, whilst striving to accommodate our forms to the genius

of this language, to interpolate into the transitives certain forms expressive of

both assent and object, and likewise to append to the passive certain other forms

which have been necessarily set apart from all the conjugations ; not to mention

the perpetual coincidence of active and passive forms. It may now be of use to

exhibit the whole matter of conjugation in another shape seemingly more accom-

modated to the genius of the language, and which, though exhibiting a deal of

repetition, will be found convenient for comparisons when we proceed to the

Kiranti language, a language still richer than the Vayu tongue, in pronominal

combinations with the verb and wherein consequently many of the mere iterations

of the following diagram will take distinct shapes ; whence we may infer that

decomposition has proceeded a good deal further in the Vayu language than in

the Kiranti tongue.
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The verb ja, to eat.

Imperative Mood.

Singular.

f 1. Janche, self, as agent or object, eat simply.

2. Jako, It or him.

3. Jato, his or for him.

4. Jakochhe, them two.

5. Jatochhe, their two.

6. Jakome, them all.

Eat thou. -{ 7. Jatome, their all.

8. Jdsung, me.

9. Jasung, mine.

10. Jochhung, us two.

11. Jachhung, our two.

12. Jokikong, us all.

13. Jakikong, our all.

Dual.

(~ 1. Janachhe, selves.

2. Jachhe, it.

3. Jachhe, his, for him.

4. Jachhe, them two.

5. Jachhe, their two.

6. Jachhe, them all.

Ye two eat. «{ 7. Jachhe, their all.

8. Josungchhe, me.

9. Jasungchhe, mine.

10. Jochhung, us two.

11. Jachhung, our two.

12. Jokikong, us all.

(_13. Jakikong, our all.

Plural.

1. Janchine, selves or simple action (functional)

2. Jane, it.

3. Jane, his, or for him.

4. Jane, them two.

5. Jane, their two.

6. Jane, them all.

Ye all eat. «{ 7. Jane, their all.

8. Josungne, me.

9. Jasungne, mine.

10. Jochhung, us two.

11. Jachhung, our two.

12. Jokikong, us all.

1^13. Jakikong, our all.

3o2
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I eat eat.

Indicative Mood.

Present and Future.

Singular.

f I. Janchungmi, self, as agent or object.

2. Jangmi, it, him.

3. Jatungmi, his or for him.

4. Jangchhem, them two.

5. Jatungchhem, their two.

6. Jangmem, them all.

7. Jatungmem, their all.

8. Jdnum, thee.

9. Janum, thine or for thee.

10. Jonochhem, you two.

11. Janochhem, your two.

12. Jononem, you all.

(^13. Janonem, your all.

Dual.

c

We two eat or

will eat.

2.

>selves.J"
Janachokmi, excl. "1

I Janachhikmi, incl.j

fJachhokmi, excl. "1 .

\jachhikmi, incl. J '

3. Jachhokmi-chhikmi, his, for him.

4. Jachhokmi-chhikmi, them two.

5. Jachhokmi-chhikmi, their two.

«j 6. Jachhokmi-chhikmi, them all.

7. Jachhokmi-chhikmi, their all.

8. Jomi, thee.

9. Jachhokmi, thine.

10. Jochhikmi, you two.

11. Jachhokmi, your two.

12. Jonem, you all.

{JL3. Janem, your all.

Plural.

{Janchikokmi, excl.*) ,

Janchikem, incl. j
selves -

£Jakokmi, excl."! .

We all eat or

will eat.

s, for him.

2
IJakem, incl

o TJatikokmi, excl."l , .

'

\Jatikem, incl. J
4. Jakokmi-kem, them two.

5. Jati-kokmi-kem, their two.

6. Ja-kokmi-kem, thena all.

7. Jati-kokmi-kem, their all.

8. Jomi or Jokokmi, thee.

9. Jakokmi, thine.

10. Jochhikmi, you two.

11. Jakokmi, your two.

12. Jonem or Jokokmi, you all.

1^13. Janem or Jakokmi, your all.
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Thou eat'st or

wilt eat.

Singular.

1. Janchhem, self.

2. Jdmi, it.

3. Jatum, his, or for him.

4. Jochhikmi, them two.

5. Jatochem, their two.

6. Jomem, them all.

7. Jatomem, their all.

8. Jognom, me.

9. Jagnom, mine.

10. Jdchhokmi, us two.

11. Jomi, our two.

12. Jokokmi, us all.

1^13. Jakokuii, our

Dual.

Ye two eat or

will eat.

C 1. Janachhikmi, selves.

2. Jochhikmi, it.

3. Jachhikmi, his.

4. Jochhikmi, them two.

5. Jachhikmi, their two.

6. Jochhikmi, them all.

<J
7. Jachhikmi, their all.

8. Jognochhem, me.
9. Jagnochhem, mine.

10. Jdchhokmi, us two.

11. Jachhokmi, our two.

12. Jokokmi, us all.

^13. Jakokmi, our all.

Plural.

Ye all eat or

will eat.

C 1. Janchinem, selves.

2. Jonem, it.

3. Janem, its, his.

4. Jonem, them two.

5. Janem, their two.

6. Jonem, them all.

<j 7. Janem, their all.

8. Jognonem, me.
9. Jagnonem, mine.

10. Jochhokmi, us two.

11. Jachhokmi, our two.

12. Jokokmi, us all.

^13. Jakokmi, our all.
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He eats or will

eat.

They two eat

or will eat.

Singular.

f 1. Janchhem, self.

2. Jdmi, it.

3. Jatum, his, for him.
4. Jochhikmi, them two.
5. Jatochhem, their two.
6. Jomem, them all.

7. Jatomem, their all.

8. Jdmi, thee.

9. Jdmi, thine.

10. Jochhikmi, you two.

11. Jachhikmi, your two.
12. Jonem, you all.

13. Jomi, your all.

14. Jognom, me.
15. Jagnom, mine.

1C f Jochhokmi,excl.'
,

|16 '

(jochhikmi, incl.)
US tw0 '

17. Jachhokmi-chhikmi, our two.
18. Jokokmi-kem, us all.

19. Jakokmi-kem, our all.

Dual.

f 1. Janachhikmi, selves.

2. Jochhikmi, it, him.

3. Jatochhem, his, its.

4. Jochhikmi, them two.

5. Jatochhem, their two.

6. Jochhikmi, them all.

7. Jatomem, their all.

8. Jdmi, thee.

9. Jdmi, thine.

10. Jdchhik, you two.

11. Jochhikmi, your two.

12. Jonem, you all.

13. Jochhikmi, your all,

14. Jognochhem, me.
15. Jagnochhem, mine.

.6.
fJochhokmi, excl.1 .

\ r lu'I i
?us two.

^Jochhiktm, incl. J
17. Jachhokmi-chhikmi, our two.

18. Jokokmi-kem, us all.

19. Jakokmi-kem, our all.

Plural,

f 1. Janchimem, selves.

2. Jomem, it.

3. Jatomem, his, its, for him.

4. Jomem, them two.

5. Jatomem, their two.

6. Jomem, them all.

7. Jatomem, their all.

8. Jdmi, thee.

They all eat or 9. Jdmi, thine.

will eat. *{ 10. Jochhikmi, you two.
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11. Jatomem, your two.

12. Jonem or Jomem, you all.

13. Janem or Jatomem, your all.

14. Jognomem, me.

15. Jagnomem, mine.

. ,, / Jochhokmi, excl.^l ,

16. n T , , •, i
>us two.

fJochhikmi, incl. f

17. Jachhokmi-chhikmi, our two.

18. Jokokmi-kem, us all.

[J 9. Jakokmi-kem, our all.

Preterite Tense.

Singula

1. Janchhungmi, self, own.
2. Jakungmi, it, him.

3. Jatungmi, his, for him.

4. Jakungchhem, them two.

5. Jatungchhem, their two, or for them two.

6. Jakungmem, them all.

I ate.
J

7. Jatungmem, their all, or for them all.

8. Jdnum, thee.

9. Janum, thine, or for thee.

10. Jdnochhem, you two.

11. Janochhem, your two, or for you two.

12. Jdnonem, you all.

1^13. Jauonem, your all, or for you all.

Dual,

We two ate.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

1!).

11.

12.

1.13.

fJanac

\Janac
ichhongmi, excl.")

lanachhingmi, incl. _/

fJachhongmi. excl."\

\Jachhingmi, incl. J
fJachhongmi, excl.~l , .

\jachingmi, incl. J
fJachhongmi, excl."| ,,

\ t li • • • i
/them two.

L-Jachhingmi, incl. J

selves, own.

it, him.

for him.

fJachhongmi, excl.~) ,, .

Uheieir two, or for them two.

thern all.

their all, or for them all.

\Jachhingmi, inc

fJachhongmi, excl.")

\Jachhingmi, incl. J
fJachhongmi, excl.l

\Jachhingmi, incl. J
Jomi, thee.

Jachhongmi, thine, for thee.

Jdehhem, you two.

Jachhongmi, your two, or for you two.

Jdnem or Jachhongmi, you all.

Janum or Jachhongmi, your all, or for you all.
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Plural.

We all ate.

2.

3.

4.

7.

rJanchhikongmi, «cU
gd Qwn#

^Janchhikengmi, incl. J
fJakikongmi, excl."l .. . .

\ Jakikengmi, incl. J *

fJatikon°;mi, excl.i .. .. * ,.
< T y...

&
. , , Sits, his, for him.

\ Jatikengmi, incl. J '
'

(Jakikongmi, excl.~l ,, ,

T ,, ., • .: . , Sthem two.
Jakikengmi, incl. J

/Jatikongmi, excl. 1 ,, . , c ,.

S T' t -i • •
i r their two, or tor them two,

\_Jatikengmi, incl. J
»

fJakikongmi, excl. 1 ,, „
s T .,., ° . ' • , Uhem all.
l_Jakikengmi, incl. J

{Jatikongini, excl. ) ,, . „ e ,, „
r ,.., ° .' . , > their all, or for them all.
Jatikengmi, incl. ^

8. Jdmi, thee.

9. Jakikongmi, thine, or for thee.

10. Jdchem or Jakikongmi, you two.

11. Jatikongmi, your two, for you two.

12. Jdnem, or Jakikongmi, you all.

(JL8. Janem, or Jatikongmi, your all, for you all.

Singular.

Thou at'st or

didst eat.

f 1. Janehhem, self, own.
2. Jakom, it, him.

3. Jatum, his, for him.

4. Jakochhem, them two.

5. Jatochhem, their two, or for them two.

6. Jakomem, them all.

-{ 7. Jatomera, their all, or for them all.

8. Jdsungmi, me.
9. Jasungmi, mine, for me.

10. Jdchungmi, us two.

11. Jachungmi, our two, or for us two.

12. Jokikongmi, us all.

L_13. Jakikongmi, our all, for us all.

Dual.

f 1. Janachhem, selves, own.
2. Jachhem, it, him.

3. Jachhem, its, his.

4. Jachhem, them two.

5. Jachhem, their two, for them two.

6. Jachhem, them all.

Ye two ate.
*J

7. Jachhem, their all, for them all.

8- Jdsungchhem, me.

9. Jasungchhem, mine, for me.

110.
Jochhungmi, us two.

11. Jachhungmi, our two, for us two.

12. Jokikongmi, us all.

'^13. Jakikongmi, our all, for us all.
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Plural.

1. Janchinem, selves, own.
2. Janem, it, him.

3. Janem, his, its.

4. Janem, them two.

5. Janem, their two, for them two.

6. Janem, them all.

Ye all ate. j 7. Janem, their all, for them all.

8. Josungnem, me.
9. Jasungnem, mine, for me.

10. Jdchhongmi, us two.

11. Jachhongmi, our two, for us two.

12. Jokikongmi, us all.

^13. Jakikongmi, our all, for us all.

Singular.

They ate.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11,

12.

13.

14.

15.

1(5.

17,

18.

L19.

Janchhem, self, own.
Jakum, it, him.

Jatum, his, for him.

Jakochhem, them two.

Jatochhem, their two, for them two.

Jakomem, them all.

Jatomem, their all, for them all.

Josungmi, me.
Jasungmi, mine, for me.

us two.

us all.

J Juchhongmi, excl. "1

\ Jochhingmi, inch J

J Jachhongmi, excl.

\ Jachhingmi, inch

J Jokikongmi, excl.

\ Jdkikengmi, incl.

f Jakikongmi, excl. 1 M c ,,

\ T -, .,
&

. . , Sour all, for us all.

I Jakikengmi, inch, J

Jomi, thee.

Jakum, thine.

Jochhem, you two.

Jachhem, your two, for you two.

Jonem, you all.

Janem, your all, for you all.

Dual.

f 1. Janachhem, selves, own.
2. Jakochhem, it, him.

3. Jatochhem, his, its.

4. Jakochhem, them two.

5. Jatochhem, their two, for them two.

6. Jakochhem, them all.

7. Jatochhem, their all, for them all.

8. Josungchhem, me.

9. Jasungchliem, mine.

They two ate. «j

, „ fJochhongmi, excl.^
' \Jochhingmi, incl. /

us two.
Continued,

3 r
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Continuation,

They two ate.
11.

12.

13.

fJachbongmi, excl.l
. for ug^

^Jachlungmi, incl. J
f Jokikongmi, excl.1

ug ^
\J6kikengmi, incl. J

ccl.1
ur all, for us all.

Thev all ate.

fJakikongmi, excl

\jakikengmi, ine

14. Jomi, thee.

\jakochhem. J
16. Jochhem, you two.

17. Jachhem, your two, for you two.

18. Jonem, you all.

^19. Janem, your all, for you all.

Plural.

1. Janchimem, selves, own.

2. Jakomem, it him.

3. Jatomem, his its.

4. Jakomem, them two.

5. Jatomem, their two, for them two,

6. Jakomem, them all.

7. Jatomem, their all, for them all.

8. Josungmem, me.

9. Jasungmem, mine.

{Jochhongmi, excl.1

Jochhingmi, incl. J
^ ,., fJachhongmi, excl.i . e'11. < T/U .

5 .'. , >our two, for us two.
^Jachhingmi, mcJ. J

10. us two.

*V jus all.
[ Jokikengmi, incl. J

J
Jdkikongmi, excl.

13. J Jakikongmi, excl.
. , ' > our all, for us all.

I Jakikengmi, incl. J

14. Jomi, thee.

15. Jakum, Jakomem, thine.

16. Jochhem, you two.

17. Jachhem, your two, for you two.

18. Jonem, you all.

[_19. Janem, your all, for you all.

Remark.—The whole of the above forms will by and by, be seen to exist dis-

tinctly in the Bahing dialect of Kiranti, and nearly all in the Bontawa and Khaling
dialects. In Vayu the principle is the same and many of the forms exist ; wherefore

we must conclude that the others have been lost ; or shall we say that the process

of development was staid in mid course ? The more anomalies, the more instruc-

tion, and it is necessary to put so new and peculiar a matter in several lights in

order to judge of it truly. So that instead of apologising for the above almost

interminable details, I shall proceed to subjoin a comparison of Vayu and Quiclma,

the latter from Markham ut supra, cit.

Quichna. Vayu.

I. I—thee.

S. I love thee, Munaiki.

P. I love you, Munaikichik.

S. I loved thee, Munarkaiki.

P. I loved you, Munarkikichik.

Chhanum.

f Chhanochhe

L Chhanonem
lem, D.

lem, P.

Chhanum.
f Chhanochhem, D.
(Chhanonem, P.
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II. He—thee.

He loves thee, Munasunki.

He loves you, Munasunkichik.

He loved thee, Munasukauki.

He loved you, Muuasukankichik.

III. Thou—me.

Thou lovest me, Munahuanki.

Thou lovest us, Munahuankichik.

Thou loved'st me, Munahuarkanki.

Thou loved'st us, Munaliuarkankichik.

Chhanmi.
{Chhanchhikmi, D.
Chhauem, P.
Chhanmi.

fChhanchhem, D.

\_Chhanem, P.

Chhangnom.
fChhanchhokmi, D.
\Chhaukokmi, P.

Cnhansungmi.
( Chhanchhongmi, D.

{ Chhaukikongini, P.

IV. He—me.

He loves me, Munahuanmi.

He loves us, Munahuanchik.

He loved me, Munahuarka.

He loved u?,< ,.
unahuarkanchik.

unahuarkaiku.
P.

Chhangnom.
fChhanclihokmi, excl.

J Chhanchhikmi, incl.

|
Chhankokmi, excl.

l_Chhankem, incl.

Chhansungmi.
/ Chhanchhongmi, excl. 1^
\ Chhanchhingmi, incl. J
1 Chhankikongmi, excl.

\

(.Chhankikengmi, incl. j

Remark.—Chhan to love in Vayu = Muna in Quichna. is not a good word for

comparison because of its being of the aoristic class of transitives in " to." In a

tensed verb the resemblance to Quichna would have been more apparent. On the

other hand, I have given the Vayu dual as well as plural, because its dual form-

ative or chhik is almost identical with the Quichna plural sign or chik, whilst the

plural one differs, and nothing is more certain than that these signs are apt to

mingle and the dual to fall out of use.

By referring to the above diagram of the verb ja, to eat, it will be seen that the

Vayu has many other forms expressly representative of the agent and object and
therefore more significant than some of those here collated with the Quichna forms.

In Vayu the only forms which in the present state of the language refuse entirely

to mix in the stream of conjugation are those which express the action passing

from me to thee and no other. One cannot hslp imagining a system of conju-

gation with suffixed pronouns thus

—

Ha, to give

Singular.

1. Hagnom.

2. Hanum.

3. Hatum.

Plural.

/Hakem.
ijffagnem.

Hanem.
fHa mem.
\.Hatem.

Singular,

1. To'mum.

2. Topnum.

3. To'pum.

To, to strike.

Plural.

/To'pem.
( Tu'meru.

Topnein.

f To' me in.

\_To 'pern.

But the following explanations of the senses of the leading series of these forms

which is real (rhe subordinate is wholly hypothecical) will show how utterly such

a notion would mislead.

3p2
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- ("Hagnom, gives to me thou or lie any single person.
' \Hakem, gives to us any one in all numbers.

, fTo'mum, beats me thou or he any one in singular number.
' \To'pem, beats us any one in all numbers.

„ JHanum, gives to thee I only. Hami, for any other giver.
" j^Hanem, gives to you all any save I. Hanonem, for me as the giver.

9 fTopnum, beats thee I only. To'mi, for any other beater or beaters,
" \Topnem, beat you all, any save I, in all numbers,
rHatum, gives to him thou or he or any single person except me. Hatungmi,
J for me.

3. / Hamem. No such word.

Hatomem, gives to them any person or persons except me : Hatungmen,
I for me.
frp , /struck him any single person but me. Topungmi, for me.

3. \
"

' \strikes him, the present tense is to'mi.

l/To'mem, strikes them all any person whatever.

Hato, to give, being aoristic hatum, is equally present and preterite. But top,

to strike, has for the present tomi, which moreover serves for all 3 persons alike in

the singular number.
Thus it appears that num and nem alone offer the appearance of uniformly

inflected personal suffixes, and that even in regard to these, the singular and plural

senses are diametrically opposite.

But there are other complications resulting from the plurality of agents or of

patients which account at once for the specialities of the above explanations and
of those which follow. Thus

—

1. Hagnom, gives to me any single person.

2. Hagnochhem, give to me any two persons.

3. Hagnonem, give to me ye all only.

4. Hagnomem, give to me they all only.

In the preterite hasung takes the place of hagnom ; and with the verb top', to

beat, we have only the euphouic change of gnom to mum, the residue being alike

for both verbs ; thus we have

—

Present. Preterite.

1. To'mum. 1. Topsungmi.

2. To'mochh.em. 2. Topsungchhem.
3. To'monem. 3. Topsungnem.
4. To'momem. 4. Topsungmem.

If to the above crowding of agents and patients round the action, we add the

fact that the distinction of activity and passivity in the action itself is almost lost

at the very corner stone of the whole structure of conjugation—because the si^n

of action kat' hexokin, viz., its having an object, is precisely that which denotes

at once the transitive verb and the passive voice ; e. g. ha-to, give to him ;

ha-tu-m, he is given and he gives—we shall at the same time perceive how difficult

it is to make these languages conform to our notions of conjugation (see and
compare Tickell and Philipps, voce Sontal) and shall also be prepared to hear that

a system at once so complex and so. incomplete has been very generally cast aside

either wholly (Newari, Lepcha, Bodpa, Malayaiim, Burmah, Malay) ; or in part

(other Dravinan, Dhimali, Namsangnaga, &c.) ; and in this or that particular

mode, one group of tongues rejecting the dual (Dravirian cultivated) ; another,

the sex signs (Himalayan complex) j* a third, the whole system of conjunct pro-

* The complex Himalayan tongues are Limbu, Kiranti, Hayu, Kuswar, Sunwar,
Dhimali, Bhramu, Chepang, Kusunda, &c.
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nouns (Himalayan simple* and those above cited) ; whilst the attempt to blend with

the action, agents as well as patients and both in the dual and plural numbers, has

been maintained only by Kiranti and some oceanic tongues, the Vayu, Sontal, &c,
being now restricted to a duality and plurality on one side only, viz. that of the

agents or that of the objects. The Vayu can express (like the Sontal) several

agents and one patient ; or several patients and one a<sent; but not a plurality of

both. The Kiranti can express a plurality of both. But neither one nor the other

has effected the same sort and degree of amalgamation of its conjunct pronouns in

the case of its nouns as well as verbs, as the Himalayan Kuswar and the Ugro-
finnic tongues generally have done, which all alike have perfectly blended suffixes

for both; whilst the Kiranti with an equal fusion in both cases prefers the method
of prefix for the nouns,f and the Vayu, following the same Dravirian order of

arrangement has not reached the same completeness of development in this respect

(therein further agreeing wiih Dravirian) though more in others. It has a perfectly

separate set of possessives for combination (ang, ung, a vel u) ; but to the noun
has got blended inseparably the 3rd of these (ang-upa, ung-upa, a-upa or wathim
u-pa) and thus a euphonic combination of the whole with the nominal root has

been prevented, as in Bodo which, however, as well as Vayu, can and occasionally

does, use as perfectly fusedj prefix forms as the Kiranti, and sometimes both the

disjunct and conjunct prefixually, and Dhimali likewise. § From the verb Bodo
like Malayalim and several Nilgiri tongues, has dropt the pronoun : Dimali, like

Tamil, Uraon and Male, has kept it: in Vayu, as in Sontal and Ho, the phaeno-
mena are complex.

I refer to the head of pronoun for some more remarks on this subject. In the

meanwhile and in conclusion of the topic of Vayu conjugation I beg to suggest

attention to the following collation of actives and passives of the several types, in

the 3rd persons of the present (or future) and preterite.

* The simple or nonpronominalized are Newari, Murmi, Gurung, Magar, Khas
(mixed), Lep'cha, Palusen or Syar'pa (Serpa), Bodo, &c.

Wherewith

Compare Sontal and Kuswar.
apu-ing dal-eng aing. Baba-im. Thatha-im-ik-an.

apa-m dal-me-am. Baba-ir. Thatha-ir-ik-an.

apa-t dal-e ai. Baba-ik. Thatha-ik-an.

f a-pa, my
"J

i-po, thy I father,

a-po, his J

tib-u, T

tib-f, thou [ strike.

tib-a, he

Bodo. C Vayu. *) Dhimali. Its verb,

a-pha. Jam-pa. ( ka-pa. De,ngl<hi-ka.

na-pha.
J

um-pa. t na-pa. Dengkhi-na.

bi-pha. l.a-pa. J wa-pa. Dengkhi.

The full pronominal forms with the noun are

—

angni apha. f ang upa. kang apa") ("l^ng ka-pa. -|

nangmi apha. < ung upa. nang apa > or < nang na-pa.

bini-apha or [ wathim upa. oko apa ) (eko wa-jia. >^_

J

with Kuki

Which last

quite agrees

nangni napha
bini bipha.
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A Specimen oe the Va'yu Language.

Ang ming Pachya uom. Ang thoko Vayu nomi (or Go Vayu

gnom) Khasakhata Hayu itkem. Ungki davo be Vayu iscbikem.

Go jekta dumsungrai. Hatha bong dumsungrai gha ma seugmi.

Le got kulup chhuyung* wanikhen. Dhankuta mu kbakcbbiug

pucbbum chupvikhata poguha bafca vik pachikokini. Ang ko ma

nom. Ang tavo Gajraj Tbapa nung nomi. Gonha kophe nakpbe

inang munang watbi yengkum. Watbim narung gonha blektum.

Watbim cbbo le pokum. Honko a tbum rami. Captanha tbiim

hanung honpiugkum. Ang davo lit'nung blining cholo chupsit kheu

inbe go gonha mutpingkum. Davo chinggnak cbamchem. Gon

senche. Ungjita davo gha chitnum. Ang thumbe itbaji nomi gonha

walige latpinggnom. Angki thoko kosi blingmu homba imba mus-

chikokmi (our tribe, we). Nepal kbaral khen Tambakosi bong mus-

cbikokmi. Gokhata Awal be mutvi maug nokokmi. Kuswar, Botia,

Denwar, Awal be mutvi nomem. Awal mu ramsa ha gang kheva

ma muschikokmi. Vik maog povi, ghadimu chokphi setung jovi,

kem ma povi thoko Kusunda, Chepang bahamu chhaju puchhibe ma

muschikokmi. Angkimu kem nomi, vik le nomi
;
pagnamu vik nom,

memha, makai, dosi, pbaphar, bqja, levi, rowa, masa, sakha, gohun,

laru livi vik nom. Angki miilung kolube, Hengongwo baba. Lap-

cha, Limbu baba mang jabe, chhaju madumbe gadha pabe, muschi-

kokmi. Chhaju puchhibe boja ma lichem, jomsitmu ming miscbe

le ma nom. Hanung bong jomsit lichem minung bong lat'lat'ha

muschikokmi. Gbakhata ha ruklung be rukkokmi, duklung be

dukkokmi. Phalamtu'vi, singchuk'vi, kochonvi angki thok be ma
nomem. Kampachyang, bingchopachyang gyetim got khen ingchi-

kokmi. Angki kem angki got ha pachikokini. Angki waschyang

angki vik setang rowa khen romekhata ha duri chincbingha jevva

pungmem. Vayukhata khakchhingpuchhum povi (or chupvi) ma
nomem. Miscbe pa gyeti namsangmu seva ma pdmem. Jewa

Hengongwo got khen rangai pomem. Ldnchokhata dawaugmi jewa

waschimem. Meschokhata rangai pota waschimem Angki mulung

ithijila nomi. Nayung got kulupha bakulup khen chbolup* (or le

got kulup) bong miipbta chhaju madumbe itha dokha hamta nomem

* Phrases of numeration. See VocubuU
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(or hamehimem). Angki kem cbbalung singha pota, diba wamta,

htiugltiug koha rota, khistiha supta, gege gege pachimetn. Kem
bbitari nayung kuna nochhikmi ; kolu, imlung ; kolu kho'lung.

Tawokbata, tamikhata gege ta ma hokmi. Bangcbodum kben biak

paebikokmi. Nayung got kulup ha ba kulup kben le got kulup*

bong penku haba ba rome ingchikoktni. Penku pben mang wontike

nam rome upu kembe lat'lat'ba, kam papaha, pbengkokmi. Miscbe

ma papaba me'ta singtong kobe Mumpopmi. Kbocho, puk, cheli,

beli, mechho, jacbikokmi, Gai, bbalu, pboka, ma jakokmi. Singwo-

kbudu, dudu, cbalung, jakokmi. Sove tungcbikokmi, bukcbbale

tungkokmi (note tbe 2 forms of tbe verb). Sove, angki pota, ching-

gnak tungkokmi. Bukcbba, gyetim got khen ingta, yanggnak tung-

cbikokmi. Angki cbbobe ma blekcbikokmi. Nokcbbung sascbi-

kokmi, mescbo le, loncho le. Balung kben gyeti suna le ma dak-

kokmi. Angki cholvi Balung. Gyeti suna le ma nom. Yayu

tboko mu singtong sunaba Brahman Lama ma honmi (or honmem,

indefinite). Gyetim lorn ma khokehikokmi. Angki vik bakhele ma

watkokmi. TJpo met'khen tawokbata ba chhinggnak yanggnak ma

papaba lingmem. Tamikhata ha mische le ma lingmem. Imhamu

dawo devi angki majhua nomi. Inung wanikhen povi suna le m £

nom. Angki tboko gyetim got be lasta, yangta tboko, nati tolgongf

bono- yangmi. Pinis.

Translation,

My name is Pate. I am a Vayu. The Khas tribe call us Hayu,

but our own name is Yayu. I am an old man. I don't know how

old, above sixty. I am a cultivator of land assigned by tbe Kaja to

tbe soldiers of the Dbunkuta regiment. I have no land of my own.

My son is in the service of Captain Gajraj Tbapa. You saw him

here often and drew his portrait and measured him. He thought

that very queer and was a little alarmed. But the Captain reassured

him and he consented. I have been here four months to help you

to learn our language. It is very difficult. You must judge of all.

I can only answer your questions. I hope you will soon let me go

home. Our people dwell in the basin of (or along the course of)

* A phrase of numeration. See Vocabulary.

t A phrase of measure. Sec Vocabulary. It is equal two haudfuls.
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the Kosi river from near the valley of Nepal proper to the Tamba

Kosi. We are not Awalias (people iuured to malaria or awal).

The Awalias dwell in the valley of the river, and are called Kuswar,

Botia, Deuwar, &c. We can't live there by reason of the malaria.

Nor do we dwell on the hill summits like the Kusunda andChepang,

who never cultivate, but live on wild herbs and fruits and never

build houses. We have houses and cultivate the soil, growing maize

and kodo and buckwheat, and rice, cotton, millets, barley, wheat

and madder. We are fixed cultivators, like the Newars, not migra-

tory ones like the Lepchas, Limbus and others. We occupy the

central parts of the hill slopes, which we cut into terraces. Bice

won't grow on the tops nor any sort of grain. We go up as high

as grain will grow. We use the plough or the spade, according to

the nature of the site we occupy. We have no craftsmen, smiths,

carpenters or potters—of our own tribe. We buy utensils and

ornaments from others. We build our own houses and our women

spin and weave the home-grown cotton, of which they make our

clothes. None of our race are soldiers, nor do we ever take service

(menial). The Newars dye for us, if we need it ; but the men

wear plain clothes. Those of the women are sometimes dyed. Our

villages are very small, usually fifteen to twenty houses scattered

along the hill sides. Our houses are built of rough timber, plas-

tered and thatched with grass. Two rooms in a house—one for

cooking and the other for sleeping. We have no general dormitory

for all the grown girls, or boys of the village. We marry at matu-

rity, buying our wives. A wife costs fifteen or twenty rupees. If

we have no money we earn her by labour in her father's house.

We bury our dead without any ceremonies. We do not tattoo our

bodies. Our ears we bore occasionally. We have no priest but the

exorcist, who is also our only physiciau. None of our tribe follow

the brahmans or lamas. We abide by our own creed and customs.

We eat fowls, pigs, goats, sheep, buffaloes. Not oxen, bears or

monkeys, but honey, milk, eggs. We drink beer and spirits. Muck

of the former, as it is home-made ; little of the latter, because we

must buy it. Our law of inheritance gives equal shares to all the

boys, and no share to the girls. Our head villager decides our

disputes. We never appeal from him. Our tribe is a broken one

and is reduced to very inconsiderable numbers.

3 q
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Basing Vocabulary.

Nouns Substantive.

JOll

Air (wind) , Ju.

Affection, Dwakcho.
Abuse, Waita. Khicho.

Abode, Bwagdikha.
Adulterer, Ryamnipo.
Adulteress, Ryamnimo.
Agricultuiist, Bynngsikokba.

Amaranth (grain), gosurani.

Aqueduct, Kulo. Pwalam.
. , f Kholi michi.
Ancle, 1

,

I leg

Arm-all, \n'
Arm, fore, J

Article, thing, Grokso.
Aunt-pat. ) ,«-

Aunt-mat. )

Anger, Sokso.

Ant, Gagachingmo.
Anus, Dyala.

Arrow, Bla.

Ax, Kha.
Alder tree, Bursi.

Bag, Salama
Basket, Bainso.

Barley, No name. Jou is used.

Bamboo, Palam (all), llikcho (small).

Bark of tree, Sing^okte.

Buck, Ching.

Back bone, Chinreusye.

Belly, Koja.

t> . j , f Lekholithiba.
Beast, quadruped, < T •, , ,.. ,.,

1 ^
I Lekhohmigwakba.

Being, animal, Samthiba.

Box, chest, No word.

Bat kind, Pakati.

[
male, Apo pakati.

Bat -. female, Amo pakati.

I^young, Pakati atami.

Birth. No name.

Bird kind, Chikba.

fmale, Apo chikba.

Bird I female, Amo chikba.'

tyoung, Chikbaatami.

Beer, Gnasi.

Bread. Sheblem.

Bird) tree, Phyekulima.

Bed, Blo'cho.

Bed cliamber, Ipdikha.

Bed time, Ipcho bela.

Bee, Syiira (wasp, Yukuwa
)

[nima, f.

, or Liciia-

Blacksmith, Teupteu'le.

Blood, Husi.

Buttocks, Ivosidyala.

Battle, fight, Mocho.
Boat, Dunga.
Bear, Warn.
Beard, Sheb song, mouth hair or Yoli
swdn.* chin hair.

Bo;ir, Apo po.

Body, Ram.
Burden, load, Kura.
Bone, Beusye.
Breast, Kuchu.
Breastnipple, Neucheu.
Bow, Li.

Bowman, Licha, m. Limichs
Bottom, lowest part, Hayu.
Boy, Tawa.
Buffalo kind, Mesyeu.

fmale, Apo mesyeu.
Buffalo < female, Amo mesyeu.

(.young, Mesyeu atami.

Bull, Bing.

Boundary, Relu.

Breath, Sam.
Branch of tree. No word.

J"
Lo'ba, younger.

\ Yawa, elder.

Brotherhood ( T ,, ,

u ., < JLo babum.
Brethren (

Brother in-law, Chaiwa. Wadyalcha.
C male, Apo gai atami.

(female. Amo gai atami.

rPu. Dacho.

p J Grokso (thing).

' "' j Pwakutucbo grokso (water

[_ to drink vessel).

Cart, No word.

Cat kind, Birma.

f male, Apo birma.

Cat < female, Amo birma.

[young, Birma atami.

Carpenter, Sing chokba.

Cheek, Chocho.
Chesnut tree, Syeli.

Chin, Yeoli. Yoli.

Childkind, Ta. Gikba. Tawa. Tamitawa.

«,.,., | male, Tawa.
Child < e \ rV ' .

\ female, lami.

Children, Tadau. Tawatami.

Brother

Calf

* Song vel Swon vel Sworn. The broad d passes into wa and the final nasal

is vague.
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Clay, Ph^lemkhapi.
Cloth, Wa'.
Cotton cloth, Linkhi wa.

Woollen cloth, Unke wa.
Silken cloth, No word.

Clothes, raiment, Wa.
Cloud, Kuksyal.
Colour, Moba.

Cold (frigor),
/Junamti (weather).

v & ' \ Ju (wind).

Companion, Warcha.
Claw, nail, talon, Gyang.
Cane (calamus), Guri.

Cousin
) tvt . 1 ( Gnwapsya.

Cow, Gai, H. Amo bing.

Cough, Sheukhe.
Copper, No name.
Cowherd, Gai theulba.

Cotton, uncleaned, Linkhi.

Cotton, cleaned, Ruwa.
Courage, No word.

Crow, Gagakpa.
Daughter, Tanii (girl).

Daughter-in-law, Dyalmi.
Dance, Sili.

Day, Namri.
To-day, Ana.
Dust, Dyerbakhapi (flying earth).

Darkness, Namring.
Desire, wish, Dwakcho.
Ditch, No name.
Deer, Kisi.

("male, Apo kisi.

Deer •< female, Amo kisi.

(, young, Kisi atami.

Door, Lapcho.
Disease, illness, No name.
Dispute, *Mocho ? Khicho ? Infinitives.

Dog kind, Khlieha.f

{male, Apo khlicha.

female, Amo khlicha.

young, Khlicha atami.

Death, No name.
Dream, Gna'mo.
Drink, Tu'me. Tuchome.
Drunkard. Dukba. Tuba.
Dyer, Ryakba.
Earth—the t vu , .

Earth-a little i
KhaPK

Ear, Samaneu (see nose).

Egg, Di. Badi (Ba = fowl).

Elephant, No name.
Ec!io> Tholnlamstikha.

Enemy. No name.
Ewe, Amo bhera.

Eye, Michi.

Eyebrow, Kur'mi swon'g.

Eyelash, Michi swon'g.

Elbow, Nyaksi.

Exorcist, Jamcha.
Earthquake, Kh rinyam.
Evening. Namtheuba.
Face, Kuli.

Feather, Chikbaswong ( = bird-hair$

Feast, f -rr, , ,
j, . . < Khouma.
Festival.

|_

Father, Apo.
Father-in-law, Yeppa.
My father, Apa.
Thy father, Tpo.

His, her, its father, Apo.
Fever, Jusara (ague).

Fair
fJyapdikria,

-ryj. i . < Ledi'kha= buying and selling

'

L place.

Fear, Nima. Gnima.
Ferry, Hamba gludikha.

Fire, Mi.
Fire-place, Mimudikha. Bwakal.
Field, arable, Ru- Byangsi.

Finger, Brepcho.
Finger-nail, Gyang. Brepchogyang.

dyelkem.
Fellow countryman, ( Dwabo dyel dim-

fDwabo
< Dwabo
(_muryu.

c ,, , ., fDwabo thokkem.
rellow tnbeman,< A, 3 ,, ... , ,

' i_Adwabo thokkem.
Fish. Gna.
Flavour, taste, Brd.
Flesh, Sye.

Flint, Chichilung.

Flour, Phul.

Flea, Chukbe.
Fence, Khor.
Floor, Khapi (earth).

Flower, Phung.
Ford, Pwaku hambag ludikha. §
Fly, Sheutno.

Food, Jawame. Jachome. Participles.
||

Fowl kind, Ba.

male, Swareuwaba.

FowM female, Chwongkameuba.
f male, Swareuwaba
< female, Chwongkai

[ young, Bukballo.

* Khicho, verbal, mocho practical, dispute.

f Khicha is Newari. The insertion of a labial is a common trick of these

tonguer. See note on Hayu verbs. X Qu'U ' s Basyurima.

§ Literally, water (of) far side issuing place.

||
Jawame, what he eats. Jachome, what any one eats, an edible substance.

3^2
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Fowl wild, Sabala ba.

Fowl's egs;, Ba di. [dyelke.

Foreigner, Wangmedyeldim. Waugme-
Fist, No word.

Forehead, Kupi.

Filth, dirt, Rilcu.

Foot, Kholi blem.

Form, Moba.
Forest, jungle, Sabala.

Fruit, Sichi.

Frost, Phursa.

Frog, Krukru.
Friend, No name.
Garlic, No name.
Ginger, Peurim.
Girl, Tami.
Glue, cement, Kyapcho.

«, ., fKoiacha, m.
Glutton, < I7 . , . ,. *

' \_Kojachanima. t.*

Grandfather, Kiki.

Grandmother, Pipi.

Grandson, Chacha.

Granddaughter, Chachanima.

God, A god, no name.
Gold, Syeuna.

Goat kind, Swongara, Sdngara.

f male, Apo swongara.

GoaW female, Amo swoiigara.

L young, Swongara atami,

Goat herd, Swongara theulba.

Grass, Jim.
Grain, Jama.
Ghee, Butter, Gyawa. (oil.)

Groin, Techi.

Hand, Gublem.
Handle, Rising.

Spade handle, Rukokchom rising.

Hair, Swong.
Hair of head, Cham,
Hair of body, Swong.
Herdsman, Bing.—Mesyeu-theulba.

Heaven, Dwamu, (sky.)

Head, Piya.

Heart, Thim. Theum.
Heat, Haulo. Haunam.
Heel, Cheuncheu leu.

Hail, Musi.

Hammer, Thyakchome.
Hammerer, Thyakba.
Hemp, Gra.

Hen, Amo ba.

Hip, Kholimichi.—or Jilamichi.

Hope, No word.

Hoof, <
,

VGyakseuleu
(^clovenJ

J

Hog kind. Pd.
{male, Apo p<5.

female, Amo po.

young, Pd atami.

Hole, Gwalyum.
Hoe spade, Kokchdme.
Husk, Phira.

Hook peg, Chach6me.
Horn, Grong. [horn).

Goat's horn, Swongara agrong (goat its

Honey, Syura. Shura.

Horse kind, Gh6ra.

f male, Apo ghdra.

Horse < female, Amo ghdra.

I
young, Ghdra atami.

House, Khyim.

tj , , , fKhyimcha, m.
Householder, < T7-, • , • c

' L&nyiHuchaiuma, r.

Home, Bwasjdikha.

Hunger, Soli.

Husband, Wancha.
My husband, Wa wancha.

Thy husband, T wancha.

Her husband, A wancha.f
Instrument,^ liupachd.

Implement, /Grokso.
fBebaeha, m.
\Bebachanima, f.

Ice, No name.
Intestines, Chisye.

Iron, Syal, syal.

Jaw, Ka'kam.
Joint, Michi.

Juice, Pwa'ku (water).

Knife,

Infant,

IC
e tho.

Chwarchom.
Knee, Pokchi.

Knot, Khingna, (p. p.)

Kitchen, Kidikha.

King, Ho'po. Hwang.
Lamp, torch, To'si.

Language, speech, L6.

Lip, Sheo-kokte (mouth leather).

Leaf, Swapho.
Tree's leaf, Sing swapho.
Leather, Kokte (skin).

Leg-all, Kho'li.

* Kojachanima a female glutton. So khyimchanima a house wife. See house-
holder : and so also of all formarives in cha, Koja = belly. Kiiyim = house.

f Wa. f, A, are the pronominal prefixes of nouns and suffixes of verbs, a

thoroughly Dravirian trait and a fundamental. TJyul—u I "]

> t i i rru... l
tHere is a sample of the suffixes u the firsts Jyul—i Thou >put or place.

person == ur, wa or o. I'Jyui—a He. J
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Leg-true (tibia,) Phdpbol.
Liar, Limochalba.
Light (lux,) Haubau.
Lightning, Ploksa.

Life, Sam, (bieath).

Liver. Ding,

Louse, Tusyar.

Lungs, Syeuporeu.

Loom,
(Wapachogrokso.
l_loblosing.

Load, Kura.

T , , f Dheptecha, m.
Lowlander, s n ,

r
, , '. -

^Dbeptecbanima, f.

Mat, Tharkimo blocho.

Maize, Greleuwamo.
Master, Ho'po. Hwang.
Mark, Syancbo.

Market, Jyapdikhaledikha.

Mason, Khyimpaba.
Mankind, Muryeu.

f male, Wainsa.
Mans female, Mincba.

i,young, Atami. Muryeu ata.#

Maker, doer, Paba. Pabba.
Madder. Deu.
Mare, Amo ghora.

Marriage, Grochyer.
Mill, hand or water, Khuruwa.
Millet (kangani), Basara.

Millet (kodo), Charja.

Millet (juwar), Binkhuma.
Millet (\anaa), Sama.
Milk, Neucheu.
Mist, Kuksyal.

Manner, ')
Tjri ,

Mode, way,

J

Monkey (all), Moreu.
Measure, the instrument, Khapcho.
Medicine, No name.
Mind, Theum.
Moon, Tausaba. La,.

Month, La.

Morning, Didila.

Music, Tapcho.
Motber, Amo.
My motber, Ama.
Thy mother, Two.
His, her, its mother, Amo.
Money (copper). Lalajima.

Mountain, Syerte.

,, . . fSyertecha, m.
Mountaineer, < a

J
, . , . -

' ^Syertechanima, f.

Mountain products, Syertedim.

Mouth, Shed.

Moustache, Shebswdn.
Muscbito, Syupyel.

Mouse, Yeu.
Nipple, Neucheu (milk).

Noise, Syanda.

Neck, Sbeureu (French eu).

Name, Ning.
Night, Tengnachi.
Net, No name.
Needle, Leumje.
Noon (day), Nam~helscho.
Nose, Neu (French eu).

Neighbour, Kwaudaubwakba.
Nostril, Neu'lam (nose—-way).

Navel, Sheupum.
Oar, No name.
Oil, Gryawa.

Oak-tree, Sobusarsi.

Odour, smell, Ari. Ri.

Onion, No name.
Ox kind, Bing.

{male, Bing.

female, Gai. Amo bing.

young, Gai atami. Bing atami.

Ordure, Khli. [akhli.

Man's ordure, Muryukhli or Muryu-

Tiger's ordure, {
G
^£|

kUi ° r Gu[,Sa

Pain, Deukha, H.
Palm of hand, Gublem agwalla.

Penis, Bli. [chiefly) .f

Place, Dikha (in composition of verbs
Plant, Waba, P.

Pleasure, Gyersi.

Plough, Jdcbome.
Ploughman, Joba, P.
Plain, Dyamba.
Plainsman, 1 Dyambacha, m.
Lowlander,

J Dyambacnanima, f.

Plate dish, 1 p/
Platter, J

^u>

Parent, Kikba, p. J
Plantain, Giamochi.
Plantain tree, Giamochi sing.

Plantain fruit, Giamochi sichi.

Pine (tree), Tosi.

Pepper (black), No name.
Palate, Kokolyam,
Pepper (red), Dukba.
Potter, Khapi yalba.

Peach, Khwomalchi.
Peach tree, Khwomalchi sing.

* Wainsa and Mincha are used substantially and adjectively. Not Atami.
Man's child or human cbild is Muryuatami = man his child. Betterata or atawo :

See child. Tami is used for the young of all animals.

f e. g. Ip dikha sleeping-place = bed chamber : Kidikha cooking-place =
kitchen. t To this answers Gikba = child ; or who begets and who is bom.
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Peach fruit, Khwomalchi sichi.

Price, Tiling.

Priest, Nokso.
Poison Ning.

Ram, Apo bhera.

Rat, Yeu (French eu).

Rain, Rya-wa.
Rains, (he, Ryawa namti.

Rib, Chakh yamreusye.

Rice, unhusked, Bura.

Rice, husked, Sheii.

Rice, boiled, Mdmara.
River any, Giilo.

Root, Syangri.

Rust, Gari.

Rudder, No word.
Road, Lam.
Rope, Gra.

Roof, Kbyimpu.
Rhododendron, Twaksyel.
R. tree, Twoksyel sing.

R. flower, Twoksyel phung.

R. fruit, Twoksyel sichi.

Salt, Yuksi.

Silence, Licho. [digger).

Spade, spud,hoe,Rukdkchome(=grouiid-
Spear, Hochome.
Shape, form (and colour), Mdba.
Sheep kind, No name. Bhera used.

S pirits (distilled), Hena.
Spindle, Ranta.

Spinner, Pauba.
Skin, Kokte.
Scull, Piya reusye.

Shoe, sandal, Kholidi paschong.

Seed, Wachyar.
Seive, Riyangma.
Sleep, Ip'thi.

Sail of boat, No word.

Sand, No word.

Spittle, Richuku.
Snot, Neukhli = nose-filth.

Silk, No word.

Silver, No word.

Sport, play, Chamcho, (inf.) [Brother.

Sister, elder, Yawa, younger, Loba. see

Sisterhood, Yaba loba bum.
Sister-in-law, Wadyelmi.
Sitting chamber, Bwagdikha.
Spider, Bajeringmo.

Smith, Teupteule. Teupteucha.

Snake, Busa.

Q , fWali, m.
Servant, < «,,/,.. c

'
\_ Wallmm a, f.

Soldier, Kyakyamkhusiba.

Sky, Dwamu.
Son-in-law, Oyalcha.

S<

frny Wa—ta.*"]

\A thy I'—ta. K

[his A

—

ta. J

see child.

Shoulder, Balam.
Shoulder-joint, Balam mfchi.

Shepherd, Bhera theulba.

Side, Chakhyam, Pum.
Star, Soru.

Summit, top, Gnari. Ajuju.

Snow, Phumu.
Summer, Hau-namti = hot or heat day.

Sweat, Gwaulau.
Storm, Gnolojii (= great wind).

Steam, Sam (breath).

Smoke, Kuni.
Strength, Sokti.

Song, Swalong.
Sow, Amo po. Khomi.
Sugarcane, Byar.f
Sun, Nam.
Sunshine, Nam.
Sunrise, Namdhapcho.
Sunset, Namwamcho.
Still, Hechopu.
Stone, Lung.
Stomach, Koja.

Shade, shadow, Bala.

Straw, Jim (grass).

Sword, Betho (knife).

Shield, No name.
Tail. Meri.

Testicie, Kollosichi.

Tiger, Gupsa.
Thigh, Jila.

m, . . J Prakudwakcho.
ir

'
|_ Prakudwaktimi.

Thumb, Bombo.
Tooth, Khleu (French eu).

Tobacco, Kuni.
Turmeric, Byu'ma.
Toe, Kholibrepcho.

Toe, great, Kholi bombo.
Toe—nail, Gyang.
Tongue, Lyam.
Time, No name. Bela used.

To-morrow, Dilla.

Thread, Sale.

Thunder, Buk'bu.

Thief,
(Kuncha, m.

' I^Kunchanima, r.

Theft, Kunchaniwa.
Tree, Sing. Dhyaksi.

Tree—bark,Sing kokte. Dhyaksi kokte.

* Wa ta-wo, my son : Wa tami, my daughter : Wa ta my child. Ta is child=
Sonral and Uraon Da. But ta is used also for son as sa is child and son in Bur-

mese, which language has also the mi suffix, sami a girl = tami Bailing and Hayu.

f Sugar is Byar apwaku = juice of cane.
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Tribe, Thok.
Uncle, Pat. Popo.
Uncle, Mat. Kuku.
Urine, Charniku.

Man's urine, Murynacharn'ku.
Goat's urine, Swongara acharniku.

Vein, Sagra.

Vegetable, Cheule pale.

Vetch, pea, Kyangyalyangma.
Village, DyaL

Villager,
JPyalpau,m.

° '
[ Dyalpaumma, f.

Victuals, Jachome.
Vice, sin, No word.
Voice, Syanda, (sound).

Valley, No word.
Vulva. Twarchi.
Wax, Khoye.
Wound, Banam.
Wool, Bheda swdn.
Wall, Atha. Antba.

Weaver, Wapaba.
Water, Pwaku.
Water-spring, Pwaku bio.

w , f tree, Phoro sing.

' \ fruit, Phoro sichi.

Wife, Ming,
Wrist, Gtublemmichi.

W<»rk, Eu.
Wizard, Krakra.

Witch, Krakranima.
Witchcraft, Krakraniwa.

Widow, Khlumi.
Widower, Khluwa.*
Whore, No name.
Whoremaster, No name.
Wealth, Grrokso.

Wing (bird's), Baphlem, (ba = fowl).

Witness, Kwoba. Taba.

Year, Tho.
Yesterday, Sanamti.

Yeast, No name.

Bahing Adjectives.

n , fNeubaf, m. and c. gender,
(jood, s w , '! ,

°
' \_Neubanima, f.

Bad, Ma neuba. Negative.

Hanba, m. and c.Deceitful, 1 Hanba, m. am
Cunning, J Hanbanima, f.

* wa, and mi are suffixes of gender The formative suffix cha is equivalent

to wa, in words like li-cha, a bow man ; Kun-cha, a thief, &c. The feminine of wa
is mi ; of cha is micha, as Koja-cha, a glutton ; Koja micha, a female glutton ;

or

it is nima, as Kun-cha, a thief; Kunchanima, a female thief. Pau and po are also

masculine signs, whereof the former makes its feminine by adding nima ; the latter

by changing the po into mo, as dyal-pau, a villager ; dyal paunima, a female villa-

ger ; ryamni-po, an adulterer, ryamni-mo, an adulteress.

The participial suffix ba, which also makes nouns of the agent, and gives quali-

ties a substantival character, as thyak-ba, a or the hammerer : neu-ba, a or the

good one, is another masculine suffix, which takes nima for its feminine.

But participial nouns in ba are often regarded as of all genders, and when used

adjectivally, as all can be used, they take no sign of gender or number, or case ;

they precede the substantive which they qualify in their crude form, as neuba wain-

sa, a good man, neuba wainsadau, good men, neuba wainsake, of a good man.
The inherent relative sense of the participles enables them to dispense with any

formative, but if it be specially necessary to express gender, such words when used

as nouns, can take the wa and mi sex signs, and also the signs of number always

supposing that their use is substantival.

Dravidian participles are formed from the gerunds (fide Caldwell) and need a for-

mative to give them the relative and participial sense. Such is not the case with

Kiranti participles, though these when used substantially often takes the m, me,
formative and always if the participles be of the impersonated kind. See verbs.

Observe that the Vocabulary throughout is so constructed as to be a clue to

grammar as well as to vocables.

f Participial, like most of the following. See and compare the verbs, Neu to be

good. Neu-gna, neu-ye, neu, I, thou, he, am good. Neu-ba who, or what is good,

all genders ; Dual, Neubadausi ; Plural, Neu-badau. Neu = it is good. Root of

verb and of noun. So Newari Bhing, which has Ji bhing, Chha bhing, Wo bhing

for 3 persons, and Bhing—hma-gu for major and minor of gender, and Bhing lima,

nihma and Bhing ping, for dual and plural.
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Candid,
fMa hanba. Neg.
\Aje. Ajebwakba.

,» ,. . I Deukha giba, m. c.
Malicious, < p> | , « r7

L Deukha gibanima f.

Benevolent i Gversi <f

pJlba
'
m

"
C *

f Paba. m. c.
Industrious, <t,-, -

' VPabanima, f.

-j- ,, ( Chwancha, no.

' { Cbwancbanima, f.

True, or truth speaking, A'je. A'je bwak-
ba, m. c. Aje bwakbamma, f.

False, or false~\ Limo. Limo bwakba, m.
speaking, J Limo. bwakbanima, f.

Passionate,^) Soksa, bokba, m, c.

hasty, / Soksa bokbanima, f.

Placid, patient, Soksa ma bokab. Neg.

r , ,, f Niba, in. c.
Cowardly, < AT . U '

. e" LiNibamma, f.

Brave, Ma niba. Neg.
Constant-minded ,1 Theumjasiba, m.

Unchangeable, JTheumjasibanima, f.

Inconstant, "I

Changeful. J

Theum majasiba. Neg.

Wasteful, "1 Warba, m. c.

profuse, j Warbanima, f.

^r. ,, fKakachyakba, m. n.
So' jj \_Kakaehyakbanima, f.

T-r. , tl /Theum neuba, m. c.
Hind, gentle, < m ,

, . et> l/Theum neubanima, f.

Harsh, unkind, Theum maueuba. Neg.

r\u v ..
/ Biba, Bisiba, m. c*

Obedient, < u ,, . D ',
., ~

' (^Bibanima, Bisibanima, I.

Disobedient, Ma biba. Ma bisiba.

M Wi
S>,-GenUival both,

reminine, Minchake, J
Mad, idiotic, Atheum ma neuba.

Sane of mind, Atheum neuba.

Licit, Pachome, m. f. n.

Illicit, Ma pachome.
Bodily, Ramke, ~\Genitival, both of

Mental, Theumke,J tht-se: com. gender.

„ , j Soleumi byakba, m. c.

° '' \S61eumi byakbanima, f.

Thirsty, Pwaku dwaktimi byakba.

fAklancho bwakba, m.
Naked,

bwakbanima, f.

Clothed, Phisiba, m. c. Phisibanima, f.

Libidinous (man), Ming dwakba, m.

Libidinous (woman), Wainsa dwakba-
nima, f.

Gluttonous, Kojacha, m. Kojamicha, f.

Drunkard, Dh^kong- <.
.".

, ' . "
c° l^-tubanima, f.

Drunken, Dukba, m. c. Dukbanima, f.

Foul-mouthed,/Khiba, m. c.

Abusive, ^Khibanima, f.

Alive, fBlenba, m. c.

Living, \Blenbanima, f.

Dying, Byakchopaba.
Dead, Byakba,t m. c. Byakbanima, f.

Sickening,! R , f.paba, _m. c.

Sick, J (^-pabamma, f.

Sickened, sick, Riba, m. c. Ribanima,f.

Getting well, Swachopaba.
Got well, Swaba, m. c. Swabanima, f.

Plealthy, Neuba, m. Neubanima, f.

Made well, Swapang.
Strong, Sokticha, m. Soktimicha, f.

fSoktimathiba, m.
Weak, < Soktimathibanima, f.

[_Sokti manthim,
Myelchopa-

c.

Sleepy, Myelchopaba, m.
banima, f.

Asleep, Myelba, m. Myelbanima, f.

Waking, Syainscho- < "'
,

'
.

' \
°' J - l^-pabanima, r.

. , o . f-siba, m. c.
Awake, Syams- < ., '. ,

7 J - l/sibanima, f.

Awakening, Syainsipaba.

Awakened, Syainsipana.

Youns;, Akachime,"!
f

Youthful, Yake, J
m

*
r#

Adult XSwolacha >
m>

Aault
' \Swolami or Swolamicha

Old, aged, Gna-wa, m. Gna-mi
f Rimba, m. f. n.

Handsome, < Rimsokpa, m.
[_tfimsongma, f.

r Ma rimba. ~\

Ugly, } Ma rimsokba. [-Neg.

(Ma rimsongma J
„,.,., ( Laba, com. gen. and m.
Tall, high, ] T ,, ' • f

°
' & ' ( Labanima, r.

_. , , TDekho laba, m. and n.
Short, low,

|Da
j

10 labanima? t
„ „ ... 1 Gndlo, m. and n.
Great, big, } Gu6lonima , f.

f.

* Biba is the transitive, bisiba the intransitive forms. See verbs.

t Byakchopaba is literally who makes to die, and so of all similar words : but

the form is doubt'ul, and in general the participle in ba, which is aoristic is used

in neuter verbs exclusively to express both are senses of dying and dead, sickening

and sick, the preterite particle being regarded as an appendage of transitives only.
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Small, Akachime. Yake.* See young;.

fSyeneuba, m. and n. (well in

Fat, <j flesh).

I^Syeneubanima, f.

Thin, Ryamba, m. and n. Ryambanimo, f.

Tired, "I Balba, m. and n.

Weary, J Balbanima, f.

Un tired, "1 Ma balba. U
fresh, J Ma balbanima, J

iNe^-

Lame, Sokopa, m. n. Sokopanima, f.

Lamed, Sokopapana, c.

Blind £ ^^ ^woba, m - n *

' \ Ma kwobanima, f.

Blinded, Ma kwobapana.

^ ~ \ Ma nimba, m. and n.
'

J Ma nimbanima, f.

Deafened f
M

?
nimbaPana >

m
-
n -

'(Ma nimbanimapana, f.

D u f Ma bwakba, m. n.
umb, < , T , . , v . r

'
I Ma bwakbanima, f.

Deaf and dumb, J Glaud-wa, m. n.

= idiotic, \ Glaudwanima, f.

Alone, solitary, {

+

G^J or AS icha '

Companioned,

m. f.

Warcha thiba, m. n.

Warcha thibanima, f.

("Jdkba. Teuba. Mimba, m. n.

Wise, < Jokbanima. Teubanima. Mim-
(. banima, f.

Foolish, Majokba. Mateuba. Ma-
mimba. Neg.

Learned, Parepaba, m. Parepabanima, f.

Ignorant, Ma pare paba.

Rich, Thiba, m. n. Thibanima. f.

Poor, Ma thiba, m. n. Ma thibanima, f.

Talkative, Bwakba, m. n. Bwakbanima f.

Silent, Liba bwakba, m. c.J (silent who
remains).

Dirty= black, Kekem, m. f. n.

Dirtied, 1 Kekempana, m. c

[ Jlekemmmapana, f.

Clean = white, Bubum, m. f. n.

r,, , ( Bubumpana, m. c.
Cleansed, < ^ ,

r
. ' .

( Bubummmapana, f.

Married / Gr(
?
ch ya dYumba »

m -

' \ Grdchya dyumbanima, f.

C Grdchya madyumba, m.
Unmarried, < Grdchya madyumbani-

(, ma, f.

f Chdba, m. Chdbanima, f.
Taxed,

1
-r, . /"Machol
Exempt,

| Mi c ,

Ready, prepared, \ Mingba 1 (dr

[Kina J 1

Ma theumna.

Chdchome. n.

ba. Ma chdbanima.
hochome. Neg.

New, Aninta, m. f. n.

Old, worn out, Amaisam, m. f. n.

("Theumna (finished).
/J ressed as

food).

iv,iimna. ")

Unprepared,
J «, ^ . . f XT

TT
h

t
' < Ma mingba. > Neg.

Unmade, Lrr 6
V

&
» l_Ma kina. )

R , (Rimsiba (adorned), m. c.
63 J f

- \ Rimsibanima, f.

TT , (" Ma rimsiba, ra.
Unready,

| Md rimsibanima> f<

Common, abundant, Tachome, n.

Rare, scarce, Ma tachome. Neg.

Public, apert, patent, Kwochome.
Private, latent, not to be seen, Khleu-

chome.
~ , , ( Neupaba, caus. pres.part.
auccessrai, \ $ catu t t>

ProsPerOUS'(Neupachome,c.f. p.

Ma neupaba. ~)

Unprosperous
fMa

S
'^ Ma

' [Ma
Neg.^a neupana.

Unsuccessful, 1 „, neupMhomeJ
Saleable, Lechome, p. f.

Sold, Lena, p. p.

Purchaseable, Jyapchome, p. f.

Purchased, Jyamna, p. p.

Similar, J Deuba, m. n.

Resembling, \ Deubanima, f.

Dissimilar, Ma deuba. Ma deubanima.

The same I
M yemme or

\ (that verylheSdme
'lMyemgno, / one; m. f. n.

Other, different, Kwagname. Wangme,
m. f. n.

Easy, doable, Pachome, p. f.

* These two words are samples of adjectives proper. Such are very rare in this

tongue wherein the qualifying words are mostly participles, usable too substanti-

vally, like those formed by tbe affixes, cha and wa. This is another Dravidian trait;

and the rarity of proper adverbs and prepositions, and the use of gerunds in lieu

of the one and of nouns in lieu of the other, (see Adverbs and Prepositions) are

two more such traits, to be added to those elsewhere set down.

t I, thou, he, am alone, is Wa gicha bwa-gna, fgicha bwange, Agicha bwa =
my, thy, his loneliness.

X The root bwa, to be (sit) and to speak, can hardly be distinguished in the

participles.

3 R
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Difficult, not doable, Ma pachome.

Changeful,

Changeable,

Phasiba,* p. n.

Phaschopaba, p. n. (about

Wanting,

Ornamented
Adorned,

Ma

to change).

. \ Phasiba (self.)
Changed,

J- Dl , , \ '
. N° ' ) Phana (other, tr.)

About to be changed, Phachome.
Caused to be changed, Phasipana, c. ref.

Phapana, c. tr.

fMa hulsiha, n.

^ , , . . , I Ma hulba, tr.
Orderly, set in order,< ,,T , ,. .," '

]
Ma hmsiba, n.

[.Ma lipba, tr.

f Hulsiba, n.

Disordered, J Hulna, tr.

Disorderly,
j
Limsiba, n.

t^Limna, tr.

About to be disordered, Lipchome.
Having, possessing, tenens, Thiba, m. c.

Tiiibanima, f.

f Ma thiba,

[Ma thibanima, f.

("Rimba, n.

\ Rimsiba, refi.

(.Rimpana, tr.

( Ma rimba.

Plain, < Ma rimsiba.

[Ma rimpana.

Useful, Sichome, p. f. tr.

Useless, Ma sichome, Neg.
Quick-moving, active, Grukba, m. c.

Giukbanima, f.

Slow moving, lazy, inert, Ma grukba,

^Neg.

Wholesome, eatable, Jachome.
Unwholesome, Majachome.
Manufactured, wrought, Pana,

Manufacturable, Pachome.
Sharp, Heba, n. p.

Sharpened, Hepana, tr. p.

Blunt, Ma heba.

Bluntened, Ma hepana.

Grinded, Khrina.

Grindable, Khrichome.
Spun, Panna.
Woven, Pana.

Platted, Pana.

Spacious, wide, ample, Bhyappa.
Contracted, narrow, Ma bhyappa.
Moving, capable of self-motion, Dukba,

f

n. part. m. f. n. Dukbanima, f.

Moveable, capable of being moved, Duk-
chome, tr. p. f.

Motionless, Ma dukba, m. n.

Immoveable, Ma dukchome, tr.

Moved, f self, Dukba.
Moved, other, Dungna.
Caused to be moved, Dungpana.
Figured, self, Ram dyumba.
Figured, other, Ram dyumpana.
Figureable, Ramdyum pachome.
Unfigureable, Ramdyum ma pachome,,

Luminous, shining, Chyarba (self,) n.

Self-illumed, Chyarsiba, refl.

Illumed by other, Chyarpana.
Illuminable, Chyarpachome.
Dark, Nanirikba.

Darkened, Namringpana.
Flaminc, burning self, Hoba (fire and

candle).

Kindled, ~\

Inflamed. > Hopaua.
Made to flame,)

Kindleable, 1 TT , ,

Inflamable, j
HoPachome -

Burning, in process of being consumed
by fire, Deupba.

Burnt, consumed by fire, Deumpana.
Consumable by fire. Deumpachome.
Extinguishing (self) going out, Byakba.
Extinguished by another, Byangpana.
The upper, superior, Hateungme, m. f. n.

The lower, inferior, Hajungme.^I
Right, Jumrolame.
Left, Perolame.

Central, Alimbudime.
Eastern, Namdhapdikhalame.
Western, Namwamdikhalame.
Northern, Hateulame.
Southern, Hayulame.
Passable, ") ^ , ,

. ., , > Gwakchome.
Accessible, )
Impassable, Magwakchome.
Cultivated field, Jona.

Culturable, Jochome.
Uncultivated, Ma jdna.

Uncultivable, Ma jochome.
Fruitful, rich (soil), Neuba (good).

Barren, sterile, Ma neuba.

Sandy, No word.

Clayey, Phelepheleme.

Calcarious, Chunnungme.

* Be changed is phaso = change thyself. Change it is phato. The former

fiives for participles phasiba and phaschopaba = what changes or is about to

change ; and the latter, phaba, the changer, and phana, the changed.

f The participle of Neuter verbs is single and aoristic, Dukba, is changing and

changed, et sic de cseteris. + Hateu, top, above : hayu, below, bottom.
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Saline, Yuksinungme.
Muddy, Kyelchorne.

Dusty, Byerbakhapinungme.
Brackish (water), Yuksinungme.

ts , f Tuchome.iresh, L T ,,

a ' < Neuba.
Sweet, I t, ,

J^Broba.

Flowing:, Gwakba.
Still, Ma gwakba.
Deep, Gleumba.
Shallow, Ma gleumba.

{Junam.*
Jukhime.
Jiikhitaine.

Fine, fair, Neuba.
Junamrne.{Junarame.

Jumi byangr

Jukhitame.

Hot (water),

f Haulomi.

Hot, < Haulomi byangme.

(. Haulau dyumme.
Sunshiny, Namneume.
Cloudy, Koksyalbwalme.
Rainy, Ryawayume.
Cold (water), Chikba.

Gleugleum, conj.

Gleugleuna-me, disj.

Moist, sappy green (wood), Apwaku-
nuugrae.

Juicy (fruit), Apwakunungme.
Juiceless, sapless, Apwakumanthime.
Wooden, Singke.

Woody, timber bearing, ~l Singdhyaksi-

Wooded, J bwagdikha.
Stony, made of stone, Lungke.
Stony, stone bearing (place), Lung bwag-

dikha.

Iron, made of iron, Syelke.

Iron-producing, Syelgiba.

Leathern, made or leather, Kwoksyeuke,
Kokseke.

Skin-bearing (animal), Kwoksyeu thiba.

Kokse thiba.

Wet 1 , ,, o fMoba.
Dry }

clothes
'
&c

-|sheuba.

xx7 , j / . > ( Sabala bwakba.Wooded (country),
{ §abala bwakdlkha<

Open, Aklauchom, (naked).

Jungly, Sabala dyumme.

^ , , f Ryanssiba, self.
Coloured, i , ,,

'
l Ryangna, by other.

Caused to be coloured, Ryan^pana.
C Bubum (white).

Colourless, < Ma ryangna.

(. Ma ryangsiba.

Colourable, Ryakchome.
Red, Lalam.f
White, Bubum.
Black, Kyakyam.
Blue, No name.
Green, Gigim.
Yellow, Womwome.
Sweet, Jijim.

Sour, Jeujeum.
Bitter, Kaba.
Ripe, Jiba.

Ripened, Jiba, n. (self). Jipana tr.

(other).

Raw, Achekhli.

That is raw, Achekhli bwakba.
That is made raw, Achekhli pana.

Rotten, (flesh, fruit, &c.) Jyipba.

Rotten (wood, &c.) Chyamba.
Coarse, ) -,T ,

Fine, '] No words.

Rough, Khwarbekhwarbem.
Smooth, Phelephelem.
Polished, Phelephelem.
Unpolished, Ma phelephelem.

Straight, Dyomba.
C Gukba.

Crooked, < Gung-gung, or

( Gung-gungme.
Full, Dyamba.
Filled, Dyampana.
Empty, Asheti.

Emptied, Ashetipana.

Solid, Dyamba.
Hollow, Asheti.

Heavy, Hyalba.

Light (levis), Hamba.
Great, Gnolo.
Small, Yake.
Long, Jheuba.

Short, Ma jheuba.

Wide, Bhyakba.
Narrow, Ma bhyakba.

Hia;h, Laba.

* Wind and windy, and cloud and cloudy, &c. are confounded usually : like " cold"

in English which is both substantive and adjective. So also heat and hot.

f Lalam adjectival. Lalamme substantival = Newari, Hyawua and Hyawuntgu
and lal, lal wala or red and the red one. So Bubum and Bubuinme Gigun and
Gigimmo, &c. The affixes jokpa (m) and jongina (f) are often substituted for me
in reference to colour kyakyajokpa, the black.

3 it 2
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Low, Ma laba. Dekholaba.
Angular, Kona-bwakba.
Round, Khirkhirme.

Spherical, Pulpulme.

Pointed, Jeujeume.
Unpointed, Ma jeujeume.

Edged, He'ba.

Unedged, Ma he'ba.

Broken, "1 round "1
-r, , , n

D . > ., • >Bukba, Pwongna.
Burst, J things, J

' °

Broken (long things), Jikba. Jingna.

Torn (cloth, &c), Jiba,* n. China, tr.

Split (wood), Yesiba, int. Yena, tr.

Tntire, by negative prefix to all the above.

Porous, Cha.pba.

Imporus, Ma chapba.

Open, Hongsiba.
Opened, Hongna.
Opening, about to open, Hongschopaba.
Shut, Tyangsiba.

Shutted, Tyangoa.
Shutting, about to shut, Tyangschopaba.
Spread, Hamsiba, n. Hamna, tr.

Folded, Plemsiba, n. Plemna, tr.

Expanded, blown (flower), Boba.

Caused to blow, Bopana. [paba.

Expanding, about to expand, Boscho-

Closed, shut = not expanded, Ma boba.

Tight, Khimsiba, n.

Tightened, Khimna, tr.

Loose, Thyelvim.

Loosened, Thyelvim pana.

Unsteady, loose, Ma jasiba.

Shaking, Ma jana.

Fixed, firm, Jasiba, n. Jana, tr.

Cooked, Kina.

Boiled, Pwakumikina.
Rousted, Gryamna.
Grilled, Cheuna.
Hairy, Swon thiba.

Hairless, Swon ma thiba or Swon manthi.

Feathered, Swon thiba. [manthi.

Unfeathered, Swon ma thiba or Swon
Rising or risen (sun), Dhapba.
Sitting or set (sun), Wamba.
Issuing, coming out or come out (being)

Gluba.

Entering or entered (being) Woba.

Falling (being) Dokba, n.

Fallen, Dokba, n.

About to fall, Dokchopaba.
Falling (thing), Uba.
Fallen (thing), U'ba.

Rising (being) Rapba. [bwakba.
Remaining, risen or standing, Rapso-
Risen or stood, Rapba. Rapso bwakba.
Raising, Rampaba.
Raised, Ramna, tr. Rampana, caus.

Putting down (man), Jyeulba.

Put down (things), Jyeulna.

Sitting, Bwakba. Nisiba.

Seating, Bwang paba. Ni paba.

Seated, Bwapana. Nina.

Lying down, Glesiba, Ipba.

t -j j (Glesiba Tpba, n.
Laid down, < „, .

r
T '

{ Glesipana lmpana, tr.

Waking, Syainsiba.

Waked, Syainsiba.

Awakening, Syainsipaba.

Awakened, Syainsipana.

Sleepy, Myelcho dwakba.
Asleep, Myelba.
Sleeping, Myelba.
About to sleep, Myelchopaba.
Domestic, home made, Dwabodyel dim.

Foreign or foreign made, Wangmedyel
dim.

Rustic, Dyelpo, m. f.

Loving, "} fn ,,
¥-* • r /u • \ > Dwakba, m.
Desirous, * (being)

j Dwakbani L
Desiring, ) (.

ovea e,
I x)vvakcliome.

Desirable,

J

Written, Ryangna.
Read, Parepana.

Eaten, Jana.

Drank, Tuna (pausing accent).

Payable, Cbocbome.
Paid, Choona (pausing accent).

Well odoured, A'rineubame.t

Stinking, Arimaneubame.
Having odour (thing) or!

Namba>
smelling (man), J

Belonging to a TineO
Leuchake

tan or native or > -

Tibet, J

m.
Leuchanimake, f.

* Bukba, Jikba, as participles of neuter verbs which areaoristic, wear the form

of present participles and as adjectives mean breaking as well as broken, &c.

•f*
Me, m. affix, is a formative of all 3 genders = hma, gu of Newari, save that

these are major and minor of gender. Me" like hma, gu, attaches to all qualitives

used substantively superadded to the gender sign as, gna-wa, gwa-mi = old (man

and woman) whence gnawame, gnamime=the old ones, male and female. So

swalo-cha-mi = mature, male and female, whence swalochame, swalomime.
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Tibetan, or produced"! Leuchadyeldim.

in Tibet (thing), J Leuchadyelke.*

Nepalese, native of Nepal, No name.
Belonging to a

,

highO
Syertichake, m.

lander or native ot > ~r , . . , e
„.,, \ Syertenimake, 1.

tt i i an. ("Syertedim or
Highland thing, < J

. , ,
,.

LSyertedyeldim.

Of person of thelDheptechake, m.
plains, J Dheptechanimake, f.

Produce of plains, Dheptedira.

European (per- fBubum-ramcha, m.
son), \Bubum-ramchanima.f.

European (goods), Bubum-ramthiba
dyeldim.

Woollen, made of wool, l/nke.

Wooly, wool-bearing, l/nthiba.

Hairy, made of hair, Swonke.
Hairy, (hair-bearing), Swonthiba.

Iron, made of iron, Syalke.

Golden, Syeunake.
Silver, made of silver, Chandike.
Wooden, made of wood, Singke.

Woody, full of trees, (place), Dhyaksi-
bwagdikha. [dikha.

Jungley, full of jungle, Sabala bwag-
Eye-having (being), Michi thiba.

Foot-having (being), Kholi thiba.

Wealthy (being), Grokso thiba.

Wealthy (place), Grokso-bwagdikha.
Grain-having (man), Bura thiba.

Grain-producing (field), Bura neudikha.

Grain-abounding (place), Bura bwag-
dikha.f

Comparison op Adjectives.

Great, Gnolo.

As great as this, Yam khwome gnolo.

Greater than this, Yam ding gnolo.

Greatest of all, Haupe ding gnolo.

Very great, The gnolo.

Small, Kachim. Akachim.
Small as this, Yam khomekachim.
Smaller than this, Yamding kachim.

Smallest of all, Haupe dingkachim.

Very small, The kachim.

Cold, Chikba.

Colder, Yam ding chikba.

Coldest, Haupe ding chikba.

Very cold, The chikba.

Hot, Gleuba.

Hotter, Yam ding gleuba.

Hottest, Haupe ding gleuba.

Very hot, The gleuba.

NUMEEALS.

Cardinals.

1, Kwong.
2, Niksi.

3, Sam.
4, Le.

5, Gno.

6, Rukba.

7, Channi.

8, Ya.

9, Ghu\
10, Kwaddyum.
11, Kwaddyum kwong,
= ten (and) one.

12, ,, niksi.

13, ,, sam.
14, „ le\

15 &c. „ Gnd.
20, Asim, ("Kwong asim,
= a score,\— one score.

21, Asim kwong, ("Kwong asim,
= a score (and) one.< one score =

l_Kwong and one.
22, Asim niksi. Kwongasim niksi.

30, Kwong asim, kwong aphlo,

= one score, one its half.

31, Kwong asim, kwong aphlo kwong,
= one score, one half (and) one.

32, Kwong asim, kwong aphlo niksi,

= one score, and one half and two.

40, Niksi asim, = two score.

41, Niksi asim kwong 5

42, Niksi asim niksi ,

50, Niksi asim aphlo = two score (and)
its half,

51, Niksi asim aphlo kwong.
52, Niksi asim aphlo niksi.

60, Sam asim.

70, Sam asim aphlo, =s three score (and)

a half.

80, Le asim.

90, Le asim aphlo.

100, Gno asim, = five score.

101, Gno asim kwong.

102, Gno asim niksi, = five score (and)

two.

Ordinals. None.

* Ke is the general sign of relation when one substantive only is used. When
two are expressed, the second takes the a prefix (his, her, its) unless the relation be

local and then dim (diem = in of) is used instead of the a; e. g. hand of man,
Muryu a uu. Rice of bazar, bazar dim sheri.

f Btvagdikha = the place where is : dikha useable only with a verb : bwag from
bwako, esse in loco.
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Adveebials.

Once, Kwabala.
Twice, Nip pala.

Thrice, Sap pala.

Four times, Lep pala.

Five times, Gno pala.

Six times, Ru pala.

Seven times, Cha pala.

Eight times, Ya pala.

Nine times, Ghu pala.

Ten times, Kwaddyum pala.

Firstly, /Wanting, save as they coin-

Secondly, \ cide with the last.

NlTMEEAL ADJUNCTS.
They are doubtfully ascribable to this

tongue, or falling so fast out of use, that

what remains is a mere fragment. I

shall illustrate by comparison with Ne-
wari in which these generic signs are

undoubtedly normal and in full use. Ba-
lling, like Newari, has no division cor-

responding to the fully developed gender,

m. f. n. It has not even, as Newari
has, a division correspondent to the logi-

cal gender, or beings and things, which
is equivalent to the major and minor of

gender in the plural of Dravirian nouns
and verbs also.

English. Newari.

Beings Hma
Things Gti

Rationals

Brutes
Vegetalia

Plants J
|

ila -

Timber trees Sima.

Soft trees or") »,£
grasses J

Logs
Weapons \

Ka

Pu

,g of "1

imals J

Jii

Phd
Go

Tya. Jho{

Implements
{'airs

Flowers

Fruits

Stri

an

Heap of things |D6n. Pucha
Herdofani-1 Batbdn i

mals J
°

I

Days INhu.

In the use of these signs

the numeral, then the sign,

thing or being specified, e

Chha ma si ma, Bailing,

apum = one (timber) tree.

Balling.

Li?

A'pum

^ing

Apum

Syal

Li

Bwom

Chyarchyar

Khumna

|Kha

first comes
and then the

. g. Newari,

Kvvong sing

Chha ma singhali ma, N. ; Kwo apum
Soli apum, B, = one chesnut tree.

Swo nhu nhi N ; Sam kha namti, B,
= three days. Nigo santola si, N ; Ni
bwom santola sichi, B,= one orange.

Chhapukhwon, N ; Kwosyal betho, B,
= one sword. Chhago singhali si N

;

Kwobwom seti sichi, B,=one chesnut
fruit.

Bahing Peonouns.

Singular.

1. G6.
Thou, Ga.

He, she, it, Harem, Yam, Myam,.

Dual.

We, inclusive, Gosi.

We, exclusive, G6suku.
Ye, Gasi.

f Harem dausi.

They, 3 Yam dausi.

(.Myam dausi.

Plural.

We, inclusive, Goi.

We, exclusive, Goku.
Ye, Gani.

{Harem dau.

Yam dau.

Myam dau.

This, Yam.
That, Myam.

Dual.

These, Yam dausi.

Those, Myam dausi.

Plural.

These, Yam dau.

Those, Myam dau.

Self, Daubo (Dwabo).
Dual.

Dwabo dausi.

Plural.

Dwabo dau.

Myself, Wadaubo.
Thyself, Tdaubo.
His, her, its-self, A'daubo.

Dual.

1 J Wasi daubo, excl.

\ Isi daubo, inch

2. Isi daubo.

3. Asi daubo.

Plural.

1 J
Wake daubo, excl.

I
Ike daubo, inch

2. Lie daubo.

3. Ane daubo.

Any, some, person, Seu
m. and f.

All genders : no sign.

subs, and adj.
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Seudausi.

dau.

Dual.

Plural.

Any

Dual.

Mara dausi.

Plural.

Mara dau.

Another, Kwagname.

Dual.

Kwagname dausi.

Plural.

Kwagname dau.

Many or much, Dhekong

subs, only : n.

subs. adj.

Gisko,

m. f. n.

No dual or plural.

Few. Little, Deltho : subs. adj.

m. f. d.

The same, Myem.

Dual.

Myem dausi.

plural.

Myem dau.

How many ? "I

And how much ? j
As many, much, Gisko, "1 ,.

So many, much, Metti, J
' °*

All, Hwappe, ditto.

Half, Akwaphala. ditto.

The whole, Hwappe Haupe.
-Seu. C Singular.

subs. adj.

m. and f.

Seu dausi. Dual.

Seu dau. Plural.

'Gyem, sing. subs. adj.

m. f. n.

D.

/subs. adj.

\va. f. n.

Who ? inter.

Who? rela.*
\Gyern dausi,

Gyem dau, P.

fMyem, Sing. subs, adj. n s

Who? correl. Myem dausi. Dual.

[Myem dau, Plural.

["Mara, Sing. subs. adj. m. f. n.

What ?< Mara dausi, Dual.

[Mara dau, Plural,

What, rel., Mara.
What, correl. Maem.
Dual and Plural, Like.

Interrogative for both.

Whoever, ] p . , /subs. adj.

Whatever, /^1SK0 '\ m . f. „.

Dual, Gisko dausi,"! ,..,

r>. i /-• i j
/ditto.

Plural, Gisko dau, J
How many ? Gisko, "I ,

* n- i / ut supra.
As many, Gisko, J

r

So many, Metti.

Dual, Metti dausi.

Plural, Metti dau.

Either, Yemka. Myemka.
Dual, Yemka dausi. Myemka dausi.

Plural, Yemka dau. Myemka dau.

Both, Nimpho, subs, and adj. m. f. n.

Several. No word.

My, Wa'.f
Thy, r.

His, her, its, A.

Dual.

My, Wasi, excl.f f-si, incl.

Thy, T-si.

His, her, its, Asi.

Plural.

Our, Wake, excl. Ike, incl.

Your, Ini.

Their, Ani.

Mine, Wake.
Thine, tke.

His, hers, its. Ake.

Dual.

Our's, Wasike, excl. Isike, incl.

Your's, fsike.

Their's, Asike.

* Gyem takes the a prefix and is used interrogatively in a relative sense : which

of these persons or things will you take? A-gyemme ladi, wherein the disjunct

form is employed, gyemme.

t The words father and mother in conjunction with their pronominal adjuncts

, f wasi-po fwake-po. "^

are irregular a- pa < . .

l < .,
'

° *
[ lsi-po [ ikepo.

. Singular, Dual and Plural,
tsi-po mi-po. ^ ° '

asi-po ani-po. /
other relations as popo, uncle, though but iterations of po, are regular, e. g. wa
popo ; i-popo ; a-popo, &C.

l-po

a-po
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Plural.

Our's, Wakke, excl. Ikke, inci.

Your's fiuke.

Their's, Anike.
Own, Dauboke.
1. My own, Wa dauboke.
2. Thy own, F dauboke.
3. His, her, its own, A dauboke.

Dual.

-j J "Wasi dauboke, excl.

\ Tsi dauboke, inc.

I'si duuboke.

Asi dauboke.

Plural.

, fWake dauboke.
\Tke dauboke.

2. Ine dauboke.

3. Ane dauboke.

1. Mine own, Wake dauboke.
2. Thine own, I'ke dauboke.

3. His, her, its own, Ake dauboke, &c.
li-ke the disjunctive mine.

Bahing Veees.

Cause, Pato, tr. Pap&to, causal.*

Cause not, Ma pato.

Can it, be able for it,{^°;^^
Do not can it, Ma chapo. Ma chamso.

"Champato, tr.

Champaso, intr.

Champayi, passive.

Champapato, causal, tr.

Champapaso, intr. caus.

.Chanapapayi, pas. caus.

Enable not, Ma champato, &c.

Be born, Giko, n.

Kiko, trans.

Kingso, refl.

Kingyi, pas.

Gingpato, tr. causal.

Gingpaso, intr. causal.

Gingpayi, pas. causal.

Cause to

or

Enable

Give birth to

or beget,

Cause to beget I v ' a
,

a < Kuigpaso, reflex,
or produce, I v .

or
, .r ' l^Kingpayi, passive.

Be not born, Ma giko, Neg.

Beget or produce not, Ma kiko, Neg.

fBleno. (Blenno), n.

«.

.

J Blenpato, tr. causal.
'

| Blenpaso, intr. causal.

|_Blenpayi, passive.

Live not, Ma bleno (blenno).

f Byakko, n.

jy I Byangpato, tr. causal.
5

j Byangpaso, intr. caus.

V.Byangpayi, passive.

Sato, tr.

Saso, reflex, tr.

Kill,
Sayi. passive.

Sapato, tr. caus.

Sapaso, reflex, caus.

Sapayi, passive.

Be(sum),Ka. Khe. Gno. Irreg. Defec.

BeJ (rnaneo),

fBwakko, n. (sit).

J Bwangpato, tr. causal.

I
Bwangpaso, intr. caus.

Become,

"Dyumo, n.

Dyumpato, tr. causal.

Dyumpaso, intr. causal.

Dyumpayi, passive.

* This is the causative of all verbs and is derived from the root pa, to do or

make. It answers to the Hayu form "do for another." In Bahing it is the

causative, also bearing that sense.

f These are = wonto and woncho of Hayu, the definite and indefinite of Hun-
garian ; in English can it or be able for it and be able simply. Chapo forms the

potential of all verbs.

% Be in a certain place = sit. Sheer entity is expressed by Ka, Khe, Gno,

defectives.
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Have, possess
fThiwo Neg. Ref.

'\_Bwala, Neg. Def.

Make to have, fThiyato, tr.

Cause to possess, \_Bwalapato, tr.

Pawo, tr.

Paso, reflex

Do, mfike,
J
Payi, passive,*

perform, j Papar.o, tr. c.

Papaso, intr. c.

Papayi, passive, c.

Tr , . fPawomukho bwakho, n.
Keep doing/. D , , ,,,r fe

' I^Pasogno bwakho, n.

Cease doing or to do, Pacho pleno, n.

fTyaro, tr.

Suffer,
<J

Tyarso, reflex, tr.

(/Tyari, pas.

fTyarpato, tr.

Cause to suffer, < Tyarpaso, reflex.

l_Tya.rpa.yi, passive.

"Kwo-gno, tr. (see).

Kw6-so, reflex.

Kwo-yi, passive.

Kwo-pato, tr. causal.

Kwd paso, intr. causal.

Kwo-payi, passive, causal.

Teuto. Jokko. Mim-
to, tr.

Teuso. Jongso. Mim-
SO; reflex.

Teuti. Jongyi. Mim-
ti, passive.

Teupato. Jongpato.

Mimpato, tr. c.

Teupaso. Jongpaso.
Mimpaso, intr. c.

Teupayi. Jongpayi.

Mimpayi, pas, c.

Limleto, trans.

Observe or

Examine,

Understand,
Know,
Tliiuk,

Cause to un-

derstand,

Explain,

f
1Feel,

Be sensible of,\ Limleso, reflex,

bodily, I^Limleyi, passive.

'Mimto, trans.

Mimso, reflex.

Mimti, passive.

Mimpato, tr. causal.

Mimpaso, reflex, causal.

Mimpayi, passive, causal.

Remember,

Forget,

Desire,

Lust for

love,

lendo, tr.

Plenso, tr. reflox.

Plendi. passive.

fPl(

J PU
]PU
i.Plen-pa-to-so-yi, causal.

rDwakko. intr.

Dwakto, tr.

s Dwangso, reflex.

Dwakti, passive.

Id<

r:

Hate,
J

Urai

LGra!

'wangpa-to-so-yi, c.

Gram do, tr.

Gramso, reflex,

ramdi, passive,

ampa-to-so-yi, c.R/ Syanto, trs.

\ Syanso, reflex,
ecognise, 1 * '

) byanti, passive.

(.Syanpato, &c. c.

Be modest, Gnune boko, n.

fGnune bok-pa-to-so«

Make modestJ n y> tr
*
or

, .

I (jnune pok-ko-so-

I y>,tr.

Laugh, Riso, n.

Make laugh, Risipa-to-so-yi, c.

Laugh at, irride, Rito. Riso,

Riti, tr.

Weep, Gnwakko, n.

Make weep, Gnwangpa-to-so-yi, c.

Dance, Silim6vo.f tr.

Make dance, Silimopa-to-so-yi, c.

Sing, Swalong pawo, tr.

Make sing, Swalong papato-so-yi, c.

Hope, No such word.

Fear, Gnito, n.

{Gnipato, tr. c.

Gnipaso, reflex, c.

Gnipayi, passive.

fGnipapato, tr.

Cause to frighten, <^ Gnipapaso, reflex,

[Gnipapayi, p.

f Kliiwo, n.

Tremble, \ J^W* ' °™|.
' 1 Klupaso, c. reflex.

(.Khipayi, c. p.

Be good, Nyuwo or Nyuba bwakko, n.

Become good, Nyuba dyumo, n.

* Observe, once for all, that the three forms of the transitive (primitive and

causal alike) refer to him (any one) to self and to me (the speaker). Thus .^a-to,

kill him or it ; sa-so, kill thyself ; sa-yi, kill me; that in verbs like to do, the

sense is modified of ne cessity but without essential change ; and that the passive

has no imperative of the 2nd or 3rd person. Hence the entry under the 1st, and

hence as will be seen in the grammar, the existence in the language of certain

special forms of the verb subsidiary to the so-called passive.

f Sili = a dance. The verb movo has the separate sense of to fight, but is

used with many nouns to verbalize them.

3 s
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Make good,

Nyuto, tr.

Nyuso, reflex.

Nyuni, passive.

Nyuba dyumpato, tr. c.

Nyuba dyumpaso, refl. c.

Nyuba dyumpayi, pas. c.

Be glad, fthim nyula. Gyerso.

fAthim nyupato, tr.

1 I'thirn nyupaso, reflex.

m nyupayi,* passive.\Wathi
Gyersi pato-paso-payi

f I'thim ma nyula.

\Deukha giso.

Gladden,

Be vexed, sad,

-it ,i f Deukha giwo.
Vex, sadden, < Vi1 .

&
, , ,.

' ' l^A.thim manyupato.
Be satisfied, Rugno,n.
Satisfy, Rupato, c.

f Bwakko, n.

Utter, speak, J Bwangpato, c. tr.

Articulate,
|
Bwangpaso, c. reflex.

I^Bwangpayi, c. passive.

Relate, tell, speak f^™' S6d°' tf

f

e \ So-SO.
to or of,

\soyi.
Cause to re- f Sopato, tr. ~|

late, to< Sopaso, refl. >

4. ii o ,-/ ' •
f

above.
tell, &c. l_Sopayi, p. J

Talk, make f^ P!W0'
tr'

,. < Lo paso, reflex,
discourse, I T ' ' •

' LLo payi, passive,

f Lo papato, tr.

Cause to talk. < Lo papaso, reflex.

[_L6 papayi, passive.

Soso, refl.

Sddi, pas.

For both the

J"

Wa lo sogno.

< T Id so^no.

[ A 16 s6gno.

Tell my, thy own,

his, tale,

Be silent, Liba bwakko, n.

fLiba bwangpato, tr.

Silence, < Liba bwangpaso, reflex.

[_Liba bwangpayi, p.

„ fLiba bwa. papato, tr.
Cause to I T ., , ,

c
, , ' a

., < Liba bwa papaso, reflex,
silence,

| T ., , ,
r

, . .

' ^L/iba bwa papayi, p.

TBreto, tr.

Call, summons Breso, reflex.

l_Breti, passive.

Brepato, tr.

Cause to summon,
<J
Brepaso, reflex.

Brepayi, passive.

Syanda pawo, tr.

Shout, vociferate, \ Syanda paso, refl.

Syanda, payi. p.

Learn = teach thyself, Chayinso, n.

Teach, Chayindo, tr.

Teach thyself, Chayinso, reflex, tr.

Cause thyself to be "1 n , , . ,

taught,
jCnaymsipaso, c. r.

Teach me, Chayindi, passive.

Cause me to be taught, Chayinsipayi, c. p.

^ , fNo such word.
Read, < Tr ,

' l^Kwo-gno = see, is used.

JRyakko, tr.

Ryangso, tr. reflex.

1 Ryan^yi, p.

[.Ryakti p. = write for, or to me.

Cause to write,

f Ryangpato, tr.

} ], Ryangpaso, reflex.

LRyangpayi, p.

f Hilo pawo, tr.

Ask, question,< Hilo paso, reflex.

[Hilo payi, p.

Cause to ask, f g!!°^to
>

tr'

. < Hilo papaso, reflex,
or question, TT .,

r,', .

'

n [_Huo papayi, p.

Answer, Sd-gno, tr. (see tell).

-d t . ., f Puno (Punno), tr.
Beg, solicit,-; n

v
a \\3

' (_runso, ren. runyi, p.

fPun pato, tr.

Cause to beg, <. Pun paso, reflex.

[Pun payi, p.

fTa-wo, tr.

Get, obtain, find, < Ta-so, reflex.

[Ta-yi, p.

fTa-pato, tr.

Cause to get, &c. < Ta-pas<>, reflex.

[Ta-payi, p.

* Means, may I be gladdened. Be")

gladdened, the sheer passive, cannot be

expressed. I, thou, he, is eladdened =
Wathim nyupayi, Tthim nyupane, Athim
nyupada. The last= he gladdens and ., .

Ac
j
ive

is gladdened. GyeVso and gyersipato ^[£j™
"'

are much closer expressions for be glad

and gladden. The others are formed
from thim or theum, the heart, and the

conjunct pronouns, opposite is the phase
of the active and passive voices.

nyupadi.

Athim nyu pada.

Passive.

Wathim nyupayi.

I'thim nvupane.

Athim nyupada.
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Madwangso, &c.

f Dwakto, tr.*

Approve, like,< Dwangso, reflex.

l_Dwakti, p.

f
Dwang pato, tr.

Cause to like, &c. s Dwang paso, reflex.

[.Dwang payi, p.

„. ... fMadwakto,
Dislike, I ,,•

,

t^.
' < Madwangsc

Disapprove,^,
dwak^

|"Kwo-gno, trans.

See, < Kwo-so, reflex.

(^Kwd-yi, passive.

fKw6 pato, tr. c.

Show, <; Kwo paso, reflex, c.

l_Kwo payi, p.

Hide, lie hid, Khleuso, n. and reflex.

Hide it, Khleuto, tr.

Hide me, Khleuti, pf
„ . , , . , fKhleu pato, tr.
Cause to be hid, or I ir , ,

r
, a

A
< Khleu paso, reflex.

(_Khleu payi, p.
to be concealed,

Cause to cause to

be hid,

Hear,

f Khleu papato, tr.

s Khleu papasn, refl.

LKhleu papayi, p.

Ninno, tr.

Ninso, reflex.

Ninyi, pas.

fNin pato, tr.

Cause to hear,< Nin paso, reflex.

|_Nin payi, passive.

fDapto, tr.

Taste, < Damso, reflex.

[_Dapti, passive.

Dam pato, tr.

Cause to taste, { Dam paso, reflex.

Dam payi, passive.

fMuto, tr.

< Muso, reflex.

^Muyi, passive.

[*Mu pato, tr.

Cause to blow, < Mu. paso, reflex.

I^Mu payi, passive.

fNamo or Nammo, tr.

Namso, reflex.

Blow, apply breath,

Smell,

[_N*amyi passive.

fNam pato, tr.

Cause to smell, < Nam paso, reflex.

[_Nam payi, passive.

(;

Jawo.

fKlmto, tr.

Touch, <. Khuso, reflex.

i_Khuti, passive.

fKhu pato, tr.

Cause to touch, < Khu paso, reflex.

[_Khu payi, passive.

Bawo, tr.

Eat,
<J
Jaso. Baso, reflex.

Bayi, passive.

fJa pato, tr.

= feed,\ Ja paso, reflex.

(jJa payi, pas.

fTiigno, tr.

Drink, < Tiiso, reflex.

LTuyi, pas.

TTundo, tr.

, < Tunso, reflex.

|_Tundi, pas.

Be intoxicated, Duko.J Neutro, pas.

Make intoxicated, I ^ "s ' 1
. , . . < Dung paso, reflex,

or intoxicate, ^

Uayi.

Cause to eat

Cause to drink,

fMewo, tr.

' Meso, reflf

Meyi, pas.

>ung payi.

I
Me pato, tr.

Me paso, reflex.

Me payi, pas.

Tim pato, tr. c.

< Im paso, reflex, c.

[im payi, pas. c.

(-These are equal

j
in sense to the

. < Ipso, refl. <| last, and exhi-

bit a 2d mode of

Ipti, pas. L making causals.

Wake, Syayinso, n.

fSyayinsi pato, tr.

< Syayinsi paso, reflex.

^Syayinsi, payi, pas.

/"Gnamung mono, tr.

\Gnamung moso, reflt-x.

fGnamung mdpato, tr.

s Gnamung niopaso, reflex.

[^Gnamung mopayi, pas.

Fart, Piso, n. Pisipato, &c. causal.

Fart at him, Pito. Piso. Piti, tr.

Awaken,

Dream,

Cause to

dream,

* The intransitive is dwakko = approve, whence transitive dwakto approve it

like the Hungarian determinate and indeterminate.

f In this as in most verbs, the three forms refer respectively to me (Khleuti)

to him, or it, any being or thing (Khleuto) and to self (thyself) (Khleuso) and

so precisely in the causal also, Khleu payi, Khleu pato and Khleu paso.

% This neuter is conjugated as a passive Dungi, Dunge, Duga.

2 s 2
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Shit (oice), Wasi pato, &c. causal.

Cace supra all quid vel aliquem, Wato, tr.

-r,. , . s. ( Charso, n.
Piss (rmnge,) < n . , . ,. ,

v * ' l^Charsi pato, causal.

Imminge, Charto, &c. tr.

Kiss (give and
[Ojmppawo, tr

takeosculo), ^
Chuppaso, reflex.

' l_Chuppayi, pas.

Cause to kiss, Chuppa pato, &c c.

fLeuwo, tr. (French eu).

Kiss (coe), < Leuso, reflex.

I^Leuyi, pas.

Be kissed, Leupaso, reflex, causal.*

c /Hachhun mo wo, &c. tr.

'^Hachhun uaopato, &c. causal.

Spit, Tewo, tr. Teso, reflex. Teyi, pas.

fTe pato, tr.

^ , .. I Te paso, reflex.
Cause to spvt, < ~, r

, .'r
'

| Te payi, pas.

T6 papato, &c. D. C.

Belch
( Byamne mowo, &c. tr.

\By>imne mdpato, &c. causal.

. rSydkhe mowo, tr.

* '\Syokhe m6pato, &c. c.

„. j^Dikumi dokto, &c. tr.

V' ^Dikumi dongpato, &c. c.

f Dwakko, tr.

Swallow, < Dwangso, reflex.

I^Dwangyi, pas.

v _

f Hapsa mowo, tr.

' \Hapsa mopato, &c. c.

fTukko, tr.

Lick, < Tungso, reflex.

LTungyi, pas.

["Tung pato.

Cause to lick, < Tung paso.

l_Tung payi.

fBippo, tr.

Suck, < Bimso, reflex.

l^Bimyi, passive.

r Bim pato, tr.

Cause to suck, j Bim paso, reflex.

(. Bim payi, pas.

f Krato, tr.

Bite, < Kraso, reflex.

(. Krayi,

Cause to bite

,
pas.

f Kra pato, tr.

, < Kra paso, refle

[ Kra payi, pas.

Kick, Ta-to, tr. Ta-so, refl. Ta-yi pas.

f Ta pato, tr.

Cause to kick, < Ta paso, reflex.

[Ta payi, pas.

Scrape or

Scratch

(violently).

Cause to walk,

I"

Teuppo, tr. (French eu).

Strike, < Teumso, reflex.

[ Teumyi, pas.

{Teum pato, tr.

Teum paso, reflex.

Teum payi, pas.

fKhwaro, tr.

J
Khwarso, reflex.

J

Khwaryi, pas.

tKhwarpato, &c. c.

/'Bapto, tr.

Scratch (for ease, \ Bamso, reflex,

itching), 1 Bapti, pas.

(.Bampato, &c. causal.

fNyapto, tr.

Push, I Nyamso, reflex.

Shove,
j
Nyapti, pas.

CNyampato, &c. causal.

fSyallo, tr.

PullJ ^a
|

S0
'
refl6X -

'] Syaly!, pas.

[_Syal pato, &c. causal.

Walk, Gwakko, n.

Gwang pato, tr.

Gwang paso, reflex.

Gwang payi, pas.

Walk about, f Khirso, n.

Take the air, \Khirsi pato, &c, c.

Bun, Wanno, n. Wanpato, &c. c.

Run away, fJukokato, n.

flee, \Jungnikapato, &c. c.

Creep, Busa khwongo gwakko, n.

= Snake-like walk.

Jump, hop, fProko, n.

leap, \ Prong pato, &c. c.

Fly, Bye>0, n. Byer pato, &c. c.

Swim, No such word.

„ ( Hamba glugno, n.
Crossover, < u , °,/ *,, «

' ( Hamba glupato, &c. c.

Wade across, Gwaktako or Gwaksomami-
hamba glugno,f n.

Sink, Wamto, n.

Drown or cause to sink,Wampato, &c tr.

Bathe, Chiso, n. Chisipato-paso-payi, c.

~ , , , f Chikto, tr.
Cause to bathe or J 0hik flex§

bathe him,
[ Chikti, pas-

f

Syappo, tr.

xt7 i J Syamso, reflex.
Wash, < •

'

J

Syamyi, pas.

IJSyampato, &c. c.

Dress = dress < Phiso, reflex.

thjself, ( Phisipato-^aso-payi, c.

* The causal reflex is always used to express an act voluntarily suffered by the

party addressed. f Literally, having walked issue on that side.
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Cause to dress

= dress

f
Phikto, tr.

, .
' < Phingso, re

him, I n . ., °. '

7
|_ Phikti, pas

reflex.

>as.

Cause to cause to ( Phing pato, tr.

dress or have dres- < Phing paso, reflex,

sed, [ Phing payi, pas.

{Kleuto, tr.

Kleuso, reflex.

Kleuyi,> #
KleutiJ

paS "

Kleupato-paso-payi, c.

Be naked, Iklaucho dyumo, n.

Make risked, Aklaucho pawo, tr.

n . ill $Aklaucho-pa-
Cause to make naked, 1 .

'

' c pato, tr. c.

Be hungry, f^umi byakko n.
3 Ji

I = hunger by die.

Make hungry, S
Sol
/
umi *>7™g P^to,

a " I &c. tr. c.

tj
t
u . f

cPwaku dwakko, n.

^' {Pwaku dwaktimi, byakko.

Make thirsty, 5
P
\
aku

f

dwanS P dto >

Be sleepy, Myeldo, n. Ipthi dwangla, n.

{Myel pato, tr. c.

Myel paso, reflex, c.

Myel payi, pas. c.

Ipthi dwang pato-paso-

payi.

cold (to sentient J Jumi byakko, n.

1 = cold by die.

Jumi byang pato-

paso-payi, c.

Be warm or hot, Gluglum dyumo, n.

Gluglum pawo-paso-payi,

Be
being),

Make cold (ditto),

Make warml Gluglum dyum pato-paso-
or heat,

]
payi, c. or

Gluglum thyumto-thumso-
thumyi, c.

Be dirty, Kekem dyumo, n.

f Kekem pawo, &c. tr.

Make dirty, < Kekem dyumpato, &c. or

j. Kekem thyumto, &c.
Be clean, Bubum dyumo, n.

Make clean, cleanse, Bubumpawo or bu-
bum dyum pato, tr.

Cause to J
Bubum papato, ~j

< Bubum papaso, l
uuuuie

I Bubum papayi, J
Causal-

cleanse,

Be angry, Sokso paso, tr. reflex.

Muke angry, Sokso pawo, tr.

Cause to make angry, Soksopapato, &c. c.

., r Khryakko, tr.
)use, revue, T/-u a' ' Khiyangso, reflex,
jase,

I Tri •

,\ < Khryangyi, pas.

Khryang pato-paso-

Khi
Quarrel, \ Khiso, reflex.

Abuse
Al

Humble,
Humiliate

payi, causal.

f Khiwo, tr.

I, \ Khiso, refl<

I pas

fKhi pato, tr.

Cause to quarrel, \ Khi paso, reflex.

LKhi payi, pas.

Be reconciled, Deuwo, n.

fDeu pato, tr.

Reconcile, < Deu paso, reflex.

[_Deu payi, pas.

fMd-wo, tr.

J MA.Fight,

I
M6-so, reflex,

pas.

Cause
n

( Mo pato, tr.
e to \ » ,/• a
,

J. Mo paso, reliex.
ht, y i\/t' ' •

' (.Mo payi, pas.

Be victorious or win, Glwaugno, n.

,. . fGiwau pato, tr.
Make victorious J n .

l
, ' a

. < Glwau paso, reflex,
or make win,

\ n ,
r

, .

'

' I^Glwau payi, pas.

-r, i-ii fSheoto or
Be conquered, yield, I

succumb, lose,
Syeuto or

(_ Shyoto, n.

o u fSyeu pato, tr.
Cause to succumb J Q

J
,

r
, ' a ,

. < Syeu paso, reflex,
or lose, c ,

r
» .

' L^yeu payi, pas.

f" Ru pawo, tr.

Work, < Ru paso, reflex.

[ Ru payi, pas.f^

Ru papato, tr.

Cause to work, •? Ru papaso, reflex.

f Ru papato,

< Ru papaso,

(.Ru papayi,papayi, pas.

Play, Chamso, n. or reflex.

{Chamsi pato, tr.

Chamsi paso, reflex.

Chamsi payi, pas.

f
Cham to, tr.

Amuse, divert, Chamso, reflex.

= cause to^ Chamti, pas.

play, I Cham pato-paso-payi,

I causal.

Be tired, Ballo, n.

* My informants say Kleuyi can only be said by the clothes, and that a man
must say Kleutigi, or Kleuti, = give me undressed or undress me. So also
Kleuso is objected to. Thus to Hindi Or and Pain answer Utar not Utar.

f Rupayi, says the work, do me : rupati, says the man, do for me. Compare
Hayu posung and pasung. So work is rupawo, and work for him, rupato. Ru is

a substantive = work.
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fBal pato, tr.

Tire, . Bal paso, reflex.

LBal payi, pas.

Balling Vocabulary. [No. 6.

Cause to

Take rest, Naso, n. or intr.

Give rest

double

causal.

{Bal papato, "I

Ba! pjipaso, V-

Bal papayi, J

Naso, n. or intr.

f Nasi pato, tr.

•< Nasi paso, refl. *\

I Nasi payi, p. J
kko, n

to I D
or^ D

it, [d
use to f Dung papato, tr. c.

cause < Dung papaso, refl. i

oved, [ Dung papayi, pas. i

causals.

Move, Dukko, n.* Ydngso, reflex.

Cause to
j
Dung pato. Dukto, tr.

move ors Duns* paso. Dungso, refl.

move it, \ Dung payi. Dukti, pas.

Cause to cause

move or causey JJung papaso, ren. c.

it to be moved, [ Dung papayi, pas. c.

{Yokto, tr.

Yongso, reflex.

Yokti, pas.

Be still, ( Jaso, ac. intr.

Be firm or steady, ( Ma dukko.

fMa dukto, tr. neg.

Make still, stabi- I Jato, tr.

litate, or steady,
|
Jaso, reflex.

I^Jati, pas.

Cause to make
J
Ma dung pato, c. tr.

still, or firm, \ Ja pato, c. tr.

Be quick, Grukko, n.

fGrung pato. Grukto.
Quicken, < Grung paso. Grungso.

[^Grung payi. Grukti.

Be slow, Wakha dyumo, n.

Make slow, Wakha pawo, tr.

Stay, stop,f Jaso, n. ac. intr.

Stop it or stay.it, Jato, tr.

Stop me, Jati.

Cause to be stopt, C Japato, tr.

or cause to cause < Japaso, reflex.

to stop, (. Ja payi, pas.

T . ,. , f Lacho giwo, 1 ,

Let h,m depart,
{ L^,^ jtr.

t ^ j f Lacho giyi, 1
Let me depart, (U p4yf/ }P^

Let thy.elf depart, {{f*5*°?}.-L
{Dukko, n.

Dukba dyumo or

paso, n.

rDukba pawo, tr.

Dukba paso, reflex.

Make intoxicated,
j
Dukba payi, pas.

ito-paso-

Be intoxicated,

Dung pato

I pay', c.

Believe, J

Obey, "j

Disbelieve,

Disobey,

Present,

Offer,

(Ma
] Ma
(Ma

Tell the truth, A'je bwakko, n.

Cause to tell J
A> bwang pato, tr

truth I ,

je bw* nS Paso '
reflex -

(.Aje bwang payi, pas.

Tell falsehood, i Limo i "?h a,]°» n "

'
j. \ -bwakko n.

Cause to tell, &c. {
Lim

°. bwa
.

n S *
1at°'

'

L or Limochal pato.

fBito, tr.

Biso, reflex.

Biti, passive.

Bipato, &c. causal.

Ma bito,

}

a biso, > Negative.

biti, )
'Jeullo, tr. (put down,

place.)

Jeulso, reflex.

Jeulyi, pas.

Jeul pato-paso-payi,

causal.

fBlawo, tr.

Accept (= take),fe^
(jBlapato, &c. causal.

'Ma blawo, Neg.
Sheomi tyakko, tr.J

Sheomi tyangso, reflex.

Sheomi tyangi, pas.

Sheomi tyang pato,

&c. caus.

C Tyakko, tr.

Prevent,
J
Tyangso, reflex.

Restrain hinder,
j
Tyangyi, pas.

l^Tyangpato, &c. c.

(Theullo, tr.

Theulso, reflex.

Theulyi pas.

Theulpato-paso-payi,

causal.

pWardo, tr. (= throw

Abandon, I -rTT . a
. t v Warso, reflex,
desert,

I w , ,j5 Wardi, pas.

LWarpato, &c. causal.

fPleno, tr.

a .. i. vu J Plenso, reflex.
Set at liberty, 1 p^ ^

^Plenpato, &c. causal.

r. . fTyakko. See
Confine, imprison, |

J

p revent>

Refuse or

forbid,

Have,

{Bwala, n. irreg.

Thiyela, n, reg.

Thiwo, n. reg.

* Dukko, if leave not place. Yongso, if you do.

sit. % Literally, hinder by mouthf Stay, remain, don't go, is, Bwako
(word).
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| Thiba )-l,aw °' tr.

Cause to lnve

or possess,

Want,

Bwakba")

Thiba )-P*s0 >
refl*

\ Bwakba) , .

Bwakbal , ,.

Thiba
j-V^o,&c. C .

,
Thipato-paso-payi.

Ma bwala.

Ma thiyela.

[ Ma thiwo.

fGiwo, tr. Giso, reflex.

Give, <. Gii (Giyi), pas.

tGipato-paso-payi, causal.

Give back f Leti giwo-giso-giyi,

= return,\ ut supra.

Give again fAnaiyo giwo-giso-giyi,

(more), \ ut supra.

fBlawo, tr.

rp . J Blaso, reflex.
.Lake, s t> i ' •

'
I Blayi, pas.

l^Blapato-paso-payi, causal.

/"Leto, tr.

Take back (see \ Leso, reflex.

return), 1 Leti, pas.

(.Lepato-paso-payi, caus.

Take again J Anaiyo blawo-blaso-blayi,

(more), \ ut supra.

Be saved, Bleno (blenno) (see live,) n.

Blenpato, tr.

ave,

Blenpaso, reflex.

< Blenpayi, pas.

Blenpapato-papaso-papayi,

L causal.:ausal

Be well, Neuwo or Nyuwo, n.

Neupato. Neuto, tr.

Neupaso. Neuso, reflex.

Neupayi. Neuti, pas.

Neupapato-papaso-papa-
yi, c. of neuter.

. Neupato-paso-paj i, c. of tr.

r-Khlamto, tr.

I Khlaruso, reflex.
' Khlamti, pas.

Khlam pato-paso-payi, c.

.Khlara papato. Double c.

fRimmo, n.

Be band- 1 Bimba dyumo, com. gender,

some, |
Rimsokpa dyumo, mas.

^Rimsongma dyumo, fcem.

Cure, make
well,

Spoil, de-

stroy, mar,"l
"

I

Rim pato, tr.

Make hand- I Rimba pawo, com.
some, < gender,

adorn,
|
Rimsokpa pawo, mas.

Rimsongraa pawo, foera.

mas.

fcem.

to grow,

Be mature, J ., . ,
J

j u "S owalomi dv
adult, I ,

*
7

L (no neuter;.

Make mature, fSwalocha pawo, m.
or adult, \_Swalomi pawo, f.*

("Sokticha dyumo, m.
Be strong, < Soktimicha dyumo, f. (no

(. neuter).

Make strong, ( Sokticha pawo, m.
Strengthen, ^ Soktimicha pawo, f.

Grow, Baro, n.

Bar pato, tr.

Bar paso, reflex.
Grow it or cause -r,,

f
, .'

Bar payi, pas.

Bar papato-papaso-

papayi, double cans.

Decay, Sydwo or Sheowo, n.

("Syo pato, tr.

Decay it, J Syo paso, reflex.

Make decay,
|
Syo payi, pas.

V_Sy6 papato, &c. causal.

rKuwo, tr.

c , , Kuso, reflex.
Steal, I r . , .

'

Rob, I f?\>
***•

' Kupato, &c. c.

iKupapato, double c.

Murder, Sato (see kill),

THanto, tr.

Deceive, I Hanso, reflex.

Cheat,
j
Hanti, pas.

l_Hanpato, causal.

Accompany (Nungl ,

needs a noun or >,, ,* , . \,
>. | Kwangkho lawo, n.

pronoun), j
° '

Cause to accom- fKwangkho lapato-pas

\ payi, tr. c.

rWato, tr.

T ..J Waso, reflex.
Leave, quit,< ,T7^ •

' H '
j
Wayi, pas.

[Wapato, &o. causal.

Remain with, Kwangkho bwakko, n.

Cause to remain J
Kwangkho bwapa-

with, \ to, causal.

Sit, Niso, n. compare with the next.

•paso-

Pan y>

Seat or set down,
fNito, tr.

\Nisipato, c.

* Compare Newari lya-hma ju, and lyase ju ; lya-hma juye-ki or ya, and lyase

juyeki or ya. Also Hayu Bang-cho dum. Bang-mi clum ; Bang-clio pako or

thumto and Bangmi thumto or pako. Tlie Bahing verbs dyumo and pawo have
the usual characteristics, given often afore. Rimo is a primitive neuter, whose
causal is rimpato.
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rNito, tr.

Niso, reflex.

Seat,' Niti, pas.

Nipato, causal.

iNipapato, double causal.

Stand, Rapo, n.

Make stand, Rampato, c.

Remain f Rapsogno bwakko, n.

standing, \ Rapo mokho bwakko, n.

fRam pato mokho
Keep him standings bwakko.*

l_Rapso<_'no bwapato.

fBwoko or Bokko, n. (to

Be erect, < recumbent).

[ Rapo. (to sitter).

Stoop, Khumo, n.

Make stoop, Khum pato, &c. c.

Lie down, Grleso, n.

Lay down, Glesipato-paso-payi, c.

Get up (to a sitter), Rapo, n. (see stand).

Get up (to a J Bwdko, n. (see

recumbent). \ be erect).

Make get up, Bwong pato. Ram pato.

Fall (being), Doko, n.

Cause to fall, Dong pato-paso-payi, c.

Slip down, f-Dui'
Slide down,

|Bhluwo,n.

Cause to slip or slide,(
Blll^to-Pds°-

1 '
l_ payi, c.

Get on, mount, W6s;no, n.

Cause to mount, Wopato-paso-payi, c.

Dismount, Yuwo, n.

Cause to dismount, Yupato-paso-payi, c.

rJyiilo, tr.

Jyulso, reflex.
Put, place,

deposit,

put down,
Jyulyi,

to, ca

papato, d. c.

Take up,

Lift, raise,

Cause to take up, < ~,
01

r l^Gui

'Grepto, tr

Jvulpato, causal

IJyul
Bokto. Guppo, tr.

Bongso. Gumso, reflex.

Bokti. Gumyi, pas.

&c.~\

&c.J

pato,

m pato,

P
Throw/, ^

,e
l
, !°' retlex '

' Grepti, pas.

l.Grem pato, &c. c.

TDato, tr.

Catch as thrownJ £!*?'
^^

'I Dati, pas.

I^Dapato, &c. causal.

Keep, Jyullo, tr. (see place).

fReto, tr.

c . . J R£so, reflex.
Snatch away,

<^^
l_Re pato, &c. c.

Throw away, fWardo, tr.

Squander, \ (see Abandon).
Be near, Nentha dyumo, n.

Approximate, Nentha dyumpato, tr.

Be distant, Braba dyumo. Brawo, n.

Distance \
B,iP* t0

>
&c

-
tr -

' \ Braba dyumpato, c tr.

Bring (see come, rPito, tr.

piwo : pito is] Piso, reflex.

trans, or caus."| Piyi, pas.

—make come), ^Pipato, &c. causal.

d • j / f Yuto, tr.
Bring down (see ,r, ' «

,r 7
v

J Yuso, reflex.
Yuwo = come< -v^..
, N | Yuti. pas.
down )' LYupato, &c. c.

-r, . , /^Kuto, tr.
Bring up (see v v

'

a
xr ?

v v > Kuso, reflex.Kuwo= come < 1jr ,,-
v 1 Kuti, pas.

Up '* (.Kupato, &c. c.

Fetch, Blatha diwo, n. (to take go.)

Cause to fetch,i
B1^had;P dt°-^S°-

'
t.

payi, tr. c.

fLato, tr.

j Laso, reflex.

^Lapato, causal.

rPhli-gno, tr.

J
Phli-so, reflex.

|
Phli-yi, pas.

(_Phli-pato, &c. causal.

rKuro, tr.

J
Kurso, reflex.

'

j
Kuryi, pas.

[_Kurpato, &c. c.

rSiwo, tr.

Hold, take in
J

Siso, reflex,

hand, grasp,
j

Siyi, pas.

(_Sipato, &c. causal.

fJato, tr.

Hold up, I Jriso,t reflex.

Support,
j
Jaii, pas.

I^Japato, &c. c.

Let it fall, U'cho giwo.

Fall (thing), l/to, n. and a.

Make fall or fell, Upato, c. and l/to, tr

Enter, Wogno, n.

Tak«

Send,

Carry, bear,

* In conjugation, this compound verb preserves the trans, of rampato and the

neuter of bwakko blended in one conjugation, See grammar.

t Jaso gives J/ise, it is (self) supported, and Jaso or Japaso must be used for

"Be supported," though there be a passive formed from Jati = support me.

All tins results from the imperfect development of the passive voice which has no

imperative of the 2nd person.
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Cause to enter, /"Wop at o, c.

Admit, insert, \_Wondo, tr.

Issue, Guguo, n.

Cause to issue, Glupato. Glundo.
Ascend = climb tree, Wdgno, n.

Ascend = come up
Asoei

Descend = oome down, Yuwo, n.

Descend = go down, Hayu lawo, n.

Descend = climb down tree, Gliigno, n.

, _j,— , ...

md = come up, slope, Kuwo, "I

Mid = <;o up, slope, Hatru lawo. J

Arrive
there, here.

f Jwakdiwo, ")

, < JwaKpiwo, )

[Jwakko, n.*

fjwangdipato, ")

rive, < Jw&ngpipato, > tr.

(_Jwangpato, J

Cause to ar

jpato,

Depart, Glugno (issue).

Cause to depart, Glupato, &c.
Precede, Gnalla ydngso, intr.

Cause to precede, Gnalla yongpato or

yokto. reflex.

Follow, Notha yongso, intr.

r , n ,, ( Notha vongpato, ref.
Cause to follow, s AT ^, >•

*
, ,'

< jNotha yokto, c.

Attend on, Ivwongkho bwakko. n.

Disappear, Khleuso, reflex, (see hide).

r, ,. I Khleuto, tr.
Causetod.sappear,|

KhleutJ)
'

pas>

Appear, Kwainso paso, reflex.

Make appear, Kwainso pawn, tr.

Make me appear, Kwainso payi, pas.

Be lost, lose, Sheoto, n. and a.

Cause to lose, lose it, Sheopato-paso-

payi, c.

I" Lamo, tr.

Search, < Lamso, reflex.

[ Lamyi, pai

Cause to search.

fLam pato, tr.

<| Lam paso, reflex.

|_Lam payi, pas.

f Tawo, tr.

Find, -l Taso, reflez.

[Tayi, pas.

f Ta pato, tr.

Cause to find, < Ta paso, reflex.

I Ta payi, pas.

Begin, Prenso, n.

fPrensi pato, tr.

Cause to begin,
<J
Prensi paso, reflex.s lie

tPreensi payi, pas.

End, "^ Ryipo, n.

Be ended, ) Ryim paro, &c. tr.

End it, rTlieumo, tr.

Cause to be J Tlieumso, reflex,

ended, or | Theumyi, pas.

finish, [_Theum pato, &c. causal

Come, Piwo, n. Rawo, n.

fPipato. Rapato, tr.

Cause to ] Pipaso. Rapaso, reflex,

come,
|
Pipiiyi. Rapayi, pas.

(^Pipapato. Rapapato, d. c.

Go, Diwo,t n. Lawo, n.

[
Lapato. Dipato, tr.

Cause to go, < Lapaso. Dipaso, refl.

I Lapayi. Dipayi, pa*.

Continue, Bwakko, n. (sit).

Cause to continue

{fiwapato, tr.

Bwapjiso, reflf

Bwapayi, pas,

Get out of the f Yongso, n,

way, ^Lam plemno, tr.

Yokto, tr. Lampion

-

pato, tr.

Yongso, reflex. Lam-
plenpaso, reflex.

Yokti, pas. L .iii-

plenpayi, pas.

Wait, Bwakko, n. (sit).

Cause to wait, Bwangpato-paso-payi.

f Rimdo, tr.

Wait for,
J
Rim so, reflex.

Expect,
|
Rimdi, pas.

Rim pato, &c. c.

Cause to clear

the way or

make uet oul

of the way,

Arrive •

f here,

\.ther

Jwak diwo, n.

Jwak piwo,

fJwak dipato, &e.
Cause to arrive, < T ,

• - ' ..

^Jwalc pipato, &c.

Den-irt £
®Ingno» n - (issue).

Uepart, £^^ n ^
Cause to depart /Glupato, &c . c.

or dismiss, (_ Lapato, &c. c.

Return, Leto, n. 1 See take

Cause to return, Lepato, &c. j back.

Be high, grow, Baro, n.

Make high, or f-p, /.
°_ ' < Bar-pato-paso payi, c.

grow it, (^
' ' tr j f

Be lar^e, big, Gnolo dyiimo, n.

Make big or enlarge, Gnolo thyumto or

dyumpato, &c. c.

Be fat, Syeneuwojj n.

* Jwakko = arrive simple. The adjuncts tell whether by going (diwo) or by

coming (piwo).

t See " take away" lato,

-j* Sye = flesh : neubu =
= cause to go but. not used so.

;ood : neuwo = be good, whence neugna, 1. am good.

3 T
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Fatten, Syeneupato, &c. c.

Be thin, Ilyammo, n.

Make thin, Ryampato, &C. c.

Increase, Baro, n.

Cause to increase, Bar pato, &c. C.

Decrease, Syd-wo, n.

Cause to decrease, Syd pato, &c. c.

Be good, Neuwo, n.

fNeuto, tr.

M.W. good,
Neuso, „fa.

l_Neu pato, &c. c.

Be bad, Ma neuwo, neg.

Make bad, Ma neuto, &c. c. n.

fGapto, tr.

Add to or J Gapso, reflex.

Augment,
j
Gapti, pas.

l_Gampato, &c. causal.

Deduct from or lessen, Syd pato, tr.

(decrease).

fCho-gno, tr.

Cultivate I Chdso, reflex,

(earth), ^ Cbdyi, pas.

[_Ch6pato, &c. c.

rKdko (kokko), tr. def.

DiKJ^ng8
? ,

*
(?)refl,indef-

& '
]
Kon^yi.* pas.

l^Kdng pato. &c. c.

f
Jdto, tr.

r>, , J Jdso, reflex.
Plough, < ,,-.

°
| Jot), pas.

t Jopato, &c. c.

fPhuto, tr.

a J Phuso, reflex.

*
j
Phuyi.f passive.

V_Phu pato, &c. c.

fKlileumo, tr.

J Khleumso, reflex.
Transplant,

j
Khleumyi, passive.

Reap,

^Khleum pato, &c causal.

fRiko (rikko), tr.

JlRin»so, reflex,

pas.

pato, &c. causal.l^Ring pal

p , . rNato, tr. Preto, tr.

. ? Naso, reflex. Preso, reflex.

L < Nayi, pas. Preyi, p.
flowers 1 ^, J

;
r

„ «'*•.
ato, &c. c. Prepato,

greens

Eradicate,

Fall,

Be felled,

Fell

Nanau
ls
'l &c.

fRuko, tr.

J
Rungso, reflex.

J

Rungyi, pas.

i^Rungpato, &c. causal.

] U'to, n. and tr.

it.{
u

Cause to fell

Lfyi, pas.

f Upato, tr.

< Upaso, reflex.

[ Upayi, pas.

fTheulo, tr.

J Theulso, reflex.

\ Theulyi,

^Theulpat

Breed cattle,
^'"i, pas.

ato, &c. causal.

rChwaro, tr. (cut).

C1 . . ,., J Chwarso, reflex.
Slaughter cattle, < rn , .° '

j
Chwaryi, pas.

l^Chwarpato, &c. caus.
/" Chari pawo, tr.

Graze \
Ch

!
ri p!

so
'
reflex '

'

J
Cbari payi, pas.

(.Cbari papato, causal.

fWokko, tr.

Flay or decorti-J Wongso, reflex.

cate or peel,
|
Wdngyi, pas.

J

^Wdngpato, causal.

fKrito, tr.

Shear, J J*"*
'
refleX '

'
j Kriti, pas.

l^Kripato, &c. c.

flvhwaro, tr.

c, J
Khwarso, reflex.

Shave, •< rr. , .'
'

j Kbwaryi, pas.

(_Khwarpato, c.

f Jyappo, tr.

Jyamso, reflex.

Jyamyi, pas.

Jyampato &c, causal.

Buy,

* Kongyi, says field, dig me. Dig for me is koktigi, and dig for him koktigiwo.

f The reflex and passive forms of the verbs to dig, to plough, to sow and

all such are eschewed, because incapable of application by or to a human being

and the constructio ad sensum still overruling any feeling of grammatical uni-

formity with my unsophisticated informants. The transitive and reflex forms of

such verbs often tally witli Hungarian definite and indefinite.

% Wongyi, says the skin, and Wongso, says man to skin, Wokti or Woktigf,

says one man to another, strip off my skin. So also of "shear," &c.
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Sell,

f Legno, tr.

J Leso, reflex.

\Leyi, pas.

Lepato, c.

f Phato, tr.

Change or I Phaso, reflex.

Exchange,
j
Phayi, pas.

tPhaparo, c.

fJyar giwo, tr.

Jyar giso, reflex.

Jyar giyi, pas.

.Jyar gipato, &c. c.

Lend,

B(

(Jyar blawo, tr.

Jvar blaso, reflreflex.

|
Jyar blayi, pas.

LJyai.Jyar blapato, c.

rCho-gno, tr.

r> j u^ J Cho-so, reflex.
Pay debt,< n . , .'

J '
j
Cho-yi, pas.

^Chd-pato, c.

f Hikko, tr.

CountA "! ngS0 '
reileX -

' rlmgyi, pas.

LHing pato, &c. c.

rTliapo, tr.

Measure or I Tbamso, reflex,

weight,
j
Thamyi, pas.

[Tham pato, &c. c.

f Khlyakko, tr.

Plaster (wall)J ^hlangso, reflex.

v n
I Khlangyi, pas.

l_Khlang pato, &c. c.

Make house, Khim pawo (see make).

Make clothes, Wa pawo (see make).
("Sale panno, tr.

~ . I Sale panso, reflex.

* '
| Sale panyi, pas.

[Sale panpato, &c. c.

Weave, Wa pawo (supra).

/Phyero, tr.

Phyerso, reflex.

'
j
Phyeryi, pas.

LPhyerpato, &c. c.

f Khri-to, tr.

Khriso, reflex.

Khriyi, pas.

^Khripato, &c. c.

Work mine, Khani kokko (dig).

Work iron, Syal teuppo (beat).

Grind,

Work wood,

fSingchokko, tr. (plane).

I Singchongso, reflex.

"j Singchongyi, pas.

|_Singchongpato, &c. c.

fKhapi Iwakto, tr. (knead).

Work clav \
KhT lvv^"SS0 »

reflex.
*'

|
Khapi lwakti, pas.

^Khapi lwangpato, &c. c.

Cook

/Kiwo, tr.

Kiso, reflex.

>as.

&c. c.

j

K'yi, !'«

LKipato,

Be cooked, be prepared ) ,».

(rice),
JMing-gno.n.

Cause to be cooked, \ - ° '

l
'

' 1 &c. c.

Be ripe (fruit), Jiwo, n.

Ripen, Jipato, &c. c.

Boil, Kiwo, (cook).

Roast

fGremdo, tr.

J Gremso, reflex.

J

Gremdi, pas.

LGrempato, c.

fClieowo, tr.

Grill, ^eoso
'

refl^x -

'
] Cbeoyi, pas.

I^Cheo pato, &c. c.

Cut with knife )«, > / , , , v

, , . \ Chwaro (slaughter),
by one blow, )

v ° '

Cut with scissors, Krito (shear).

f Sewo, tr.

Cut by frequent draw- 1 Seso, reflex.

ing, or saw,
j
Seyi, pas.

i.Sepato, &c. c.

f Hdto, tr.

Perforate or J Hdso, reflex.

pierce, ^ Hoyi, pas.

LHopato, &c. c.

Be torn, Jito, n.

rChito, tr.

T J Chiso, reflex.
lear

' Idiiyi, pas.

I^Chipato, &c. c.

Be split, Yeso, reflex.

J"

Yeto, tr.

Split, <, Yeyi, pas.

[ Yepato, &c. (

c.

Be broken, Jingso, reflex.

rJikko, tr. and n.

BreakJ
•J!

ngS0
'
refleX *

'

j
Jingyi, pas.

j^Jingpato, &c. c.

Be burst, Bukko, n.

fPwakko or Pukko, tr.

Burst it, \ £
wanSs0>

reflex.

j
Pwangyi, pas.

^Pwaugpato, &c. c.

Kiwo, tr. (cook)./* Kiwo, tr. (cc

„ S Kiso, reflex.
Brew

> JKiyi, pas.

C Kipato, &c. i

Distil,

ipato, &c. causal.

Hcto, tr.

Hdso, reflex,

llryi, pas.

Hepato, &c. c.

3t2
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Shake,

f Phyakto, tr.

Filtrate., J Thyangso, reflex.

Defecate, 1 Thyangyi, pas.

[Thyangpato, &c. c.

Be sharp, Syamso, reflex.

fSyappo, tr.

_. I Syamso, reflex.
Sharpen, < J

r '
j Syamyi, pas.

l_Syampato, &c. c.

Be blunt, Khlamso, reflex.

rKhlamto, tr.

Make blunt J
Khlamso, reflex.

(or spoil),*] Khkmti, pas.

[Khlampato, &c. c.

Be shaken, Dungso, reflex. Dukko, n.

f Dukto, tr.

Dungso, reflex.

Dukti, pas.

LDungpato, &c. c.

Be still, I r , a
-xj r. > Jaso, reflex.
Be firm,

J

'

Make still,
P^tr.

Make firm, ]
3*\W%

n
|_
Japato, ecc. c.

Be contained, Ringso, reflex.

("Rikto, tr.

Contain, J Ringso, reflex.

Hold,
j
Rikti, pas.

[_Ringpato, &c. c.

Be sustained, Jaso (see Be, firm).

Sustain, Jato (see Make firm).

Be retained, Tyangso, reflex.

fTyakko, tr.

Retain,
J
Tyangso, reflex.

Keep in,
j
Tyangyi, pas.

^Tyanapato. &c. c.

Ooze out, Chappo, n.

|
Cham pato, tr.

Cham paso, reflex.
Make ooze out, Cnam payi, pas.

Chain papaio, c.

Be full (belly), Ru-gno, n.

r Ru pato, tr.

Fill (belly)J ^paso reflex;

v 3Ji
|
Ru payi, pas.

tRu papato, &c. c.

Be full (vessel), Dyammo, n.

fDyam pato, tr.

_.,. , n J Dyam paso, reflex.
Fill (vessel),

<^ D Jam^ pas>

[_Dyam papato, c.

Be empty, Asyeii dyumo, n.

fAsyeti pawo, tr.

_ j Asyeti paso, reflex.
EmV l* ) Asyeti payi, pas.

[_Asyeti papato, &c. c.

Shine, Cliyaro, n.

Cause to shine, Cbyarpato-paso-payi, c.

Bed*
f Namring pato, tr.

Darken, J £«"™g I*"i*
j
JNamring payi, pas.

^Namring papato, &c. c.

Be luminous, Hauhau dyumo, n.

Make luminous. Hauhau pawo, tr.

Blow as wind, Khito, n. Byero, n. (fly).

n , , , J Bvei- par.o, &c. c.
Cause to blow, A TJ. . \ '

'
[ Kin pato, &c. c.

Flow as water, Gwakko (go)

Cause to flow, Gwang pato, &c. c.

Flower, Boto, n.

Cause to flower, Bopato, &c. c.

Fruit, Sito, n.

Cause to fruit, Si-pato, &c. c.

Be ripe (fruit only), Jiwo, n.

Ripen, Jipato, &c. c.

Be ripe as grain. 6tc. , Ming-gno, n,

Ripen, Ming pato, &c. c.

Be hot, Gle-wo, n.

Heat, Grle'pato, &c. c.

Be cold (thing only), Chhikko, n.

Make cold, Chhing pato, &c. c.

Be rotten, Jippo, n
Make rotten, Jim pato, &c. c.

Be raw, Aehekhli dyumo, n.

Make raw, Aehekhli pawo. tr.

Be lighted (lamp), Howo, n.

f Hupato, tr.

T • , , /, s ) Hopaso, reflex.
Light (lamp), «' l

, .a v
I
Hopayi, pas.

[.Hopapato, c.

Be kindled (fire), Khryamso, reflex.

r Khryapto, tr

ir n re \ 1 Khryamso. reflex.
Kindle (fire), < TrxK

' j Khryamti, pas.

V. Khryam pato, c.

Be burnt (destroyed by fire), Deuppo, n.

fDeum pato, tr.

Deum paso, reflex.

Deum payi, pas.

l^Deum papato, c.

rChwe-wo, tr.

-d / •, \ Chwe-s*o, reflex.
Burn (corpse), < -,, , .'

v r n
j
Chwe-yi, pas.

l_Chwe-pato, &c. c.

Be buried ( = bury thyself), Thimso, r.

/"Thimmo, tr.

Bury it, \
™mS °' r^eX '

J 1 lhutiyi, pas.

(.Thimpato, &c. c.

Be melted (= melt thyself), Yongso, r.

/ Yong pato, tr.

Melt it, ) I?"Z l'
dso

'
reflex *

) Youg payi, pas.

(.Yong papato, &c. c.

Be congealed, Jamidyiimo, n.

Burn it,
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>read,

Share out,

Apportion,

Congeal it, Jarai pawo, tr.

f Khuppo, tr.

Collect, bring orl Klmmso, reflex.

put together,
J

Khumyi, pas.

I^Khum pato, &c. c.

Be collected, Khumso, supra,

C Hammo, tr.

Hamso, reflex.

Hamyi, pas.

Ham pato, &c. c,

fYokko, tr.

I Yongso, reflex.

j
Yoi.gyi. pas.

l_Yon,' pato, &c. c.

o r Phwakko, tr.
separate, \ „. n
a

l ' ... ^ Phwangso, reflex.
Set apart with- J n , ,

b
.

{
.. . . ) Phwanyiyi, pas.

out division, / -p..
PJ

,1 Q
' l_Phwang pato, &c. c.

Set together, Kliuppo (see Collect).

r Chyakko, tr.

Divide (by cutting, \ Chyangso, reflex.

&c. what whole), 1 Chyangyi, pas.

(_Chyangpa.ro, &c. c.

/ Khryapto, tr.

Unite, join, what\ Khryamso, reflex.

divided or broken, 1 Khryamyi, pas.

(_ Khryam pato, c.

/Sapto, tr.

Knot it, \ Satnso, reflex.

Join by knot, j Sapti, pas.

(. Sampato, &c. C.

Unknot, |* Prwakko, tr.

Loosen, J Piwangso, reflex.

Unseam, "\ Prwansjyi, pas.

Untold, |_Prwan£ pato, C.

-Bra-wo. tr.

, gflex.

Scatter,

rBra-wo, t

Bra-so, re

r, < Brayi, pas.

Brapato, &c.

LBrapapato, d.

Mi:

Unmix.

tr.Hu
Hul-di, pas.

Hul-pato, &c
Separate

c.

c.

Hul so, reflex.

what mixed,

Acquire, gain by
labour or earn,

Save, (what

earned, (see

collect),

c.

Phwakko.
(See Separate.)

Grokso pawo, tr.

Giokso paso, refl.

Grrokso payi, pas.

(^ Grokso papato, c.

Blenpato. Ivhuppo, tr.

Blenpaso. Khutnso, refl.

Blenpayi. Khumyi, pas.

Blenpapato. Khumpato,c.
Wardo,

Squander,

r \\ ardo, tr.

Warso, reflex.

<J
Wardi, pas.

Warpato, c.

LWarpapato, d. c.

Fold,

Unfold,

Open,

Shut,

i rrwan^s

j
Prwangj

I Prwang

Plepto, tr.

Plemso, reflex.

Plepti, pas.

Plempato, &c. c.

/ Prwakko, tr.

Prwan^so, reflex.

;yi, pas.

pato, &c. c.

"Hokko, tr.

Hongso, reflex.

Hougyi, pas.

Hong pato, &c. c.

Tyakko, tr.

Tyangso, reflex.

Tyangyi. pas.

Tyang pato, c.

Timto, tr.r limco, tr.

Press, Timso, reflex

Squeeze, J Timti, pas.

De{)ress
}

Timpato, c.

It

Compress or

Express,

Timpapato, d. c.

/Nippo, tr.

\Niimso, reflex.

j Nimyi, pas.

(.Nilmpato, &c. c.

Lipto, tr.

Limso, reflex.

Lipti, pas.

t, Limpato, &c. c.

Turn topsy turvy, Huldo, tr. (mix),

f
Tyallo, tr.

Tyalso, reflex.

Tyalyi, pas.

Tyai pato, &c. c.

Prwakko, tr. (see unfold).

Prwangso. reflex.

Prwangyi, pas.

l_Prwnng pato, &c. c.

Be loose, slack, Thyelvimdyumo, n.

{Thyelvim pawo, tr.

Thyelvim paso, refl.

Ihyelvim payi, pas.

Thyelvim papato, c.

Be tight, Muske dyumo, n.

Tighten, Muske pawo, tr.

Turn over

carefully,

Roll up,

Unroll,

Bind,

fChukko, tr.

J ( huiigso, re1

ir

reflex.

Chutigy i, pas.

_Chung pato, &c. c.

Unbind,

fProkko, tr

) Pron so, reflex.

I

Prongyi, pas.

i_Prona; pato, c

Kura pawo, tr

Pack, J Kura paso, reflex.

1 Kura payi, pas.

|_Kura papato, c.

|
Unpack, Prwakko (see unrol).
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Climb or get up, f Wogno, n.

tree. &c. \ Wopato.
Come down, Yiiwo, n.

rKwado, tr.

Put on (fire), 1 Kwaso, reflex.

(. Kwadi, pas.

Nito, tr.

reflex.Take off (fire),

Piko, tr.

f
Nito

1 Niso
[Niti, pas.

Wondo,

igyi . p. Wonyi
pato, &c. Won

1 =
be A

r riko, tr. Wondo,

t, . . Pint: so. r. Wonso.
Put in I n . „ r

(soiid).i
P: r,sy- p -

^ 0,,yl -

v. pato.

rGleundo, tr. >

Gl, unso, refl. I See {ssue

<u too

02

Pull out,

Take out.
Gleundi, pas.

Gleunpato,
Glugno.

Catch

Bring up,

Pour in (liquid), Piko (supra).

f Dato, tr.

, I Daso, reflex.
poured,< rw..r '

J

Dati, pas.

(_Daj>ato, &c. c.

rYuto, tr. "j

Take down Yuso, reflex.
§ee y

or < Yuyi, pas. > ,

-d . .
1 v A. (comedown.

Bringdown, Yupato,
I &c. c. J

f Lwakto, tr.

t, . , I Lwangso, reflex.
rut up above, < T .

°.
1 ' Lwakti, pas.

l^Lwangpato, &c. c.

fKuto, tr.
""J

J
Kuso, reflex. I See Kuwo,

|
Kuyi, pas. fcome up.

[.Kupato, tr. c.J

Stop, stay (to going JJaso (reflect, or

man), \ intrans.)

Stop him, stay him, Jato, tr.

Stay or stop me, Jati, pas.

Cause him to stop, f Japato-paso-

stay, \payi, c.

fTyakko, tr.

Stay, stop, one who J Tyangso, reflex,

flees, or a road,
"J

Tyangyi, pas.

[_Tyang pato, &c. c.

Prevent, hinder, fm ,n
forbid,

'{Tyakko, supra.

Let go, Lacho giwo.

fLane chapba pawo, tr.

Enable J Lane chapba paso, refl.

to go, \ Lane chapba payi, pas.

i_L<ine chapba papato, &c. d.c.

rYallo, tr.

„ , j Yalso, reflex.

j
Yalyi, pas.

l^Yalpato, c.

T Phelephele pawo, tr.

Polish, < Phelephele paso, reflex.

[ Phelephele payi, pas.

Be polished, Phelephele dyumo, n.

Cause to be J
Phelephele dyumpato-

polished. \ paso-payi, c.

fSheumo, tr.

n J Slieums" reflex.
Cover, < ,„. .

'

'
j Sheumyi, pas.

l_S!ieum pato, &c. c.

f Hoko, tr.

Hongso, reflex.

Hongyi, pas.

L.Homrpato, &c. c.

["Appo, tr.

Shoot, i t
mS0

'

refleX -

Amyi, pas.

LAmpato, &c c.

Wring, fOhyurdo, tr

Twist neck, <^
Ohynrw, reflex.

, ., » I Chyurdi, pas.
cloth, &c.

\ rii ' 'u oLChyurpato, &c. C.

CL he^o, tr.

Twist or make J Cheso, reflex.

ncover,

rope, \Cheyi, pas.

Chepato, c.

Be like, resemble, Deu-wo, n.

Make like, Deu pato paso-payi, c.

Be white or clear, Bubum dyumo, n.

Make white or f*
u

|

>um ^WO
'
tr

fl

*

, , ... I Bubum paso, reflex.
clean ; whiten < n ,

v
, .

, , j Bubum payi, pas.
and cleanse, Ld u ' K i

' l_Bubum papato, d. c.

Be wet, Jiso, reflex.

fJito, tr.

Wet it, I Jiso, reflex.

Make wet,
j
Jiti, pas.

I^Jipato, &c. c.

Be dry, Syeu-wo, n.

Make dry, Syeu-pato-paso-payi, c.

Blato, tr.

Dry in sui

r Blato, tr.

in, < Blaso, reflex.

(. Blati, pas.

Dry at fire,

TGiamdo, tr.

J Gram-o, reflex.

\Gramdi, pas.

Giampato, &c. C.

Be flavoursome, Brogno, n.

Make flavoursome j -r> » • '

'

a
a < Bropaso, reflex,

or flavour it,
I D ' - •

(^Bropayi, pas.

Be sweet, Jijim dyumo, n.

Make sweet,
(JiJ?™ ^pato, tr. c.

l_Jijim pawo, tr.

Be sour, Phokko, n.

Make sour, Phong pato-paso-payi, c.

Be bitter, Kawo, n.

Make bitter, Kapato-paso-payi, e.
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Be knotted, Khingso, reflex.

TKhikto, tr.

Knot it,
J

Khingso, reflex.

Make knotted,
J

Khikti, pas.

(.Khingpato, &c. c.

Be great, Gndlo dyurno, n.

Make great, Gndlo pa wo, tr.

Be small, Yake or Kachim dyumo, n.

Make small, Yake or Kacliim pawo, tr.

Be heavy, Hyallo, n. Hyalba dyumo, n.

Make heavy. Hyalpato, tr.

Be light, /Hammo, n.

(levis),\Hamba dyumo, n.

Make light, Hampato, tr. Hampapato, c.

Be hard, Tingko dyumo, n.

Harden, Tingko pawo, tr.

Be. soft, Lobo dyumo, n.

Soften, Lobo pawo, tr.

Be straight, Dyamo, n.

Straighten, Dyampato-paso-payi, c.

Be crooked, Guko, n.

TKuko, tr.

^ - .. ! Kungso, reflex.
Crook it,< v ,

6 .'

j
Kungyi, pas.

l.Kung pato, &c. c.

f Khiwo 01

Be rich = have, \ Kb
l>
rThipato, &c. c.

Enrich = make J Thiba dyumpato-
have,

|

paso-payi, c.

l_Bwalapato.

fMa thiwo.

Be poor, \ Ma thiba dyumo.
(JVIa bwala.

Ihiwo or

Lhiba dyumo, > n.

Swab., J

Impoverish
f Ma thiba pawo.

•< Ma thi pato.

|_ Ma bwala pato.

Adaherbs and Prepositions

Compared.

Come, Pi wo.

Come in (into the fKhyima gware piwo
house), \ or wogno.

Come out (of the cKhyimatota piwo or
house), \ Glugno.

Come bai:k, to rear, Notha piwo.

Come on, to front, Gnalla piwo.

Come up, Yakhateu piwo or Ivuwo.

Come down, Yakhayeu piwo or Luwo.
Come back = cLetoko piwo, or

return, \ Leto.

Come again (repeat- 5A.naiyo or

ing), { Ana-piwo.
Come once, Kwa bala piwo.

Come twice, Nip pala piwo.

Come thrice, Sap pala piwo.

Come four times, Lep pala piwo.

Come five times, Gno pala piwo.

Come six times, Ru pala piwo.

Come seven times, Cba pala piwo.

Come eight times, Ya pala piwo.

Come nine times, Ghu pala piwo.

Come ten times, Kwaddyum pala piwo.

Come together, ( Kwado pine or i ane,

(place),
(_

(verbs in plural).

Come at once, (Kwa bala pine, (pine is

(time), \ plural).

Come near, Nentha piwo.

(-'ome close to him, Wake pumdi piwo.

Come apart, Hare piwo.

Come far away, Braba piwo.

Come with, Kwongkho piwo.

Come with me, Go nung piwo.

Come alone, Giche piwo.
' Go manthi piwo.Come without

me, thee, him

Come towards

me, thee, him

Ga manthi piwo.

Harem manthi piwo.

Wake la piwo.

Ike la piwo.

Ake la piwo.

Come as far as this"! i^, ,,
, ... JBike sambh piwo.

or here, that or > ,f , . i

.,
'

J

Meke sambh piwo.

Come quickly, instantly, Bacheu piwo.
Come slowly, Wakha piwo.

Come by and by,\
Ghya.kwangmi

J J
J piwo.

Come silently, Liba piwo.

,> • ., J Breso or Bresomami orLome noisily, < .. , , ^•"
L Bresoko*

—

\

Come early, Bacheu piwo.

Come late, Wakha piwo.

Come at sun-rise, Namdhamna* piwo.

Come at sun-set, Nam wamtana* piwo.

n , .. . , f Wakhawakha jiwak-Come loitennely, < , , * •
°

° •"
1_ koko* piwo.

Come over (by top), Khwatoko* piwo.

-piwo.

* These and all similars are imperatival gerunds. See verbs. Wheu the expres-
sion is imperative the gerund sign is affixed to the imperative form of the verb;
when it is indicative, to the indicative form. Come loiteringly is having loitered,
come. This is one of the many affinities with the Dravirian tongues.
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Come under by f Hayu Lang "lugnoko*
beneaih, ^ piwo.

Come through (by middle)/A
'

,am ld"s
& v J h

1 ptsro.

Come between, Alimbu lam; piwo.

n f Gliignoko piwo.Come across, < „,, s ^
l^bluso piwo

Come "\this "1
. , JYese hamba") pi-

to JthatJ ' l^tiare bambaj wo.
Come constantly, Piso^no bwakko.
Come sometimes, Kayikayi piwo.

Come ever, Sadai I
liwo '

[ piwo.

Come never, Gyanaiyo ma piwo.

Never come again,Gyanaiyo ana ma piwo.

Come to, at. this side, Yekhola piwo.

Come by this side, Yekholang piwo.

Come to, at, that side, Mekhola piwo.

Come by that side, Mekhoiang piwo.
Come on the right, Jumrola piwo.

Come by the right, Jumroiang piwo.

Come on the left, Persia piwo.

Come by the left, Perolang piwo.

Come to the east, Namdhapdi khala piwo.

Cume from the fNam wamdikhalang
west, \ piwo.

Come towards the house, Khyimla piwo.

Come from towards the fKhyim lang

house, \ piwo.

r, . , ., ,
. ^Dhepdela lawoCo towards the plains s r

,.r
I or diwo.

Go as far as Nepal, Nepal sambh lawo.

Give a little, Akachi giwo.

Give much, Eko giwo.

Give secretly, Khleuso giwo.

Give openly, Kwainso paso giwo.

Give gladly, Gyarscho giwo.

Give sulkily, Ma gyarscho giwo.

Give to-day, Ana giwo.

Give to-morrow, Dilla giwo.

He gave yesterday, Sanamti gipta.

Give mutually. Gi mose.f
Hit mutually, Tyeum mose.
Kiss mutually, Leu mose.
Kill mutually, Sa mose.
Give continually, Gisogno bwakko.
Hit continually, Teupsogno bwakko.
Sleep continually, Ipsogno-bwakko.
Strike forcibly, Soktimi teuppo.
Strike gently, Wakha teuppo.

A house, Khyim.
Of a house, Khyim ke. Khyim dim.

To a house, a house, I
Kh y'xm

,
(
uo

L signs.)

In a house, Khyim di.

From a house, Khyim ding.

By (inst.) house, Khyim mi.

Into (inside) house, Khyima gware.

Out of (outside) house, Khyima tola.

As far as house, Khyim sambh.
Towards or at the house, Khyim la.

From vicinity of house, Khyim lang.

Before the house, in
] Tr, , ,,

front,
JKhyimagnalla.

Behind the house, ) „. . ,

c
' > Khyim a notha.

in rear of, )
J

On the house 1 rr , . ,.

/. ,\ Khyim a tauredi.
(touching), J

J

Above the house"! T ,. . ,. , .

ote), |
kl) y'm d,ns haty«-

(remote]

Under, fKhyier
'. ithe house (close), ^Beneath J

v J, \ hayu.
Below the house) «,"--. ,.

(apart),
jKhyim ding hayu.

From under fKhyim ke hayu lang or

house, \ hayu ding.

In the under f T ,.. . . , , fla.
g , < Khyim ke hayu < ,. *

of house, L
J J ldi +

In the above of fKhyim a taure di or

house, \ la.

... f fKhyim ke nentha or
Near the house, §< T ,.

J
. ,,^ l_Khyim nentha.

* These and all similars are imperatival gerunds. See verbs. When the expres-

sion is imperative the gerund sign is affixed to the imperative form of the verb :

when it is indicative, to the indicative form. Come loiteringly is having loitered,

come. This is one of the many affinities with the Dravtrian tongues.

f Mose dual of mowo, which apart = fight : in composition of several verbs

= do, make.

% La expresses vicinity. Khyim la, near, towards, at, the house: whence
la-m of vicinity and la-ng, from vicinity. So Di expresses inness, khyim di, in the

house: whence di-m, of in and di-ng from in. M final is attributive. See

adjectives and participles e. g. piba-me, I who come, I the comer, and kwagua
me, the other one, and lala-m, red.

§ Khyim nentha = the house is near and near the house, but the latter is better

with genitive sign : so also of khyim pumdi. Khyim a pumdi, the house its side

in, also prevents the equivoque and is the true form for near the house. Nentha

having lost its sense as a noun cannot take the a. Nouns of place, however, take

dim rather than a, as Khyim dim pumdi, literally, house in of side in.
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Far from

house,

At the house,

1- Khyim ding braba.

/Khyim a pumdi.

\ Khyim nentha.

On account of house, Khyim daso.

In lieu of house, or )

In exchange for house, /
Khyim a phle.

Through the iiouse, Khyim a limbu lang.

D , ., , fKhyim a gnalla. =
Beyond the house, \ , ... \ ,3 '

(^ house its beyond.

Baiiing Phepositions.

At this time, Yekhonadi.

At that time, Myekhonadi.

At this place, Yekedi.

At that place, Myekedi.

In this year, Yem tho'di.

In that year, Myem tho'di.

In a little while, Ghyer Kwongmidi.
During, pending J Yem thomala theum.

this year, \ Yem thobwana.

Pending his coming, Haremma pi thun.

At home, Khyim di.

In, within, the house, Khyim gware.

In the wilderness, Sabala di.

In my hand, Wa gu di.

In, at, Dorjiling, Dorjiling di.

Go into the house, Khyim gware lawo.

T ., fGodi. *Wake di.
In me, in thee, \ ^, ,. T1 ,.

. '. ' i Gadi. Ikedi.

CHaremdi. Akedi.

He gave to me, Go giwa.

He took it f Go ding-*

from me, < Ga ding- Vblapta.

thee, him, j. Harem ding- J

He struck thee, Ga teupta.

Come into the house, Khyim gware piwo.

Go into the house, Khyim gware lawo.

Go into the water, Pwaku di wogno.

Come out of the f n ,, ,. ,

< Pwaku dine glugno.
water, \

& & °

The inside of the house, Khyim a gola.

The outside of the house, Khyim a tola.

Come from the outside f Khyim ke a

of the house, \ tolang piwo.

Come from the inside f Khyim a golang

of the house, l^ glugno.

Come out from J Khyim ding a tola piwo

the house, |_ or Khyim ding glugno.

Go with me, Go nung lawo.

Sit by me, Wake pumdi bwakko.

Come near me, Wake pumdi piwo.

Sit beside me, Wake la bwakko.
Sit on my knee, Wa phyemtodi bwakko.
Sleep in his bosom, Aphyemtodi ipo.

Put on thy shoulder, t balamdi jeullo.

Throw in or into the { Me di piko.

fire, \ Mi gware piko.

Put on the fire, Mi taure jeullo.

Take off from the fire, Mi taureng blawo.

Put on, upon, the table, Mej taure jeullo.

Take off from the f ^ . . , ,,

table, 1 J taurenS biawo -

Get on, or mount, the ( Ghora taure

horse, ^ wogno.
Get off, or dismount 1 Ghora taureng

from, the horse,
J

glugno.

Put on the horse 1 p, ...
(goods), } Ghora taure jeullo.

Take off from the f Ghora taureng glun-

horse (goods), \ do or blawo.

On the head, Piya taure.

Under the feet, J^J
10^*

[Kholi gwayeu.
Put your cap on f Itaki i piya taure

your head, \ jeullo.

Put grass under f A kholi gwayeu (m-
h is feet, \ chasmen) jim jeullo,

Above, higher than, lns~\ A piya ding

head, J hateu.

Beneath, lower than, 1 Wa kholi ding

my feet, J hayeu.

Above your house f Ikhyim ding haten
is the canton- < la tilanga bwagdi
ment, (. kha.

•o , , f I khyim din? hayeu
JJelow your house J j i i

•

. ..
J

, < la ledikha lyap-
is the bazar,

^ ^ ^^
Above the mouth is

J
Sheo hateu la neu

the nose, \ bwa.

* More usual and correct perhaps is the inflective form Wake. But it is also

equal my, Wakedi, in me or miue and Wakeding, from me or from my.

f Gware = in, Gwayeu = under. To the last answers ha-yeu the one, meaning
what touches, the other, what touches not, but lies below : so taure and ha-yeu, as

to what is above.

3 TJ
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lielovv the mouth f Shto ha yeu la

is the chin, \yoli bwa.

To, as far as, Nera. Pumdi.
. P , . ( Harem pumdi.
As tar as him, { u * ,

'
{_ Harem nera.

As far as Nepal, Nepal pumdi.
Towards Nepal, Nepal pumla. Nepal la.

North of Nepal, Nepal ding hateu la.

Near Nepal, Nepal nentha.

Far from Nepal, Nepal ding braba.

Towards night, Namringna (day setting).

Towards morn- ( Nam sona (day being

ing, I born).

In the night, Teugnachidi.

In the day, Namtidi.

Cruel towards his f Tamitawake la deu-

children, \ kha giba.

Be kind towards $Wake la neuwo.
me and mine, (Wa ta ke la neuwo.

Sit above me, Wake ding hateu la bwako.
Sit between us iWasike alimbu di

two, c bwako.
Sit below him, Ake ding hayeu la bwako.
Put on me. Wake taure jyulo.

Put on him, Ake taure jyulo.

The water comes from f Pwaku hateu

above and goes be--< lang yu, ha-

low, [ yeu la la.

On the top of the f « , , ,.

i-|l )
Syerte a gware di.

In the midst of the hill, Syerte a limbudi.

At the bottom of the hill, Syerte a pumdi,

From top of hill, Syerte a gware ding.

From middle of hill, Syerte a limbu ding.

From the bottom of
J"
Syerte a pum

the- hill, \ ding.

He dwells below 5Wake ding hayeu la

me, C bwa.

He dwells above ( Wake ding hateu la

me, ( bwa.
Sit on me, Wake taure bwako.
Press under me, Wake hayeu lam chimna.

(Gnari = hill top ; Jujeu = tree top

or house top).

Underneath, under f Khosingba gwayeu
the chair, \ or a gwayeu.

Above, upon, the cGu taure or, Gu a

hand, I taure.

Put under, below, f Mej a gwayeu jy

the table, \ ulo.

Take out from under ( Mej a, gwa, yeung
the table, ( blawo.

p ,

1 Hi C
Lapcho laug lawo or

,
° < Lapcho a limbu lang

(. lawo.

Come through ( Khyim gwarim piwo or

the house, ( Khyim a gwa lang piwo.

Go through the hole, Alam lang gluguo.

Go through the river ( Pwaku di gwakso
(wading), ( glugno.

Go over the couch, ( ^f,
ikha khwakso

' ( lawo.

Go over the river in fDunga di woso
boat, \ glugno.

Go under the couch,
/Ipdjkba likao

_.l glugno.
Come with me, Go nung piwo.

Go
fAm- I

with him, < or i> nung lawo.

[ Harem- J

Why should I go fGa nung marcho
with thee, \ lagna.

Go without me, Go manthi lawo.

Strike with force, Sokti mi teupo.

Strike without force, Sokti manthi teupo =

Sit before me, Wa gnalla di bwako.
Sit behind me, Wa notha di bwako.
Before, behind J Lapcho a, gnalla di a

the door, \ Lapcho a notha la.

Opposite, Vis-a- f Wa gnalla la.

Yis-me, \ Wa gnalla di.

Sit at my side, Wake pumdi bwako.
Towards his side, Ake a, pumla.
In the middle, Alimbu di.

To, at, the side, Apumdi.

INamrikso gnalla.

Teugnachi dyumtheum,
Namma riktheum,

Namma. wamtheum.
Nam rikcho beladi.

At night fall, \
Nam "

{ w
[Nam wancho beladi

ngna.

wamtana.

After night fall,

/'Nam-wamso f ,,

Sriskso i
n0tha =

1 Nam wamtako.
(.Nam riktako.

Since dawn, Didila mekeng.
Before dawn, Didila gnalla.

After dawn, Didila notha.

Since I came, Gopitina mekeng.
Before my arrival, Gojokpicho gnalla.

After my arrival, Gojokpicho notha.

After to-morrow, Dilla mekeng.
Before to-morrow, Dilla ma dyumtheu.

By night fall, J Nam ringna.
J ° l Nam wamtana.

Until night or f Teugnachi sambh.
Up to night \ Nam wamtana sambh.
Towards the house, Khyim la.

Towards me, Wake la.

Towards night, Nam rikcho pawana.

m i , f Teugnachi lana.
lowards dawn, < ^ ° ,.

'
i JNam dhamna.

At dawn, Nam dhamna.
During the night, Teuguachi dyumna s
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By the time I arrive, Pigniina.

By the time thou arrivest, Piyena.

By the time he arrives, Pina.

After my arrival, Go piso notha.

After thy arrival, Ga piso notha.

Round about the ( Khyim harela ye-

house, ^ sela.

About the house, Khyim apumdi.

In the middle of the f^ , • ,. , J;
.,, < Dyel a limbu di.

village, 1 J

On this side the river, Gulu yem pumdi.

On that side the ) -, ,
-,.

\ Gulu myem pumdi.
river, )

J r

He pierced him through J Ram hotako

the body, \ sata.

He went through j Lapcho lang glutako

the door, \ lata.

Go by the door, Lapcho lang lawo.

Go by the road, Lamlang lawo.

Far from the house, Khyim ding braba.

( Mi nentha.

Near the fire, < Mi pumdi.

I.
Mi a pumdi.

Near me, Wake pumdi.

After this that <f
Yem ding notha *

' i \Myem ding notha.

Before this, that, {
^m ding gnalla.

* ' [ Myem ding gnalla.

Instead of, in lieu of, f nT , • ,
,

,

' *< Myem ke aphle.

For the sake of me, Wake daso.

For the love of thee I J Dwaktana ko-
did it, \ patong.

For the love of me he f^ , . •
,

,. , .. < Dwakti kopapto.

As far as the house, Khyim a pumdi.
Short of, not so far as, f v X ,

the house, l.

Khy,m y
esela *

Beyond the house, Khyim harela.

With a house there ( Khyim dyumna
may be a marriage \ groche dyum.

Without (wanting) a ? Khyim manthi
house there cannot < groche ma
be a marriage, v. dyum.

With a house he "} Tr . . ,, . , , ,

will marry if he f**V\ th* kheda

have, &c. )
gr°Che paWa -

Without a house f Khyim manthi kheda
he will not-< (or manthi) groche
marry, [ ma pawa.

With me, Go nung.
Without me, Go manthi.
With thy father, I po nung.
Without my father, Apa manthi.
I go not, Ma lagna.

A child without
f
A'pomanthiba

father, an •< tawo. Apomanthime
orphan, [_ tawo.

For the purpose of J Khyim pacho

building a house, \ daso.

In the middle of the J Khyim a limbu-

house, I
di.

Even with, on level f Khyim nung kwang
with, the house, \ khome.

ttt-^u -ii /u \ /Gyerstako.
With a will (bongre),

|G^ersch0>

Without agf

will (malt

Willy, nilly, Gyerscho ma gyerscho.

In spite of her f
Wan(jha ma vigthim>

husband, [

For the love of her ( Wancha dwak
husband, (_ tako.

After the manner of C Newar dau khwag
the Newars, ( no.*

In the form of fish, Gna khwogno.
After the manner of the f Leucha dau

Tibetans, \ khwogno.
In the disguise of fT , , ,

a Tibetan,
JLeucha khwogno.

linst the / Magyerstako.

jre), \Magyerscho.

Conjunctions.

And, No word for it.

Also, likewise, Yo.
Or, No term for it.

Nor, No word.

Nor this, /Yam ye ma.

Nor that, ^Myam ye ma.

Moreover. Besides, Myam taure.

Than (comp.) Ding.

As, Gyekho.
So, Mekho.
As, so, like, fYe khwogno.

this, that,\Me khwogno.
How ? what like, Gye khwogno.
How? in what way, Gye-khopaso.
As well as, Ye khome neuba.

As ill as, Ye khome-ma neuba.

But, Naka.
Nevertheless. Notwiihstanding, Naka.
Though, yet, still, Naka.
If, Kheda.—Khedda.
If not, unless, Ma kheda.

Except, Waso.
Whether or not, Bwala ma bvrala.

In the meanwhile, Yekhouu. Mokhona.
Thereon, Myem taure.

To wit, that is /Daso data.

to say, \Mara dayena.

* Khwogno = like ; the word for manner or form is kho.

3 u 2
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,, r . / Marcho.Why, < M ," ^Maragna.
Because, siuce, ( Yem papttko.

As, ^ Myem paptako.

Yes, Aje (true).

No, Maa, (it is not).

Verbal negative, Ma.
Verbal prohibitive, Ma.
Noun privitive, Ma.

Baking Adveubs.

Adverbs

To-day, Ana.
To-morrow, Dilla.

Yesterday, Sanamti.

Day after to-morrow, Niti.

Day before yesterday, Nikhabol.

This year, Yemthoche.
Last year, Santho.

Year before last, Niware.

Coming year, Mata.
Year after that, Niwa.
Now, Yekhona.
Then, Mekhona.
When ? Gy£na.
When, rel., Gyena.
Then, correl , Mekhona.
Instantly, Bach£u.

By and by, Gyer kwongmi.
At once, at one time, Kwongkho.
Before, priorly, Gnalla.

After, afterwards, Nola.
Since, Gyena.
Till, until. No word. It is expressed by

theum added to the root and the

negative, or by the negative gerund.*

Till now, ")
A, , , , . i • izi >iu .„ , ' > Ana sambh (sambh is Khas.)

Hitherto, )
v '

Till then, Metti namti.

Till when ? how long ? Giskonamti.

Formerly, long ago, Nyeshe.
At present, now a days, A'nampilli.

Whilst, Mim, added to a verb, or the

gerund simply.

f

Henceforth, 1 u ,

Hereafter,
'jAnamekeng.

Thenceforth,"! , T ,

nil -. vMemnamtunekeng.
Thereafter, J

°

Ever, No word.

Never, Genaiyo.

Often, Yako pala.

of time.

How often, Gisko pala.

Sometimes, No word.

Once or twice, Kwa bale nippale,

Once, Kwa bale.

Twice,^Nippale.

Thrice, Sapale.

Four times, Seppale.

Five times, Gno pale.

Six times, Ru pale.

Seven times, Cha pale.

Eiiiht times, Ya pale.

Nine times, Ghu pale.

Ten times, Kwaddyum pale.

Early, Bachem pasomami.
Late, Wakha pasomami.
In the day, Nam bwoktana.
At night, I m , , ..,
T ., ° .',. >Ten<niachi dyumtana.
In the night, J

° J

All day, Nam dongmokho.
Daily, Namtike namti.

At sunrise, Namdhamna.
a *. i f Ba grina.
At cock crow, < n;, ° . ,

' l^Ba gricho pawano.
At dawn, Hauhaudyumchopawana.

TNam wamtana.
\Nam wamcho pawana.

At dusk, No word.

/Nam rigna.

\Teugnachi dyumna.
From night till /Teugnachi mekeng
morn, \ didila sambh.

At noon, Namhelschodi.

At midnight, Teugnachi helschodi.

To-morrow morning, Dilla didiladi.

Yesterday at night, Sanamtiten gnachidL

In two or three days, Nikkha sakkha.

In three or four days, Sakkha sekkha.

In four or five days, Sekkha gnokkha.

How long: ? Gisko namti.

At sunset,

At night fall,

* e. g. stay till I come, gdraa pignana, or g6 ma pi theum, bwako.

f e. g. whilst he lives I will not go, Harem blenmim go ma lagna. Whilst he

was walking he fell down. Harem gvvaktana dokta.
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As long, rel. Gisko namti.

So long, correl. Me.tti namti,

Again, repeatedly, Anaiyo.

Again, returning, Letako.

Adverbs of Place.

Here, Yeke.
"There, Myeke.
Where ? Gyeke.
Where, rel. Gyeke.
There, correl. Meke. Mekegno.
Here and there, Harela yesela.

Hither, "W'm ,
>

u ' , >Yekhola.
Hereward, J
Thither, 1 ». ,, , ,,

rn 1
>Myekhola.T hereward, J

J

Hence, Yekeng.
Thence, Myekeng.
Whence ? Gyelang.

Whence, rel. Gyelang.

Thence, correl. Myekeng.
By what way ? Agyem lamlang.

By this way, Yem lamlang.

By that way, Myem lamlang.

How near? Gisko nentha.

How far ? Gisko braba.

How far? i. e. to "1 « ,, , , x

what limit, )
G * ela (

Where )-

This far, Yeke (here).

That far, Myeke (there).

Near, Nentha.
Far, Braba.

How near ? Gisko nentha.

How far ? Gisko braba.

From after, Braba lang.

From near, Nentha lang.

In the near, Nentha di.

In the far, Braba di.

This near, Yeti nentha.

That near, Myeti nentha.

fcT , f Anaiyo nentha.
1 \Yemdinganaiyo nentha.

Nearest, veryJHauppeding nentha.

uear, \The nentha.

Rather near, Dekho nentha.

Rather far, Dekho braba.

Very far, The braba.

Up or upwards, (an accli- f Hateula.

vity whence water comes, \_Yakayeula.

From up, from above"! u . ,

c ,
>Hateu lang.

of slope, J
°

From down, from below"! rT ,

of slope,
JHayeulang.

Up (perpendicular), Taure.

fGwaie.

Down (ditto), < Gwayeu.*
I^Apumyeu.

From above, perpendicular, Taureng.

fApuinyeung.

From below, ditto, < G-wareng.

I^Gwayeung.
Upwards, ditto, Taurela.

Downwards, ditto, Gwayeula. Yeula.

Upwards (on slope), Hateula.

Downwards (on slope), Hayeula.

On the top, Ajujudi.

In, at, the bottom. Apumdi.

From the top,
(Ajujuding.

' lAjuju lang.

From the bottom, Apumding.
Out (issuing), Gluko. G/lutako,

In (entering), Woko. Wotako.
Out, outside, Atola (with noun).

In, within, Gware. Agware.
Towards this side, Yesehamba la.

Towards that side, Hare hamba la.

On this side, Yese hamba di.

On that side, Hare hamba di.

r\ u t-u -j f Hare hamba.") ,.On both sides,< v . . K di.
'

l_ Yese hamba.

J

Round, Khirsoko.
Before, Gnalla.

After, N&tha.
Opposite, vis a vis, Gnalla.

Abreast, Kwongkho.
Straight onwards, No word.

Onwards, forwards, Gnalla la.

Backwards, Nothala.

Adverbs of manner, cnuse, quality
,

quantity, Hfc.

How? in what fYekho.
way, \Yekhopasa.

Thus, in that f Myekho.
way, \Myekhopasa.

fGyegna.
Why ? for what reason, < Maragna.

l_Marha.

For this reason, Ye ?na?
For tiiat reason, Mye gna ?

How? what like? Gyekhome.
This like, Yrekhome.

* Taure and gware are chiefly prepositions and the latter means rather in below.
Gwayeu is better for the latter, or yeu. But none of them quite answers. The
verbs express the meanings.
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That like, Myekhome.
How much ? how many ? Gisko.

As many, as much, Gisko.

So many, so much, Metti.

How often ? Gisko pala.

How great? G-isko gnolo.

How small ? Gisko yake.

(Neuba pawoko.
Neuba paso.

Neuba pasomami.
Neuba pawako.
Neuba paptako.*

Ill, badly, wrongly, Maneuba pa<o, &c.

Wisely,
/Jokso and Joksomami, &c.

\_Teuso and Teusomami, &c.

Foolishly, I
Majoksomami.

•" I^Mateusomami.t
Hungrily, Solimi.

Thirstily, Pwaku dwaktimi.

. ., (Soksomi pawoko.AnS n]y' {soksopaso,&c.
Gladly, J^Gyersimi. Gyersipaso.

Joyfully, \Gyersoko.
Strongly, Soktimi. Soktipawoko, &c
Weakly, Sokti manthimi.

Gently, Wakha paso or pawoko, Ate.

Noisily
/Syandami yandapaso or pa-

V \soko or pawoko.
Silently, Liba dyumso.
With blows, Teupsomami. Teuptako.
Evenly, on level with, Deuso.

Evenly, straightly, smoothly, Deuso.

Much, a great^l Dhekwong.
deal, JDhekong.

A little, Dekho.
Neither more nor less, Madekho ma the.

Less, Dekho.
More, The.

Again (afresh), Grapti. Anaiyo.

Back (the same), Leti. Letako.

Thoroughly, /Theumsomami.
Completely, \Yako. Hauppe.

fDekho bwaso.

Partially, < Dekho jyulsomami.

l^Dekho jyultako.

fHelpasoko.

TT ., I Helpasomami.
Heavily, I

Hel£attako#
(^Helpawako.

fHampaso.
Lightly, < Hampasomami.

(^Hampattako. Hampawoko.
f Khipso.

Tightly, J Khipsor< ivuipsomami.

[^Khiptako.

("Thyelvim paso.

j>, ,

I
j Thyelvim pasomami.

"'
| Thyelvim paptako.

l/Thyelvim pawako.
Greatly, Dhekong.
Slightly, trivially, Dekho.
In cowardly fGnimami. Gnitako.

way, \Gniko.
{Gnima manthimi.
Magniko.
Magnitako.

Modestly, Gnunemi. Gnune pawoko.
Impudently, Gnune manthi.

Secretly, Khleuscho mami.

p.
I J Kwainsopascho.

P '' \Kwainsopaschomami.
Jestingly, Rischomami.
Seriously, Ajedaso mami.
Slowly, Wakha.

fGruksomami.
Hastily, < Grukso.

I^Gruktako.

Mortally, Byaktam sambh.
Skin deep, A'kokte sambh.
Together, Kwongkho.
Separately, Wang wang.
Singly or one f-^

,

by one, \
KwonS kwonS l

)aso -

Solitarily, fgicha.

With a companion, Warcha nung.
A foot, Gwakoko. Gwakso.
On horse back, Wognoko.
rr, , f Aje dasomami.
Trulv, < .

J
.

,-
' l^Aje dyumsomami.

Falsely, Limochelso.

* All these are gerundial, like the great majority of the adverbs. But if

imperation is involved, the gerund sign is added to the imperative, not to the

indicative.

f Or with main verb in indicative, ma jogako for present and ma joktako for

preterite sense. See note at " wisely." This is merely the negative form of the

same word obtained by prefixing the particle of negation or ma.

(The remainder in the next volume.)



Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of January, 1857.

Latitude 22° 33' 1" North. Longitude 88° 20' 34" East.

Feet.

Height of the Cistern of the Standard Barometer above the Sea level, 18.11.

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

O <o

*± £ 15
Range of the Barometer

b »

n 2
Range of the Tempera-

— S -2 du ing the day. A ture during the day.
0J u"

CO S 1Date.
C V J

Max. Min. Diff. Max. Min. Diff.

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. o o o

1 30.031 30.118 29.970 0.148 66.8 76.6 60.0 16 6
2 .099 .169 30.042 .127 66.7 76,0 59.4 16.6

3 .106 .204 .050 .154 67.5 77.1 60.0 17.1

4
5

Sunday.
.097 .150 .050 .100 70.8 80.0' 63.5 16.5

6 .144 .214 .099 .115 71.1 80.2 63.5 16.7

7 .094 .171 .021 .150 71.9 81.0 63.8 17.2

8 .080 .156 .029 .127 72.1 80.3 66.0 14.3

9 .095 .191 .053 .138 69.1 77.4 62.8 14.6

10 .089 .160 .041 .119 67.9 76.5 60.7 15.8

11
12

Sunday.

.099 .187 .040 .147 67.2 77.4 59.7 17.7

13 .113 .190 .055 .135 65.6 76.0 56.7 19.3

14 .092 .167 .045 .122 66.3 76.6 57.4 19.2
15 .055 .140 29.990 .150 66.7 74.9 60.6 14.3

16 .060 .130 30.018 .112 66.6 74.3 61.0 13.3

17 .037 .114 29.975 .139 64.6 73.9 57.6 16.3

18
19

Sunday.
29.999 .089 .938 .151 65.1 75.3 58.0 17.3

20 30.004 .090 .944 .146 62.9 73.1 54.6 18.5

21 .009 .108 .954 .154 61.8 73.3 52.8 20.5

22 29.986 .076 .918 .158 62.1 72.2 53.6 18.6

23 .979 .067 .920 .147 62.8 75.0 53.9 21.1

24 .968 .059 .913 .146 63.9 76.3 54.4 21.9

.25

26
Sunday.

.938 .015 .887 .128 69.3 81.6 594 22.2

27 .902 29.979 .812 .137 71.4 82.2 63.6 18.6

28 .881 .956 .833 .123 73.7 81,1 65.4 18.7

29 .882 .955 .830 .125 73.3 84,5 64.4 20.1

30 .873 .951 .818 .133 73.7
1

84.9 63.8 21.1

31 .887 .965 .841 .124 74.4 84.3 66.4 17.9

The Mean height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb

Thermometers are derived, from the twenty -four hourly observations made, during

the dav.



Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of January, 1857.

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon. (Continued.)

Date.

u

H

"3

pq

CO CO

*1

CO

>
o

,fi
a
.o

pa

a
"o
PL,

CO

co

"5

*
CO

Q
CO
>
o
03

^ JM d
"o

o

co
o

co

w g

5 *

Si

-a o

itional

weight

of

Va-

)ur

required

for

com-

ete

saturation.

n

degree

of

Humi-

ty,

complete

satura-

m

being

unity.

s a >-. a >>Pi Sk g.s 3 e- * CO H3 -*J

s Q O £ s < s

o o o o Inches. T.gr. T.gr.

1 61.6 5.2 58.5 8.3 0.498 5.51 1.75 0.76

2 62.0 4.7 59.2 7.5 .509 .64 .59 .78

3 63.3 4.2 60.8 6.7 .537 .94 .48 .80

4 Sunday,

5 65.4 5.4 62.7 8.1 .572 6.29 .91 .77

6 66.2 4.9 63.7 7.4 .591 .50 .78 .79

1 66.9 5.0 64.4 7.5 .605 .63 .85 .78

8 67.7 4.4 65.5 6.6 .628 .88 .65 .81

9 62.9 6.2 59.8 9.3 .520 5.73 2.05 .74

10 60.9 7.0 56.7 11.2 .469 .17 .34 .69

11 Sunday.

12 60.2 7.0 56.0 11.2 .458 .07 .28 .69

13 59.4 6.2 55.7 9.9 .453 .03 1.97 .72

14 61.3 5.0 58.3 8.0 .494 .47 .68 .77

15 62.3 4.4 59.7 7.0 .518 .74 .49 .79

16 61.3 5.3 58.1 8.5 .491 .43 .78 .75

17 58.9 5.7 55.5 9.1 .450 .01 .77 .74

18 Sunday.

19 58.6 6.5 54.7 10.4 .438 4.87 2.02 .71

20 55.2 7.7 49.8 13.1 .371 .14 .29 .64

21 55.2 6.6 50.6 11.2 .381 .26 1.95 .69

22 54.6 7.5 49.3 12.8 .365 .07 2.20 .65

23 56.1 6.7 51.4 11.4 .392 .38 .03 .68

24 57.0 6.9 52.2 11.7 .402 .48 .15 .68

25 Sunday.

26 62.6 6.7 59.2 10.1 .509 5.62 .21 .72

27 66.6 4.8 64.2 7.2 .601 6.60 1.75 .79

28 67.8 5.9 64.8 8.9 .613 .71 2.25 .75

29 65.9 7.4 62.2 11.1 .563 .15 .69 .70

30 65.9 7.8 62.0 11.7 .559 .10 .86 .68

31 67.2 7.2 63.6 10.8 .590 .43 .72 .70

All the Hygrometrical elements are computed by the Greenwich Constants.



Meteorological Observations. in

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of January, 1857.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Hour.
Height

of

Barometer

]2°

Faht.

Range
for ea

of the Ba
ch hour c

the month

ometer
uring

J3 £

5 g

Range of the Temperature
for each hour during

the month.

as *•> =3
Max. Min. Diff.

C 2 Max. Min. Diff.

s g

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. o

Mid-
night.

30.022 30.148 29.874 0.274 64.2 70.5 56.7 13.8

1 .014 .140 .870 .270 63.4 69.8 56.0 13.8
2 .010 .118 .853 .265 62.5 69.0 55.0 14.0
3 29998 .106 .841 .265 62.2 68.6 54.8 13.8
4 .995 .102 .841 .261 61.5 68.2 54.2 140
5 .998 .114 .847 .267 60.9 67.8 53.5 14.3
6 30.020 .133 .856 .277 60.5 67.1 53.0 14.1

7 .043 .155 .883 .272 60.2 66.4 52.8 136
8 .072 .191 .917 .274 62.0 68.6 54.6 14.0

9 .096 .207 .936 .271 65.9 72.3 59.0 133
10 .102 .214 .949 .265 69.1 75.4 62.0 13.4
11 .086 .201 .930 .271 71.9 79.2 65.3 13.9

Noon. .055 .172 .909 .263 74.6 81.4 67.8 13.6

1 .018 .143 .876 .267 76.5 83.4 70.3 13.1

2 29 993 .123 .853 .270 77.5 84.4 71.8 126
3 .977 .104 .834 .270 77.9 84.9 72.2 12 7
4 .971 .108 .830 .278 76.1 83.4 70 9 12 5
5 .973 .113 .820 .293 74.7 81 6 69.0 12.6

6 .980 .121 .818 .303 72 78.8 66.2 12.6

7 .997 .126 .838 .288 70.0 76 64.3 11.7

8 30.017 .152 .856 .296 68 4 74.8 616 13 2
9 .030 .163 .873 .290 67.2 73 6 60.6 13.0

10 .035 .177 .879 .298 661 72 6 594 13.2

11 .032 .162 875 .287 65.5 716 58-5 13.1

The Mean height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb
Thermometers are derived from the Observations made al the several hours
during the month.



iV Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the liesults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General
1

s Office, Calcutta,

in the month of January, 1857.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.-

"3 09

"a
a.

ht

of

:d

for

ation.

o « -
<D <a o — &o ?» *- 03 •5

« . O
>
o <M

-w a «--3 B

It fa «
s ^ «

3 " °

Hour. £1
il

33

d

Q

2
.3 5
<LI O

6r 3" 6fl

03 Q CQ SU

S
o

p

5 *"

3 | g.'S

0> S rt

a 2

o Inches. Troy grs. Troy grs.

Mid-
60.8 3.4 58.4 5.8 0.496 5.51 1.18 0.82

night.

1 60.3 3.1 58.1 5.3 .491 .47 .06 .84

2 59.5 3.0 57.4 5.1 .480 .36 0.99 .84

3 59.1 3.1 56.9 5.3 .472 .27 1.02 .84

4 58.7 2.8 56.7 4.8 .469 .24 0.92 .85

5 58.0 2.9 55.7 5.2 .453 .08 .96 .84

6 57.7 2.8 55.5 5.0 .450 .05 .92 .85

7 57.5 2.7 55.3 4.9 .447 .02 .89 .85

8 58.7 3.3 56.4 5.6 .464 .18 1.07 .83

9 60.8 5.1 57.7 8.2 .485 .37 .69 .76

10 62.3 6.8 58.9 10.2 .504 .56 2.22 .72

11 63.6 8.3 59.4 12.5 .513 .61 .87 ,66

Noon. 64.7 9.9 59.7 14.9 .518 .65 3.55* .61

1 65.5 11.0 60.0 16.5 .523 .67 4.08 .58

2 65.5 12.0 59.5 18.0 .515 .57 .47 .56

3 65.7 12.2 59.6 18.3 .516 .59 .57 .55

4 64.6 11.5 58.8 17.3 .503 .46 .17 .57

5 64.8 9.9 59.8 14.9 .520 .66 3.57 .61

6 64.9 7.1 61.3 10.7 .546 .99 2.51 .71

7 64.2 5.8 61.3 8.7 .546 6.01 1.99 .75

8 63.3 5.1 60.2 8.2 .527 5.82 .80 .76

9 62.6 4.6 59.8 7.4 .520 .75 .60 .78

10 62.0 4.1 59.5 6.6 .515 .70 .40 .80

.11 61.8 3.7 59.6 5.9 .516 .73 .25 .82

All the Hygrometrical elements are computed by the Greenwich constants,
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Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of January, 1857.

Solar radiation, Weather, &c.

P
Rain

Gauge

5
feet

above

Ground.

Prevailing direction

of the Wind.

O Inches.
1 130.0 •• N. W.

2 126.0 N.W.
3 130.9 m # N. W. & W.
4

5

Sunday.
135.5 .. N. W. & S. W.

6 136.0 .. Variable.

7 132.5 •• N. & N. W.

8 131.0 •• Variable.

9 129.2 .. N. W.

10 127.0 N. & N. W.
11 Sunday.
12 133.5 N. & N. W.
13 131.0 •• N.

14' 129.0 .. W. & Calm.

15 115.0 • • W.

1G 111.5 .. BT.

17 131.0 .. N. W.

18
19

Sunday.
133.0 N. W.

20 129.0 .

,

N. W.
21 133.0 .

,

N. W.
22 132.0 ,

,

K.W.
23 130.4 N. & K W.
24 133.2 ,

.

N. W. & N.
25
20

Sunday.

138.2 Calm & S.

27 141.0 Variable.

2a 141.0 S. &W.
29 140.0 .

.

s. W.
30 143.0 .

.

N. W. & S. W.
31 134.0 .. s. & w.

General Aspect of the Sky.

Cloudless till 6 a. m. scattered ^— i till

8 p. m. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless till 10 A. M. scatd. M & ^-i

till 5 p. m. cloudless & foggy afterwards.

Cloudless till 4 P. M. scatd. ^—i after-

wards, also foggy after sunset.

Cloudless till 1 p. M. scatd. V_i till 6
p. m. cloudless afterwards. Also foggy
in the morning and evening.

Scatd. M & W till 9 a. m. cloudless till

11 A. M. scatd. ^i till 4 P. M. cloud-

less afterwards.

Cloudless till 7 A. m. scatd. ^-i till

Noon, cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless till 7 A. M. scatd. V-i & M till

6 P. M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 6 A. M. scatd. ^—i till 6
p. m. cloudless afterwards.

Scatd. M till Noon, scatd. v—i till 6
p. m. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 2 a. m., cloudy till 6 p.m.
cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 6 A. M. scatd. \i & ^—i till

6 P. m. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless. [ing«
Cloudless and heavy fogs in the morn-
Cloudless and foggy in the morning.
Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

M Cirri, >—i cirro strati,

V»i cirro cumuli.

'i cumuli, n-i cumulo strati, Vui nimbi, —i strati,



VI Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of January, 1857.

Monthly Eestjlts.

Mean height of the Barometer for the month,

Max. height of the Barometer, occurred at 10 a. m. on the 6th,

Min. height of the Barometer, occurred at 6 P. M. on the 30th,

Extreme Range of the Barometer during the month,

Inches.

30.022

30.214

29.818

0.396

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer for the month,

Max. Temperature, occurred at 3 P. M. on the 30th,

Min. Temperature, occurred at 7 A. M. on the 21st,

Extreme Range of the Temperature during the month,

o

68.0

84,9

52.8

32.1

Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer for the month,

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer,

Computed Mean Dew Point for the month,

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above computed Mean Dew Point,

Mean Elastic force of vapour for the month, ...

o

61.9

6,1

58.2

9.8

Inches.

0.493

Troy grains.

Mean weight of vapour for the month, ... ... ... 5.44

Additional weight of vapour required for complete saturation, . .

.

2.09

Mean degree of Humidity for the month, complete saturation being unity, 0.72

Rained No. days. Max. fall of rain during 24 hours,

Total amount of rain during the month,

Prevailing direction of the Wind, ...

Inches.

Nil.

Nil.

N. W. & N.



Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Results of tlie Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General' s Office, Calcutta,

in the month of January, 1857.

Monthly Eesults.

Table showing the number of days on which at a given hour any particular wind

blew, together with the number of days on which at the same hour,

when any particular wind was blowing it rained.

Hour. o
c
c

S3
o 5

S3

O o c . 3

c H _£ = H .5 '5 ^
—

.2 fc - J c

N. OS £ E.
5
OS ai 3 S. P3 sq £ £ p8 ti 2-1 w1

"c.
'

No. of da} s.

Midnight. 4 1 5 1 2 9 5
1 5 1 5 1 2 9 4
2 4 1 4 1 1 10 5
3 4 4 2 1 12 4
4 4 3 3 1 13 3
5 1 2 3 3 11 3
6 <

:

; 1 2 2 3 11 2
7 5 4 1 2 2 3 9 1

8 7 5 1 2 1 3 7 1

9 7 7 1 2 1 3 6
10 10 5 2 2 3 5

11 11 4 1 2 1 2 6

Noon. 5 5 1 1 2 1 12
1 5 1 4 4 13
2 4 6 6 11

3 2 1 2 1.1 11
4 3 3 8 13
5 2 2 8 15
6 7 2 1 6 11
7 6 2 2 5 11 1

8 7 2 3 3 11 1

9 i) 3 2 3 8 2
10 8 3 2 l. 8 2
11 7 3 3 3 8 2

1





Meteorological Observations. ix

Abstract of tlie Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of February, 1857.

Latitude 22° 33' 1" North. Longitude 88° 20' 24" East.

feet.

Height of the Cistern of the Standard Barometer above the Sea level, 18.11

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Range of the Barometer a 2 Range of the Tempera-

eigb
iron-

Fall daring the d ay- pq
g ture during the day.

*co^ o a

C 1)^
Max. Min. Diff. Max. Min. Diff.

Q S t<,

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. o

1 Sunday.

2 29.903 29.987 29.850 0.137 74.5 83.6 67.2 16.4

3 .915 30,001 .845 .156 73.1 84.2 63.2 21.0
4 .914 29.989 .853 .136 75.4 86.0 68.0 18.0

5 .928 30.006 .858 .148 72.5 80.8 65.6 15,2

6 .985 .082 .926 .156 70.2 78.9 62.8 16.1

7 .977 .078 .912 .166 70.1 79.0 62.2 16.8

8 Sunday.

9 .906 29.983 .856 .127 72.3 84,4 62.4 22
10 .956 30.043 .906 .137 73.1 82.6 65.0 17.6
11 .945 .038 .881 .157 71.6 81.1 64.4 16.7
12 .923 .021 .858 .163 69.9 79.8 62.0 17.8
13 .879 29.961 .798 .163 71.0 82.4 60.5 21.9
14 .869 .947 .807 .140 73.3 84.2 63.6 20.6

15 Sunday.
16 .890 .968 .829 .139 77.9 86.0 72.0 14.0

17 .903 .985 .847 .138 77.7 87.2 716 15.6

18 .962 30.043 .909 .134 77.2 85.8 71.6 14.2
19 .951 .049 .862 .187 76.1 86.1 69.4 16.7
20 .902 29.995 .819 .176 75.6 86.0 66.0 20.0
21 .832 .908 .757 .151 77.2 86.0 70.8 15.2

22 Sunday.
23 .774 .862 .711 .151 78.4 89.8 69.3 20.5
24 .817 .904 .760 .144 77.2 87.8 68.2 19.6

25 .805 .874 .735 .139 78.6 87.9 70.0 17.9

26 .794 .872 .727 .145 79.3 88.8 72.6 16.2

27 .775 .846 .697 .149 79.2 88.4 71.2 17.2

28 .779 .851 .711 .140 79.4 89.7 71.8 17.9

The Mean height of the Burometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb
Thermometers are derived from the twenty-four hourly observations made during
the day.



x Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

for the month of February, 1857.

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Date.

10

11

12
13

14

15

16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26

27
28

S

66.4
65.2

69.3

65.5

62.1

61.4

Sunday.
64.2

64.9

61.5

60.7

627
65.7

Sunday.
72.1

71.9

70.5

67.9

66.9

69.0

Sunday.

69.9

70.0

70.9

71.9

72.6

73 3

8.1

7.9

6.1

7.0
8.1

8.7

8.1

8.2

10.1

9.2

8 3

7.6

5.8

5.8

67
82
87
8.2

8.5

7.2

7.7

7.4

66
6.1

Oh

a
o
o

62.3

61.2

66.2

62.0

58
57.0

60.1

60.8

56.4

56.1

58.5

619

69.2

69.0
67.1

63.8
62.5

64.9

656
66.4
67.0

68.2

69.3

70.2

122
11.9
9.2

10.5

122
13.1

12.2

123
15.2

138
12 5

11.4

8.7

8.7

10.1

123
13.1

12.3

12 8
10.8

11.6

11.1

9.9

92

Inches.

0.565

.544

.642

.559

.489

.473

.525

.537

.464

.459

.498

.557

.708

.704

.661

.593

.568

.615

.630

.646

.659

.686

.711

.732

'33 IS

03 .-

T.gr.

6 16
5.95

6.99
.11

5.38

.20

.75

.88

.08

.05

.45

6.09

7.67

.62

.17

6.45

.18

.69

f> o

CD 03 T3

« £ *
a ** <*

Q jui ©

3 B.CL.

T.gr

3.02

2.84

.44

.52

.67

.83

.83

.91

3.32

2.93

.80

.75

.49

.48

.78

3.18

.30

.26

.82 .49
r

.01 2.94

.12 3.26

.41 .18

,67 2.89

.91 .71

0.67

.68

..74

.71

.67

.65

.67

.67

.61

.63

.66

.69

.76

.75

.72

.67

.65

.67

.71

.69

.70

.73

.75

All the Hygi-omctrical elements are computed by the Greenwich constants.



Meteorologica I Observations. XI

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of February, 1857.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

O <U

-^ a -°

7; i_ Pej

Ran;je of the Barometer for

each hour during the

month.

j3 3

.a

. o

Range of the Tempera-
ture for each hour

during the

Hour. v 5 Q 1
lnontn.

C 0^
Max. Min. Diff. Max. Min. Diff.

§ s

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. o

Mid-
night.

29.896 29.984 29.773 0.211 70.8 75.3 64.0 11.3

1 .889 .990 .759 .231 70.1 74.8 63.6 11.2
2 .874 .971 .745 .226 69.7 74.0 63.7 10.3
3 .863 .959 .734 .225 69.0 73.5 62.4 11.1
4 .861 .952 .728 .224 68.4 73.2 61.6 11.6
5 .869 .968 .742 .226 68.0 73.1 61.2 11.9
6 .886 .983 .763 .220 67.5 72.6 60.6 12.0
7 .912 30.010 .800 .210 67.4 72.8 60.5 12.3
8 .939 .048 .820 .228 70.0 75.8 64,0 11.8
9 .961 .074 .844 .230 73.5 79.2 68.2 11.0
10 .971 .082 .846 .236 76.4 82.3 71.4 10.9
11 .955 .066 .839 .227 79.1 84.6 73.2 11.4

Noon. .929 .040 .809 .231 81.5 86.9 73.8 13.1
1 .892 .003 .777 .226 83.4 88.8 76.5 12.3
2 .860 29.966 .747 .219 84.4 89.4 77.8 11.6
3 .836 .946 .705 .241 84.7 89.8 78.9 10.9
4 .826 .932 .697 .235 84,2 89.6 78.0 11.6
5 .826 .926 .702 .224 82.6 88.6 76.6 12.0
6 .833 .939 .715 .224 79.5 84.0 73.6 10.4
7 .848 .946 .726 .220 76.9 82.0 71.5 10.5
8 .869 .979 .762 .217 75.2 79.5 69.8 9.7
9 .889 .988 .784 .204 73.9 79.4 67.8 11.6
10 .900 .991 .788 .203 72.6 77.6 67.3 10.3
11 .899 .989 .786 .203 71.6 76.4 65.0 11.4

The Mean height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb
Thermometers are derived from the observations made at the several hours
during the month.



Xll Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Hesults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General''s Office, Calcutta,

in the month of February, 1857.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Hour.

3

H
JO

03

>
o
.0
03

"S

Q

£

Q
>
o
3S

p
O

to tf
ight

of

Va-

n

a

cubic

Air. I

Weight

of

required

plete

satu-

ree

of

Hu-

complete

on

being

M
= o
g a

ca a,

|

si
o

H S1

a?
03 O S § §

SSf B
-

.2 g. © §
» >» rt •

as "5 ctf 2
a? a ca S3

§ Q o Q s § < 3

o o o Inches. T.gr. T.gr.

Mid-
night.

1

66.6 4.2 64.5 6.3 0.607 6.68 1.52 0.82

66.2 3.9 64.2 5.9 .601 .61 .42 .82

2 66.3 3.4 64.6 5.1 .609 .71 .22 .85

3 65.8 3.2 64.2 4.8 .601 .62 .14 .85

4 65.3 3.1 63.4 5.0 .586 .46 .16 .85

5 64.8 3.2 62.9 5.1 .576 .37 .16 .85

6 64.5 3.0 62.7 4.8 .572 .33 .09 .85

7 64.2 3.2 62.3 5.1 .565 .25 .14 .85

8 65.7 4.3 63.5 6.5 .588 .46 .54 .81

9 67.6 5.9 64.6 8.9 .609 .66 2.24 .75

10 68.3 8.1 64.2 12.2 .601 .53 3.19 .67

11 68.4 10.7 63.0 16.1 .578 .24 4.29 .59

Noon. 69.1 12.4 62.9 18.6 .576 .19 5.12 .55

1 69.4 14.0 62.4 21.0 .567 .06 .90 .51

2 69.4 15.0 61.9 22.5 .557 5.94 6.37 .48

3 69.4 15.3 61.7 23.0 .554 .91 .51 .48

4 69.2 15.0 61.7 22.5 .554 .91 .33 .48

5 68.7 13.9 617 20.9 .554 .93 5.75 .51

6 69.0 10.5 63.7 15.8 .591 6.38 4,28 .60

7 68.3 8.6 64.0 12.9 .597 .48 3;38 .66

8 68.1 7.1 64.5 10.7 .607 .61 2.76 .71

9 67.7 6.2 64.6 9.3 .609 .66 .35 .74

10 67.2 5.4 64.5 8.1 .607 .65 .01 .77

11 67.0 4.6 64.7 6.9 .611 .70 1.70 .80

All the Hygrometrical elements are computed by the Greenwich constants.



Meteorological Observations. xui

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General*s Office, Calcutta,

in the month of February, 1857.

Solar Radiation, Weather, &c.

£ a &0 t>

o-J
go .

a>H Prevailing direction General Aspect of the Sky.
to gH s ffl o of the Wind.
e3

p a.* 3*«
Inches.

1 Sunday.
2 140.0 W. & calm & N. Cloudless.

3 141.0 W. &S. Cloudless.

4 139.9 S. Cloudless till 4 A. m. cloudy till 9 A. m.
Cloudless till Noon, scattered ^i and
V-i afterwards.

5 129.0 N. W. & N. Cloudless till 5 a. m. scattered \— i till

Noon, cloudless afterwards.

6 133.2 N. &S. Cloudless.

7 135.0 N. W. & N. Cloudless.

8 Sunday.

9 136.0 N. W. & S. W. Cloudless.

10 141.1 w. & s. w. Cloudless.

11 134.0 N. W. & N. & W. Cloudless.

12 137.0 N. W. & S. W. Cloudless.

13 140.0 W. & S. E. Cloudless.

14 140.0 W. Cloudless till Noon, scatd. ^i and ^—

i

till 5 P. M. cloudless afterwards.

15 Sunday.

16 136.1 S. & W. Scattered clouds till 6 P. M. cloudless

afterwards.

17 142.3 s. Cloudless till 7 A. m. scattered ^i till 6
p. m. cloudless afterwards.

18 140.6 S. W. &S.&S. E. Cloudless till Noon, scattered ^i till 4
p. M. cloudless afterwards.

19 141.5 s. w. & w. Cloudless.

20 142.0 s. w. & w. Cloudless.

21 137.9 s. w. Cloudless.

2:: Sunday.
2.' 148.0 s. w. & s. Cloudless.
2i 138.5 Variable. Cloudless.

2i 139.6 W. & N. W. Cloudless till 11 a. m. scattered «^i till 8
p. M. cloudless afterwards.

26 143.9 s. Cloudless till 5 A. M. scattered ^i & N—

i

till 7 p. M. cloudless afterwards.

27 144.0 s. Cloudless till 10 A. M. scattered «M till

6 p. m. cloudless afterwards.

28 138.0 s. Cloudless till 5 a. m. cloudy till 3 p. m.
cloudless afterwards.

M Cirri, ^-i Cirro strati, «i Cumuli, «-i Cumulo strati, V>>i Nimbi, —i Strati,
V\ i Cirro cumuli.



XIV Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observation*

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of February, 1857.

Monthly Eesults.

Mean height of the Barometer for the month,

Max. height of the Barometer occurred at 10 A. M. on the 6th,

Min. height of the Barometer occurred at 4 P. m. on the 27th,

Extreme range of the Barometer during the month,

Inches.

29.887

30.082

29.697

0.385

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer for the month,

Max. Temperature occurred at 3 P. M. on the 23rd,

Min. Temperature occurred at 7 a. m. on the 13th,

Extreme range of the Temperature during the month,

o

75.0

89.8

60.5

29.3

Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer for the month,

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above mean Wet Bulb Thermometer,

Computed Mean Dew-point for the month, ..

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above computed mean Dew-point,

Mean Elastic force of Vapour for the month,

o

67.3

7.7

63.4

11.6

Inches

.

0.586

Mean Weight of Vapour for the month,

Additional Weight of Vapour required for complete saturation,

Mean degree of humidity for the month, complete saturation being unity

Troy grains.

6.37

2.94

0.68

Rained No. days, Max. fall of rain during 24 hours,

Total amount of rain during the month,

Prevailing direction of the Wind,

Inches.

Nil.

Nil.

S. &W.



Meteorological Observations

.

xv

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly 3Leteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of February, 1857.

On the 7th and 23rd February, the Meteorological Observations after ten

minutes intervals being taken at the Surveyor General's Office, they indicate the

following circumstances.

7th.
h. m. h. m.

'Exact Time of Minimum Barometer, .

.

.

.

. . 4 a. m. & 4 10 P. m,

Ditto Maximum Barometer, .

.

.

.

. . 10 10 ditto & 9 50 ditto.

r Between 7 20 & 7 30 a. m.

(. or half an hour after sunrise.

Ditto Maximum Temperature between, . . 2 50 & 3 p. m.

Ditto Minimum Temperature,

23ed.

Exact Time of Minimum Barometer,

Ditto Maximum Barometer,

Ditto Minimum Temperature,

Pitto Maximum Temperature,

h. m. h. m.

.. 4 A. M. & 4 P. M.

.. 10 ditto & 10 10 ditto.

("7 ditto or half an hour

(. after sunrise.

fBetween 3 30 P. m. & 4 40 p. m,

I

<J
during which time the Thermome-

I

^ ter was stationary.



XV Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Besults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of February, 1857.

Monthly Besults.

Table showing the number of days on which at a given hour any particular wind

blew, together with the number of days on which at the same hour when

any particular wind was blowing it rained.

1

1

Hour.
c _: _ c _• ^ -i d
c 3 o c 5 3 o o o

N.

w
£

'3

E.

c

S.E.

c

OS S.
p! cS |W. £

&
£ cd

J
6

'5

OS

No of days.

Midnight. 2 1 7 6 4 2 2
1 2 1 8 5 3 3 2
2 1 8 6 3 3 2
3 1 9 5 3 3 2

4 2 7 5 5 2 3

5 2 7 5 5 1 4
6 2 1 1 2 6 3 4 2 3

7 4 2 1 5 4 4 3 1

8 4 2 1 2 7 1 3 4
9 6 1 2 2 6 1 4 2
10 4 3 2 2 4 4 2 3
11 4 1 1 6 3 3 5

Noon. 2 1 5 4 4 8
1 1 1 3 5 7 7
2 1 1 4 5 7 6
3 1 1 1 4 4 7 6
4 4 3 11 6
5 1 5 6 9 3
6 2 1 7 5 7 2
7 1 1 8 5 5 3 1

8 2
!

8 5 5 3 1

9 2 9 4 5 3 1

10 3 ! 9 4 6 2
11 2 9 4 6 3

1

1



Meteorological Observations. xvii

Abstract of the Besults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of March, 1857.

Latitude 22° 33' 1" North. Longitude 88° 20' 34'' East.

Feet.

Height of the Cistern of the Standard Barometer above the Sea level, 18.11.

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

O <u

Range of the Barometer
£ £

pq co Range of the Tempera-
during the d *y-

fr!
ture during the day.

93
85

ffl CQ °i
Q

•!
Date.

Max. Min. Diff.
= -a
<u EH Max. Min. Diff.1" s

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. o o

1 Sunday.
2 29.854 29.939 29.778 0.161 80.3 90.0 73.9 16.1
3 .808 .879 .734 .145 80.0 89.2 73.0 16.2
4 .844 .925 .780 .145 80.6 89.8 74.4 15.4
5 .863 .942 .817 .125 80.2 89.0 73.6 15.4
6 .858 .942 .803 .139 80.3 88.8 73.6 15.2

7 .868 .980 .752 .228 77.3 88.2 67.8 20.4

8 Sunday.
9 .969 30.080 .916 .164 74.3 83.2 68.7 14,5

10 .937 .061 .881 .180 68.5 70.4 66.8 3.6
11 .914 29.972 .829 .143 71.6 80.4 64.8 15.6
12 .941 30.023 .889 .134 72.9 81.9 65.0 16.9
13 .980 .064 .935 .129 76.5 85.8 67.4 18.4
14 .950 .031 .888 .143 78.6 88.6 70.7 17.9

15 Sunday.
16 .885 .973 .810 .163 80.6 90.6 72.3 18.3
17 .878 .957 .807 .150 81.2 92.4 71.8 20.6
18 .845 .928 .777 .151 80.8 90.8 72.4 18.4
19 .812 .882 .748 .134 80.8 92.6 69.8 22.8
20 .775 .859 .695 .164 82.1 93.2 74,1 19.1
21 .771 .836 .713 .123 83.0 94.2 74.7 19.5

22 Sunday.
23 .733 .809 .646 .163 83.8 95.1 75.6 19.5
24 .719 .807 .659 .148 84.4 96.6 74.8 21.8
25 .741 .816 .676 .140 84.7 96.2 75.4 20.8
26 .786 .872 .731 .141 85.8 98.6 75.2 23.4
27 .784 .879 .689 .190 86.7 100.2 76.1 23.8
28 .675 .759 .583 .176 86.5 98.8 76.8 22.0

29 Sunday.
30 .731 .815 .681 .134 85.7 95.4 78.8 16.6
31 .802 .881 .757 .124 84.9 94.8 78.2 16.6

The Mean height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb
Thermometers are derived, from the twenty-four hourly observations made, durin

\

the day.
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Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General' s Office, Calcutta,

in the month of March, 1857.

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon. (Continued.)
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o o o o Inches. T. gr. T. gr.

1 Sunday.

2 73.0 7.3 69.3 11.0 0.711 7.66 3.25 0.70

3 72.8 7.2 69.2 10.8 .708 .64 .17 .71

4 74.3 6.3 71.1 9.5 .753 8.11 2.90 .74

5 74.6 5.6 71.8 8.4 .771 .31 .57 .76

6 74.9 5.4 72.2 8.1 .781 .41 .50 .77

7 72.3 5.0 69.8 7.5 .722 7.82 .16 .78

8 Sunday.

9 67.8 6.5 64.5 9.8 .607 6.62 2 50 .73

10 65.1 3.4 63.4 5.1 .586 .64 1.19 .84

11 66.9 4.7 64.5 7.1 .607 .67 .73 .79

12 67.2 5.7 64.3 8.6 .603 .60 2.13 .76

13 69.5 7.0 66.0 10.5 .638 .92 .83 .71

14 71.0 7.6 67.2 11.4 .664 7.19 3.19 .69

15 Sunday.

16 72.0 8.6 67.7 12.9 .674 .27 .74 .66

17 70.8 10.4 65.6 15.6 .630 6.78 4.43 .61

18 69.6 11.2 64.0 16.8 .597 .42 .65 .58

19 70.3 10.5 65.0 15.8 .617 .65 .42 .60

20 72.0 10.1 66.9 15.2 .657 7.06 .45 .61

21 75.1 7.9 71.1 11.9 .753 8.08. 3.74 .68

22 Sunday.

23 75.8 8.0 71.8 12.0 .771 .25 .85 ,68

24 75.4 9.0 70.9 13.5 .748 .00 4.31 .65

25 77.3 7.4 73.6 11.1 .817 .73 3.69 .70

26 76.2 9.6 71.4 14.4 .761 .12 4.71 .63

27 76.5 10.2 71.4 15.3 .761 .10 5.08 .62

28 76.3 10.2 71.2 15.3 .756 .05 .05 .62

29 Sunday.

30 77.0 8.7 72.6 13.1 .790 .43 4.37 .66

31 77.0 7.9 73.0 11.9 .801 .55 3 94 .69

All the Hygrometrical elements are computed by the Greenwich Constants.
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Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General' s Office, Calcutta,

in the month of March, 1857.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

*3 • Range of the Barometer -3 2 Range of the Temperature

| s-5 for each hour during for each hour d tiring

•s
2* the month. the month

Hour.
ffl PQ <N Si

Max. Min. Diff.
c 2

Max. Min. Diff.

s §

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. O o o

Mid-
night.

29 .836 29.977 29.690 0.287 76.1 80.8 67.0 13 8

1 .830 .966 .686 .280 75.3 80.8 66.7 14.1

2 .819 .950 .682 .268 74.8 80.2 66.1 14.1

3 .816 .938 .671 .267 74.2 80.2 65.5 14.7

4 .808 .935 .665 .270 73.7 80.2 65.3 14.9

5 .819 .940 .683 .257 73.3 79.6 65.0 14.6

6 .838 .963 .694 .269 72.9 78.8 64.8 14.0

7 .863 30.005 .714 .291 73.1 78.8 65.0 13.8

8 .895 .064 .750 .310 76.0 81.7 67.7 14.0

9 .913 .061 .758 .303 79.1 84.1 67.2 16.9

10 .917 .080 .759 .321 81.7 88.0 67.0 21.0

11 .903 .066 .738 .328 84.9 92.9 67.7 25.2

Noon, .876 .035 .720 .315 87.2 96.3 67.8 28.5

1 .842 29.997 .675 .322 89.0 98.2 67.9 30.3

2 .812 .969 .652 .317 89.9 99.2 69.8 29.4

3 .788 .951 .617 .334 90.5 100.0 69.9 30.1

4 .774 .942 .598 .344 90.2 100.2 70.0 30.2

5 .772 .945 .584 .361 88.4 98.4 69.8 28.6

6 .781 .951 .583 .368 84.8 92.6 67.8 24.8

7 .797 .958 .601 .357 82.3 90.2 68.6 21.6

8 .821 .980 .632 .348 80.3 87.1 68.2 18.9

9 .836 .988 .652 .336 78.9 84.2 68.6 15.6

10 .849 .992 .659 .333 77.3 82.8 67.4 15.4

11 .844 .980 .666 .314 76.6 81.8 66.8 15.0

The Mean Height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb

Thermometers are derived from the observations made at the several hours

during the month.
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Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta.,

in the month of March, 1857.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

—

(Continued.)
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Mid-
night.

1

72.7 3.4 71.0 5.1 0.751 8.17 1.46 0.85

72.2 3.1 70.6 4.7 .741 .07 .33 .86

2 71.9 2.9 70.4 4.4 .736 .04 .22 .87

3 71.4 2.8 70.0 4.2 .727 7.94 .15 .87

4 71.1 2.6 69.8 3.9 .722 .89 .07 .88

5 70.7 2.6 69.4 3.9 .713 .80 .04 .88

6 70.4 2.5 69.1 3.8 .706 .72 .04 .88

7 70.8 2.3 69.6 35 .717 .84 0.95 .89

8 72.3 3.7 70.4 5.6 .736 8.00 1.60 .83

9 73.3 5.8 70.4 8.7 .736 7.95 2.58 .76

10 73.7 8.0 69.7 12.0 .720 .74 3.63 .68

11 74.0 10.9 68.5 16.4 .692 .41 5.08 .59

Noon. 73.8 13.4 67.1 20.1 .661 .03 6.34 .53

1 73.7 15.3 66.0 23.0 .638 6.75 7.33 .48

2 73.5 16.4 65.3 24.6 .623 .59 .87 .46

3 73.4 17.1 64 8 25.7 .613 .48 8.24 .44

4 73.3 16.9 64 8 25.4 .613 .50 .09 .45

5 73.0 15.4 653 23.1 .623 .61 7.23 .48

6 73.7 11.1 68.1 16.7 .684 7.29 5.17 .59

7 74.1 8.2 70.0 12.3 .727 .81 3.77 .67

8 73.4 6.9 69 9 10.4 .725 .82 .09 .72

9 73.3 5.6 70.5 8.4 .739 8.00 2.47 .76

10 72.8 4.5 70.5 6.8 .739 .02 1.96 .80

11 72.7 3.9 70.7 5.9 .744 .08 .69 .83

All the Hygrometrical elements are computed by the Greenwich constants.
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Abstract of the JResults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of March, 1857.

Solar radiation, Weather, &c.

6

p

11

o
1

2

Sunday.
144.7

3 136.7
4 139.6

5 136.2

6 135.4

7 138.0

8
9

Sunday.
129.2

10 ••

11 131.0

12 134.0
13 146.0

li 140.0
15
16

Sunday.
141.5

17 139.0

18 135.0
19 138.8
20 135.0
21 144.0
22

23
Sunday.

138.8
24 145.0
25 136.5
2;; 154.8
27 143.0
28 139.6

29
30

Sunday.
138.0

81 134.0

M

Prevailing direction

of the Wind.

Inches

General Aspect of the Sky.

0.30

0.14

0.52

S.

S.

S. & S. E.

s.

s.

N. W. & N. & W.

N. &E.

N. & N. E.

W. & N. W.
S. W.

s. & s. w.

s. w. & s.

s. w. & s. & w.

s. w. & w.
S. & W. & N. W.
s.

s.

s.

s.

s.

8.

s. & s. w.

s.

s. & s. w.

Cloudless till 3 a. m. cloudy till 9 A. M.
cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless.

Cloudless till 6 A. M. scattered ^i till

6 p. M. cloudless afterwards.

Variable aspect till 3 p. m. cloudless

afterwards.

Variable aspect till 2 P. M. cloudless

afterwards.

Cloudless till 7 A. M. scatd. *i till 4
P. M. cloudy, with lightning & thun-
der & rain afterwards.

Cloudy till 10 a. m. scatd. M & N-i

afterwards.

Scatd. M & N—i till 6 a. m. cloudy
afterwards ; also rain between 9 a. m.
& 1 p. m.

Scatd. \i & ^-i till 1 p. m. cloudy
afterwards, also rain & thunder &
lightning between 8 & 11 P. M.

Cloudless.

Cloudless till 10 A. M. scatd. ^i till 5
p. m. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless till 2 p. m. scatd. ^i till 6
p. m. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

M Cirri, ^—i cirro strati,W cirro cumuli.

^i cumuli, <">-i cumulo strati, V\_j, nimbi, — i strati
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Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of March, 1857.

Monthly Eesults.

Inches.

Mean height of the Barometer for the month, ... ... 29.835

Max. height of the Barometer, occurred at 10 A. M. on the 9th, ... 30.080

Min. height of the Barometer, occurred at 6 p. m. on the 28th, ... 29.583

Extreme Range of the Barometer during the month, ... ... 0.497

o

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer for the month, ... ... 80.5

Max. Temperature, occurred at 4 P. M. on the 27th, ... ... 100.2

Min. Temperature, occurred at 6 A. M. on the 11th, ... ... 64-8

Extreme Range of the Temperature during the month, ... ... 35.4

o

Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer for the month, ... ... 72.7

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer, ... 7.8

Computed Mean Dew Point for the month, ... ... 68.8

Mean Dry Buib Thermometer above computed Mean Dew Point, ... 11.7

Inches.

Mean Elastic force of vapour for the month, ... ... ... 0.699

Troy grains.

Mean weight of vapour for the month, ... ... ... 7.52

Additional weight of vapour required for complete saturation, ... 3.46

Mean degree of Humidity for the month, complete saturation being unity, 0.69

Inches.

Rained 3 days. Max. fall of rain during 24 hours, ... ... 0.52

Total amomit of rain during the month, ... ... ... 0.96

Prevailing direction of the Wind, ... ... ... S. & S. W.
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Abstract of the Results of the Sourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General' s Office , Calcutta,

in the month of March , 1857.

Monthly Eesults.

Table showing the number of days on which at a given hour any particular wind

blew, together with the number of days on which at the same hour,

when any particular wind was blowing it rained.

Date. o
c
c o o

a
Q o

-*

c
a
o c

c w a £ m = _c £ = - & .= a

N. £ fc

X
tf E.

"«

r

ea

22 £ OD c£ £
as

Sa=5 P3

'3

No. of

\

da
3
\s.

Midnight. 3 18 2 2

1 3 18 3 2

2 2 L9 3 2

3 2 1 17 2 3

4 1 ] 17 4 2 1

5 1 1 18 3 2 1

6 3 17 4 1 1

7 3 1 ic; 4 1 1

8 3 1 13 6 1 1

9 1 1 13 8 i 2 1

10 1 1 10 11 i 2 1

11 1 1 11 5 4 1 4

Noon. 1 1 1 11 4 5 1

1 2 1 1 6 7 6 4
2 1 1 1 ('»

1) 5 3

3 1 1 9 6 6 3
4 1 .1 1 2 6 s 7
5 1 2 2 8 6 7

6 2 2 12 4 4 1 2

7 2 2 13 2 4 1 3

8 1 1 ! 1 14 2 4 1 3

9 3 I 11 2 3 1 3
10 1 3 L5 2 2 ! 3

11 2 1 11 2 2 1 2



xxiv , Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of March, 1857.

On the 21st March, 1857, the Meteorological Observations after

ten minutes intervals being taken at the Surveyor General's Office,

they indicate the following circumstances i
—

h. m. h. m.

Exact Time of Minimum Barometer, , 4 20 a. m. and 4 p.m.

Ditto Maximum Barometer, 9 30 do. and 11 do.

or half an hour

Ditto Maximum Temperature, 3 p. m.

Ditto Minimum Temperature, 6 30 do. -,

' atter sunrise.

On Saturday, the 7th March, 1857. A Western gale sprung up

at i past 5 p. m. and blew for three quarters of an hour. During

the prevalence of the gale there was much thunder and lightning

and also a little rain.
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Abstract of tlie Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of April, 1857.

Latitude 22° 33' 1" North. Longitude 88° 20' 34" East.

feet.

Height of the Cistern of the Standard Barometer above the Sea level, 18.11

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Range of the Barometer s 2 Range of the Tempera-

if 11 during the day. pq »
ture during the day.

ffi ca^

Is

p

CO} 00

Max. Min. Diff.
a 03

Max. Min. Diff.

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. o o

1 29.794 29.868 29.733 0.135 84.1 93.6 76.8 16.8

2 .780 .860 .710 .150 84.4 94.0 78.2 15.8

3 .793 .857 .733 .124 84.2 93.6 78.4 15.2

4 .817 .914 .733 .181 84.3 92.6 77.6 15.0

5
6

Sunday.

.854 .929 .773 .156 81.9 90.6 76.7 13.9

7 .854 .932 .730 .202 78.9 89.2 70.0 19.2

8 .858 .932 .778 .154 77.0 85.6 70.6 15.0

9 .835 .905 . .737 .168 78.2 . 87.2 69.4 17.8

10 .794 .866 .696 .170 81.0 90.2 74.0 16.2

11 .778 .848 .669 .179 81.6 92.8 71.6 21.2

12
13

Sunday.
.699 .771 .632 .139 84.1 93.8 77.0 16.8

14 .699 .772 .632 .140 84.4 94.6 76.6 18.0

15 .698 .775 .606 .169 86.6 96.2 79.8 16.4

16 .624 .720 .528 .192 87.7 98.4 80.2 18.2

17 .622 .687 .565 .122 88.5 98.1 81.2 16.9

18 .700 .769 .644 .125 86.7 94.8 81.0 13.8

19
20

Sunday.

.727 .794 .663 .131 85.0 92.5 77.0 15.5
21 .748 .829 .671 .158 82.8 93.8 75.0 18.8
22 .780 .864 .698 .166 79.9 89.7 71.1 18.6

23 .824 .911 .693 .218 76.3 84,8 71.3 13.5

24 .802 .893 .728 .165 79.5 89.8 69.5 20.3

25 .786 .860 .698 .162 83.0 92.0 75.6 16.4

26
27

Sunday.
.731 .792 .660 .132 85.7 94.8 78.5 16.3

28 .789 .872 .703 .169 83.9 94,3 74.6 19.7

29 .722 .806 .633 .173 85.4 96.0 77.0 19.0
30 .655 .732 .563 .169 87.3 98.8 79.8 19.0

The Mean height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb
Thermometers are derived from the twenty-four hourly observations made during
the day.



5XYI Meteorological Observations,

.distract of the Besults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of April, 1857.

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.
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| 1 So
g a >^ a b^ s> as d 5 £<^ CO O h

s P £ Q § a < 91

o o o Inches. T.gr. T.gr.

1 77 2 6.9 73.7 10.4 0.819 8.78 3.43 0.72
2 775 6.9 74.0 10.4 .827 .86 .45 .72

3 77.9 6.3 74.7 95 .846 9.05 .19 .74

4 77.1 7.2 73.5 10.8 .814 8.70 .58 .71

5 Sunday.

6 72.4 9.5 67.6 14.3 .672 723 4.21 .63

7 73.1 5.8 70.2 8.7 .732 .91 2.56 .76

8 71.5 5.5 68.7 8.3 .677 .57 .32 .77

9 719 6.3 68.7 9.5 .697 .54 .71 .74
10 75.8 52 73.2 78 .806 8.68 .46 .78

11 76.2 5.4 735 8.1 .814 .76 .58 .77

12 Sunday.

13 IS 2'
59 75.2 8.9 ,860 9.20 3.01 .75

14 78.4 6.0 75.4 9.0 .865 .26 .05 .75
15 80.1 6.5 76.8 9.8 .905 .63 .51 .73

16 79.7 80 75.7 12 .873 .28 4.28 .68

17 78.1 10 4 72.9 156 .797 8.45 5.43 .61

18 80.4 6.3 77.2 9.5 .916 9.75 3.43 .74

19 Sunday.

20 78.7 6.3 75.5 9.5 .868 .27 .26 .74
21 74.8 8.0 70.8 12 .746 8.00 .75 .68

22 74.8 5.1 72.2 7.7 .781 .41 2.37 .78

23 70.1 6.2 67 9.3 .659 7.17 .52 .74

24 72.4 71 68.8 10.7 .699 ,54 3.12 .71

25 76.4 66 73.1 99 .803 8.61 .21 .73

26 Sunday
27 789 68 75.5 10.2 .868 9.27 .53 .72

28 76 7.9 72 119 .776 8.30 .83 .68

29 76.0 9.4 71.3 14.1 .758 .10 4.58 .64

30 78.9 8.4 74.7 12.6 .846 .99 .42 .67

All the Hygrometrical elements are computed by the Greenwich constants.
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Abstract of the Results of the Sourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of April, 1857.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

ight

of

•ometer

Faht.

Ranice of the Barometer for

each hour during the

month.

PQ %

Range or the Tempera-
ture for each hour

during the

Hour. si month.

C5Xi « Max. Min. Diff. s-3
0) P"1

Max. Min. Diff.

S s

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. o o

Mid-
night.

1

29.760 29.863 29.577 0.286 78.8 83.6 71.4 12.2

.751 .854 .574 .280 78.4 83.2 70.7 12.5

2 .738 .846 .566 .280 78.1 83.2 70.6 12.6

3 .739 .862 .571 .291 77.5 83.0 70.4 12.6

4 .749 .855 .621 .234 76.9 81.0 69.4 11.6

5 .753 .860 .608 .252 76.9 81.6 69.4 12.2

6 .776 .895 .617 .278 76.7 81.2 69.7 11.5

7 .798 .906 .648 .258 77.7 82.0 71.0 11.0
8 .822 .919 .667 .252 80.6 85.0 74.1 10.9
9 .832 .930 .680 .250 83.6 88.2 75.6 12.6
10 .830 .932 .687 .245 85.9 91.0 76.7 14,3
11 .818 .918 .681 .237 88.4 93.4 78.0 15.4

Noon. .799 .905 .668 .237 89.9 95.2 79.6 15.6
1 .766 .885 .636 .249 91.4 96.6 81.6 15.0
2 .736 .846 .600 .246 92.3 97.8 84.3 13.5
3 .710 .838 .570 .268 92.3 98.8 83.2 15.6
4 .687 .814 .548 .266 91.4 98.4 80.4 18.0
5 .682 .802 .529 .273 89.3 96.8 80.0 16.8
6 .697 .814 .528 .286 85.9 92.0 75.4 16.6
7 .720 .834 .541 .293 83.4 89.3 71.8 17.5
8 .753 .864 .574 .290 81.7 86.4 70.6 15.8
9 .776 .898 .591 .307 80.1 85.0 70.0 15.0
10 .775 .922 .602 .320 79.1 81.2 70.0 14.2
11 .773 .932 .598 .334 78.5 84.1 70.4 13.7

The Mean height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb
Thermometers are derived from the observations made at the several hours
during the month.
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Abstract of the Results of the Sourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of April, 1857.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.
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o &a» go S H»£ hi S uj jr;

a Q O Q s S < S

o Inches. T.gr. T.gr.

Mid-
75.2 3.6 73.4 5.4 0.811 8.78 1.66 0.84

night.

1 74.9 3.5 73.1 5.3 .803 .70 .61 .84

2 74.7 3.4 73.0 5.1 .801 .67 .55 .85

3 74.2 3.3 72.5 5.0 .787 .54 .50 .85

4 73.9 3.0 72.4 4.5 .785 .51 .35 .86

5 74.1 2.8 72.7 4.2 .792 .61 .25 .87

6 73.9 2.8 72.5 4.2 .787 .56 .24 .87

7 74.6 3.1 73.0 4.7 .801 .67 ,43 .86

8 75.9 4.7 73.5 7.1 .814 .78 2.23 .80

9 76.8 . 6.8 73.4 10.2 .811 .69 3.34 .72

10 77.6 8.3 73.4 12.5 .811 .64 4.23 .67

11 78.1 10.3 72.9 15.5 .797 .45 5.39 .61

Noon. 78.2 11.7 72.3 17.6 .783 .27 6.19 .57

1 79.0 12.4 72.8 18.6 .795 .38 .72 .56

2 79.1 13.2 72.5 19.8 .787 .28 7.22 .53

3 78.5 13.8 71.6 20.7 .766 .05 .45 .52

4 78.3 13.1 71.7 19.7 .768 .09 .01 .54

5 78.3 11.0 72.8 16.5 .795 .41 5.80 .59

6 77.9 8.0 73.9 12.0 .824 .79 4.08 .68

7 76.5 6.9 73.0 10.4 .801 .58 3.38 .72

8 75.9 5.8 73.0 8.7 .801 .60 2.77 .76

9 75.1 5.0 72.6 7.5 .790 .52 .32 .79

10 74.7 4.4 *2.5 6.6 .787 .51 .02 .81

11 74.2 4.3 72.0 6.5 .776 .38 1.97 .81

All the Hygrometrical elements are computed by the Greenwich constants.
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Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General"s Office, Calcutta^

in the month of April, 1857.

Solar Radiation, Weather, &c.

CI ©
S g

be >
P o •

«n."S Prevailing direction General Aspect of the Sky.
to

p

d © O

«S4
of the Wind.

o Inches.

1 130.5 •• S. Cloudless till Noon, scatd. ^—i till 9 P. M.
cloudless afterwards.

2 132.0 •• S. Cloudless till 1 p. m. scattered ^i or

\—i till 6 p. M. cloudless afterwards.

3 135.0 ,

.

S. Flying clouds the whole day.

4 128.0 .. s. Cloudy.

5 Sunday.

6 127.0 s. & s. w. Cloudy.

7 109.2 1.13 s. Cloudy, also raining & thundering &
lightning between 7 p. m. & midnight.

8 124.0 .

.

Variable. Cloudy till 7 P. M. cloudless afterwards.

9 135.4 •• s. & w. & s. w. Cloudy the whole day ; also drizzling

between 3 & 6 A. M. & also at 8 P. M.
10 0.15 s. Cloudy, also raining at 6 P. M.
11 138.5 • • s. Cloudless at 8 A. m. scatd. «"»i afterwards,

also raining at 8 p.m. also thunders
and lightning between 8 & 11 p. m.

12 Sunday.
13 129.0 .. s. Scatd. clouds nearly the whole day,

also drizzling at 7 P. M. [wards.
11 133.0 ,

.

s. Cloudless till 4 a. m. scatd. N—i after-

15 131.0 , s. Cloudless nearly the whole day.

16 136.0 # s. Cloudless.

17 147.0 , # s. Cloudless. [wards.

18 131.7 ,

,

s. Cloudless till 3 A. M. scatd. clouds after-

19 Sunday.
20 124.0 S. E. Cloudy.

21 130.0 0.42 s. Cloudy & drizzling between 2 & 4 A. M.
and also between 8 & 9 p. m.

22 125.0 0.10 s. Cloudy, also rain at 8 P. M. also thun-
dering & lightning from 8 P. M. to

midnight.

23 .. S. & N. w. Cloudy, also drizzling at 9 P. M.
24 132.0 "• S. E. & S. Cloudless till 4 a. m. scatd. clouds till

5 P. M. cloudless afterwards.

25 140.0 .. S. Cloudy nearly the whole day.

26 Sunday.

27 139.0 ,. S. & S. E. Cloudless till Noon, cloudy afterwards.

28 131.6 •• S. (S.E. gale between
midnight & 1 a. m.)

Cloudy, also thundering and lightning

and raining before sunrise and also

after sunset.

29 139.0 ,

.

S. Cloudless.

30 141.0 •• s. & s. w. Cloudless till 5 a. m. scatd. M & V—i till

5. P. M. cloudless afterwards.

M Cirri, ^-i Cirro strati, n i Cumuli, «"*-
i Cumulo strati, V*_i Nimbi, —i Strati,

\a i Cirro ciimuli.



Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of April, 1857.

Monthly Results.

Inches.

Mean height of the Barometer for the month, .. .. 29.760

Max. height of the Barometer occurred at 10 A. M. on the 7th and

11 p. m. on the 8th, .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 29.932

Min. height of the Barometer occurred at 6 P. M. on the 16th, .. 29.528

Extreme range of the Barometer during the month, .

.

.

.

0.404

o

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer for the month, .

.

.

.

83.2

Max. Temperature occurred at 3 p. m. on the 30th, .. .. 98.8

Min. Temperature occurred at 4 & 5 A. M. on the 9th, .

.

.

.

69.4

Extreme range of the Temperature during the month, .

.

.

.

29.4

o

Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer for the month, .

.

.

.

76.2

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer, .

.

7,0

Computed Mean Dew-point for the month, .. .„ „. 72.7

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above computed mean Dew-point, .

.

10.5

Inches.

Mean Elastic force of Vapour for the month, .

.

.

.

0.792

Troy grains.

Mean Weight of Vapour for the month, .

.

.

.

.

.

8.49

Additional Weight of Vapour required for complete saturation, ., 3.40

Mean degree of humidity for the month, complete saturation being unity, 0.71

Inches.

Kained 10 days, Max. fall of rain during 24 hours, .. .. 1.13

Total amount of rain during the month, .

.

.

.

.

.

1.80

Prevailing direction of the Wind, .

.

.

.

.

.

S.
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Abstract of the Results of the Sourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of April, 1857.

Monthly Results.

Table showing the number of days on which at a given hour any particular wind

blew, together with the number of days on which at the same hour when

any particular wind was blowing it rained.

Hour.
c

B
o

a a
o o

a
o a e

c
c
o

N.

a
'3

Pi

H
fc

a
'3

E.

a
"3

S.E.
E'3

S. CO

a
'3

35 w.
"3

a
s

S3

a a
'3

as

No of days .

Midnight. 1 l 4 21
1 4 21 1 1
2 1 3 20 1 1
3 3 21 1 2 1

4 2 2 19 1 2 2

5 1 3 2 18 1 1

6 1 4 3 13 1 1 4
7 2 3 3 13 3 2
8 1 5 3 13 3 1
9 1 3 5 14 3
10 1 3 14 7 1

11 2 16 6 2

Noon. 3 1 15 6 2
1 2 15 7 2
2 3 14 6 3
3 1 2 14 6 3
4 2 18 1 6
5 6 19 1
6 1 5 19 I 1

7 1 1 2 3 19 1 1
8 2 2 1 l 1 2 16 1 1 3 1

9 1 1 2 3 17 3 3
10 1 i 2 5 15 1 1

11 1 i 2 4 16

!

1 1



xxxn Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of April, 1857.

On the 24th April, 1857, the Meteorological Observations after ten minutes

intervals being taken at the Surveyor General's Office, they indicate the following

circumstances.

h. m. h. m.

Exact Time ofMinimum Barometer, .. .. .. 2 30 A. M. & 4 35 P. M.

Ditto Maximum Barometer, .

.

.

.

. . 9 50 ditto & 10 40 ditto.

("Between 5 20 & 5 30 A. m.
Ditto Minimum Temperature, j

C. or qr. of an hour before sunrise.

fBetween 3 20 & 4 p. m.

Ditto Maximum Temperature, \ during which time the Thermome-

^ ter was stationary.



Meteorological Observations. xxxui

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of May, 1857.

Latitude 22° 33' 1" North. Longitude 88° 20' 34" East.

Feet.

Height of the Cistern of the Standard Barometer above the Sea level, 18.11.

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

t
of

eter

it. Range of the Barometer 3 J
W 2

Range of the Tempera-

%>o£ during the d ly. £-1 ture during the day.
13 *

CO

pa
Date.

a v
Max. Min. Diff. Max. Min. Diff.

£ £

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. o o o

1 29.689 29.778 29.627 0.151 88.4 100.0 79.5 20.5

2 .641 .726 .546 .180 87.4 96.7 79.7 17.0

3 Sunday.
4 .596 .656 .532 .124 88.3 99.6 82.0 17.6

5 .622 .707 .544 .163 87.4 96.6 80.6 16.0

6 .584 .646 .497 .149 87.0 93.2 81.7 11.5

7 .618 .680 .512 .168 86.5 93.6 69.0 24.6

8 .570 .627 .492 .135 83.0 93.6 73.0 20.6

9 .530 .593 .485 .108 80.7 91.6 73.6 18.0

10 Sunday.
11 .667 .731 .597 .134 81.7 90.2 74.5 15.7

12 .650 .704 .547 .157 86.3 94.6 81.6 13.0

13 .694 .756 .611 .145 86.3 94.1 80.1 14.0

14 .722 .787 .658 .129 85.3 93.0 78.2 14.8

15 .694 .758 .603 .155 87.3 94.4 81.1 13.3

16 .668 .733 .582 .151 87.6 95.6 82.0 13.6

17 Sunday.
18 .506 .568 .413 .155 86.8 96.4 78.8 17.6

19 .514 .581 .423 .158 88.5 97.0 81.6 15.4

20 .586 .734 .502 .232 84.9 92.0 76.6 15.4

21 .633 .736 .551 .185 84.4 94.0 75.5 18.5

22 .688 .755 .610 .145 82.1 90 75.4 14.6

23 .691 .758 .616 .142 85.7 93.8 80.4 13.4

24 Sunday.
25 .628 .687 .548 .139 86.1 93.8 80.4 13.4

26 .540 .611 .432 .179 87.0 94.5 80.8 13.7

27 .437 .510 .345 .165 86.8 95.7 81.6 14. i

28 .410 .480 .337 .143 86.3 97.5 79.8 17.7

29 .489 .559 .432 .127 86.9 94.2 80.2 14.0

30 .519 .587 .450 .137 87.1 94.6 78.8 15.8

31 Sunday.

The Mean height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb
Thermometers are derived, from the twenty-four hourly observations made, during
the day.



XXXIV Meteorological Ohservations.

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General
1

s Office, Calcutta,

in the month of May, 1857.

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon. (Continued.)

H

"a >

.S
*o
Pi

Q

>
O

o

<D

<2

&4J

ghtofVa-

3d

for

com-

tion. of

Humi-

ete

satura-

mity.

Date. PQ

a> a>

di

o

pq

Q
(U

d
'd •

.d o
•SP3

£.53 2S s d
.—

i <u ro

cS %-, M

O - -2- 3 <"

e» cl,

a £ d

s a >, a £>Ph gi> £ aU C3 "3 .2

§ Q o Q s s
<3

s

o o o o Inches. T. gr. T. gr.

1 77.5 10.9 72.0 16.4 0.776 8.23 5.61 0.60

2 80.1 7.3 76.4 11.0 .893 9.51 3.94 .71

3 Sunday.

4 80.8 7.5 77.0 11.3 .910 .67 4.13 .70

5 80.9 6.5 77.6 9.8 .928 .87 3.58 .73

6 80.8 6.2 77.7 9.3 .931 .92 .37 .75

7 80.1 6.4 76.9 9.6 .908 .66 .44 .74

8 78.7 4.3 76.5 6.5 .896 .61 2.21 .81

9 77.0 3.7 75.1 5.6 .857 .23 1.81 .84

10 Sunday.

11 78.1 3.6 76.3 5.4 .890 .59 .78 .84

12 81.1 5.2 78.5 7.8 .955 10.18 2.84 .78

13 80.9 5.4 78.2 8.1 .946 .09 .93 .78

14 80.0 5.3 77.3 8.0 .919 9.82 .82 .78

15 81.4 5.9 78.4 8.9 .952 10.12 3.29 .76

16 81.7 5.9 78.7 8.9 .961 .22 .30 .76

17 Sunday.
18 80.7 6.1 77.6 9.2 .928 9.89 .32 .75

19 83.1 5.4 80.4 8.1 1.014 10.76 .12 .78

20 77.9 7.0 74.4 10.5 0.838 8.95 .54 .72

21 77.0 7.4 73.3 11.1 .809 .65 .66 .70

22 77.1 5.0 74.6 7.5 .843 9.05 2.46 .79

23 79.9 5.8 77.0 8.7 .910 .71 3.09 .76

24 Sunday.
25 80.3 5.8 77.4 8.7 .922 .83 .12 .76

26 80.4 6.6 77.1 9.9 .913 .72 .57 .73

27 79.8 7.0 76.3 10.5 .890 .48 .73 .72

28 79.7 6.6 76.4 9.9 .893 .53 .49 .73

29 81.6 5.3 78.9 8.0 .967 10.30 2.95 .78

30 81.6 5.5 78.8 8.3 .964 .27 3.06 .77

31 Sunday.

All the Hygrometrical elements are computed by the Greenwich Constants,
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Abstract of the Besults of tie Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of May, 1857.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Jjj Range of the Barometer "3 2 Range of the Temperature

£ a % for each hour d uring

fri

for each hour during

Hour.
the month the month •

Max. Min. Diff.
C J3

Max. Min. Diff.

§ 3

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. o

Mid-
night.

1

29 .618 29.726 29.412 0.314 81.2 85.4 73.0 12.4

.603 .719 .408 .311 81.1 84.8 74.8 10.0

2 .591 .705 .411 .294 80.9 84.2 74.7 9.5

3 .582 .696 .400 .296 80.9 84.0 74.6 9.4

4 .585 .707 .400 .307 80.7 83.8 74.5 9.3

5 .600 .719 .405 .314 80.5 83.3 74.8 8.5

6 .618 .746 .410 .336 80.8 83.8 75.0 8.8

7 .637 .765 .416 .349 82.0 85.4 75.3 10.1

8 .652 .774 .425 .349 84.4 87.2 77.0 10.2

9 .658 .787 .431 .356 86.7 90.8 78.0 12.8

10 .656 .777 .434 .343 89.2 92.6 80.0 12.6

11 .643 .776 .427 .349 91.0 95.2 82.8 12.4

Noon. .627 .766 .415 .351 92.3 96.4 85.0 11.4

1 .598 .731 .386 .345 93.6 99.6 87.6 12.0

2 .570 .693 .364 .329 94.1 99.4 88.6 10.8

3 .550 .687 .344 .343 93.7 100.0 80.6 19.4

4 .530 .679 .337 .342 92.9 99.9 76.4 23.5

5 .527 .661 .346 .315 91.4 98.0 73.6 24.4

6 .543 .658 .367 .291 88.4 94.0 74.6 19.4

7 .563 .701 .381 .320 85.8 90.7 75.6 15.1

8 .589 .734 .402 .332 84 2 88.6 75.6 13.0

9 .612 .730 .406 .324 83.5 87.2 75.5 11.7

10 .620 .740 .398 .342 82.6 86.6 75.0 11.6

11 .617 .736 .399 .337 81.6 86.4 69.0 17.4

The Mean Height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb
Thermometers are derived from the observations made at the several hours
during the month.



XXX VI Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Results of the Sourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month ofMay, 1857.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

—

(Continued.)

-a *5
p< 1 'o 03 O O h =j"5

pq ^ '5 P **" .2

5 tj
"§

Q) <u o .Z Ml <U £ « -d

a> s-

>
O

>
o £ "8

-5 5
Hour.

a*
% a

03

"3

CO

P
V

a.

a
o
O

X)
OS

y
P

.2

(LI O

al"

-° Q
•5P*

Sg""*
^2 a,

•l§I

3 ^ u

SJO £• bft

"a 2

o Inches. Troy grs. Troy grs.

Mid-
night.

1

77.7 3.5 75.9 5.3 0.879 9.47 1.74 0.85

77.8 3.3 76.1 5.0 .885 .53 .64 .85

2 77.9 3.0 76.4 4.5 .893 .62 .48 .87

3 78.0 2.9 76.5 4.4 .896 .67 .43 .87

4 78.0 2.7 76.6 4.1 .899 .69 .35 .88

5 78.0 2.5 76.7 3.8 .902 .72 .26 .89

6 78.3 2.5 77.0 3.8 .910 .81 .26 .89

7 79.0 3.0 77.5 4.5 .925 .94 .53 .87

8 80.1 4.3 77.9 6.5 .937 10.02 2.29 .81

9 81.0 5.7 78.1 8.6 .943 .04 3.14 .76

10 81.8 7.4 78.1 11.1 .943 .00 4.16 .71

11 82.1 8.9 77.6 13.4 .928 9.81 5.12 .66

ISoon. 82.4 9.9 77.4 14.9 .922 .71 .79 .63

1 82.8 10.8 77.4 16.2 .922 .69 6.39 .60

2 83.1 11.0 77.6 16.5 .928 .73 .59 .60

3 82.5 11.2 76.9 16.8 .908 .52 .61 .59

4 81.8 11.1 76.2 16.7 .887 .33 .44 .59

5 82.0 9.4 77.3 14.1 .919 .70 5.40 .64

6 80.7 7.7 76.8 11.6 .905 .59 4.25 .69

7 79.6 62 76.5 93 .896 .57 3.26 .75

8 78.7 5.5 75.9 8.3 .879 .42 2.82 .77

9 78.5 5.0 76.0 7.5 .882 .45 .55 .79

10 78 3 4.3 76.1 6.5 .885 .50 .18 .81

11 77.8

1

3.8 75.9 5.7 .879 .46 1.88 .83

All the Hygrometrical elements are computed by the Greenwich constants.
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Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General" s Office, Calcutta,

in the month of May, 1857.

Solar radiation, Weather, &c.

Mi auge bove

d.M
.s Prevailing direction

9
Earn 5

fee
Gro

of the Wind.

Inches.
l 140.0 ,

.

S.

2 145.0 .

.

s.

3 Sunday.
4 138.0 .. s.

5 142.0 ,

.

s.

6 124.5 S. (high.)

7 131.4 2.38 S. & S. E. (high.)

8 125.0 0.88 S. E. & S.

9 116.0 1.42 S. E. & S.

10 Sunday. 0.57
11 130.0 .. S. E.
12 136.0 S.

13 129.0 0.36 S. E. & S.

11 130.2 ,

,

S. & N. E.
15 148.0 •• Calm & S.

16 144.0 0.08 S.

17 Sunday. 1.81
IS 131.8 .

.

S. & S. E.
19 135.0 s.

2U 125.4 0.32 S. E. & E.

21 133.0 0.15 N. W. & S. E.
22 134.8 0.12 N. &S.
23 139.0 •• S. & S. E.

24 Sunday. 0.80
25 121.0 .

.

S. E. & S.

2(5 132.0 .

.

B.

27 142.0 .

.

s. w.
2b 133.0 •• s. & s. w.

20 140.8 s.

30 128.0 0.44 S. & N. E.
31 Sunday.

General Aspect of the Sky.

Cloudless.

Cloudless.

[afterwards.

Cloudless till Noon, scattered clouds

Cloudless. [wards.

Cloudless till 5 A. M. scattered ^-i after-

Cloudy, also a gale with much rain and
hailstones and thunder and lightning

between 10 and 11 p. m.
Cloudy, also raining at 3 P, M. ; also

raining and hailing with thunder and
lightning at 6 P. M. [7 P. M.

Cloudy, also raining between 3 and
[7 A. M.

Cloudy, also very slightly drizzling at

Ditto ditto at 6 p. m.
Cloudy, also raining with thunder and
Cloudy. [lightning at 8 P. M.
Cloudless till 5 A. m. scattered ^i till 8

p. M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 6 a. m. scatd. ^i afterwards

;

also little rain between 6 and 7 p. m.
[also raining at 6 P. M,

Cloudless till 4 a. m. cloudy afterwards
;

Cloudless till 5 A. M. cloudy afterwards.

Cloudy till 10 A. M. cloudless till 4
p. M. cloudy afterwards, also a gale

accompanied by rain and thunder
and lightning between 7 and 9 P. M.

Cloudy, also raining at 10 and 11 P. M.
Cloudy, also raining between 8 & 9 p. m.
Cloudless till 10 A. m. scattered ^i till

3 p. M. scattered ^—i afterwards.

[afterwards.

Cloudless till 5 A. M. scattered clouds

Cloudless till 4 A. M. scattered clouds

Cloudy. [afterwards.

Cloudless till 10 A. m.. scatd. ^-i and ^i
till 4 p. M. cloudy afterwards. Also a

N. W. gale and a little drizzling be-

tween i past 5 p. m. and 5' to 6 p.m.
Cloudy till 4 P. M. cloudless afterwards.

Cloudless till 1 p. m. scattered \i & \— i

till 5 P. M. cloudy afterwards. Also a
west gale between 6-40 & 7 p. m. and
likewise rain during the gale and for

2 hours afterwards.

M Cirri, >—i cirro strati,W cin-o cumuli.
i strati,



xxxviii Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of May, 1857.

Monthly Eesults.

Inches.

Mean height of the Barometer for the month, .. .. 29.600

Max. height of the Barometer, occurred at 9 A. M. on the 14th, . . 29.787

Min. height of the Barometer, occurred at 4 p. M. on the 28th, . . 29.337

Extreme Range of the Barometer during the month, .

.

. . 0.450

o

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer for the month, .

.

. . 86.0

Max. Temperature, occurred at 3 P. M. on the 1st, .. .. 100.0

Min. Temperature, occurred at 11 P. M. on the 7th, .. .. 69-0

Extreme Range of the Temperature during the month, .. .. 31.0

o

Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer for the month, .

.

.

.

79.9

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer, .

.

6.1

Computed Mean Dew Point for the month, .

.

.

.

76.8

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above computed Mean Dew Point, .

.

9.2

Inches.

Mean Elastic force of vapour for the month, .

.

.

.

. . 0.905

Troy grains.

Mean weight of vapour for the month, .

.

.

.

.

.

9.65

Additional weight of vapour required for complete saturation, .

.

3.26

Mean degree of Humidity for the month, complete saturation being unity, 0.75

Inches.

Rained 16 days. Max. fall of rain during 24 hours, .

.

.

.

2.38

Total amount of rain during the month, .

.

.

.

.

.

9.33

Prevailing direction of the Wind, .. .. .. S. & S. E.
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Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General*s Office, Calcutta,

in the month of May, 1857.

Monthly Eestjlts.

Table showing the number of days on which at a given hour any particular wind

blew, together with the number of days on which at the same hour,

when any particular wind was blowing it rained.

Hour.

N.

o

c

c
c

E.

o

p8 3Q

a
o
d
'3

5
c

£

c

X
£
te

c

a a
i
3

1

2

3

2

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

o

'3

Midnight.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Noon.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

2

2
2

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

i

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

2

1

2

2

2
1

No.

1

2

3
3

2

2
1

2
3

3

3

4

of da

5

7

6

6

6

6

C,

7

7

5

6

5

4
3

4
4
4
5

7
6
5

7

6

5

rs.

1

]

]

]

2

2

16

11

14

15

13

13

12

L2

13

16

17

16

17

16

15

13

12

11

L3

13

12

11

11

12

1

2 :

1

1

1

2

3

2
2

3

3

3

3

2
2

3

J

1

1

2
2

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

3

1

2

2

1

1

1

2

I

i

i

i

i

i

l

i

i

i

i

1

1



xl Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of May, 1857.

On the 23rd May, 1857, the Meteorological Observations after

ten minutes intervals being taken at the {Surveyor General's Office,

they indicate the following circumstances :

—

h. m. h. m.
Exact Time of Minimum Barometer, 2 20 A. M. and 5 P. M.

Ditto Maximum Barometer, 9 30 do. and 10 30 do.

fBetween 5 and 6 A. M.

j
during the whole of which

t^.,, , r . . t, , interval the Thermometer
Ditto Minimum Temperature,

<j stood at ^ game reading

|
80.4 which was the lowest

^ temperature during the day.

Ditto Maximum Temperature, 2 20 p.m.

On the 7th, a Southerly breeze blew from 10 A. M. till 4 p. m.
;

after which a South Easterly breeze springing up ; the sky became

overcast and distant flashes of sheet -lightning were constantly

visible on the East side. Things continued in this state till 10 p. m.

when it commenced raining heavily. At 20 minutes past 10 p. M.

the South Easterly breeze which had been blowing since 4 p. m.

became a gale. After the gale had set in, it continually veered its

directions. At 11 p. M. all was quiet again. During the prevalance

of the gale there was much rain, thunder, and lightning and an

incessant fall of hailstones.

Also the undermentioned gales occurred during the month.

M ay 20th, between 6 and 7 a.m. a 1ST. E. gale blew for about

10 minutes ; only one side of the gale passing over Calcutta, the

whole body of the gale going by the East thereof.

May 20th, between 7 and 8 p. m. a S. W. gale blew for about

three quarters of an hour ; during which and for upwards of an

hour afterwards, there was much lightning and thundering, accom-

panied with little rain.

May 28th, between 5 and 6 p.m. a N. W. gale blew for about

20 minutes.

May 30th, between 6 and 7 p. m. a W. gale blew for about

20 minutes, during which there was little rain.



Meteorological Observations. xli

Abstract of the Besults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of June, 1857.

Latitude 22° 33' 1" North. Longitude 88° 20' 34" East.

feet.

Height of the Cistern of the Standard Barometer above the Sea level, 18.11

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

C 03

-W 03 jj Range sf the Barometer 9 3 Range of the Tempera-

Heigh Barom

52°

Fah during the day. ture during the day.

i
at

a as

Max. Min. Diff. Max. Min. Diff.

Q S £

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. o o o

1 29.569 29.648 29.490 0.158 86.7 92.8 81.4 11.4

2 .545 .612 .461 .151 86.9 92.4 83.6 8.8

3 .551 .616 .481 .135 86.9 92.2 81.6 10.6

4 .555 .599 .472 .127 87.0 92.9 80.3 12.6

5 .604 .655 .534 .121 84.9 93.8 80.6 13.2

6 .627 .663 .581 .082 85.8 93.2 81.3 11.9

7 Sunday.
8 .567 .625 .485 .140 87.8 95.0 83.8 11.2

9 .534 .578 .475 .103 88.7 96.0 82.8 13.2

10 .565 .613 .494 .119 89.3 97.2 83.4 13.8

11 .620 .675 .572 .103 89.0 96.2 83.4 12.8

12 .610 .662 .525 .137 87.7 95.8 78.0 17.8

13 .584 .635 .509 .126 86.6 92.5 82.0 10.5

14 Sunday.
15 .636 .707 .561 .146 87.0 94.6 82.0 12.6
16 .598 .675 .505 .170 86.7 94.0 81.4 12.6

17 .557 .607 .489 .118 86.1 94.6 81.7 12.9
18 .527 .588 .467 .121 85.6 93.6 82.0 11.6
19 .468 .512 .369 .143 84.2 90.0 82.0 8.0

20 .396 .448 .316 .132 85.5 90.6 80.8 9.8

21 Sunday.
22 .302 .353 .249 .104 81.5 86.1 79.1 7.0

23 .392 .509 .316 .193 82.4 88.3 78.2 10.1
24 .549 .618 .493 .125 83.3 87.4 79.0 8.4

25 .573 .615 .502 .113 84.5 91.3 80.6 10.7
26 .533 .575 .477 .098 82.3 88.8 79.0 9.8

27 .488 .540 .442 .098 81.2 88.4 77.0 11.4

28 Sunday.
29 .380 .413 .334 .079 80.2 82.5 78.8 3.7

30 .421 .459 .351 .108 79.5 84.5 77.4 7.1

The Mean height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wet Bulb
Thermometers are derived from the twenty-four hourly observations made during
the day.



xlii Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of lite Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of June, 1857.

Daily Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

o te o u
£§

>-> 03

g 1 53 . .~ -Q

. o 03 °-'5 «*_,
o S a

Date.

.a

15
o

"a

"o
a*

03

0)
>
o

C3

a ©

1 Vw

O u
-eg .

.£P"a o

a.

2

*l
^ CO

jj Q
.0

CO
13 .

613 .2
CD

03
J3

•73

03

;3

75 . H 3
o

'53 ja

£2 c - »
o w o>

03 .a 3
T3 c- §

C 03 CQ P4 'o s - e * Sgu c B m,
8 s >> a >»Ph s> « O c

03 C3 .3

§ Q u Q s 8 «i §

Inches. T. gr. T. gr.

1 80.9 5.8 78.0 8.7 0.940 10.01 3.17 0.76
2 81.3 5.6 78.5 8.4 .955 .18 .07 .77
3 81.4 5.5 78.6 8.3 .958 .21 .04 .77
4 82.1 4.9 79.6 7.4 .989 .54 2.75 .79
5 78.7 6.2 75.6 9.3 .871 9.31 3.18 .75
6 80.4 5.4 77.7 8.1 .931 .94 2.89 .78

7 Sunday .

8 82.1 5.7 79 2 8.6 .976 10.37 3 23 .76
9 82.2 6.5 78.9 9.8 .967 .26 .70 .74
10 82.6 6.7 79.2 10 1 .976 .35 .86 .73
11 82.0 7.0 78 5 10.5 .955 .12 .96 .72
12 81.0 6.7 77 6 10.1 .928 9.87 .69 .73
13 80.2 6.4 77.0 9.6 .910 .69 .45 .74

14 Sunday.
15 80.8 6.2 77.7 93 .931 .92 .37 .75
16 80.5 6.2 77.4 93 .922 .83 .35 .75
17 80.5 5.6 77.7 84 .931 .94 .01 .77
18 80.5 5.1 77.9 7.7 .937 10.00 2.76 .78
19 80.5 3.7 78.6 5.6 .958 .26 1 98 .84-

20 80.3 5.2 77.7 7.8 .931 9.94 2.78 .78

21 Sunday
22 78.3" 3.2 76.7 4.8 .902 .70 161 .86
23 78.5 3.9 76.5 5.9 .896 .63 .98 .83
24 79.5 3.8 77.6 5.7 .928 .95 .98 .83
25 80.1 4.4 77.9 66 .937 10.02 2.33 .81

26 79.4 2.9 77.9 ' 4.4 .937 .08 1 50 .87

27 78.8 2.4 77.6 3.6 .928 9.99 .22 .89

28 Sunday.
29 78.2 2.0 77.2 3.0 .916 .89 0.99 .91
30 77.0 2.5 75.7 3.8 .873 .43 1.23 .89

All the Hygrometrical elements are computed by the Greenwich constants.
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Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General' $ Office, Calcutta,

in the month of June, 1857.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Hour.

ean

Height

of

the

Barometer

at

32°

Faht.

Ran»e of the Barometer for

each hour during the

month.
Dry

Bulb

mometer.

Range of the Tempera-
ture for eMcb hour

during the

month.

Max. Min. Diff. S r. Max. Min. Diff.

% S

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.

Mid-
night.

29.536 29.651 29.337 0.314 82.4 85 2 78.7 6.5
11 'o

1 .524 .642 .301 .341 82.2 85.0 78.6 6.4

2 .514 .635 .304 .331 82.0 84.8 78.6 6.2

3 .509 .635 .297 .338 81.9 85.5 78.4 7.1

4 .510 .638 .274 .364 81.8 84.2 78.2 6.0

5 .523 .646 .278 .368 81.7 84.2 78.2 6.0

6 .543 .657 .289 .368 81.9 84.6 78.2 6 4
7 .558 .687 .305 .382 82.8 85.4 79.0 6.4

8 .567 .698 .320 .378 84.6 87.8 80.0 7.8

9 .573 .707 .321 .383 86.6 90.6 79.2 11.4

10 .573 .692 ! .315 .377 87.9 92.6 80.2 12.4
11 .565 .680 .312 .368 89.4 94,1 80.4 13.7

Noon. .548 .662 .301 .361 90.5 95.0 80.2 14.8
1 .530 .637 .295 .342 90.7 96.4 81.3 15.1
2 .513 .615 .274 .341 90.0 97.2 78.0 19.2
3 .495 .598 .268 .330 89.6 97.2 78.3 18.9
4 .473 .584 .249 .335 88.5 96.4 78.0 18.4
5 .473 .620 .259 .361 87.7 94.8 77.8 17.0
6 .484 .611 .277 .334 86.2 92.0 77.0 15.0
7 .500 .608 .303 .305 85.0 89.6 77.4 12.2
8 .526 .635 I .327 .308 83.9 88.0 78.0 10.0
9 .539 .663 .335 .328 83.3 86.7 78.8 7.9
10 .552 .663 .353 .310 83.0 86.8 79.0 7.8
11 .550 .649 ! .3 19

1

.300 82.7 85.6 79.0 6.6

The Mean height of the Barometer, as likewise the Mean Dry and Wei Bulb
Thermometers are derived from the observations made at the several hours
Luring the month.
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Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta,

in the month of June, 1857.

Hourly Means, &c. of the Observations and of the Hygrometrical elements

dependent thereon.

Hour.

S

H
"3

a o

03

>
O

OS

a
CQ

.5"8

PL,

*

P
'O
<u

"5

Su

&
<u

Q
>
o

w .9
o

w
o

to 3

s s*

n

Weight

of

Va-

>ur

in

a

cubic

ot

of

Air.

itional

Weight

of

apour

required

r

complete

satu-

tion.

n

degree

of

flu-

idity,

complete

turation

being

lity.

2 S >» s b^ <u o g &£ %>e 2
s a o a
(i S io 3

3 Q U Q £ 3 < s

o Inches. T.gr. T.gr.

Mid-
night.

1

78.9 3.5 77.1 5.3 0.913 9.82 1.79 0.85

79.0 3.2 77.4 4.8 .922 .91 .63 .86

2 79.0 3.0 77.5 4.5 .925 .94 .53 .87

3 79.0 2.9 77.5 4.4 .925 .96 .48 .87

4 79.0 2.8 77.6 4.2 .928 .99 .41 .88

5 79.0 2.7 77.6 4.1 .928 .99 .38 .88

6 79.1 2.8 77.7 4.2 .931 10.02 .42 .88

7 79.7 3.1 78.1 4.7 .943 .12 .63 .86

8 80.4 4.2 78.3 6.3 .949 .16 2.23 .82

9 81.2 . 5.4 78.5 8.1 .955 .18 .96 .78

10 81.5 6.4 78.3 9.6 .949 .07 3.57 .74

11 82.1 7.3 78.4 11.0 .952 .08 4.17 .71

Noon. 82.5 8.0 78.5 12.0 .955 .10 .62 .69

1 82.4 8.3 78.2 12.5 .946 9.98 .82 .67

2 82.0 8.0 78.0 12.0 .940 .95 .55 .69

3 81.8 7.8 77.9 11.7 .937 .92 .41 .69

4 81.5 7.0 78.0 10.5 .940 .97 3.91 .72

5 80.9 6.8 77.5 10.2 .925 .84 .72 .73

6 80.3 5.9 77.3 8.9 .919 .80 .19 .75

7 80.0 5.0 77.5 7.5 .925 .88 2.65 .79

8 79.5 4.4 77.3 6.6 .919 .84 .29 .81

9 79.4 3.9 77.4 5.9 .922 .89 .04 .83

10 79.4 3.6 77.6 5.4 .928 .97 1.85 .84

11 79.3 3.4 77.6 5.1 .928 .97 .75 .85

All the Hygrometrical elements are computed by the Greenwich constants.
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Abstract of the Besults of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta^

in the month of June, 1857.

Solar Radiation, Weather, &c.

M io-S 03 rD T3
rats p pi Prevailing direction General Aspect of the Sky.

1J 2 of the Wind.

ft
1" |s*

Inches.

1 125.5 S. (high.) Cloudy.

2 129.0 .. S. (high.) Cloudy.

3 .

.

S. (high.) Cloudy.

4 •• •• S. (high before sun-

rise.)

Cloudy.

5 119.0 S. (high 10 A. M. to

1 P. M.)

Cloudy.

6 127.0 •« S. Cloudy, also slightly drizzling at 8 P. M.

7 Sunday.

8 125.0 .

.

s. & s. w. Scatd. clouds. [wards.

9 130.0 ,

.

s. Scatd. ^—i till 3 P. M. cloudless after-

10 134.0 •• s. Cloudless till 6 a. m. scatd. M & ^-i till

4. p. m. cloudless afterwards.

11 129.7 s. Scatd. clouds.

12 134.0 1.50 s. Scatd. clouds, also raining at 8 & 9 P. M,

13 124.0 • s. Cloudy.

14 Sunday.

15 127.0 0.36 s. Cloudless till 5 A. M. scatd. clouds till

7 P. M. cloudless afterwards, also rain-

ing at 3 P. M. [wards.

10 121.0 , m s. Cloudless till 5 A. M. scatd. clouds after-

17 127.8 " s. Cloudless till 6 A. M. cloudy afterwards,

also a very loud clap of thunder fol-

lowed by a little drizzling at 2 P. m.

18 124.0 .

,

E. & S. E. Cloudy.

19 •• .. E. &N. Cloudless till 4 a. m. cloudy till 8 P. M.
cloudless afterwards.

20 •• •• N.E. Cloudless till 5 A. M. cloudy afterwards.

21 Sunday. 0.75

22 .. E. Cloudy and occasionally raining.

23 .. 0.61 E. Cloudy and constantly raining.

21 •• 0.50 S. Cloudy and occasionally raining before

noon.

25 118.0 s. & s. w. Cloudy.
2(5 •• 1.28 S. & S. E. & S. W. Cloudy and also raining between 1 &

5 P. M. [10 P. M.
27 •• 1.69 s. w. & s. & w. Cloudy and much rain between 1 &

2S Sunday. 0.14

2U .. 0.96 s. w. & w. Cloudy and constantly raining.

30 •• 2.51 w. & s. w. Cloudy & also raining between 1 & 4 P. M
t

M Cirri, ^-i Cirro strati, ^i Cumuli, «-i Cumiilo strati, V*-i Nimbi, —i Strat*
V» i Cirro cumuli.
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Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor OeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of June, 1857.

Monthly Results,

Inches.

Mean height of the Barometer for the month, .. .. 29.528

Max. height of the Barometer occurred at 9 A. M. on the 15th, .

.

29.707

Min. height of the Barometer occurred at 4 P. M. on the 22nd, .

.

29.249

Extreme range of the Barometer during the month, .

.

.

.

0.458

o

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer for the month, .

.

.

.

85.3

Max. Temperature occurred at 2 & 3 p. m. on the 10th, .

.

.

.

97.2

Min. Temperature occurred at 6 P. M. on the 27th, .

.

.

.

77.0

Extreme range of the Temperature during the month, .. .. 20.2

o

Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer for the month, .

.

.

.

80.3

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above Mean Wet Bulb Thermometer, .

.

5.0

Computed Mean Dew-point for the month, .. .. .. 77.8

Mean Dry Bulb Thermometer above computed mean Dew-point, .

.

7.5

Inches.

Mean Elastic force of Vapour for the month, .

.

.

.

0.934

Troy grains.

Mean Weight of Vapour for the month, .

.

.

.

.

.

9.97

Additional Weight of Vapour required for complete saturation, .. 2.67

Mean degree of humidity for the month, complete saturation being unity, 0.79

Inches.

Earned 15 days, Max. fall of rain during 24 hours, .

.

.

.

2.51

Total amount of rain during the month, .

.

.

.

.

.

10.30

Prevailing direction of the Wind, .

.

.

.

.

.

S,
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Abstract of the Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor General" s Office, Calcutta,

in the month of June, 1857.

Monthly Kesults.

Table showing the number of days on which at a given hour any particular wind

blew, together with the number of days on which at the same hour when

any particular wind was blowing it rained.

Hour.
c
c

a
o 5

c
o o

d
o

c H .2 a c a f*
~ $ a g

N. % pi E. - S.E. 22 S.
—

t/2 C3 W.
"5

£ eS
a
O

'5

PS

No . oi days

Midnight. 3 1 18 1 3
1 3 1 19 1 2
2 3 J9 2 1
3 3 1 18 3
4 2 1 1 20 1 3

5 1 2 1 1 19 1 2 1

6 2 2 1 1 18 1 2
7 2 2 1 2 17 1 1 1 1

8 1 3 2 1 1 13 5 1

9 1 1 3
1

15 4 1 2
10 2 1 2 1 15 5 1 1

11 1 2 1 16 2 4 2 1

Noon. 2 1 15 5
2'

1
1 2 2 1 15 4 1 2 2
2 5 2 17 1 2 1 2 2

3 4 1 1 1 15 1 3 3 1

4 2 3 ] 14 3 1 2 1

5 2 3 2 16 3 1 1
6

I

3 4 1 15 2 1 1
7 5 2 14 1 3 2 1
8 1 1 5 2 2 14 2 1 i

9 1 1 6 1 15 1 2 3
10 1 5 1 16 2 1 1
11 1 5 1 18 1 1 1

J



xlviii Meteorological Observations.

Abstract of tlie Results of the Hourly Meteorological Observations

taken at the Surveyor GeneraVs Office, Calcutta,

in the month of June, 1857.

On the 20th June, 1857, the Meteorological Observations after ten minutes

intervals being taken at the Surveyor General's Office, they indicate the following

circumstances.

* h. m.
(A. M. 4 30

Exact Time of Minimum Barometer, . . <

C.P. M. 4 50

. A. M. 10
Ditto Maximum Barometer,

10 50

(A. M.

(.P. M.

h. m. h. m.
-A. M. Between 5 10 & 6 during

the whole of which interval the ther-

Ditto Minimum Temperature, \
m°meter stood at the same reading

80.8 which was the lowest tempera-
^ ture during the day.

m. h. m.

fp. M. at 20 past noon and also at 4 10,

Ditto Maximum Temperature, <!
the ^monieter standing at 90°8,

at the former, and at 90.7 at the

v. latter time.

Av














